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8231. By Mr. CRAIL: Petition of many employees of the
Fireman's Fund Insurance Co. of California, urging that
part~an politics and selfish interests t>e set aside and that
nothing be allowed to stand in the way of the adoption of
a constructive program for the solution of the Nation's
financial problem; to the Committee on Ways and Means.
8232. Also, petition of depositors of the Guaranty Building and Loan Association of Los Angeles, requesting that the
United States Government appoint a commission to conduct
an independent investigation of the affairs of the Guaranty
Building and Loan Association of Los Angeles failure; to the
Committee on the Judiciary.
8233. Also, petition of Arthur H. Hill, of San Diego, Calif.,
proposing to Congress a new calendar for the world and
suggesting a remedy for world-wide depression; to the Committee on Ways and Means.
8234. By Mr. HART: Petition of citizens of Gratiot, Montcalm. Saginaw, and Clinton Counties, protesting against
compulsory Sunday observance; to the Committee on the
District of Columbia.
8235. By Mr. LINDSAY: Petition of United States Building and Loan League, Springfield, ill., favoring the home
loan bank bill; to the Committee on Banking and Currency.
8236. By Mr. PERSON: Petition of 108 citizens of Detroit, Mich., and vicinity, favoring the enactment of legislation to curb the activities of the chain-store system; to
the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce.
8237. By Mr. RAINEY. Petition of Roy P. Goben and
60 citizens of Havana, TIL, favoring immediate cash payment
of the bonus; to the Committee on Ways and Means.
8238. By Mr. RUDD: Petition of the Merchants' Association of New York, opposing the payment of the soldiers'
adjusted-service certificates; to the Committee on Ways and
Means.
8239. By Mr. SCHNEIDER: Petition of citizens of Forest
County, Wis., favoring the maintenance of the prohibition
law and its enforcement, and against any measure looking
toward its modification, restrbmission to the States, or repeal;
to the Committee on the Judiciary.
8240. By Mr. WYANT: Petition of Kiwanis Club of
Monessen, Pa., opposing salary reductions of Government
employees; to the Committee on Ways and Means.
8241. By the SPEAKER: Petition of Henry Woodhouse,
president of the Aerial League of America; to the Committee
on Public Buildings and Grounds.
8242. Also, petition of Minnesota Taxpayers Association
protesting against the passage of huge spending bills no.._,;
under consideration in Congress; to the Committee on Ways
and M.eans.

SENATE
FRIDAY, JUNE

10, 1932

(Legislative day of Wednesday, June 8, 1932>

The Senate met at 11 o'clock a.m., on the expiration of
the recess.
Mr. McNARY. Mr. President, I suggest the absence of a
quorum.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The clerk will call the
roll.
The legislative clerk called the roll, and the following
Senators answered to their names:
Ashurst
Austin
Bailey
Bankhead
Barbour
Barkley
Bingham
Blaine
Borah
Bratton
Brookhart·
Broussard
Bulkley
Bulow
Byrnes
Capper
Caraway
Carey

Cohen
Connally
Coolidge
Costigan
Couzens
CUtting
Dale
Davis
Dill
Fletcher
Frazier
George
Gore
Hale
E;arrison
Hastings
Hatfield
Hawes

Hayden
Hebert
Howell
Hull
Johnson
Jones
Kean
Kendrick
Keyes
King
La Follette
Lewis

Logan
McGill
McKellar
McNary
Metcall
Moses

Norbeck
Norris
Nye
Oddle
Patterson
Pittman
Reed
Robinson, Ark.
Robinson, Ind.
Schall
Sheppard
Shipstead
Shortridge
Smith
Smoot
Steiwer
Thomas, Idaho

Thomas, Okla.

Townsend
Trammell
Tydings

Vandenberg
Wagner
Walcott

Walsh, Mass.
Walsh, Mont.
Watson

Wheeler
White

The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Eighty-three Senators
have answered to their names. A quorum is present. The
Senate resumes the consideration of the conference report.
AGRICULTURAL DEPARTMENT APPROPRIATIONS~Ol\""FERENCE
REPORT

The. Senate resumed the consideration of the report of the
comnuttee of conference on the disagreeing votes of the two
Houses on the amendments of the Senate to the bill (H. R
7912) making appropriations for the Department of Agri~
culture for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1933, and for
other purposes.
. The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The question is on agreemg to the report of the conference committee.
The report, submitted by Mr. McNARY April 4 (calendar
day April 5), 1932, was agreed to, and it is as follows:
The committee of conference on the disagreeing votes of
the two Houses on the amendments of the Senate to the bill
(H .. R. 7912) making appropriations for the Department of
Agriculture for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1933, and for
other purposes, having met, after full and free conference
have agreed to recommend and do recommend to their respective Houses as follows:
That the Senate recede from its amendments numbered
41, 45, 47, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 74, and 75.
That the House recede from its disagreement to the
amendments of the Senate numbered 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 10, 12,
18, 19, 20, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 43, 44, 49, 50, 51, 52, 54, 55, 57,
58, 59, 60, 70, 71, 72, 73, 79, and 81, and agree to the same.

Amendment numbered 1: That the House recede from its
disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered 1,
and agree to the same with an amendment as follows: Restore the matter stricken out by said amendment, amended
to read as follows:
"~ublic Resolution No. 9, Fifty-eighth Congress, first
sessw~, approved March 14, 1904 (U. s. C., title 44, sec.
290), IS hereby amended by striking out all after the resolving clause and inserting in lieu thereof the following:"
And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 9: That the House recede from its
disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered 9,
~nd agree to the same with an amendment as follows: In
lieu of the sum proposed insert "$2,503,218 "; and the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 11: That the House recede from its
disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered 11,
~nd agree to the same with an amendment as follows: In
lieu of the sum proposed insert ".$4,164,038 "; and the Senate
agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 31: That the House recede from its
disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered 31,
3:nd agree to the same with an amendment as follows: In
lieu of the sum proposed insert " $1,631,360 "; and the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 32: That the House recede from its
disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered 32,
S?d agree to the same with an amendment as follows: In
lieu of the sum proposed insert" $699,079 "; and the Senate
agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 33: That the House recede from its
disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered 33
~nd agree to the same with an amendment as follows: fu
lieu of the sum proposed insert" $683,599 "; and the Senate
agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 34: That the House recede from its
disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered 34
~nd agree to the same with an amendment as follows; fu
lieu of the sum proposed insert "$892,145 "; and the Senate
agree to the same.
. Amendment numbered 35: That the House recede from its
diSagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered 35
~nd agree to the same with an amendment as follows: I~
lieu of the sum proposed insert "$1,201,661 "; and the senate agree to ·the same.
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Amendment numbered 36: That the House recede from its
disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered 36,
and agree to the same with an amendment as follows: In
lieu of the sum proposed insert "$1,217,687 "; and the Senate agree to the same.
_
Amendment numbered 37: That the House recede from its
disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered 37,
and agree to the same with an amendment as follows: In
lieu of the sum proposed insert "$544,940 "; and the Senate
agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 38: That the House recede from its
disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered
38, and agree to the same with an amendment as follows:
In lieu of the sum proposed insert" $133,284 "; and the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 39: That the House recede from
its disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered
39, and agree to the same with an amendment as follows:
In lieu of the sum proposed insert "$127,489 "; and the
Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 40: That the House recede from
its disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered
40 and agree to the same with an amendment as follows:
In lieu of the sum proposed insert "$7,131,244 "; and the
Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 42: That the House recede from
its disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered
42, and agree to· the same with an amendment as follows:
In lieu of the sum proposed insert "$1,019,640 "; and the
Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 46: That the House recede from its
disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered 46,
and agree to the same with an amendment as follows: In
lieu of the sum proposed insert" $10,491,764 "; and the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 48: That the House recede from its
disagreement to the amend..TD.ent of the Senate numbered 48,
and agree to the same with an amendment as follows: In
lieu of the sum proposed inse1·t "$12,383,304 "; and the
Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 78: That the House recede from its
disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered
78, and agree to the same with an amendment as follows:
Restore the matter stricken out by said amendment,
amended to read as follows:
"Provided further, That no part of any money appropriated by this act shall be used for purchasing any motorpropelled passenger-carrying vehicle <except busses and
station wagons) at a cost, completely equipped for operation, in excess of $750, except where, in the judgment of the
department, special requirements can not thus be efficiently
met, such exceptions, however, to be limited to not to exceed 10 per cent of the total expenditures for such motor
vehicles purchased during the fiscal year; including the
value of a vehicle exchanged where exchange is involved;
nor shall any money appropriated herein be used for maintaining, driving, or operating any Government-owned motorpropelled passenger-carrying vehicle not used exclusively
for official purposes; and 'official purposes' shall not include the transportation of officers and employees between
their domiciles and places of employment except in cases
of officers and employees engaged in field work the character of whose duties makes such transportation necessary
and then only when the same is approved by the head of
the department. The limitations of this proviso shall not
apply to any motor vehicle for official use of the Secretary
of Agriculture."
And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 80: That the House recede from
its disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered
80, and agree to the same with an amendment as follows:
Restore the matter stricken out by said amendment,
amended to read as follows:
"SEc. 3. No appropriation under the Department of Agriculture available during the fiscal years 1932 and/or 1933
shall be used after the date of the approval of this act to
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pay the compensation of an incumbent appointed to any
position under the Federal Government which is vacant on
the date of the approval of this act or to any such position
which may become vacant after such date: Provided, That
this inhibition shall not apply (a) to absolutely essential
positions, the filling of which may be authorized or approved
in writing by the President of the United States, either individually or in groups, or (b) to temporary, emergency,
seasonal, and cooperative positions. The appropriations or
portions of appropriations une>..l)ended by the operation of
this section shall not be used for any other purposes but
shall be impounded and returned to the Treasury, and a
report of all such vacancies, the number thereof filled, and
the amounts unexpended for the period between the date
of the approval of this act and October 31, 1932, shall be
submitted to Congress on the first day of the next regular
session: Provided, That such impounding of funds may be
waived in writing by the President of the United States in
connection with any appropriation or portion of appropriation, when, in his judgment, such action is necessary and in
the public interest."
And the Senate agree to the same.
The committee of conference have not agreed on amendments numbered 6, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 21, 22, 29, 30, 53, 56,
61, 67, 68- 69, 76, 77, and 82.
CHAS. L. McNARY,
w. L. JONES,
HENRY W. KEYES,
JOHN B. KENDRICK,
Managers on the part of the Senate.
J. P. BUCHANAN, ·

JoHN N.

SANDLIN,

G. SIMMONS,
Managers on the part of the House.
ROET.

PETITIONS AND MEMORIALS

The PRESIDENT pro tempore laid before the Senate a
resolution adopted by the Board of Aldermen of New York
City, N. Y., favoring the passage of legislation providing a
bond issue to finance construction of public works and such
other undertakings as will provide employment under the
present economic conditions, which was ordered to lie on
the table.
Mr. DILL. Mr. President, I present petitions from sundry citizens of Bremerton, Wash., praying for the passage
of legislation providing a $5,000,000,000 public-improvement
bond issue so as to relieve the unemployment situation,
which I ask may be appropriately referred.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The petitions will lie on
the table.
Mr. ASHURST presented a telegram in the nature of a
memorial from Occa Freeman, Department Auxiliary, president of Arizona U. S. _W. V., Bisbee, Ariz., remonstrating
against inclusion of the so-called pauper clause and the
reduction of pensions of certain veterans in pending legislation, which was ordered to lie on the table.
Mr. BARBOUR presented the following concurrent resolution of the Legislature of the State of New Jersey, which
was ordered to lie on the table:
TH.E ONE HUNDRED AND FIFTY-SIXTH LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE OF
NEW JERSEY

Senate concurrent resolution adopted by the senate on February 1, 1932; adopted by the house of assembly on June 1, 1932.
Whereas the platform of the two great political parties of this
Nation advocate the maintenance of an adequate system of national defense; and
Whereas the people of New Jersey have ever been in the front
ranks when the safety of this Nation has been endangered; and
Whereas the National Guard and Organized Reserve will, in case
of a national emergency constitute by far the largest components
of the Army of the United States, and should, therefore, receive
proper training and equipment; and
Whereas the National Guard Association of the United States
and the Reserve Officers' Association of the United States, a patriotic body of citizens of whom the great majority have had
active service in the Army of the United States during the late
war, have requested the Committee on Appropriations of the House
of Representatives and the Senate of the Congress of the United
State:s to appropriate sufficient funds to carry out the training

of the National Guard and Organized Reserve for the fiscal year
1933: Then
Be it resolved by the Senate of the State of New Jersey (tJI,e
House of Assembly concurring), That the Congress be, and it

hereby is, requested to appropriate sufficient funds to carry out
the provisions of the national defense act of 1920 and its accompanying legislation so that the program of the War Department
for the proper support of the Regular Army, the National Guard,
and Organized Reserve may be effectively carried out;
Be it further resolved, That the secretary of the senate is
hereby instructed to forward certified copies of this resolution.
signed by the president and secretary of the senate and the
speaker and clerk of the house to the following: The President
of the United States, the United States Senate, the House of Representatives, the Senators and Members of Congress from the
State of New Jersey.
A. C. REEVES,
President of the Senate.

Attest:

A. F. VAN CAMP,
Secretary of the Senate.

JosEPH

GREENBERG,

Speaker of the House of Assembly.

Attest:
LOUIS WEISS,

Clerk of the House of Assembly.
TARIFF ON COPPER

Mr. HAYDEN.

Mr. President, I send to the desk and ask

to have read a telegram from the mayors of two cities of
Arizona relative to the tariff on copper recently approved by
the Congress.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Without objection, the
clerk will read, as requested.
The Chief Clerk read as follows:
GLOBE, ARIZ.,

Hon. CARL
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June 8, 1932.

HAYDEN,

Member of United States Senate, Washington:

Will you kindly express to Members of the United States Senate
the heart-felt gratitude of the citizens of the Globe-Miami district for the action of your body in including a duty on copper
in the tax and revenue bill, thereby saving this community, once
the greatest copper-producing district in the world, from extinction.
.ARTHUR

TuRNER,

Mayor of Miami.

W. A.

SAWYER,

Mayor of Globe.
mEQUALITY OF TARlF'F ON REFINED SUGAR

situated ln Charlestown, Mass. Many of these men are residents
of your distrtct and your constituents.
A situation has arisen in the sugar-refining industry of the
United States which 1s without precedent and which threatens
the means of livelihood of every man engaged in the business of
refining sugar in America. Peculiarly, this situation has come
about through a loophole in the tariff laws of the country, which
amounts practically to a subsidy for foreign refined sugars.
As you are undoubtedly aware, the bulk of the sugar supply of
this country originates in Cuba. For centuries this product has
been brought into the United States in its raw state and refined
at strategically located refineries along the Atlantic seaboard.
These refineries are models of American industry and efficiency.
No finer food plants, from the standpoint of protection of the
community health, can be found anywhere in the world. They
employ American citizens at a wage commensurate with American
standards of living and purchase American-produced rupplies.
The investment of capital in these plants and their equipment is
colossal. Raw sugar under every tariff law has always paid a very
high rate of duty.
Now, we find under the present law that the duty on imported
raw sugar, when applied to the finished product, is greater than
the duty on sugar if imported in refined form. Quick to take
advantage of this loophole refineries have been built in the tropical countries where wages and living conditions do not approach
our own hard-won American standards, and the sugar is being
dumped into the United States. In other words, the dual advantage of "peon " labor and lower rate of duty allows these foreign refineries to cut under the cost price of the American finished
product.
These facts are substantiated by figures compiled by our Government, which show that in 1925 there was practically no refined sugar imported into the United States, and that since impol"tations have increased until in the one week ending May ~1,
1932, 25,000,000 pounds of refined were dumped into the country.
If this keeps up, the domestic sugar-refining industry faces
extermination.
Just for a moment let us look at the matter from a personal
standpoint. Every home in the United States uses refined sugar.
It is a food product which has more " good will " than any other
made. You never question the quality of the sugar you habitually
purchase at the store. Why? Because for centuries sugar has
been refined under the most careful supervision and stricte3t regulation until the confidence of the public in its purity is as steadfast as is humanly possible. Sugar refined in foreign countries
without the public-protecting Government health and pure food
laws can not be looked upon with any such confidence.
What, then, is the answer to this problem? In order for the
American sugar-refilling industry to survive, in order for it to continue to maintain its standard of wages, in order for the men to
keep above the class of peons or slaves we must have a higher
tarifi on refined sugars.
We, therefore, respectfully petition you as a representative of
the people of 1Iassachusetts to initiate, foster, and aid either 1n
Congress or before the Tarifi Commission a change in the tariff
with a view to immediately exterminating this menace.
Yours very truly,

Mr. WALSH of Massachusetts. Mr. President, as illustrative of some of the inequalities in the Smoot-Hawley tariff
bill, I would like to have a letter from the employees of the
THOMAS w. TIPPING.
Revere Sugar Refinery, similar to many other letters from
JusTIN B. CRONIN, Secretary.
THOMAS TIPPING, President.
this industry, printed in the RECORD and referred to the
Finance Committee. Before sending it to the desk for that
POST OFFICE AT BESSEMER, MICH.
purpose, however, I would like to quote two paragraphs from
Mr. VANDE!-."'BERG. Mr. President, I present a selfthe letter:
explanatory and patriotic telegram from Bessemer, Mich.,
Now we find, under the present law, that the duty on imported
raw sugar, when applied to the finished product, is greater than which I a.sk may be printed in the RECORD and appropriately
the duty on sugar if imported in refined form. Quick to take referred.
advantage of this loophole, refineries have been built in the
There being no objection, the telegram was referred to the
tropical countries, where wages and living conditions do not ap- Committee on Banking and Currency and ordered to lie on
proach our own hard-won American standards, and the sugar is
being dumped into the United States. In other words, the dual the table, as follows:
advantage of peon labor and lower rate of duty allows these
foreign refiners to cut under the cost price of the American
finished product.
These facts are substantiated by figures complied by our Government, which show that in 1925 there was practically no refined sugar imported into the United States, and that since importations have increased until in the one week ending May 21,
1932, 25,000,000 pounds of refined were dumped into the country.
If this keeps up the domestic sugar refining industry faces
exterminatlon.

I hope the United States Tariff Commission, before whom
an investigation is pending, may take notice of this serious
inequality.
There being no objection, the letter was referred to the
Committee on Finance and ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:

BESSEMER, MICH.,

Senator A. H.

June 9, 1932.

VA?o.TDENBERG,

Washington, D. 0.:
Do not approve "pork-barrel" legislation appropriating moneys

for Bessemer post office.
BESSEMER BUSINESS MEN'S ASSOCIATION;
t.

C. R. DUDA, Secretary.
PLANT QUARANTINE

Mr. BARBOUR presented a letter from the Secretary of
Agriculture relative to the matter of plant quarantine, which
was referred to the Committee on Agriculture and Forestry
and ordered to be printed in the RECORD, as follows:
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,

Washington, June 7, 1932.

Hon. W. WARREN BARBoUR,
United States Senate.

DEAR SENATOR BARBOUR: I have for acknowledgment your letter of
May 5, with which you transmitted the statement on the principles and procedure in plant quarantine prepared and indorsed
Charlestown, Mass., June 8, 1932.
by the agricultural and horticultura-l interests of New Jersey.
Hon. DAVID I. WALSH,
The introduction to the statement indicates that the purpose of
United State3 Senator, Senate Office Building,
the state:r;nent is to endeavor to clarify the national policy on quarWashington, D. C.
DEAR SENATOR WALSH: We are taking the liberty of addressing antines and to present a constructive method of operation. It is
you on behalf of 500 to 600 employees of the Revere Sugar Refinery, further noted that the announcement suggests that the. problem
MUTUAL BENEFIT AssOCIATION oF REVERE
SUGAR REFINERY EMPLOYEES,
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should be considered from a long-time viewpoint, and the statement is designed to lay the groundwork for a new viewpoint on
the whole subject of plant quarantine~
·
This indication of your interest in the subject of plant quarantine is appreciated, and we very largely indorse your entire statement. It represents substantially the present practice 1n the
department, and the principles it outlines have been frequently
discussed and indorsed at meetings of scientific workers of this
department and of the various States in recent years. The indorsement of these pollcies by the New Jersey delegation in Congress is pleasing.
Paragraph 1. The nature of a quarantine: Quotes from a prelimtnary statement on quarantine principles prepared by the
National Plant Board. The statement on quarantine principles as
finally adopted by the National Plant Board was prepared and approved by the plant-quarantine officials of the various States of
the United States after consultation with the regulatory ofilcials
of the United States Department of Agriculture. The statement
before issuance was reviewed by the Plant Quarantine and Control Administration of this department, hence is something we are
in entire sympathy with. However, your delegation knows full
well that it is a comparatively simple matter to compose a statement of general policy. When, however, such a policy has been
outlined, the real accomplishment is to bring into harmony with
that policy all the various angles and ramifications of a problem so
complex as the regulation of the agricultural imports into this
country from all foreign countries and the regulation of those
commodities which must be regulated to prevent the spread of
injurious pests in this country. This is more or less of a constant
problem, but we believe it is being satisfactorily met as complications arise from time to time, as they inevitably must and wlll.
Naturally, we bring to the solution of these problems all the advice
and information available from trade interests and specialists outside the department in addition to the information available in
the department.
Paragraph 2. Amendment of the plant quarantine act of August
20, 1912: Proposes that the fundamental quarantine act of 1912
be amended in such a way as to require the United States Secretary of Agriculture to cause a determination to be made of the
prospective benefits of the proposed quarantine and the prospective damages accruing by reason of its action and to place the
said proposed quarantine only in case the prospective benefits to
the country far outweigh the prospective damages.
Precisely the thing sought by the proposed amendment now
exists in section 8 of the plant quarantine act. This section makes
it the duty of the Secretary of Agriculture to determine the need
for any quarantine; it directs him, 1f the publlc interests permit,
to establish rules and regulations pertaining to that quarantine,
and it requires him to give advance notice of and to hold a public
hearing where all interested parties may be heard before he shall
promulgate such a quarantine.
No quarantine has been placed by the Federal Government without a public hearing and without fully considering the prospective benefits of the proposed quarantine and the prospective damages. Since the plant quarantine act, as at present constituted,
provides for everything that is suggested in the proposed amendment to the plant quarantine act, it would seem that no amendment is necessary.
Paragraph 2 of the statement further says that "it is our firm
conviction that some quarantines have been laid in the past and
are therefore likely to be laid in the future, which involve more
injury to the country's business than any benefit derived from
them." Of course, no such firm conviction could prevail unless
there was in mind some specific example of a quarantine which
involved more injury to the country's business than any benefit
derived from it, and a reference to some specific example of such
a quarantine would provide an opportunity to study this paragraph with better understanding.
Paragraph 3. Restriction on interstate movement a Federal function: Expresses the belief that " where restrictions on the movement of plant.s and plant products are to be placed and enforced
for the purpose of preventing or delaying spread of injurious insects and plant diseases, new to and not heretofore distributed in
the United States, it is the firm conviction that such restriction
should be placed, enforced, and financed by the Federal Government, because any attempt to restrict interstate commerce of th13
sort by State action is bound to be chaotic and the benefits derived
from such restrictions by the Federal Government are enjoyed by
that section of the United States outside of the infested zone."
This should doubtless be interpreted to mean that States should
be denied the right to place restrictions on the interstate movement of products because of possible spread of insect pests and
plant diseases. Irrespective of any opinion which might be held
by the department on this point, the amendment of April 13, 1926,
to section 8 of the plant quarantine act provides that " until the
Secretary of Agriculture shall have made a determination that
such a quarantine is necessary and has duly established the same
with reference to any dangerous plant disease or insect infestation,
as herein above provided, nothing in this act shall be construed
to prevent any State, Territory, insular possession or district from

promulgating, enacting, and enforcing any quarantine prohibiting

or restricting the transportation of any class of nursery stock,
plant, fruit, seed, or other product or article subject to the restrictions of this section into or through such State, Territory, District,
or portion thereof from any other State, Territory, Distri~t, or portion thereof when it shall be found by the State, Territory, or District promulgating or enacting the same that such dangerous plant
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disease or Insect infestation exists 1n such other State, Territory,
District, or portion thereof."
The power to protect themselves by State quarantine was found
by the courts to have been taken away from the States by the
plant quarantine act. This power as to diseases and pests not
covered by a Federal quarantine was restored by the amendment
above quoted, which was sought by many of the States, and it is
believed that those same States would vigorously oppose the surrender or abrogation of that power.
It is difficult for me to believe that the agricultural and horticultural interests of New Jersey really intended to propose and
recommend that States should be dented the right to place such
restrictions on the interstate movement of products as might be
necessa-ry in order to protect their territory against the introduction of insect pests and plant diseases. The State of New Jersey,
in cooperation with this department, has at much expense and
efi'ort, and largely for the protection of its own fc,>rested regions,
been engaged for about 10 years in the eradication of an· outbreak
of gypsy moth. This work has apparently reached a successful
conclusion. The insect, however, is still strongly established over
large areas in New England.
If through the failure of an appropriation measure or otherwis-s
the Federal Government at some future time should be unable
to carry out the necessary protective measures in New England to
prevent the spread of this pest, I am sure those responsible for
the agricultural and forest interests of New Jersey would not want
to find themselves helpless on account of Federal legislation and
unable to take any legal measures to prevent the reintroduction
at this insect into New Jersey. Should the suggestion, however,
that States be dented the right to place interstate quarantines be
met by favorable congressional action. it seems unlikely that Congress would deprive the States of the power to protect themselves
and at the same time withhold funds to permit a similar degree
of protection to the States from the Federal Government.
The department is not in possession of information at this time
to indicate that the existing State quarantines are unnecessary, at
least from the standpoint of untnfested States. Therefore, to
comply ~ith the thought expressed in this paragraph would mean
the appropriation of a tremendous amount of money. It has been
the belief of the department that where one or two States, or a
small group of States, may be uninfested it ls more economical
and just as effective and reasonable for these one or two States
or few States to enforce an embargo or a restrictive quarantine
against the infested States or areas of the country than it would
be for the Federal Government to attempt to enforce a quarantine
over a great area for the protection of a small uninfested area.
Hence the department approved the amendment to the plant
quarantine act which restored to the States on April 13, 1926, the
power to place interstate quarantines in the absence of action
by the Secretary of Agriculture. The right of States to protect
themselves from pest introduction whenever such protection is
not afforded by the Federal Government is an important power
and one which many o! the States will undoubtedly jealously
guar~

Paragraph 4. Suppression as a means of preventing spread of a
Federal function: Points out that, in addition to the cost of Federal quarantine enforcement when suppression measures are to
be undertaken within the limit of any State for the purpose of
preventing or delaying spread into outside areas, the cost of such
measures should be borne by the Federal Government.
We are in full sympathy with this principle. In practice, of
course, suppressive measures almost invariably benefit both the
infested and the noninfested State. While a rigorous distinction
can not be made between expenditures primarily directed to the
protection of outside area."l and those intended to benefit the
infested territory, the principle of such a separation, so far as the
amount can be determined, has been consistently followed. In
the eradication of the Mediterranean fruit fly in Florida, for example, the Federal Government spent $6,710,411, while the State
of Florida spent $378,768.68. In the eradication of the pink bollworm in sections of Texas, Louisiana, and Arizona, while the
States participated in the payment of reimbursement to farmers
for losses incurred through the enforced nonproduction of cotton, the Federal Government paid almost the entire cost of cleaning up the fields and suppressing the insect. In the eradication o!
the date palm scale in California and Arizona. until comparatively
recently, the Federal Government has provided all the funds for
the clean-up work. In the eradication of the Mexican fruit fly
in the Rio Grande Valley of Texas the Federal Government has
paid for almost all the clean-up work. In the maintenance of
the Barrier Zone between the gipsy-moth-infested area in New
England and New York the Federal Government has spent a large
proportion of the money for cleaning up and preventing spread
west of this zone. In eradicating the gipsy moth in the State of
New Jersey the Federal Government contributed appreciably to
the expense of eradication, although New Jersey, as a matter o!
protection to herself, did contribute quite heavily also to this
campaign. In clean-up and contt:ol measures against the European corn borer the Federal Government has spent far more than
have the States in control measures.
It is assumed that this paragraph may refer to such problems

as the certification o! nursery stock out o! the State of New Jer-

sey 1n the enforcement of the Japanese beetle quarantine. The
State of New Jersey contributes to this inspection of nurseries
and certification of plants for movement outside the quarantined
area. This paragraph may have been meant to suggest that thi.s
expense should have been borne by the Federal Government;
however, we believe that it is the duty of the people in an in-
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tested area to place their products tn such condition as to render
them not dangerous to uninfested areas tn other parts of the
country. Therefore the inspection and certification work being
necessary to the movement of New Jersey products should be supported financially by the State of New Jersey.
Paragraph 5. Suppression as a means of protecting infested territory a State function: Announces the belle! of your delegation
that suppression of injurious insects or plant diseases whether
new or not heretofore widely distributed in the United States or
old and widely distributed tn the United States, in so far as this
said suppression applies to the protection of the States or infested territory, should be carried on and financed by the State
itself. certainly, there can be no quarrel on this point.
Paragraph 6. Federal quaran'btne and suppression efforts within
a State should involve cooperative understanding: Announces that
all quarantine enforcement and all suppression undertaken by the
Federal Government within the llmits of a State should be carried out on the basis of a cooperative understanding between the
Federal Government and the State Government.
We can agree with this principle. No other arrangement could
satisfactorily prevail and no other arrangement has prevailed in
the past. In many instances in which infested areas occupy only
parts of certain States; the Federal Government would have no
authority to enforce quarantine lines without State cooperation.
Even where infestations occupy entire States and cooperation with
the States might perhaps not be legally essential, the department
has always worked in close direct touch with the plant-quarantine
officials of the States concerned. In fact the department has no
knowledge of any Instance where quarantine work has been done
in a State without a full understanding with the state involved.
Paragraph 7. Position with regard to present plant quarantines: States that so far as quarantines now in effect are concerned on account of insect or fungous pests, the gradual abandonment of these quarantines is favored except where it has been
demonstrated that spread can be definitely controlled by regulatory measures, and such abandonment or comprehensive revision
of regulations pertaining to quarantines now in effect should be
carried out only upon the basis of a studied policy in the formation of which all interests affected have been consulted.
This has been, 1s now, and will continue to be the policy of
the department. Public hearings are held before a quarantine
is put into effect as required by law. Public conferences or hearings are held when removal of a quarantine is contemplated at
which time all interests affected are consulted and given an opportunity to be heard, not because it is required by law, but
because it is only fair, just, and sensible.
Paragraph 8. Position with regard to the extermination of new
pests is as follows: "When the Japanese beetle was first found
in 1916 it covered an area of not more than 1 square mile. It is
entirely probable that if adequate funds had been available this
insect might have been wiped out and large succeeding expenditures avoided. This is only one instance, of which there have
been a number tn the past and doubtless w1ll be a number in
the future, where prompt action with adequate funds might have
effected tremendous future savings. It Is therefore our firm conviction that measures should be taken and moneys appropriated,
making it possible to exterminate the injurious insect or plant
disease if when first found such procedure seems practical."
Here we are urged to immediately undertake extermination
measures when an insect is first found in this country. This
paragraph apparently contemplates the making avanable of what
might be termed an emergency fund so that such action can be
promptly undertaken when necessity arises. Whereas paragraph 2
insists that the Secretary of Agriculture before placing a quarantine must cause determination to be made of the prospective
benefits of the proposed quarantine and the prospective damages
accruing by reason of its action, and to place the said proposed
quarantine only in case the prospective benefits to the country
far outweigh the prospective damages, paragraph 8 insists that
when an insect is found, eradication measures should be immediately undertaken if such procedure seems practical. Since
eradication measures involve the promulgation and enforcement
of a quarantine, it is just a little bit hard to reconcile the principle expressed in paragraph 2 with that expressed in paragraph 8.
When the Japanese beetle was first found in the United States
it could not on the basis of its history in Japan be classed as an
especially injurious insect. The provisions of your paragraph 2
could not have been literally followed with any hope of preventing or retarding spread. So that the Japanese beetle provides a
most graphic illustration of the necessity for taking immediate
action, even though a pest has not been proven to be especially
damaging, thereby establishing the principle that we must assume
that introduced pests are potentially dangerous and that quarantine and extermination measures must be taken even though
the insects have not proven themselves to be dangerous. We
therefore agree fully with the principle expressed in paragraph 8.
The statement concludes with the petition that the Congress
and the Secretary of Agriculture develop a new procedure with
reference to plant quarantine to the end that interests of economy
may be served and burdens resting upon the people of New Jersey
and other States similarly affected may be removed to the point
consistent with the general public interest. You announce the
sincere belief that any new approach to this problem should be
based on the foreging principles and procedure.
May I respectf1!!ly suggest that an approach to this problem
based on the principles and procedure subscribed to and submitted by your honorable delegation would not be a new approach

at all, but would be the same approach that has been used by the
department throughout the enforcement of the plant quarantine
act since it was passed by Congress in 1912. I am sure that a
thorough study of the principles outlined in the statement which
you submitted, together with a study of the procedure followed
by the department in the enforcement of the plant quarantine
act, would convince anyone that the statement on the principles
and procedure in plant quarantine prepared and indorsed by the
agricultural and horticultural interests of New Jersey constitutes a
rather vigorous indorsement of the policy of the United States
Department of Agriculture in the conduct of its plant quarantine affairs. We welcome and appreciate this evidence of interest
in this important work.
It has been called to my attention that this statement was
printed in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD of May 5, 1932. May I
request, therefore, that the same consideration be given to this
reply.
The inclosures which accompanied your letter are returned
herewith.
Sincerely,
ARTHUR

REPORTS OF

M.

HYDE,

Secretary.

CO~TTEES

Mr. SMOOT, from the Committee on Appropriations, to
which was referred the bill CH. R. 10022) making appropriations for the Executive Office and sundry independent
executive bureaus, boards, commissions, and offices for the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1933, and for other purposes,
reported it with amendments and submitted a report <No.
798) thereon.
Mr. McNARY, from the Committee on .Agriculture and
Forestry, to w:tt..ich was referred the joint resolution <S. J.
Res. 169) to provide information and direction to individuals
and agencies concerned with relieving unemployment
through finding opportunities for subsistence in rural areas,
reported it without amendment and submitted a report <No.
799) thereon.
Mr. NYE, from the Committee on Public Lands and SUrveys, to which were referred the following bills, reported
them each without amendment and submitted reports
thereon:
H. R. 8548. An act authorizing the adjustment of the
boundaries of the Siuslaw National Forest, in the State of
Oregon, and for other purposes CRept. No. 800); and
H. R. 10048. An act granting to the Metropolitan Water
District of Southern California certain public and reserved
lands of the United States in the counties of Los Angeles,
Riverside, and San Bernardino, in the State of California
CRept. No. 801).
BILLS INTRODUCED

Bills were introduced, read the first time, and, by unanimous consent, the second time, and referred as follows:
By Mr. BARKLEY:
A bill CS. 4869) for the relief of Alton T. Fields; to the
Committee on Military Affairs.
A bill <S. 4870) granting an increase of pension to Lou
Hayes Durham; to the Committee on Pensions.
By Mr. CAPPER:
A bill (S. 4871) to amend the teachers' salary act of the
District of Columbia, approved June 4, 1924, as amended,
in relation to establishing the Wilson and Miner Teachers
Colleges on a basis comparable with recognized standards for
accredited institutions of like kind; to raising the trade or
vocational schools to the level of junior high schools, and
for other purposes; to the Committee on the District of
Columbia.
By Mr. SHEPPARD:
A bill (8. 4872) authorizing the appointment of Roy M.
Kisner as a captain, Dental Corps, Regular Army; to the
Committee on Military Affairs.
By Mr. GEORGE:
A bill <S. 4873) for the relief of Holsey Brown; to the
Committee on Claims.
By Mr. GLENN:
A bill (8. 4874) to grant a right of way or easement over
lands of the United States within the Upper Mississippi
River Wild Life and Fish Refuge to the Savanna-sabula
Bridge Co., a corporation, for the construction, maintenance,
and operation of a highway between Savanna, ill., and
Sabula, Iowa; to the Committee on Agriculture and Forestry.
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UNIFORM REQUmEMENTS AFFECTING GOVERNMENT CONTRACTS

Mr. BLAINE.

Mr. President, early in the session I introduced a bill CS. 1395) to establish uniform requirements affecting Government contracts, and for other pmposes.
After introducing the bill there was some question respecting
one feature of it which might be somewhat in dispute. I
therefore desire to perfect the bill and insert in it a provision to correspond with what was in my mind at the time
I introduced the bill originally.
I therefore ask unanimous consent to withdraw from the
Committee on the Judiciary the bill <S. 1395) to establish
uniform requirements affecting Government contracts, and
for other purposes, and to introduce another bill in its stead.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Without objection, that
order will be made.
The bill CS. 4875) to establish uniform requirements affecting Government contracts, and for other purposes, was
read twice by its title and referred to the Committee on the
Judiciary.

JuNE 10

ings, to slt and act at such times and places during the sessions
and recesses of the Senate in the Seventy-second Congress until
the final report 1s submitted, to employ such clerical and other
assistants, to require by subprena or otherwise, the attendance of
such witnesses and the production of such books, papers, and
documents, to administer such oaths, to take such testimony, and
to make such expenditures as it deems advisable. The cost of
stenographic services to report such hearings shall not be in excess
of 25 cents per hundred words. The expenses of the committee,
which shall not exceed $5,000, shall be paid from the contingent
fund of the Senate upon vouchers approved by the chairman.
MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE

A message from the House of Representatives by Mr.
Haltigan, one of its clerks, announced that the House had
passed a bill (H. R. 12443) making appropriations to supply
deficiencies in certain appropriations for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1932, and prior fiscal years, to provide supplemental appropriations for the fiscal years ending June 30,
1932, and June 30, 1933, and for other purposes, in which it
requested the concurrence of the Senate.
The message also announced that the House had passed
without amendment the joint resolution (S. J. Res. 97)
THREATENING COMMUNICATIONS IN THE MAILS
extending for one year the time within which American
Mr. McKELLAR submitted an amendment intended to claimants may make application for payment under the
be proposed by him to the bill (H. R. 96) to punish the send- settlement of war claims act of 1928 of awards of the Mixed
ing through the mails of certain threatening communica- Claims Commission and of the Tripartite Claims Commission.
tions, which was ordered to lie on the table and to be printed.
HOUSE BILL REFERRED
UNEMPLOYMENT RELIEF-AMENDMENT
The bill <H. R. 12443) making appropriations to supply
Mr. SHEPPARD submitted an amendment intended to be deficiencies in certain appropriations for the fiscal year endproposed by him to the bill <H. R. 12445) to relieve destitu- ing June 30, 1932, and prior fiscal years, to provide suppletion, . to broaden the lending powers of the Reconstruction mental appropriations for the fiscal years ending June 30,
Finance Corporation, and to create employment by au- 1932, and June 30~ 1933, and for other purposes, was read
thorizing and expediting a public-works program and pro- twice by its title and referred to the Committee on Approviding a method of financing such program, which was priations.
referred to the Committee on Banking and Currency.
UNEMPLOYMENT RELIEF
AMENDMENT TO DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA APPROPRIATION BILL
Mr. WAGNER. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent
Mr. FRAZIER submitted an amendment intended to be that the Senate proceed to the consideration of Calendar
proposed by him to House bill 11361, the District of Colum- 836, a bill CS. 4860) to provide for loans to States for the
bia appropriation bill, which was ordered to lie on the table relief of distress arising from unemployment, and for othe1·
purposes.
and to be printed, as follows:
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Is there objection to the
On page 52, line 4, to strike out article "a"; 1n line 5, to . strike
out the word " school " a"nd insert " schools "; and in line 6, after request of the Senator from New York?
the word "section," to insert the following: "and on a site
Mr. BINGHAM. Mr. President, since we have the District
already acquired in the Manor Park section."
of Columbia appropriation bill ready for consideration and
PRINTING OF MANUSCRIPT " THE DEVELOPMENT OF FEDERAL TRADE are very anxious to get it through in order to send it to
COMMISSION POLICY "
conference, will the Senator agree that his bill may be
Mr. WAGNER submitted the following resolution (S. Res. temporarily laid aside so we may take up that appropriation
225), which was referred to the Committee on Printing:
bill?
Resolved, That the manuscript entitled "The Development of
Mr. WAGNER. I doubt whether we shall take very much
Federal Trade Commission Policy," prepared by John J. Quigley, time in disposing of the bill, which has been pending several
A. M., be printed as a Senate document and that 200 additional
copies be printed for the use of the Co::nmittee on the Judlciary. days, and which I think is agreed to by practically the
entire Senate. If unanimous consent is not given, I shall
ENLARGEMENT OF YELLOWSTONE AND GRAND TETON NATIONAL have to move to proceed to the consideration of the bill.
PARKS
Mr. BORAH. Mr. President, is this the unemployment
Mr. CAREY and Mr. KENDRICK submitted the following relief bill?
resolution <S. Res. 226), which was referred to . the ComMr. WAGNER. It is the relief bill.
mittee on Public Lands and Surveys:
Mr. BORAH. Covering what portion of the relief
Resolved, That the Committee on Public Lands and Surveys, or program?
any duly authorized subcommittee thereof, is authorized and
Mr. WAGNER. Providing $300,000,000 for relief of the
directed to investigate the activities in the Jackson's Hole region,
Teton Count y, Wyo., of the National Park Service, Department of destitute and needy.
the Interior, and the Snake River Land Co., in connection with
Mr. BORAH. I think it ought to be disposed of. We can
the proposed enlargement of the Yellowstone National Park
and/ or the Grand Teton National Park of Wyoming, particularly better dispose of that matter immediately, it seems to me,
than to let it wait on appropriation measures.
with a view to det ermining:
(a) The met h ods employed by the National Park Service to disThe PRESIDENT pro tempore. Is there objection to the .
courage persons from making entry and settlement on public unanimous-consent request proposed by the Senator from
lands and forest reserves in said region so that the boundaries
of said Yellowst one and Grand Teton National Parks might be New York?
Mr. WATSON. Mr. President, I certainly have no objecconvenient ly extended, and the efforts made by the National Park
Service to secure the cooperat ion of other bureaus and depart- tion to that portion of the relief program providing for
ments of t he Government in discouraging, directly or indirectly,
entry or residence on such public lands and in national forests; $300,000,000 for the States to be distributed in accordance
with the wishes of the authorities of the various States.
and
(b) T h e methods e mployed by the Snake River Land Co., or any

of its agents, to harass residents and settlers on public lands and

national forests in said region in order to bring about their
removal from said lands.
The committee shall report to the Senate not later than Decem-

The PRESIDENT pro tempore.

Is there objection to the

request of the Senator from New York?

There being no objection, the Senate proceeded to consider
the bill, as follows:

ber 1, 1932, the result of its investigation, together with its
Be it enacted, etc., That (a) to aid in furnishihg relief and work
recommendations, if any, for legislation.
relief to the needy and distressed people residing in the several
For the purposes of this resolution the committee, or any duly States and in relieving the hardship resulting from unemployauthorized subcommittee thereof, is authorized to hold such hear- ment, the Reconstruction Finance Corporation is authorized and
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empowered to make loans to the several States for such purposes
out of the funds made a vallable by the Reconstruction Finance
Corporation act, under the terms and conditions hereinafter set
forth, and in an aggregate amount of not to exceed $300,000,000.
Such amount shall be apportioned among the several States in the
proportion which their population bears to the total population of
the States of the United States according to the Fifteenth Decen·
nial Census. Such apportionment shall be made by the corpora·
tion within 10 days after the date of enactment of this act, and
the corporation shall immediately certify to the governors of the
several States the amount apportioned to each State. The
amounts so apportioned to any State shall be available for loans
to such State for the purposes of this act until the expiration of
two years after the date of enactment of this act.
(b) The aggregate amount of the loans made to any State under
this act shall not be in excess of the amount apportioned to such
State. Each such loan shall bear interest at the rate of 5 per cent
per annum. The amount of the loan or loans to each State, with
interest at the rate of 5 per cent per annum upon any unpaid
balance, shall be reimbursed to the Reconstruction Finance Corporation by making annual deductions, beginning with the fiscal
year 1935, from moneys payable · under regular apportionments
made from future Federal grants in aid of the States for the construction of highways and rural post roads, of an amount equal to
one-fifth of the share which such State would be entitled to receive under such apportionment, except for the provisions of this
act, or of an amount equal to one-fifth of the principal of the
loan or loans made pursuant to this act and all accrued interest
on such loan or loans to the date of such deduction, whichever 1s
the lesser, until the sum of such deductions shall equal the total
amount of such loan or loans and all accrued interest thereon.
Whenever any such deduction is made, the Secretary of the Treasury shall immediately pay to the Reconstruction Finance Corporation the amount so deducted. Such deduction shall not be
made with respect to any State which, within a period of two
years from the date of enactment of this act, shall enter into an
agreement with the Reconstruction Finance Corporation for the
repayment of the amount of the loan or loans to such State with
interest thereon as herein provided, in such installments and
upon such terms as may be agreed upon between such State and
the Reconstruction Finance Corporation, unless such State shall
be in default in the performance of the terms of such agreement.
Such an agreement may be made after the expiration of such
2-year period with respect to the repayment of the unpaid principal of any such loan or loans, with interest thereon as herein
provided. In the case of a default in any such agreement, the
agreement shall thereupon be terminated and reimbursement of
the amount of the unpaid principal and interest of any such loan
or loans shall be made by making deductions in the manner above
provided from moneys payable to such State under regular apportionments made from future Federal grants in aid of the States
for the construction of highways and rural post roads, beginning
with the fiscal year next following such default.
SEc. 2. Any State making application for a loan under this act
shall, through its governor, certify the necessity for such loan,
and that its own resources, Including moneys then available and
which can be made ava.llable by the State, its civil subdivisions,
and private contributions, are inadequate to meet its relief needs.
Any funds made available to a State pursuant to this act shall be
administered by the governor, or under his direction, and upon his
responsibllity, subject to the laws of the State.
SEc. 3. The amount of any loan authorized under this act shall
be paid to the State upon delivery by the State to the Reconstruction Finance Corporation of a receipt for such amount,
which receipt shall state that the loan is accepted subject to the
terms of this act.

Mr. WAGNER obtained the floor.
Mr. HOWELL. Mr. President, will the Senator from New
York yield to me?
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Does the Senator from
New York yield to the Senator from Nebraska?
Mr. WAGNER. I will yield to the Senator for a question.
Mr. HOWELL. I desire to make a statement. I ask the
Senator to yield that I may make a statement and a request.
Mr. WAGNER. Very well; I yield.
Mr. HOWElL. Mr. President, those who represent agriculture in the Senate have no desire to interfere with the
passage of the pending relief measure, but we do desire to
make a request for unanimous consent at this time, that
immediately following the disposition of the pending measure, Calendar No. 780, being Senate bill 4536, to amend the
agricultural marketing act, approved June 15, 1929, may be
taken up and considered.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Senator from Nebraska asks unanimous consent that the agricultural relief
bill na_.med by him may be taken ·Ul> for consideration immediately following the disposition of the bill which is now
before the Senate. Is there objection?
Mr. WATSON. Mr. President, what was the request of
the Senator from Nebraska? I was engaged for the moment
and did not hear it.
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Mr. BINGHAM. Mr. - President, it has been the general
practiceMr. WAGNER. I think I have the floor, Mr. President.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Senator from New
York yielded to the Senator from Nebraska for the purpose
of proposing a unanimous-consent request, and that must
be disposed of.
- Mr. WAGNER. Very well.
Mr. BINGHAM. It has been the general practice to permit appropriation bills to have the right of way. They generally do not take long. It is appreciated that usually they
have the right of way even over the unfinished business, the
unfinished business being temporarily laid aside in order
that they may be considered. I hope there will be no exception made in this case and that we may have an opportunity
to pass the District of Columbia appropriation bill to-day
at an early hour, so that it may go to conference.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Does the Chair understand the Senator from Connecticut to object?
Mr. BINGHAM. I have no desire to object to the request
w~ch the Senator from Nebraska makes, but I ask him, if
his request shall be granted, to permit the District bill to be
taken up immediately when his bill shall come before the
Senate.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. It is within the province
of the Senate to determine by a series of unanimous-consent
requests what measures shall come before it.
Mr. HOWELL. I will withdraw my request for the present.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Senator from Nebraska withdraws his request. The Senator from New York
has the floor. The bill will be read for the information of
the Senate.
Mr. WALSH of Massachusetts. Mr. President, there appears to be no opposition to the bill, and I ask unanimous
consent that the reading of the bill may be dispensed with.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Is there objection?
Mr. BORAH. Mr. President, there is no opposition to the
bill, but we would like to have a chance to read it before we
vote upon it.
Mr. KING. Mr. President, let the bill be read. ·
Mr. WAGNER. Mr. President, I wish briefly to explain
the bill. I suppose there is no need of any further debate
upon the measure, because the debate which we had some
time ago in this body, when we had under consideration the
La Follette-Costigan bill, applies to the conditions at the
present time, except at that time a majority of the Senate
was not ready to agree upon the relief plan proposed. I
think since then conditions have become even more tragic
and more serio'!l5, and I am persuaded that those who then
regarded it as a foreign field for the Government to assume
the responsibility of feeding the hungry and unsheltered now
are convinced that the Federal Government should assume
its responsibility in the task of relieving human misery.
The bill is an attempt to compose the differences which divided the Senate at the time we had under consideration
the La Follette-Costigan bill and the Walsh-Black-Bulkley
proposal. An analysis of the vote, when we considered the
former relief bill, shows that a majority of the Senate at
that time was for some form of relief, but there was a difference of opinion as to the method for the distribution of the
funds provided.
This bill provides that the Reconstruction Finance Corporation may loan to the States altogether a total of $300,000,000, which is to be apportioned among the States according to population, the loans or advances to be made upon
the certification of the governor that there is need in the
State for such relief and that funds both public and private
available in the State are insufficient to cope with the situation. Then upon such certificate being filed, the State, up
to the limit of its apportionment, is entitled to its proportion
of the funds.
Mr. THOMAS of Idaho. Mr. President-The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. AusTIN in the chair).
Does the Senator from New York yield to the Senator from
Idaho?
Mr. WAGNER. I yield.
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Mr. THOMAS of Idaho. If it will not interrupt the Senator unduly, I should like to ask him a question regarding the
$300,000,000 which is to come from the Reconstruction Finance Corporation. I notice that under the bill $300,000,000
may be loaned by the Reconstruction Finance Corporation.
The question I want to ask is, Is that $300,000,000 to come
out of the limit of $2,000,000,000 which the Reconstruction
Finance Corporation is authorized under the law creating it
to advance?
Mr. WAGNER. I think there is some question about that
as the bill now reads, so I have prepared an amendment,
after discussing the matter with the junior Senator from
Idaho, which provides for an additional authorization of
$300,000,000 to the Reconstruction Finance Corporation to
take care of that situation.
Mr. THOMAS of Idaho. Very well.
Mr. DILL. Mr. President, will the Senator yield?
Mr. WAGNER. I yield.
Mr. DILL. As I understand, this bill provides only for
loans to the States; it does not make any provision for loans
to cities or municipalities?
Mr. WAGNER. Under the bill the States, after they receive funds as provided, are to make such disposition of
them as may be required by the municipalities in the respective States. For instance, in New York to-day the State
government contributes a portion of its funds to take care
of the needy within the city of New York. So, under this
bill, when funds are advanced to a S~ate they are subject
to disposition under the laws of the State, and that is not
our affair, except that the purpose must be to take care of
the needy and destitute.
Mr. DILL. Then the Reconstruction Finance Corporation
will give no consideration to appeals from the cities but only
to those from the governors of States?
Mr. WAGNER. Yes; that is what the bill provides.
Mr. DILL. Did the committee consider the fact that there
are great cities that are in such need that they ought to be
loaned money on the basis of their own security without
involving the remainder of the State?
Mr. WAGNER. That raises an entirely different question.
I may say to the Senator that we have attempted to confine
the use of this $300,000,000 to take care of the needy, the
hungry, and the unsheltered. When we get into the domain
of lending to municipalities upon their bonds a different
situation is presented.
Mr. DILL. No; I am not speaking of that, Mr. President;
I am speaking of loaning to cities in order to feed their
needy.
Mr. WAGNER. That will be done through the State administration. It will be assumed that the money will be
distributed among the municipalities by the State governments as the needs are made manifest. That is being done
now all over the country. State appropriations are made to
help municipalities. It was attempted even in Illinois, but
the difficulty there was that they were not able to sell their
bonds: However, the money which the State bonds were to
provide was to be used to take care of the needs of the city
of Chicago. Now the State will be able to get funds under
this bill to enable it to take care of such needs.
Mr. DILL. Mr. President, on reading the biH I am impressed with the provision that the money is to be repaid by
the states by deduction from future allocations of road
funds, and I suppose that there is not any method whereby
money could be loaned to the cities on the same basis. However, I can foresee a most difficult situation in some State~
where the governor, representing the rest of the State, may
be unwilling to bind the State for the sake of a single town
or city.
.
Mr. WAGNER. I do not know of any case, I may say to
the Senator, where the State government has not been willing to cooperate with any municipality where people were
starving or were unsheltered. To refuse to do so would be
such an act of inhumanity that I can not conceive of such a
situation; and, as a matter of fact, throughout the country,
the States are cooperating with their municipalities to take
care of the needy.

JUNE
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Mr. PITTMAN. Mr. President-,
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from New
York yield to the Senator from Nevada?
Mr. WAGNER. I yield.
Mr. PITTMAN. In reference to the question the Senator
from Washington has asked, as to whether or not the committee which joined with the Senator in drafting this bill
took into consideration the question raised as to direct loans
to cities and municipalities, I should like to say that it was
taken into consideration, and it was determined that there
were probably several thousand towns and cities that would
apply and that the corporation would have to have a very
large body of employees or agents to determine whether they
were entitled or not entitled to advances, and to attempt to
apportion the amounts. Under this proposition a State is
not going to borrow money and pay interest on it unless it
knows that it is going to be needed and also knows how
much is going to be needed. The State will determine that
question by the appeals from the various communities in
the State setting out, respectively, how much they need.
Then the State, in turn, will lend to the municipalities and
will get the proper security from the municipalities before it
will let them have the money.
Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from New
York yield to the Senator from Arkansas?
Mr. WAGNER. I yield.
Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. In addition to what has
been so clearly stated by the Senator from Nevada, if the
States and municipalities were authorized to make application for loans, there would be such a confusion and overlapping of demands for loans that it would greatly embarrass the administration of the act. If the governor of a
State decides there is no condition in his State that would
justify the use of a portion of this fund, I think the Congress may well r-ely on that decision. I believe the provision of the bill makes for clarity and efficiency of administration.
Mr. WAGNER. And removes all danger of possible duplication.
Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. Yes.
Mr. BORAH. Mr. President-The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from New
York yield to the Senator from Idaho?
Mr. WAGNER. I yield.
Mr. BORAH. I notice on page 2, line 1, there is a provision which reads:
Such amount shall be apportioned among the several States in
the proportion which their population bears to the total population of the States of the United States according to the Fifteenth
Decennial Census.

Did the committee not take into consideration · that the
fund ought to be distributed according to the need rather
than according to population?
Mr. WAGNER. Mr. President, we were trying to arrive at
an apportionment which would take care of the needs of
the States and would be as nearly as possible in conformity
with those needs. There are only two ways of which I know
of apportioning this fund, unless we give some bureau here
in Washington the discretionary power to determine whether
a State shall have any funds at all or not. Those two methods would be, on the one hand, an apportionment according
to population, and, on the other, an apportionment according to the census of unemployment.
Originally when the La Follette-Costigan bill was before
the Senate for consideration, I proposed an amendment that
we change the method of apportionment from the basis of
population to that of the census of unemployment, and, as
I recall, the Senator from Idaho was one of those who opposed that method of apportionment as being less accurate
than to base it upon population. However, if we do not
provide some method of apportioning the fund among the
States, then we have got to constitute some bureau in Washington to detennine, after a governor certifies to the needs,
to how much that particular State shall receive. The com-
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mittee did not think that was the proper way to deal with
the sovereignty of States.
Mr. BORAH. Mr. President, I do not recall the details of
the amendment which the Senator offered to the CostiganLa Follette bill; but I certainly did not oppose the proposition of apportioning this money in accordance with the need
rather than in accordance with the population. There are
some States which would not require any assistance from the
National Government. It does seem to me that we ought to
provide some method by which we can distribute this money
according to the actual demands of the different parts of the
country.
Mr. WAGNER. Of course, if a community does not need
assistance, it will not ask for it; but with the widespread
suffering and unemployment now, I think myself that an
apportionment according to population is about as accurate
an apportionment as can be made at this time to provide for
the needs of the different communities.
:Mr. BORAH. I have great respect for the Senator's judgment, because I know he has studied this matter; but, on the
face of it, it seems to me not in accord with the actual
conditions.
Mr. WAGNER. There is only one other way of doing it,
and that is to constitute some board down here to sit as a
judge, with all the red tape that is involved in inquiring into
the financial condition of the State, the needs of the State,
and all the other factors that have to be taken into consideration in determining need. It seems to me the governor of
a State is in a better position to know the needs of his community than some bureau set up here in Washington.
Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?
Mr. WAGNER. Certainly.
Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. The plan in the bill is necessarily somewhat arbitrary. May I point out to the Senator from Idaho that to undertake to incorporate a different
provision, such as he has suggested, would involve an almost
endless investigation and inquiry on the part of a central
board in Washington. Manifestly, hearings would have to
be had, surveys would be required, and great expense would
be incurred in the administration of the act, with the result
that the conclusion probably would not be greatly different
from that which would be based on population.
It was argued during the course of the hearings referred
to by the Senator from New York on the Costigan-La Follette bill that, after all, the basing of apportionment on the
unemployed population would not make a very g;eat difference from the apportionment that would be made on population itself. To require a central board to be created to
look into the subject of needs would be to handicap the
administration, and necessarily involve discrimination.
So I think that while there is much that can be said in
criticism of the plan in this bill, and it is in a measure
arbitrary, after all it is the most practical plan if we wish
to get results, and get them quickly, and secure them without
discrimination.
Mr. WALSH of Montana. Mr. President, I desire to submit an observation.
When this matter was last before the Senate upon the
amendment proposed by the Senator from Connecticut, I
cttlled attention to the fact that in all reasonable probability
the statistics of unemployment found in the census take into
consideration only unemployment in industrial centers, and
do not take into consideration at all the needs of the farm~
ing population of the country.
Take the State of Kansas, for instance: In all reasonable
probability the number of unemployed in the State of
Kansas will be relatively small, whereas there may be in the
rural sections all manner of need for relief. That certainly
is the condition in my State, and I dare say in the State
of the Senator from Idaho.
So I contend that a distribution upon the basis of unemployment as reported in the census would be manifestly
unjust and unfair to the rural sections.
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Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. Mr. President, will the
Senator permit one more interruption?
Mr. WAGNER. Yes.
Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. Also, it may be stated that
such statistics on this subject as are available have, by the
progress of events, become more or less obsolete. Changes
are constantly occurring. Many communities are now in
need that were experiencing no immediate necessity a few
months ago or were able to meet requirements from local
resources; and certainly if we. go back to the time of the
census we will find that unemployment statistics are a wholly
unreliable standard upon which to proceed at this time.
Mr. WAGNER. We shall have to adopt one or the other
of the two standards. I am quite ready to agree that an
unemployment census would be a better method.
Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. That means that a survey
of unemployment would be required now; and, as I stated
a few moments ago, it would add to the complexities of
administration.
Mr. BORAH. Mr. President, I appreciate the difficulties
on both sides of the proposition; but may I ask a question, in
order to understand the import of the bill?
The bill says:
Such amount shall be apportioned among the several States in
the proportion which their population bears to the total population of the United States.

That would require the authorities to withhold the money
that any State might be entitled to according to population,
whether it made application for it or not.
Mr. WAGNER. A State can not get an amount in excess
of the amount which is apportioned to it. This is only for
the period until December. If the situation gets more serious, we probably will have to appropriate more funds; -but
New York, for instance, under this bill, would have $30,000,000 assigned to it. It can not borrow in excess of that
$30,000,000; but within that $30,000,000 it may borrow such
a sum as the governor certifies.
Mr. WALSH of Massachusetts. Mr. President,. what would
the smallest State get?
Mr. BORAH. Mr. President, that is not exactly the point
I had in mind. The fund would have to be kept intact as to
those States which did not make application?
Mr. WAGNER. Yes.
Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. That is right.
Mr. BORAH. So that that part of the fund could not be
drawn upon for those States which did need it. It would
have to be held intact for those which had not made application?
Mr. WAGNER. That is true.
Mr. COUZENS. Mr. President-The VICE PRESIDENT. Does the Senator from New
York yield to the Senator from Michigan?
Mr. WAGNER. I do.
Mr. COUZENS. The very question raised by the Senator
from Idaho was raised in the committee; and the Senator
from New York will remember that the committee took a
vote as to the means of distribution, whether it should be
by need or by population. Some of the Senators said that
their States in all probability would not apply for any of the
funds. It has been said that perhaps 40 States all together
would not apply. Then, in effect, we are appropriating or
permitting the use of $300,000,000 for the aid of the unemployed and at the same time proposing to tie up most of it
by apportionment to States that do not need it or will not
ask for it.
Mr. WAGNER. :Mr. President, assertions have been made
every little while that this State does not need assistance
and that State does not need it. I have not heard of a State
that is not apprehensive that within a very few weeks it
will be unable to cope with the situation unless its moneys
are supplemented by some aid from the Federal Government; and that includes New York State.
Mr. HEBERT. Mr. President, will the Senator yield?
Mr. WAGNER. I believe that eventually New York will
have to take advantage of this act; and I do not think these
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statements that are made have any other basis except
conjecture.
Mr. COUZENS and Mr. HEBERT addressed the Chair.
The VICE PRESIDENT. To whom does the Senator
yield?
Mr. "WAGNER. I yield to the Senator from Michigan.
Mr. COUZENS. I want to point out to the Senator th~tt
during the discussion some Senators made the very definite
statement-! do not want to name the Senators, because it
might embarrass their State.s-that their States would not
apply for any money; and some of the Senators said that
they would be ashamed if theil· States did apply. I submit
that if that be the case, we are tying up on an allotment
plan a lot of money or prospective money that will not be
needed.
For example, there is no State that is worse hit than
Michigan as a result of the concentration of the motor-car
industry. Its allotment under this program would be some
twelve and a half million dollars, which is wholly inadequate,
almost useless so far as Michigan is concerned; and yet
Michigan is not going to ask for any money that is not
supported by either the surrender of its road funds or the
deposit of municipal securities that are adequate.
For example, Detroit is perfectly able to take care of itself
if it can finance its securities. Detroit has probably $32,000,000 of maturing securities that it is unable to renew, because
of a lack of market; and yet they could be used, under
proper arrangements, as security for a loan from the Reconstruction Finance Corporation. _
So what is the use of fixing the amount at $300,000,000
when we are going to tie up a lot of it, according to the reports, by allocation to States th.a t do not need it, and yet
find that we have made whoUy inadequate provision for
communities like Michigan, for instance, where they need
more than twelve and a half million dollars to finance themselves alone, if they do not need it for any other purpose·?
Mr. WAGNER. 1-Ir. President, in the first place, I think
the need is universal at this time; and the question which
the Senator raises is a fundamental question so far as the
consideration of this bill is concerned. We will have to decide to do one of two things: Either to adopt the plan of
the bill or to create a bureau he:-e in Washington which will
determine the needs of a State irrespective of what the
governor may certify are its needs. Then will come all this
red tape, which was so clearly pointed out by the Senator
from Arkansas-the investigation into what the State itself
has been doing, as to its fiscal situation, as to whether it
has properly distributed its funds, and so forth. It is, I
think, the worst kind of bureaucracy and invasion of States'
rights by a Federal bureau. Since this money is being borrowed, and the State is going to pay it back, I should think
that its certification as to what the needs are ought to be
final, because, after all, it is only an advance or a loan.
Several Senators addressed the Chair.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Does the Senator from New
York yield; and to whom?
Mr. WAGNER. I yield to the Senator from Kentucky.
Mr. BARKLEY. Mr. President, the suggestion just made
by the Senator from New York seems to me one that we
ought not to lose sight of.
In the first place, remarks made in the committee by
Members of the Senate as to whether any State would
apply, or whether they would be a~hamed for their States
to apply, have no bearing on this question. This bill does
not put on a Senator the responsibility of applying for this
fund. It puts it on the governor.
Another thing: This is no gift of the National Government. If it were a direct gift out of the Treasury for unemployment relief, there might be some force in the suggestion that it ought to be distributed from Washington;
but this is a loan. This whole bill is based on the theory
that the Federal Government is not to interfere with the
state in its capacity to take care of its local situation, but
is merely to aid it i::J. taking care of -it. Therefore, this is
a loan to the State, to be. granted on the application of the
governor.
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If we provide that this money ~hall be distributed according to the need, we might very well imagine a situation
where . the governor of a State; a·c ting in his capacity as
chief executive of one of the Commonwealths ·of the Nation,
might certify to the need in his State, and yet some bureau
in Washington might decide that he had misrepresented the
conditions and deny the relief which he himself, on his
responsibility, had certified to the National Government.
Another thing: o.f course, if a provision is to be inserted
here that the money should be distributed according to need,
the first to come would be the first to be served, according
to the old standard of country milling.
Another thing, this money is to be 'repaid to the Federal
Government by a deduction in advancements to the States,
which are based now upon population and rural-routes mileage. In other words, the repayment of this fund to the
Treasury is to be based in part upon the same standard
upon which we propose to distribute it among the States;
and, certainly, looking upon it from the standpoint of a
loan to a State which is promising to repay it. to the Federal
Government, or if it is not repaid, then to be deducted from
any money to be advanced by the Treasury to the State
for roads or other purposes, if we can not depend on the
integrity and the good faith and the intelligence of the governor who asks for the loan to distribute it according to the
needs in the State, we ought to consider very seriously
whether we would make any advancement to the State at all.
Mr. HAWES. Mr. President, will the Senator yield to me?
Mr. WAGNER. I yield.
Mr. HAWES. Possibly Missouri is a typical State. Its
limited borrowing capacity is controlled by the constitution.
Our leading city is St. Louis, and there is a limit on its
borrowing capacity. So that a constitutional amehdment
would be required to enable the State to borrow any of this
money, or an act of the city of St. Louis to secure some of
the money. That would, in either case, mean long delay;
and I am informed that our people have generously and
spontaneously contributed for months and months to the
unemployment situation, but they have reached their pri"fate
limits and something must ba done. It may happen that
there will be an unequal distribution of this money if we
consider State after State, but the passage of this bill will
afford means of meeting the immediate necessities of the
situation which can be rectified when Congress meets in
December.
I understand there would be an option between two or
three different ways by which the money could be secured.
If a State found itself in the embarrassing situation in
which my State is, then the governor would have the option
of borrowing the money, and the Government would hold
as its security money which might be allocated to the State
for road purposes, and any governor who has a choice between starvation and hunger and misery as agaillst the
building of roads must, if he is a capable governor, decide
in favor of borrowing the money in this way.
I do not see any other method for getting the relief so
much needed. My State is a prosperous State. It has bled
itself white in borrowmg money and taking money from
private individuals. There is no return upon that, but there
is a limit upon it, and the chief effect of this bill would be
to tide over an immediate nece~sity with various ways of
repayment afforded.
Mr. WAGNER. Free from red tape, I may say to the
Senator.
Mr. HAWES. As to the matter of dealing with municipalities, it is inconceivable to me that the United States
could think of such a thing. If it thought of dealing with
counties, there are 3,000 counties in the Union. So it has
placed the exercise of proper judgment in the hands of the
governor of the State, it being understood, of course, that
the representatives of the muni8ipalities and the different
volunteer organizations will be called into conference by the
governor and the fund allocated where it is most needed.
Mr. COSTIGAN. Mr. President, may I ask the Senator
from Missouri a question?
Mr. WAGNER. I yield for that purpose.
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Mr. COSTIGAN. The Senator from Missouri has indicated certain constitutional difficulties with reference to
loans to Missouri. For the information of the Senate, may
I ask the Senator to explain to the Senate how the governor
of that State will justify lending the credit of the State to
a loan, even under the provisions of the bill, for repayment
through deductions from future Federal road funds? The
question is not dictated by hostility to relief legislation. No
one more strongly indorses the objective of this proposal.
If improvements are not obtainable, I shall, of course, vote
for the measure. Personally, however, I see no escape from
the definite obligation resting on the Federal Government to
make safeguarded grants to the States rather than loans.
Mr. WALSH of Montana. Mr. President, will the Senator
from New York yield to me a moment?
Mr. WAGNER. I yield.
Mr. \VALSH of Montana. Touching the matter just now
raised by the Senator from Colorado, although the bill uses
the word " loan," there would be absolutely no obligation
upon a State at all in the ordinary sense. The bill simply
provides that if any of this money shall be paid to a State
at this time, it will not be paid to the State in the future.
That is all there is to it. I can not think that if the Government of the United States sued a State in the Supreme Court
of the United States to recover the amount of such a loan, it
could prevail in its suit, because the bill expressly provides
the way in which the thing is to be paid, if " payment " is
the proper word at all. It is simply an advance. The money
would be given to a State at this time instead of being given
to it at some future time, and if the state does not return it,
it will be taken out of the State's allocation of funds in the
future.
Mr. COSTIGA-"N'. The learned Senator from Montana is
doubtless righ~ in his interpretation of the purpose of the
legislation. If so, however, the Senate i'> asked to put its
seal of approval on a grant to a State, designating the grant
as a loan.
The constitution of Missouri provides, in part:
The general assembly shall have no power to give or lend, or to
authorize the giving or lending of the credit of the State in aid of
or to any person, association, or corporation * * • for the payment of liabilities, present or prospective.
Under that provision it would appear that the State of
Missouri is barred from pledging its credit for a loan of this
sort. If we proceed upon the theory suggested by the Senator
from Montana that no suit at law or in equity could be based
upon the advance of funds under this measure as drafted,
the credit of the State would nevertheless be pledged either
through legislative action or through the express or implied
agreement of the governor of the State.
Mr. WAGNER. Mr. President, may I make this appeal to
the Senate? I hope we shall not get into the legalistic
arena, in the discussion of this bill, that we got into in December when the La Follette-Costigan bill was before the
Senate. Unfortunately, at that time we got into a discussion, but not on the question of the necessity of relief, because, as I analyze the vote, a majority of the Senators of
this body said there should be relief. They were persuaded
of the necessity by the effective arguments made by the two
Senators who sponsored the legislation. But we got into a
legalistic argument as to the method to be employed in the
distribution of the funds.
I was on the bench long enough to know how lawyers can
get into legalistic discussions and forget the main and substantive question involved. Let us not be so concerned with
technical language or precedent but let us think of the
people we have to feed now.
The:::-e is,. as the Senator from Montana has said-and I
do not suppose there is a more reliable authority upon these
questions than he-thi thought that at most there is no
constitutional prohibition on a State. It can not interfere
with the transmission of this money. It is a responsibility
which the Federal Government assumes. It says to the
State, " Here, you may have this money to feed your. people,
and if you do not make provision for its return under some
LXXV--788
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borrowing power that you have we will liquidate the debt
by subtracting from your future appropriations, by one-fifth
of the appropriation each year until the sum is liquidated."
I think it is a plain, simple proposition, which is enforceable in law, and certainly the necessities of the occasion
require it~ Time is of the essence in this case.
Mr. REED. Mr. President, will the Senator permit a
question?
Mr. \VAGNER. I yield.
.Mr. REED. Take the position of the Governor of Pennsylvania. Our constitution forbids the State of Pennsylvania
from borrowing money unless two successive legislatures
shall authorize it and direct the submission of the question
to the people. After the action of two legislatures it must
then come to a popular vote, and any other loan by the
State in excess of $1,000,000 temporary accommodation is
absolutely invalid. Pennsylvania is typical of a dozen other
States.
·
Suppose the United States Government did hand over
some of this money to the Governor of Pennsylvania. It
could not be a loan under our constitution. It would therefore have to be regarded as an advance of FedeTal aid for
highway construction, and our governor would be confronted
with the alternative of doing nothing, or of misappropriating highway money to feed people in distress. That would
be the predicament in which we would place him. How
could his situation be helped? The same thing is true of
Michigan.
Mr. WAGNER. The governor would not be in that predicament. The Federal Government would assume the responsibility of advancing to the State moneys for a State as
I well as a Federal purpose, namely, taking care of the needy,
and the Federal Government would place a condition on the
transmission of that money, which would be that in the
future it should deduct an equal sum from the appropriations to come to the State.
Mr. REED. LJ. other words, it would be an advance out
of its expected highway grants.
Mr. WAGNER. It would not be a loan prohibited under
the State constitution.
Mr. GEORGE. Mr. President, if the Senator will yield, I
find these words in the bill:
Any funds made available to a State pursuant to this act shall
be administered by the governor, or under his direction, and upon
his responsibility, subject to the laws of the State.
I do not see how the governor of my State could use any
of this fund for general relief purposes, or could apportion
it among the municipalities of the State, because whether he
called it a loan, an advance, or an allotment, it would be
received by the governor, there would be a promise to pay
interest or to allow an interest charge against the advance,
and there is an express limitation that ali funds received by
the State pursuant to this act shall be administered by the
governor or under his direction, upon his responsibility, subject to the laws of the State.
Mr. WAGNER. That is as to the distribution of the fund
to the needy. I think almost every State has created under
the law an unemployment relief agency or welfare agency
which distributes such funds among the needy.
Mr. GEORGE. I had the impression that the money
might be used by the State for direct relief purposes or in
relief work.
1\Ir. WAGNER. In relief work, yes; but it is to be done as
the State directs that it be done.
Mr. HEBERT. Mr. President, will the Senator yield?
Mr. WAGNER. I yield.
Mr. HEBERT. I shall respect the wishes of the Senator
from New York and shall not indulge in any legal discussion
of this problem. I have my own ideas upon it, but for the
time being I shall not enter into any such discussion.
I merely rose to say that so far as Rhode Island is concerned, I know of no misapprehension there about taking
care of our people. The Senator stated a short while ago
that he knew of no State where there was not apprehension. The fact is that in our State we have provided for
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loans to all of our municipalities out of State funds. We
are making these loans at an interest rate of 3 per cent.
I have had no information that any needs on the part of
any municipality of our State had not been met. I merely
wished to make that statement so the record might be
clear.
Mr. WAGNER. I congratulate the Senator and his State.
Mr. HEBERT. I think the State is entitled to congratulations.
Mr. HARRISON. Mr. President-The VICE PRESIDENT. Does the Senator from New
York yield to the Senator from Mississippi?
Mr. WAGNER. Certainly.
Mr. HARRISON. I want to ask a question of the Senator, who is so familiar with this legislation. Suppose in ID:Y
State we do not want to borrow any money or get thiS
advance for some relief work, but that we are short of
funds necessary to pay the teachers and the schools are
going to be closed unless we could get money, that it is
found that the State can not float bonds to do that and
they were then to apply to get a part of this fund to be
used to pay the school teachers. Could they get the money
·
for that purpose?
Mr. WAGNER. I doubt it. I think it is confined to the
care of the destitute and needy in the State. It would be
of course a matter of interpretation by the State itself as
to whether that would be a case of caring for the destitute
and needy.
Mr. HARRISON. Suppose, because of the condition of
the bond market, the State was unable to sell its bonds and
as a result some charitable hospitals are going to close,
sanitariums for tubercular patients are going to close, and
many men be thrown out of employment because of the
closing . of those institutions. Could the State get any
money under this plan of the Senator from New York?
Mr. WAGNER. Under a reasonable interpTetation they
might be cared for.
Mr. HARRISON. Does the Senator contemplate following this legislation with something else that would permit
a state making an honest effort to sell their bonds in order
to carry on some of the State institutions, to borrow money
from the Reconstruction Finance Corporation?
Mr. WAGNER. I hope very soon to have up for consideration the so-called construction bill, which will involve the
question which the Senator has raised here. Undoubtedly
he will raise that question when that legislation is before
the Senate for consideration, and he may want to attempt
to broaden the scope of the power of the Reconstruction
Finance Corporation in financing State and municipal
projects.
Mr. HARRISON. May I say to the Senator that I have
had many letters from my State expressing a desire to
amend the Reconstruction Finance Corporation act in order
to enable the State to sell, at a reasonable rate of interest,
some bonds to that corporation, so that the State can carry
on agencies of the State, which is more preferable than to
get the money in this way to take care of some relief down
there. In the consideration of the matter I hope something
can be worked out that at least will permit them to go to
the Reconstruction Finance Corporation and sell some bonds
and get some financial aid for that particular work.
Mr. wAGNER. The opportunity will undoubtedly be
offered when the construction bill is before the Senate.
~..11'. BLAINE. Mr. President-The VICE PRESIDENT. Does the Senator from New
York yield to the Senator from Wisconsin?
Mr. WAGNER. I yield.
Mr. BLAINE. I do respect the Senator's suggestion regarding the discussion of the legalistic phase of the measure, but this is going to become a law. In the first instance,
it is for the Congress to place its own interpretation and
construction upon it. The Senator will recall that during
the consideration of the bill before the committee I invited
attention to the fact that whenever the Reconstruction
Finance Corporation makes a loan or an advance to the
state~ the amount of such loan will go into the State treas-
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It must go there under the constitutions and laws o!
most of the States.
In most of the States there is a constitutional provision
that no money shall be taken out of the State treasury except pursuant to an appropriation made by the legislature,
so, in all those States it will be necessary to have an act of
the legislature to appropriate the money for the purposes
for which it was designed, unless the State has anticipated
or contemplated that this kind of relief was going to be
afforded and has passed a general law providing that all
funds payable into the State treasury for the purposes set
forth in this bill shall be distributed as the particular State
legislature might have provided. In any event, except in
those rare cases where the State had anticipated this kind
of legislation, it will be necessary to await the convening of
the respective legislatures or for the governor to call the
legislature in special session for the purpose of making the
necessary appropriation of the specific funds obtained un<;ler
this bill.
Is not that the Senator's view?
Mr;WAGNER. The Senator, I think, is correct. If there
is no general provision already to take care of funds of this
type, an extraordinary session of the legislature would have
to be called to take care of that matter; but after all that
is not an impossible thing.
Mr. BLAINE. I was not raising the point in opposition
to the Senator's measure.
Mr. WAGNER. I agree with the Senator.
Mr. President, may I at this time offer an amendment to
the bill?
The VICE PRESIDENT. The bill is open to amendment.
The Senator from New York offers an amendment, which
will be stated.
The CHIEF CLERK. On page 1, lines 8 and 9, strike out the
words "made available by the Reconstruction Finance Corporation act " and insert in lieu thereof the words " hereinafter made available."
The VICE PRESIDENT. Without objection, the amendment is agreed to. The clerk will state the further amendment offered by the Senator from New York.
The CHIEF CLERK. On page 4, after line 19, insert the
following additional section:
ury.

SEC. 4. For the purpose of providing funds for carrying out the
provisions of this act, the Reconstruction Finance Corporation is
authorized and empowered to issue its notes, bonds, debentures,
or other such obligations, in an aggregate amount not to exceed
$300,000,000. Such notes, bonds, debentures, or other such obligations shall, so far as practicable, be issued 1n the same manner
and be subject to the same terms and conditions as the notes,
bonds, debentures, or other such obligations issued pursuant to
section 9 of the Reconstruction Finance Corporation act.

The VICE PRESIDENT. The question is on agreeing to
the amendment offered by the Senator from New York.
Mr. KEAN. Mr. President, I would like to amend the
amendment, if the Senator from New York will accept it,
by providing that the bonds or notes issued by the Reconstruction Finance Corporation shall not carry a greater rate
of interest than the States pay the United States.
Mr. WAGNER. This does not deal with the interest question at all.
Mr. KEAN. It provides that they shall issue their notes,
bonds, and so forth.
Mr. WAGNER. There is another section of the bill which
deals with the question of interest. This simply empowers
the Reconstruction Finance Corporation to issue its notes,
and so forth, up to $300,000,000.
Mr. KEAN. Very well.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The question is on agreeing to
the amendment offered by the Senator from New York.
Mr. LOGAN. Mr. President-Mr. COUZENS. May ! ·point out to the Senator-The VICE PRESIDENT. Does the Senator from New
York yield, and if so, to whom?
Mr. WAGNER. I yield the fioor.
Mr. LOGAN. Mr. President, before the Senator yields
the floor, I desire to ask him a question for information.
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Mr. WAGNER. Mr. President, the amendment has not
been disposed of.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The Chair understands that
the Senator from Michigan desires to discuss it. The Senator from Kentucky is recognized to propound a question to
the Senator from New York.
Mr. LOGAN. Mr. President, the Senator from Pennsylvania a while ago suggested that it is impossible for his
State to incur any obligation to the United States Government. The same thing is true in my State and in many
others. In response to that the Senator from New York
said that if the arrangement could not be made to pay the
money back it would be repaid by deducting one-fifth
of future appropriations to the States for road-building
purposes.
I desire to call the attention of the Senator from New
York to the fact that one-fifth of the State aid granted to
the States will not pay the interest on this loan we are
talking about; and if that be true, what would become of
the principal?
Mr. WAGNER. In no case is more than one-fifth of the
State-aid appropriation to be deducted. It may be it will
take 10 years to liquidate the debt, but in no case is more
than one-fifth of the appropriation deducted and charged
against the State.
Mr. LOGAN. But if one-fifth will not pay the annual
interest that accrues, then the debt will keep en growing
and will never be paid; and if the State can not pay it, it
will have to be repudiated.
Mr. WAGNER. Does the Senator know of such a case?
Mr. LOGAN. I do. I think it will be true in almost
every State. Take the State of Kentucky, for instance.
We have about $1,500,000 in State aid each year. One-fifth
of taat would be $300,000. If the State of Michigan receives $12,500,000 under this bill, then Kentucky will receive
about one-half that sum, or about $6,000,000. Five per cent
interest on $6,000,000 would be $300,000; so it would take
our one-fifth to pay the interest, and the entire principal
would remain unpaid. The State can not bond itself to
pay it. What would become of that debt if the interest
amounts to more than the amount provided to be deducted
each year?
Mr. WAGNER. I would want to know whether we are
talking about an academic question or a real question. I
went into these figures some time ago and I know of no such
case.
Mr. BARKLEY. Mr. President--The VICE PRESIDENT. Does the Senator from New
York yield to the senior Senator from Kentucky?
Mr. WAGNER. I yield.
I\ir. BARKLEY. I suggest to my colleague that if that
situation should develop the State would have no complaint.
Only the Federal Government could complain, because if the
Federal Government did not take out enough for the repayment of the loan each year, but only enough to pay the
interest each year, then the State would not have anything
to complain about.
Mr. WAGNER. What would happen would be that it
would take a longer time to liquidate the debt.
Mr. LOGAN. The debt would be like the frog that
jumped up 2 feet and fell back 3 feet trying to get out of the
well. It never would be liquidated. My colleague says the
State would have no reason to complain. The State would
have reason to complain because it would be forced to repudiate the debt, and it would have that debt standing over
its people, which they could not pay because it was illegally
contracted and could not pay because the plan providing for
its repayment in the bill will never repay it. My suggestion
to the Senator from New York is if the rate of interest of
5 per cent will take more than the one-fifth which the State
would get out of the road-building aid plan, then the rate of
interest should be reduced until there may be a repayment.
Mr. WAGNER. The Senator is anticipating a request I
was going to make. I think the rate fixed by the committee
is entirely too high. I am going to propose a rate of 3 per
cent. But I will satisi;v the Senator before the day is over
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that the question he raises is academic. I do not trunk in
reality it can arise.
There is another provision in the bill by which a State
may meet its obligations by amending its constitution if the
constitution prohibits a loan, or by passing the necessary
legislation if the loan may be acquired without amending
the constitution, so we have the other method of payment
by the State. I do not believe that any State will deliberately repudiate its debt to the United States.
Mr. LOGAN. I do not either.
Mr. WAGNER. I have that confidence in the integrity
of our States.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The question is on agreeing to
the amendment of the Senator from New York. The Chair
understood that the Senator from Michigan [Mr. CoUZENs]
desires to be recognized on the amendment.
Mr. COUZENS. Mr. President, I would like to ask the
Senator from New York just why the necessity for section 4
which he has just offered as an amendment, in view of the
fact that the corporation has authority now to issue up to
$2,000,000,000?
.
Mr. WAGNER. Because I did not want to interfere with
any prior act of Congress. Congress gave the power to the
Reconstruction Finance Corporation to issue debentures up
to $1,500,000,000 for the purposes included in that particular legislation. I did not want to invade that particular
territory, but to deal with it as a separate proposition. That
is what I had in mind.
Mr. COUZENS. When the Senator from New York comes
to take up his other bill with respect to lending to States for
the purpose of enabling them to undertake the financing of
self-liquidating projects, if the Reconstruction Finance Corporation act shall be amended so that that corporation may
loan up to $3,000,000,000, as he proposes, then I ask whether
or not the point he has in mind would not in that way be
taken care of? What I am trying to suggest is that we are
going to have many series of issues apparently for specific
purposes, and I think that that is undesirable.
Mr. WAGNER. We are dealing here with a separate proposition. I assume that the Congress wanted to deal with it
separately. I have no pride about this matter. If, when the
other bill is under consideration the Senate prefers to consider the question of conferring increased power on the Reconstruction Fmance Corporation to issue additional debentures and to extend credit, I will not quarrel with that, but
I think that as we deal with the subject we ought to deal
with it completely. That is what I had in mind.
Mr. COUZENS. I thought that the Reconstruction Finance Corporation ought not to have out more than one
kind of security. It seems to me, from reading this proposed
amendment contained in the added section 4, there would
be different kinds of securities out, securities under this
section, securities under the original act, and securities
under the act which is going to be proposed later on for the
self-liquidating corporations, and I wondered why this
should not be withdrawn.
Mr. WAGNER. I think now we are talking of form and
not of substance. We are talking of a question of bookkeeping, which I do not regard as very important. If the Senator wants to propose an amendment to the amendment
which I have offered so as to make the type of securities
universal in their character, I shall not object to that. I
repeat, however, we are talking about form, which does not
interest me very much.
Mr. COUZENS. I am not so much interested in form, but
I see no necessity for the amendment; that is what I am
trying to demonstrate. I see no necessity for this amendment, in view of the fact that the Reconstruction Finance
Corporation already have authority to -issue $2,000,000,000 in
the aggregate; and if we pass the other legislation, most of
which I favor, they would then have authority to loan up to
$3,000,000,000. So my query is, Why continue giving authority piecemeal to issue more securities? I am merely
speaking against the amendment, not as to a matter of form,
but I see no necessity for the amendment.
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Mr. WAGNER. I am quite willing to let the Senate dispose of the question.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The question is on agreeing to
the amendment offered by the Senator from New York.
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. LA FOLLE'ITE. Mr. President, I offer the amendment which I send to the desk, which I should like to have
stated for the information of the Senate. I ask the attention of the Senator from New York to it.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The amendment will be stated.
The CHIEF CLERK. On page 4, line 14, after the period, it
is proposed to insert:
Nothing 1n this act shall be construed to authorize the ReconFinance Corporation to refuse to make an advance to
any State because of existing constitutional inhibitions upon the
State or because the State has borrowed to the full extent authoriZed by State law. The amount for which application is made
shall be immediately payable to the State upon the filing of the
application and delivery to the Reconstruction Finance Corporation of the receipt required by section 3.
struc~ion

Mr. WAGNER. Mr. President, I make no objection to
that am-endment, and I accept it.
Mr. LA FOLLETTE. Mr. President, I should like to say
just a word or two in explanation of the amendment. I am
still concerned in my own mind as to the situation which
will confront the States that have constitutional prohibitions
against incurring debt. I am apprehensive, I am frank
to say, that there may be difficulty even though the legislature of such a State should meet in special session and
authorize the governor to make use of these funds, to be
deducted out of future Federal-aid highway appropriations.
What I seek to accomplish by this amendment is to prevent
the Reconstruction Finance Corporation itself from passing
on that question. I appreciate the attitude of the Senator
from New York, who is the author of the bill, in not interposing any objection to the amendment.
Mr. VANDENBERG. Mr. President, will the Senator
yield?
The VICE PRESIDENT. Does the Senator from Wisconsin yield to the Senator from Michigan?
Mr. LA FOLLETTE. I yield.
Mr. VANDENBERG. Does the Senator's amendment virtually negative the requirement for a certification of need?
Mr. LA FOLLETTE. No; it has no such intent, I will say
to the Senator.
Mr. VANDENBERG. I thought, as I listened to its reading, that it required merely the automatic distribution of
the funds on a population basis.
Mr. LA FOLLETI'E. Oh, no. The only thing whicl;l the
amendment seeks to accomplish, Mr. President, is to provide that the Reconstruction Finance Corporation shall not
decline to make an advance to any State because of any
constitutional provision in the State's organic law; and,
secondly, it seeks to make directory the payment of advances
upon the filing of the receipt provided far in section 3. It
has no relation to section 2, may I say to the Senator from
Michigan, which is one of the conditions that must be complied with by any governor before his State would be eligible either to a loan or to an advance.
Mr. WAGNER. Mr. President-The VICE PRESIDENT. Does the Senator from Wisconsin yield to the Senator from New York?
Mr. LA FOLLETTE. I yield.
Mr. WAGNER. I am persuaded that the bill as it now
reads does exactly what the amendment proposes to do; but
if there should be any doubt, it would be cleared up by this
amendment. It does not, I may say to the Senator from
Michigan, interfere with the provision requiring certification by the governor.
Mr. WATSON. Mr. President, I should like to ask the
Senator a question.
The VICE PRESIDEN'l'. Does the Senator from Wisconsin yield to the Senator from Indiana?
Mr. LA FOLLE'ITE. I am glad to yield to the Senator
from Indiana.
Mr. WATSON. Does the Senator's amendment negative
altogether the idea of the money advanced being a loan?
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Could it not by the terms of his amendment be converted
into a straight gift to the State?
Mr. LA FOLLETTE. No; it does not do any such thing.
May I say to the Senator from Indiana that this amendment
will apply only to States which have constitutional inhibitions against the incurring of debt? If this amendment
shall be agreed to, I intend to offer another amendment
which in each instance in the bill will insert after the word
"loans" the words "or advances." In other words, as I
understand, the intent of this measure as reported is that,
first, those States which desire to make agreements for loans
wit~ the Reconstruction Finance Corporation may do so, in
which case the money advanced will be regarded purely as
a loan and will be repaid according to such agreement as
may be entered into between such States and the Reconstruction Finance Corporation.
Mr. PITTMAN. Mr. President, may I ask the Senator
from Wisconsin a question?
The VICE PRESIDENT. Does the Senator from Wisconsin yield to the Senator from Nevada?
Mr. LA FOLLETTE_. I will yield in just a moment. The
second method-provided, as I understand. to take care of
States which are not permitted under their constitution to
incur debt--is that the State may receive money in advance
from the Reconstruction Finance Corporation which shall be
paid back out of future Federal highway-aid grants. Therefore I merely wish to make perfectly clear in this proposed
act that the legislative intent is that there are these two
methods and to provide that the Reconstruction Finance
Corporation shall not raise the issue as to whether a State
is in a position under its constitution to incur a loan or debt.
I now yield to the Senator from Nevada.
Mr. PITTMAN. Mr. President, as I understand the
amendment, as it now reads, it is designed to prevent the
Reconstruction Finance Corporation from passing upon the
constitutional authority of the States receiving an advance.
Mr. LA FOLLETI'E. The Senator is correct.
Mr. PITTMAN. I think the Senator's amendment would
have been understood much better if he had first offered his
amendment proposing to insert in various places the words
"or advances." As that portion of this bill was originally
prepared by the Senator from New York and those who
assisted him, the word "loans" was not used; the money
distributed through the Reconstruction Finance Corporation
was treated solely as an advance because the committee had
under consideration the legal questions that have been discussed here.
Mr. LA FOLLETTE. I think the word " grant " was used
in the original bill.
~fi'. PITTMAN. The word" grant'' was used. However,
I think the word " advance " is the proper word. I can not
conceive how there can be any legal question if we treat
it as an advance, because the Federal highway act is the
authority for the Federal Government to advance the money
to the States; the Federal Congress has the right to repeal
that act any time they see fit, and they have then the right
to reduce that amount any time they see fit. What they
are doing is to make the States distributing agents for the
Federal Government, and at the same time they are modifying the Federal aid highway act by saying, "At a certain
date, if you accept this trusteeship, we are going to reduce
that advance." So I really think the word" loan" ought to
be stricken out of this measure all the way through and the
word "advance" substituted in its place; and where reference is made to the interest rate the provision as to the
interest rate should be stricken out, and we should authorize
the deduction from future advances of road funds, not only
of the principal but whatever interest may be agreed on.
Mr. COUZENS. Mr. President, will the Senator yield for
a question?
The VICE PRESIDENT. Does the Senator from Wisconsin yield to the Senator from Michigan?
Mr. LA FOLLETTE. I yield.
Mr. COUZENS. I should like to ask the Senator from
Nevada as to whether there is any real security in making
the proposed loans payable from ~deral-aid highway ad-
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vances? In other words, those advances have to be matched
by the states, and at any time that a State refuses to appropriate or feels that it has built sufficient roads and does
not desire to build any more roads and just stops matching
the Federal appropriation, of course, there is not any money
coming to that State from the Federal Government.
Mr. PITTMAN. I will say to the Senator that there will
be very few States during the next 20 years that will not be
getting advances of money for highway construction. It
will be understood that the act was passed in the first place
on the theory that, after a road was built, from that time
on the State should keep it in order; but the interpretation
of the act has gone to the point of covering the rebuilding
of roads at certain periods. As a matter of fact, every road
now is rebuilt about every five years, and between the 5year period it is kept up by the States at their own expense.
The committee, in talking over the matter with the Bureau
of Federal Roads and after investigating this whole question, came to the conclusion that it was certain that there
would be advances for a sufficient length of time to pay
back this money with interest. That was our information.
Mr. COUZENS. But there is no legislation to that effect
now.
Mr. PITTMAN. No; and Congress can legislate itself out
of this loan.
Mr. COUZENS. Not only that but the States can legislate themselves out of paying back the loans.
Mr. PITTMAN. Undoubtedly they can legislate themselves out of it.
Mr. COUZENS. In other words, any time a State refuses
to match the Federal money there is no money from which
we can deduct these loans.
Mr. LA FOLLETTE. Oh, Mr. President, may I interject a
suggestion at that point? If a State does not appropriate
any money to match the Federal aid, then it will not be a
deduction of one-fifth; it will be a deduction, so far as the
net effect on the Treasury of the United States is concerned,
of the entire amount to which the State would ordinarily be
entitled.
Mr. COUZENS. Oh, no; that is not so, because the State
would not have any money coming from the Federal Government until it had matched it; so that there would not be
any sum from which to deduct.
Mr. LA FOLLETTE. But the point is we are interested, so
far as the Federal Government is concerned, in the amount
that is paid out.
Mr. COUZENS. Oh, no! In other words, the Federal
Government's interest is in building roads and not in saving
any money that might be coming due to the States. We do
not enter this cooperative plan of road building for the purpose of either loaning money to the States or for the purpose
of saving money for the Federal Government, but rather
for the purpose of building roads; so that any time a State
says, "We have all the roads we need; we are not going to
match any more Federal funds," of course there would be
no way of liquidating their loan.
Mr. PI'ITMAN. Mr. President, will the Senator let me
answer that and sit down?
Mr. LA FOLLETTE. I confess I do not see the point
made by the Senator from Michigan. I am glad to yield
to the Senator from Nevada.
Mr. PI'ITMAN. I think the Senator from Wisconsin has
practically answered what I had in mind, that the best

advice we can get from the Federal Government is that
there would be no question about the security; but I will
say this: If there was a question about the security, then
we find ourselves in the position that the distinguished
Senator from Michigan raises in his own mind a legal question against the loan that makes it impossible, and then
he turns around and raises a legal question against the advance that makes it impossible, when right now I venture
to say that the President of the United States is being

flooded with demands for immediate relief, and practically
all of these questions have come down to some technicality
by which we can do nothing.
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I contend as a lawyer-! may be wrong, but I have a
right to contend-that while on the loan theory under certain conditions this money might not be available, under
the advance theory it is absolutely legal, because we simply
make the State the distributing agent for this amount of
money, and we deduct it in the future.
Mr. GEORGE. Mr. President, will the Senator from
Wisconsin permit me to move to strike out the word " loans,"
on page 2, in line 10, and insert in lieu thereof the word
" advances "?
Mr. LA FOLLETTE. Mr. President, I stated before the
Senator rose that I had an amendment which I intended to
offer following the action upon this amendment, which in
each instance throughout the bill would insert, after the
word "loans," the words "or advances."
Mr. GEORGE. I was asking to make that amendment
because there was one other that I wished to propose before
the amendment which the Senator now offers is voted upon;
but if he prefers to have a vote upon his amendment, very
well. · ·
Mr. LA FOLLETTE. Mr. President, responding to the
suggestion made by the Senator from Nevada, I think I shall
withdraw this amendment temporarily, and offer an amendment to insert the words "or advances," and let us pass on
that question first. I have no desire, however, to interfere
with any amendment which the Senator from Georgia
thinks should be acted on prior to this one. Therefore, I
will not offer it at the moment.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The Senator withdraws his
amendment.
Mr. GEORGE. Mr. President, I am quite willing for the
Senator from Wisconsin to offer it; but I had in mind offering the amendment in this form-that beginning on page
2, at line 10, the words "or advances" be inserted following
the word " loans."
Mr. LA FOLLETTE. I have an amendment which will do
that all the way through the bill.
Mr. GEORGE. But will the Senator permit me to ask
him if his amendment strikes out the word "loans," or does
it merely insert " or advances "?
Mr. LA FOLLETTE. No; it inserts "or advances" after
the word " loans."
.
Mr. GEORGE. I am quite willing for the Senator's
amendment to be acted upon, then.
Mr. LA FOLLETTE. I offer the amendment.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The Senator from Georgia withdraws his amendment, and the Senator from Wisconsin
proposes the amendment stated by him.
Mr. JOHNSON. Mr. President-Mr. LA FOLLETTE. I yield to the Senator from California.
Mr. JOHNSON. Why not strike out the word " loans "
altogether?
Mr. LA FOLLETTE. If the Senator will look at the
printed amendment, that is what I intended to do; but
after conferring with the Senator from New York and the
Senator from Nevada and the Senator from Michigan, they
convinced me that it was desirable to leave the word
"loans" in for the purpose of permitting States that desired to do so to enter into an agreement with the Reconstruction Finance Corporation to make loans which will not
be deducted from future highway funds.
Mr. JOHNSON. Could they not enter into such an agreement just as well regarding advances, or if the money were
extended in any other form than by a loan? The use of
the word " loan," as the bill now stands, is a mere protective coloring, it strikes me, and is of no value at an.
I do not press the question. It is a mere question that
I asked.
Mr. WALCOTT. Mr. President, I agree with the Senator
from California that the word '"'loans" is a rather slim
protective coloring; but it may add a little bit to the dignity of some of the States, because there are a good many
States that would prefer to look on this whole transaction
as a collateral loan. The word " collateral " is in no sense
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While I have the floor, however, I desire to take a few
expressed in the bill, but it may be implied by reading here
minutes' time to express my views about this entire legislaon page 3, commencing with line 6~
Whenever any such deduction 1s made the Secretary of the tion.
This bill has been prepared by Senators in whose judgment
Trea.sury shall immediately pay to the Reconstruction Finance
Corporation the amount so deducted. Such deduction shall not I have great confidence. They are leaders on this side of
be made with respect to any State. which. within a period of two the Chamber, and .I assume they have been assisted by some
years from the date of enactment of this act, shall enter into an
of the leaders on the other side of the Chamber; and, after
agreement-all, I might well be guided by their judgment. But there are
This is the important point, and this implies a definite some things so fundamentally wrong in the entire proposal
loan and might be construed to imply even a collateral that I beg to state my opinions about the questions involved
loanin this legislation.
shall. enter into an agreement with the Reconstruction Finance
I think it would be far better if we proposed to make a
Corporation for the repayment of the amount of the loan or loans
to such State with interest thereon as herein provided, in such donation to the States, and did not attempt to conceal our
act in verbiage and by provisions which do not mean very
installments and upon such terms-much.
And at the appropriate time I should like to offer an
I am not unmindful that there is more suffering in the
amendment to insert the words~ " and at such rate of Nation to-day than at any time since its foundation. I am
interest," because, in my opinion, if it is going to be a loan, not unaware that millions of ehildren are crying for bread
the rate of interest stated in the bill, 5 per cent, is too while the mothers, pale and wan, can only pray, although
highmore than half believing that God has turned His face away.
as may be agreed upon between such State and the Reconstruc- I can but hear the tramp of millions as they vainly seek
tion Finance Corporation.
for work, with downcast eyes and lagging steps, wondering
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. REED in the chair). The why men must suffer and women must weep, while their
·
amendment of the Senator from Wisconsin is pending; so children starve.
Indeed, the situation is one calling for the best thought
the amendment suggested by the Senator from Connecticut
of the best minds of all the people of the Nation; but withal
would not be in order at this time.
Mr. WALCOTT. No, Mr. President; I said that at the there must be sober judgment. It is better that great forappropriate time I would offer that amendment. I am tunes disappear, that industry vanish away, that hunger
speaking to the amendment of the Senator from Wisconsin. prevail, than that the Nation be destroyed, or its life greatly
I see no objection to using the words "or advances"; endangered.
Natural laws can not be created, repealed, or modified by
but I believe it is quite important to keep the word " loan "
or " loans " wherever they may appear in the bill, because legislation. Congress should know there are many things
of the feelings of certain States, and because of the partic- which it can not do. It can not legislate prosperity into
ular clause which I have just read, which distinctly implies the Nation. About all that it can do is to regulate the relationships of the people the one toward another under rules
a loan rather than an advance.
Mr. LEWIS. Mr. President, I should like the attention of that are fair, and allow them to work out their own salvation.
the Senators who have given definite study to tbis bill.
It is now proposed to make the Federal Government the
I beg to say that in the State of lliinois, wbich I have the
guardian
of its citizens. If that should be done, the Nation
honor to represent in part, we have a number of institusoon
must
perish. There can mily be a free nation when
tions wbich are themselves incorporated, separate municipalities, some of which are in the city of Cbicago, some of the people themselves are .free and administer the governwbich are in different parts of the State. I am moved to ment which they have set up to protect their rights. Where
note that under this bill the loan is fully administered by the general government must provide work, and incidentally
the governor, under bis direction or upon his responsibility; food and clothing for its citizens, freedom and individuality
but I see a complete absence in the bill of any authority on will be destroyed and eventually the citizens will become
the part of the governor to advance any part of the loan serfs to the general government. They are no longer free
to any of the political subdivisions of the State or of the and they no longer support the government when they look
to the government to support them. The government then
cities in the State.
becomes an absolutism. It can support its citizens only by
I take the liberty to suggest, for the consideration of the going into private business for profit, with the resulting
gentlemen having charge of the management of the bill, destruction of all private profits.
that on page 4, line 14, following the phrase "Any funds
The General Government has fallen into hard lines. Its
made available to a State pursuant to this act shall be citizens can not support it easily, so it is proposed to reverse
administered by the governor, or under his direction, and laws formerly thought to be sound and go into the business
upon his responsibility, subject to the laws of the State," of supporting citizens apparently with little understanding
there be added the following words:
that the Government is but a collection of all the people. If
Nothing herein forbids the governor of any State advancing a the people, therefore, at this time can not support the Govportion of the loan to any department or separate political organiernment, how can it be reasonably said that the Governzation of the State.
ment can support the people?
Mr. WAGNER. There is no objection to that.
It is proposed that the Government embark upon a great
· Mr. LEWIS. If that is acceptable, I will put it in a little program to give aid to the unemployed. This sounds well
more definite form.
when so stated, but it will not work. It can not work,
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The amendment can not be because it is an effort to reverse the operation of a fundaoffered at tbis time, because there is an amendment pending. mental law. The plan admits that the Nation is burdened
Mr. LEWIS. I was unconscious that I wa-s intruding upon with debts and it is attempting to make the debts less irkthat. Then at the proper time I will retUPn to the question some by creating more debts. The States, counties, and
and present the amendment anew.
municipalities are now indebted beyond their ability to pay,
Mr. LOGAN. Mr. President, I think the amendment of so the plan is that they shall cure their ills by heaping up
the Senator from Wisconsin is very important. At least, it mm·e debts. Debts must be paid or repudiated. If they are
affects my State, because I am quite sure that Kentucky paid, the burden must rest upon those least able to pay. The
would have no desire to accept any money when it knew it many must pay because they have no way to protect themwould not be able to repay it; and I believe the Reconstruc- selves from the exactions in the form of taxes.
We have recently talked much about taxes and taxation.
tion Finance Corporation would be justified in refusing to
make any loans to any State when there was an inhibition in There are wise men who believe that the rich and powerful
its constitution against its burdening itself with further can be taxed and the poor may be allowed to escape. Their
belief is a delusion. Taxes always sift downward until they
indebtedness.
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find lodgement on those least able to bear them. That is one
reason why the many stay poor and the few are rich. The
poor largely support the Government. A great blessing will
come into the world when they are made to understand that
the people but add to their own misery when they induce
their Government to make appropriations of money supposedly for their benefit.
The plan now before us for the relief of a distressed people and to bring prosperity to a prostrate Nation is like unto
a farmer who finds that he can not pay his interest, his bills
for necessaries, or the expenses for the education of his
children, and says:
I am broke and bankruptcy seems just around the corner, but
I know how to remedy my condition. I will pull down my old
barns and build new ones. I will place a third mortgage on the
old homestead, obtain more money, increase my interest charge,
hire more men to till the farm, and erect new buildings.

The intention of such a fanner may be good, but his neighbors would say of him that he was crazy.
Or the plan is like unto a certain railroad which found
that it could not earn anything available for betterments,
interest, or dividends. Its board of directors decided that it
would increase wages, employ more men, double track its
system, and pull down its old depots and build new ones.
Such a board of directors would be deservedly censured by
the angry stockholders of the corporation.
Or the plan before us is like unto a certain merchant who
f'ound that his sales had fallen off until he could not pay
his bills, and who said:
I will buy more goods and put up a new storehouse, and I w1ll
sell more goods on credit.

His end would soon be in the bankruptcy courts.
The Senate of the United States has greater responsibilities tha:t;l any like number of men in the world. No plan or
chart for the Nation can be devised without the approval of
a majority of the 96 men who constitute the Senate. The
happiness and prosperity of the people of the Nation depend
upon what the Senate does, and the happiness and prosperity of the world depend largely on how we chart the
course of our own Nation. The responsibility of a Senator
is, therefore, great. He should never fail to act as one having upon him large responsibilities. With these vast responsibilities resting upon the Senate, what is the real problem
confronting us? The revenues of the Nation have dried up
as the streams in a great drought. The prospects are that
we will derive no more revenue in the years of the immediate
future than is necessary to pay those charges which can
neither be reduced nor eliminated. The interest and amortization of the public debt and the obligations to veterans
already incurred aggregate about $2,000,000,000. If it takes
all of our revenue to discharge these obligations there will
be nothing left with which to pay the ordinary running
expenses of the Government. The Nation, therefore, is in
the plight of the farmer, the railroad, and the merchant I
have mentioned. The wisdom of the Senate may determine
that we should do that which in the business world would
cause those acquainted with our acts to regard us as un•
fitted for the high trust which has been vested in our hands.
What I am saying will not be popular, but it is the truth.
Believing that I am right, I dare to stand alone if necessary.
I would prefer to follow the right course alone than to follow
error with a multitude.
I would not have it understood that I am unwilling to vote
for a measure that will aid in bringing relief to those who
are suffering through no fault of their own. If we must
relieve distress, and I think we should, let us do it boldly,
and make such a donation out of the Treasury as the
necessities of the occasion may require.
It is true that we may carry on a great program of public
works by selling bonds, but with failing revenues interest
rates will have to be increased if the bonds are not to fall
far below par. Even with increased interest rates we can
not continue to sell bonds indefinitely. I have heard it suggested that because of our vast values represented by the
assets of the people of the Nation there is almost no limit to
the amount of money we can raise through the sale of bonds.
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That is a fallacy. We can maintain the credit of the Nation
only so long as we can meet all of our obligations by reasonable tax rates. When we are forced to go above rates that
are reasonable, then comes confiScation, and a nation can
not long exist when it must confiscate the property of its
citizens to pay its debts.
There is a greater reason however, why the proposed legislation is dangerous. Centralization of power is the greatest
danger that confronts any republic. The downfall of free
governments, if I understand history aright, has been caus~
by the centralization of the power of administration. Generally the greater the power placed in the hands of the
administrators the less the power of the people, with a
necessarily corresponding reduction of rights, or the limitation thereof. With every step in centralization of power
there must be the surrender of rights by the people, and
if the process is carried far enough government by the
people ceases and government for the people becomes supreme. It is then that free government, as we understand it,
ceases to exist.
The downfall of free nations in the past may have been
contributed to by lack of the federal principle and the failure to divide the powers of government into branches, each
acting as a check upon the other; but the prime cause has
ever been the centralization of power in the hands of officials
who, through errors, shortcomings, or corruption, have trespassed upon the rights of the citizens until disaster came,
bringing with it ruin.
That which has happened to free nations of the past will
recur when the same or similar conditions prevail. Centralization of power eventually brings its ruthless exercise, and
always to the detriment of the public welfare, resulting in
injustice, inequality before the law, the creation of poverty,
misery, and unhappiness, and when pressed too far will bring
violent revolution and the destruction of all functions of
government. At such a time it is not a dictator we need,
whether he be an Alexander, a Cresar, a Napoleon, or a
Mussolini, but the need is for the decentralization of power
and the restoration of rights to the people. Those who have
been favored with power, position, or wealth should not forget these first principles of statecraft.
The makers of our Constitution were men not unacquainted with the history of nations. It has been said ths,t
there is little new in that instrument other than the federal principle. It was the application of age-old principles
to new problems. Knowing the weaknesses of the free governments of the past, the makers of our Constitution sought
to guard against these same weaknesses. It was in their
minds that they must build bulwarks against the centralization of power in the hands of the officers of the Federal
Government. It was therefore provided that the powers c.f
government should be divided into three coordinate branches,
and that, in so far as possible, each should be independent
of the other. The powers of the Congress were limited and
strictly defined, as were the powers of the judicial and executive branches. It was thought unwise to allow the President to do more, so far as legislation was concerned, than to
point out to the Congress the state of the Nation from time
to time, leaving it wholly to the Congress to find solutions
for the problems needing attention. When a solution was
found and expressed in an act, the President was given
power to show his disapproval by a veto.
It may be that it was well that the makers of our Constitution could not lift the veil that shut out a view of the
future, else in looking down the aisle of time to the present
day they might have desisted from their noble work, believing it would be nullified by the centralization and abuse of
power.
The makers of our Constitution provided in it that certain
powers should be conferred upon the general Government.
It was given the power to raise revenue to carry on the
affairs of the Government within constitutional limits; to
regulate commerce; to declare war or make peace; to provide an Army and Navy; to coin money, and to regulate the
comity and intercourse of the several States. These powers
were hedged about with restrictions, and the Federal Gov-
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ernment was given no other power through any of its
branches. All other powers were reserved to the States.
The reservation of those powers was safeguarded with jealous care. It was expected that the States would function
as sovereigns, fully exercising every power and right save
those surrendered to the General Government. It was intended that the weight of the Federal Government should
bear lightly on the States. The States delegated to the
Federal Government certain functions that it could best
~erform for the common good of all of the States. All other
matters were to be looked after by the States.
The Constitution was not adopted without a struggle between those, on the one side, who believe that centralization
of powers in the General Government was highly essential
and those, on the other side, who believe that the powers of
the General Government should be severely restricted.
Those who favored the former view did not succeed in the
convention, and the states ratified the Constitution as submitted, at the time believing that the reserved powers should
be more clearly defined. Hence the submission of the first
10 amendments by the First Congress. Each of those
amendments conferred powers and rights upon the people.
In fact, no amendment has ever been adopted taking rights
from the people and conferring them upon the general Government save one, the eighteenth.
The shades of Jefferson and Hamilton have continued
their fight over the theories of government that divided
them when they lived. Jefferson's theories prevailed for
more than three-quarters of a century, and generally during that period the people were ever vigorous in defense of
the rights vested in them by the Constitution. But the
rights of man can be maintained only by eternal vigilance,
and the sentinels on the watchtowers finally slumbered.
Gradually at first, and with more rapidity later, the Hamiltonian theories replaced those of Jefferson, until the theories
of Hamilton largely prevail at this time. The reserved powers and rights have been invaded and almost entirely swept
away. The sad part of the story is that the States have
consented to their own ravishment. They have, in a large
measure, surrendered their sovereignty in consideration of
gold appropriated out of the Federal Treasury, and in their
eagerness to obtain it they have increased taxes and debts
until they are deluged with evils which they at one time
thought were blessings. The powers of the States have become paralyzed because of their failure to exercise them.
They have tasted the fleshpots of the Nation's Capitol and
year after year they return and, like Oliver Twist, they hold
out their porridge bowls and ask for more.
P...nd the voice of Jefferson is stilled. His spirit walks no
more. The Hamiltonians, like Jeshurun, have waxed fat
and kicked.
A Member of Congress is too often judged ba..:k home by
what he bas been able to obtain in money from the Federal
Treasury for distribution among his constituents. If be gets
much, he is an able Member; if he gets little, he is weighed
in the balances and found wanting. Neither should the
Members be blamed too harshly for their activities in securing appropriations for their constituents. Many Members
must abhor it, but when it rains money they would be subject
to censure if they did not turn their plates right side up.
We have followed wrong theories of government until we
have brought about the conditions which destroy free governments. The Nation will struggle along for a while with its
ever-increasing burdens, but unless we chart a differ~t
course and sternly walk therein the Nation will fall as others
have fallen. Decentralization of power and the exercise of
their sovereignty by the states is the remedy whereby salvation must be found. The Federal Government should look
after Federal matters and the States should look after their
own affairs. That is the road back to the place where we
lost the way.
When the Israelites had forsaken their laws and thereby
brought great tribulations upon themselves; when they were
eating of the bread of adversity, as we are now, and had lost
the way, as we have, the old prophet said to them:
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And thine_ears shall hear a word behind thee saying, "This is
the way, walk ye 1n It; when ye turn to the right hand and when
ye turn to the left! "

So should it be with us in this dark hour. The word of
our fathers is behind us. They knew the way. All along
the road there are voices-deceptive voices-calling us to
turn to the right or to the left and follow in a new way.
When we consider a turning, let us listen to the word behind
us, because it contains the wisdom of the ages.
We need to consider at this time the problems that confront us fairly and dispassionately. It is useless to discuss
the party responsibility that has brought this evil day. Our
great task is to solve the problems and talk about blame or
credit thereafter. It is enough to say that during the past
few years we have sailed the ship of state in a sea of glorydreaming the while rainbow-tinted dreams. But the dreams
are ended, we have a wakened, and there is a gray mist on
the sea's face and a gray dawn breaking.
There ha.S been much talk about the departments, establishments, bureaus, boards, and commissions. Indeed, there
are far too many of these; but I do not rail at them. Congress created them. There is no denying that as long as
they function they must be supported by appropriations.
Many of them exist because of the centralization of powers
in the Federal Government. We should gradually withdraw all appropriations now made to the States and make
no new ones. If we _follow that plan we will be able to reduce the expenses of government by abolishing the instrumentalities now engaged in rendering aid to the States.
The Congress has been making appropriations conditioned
upon the matching of the appropriation by State legislatures
for this, that, and the other project. As a result, the States
have incurred indebtedness and increased taxes, believing
that they would lose their part if they neglected to take
advantage of the offer made them by the Congress. The
carrying out of the joint enterprise has been the chief cause
of the many bureaus now in existence at Washington, and
bureaus are always certain evidence of the centralization of
power.
Some vote for these appropriations to the States on the
ground that a few of the richer States pay the greater ·part
of the taxes, and that the appropriations for the building
of roads and other State-aid projects is a justified redistribution of wealth. It would be far better if the laws should be
such as to prevent any groups receiving, in the first place,
more than a fair proportion of the earned wealth of the
Nation. If it has been through the favoritism of law that
the citizens of certain States have acquired great wealth it
does not seem to me that the distribution of wealth by making appropriations to the States can therefore be justified.
It is true that some of the States receive more money from
the Federal Treasury than they pay into it, and it may be
admitted that it is -difficult for some of the States to take
care of the governmental expenses incident to the conduct
of their governmental affairs. None of these things justify
the appropriation of money directly to the States and the
resultant creation of bureaus to look after its expenditure.
The cost of all government in the United States has grown
to such immense proportions that everyone agrees that there
must be a reduction. The people in the smaller units of government are clamoring for a great reduction in the expenses
of operating the Federal Government. No doubt the expenses
of operating the Federal Government should be very greatly
reduced, but relief can not come to the people solely through
the reduction of the expenses of the Federal Government.
The people need to economize in the local units. In 1923 the
cost of local government--that is, counties, townships, and
municipalities-was $4,793,000,000. That cost increased every
year until 1932 when it was $8,292,000,000, or an increase of
$3,499,000,000, which means that the expenses of local government for the 10-year period increased 73 per cent. In
1923 the cost of State government was $1,242,000,000. That
cost steadily increased until 1932 when it was $2,364,00U,OOO,
or an increase of $1,122,000,000, which means an increase of
90 per cent during the 10 years. In 1923 the cost of the
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Federal Government was $3,885,000,030, which had increased
to $4,434,000,000 in 1932, or a net incyease of $549,000,000,
which means an increase of 14 per cent for the 10-year
period.
Mr. WALSH of Massachusetts. Mr. President--.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. GEORGE in the chair).
Does the Senator from Kentucky yield to the Senator from
Massachusetts?
Mr. LOGAN. I yield.
Mr VI ALSH of Massachusetts. In connection with the
figur~s the Senator has just presented, may I remind him
that I introduced in the RECORD yesterday a letter from the
Secretary of the Treasury showing that the interest payments made by local governments annually now amount to
a trifle over $1,000,000,000, and the interest payments on
loans of the United States Government, State governments,
and local governments, approximate $2,000,000,000 annually?
Mr. LOGAN. That is true. I am very glad the figures
were placed in the RECORD, because we ought to make .the
people of the United States realize that we ca~ not rell:ve
them of very much o~ their tax burdens even if we abohsh
all the departments and bureaus in Washington. It is not
possible. The heavy burden is in the local governments and
the State governme!lts.
Mr. WALSH of Massachusetts. Incidentally, it might be
added that all of that interest which is being distributed
. annually passes practically untaxed.
Mr. LOGAN. Yes; nearly all of it.
So far as tax burdens are concerned and the cost of Government it will be seen at a glance that it is the local and
State g~vernments that have increased their cost most
rapidly. The cost of all government for the present fiscal
year will aggregate, according to the figure given above,
$15,090,000,000. If the entire expenses of the F~deral Government should be eliminated, the cost per capita of local
and State governments would be above $88. It is well for
the people to insist that Congress cut down expenses, but
they ought to be told that the tax burdens can not be
greatly lightened if nothing more is done than to reduce the
expenses of the Federal Government. They must commence
at home and see to it that reduction is made in the cost
of local government an·d state government.
It must be admitted, howevar, that the example of the
Federal Government in distJ.·ibuting its funds with a prodigal
hand has encouraged State and local governments to increase their expenses.. High income-tax rates have contributed much toward the cost of these governments. In
seeking for tax-exempt securities encouragement has been
offered to states, counties, cities, and municipalities to embark on the expenditure of money for projects in many
instances not absolutely necessary. The ability of these
governments to sell bonds at a low interest rate has contributed greatly to their present unfavor~le condition. The
favorable terms on which the bonds could be sold has been
brought about largely by reason of high income taxes which
have caused those seeking a way to a void them to search
diligently for securities exempt from such taxes.
It is now proposed that we go farther than we have ever
gone before in assuming the functions of the state and local
governments. I do not think we should take this' further
step. It is a violation of fundamental principles, and however great the need the evil which will flow from it will be
greater than any good that can be derived.
It may be well argued that the people must have relief.
That may be admitted; but it would be a lesser evil if,
representing all the taxpayers of the Nation, Congress
should make a donation. through proper channels, to help
relieve su1Ie1·ing. Individuals are called upon to do so, and
their contributions have not been sufficient; and while it
may be wrong in principle, yet with the needs so great an
appropriation for direct relief might be justified.
Mr. WAGNER. Mr. President-The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from
Kentucky yield to the Senator from New York?
Mr. LOGAN. I yield.
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Mr. WAGNER. I take it the Senator's attitude is that
the whole appropriation should not be in the form of a
loan or an advance, but a direct gift to the States?
Mr. LOGAN. I will say to the Senator from New York
that under the great emergency which exists, the need
makes it imperative that we shall violate some fundamental
law of government, and instead of covering matters up
by making it appear that it is a loan to the States, when
in truth it is not a loan to the States, because it is not
expected the States will ever pay it back unless the Government gives them the money to return, the proper thing
to do would be to make a direct appropriation and allow the
governors, through the State agencies, to distribute the
money to suffering people as a gift.
Mr. WAGNER. The reason why I ask the question is
not because I am quarreling witn the Senator's philosophy.
I voted for the direct-gift plan when we had up that proposal.
Mr. LOGAN. So did I.
Mr. WAGNER. Yes; I know the Senator did. In analyzing the vote I decided that a majority of the Senators
were opposed to a gift and in favor of some form of a
loan. It was for the purpose of composing the difference
which divided us here that this proposal was advanced.
Mr. LOGAN. I realize, may I say to the Senator from
New York, that the man who has a goal out in front of
him and wants to get there sometimes must walk a tortuous path, because he must take into consideration conditions as they exist and not as he would have them. I
fully understand that.
We have read through the newspapers and heard through
many public speeches the words .. dole, dole ,. until Congress
has become afraid and Senators, I think, apprehend that
they might have some difficulty in explaining that they
had voted for that which is called a dole. Indeed, it would
not be a dole. It would be a donation, just as the Senator
makes a donation to welfare out of his pocket. We represent the people. When the people are unable to feed the
hungry, then, instead of having these voluminous plans
which will absorb much of the money that ought to go to
feed the hungry, let us give it direct, boldly admitting that
it is fundamentally unsound, but that events justify it.
1.\!r. LEWIS. Mr. President, permit me to say to the
Senator from Kentucky [Mr. LOGAN] and to the Senators
who have listened, I am sure, with admiration to the Senator from Kentucky, that the Senate expresses a legitimate
obligation for the historical and fundamental treatise of
the eminent Senator from Kentucky. I might say, sir,
harking us back to those fundamentals of governments,
ancient and modern, fulfilling at this time the necessity of
complying with the sacred doctrine and admonition of the
fathers crying out now unto us, "Remove not the ancient
landmark thy fathers have set."
But I wish at this moment, sir, to ask if the amendment
which I offered is timely now, or has the Senator from Wisconsin disposed of his amendments, which would make this
the appropriate time for me to offer my amendment?
Mr. LA FOLLETTE. Mr. President, I have not yet had
action on the amendment pending, and as soon as that is
disposed of I desire to offer the other amendment which I
have printed and lying on the table.
Mr. LEWIS. I must admit, sir, that my amendment is
subordinate in time to the two amendments of the Senator
from Wisconsin. I bide my time until he has concluded.
Mr. LA FOLLETTE. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the amendments now pending may be considered
and voted on en bloc.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Wisconsin asks unanimous consent to have the amendments con ..
sidered and voted on en bloc. Is there objection~
Mr. BULKLEY. Mr. President, I ask that the amendments be stated.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The amendments of the
Senator from Wisconsin will be stated for the information
of the Senate.
The legislative clerk again read the amendments.
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The PRESIDING OF1i1ICER. Is there objection to therequest of the Senator from Wisconsin to vote on the amendments en bloc? The Chair hears none.
The amendments were agreed to.
Mr. LA FOLLETTE. Mr. President, I now offer the following amendment which I send to the desk.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The amendment will be
stated.
The CHIEF CLERK. On page 4, line 14, after the period
insert the following:
Nothing In this act shall be construed to authorize the Reconstruction Finance Corporation to refuse to make an advance to any
State because of existing constitutional inhibitions upon the State
or because the State has borrowed to the full extent authorized
by state law. The amount for which application is made shall be
immediately payable to the State upon the filing of the application
and delive~ to the Reconstruction Finance Corporation of the
receipt reqwred by section 3 ·
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The question is on agreeing
to the amendment offered by the Senator from Wisconsin
[Mr. LA FoLLETTE].
Mr. COSTIGAN. Mr. President, the amendment of the
Senator from Wisconsin furnishes as good an opportunity
as any other for brief reference on my part to the subject
now before the Senate. It was not my purpose to speak on
this occasion. My interest in the main subject, however, is
of such a character and was evidenced so early in the present
session that I do not feel warranted in voting without indi..
eating some serious defects, which, in my judgment, inhere
in the proposed legislation and the true legislative path
Congress should now pursue.
In so saying, as already stated to the Senator from Missouri [Mr. HAWES], I have no disposition to halt or interfere
with any reasonable effort which will extend relief in this
critical hour to the stricken people of the United States.
The emergency is so great, the necessity for the relief of suffering so compelling, and the obligation resting on the Government of the United States so primary, that no one here
is justified in delaying even for a moment on purely technical ground any effective Federal relief. Certainly we all
rejoice that legislation which was taboo in January is sanctified in June. However, in fairness to the permanent reputation of some Members of this body, it should be emphasized
as already in some measure suggested by various tendered
amendments, that the bill sponsored by the able Senator
from New York [Mr. WAGNER] and his colleagues lacks
both adequacy and safeguarding administrative features.
Senators on this floor to-day have properly pointed out the
subterfuge resorted to by provisions in the pending bill for
"loans," when in essence it must be the underlying intention
of Senators who are behind this proposed legislation really
to authorize grants, with a view, no doubt, to ultimate cancella.tion of such obligations as are for the time being to be
imposed on future Federal highway funds of the several
States.
Mr. KING. Mr. President, will the Senator from Colorado
yield to me?
Mr. COSTIGAN. I yield to the Senator from Utah.
Mr. KING. I have been present during the entire discussion, and I am somewhat amazed at the statement made
by the Senator, because I had supposed that it was fully
understood that the advances to be made under the pro..
posed legislation were to be regarded as loans which ultimately must be paid by the States, either in direct appropriations or to be subtracted from the road funds which
might be allocated to them. If this bill provides for a direct
gift to the States, and we are guilty of a subterfuge, to use
the Senator's language, I should be disposed to vote against
it. At any rate, I should find very great difficulty to reconcile
with my judgment and my conscience the approval of a
bill that called for direct gifts to the States, because it must
be evident that the money is to come from the people of the
various States; we have a dual form of government, and
there are obligations resting upon the states. I see no reason, if ample time shall be given to the States and ample
opportunity shall be afforded to. them to make payment to
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the Government, why we should say the money to be advanced under this bill is a gift to the states. Therefore I
inquire of the Senator whether he interprets the bill to
provide for gifts and whether he thinks that back of it is
the intention to cancel any obligation whatever upon the
States to make return to the Government?
Mr. COSTIGAN. Mr. President, the Senator from Utah
must and doubtless will follow his judgment and conscience
as a legislator, but anyone who has observed the course of
the arguments this morning, together with amendments
already approved, must conclude that, so far as practicable,
the Senate is now engaged in the task of separating itself
from the announced Federal purpose of this bill to m k
. . "
,
a e
loans by substltutmg advances to the States. Indeed, the
absurdity and injustice of the loan proposal have not been
made manifest for the .first time on this floor this morning.
Months ago the constitutional inhibitions barring many of
the States of the Union from contracting indebtedness by
way of loans for the relief of individuals were demonstrated
to the Senate. Constitutional clauses of State after State
of the Union have been drawn to our attention. As a practical matter loans of the character provided for in the bill
are idle gestures toward some of the States, except on the
assumption that the loans are grants in aid and that deductions from future road funds will ultimately be forgotten.
A State presumably does not escape .its constitutional ob ..
ligation with respect to loans by agreeing to future deduc ..
tions from a road fund or any other property interest of
the Commonwealth. The loan is still a loan. Indeed, if I
correctly gathered its meaning, the purpose of the amend ..
ment of the Senator from Wisconsin, now pending before
the Senate, is to remove from the States which have such
constitutional restrictions as have been mentioned the duty
of pledging the credit of the State for unemployment relief
purposes.
I come back, therefore, to my original suggestion that we ,
have here an effort on the part of the framers of this pro ..
posed legislation under the form of loans to make, in sub ..
stance, grants of Federal funds to the States. In any event,
in the long run I have no doubt, if the course now mapped
out shall be followed, and certain States take what are
termed loans, while other States receive what they consider
unconditional gifts, however camouflaged, such unequal con ..
ditions will be created that Congress, if only under the
pressure of equity, will ultimately feel constrained to cancel
all obligations so initiated. Nor do some of us who for six
months have urged national remedies for a national ceonomic calamity, comparable to the scourge of pestilence or
war, shrink in the slightest from a frank advance acceptance
of the realities.
By way of further comment, if we adopt literally and seri ..
ously the policy of providing for deductions from future
Federal highway funds, we are destined to do serious damage to combined Federal and State road-building programs
in various sections of our country. It goes without saying
that such a development would be unfortunate.
Some other features of the measure fall short of desirable
legislation. For example, the amount now sought to be
appropriated, however, determined under presidential guidance, falls far short of the needs of the country. Even more
unfortunate, there are no safeguards in the bill insuring
that the appropriated funds will be distributed where most
needed, with full utilization of the knowledge, experience,
and efficiency of trained social workers. Emphasis on the
view that the States are to receive loans from the Federal
Government without Federal guidance, supervision, and
restraint customary in laws authorizing Federal aid to States
suggests to the States freedom to do as they see fit with
funds so contributed by the Federal Government. Moreover, the pending bill unfortunately allocates all appropriated funds on the basis of population, ignoring the crying
importance of a reserve fund available for human need in
regions without resources and for the army of transient and
homeless wanderers for whom local communities are dis ..
posed, wherever possible, to deny responsibility.
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Mr. DAVIS. Mr. President-The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from
Colorado yield to the Senator from Pennsylvania?
Mr. COSTIGAN. I yield.
Mr. DAVIS. I am in receipt of a letter from the Gov
ernor of Pennsylvania which sets forth that the attorney
general of the State has advised the governor that there
are but two methods by which the appropriation contemplated in the Wagner bill may be rendered available for
work relief in Pennsylvania, because our constitution prohibits the malting of loans without a vote of the people.
A15 to these two methods the letter states:

Mr. DAVIS. I am in hearty accord with the Senator.
Mr. COSTIGAN. For the reasons assigned, sir, without
further elaboration of my views-with which the Senate has
long been familiar-it is my intention before the bill of the
Senator from New York is submitted to the Senate, to offer
for consideration, by way of substitute and for the sake of
the permanent RECORD, another bill now pending before this
body.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. · The question is on agreeing
to the amendment offered by the Senator from Wisconsin
[Mr. LA FOLLETTE].
Mr. THOMAS of Oklahoma. Mr. President, may we have
the amendment stated?
They are1. To have the Federal Government itself construct in PennsylThe PRESIDING OFFICER. The amendment will be
vania projects self-liquidating in character, instead of lending stated.
the money to Pennsylvania to construct such projects; or
The LEGISLATIVE CLERK. On page 4, line 14~ insert the
2. To have the Reconstruction Finance Corporation itself confollowing:
struct these projects.
4

Only by amending our constitution could the State be authorized to borrow money from the Federal Government or otherwise, and amendments can not come before the electors of this
State earlier than the election to be held the first Tuesday after
the first Monday in November, 1933.

So, under the· provisions of the Wagner bill, the State of
Pennsylvania would be prevented from borrowing money
from the Reconstruction Finance Corporation.
lVIr. COSTIGAN. Mr. President, the Senator from Pennsylvania was out of the Chamber prior to the adoption of
certain amendments offered by the Senator from Wisconsin
[Mr. LA FoLLETTE] designed so far as possible to correct the
objection raised by the attorney general of Pennsylvania.
The words " or advances " have been added to the word
"loans" in the bill of the Senator from New York. and there
is now pending before the Senate an amendment offered by
the Senator from WISconsin designed, as I interpret it, to
relieve the States, if and when they accept Federal aid, from
the s ·t ate constitutional ban against pledging State credit.
Mr. DAVIS. I want the Senator to understand that I am
friendly to this measure; and what I wanted to do was to
have it so framed that Pennsylvania might enjoy under it
the same benefits that will accrue to other States.
Mr. COSTIGAN. Doubtless the humane Senator from
Pennsylvania is seeking what other Members of the Senate
desire at this time; and my own criticisms of the bill are
directed solely to establish that, though the purpose of the
pending bill is meritorious, it is highly desirable that adequate and far better safeguarded legislation be enacted than
is here presented.
I shall say little more concerning standards of administered relief which ought to be supported in this projected
legislation. Those standards were fully maintained in bills,
:mbsequently combined, presented to the Senate last January by my friend the Senator from Wisconsin and myself
and discussed at that time in much detail. Too many .)f
those safeguards are lacking in the bill now submitted.
The Senator from Pennsylvania, of course, need feel little
concern, I assume, so far as his Commonwealth is involved,
because the governor there, whose disinterestedness is known,
will doubtless turn the funds wisely toward human relief;
but it is entirely conceivable that in other parts of the country urgent needs of individual groups of citizens for financial
assistance may outweigh the needs of the unemployed. I
venture, therefore, to urge the attention of the Senate
while there is time to the lack of safeguards with respect
to the State distribution and use of these funds.
Such distribution, so far as po~sible, should be through
established and trusted State public welfare agencies, yet
the bill is silent in that respect.
Mr. DAVIS. :Mr. President, will the Senator yield?
Mr. COSTIGAN. With pleasure.
Mr. DAVIS. When the funds are turned over to the
State, does not the Senator think it would be advisable for
the governor, where there are relief agencies in the several
communities, to turn over the money to them?
Mr. COSTIGAN. Without question, in my judgment, the
funds, wherever practicable, should be distributed through
established welfare agencies under the administration of
trained social workers.

Nothing in this act shall be-construed to authorize the Reconstruction Finance Corporation to refuse to make an advance to any
State because of existing constitutional inhibitions upon the State
or because the State has borrowed to the full extent authorized
by State law. The amount for which application is made shall be
immediately. payable to the State upon the filing of the application and delivery to the Reconstruction Finance Corporation of the
receipt required by section 3.

Mr. THOMAS of Oklahoma. Mr. President, in my state
we have a constitutional prohibition against the State's borrowing funds in excess of $400,000 save through and after a
direct vote of the people. In other words, the legislature
must propose the form of loan, it must be referred to the
people at an election, and the electors must express themselves in favor of the loan before it can be legally made.
Therefore the terms of this bill would make available the
sum of only $400,000 to my State as its provisions are now
formed.
I think I understand the provisions in the form of the
amendment submitted by the Senator from Wisconsin. To
the end that my interpretation may be stated, I submit the
text of an amendment and ask that it be stated for the information of the Senate. After it is read, I desire to ask the
Senator from Wisconsin whether or not, in his opinion, my
amendment would do the same thing in effect as his pending
amendment.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The amendment will be
stated.
The LEGISLATIVE CLERK. It is proposed to add to the end
.of line 14, page 4:
. J>:~vided, That where constitutional or legal limitations or prohlbltwns exist against the incurring of obligations by any state
the s.aid. Reconstruction Finance Corporation, relying upon th~
self-llquldating provisions of this act and the future act or acts
of such State receiving such loan to protect the financial power
and credit of such State, is authorized to make such loan as
provided herein, notwithstanding such limitation or prohibition.

Mr. LA FOLLETTE. Mr. President, I think I can assure
the Senator from Oklahoma that the objective which he
seeks to accomplish by his amendment is fully accomplished
by the one which is now pending. In other words, what is
desired here is not to give any discretionary power to the
Reconstruction Finance Corporation to withhold loans or
advances to States because of the constitutional provisions
or the statutory provisions of any State against incurring
loans; and once a State has filed its application through its
governor, and filed its receipt as provided in this bill, it is
then made directory upon the R-econstruction Finance Corporation to pay out the sum allocated to the State.
Therefore I can assure the Senator that this amendment
fully protects the State of Oklahoma and other States which
may have constitutional provisions against the incurring of
indebtedness.
Mr. THOMAS of Oklahoma. 1\f.u. President, may I submit
a similar inquiry to the author of the bill, the Senator from
New York?
Mr. WAGNER. I concur in everything that the Senator
from Wisconsin has said. Of course, I have contended that
the original bill amply protects the States.
Mr. THOMAS of Oklahoma. My purpose in suggesting
this amendment was to have an interpretation; and, relying
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upon the answers given me by the author of the pending
The CHIEF CLERK. In line 14, page 4, following the word
amendment and likewise the author of the bill, I shall not "State," insert:
urge the amendment, and content myself with having it
Nothing herein forbids the governor of any State advancing a.
printed in the RECORD.
portion of the loan extended to the State to any department or
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The question is on the separate political organization of the State.
amendment offered by the Senator from Wisconsin [Mr., The VICE PRESIDENT. The question is on the amendLA FoLLETTE].
ment offered by the Senator from Illin:::>is.
Mr. BULKLEY. Mr. President, the pending amendment
Mr. SMOOT. Mr. President, I should like to ask the
is exactly in accord with the purpose of the authors of the Senator whether, in case the amendment is adopted, the
bill. Strictly speaking, I do not think it is necessary; but Government would still hold the State of illinois responsias it tends to clarify the intent of the bill, I sincerely hope ble for any advance that she may make to any subdivision
it will be adopted.
or agency within the State.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The question is on agreeing to
Mr. LEWIS. I think it is so provided, as the amendment,
the amendment offered by the Senator from Wisconsin [Mr. if my able friend from Utah will note, merely says that it
LA FoLLETTE].
does not forbid the governor. The governor can not extend
The amendment was agreed to~
that loan, however, excepting to those whose security he is
Mr. BINGHAM. Mr. President, I desire to offer an willing to take in the fulfillment of the obligation imposed
amendment. I desire to call th~ attention of the Senate to on him for the kind of security he must eJ..>tend before he
the fact that, apparently through an inadvertence, one of can get a loan at all.
the element~ in this Government that is a very large taxMr. SMOOT. I have no objection whatever to the bill
payer and a very large contributor to the Federal Govern- allowing the State of illinois to make the loan; but under
ment has no opportunity of receiving any benefit under this the wording of the amendment I was a little fearful whether
bill, although it must share its financial responsibilities. I technically the Government of the United States would have
refer to the Territory of Hawaii, which contributes over to look to the subdivision or the parties to whom the State
$10,000,000 a year of internal-revenue taxes, or as much as might loan the money.
10 or 12 States that might be mentioned.
Mr. LEWIS. I think my friend at my right had that in
I am not at all sure that the Territory will apply for mind.
Mr. BULKLEY. Mr. President-relief any more than that some ol the States, like the State
of Rhode Island or the State of Connecticut, will do so; but
The VICE PRESIDENT. Does the Senator from Utah
it seems to me that in f&irness the bill should be amended yield to the Senator from Ohio?
by including, after the word "States," the word "TerriMr. SMOOT. I do.
tories."
Mr. BULKLEY. On that subject I have consulted with
Therefore, in line 4, page 2, I move that, after the word the Senator from Montana [Mr. WALSHJ, and he thought
" States," the words " and Territories " be inserted.
that the bill would not be subject to that objection; but the
Mr. BULKLEY. That is fair.
very fact that the Senator from Utah has some doubt -about
The VICE PRESIDENT. The question is on agreeing to it renews in my mind the suggestion that, perhaps, some
the amendment offered by the Senator from Connecticut.
limitation might be desirable.
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. LEWIS. Will the Senator from Utah suggest a phrase
Mr. BINGHAM. Now I ask unanimous consent that the which he thinks would cover the matter? I am anxious not
clerks may insert at the proper places in the bill, wherever in any wise to disturb the harmony of this whole arrangethe word " States " or " State ,, is used, the words " Terri- ment.
tories" or" Territory."
Mr. SMOOT. Will the Senator let the amendment lie on
The VICE PRESIDENT. Without objection, that order the table a moment and call it up later?
Mr. LEWIS. At the pleasure of the Senator from Utah.
will be made.
Mr. LEWIS. Mr. President, the amendment which I am
Mr. WAGNER. Mr. President, if I may intrude, I think
tendering was discussed by me for a moment this morning; that under the proposed act as it is now the governor would
and the Senators who are in charge of the bill, understand- have the right to do exactly what it is here suggested that
ing its purpose, announced their willingness to accept it, he may do; and for that reason the amendment in no way
recognizing its propriety.
affects the power of the governor to loan part of this money
I would only say this, sir: I do not wish to disguise from to municipalities, provided it is for the purposes contemthe generous Senators, nor from anyone, that in placing in plated by the act.
Mr. SMOOT. What was in my mind, Mr. President, was
this measure something of an inverted order of consent that
the governor of the State may advance a loan to the local this: The bill itself, I think, specifically allows that very
political bodies within the State if, in his judgment, it is thing to be done, but if we put this amendment into the
proper; I am referring to the school board of the city of bill, then the question will arise, Why is that language in
Chicago, whose school-teachers have gone for so many the bill? If the amendment should be agreed to, and it
months without pay and without the necessities of life, and were found that Congress had put in authority for loans to
suffering under hardships indescribable; the police of the the states, and then qualified it with this amendment, in my
city, with the risks of life they are compelled to assume opinion, it might be construed that that amendment would
every hour of the day, due to condit~ons in my city, and the authorize the lending of the money through the State to
surroUnding country; the firemen, and such other organiza- the different agencies, and the Government would have to
tions as there are, 39 in number; particularly the pressing look to the agencies.
Mr. LEWIS. Mr. President, it will be observed that the
needs of the drainage district.
I deplore to say that a great State such as Illinois, a won- amendment merely says ,that there is nothing in the act
drous imperial municipality such as Chicago, should still which forbids the governor, in the distribution, from choos- ,
remain under that archaic form of government with 39 tax- ing some of these organizations which may be representing
the poor and the miserable and the depressed by some form '
ing bodies within its principal municipality.
This measure, may I say to the Senator, sensitive that I of organization or as political organizations. It does not
am taking more time than necessary, is with a view of allow- forbid him advancing the money directly to them to carry ~
ina the governor to advance any loan that may be extended OUt the purposes Of the loan.
I
toothe gove1nor to any one of these departments which he
Mr. SMOOT. There is nothing in the bill, in my opinmay feel has conditions and circumstances justifying the ion, which would prevent the governor from doing it now.
Mr. LEWIS. On the other hand, with great respect for
advance.
I beg that the amendment be stated.
the opinion of my able friend from Utah, suppose with ·
The VICE PRESIDENT. The amendment will be stated. perfect silence that language goes into the bill and these l
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different organizations seek relief, and it should be decided that there was nothing in the bill authorizing the
governor to make an advance to the organization, right
then and there would there be obstruction. and no chance
of rescue would come.
Mr. BULKLEY. Mr. President, when the Senator from
Illinois first suggested this amendment I made to him practically the same suggestion that has been stated by the
Senator from Utah. But after private consultation with
the Senator from Montana it developed that he thought
there was no danger in that direction, and I therefore withdrew the suggestion. But, as I have said, the very fact that
the Senator from Utah finds the same doubt makes me feel
that a limitation ought to be added, and I am sure the
Senator from Illinois will not object.
1\u. LEWIS. No; whatever words meet the approval of
Senators I will agree to.
1\fr. BRATTON. Mr. President, will the Senator from
Utah yield?
Mr. SMOOT. I yield.
Mr. BRATTON. It seems to me that when we keep in
mind the following language, on page 2, beginning at line 16The amount of loan or loans to each State, with interest at the
rate of 5 per cent per annum upon any unpaid balance, shall be
reimbursed to the Reconstruction Finance Corporation by making
annual deduct ions--

from its allocations of Federal-aid highway money, and so
forth, we must agree that that carries a definite commitment
on the part of the State either to pay the money or to have it
deducted from its annual allocation of Federal-aid highway
funds, and. the Government is amply protected for the repayment of the money in that way. I do not anticipate any
difficulty and have no fear that the bill could be construed
as absolving the State of its obligation to repay the money,
either in cash or by deduction from its annual allocations
of Federal-aid highway money. Let me call the attention
of the Senator from Utah to the fact that t'he language is
thatThe amount of such loan or loans to each State, with interest at
the rate of 5 per cent per annum • • • shall be reimbursed
to the Reconstruction Finance Corporation by making annual
deductions.

Mr. SMOOT. That is true, as far as that is concerned,
but those words are in the measure as it will be passed, if
there is no amendment. It seems to me that that virtually
would give the States the authority to lend or do whatever
they wanted to with the money.
Mr. BRATTON. So it would; but it would not absolve a
State of its obligation to see that the money was repaid or
have it deducted from its Federal-aid highway money.
Mr. SMOOT. I agree with the Senator; but if an amendment such as that offered by the Senator from illinois should
be added to the measure, I think the question would b€y
Why was that put into the law? The measure itself is
plain-that the money shall be loaned to the States. I
think a State, after it got the money, could do just as it
pleased with the money without any act of Congress; but
when we begin to qualify the measure then the question
will arise, Why was that put in?
Mr. BRATTON. Simply to free the State in the use to
which the money might be devoted, but it would not absolve the State, in whole or in part, of its obligation to see
that the money was repaid. nor would it limit it in any wise.
Mr. SMOOT. If that is the opinion of the attorneys in
the Chamber, I shall not say another word; but it struck
me just as I have stated. I know the Senator from lllinois
did not want to accomplish anything such as that suggested.
Mr. LEWIS. No. I would prefer that there be harmony,
but my two able friends from my right consoled me with
the thought that the amendment did not disturb the bill.
The \tl:CE PRESIDENT. The question is on agreeing to
the amendment of the Senator from New York [Mr.
WAGNER].
The amendment was agreed to.
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Mr. JOHNSON. Mr. President, I want to commend the
gentlemen who have introduced this bill. I want to congratulate them upon recognizing our emergency and presenting finally to the Senate the particular mode of distribution of funds of the United States Government in that
emergency.
I want particularly to congratulate the Senator from New
York [Mr. WAGNER]. The Senator from New York, with a
pertinacity, a perseverance, and an ability which do him
infinite credit, with a statesmanlike vision possessed by few
of us, in season and out, ever since the emergency arose for
aid to the unemployed in this country, and ever since there
was need for governmental action as this bill contemplates,
has done ably, not only his full duty but has labored in a
fashion, sir, that has endeared him to those of us who
believe in human beings as the greatest asset of this Nation,
and those of us, too, who can appreciate statesmanlike efforts by a Member of this body.
In passing, I wish, as well, to compliment the Senator
from Colorado [Mr. CosTIGAN] and the Senator from Wisconsin [Mr. LA FoLLETTE] for so well pioneering the way in
the last session in the matter of emergency relief.
The principal thing I rose for to-day, Mr. President, at
this moment was to say that at last, at last, after three
years of depression, after three years such as this Nation
never before has known, after three years of suffering of
our people, after three years of unemployment in this country, which the wildest imagination never would have conjured up, after three years, sir, the administration of the
Government of the United States finally recognizes the
emergency that exists and finally reaches a conclusion, after
having had 62 other conclusions upon the subject, that relief
is essential from the Government of the United States unto
its suffering citizens.
At last, sir, we have reached the time now, in this bill,
however it may be written, however I may think that it be
filled with gaps which ought to be in some fashion filled up,
however uncertain it make be in some of its terms-at last,
Mr. President, we have reached the stage in this country,
after three years of hell, when the administration finally
bows its head and admits the conditions which exist and is
ready to relieve our people in their dire distress.
I recall, sir, when I presided over the Committee on Commerce during March and April, 1930, how there came before
us then three bills designed to aid the unemployed in this
country, three bills, sir, which had a vision in them as to
how to deal with the problem of depression, bills introduced
by the Senator from New York [Mr. WAGNER].
I recall the testimony that then was taken before the
Committee on Commerce. I remember the difficulty we had
in putting out upon the floor the bills which were then presented by the Senator from New York, and I am proud of
the fact that I contributed, in very small degree, to that
particular consummation.
I recall that when we were taking the testimony, and
those from New York, from Philadelphia, from Chicago, and
from other parts of the.United States, came before our committee, at a time when it might have been possible for us
to have halted the awful situation which now confronts us,
how they testified to the necessity for action upon the part
of the Government of the United States. I remember the
testimony then of the president of the American Federation of Labor. I remember he said there were 3,000,000 unemployed in this Nation then-now there are three times
that number-and how he sounded the warning before our
committee; how the officials of New York State, of illinois,
and of Pennsylvania, sounded the warning, too-and I remember, sir, when those bills of the Senator from New York
were before om committee and we were considering them,
how every statement of necessity and emergency was denied publicly and oflicia.lly by the administration which now
recognizes both and the results of the unpardonable delay
and how every obstacle then was put in the way, in March
and April, 1930, of the Senator from New York and the
Committee on Commerc€y which was endeavoring to act, by
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the present administration, and every effort made to prevent
any kind of amelioration, any kind of relief, and to thwart
every endeavor to meet the situation which then was presented.
I recall, sir, how in the ensuing days and the ensuing
years every time the endeavor was made, either upon this
floor or elsewhere, to lay bare the situation which existed
and presented it to our people, we were met with statements which had to be recalled a few days after they were
made, how every single suggestion of a remedy or means
of relief was met with an opposition it was impossible to
overcome. Until finally, now, sir, when we are in the depths
as we have never been before, finally, let us thank God
that even finally it has come; the administration has recognized the situation that is presented, and the administration concedes that it is essential that there should be accorded direct relief to the States of this country and relief
unto those who are shelterless, those who are hungry, and
those who are unemployed.
It is a glorious day, Mr. President. I do not care for the
specific provisions in the bill. Some of them seem to me
so bizarre from a legal standpoint that I would not attempt
to discuss them in any degree whatsoever. I do not care
that they may not meet the technical requirements of some
of the constitutions of the States, or that they may meet
only in small degree the requirements of a particular locality. That is not the point. The principle has been recognized now after nearly three years of denial of it by the ad. ministration.
Finally, sir, we have come to know that Government has
an obligation; an obligation not only unto one class, not only,
unto those who have and those who represent great institutions, but an obligation unto plain men and women and
children, and that that obligation must be fulfilled so far
as Government is able to fulfill it.
The bill, sir, is a mere drop in the bucket. The bill, in the
amount appropriated, even if it were doled out-oh, what a
terrible word that was! I beg your pardon for using it, sir.
What a terrible word that was only a few months ago!
Even if it were doled out to the States of the Union and
given to those who are entitled to it, all of it upon the proportions that are proposed in the bill to be given, even then
it will not accomplish great results. I recognize that fact.
I recognize as well that in order to call this thing by some
name that will make it sweeter to those who have to swallow
it, a very nauseous dose, we use the word " loan " in the bill.
There is not any such thing and there will not be after
we pay the money out under this bill. We may pretend it
and, like God has furnished some of the birds of the air and
the beasts of the field, we may give to the bill its protective
coloring by asserting that loans are made to the States and
that loans ultimately will be repaid by the various States
under the United States Government. ·
I do not care whether it is one sort or another, that it
contains this kind of a provision that I do not like or that
kind of a p1·ovision that I think unworkable. This marks
the day of the principle! It is the triumph to-day, sir, of
the principle for which the Senator from New York [Mr.
WAGNER] has contended, for which the Senator from Colorado [Mr. CosTIGAN] made his glorious fight in conjunction
with the Senator f.rom Wisconsin [Mr. LA FoLLETTE] last
.year. It is the principle that after alL when we have done
our duty by the great financial institutions and have taken
to the utmost the resources of the Nation that the banks
may enjoy some measure of freedom and success, and that
railroads may continue in the fashion in which they have
continued in the past-it recognizes the principle finally,
sir, that we owe an obligation, too, to what is called the
under man, the man indeed who after all is the backbone of
the citizenship of the Nation and upon whom this Nation
must depend in every time, whether of prosperity or adversity. So it was, sir, that at this day when finally has
triumphed · a great principle of recognition of the obligation
of government and a response to that obligation, that I rose,
sir, merely to compliment all those who have been engaged
in the endeavor and all those who have pioneered the way.
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Mr. GORE. Mr. President, I desire to have read at the
desk a passage from a letter which I have just received from
a citizen of my State, a former member of the legislature
of the State and a former candidate for governor. I do not
care to disclose his name.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there objection to the
request of the Senator from Oklahoma? The Chair hears
none, and the clerk will read, as requested.
The Chief Clerk read as follows:
Of course, the Government has not so far done anything for
them, and as far as the average man is able to discern the Government has no intention of trying to do anything in the immediate future, unless it might appropriate some more wheat from the
quantity in the hands of the Farm Board. This will only make
more parasites looking to the Government for charity. Each time
the State has tried to aid by way of charity it has definitely made
the parasitical group larger, and the recent wheat appropriation
and flour distribution have just increased that group. The people
do not need charity, but they need work and a living wage.

Mr. GORE. Mr. President, I submit that passage for
whatever it may be worth. I make no comment upon it. I
make no comment upon the pending legislation. Neither
shall I undertake to forecast its consequences.
On a previous occasion I made some comments upon the
effect of free wheat, free pork, free wine, and free shows
in ancient Rome. They changed the Roman character.
They destroyed the Roman Republic. They destroyed the
liberties of the Roman people. It is an old saying, it is an
old warning, that- no man and that no people should calculate that he or they will constitute an exception to a general rule. I see many footsteps in the past leading in this
direction. I see few footsteps returning. I think that this
Congress should converge its efforts to change existing conditions and to counteract the causes which have brought
these conditions upon us. I regard this as a palliative, not
a cw·e-fortunate if it be a palliative and not a poison.
Mr. BINGHAM. Mr. President, I have been very deeply
impressed with the words just spoken by the distinguished
Senator from Oklahoma [Mr. GoRE]. I agree with everything that he has said. I have also been deeply impressed
with the eloquent address just made by the senior Senator
from California [Mr. JoHNsoN]. I realize that with his long
experience he has a keen perception of legislative matters.
In view of what he has said and the statement he has
made I shall vote against the bill.
Mr. President, in my opinion this Government was formed
to take care of the general welfare of the States and not of
the people therein, that being the duty of the States and
the municipalities themselves. In the opinion of the people
whom I have the honor to represent on this floor, it is the
duty of the State and the municipalities and the localities
to look after the poor and unfortunate. It is being done in
the State of Connecticut and will continue to be done. I
can assure those within the sound of my voice that my
State, although it has to bear a portion of whatever charges
may come from this bill, will not ask for any loan or advancement under it, preferring to believe in State rights,
preferring to believe in State responsibility for its own citizen.s. We believe that when a great Government like that
of the United States, with 125,000,000 people, attempts to
look after the interests of the individual citizen and to relieve the States of the responsibility to look after their citizens, we face the turning of the ways, as the Senator from
California has said.
If it is true, as he said, that the word " loan " is a protective coloration, and that this is a gift to the States to be
given to the people for their relief-if it is true, as he said,
that this is a recognition on the part of the Federal Government that it will use its power in taking money away
from the taxpayers of the States and turning it back
through channels to those who can not pay taxes and who
are in an unfortunate condition, then, Mr. President, I believe it is true that this is a most momentous occasion. I
regret that this bill, obviously, is going to pass. I regret
that some States are in such difficulties that they find it
impossible to look after their own people. I am proud of
the fact that the people in my State propose to look after
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their own poor and unfortunate in the best way they can.
I believe that is safety in government.
I believe in State rights. I believe in local self-government. I believe that the money of the taxpayers, when it is
used to relieve the poor and distressed, can be better and
more safely used when it is controlled closely by those who
are in touch with the taxpayers, namely, the officials of the
States and municipalities concerned. Therefore, :Mr. President, regretfully, and hoping that my motives will not be
misunderstood, I shall find it necessary to vote against the
bill.
Mr. BANKHEAD. Mr. President, I offer the amendment
which I send to the desk.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The amendment will be stated
for the information of the Senate.
The CHIEF CLERIC At the proper place insert:
All or any parts of such grants may be disbursed in aid or furtherance of any · program or programs of unemployment relief
based on the location of those deemed entitled to relief on farm
lands either in such State or elsewhere, and either by direct
expenditure or by loans to any approved agency or to groups or
individuals.

Mr. BANKHEAD. Mr. President, without attempting in
any way to answer the speeches by the Senator from Oklahoma [Mr. GORE] and the Senator from Kentucky [Mr.
LoGAN], I only wish to say that in the face of human distress, misery, and starvation I am ready to disregard many
principles which I have always nurtured; I am ready, as I
have been for many months, to disregard the form of the
measure pl'esented and to look to its substance and to contribute my vote toward procuring the enactment of legislation for the relief of the destitute in those localities, at least,
where the States and their local agencies have come here
and stated to the Congress that they are no longer able to
go forward with relief benefits.
Having stated that, Mr. President, I want to address myself
to the amendment which I have just proposed and which
has just been read at the desk.
The plan embodied in the pending bill provides means
with which, in large part, our great emergency may be temporarily cared for. From the funds to be made available
it seems to me that we should provide, as far as we can, for
permanent relief.
I have offered an amendment to the bill which does not
require any additional appropriation and does not make its
application compulsory, but it does specifically authorize a
State to use money made available to it for putting into
execution the program stated in the amendment.
The amendment is as follows:
All or any part of such grants may be disbursed in aid or furtherance of any program or programs of unemployment relief
based on the location of those deemed entitled to relief on farm
lands, either in such State or elsewhere and either by direct expenditure or by loans to any approved agency or to groups or
individuals.
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of the World War, followed by a period of excessive inflation, brought the era of mass production. A great draft of
farmers and their sons to industry followed.
Inventive genius produced new machinery to displace man
power. Pl'oduction was thereby increased and gross earnings of the working class correspondingly decreased. Then
came the crash of 1929, since which time the wheels of
industry have constantly slowed down. The number of
workers unemployed has constantly, increased. With millions now unemployed and their accumulations exhausted,
everyone is asking: "What can be done?" "When will
business improve so that the unemployed can have work?"
It is likely that it will be too long to wait for a sufficient
revival of business to engage all the men drawn into industry during the last decade. For some years we have had
a degl'ee of production and business activity never before
witnessed. Can we reasonably expect an early return of
such conditions and the early reemployment by industry
of the great army of the unemployed? It takes great optimism to generate much confidence in such a happy result. Some people seem to think that it is the duty of the
Government to provide employment for all who want to
work. Without entering into a discussion of the principles
of government involved, the suggestion may be disposed of
now with the statement tl).at under prevailing conditions it
is impossible to carry out the suggestion. While it may not
be the duty of the American Government to furnish employment, it has a direct responsibility for legislation and
actions which result directly or indirectly in unemployment.
As I am considering remedies for our unhappy plight, I shall
not give expression to my views on unwise legislation during
recent years which may be 1·esponsible for prevailing conditions.
Everyone with a normal heart is grieved when he witnesses
distress being suffered by his fellow men. Generosity in
helping the needy by those who have a surplus beyond their
actual requirements stirs us with emotions higher than mere
admiration. Much of that sort of helpfulness is now necessary, but in my opinion such aid hereafter will be entirely
inadequate to care for the destitute.
A large public-works program will, of course, be helpful.
It is doubtful if such a plan, however, can be financed on
a scale commensurate with the requirements of the unemployed in all sections of the country. Such public works
must of necessity be carried on in selected spots. Additional
employment will be provided in the fortunate localities.
That will be helpful; but when the work shall be finished
what then will be the situation? Those furnished employment will again find themselves unemployed, and the program may not be repeated indefinitely. It seems to me that
it would be wiser to devote some part of the available credit
of the Government to some plan which looks to permanent,
rather than temporary, relief, if such a recourse may be
found.
How many years lie ahead of us before industry can again
employ all the idle workers? What is to be done before
that time comes if it arrives during the present generation?
Can a more evenly balanced coordination between the number engaged in industry and agriculture be reestablished?
Can society be readjusted to normal conditions which pre.:.
vailed before the orgy of industrial production held out
false hope of permanent employment to so many who were
otherwise employed and to so many fa!'mers and sons of
farmers?
When America was establishing itself on the firm basis
of growth which brought it to the forefront of nations, there
were few industrial workers. An overwhelming proportion
of our population tilled the soil or engaged in business elirectly related to agriculture. It can be done again. It
seems inevitable that many who were raised upon the farm
must return to the soil. If employment can not be found
in the cities and towns, a living can be dug out of the earth.
Unfortunately for many people, prevailing conditions do

The plan proposed involves a reappraisement of social and
economic conditions, and also planning for permanent relief
for a large number of families who are now in the destitute
class. I pretend no originality in conception of the suggested
program. It has had wide consideration by students whose
minds have tried to rebuild an enduring social and economic
structure and who entertain no satisfactory reassurance that
temporary aid for the unemployed will permanently solve the
most important of all the problems confronting our country.
Food and shelter for all who are willing to work and for
all who can not secure gainful employment is the paramount
slogan in the heart of every true American. I have no formula for a full and complete solution of our ills. The backto-the-soil plan is tendered as a partial solution only, but
one under which the credit extended will pro tanto permanently solve the problem of present peril for many people.
It is evident that our social and economic life is now in
the process of readjustment. The machinery and gasoline
age and the World War brought ab!:lut a general shift in the
affairs of men.
not present a free choice of occupations. Dire necessity deIn former days there existed a balance between the num- crees for many for a time at least that any honorable work,
ber engaged in agriculture and industry. The necessities urban or rural, should be accepted that will keep the family
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together and the wolf from the door until something more
suitable can be found.
A picture of the shift from rural to urban population may
be had by reviewing the census reports 0::1 rural and urban
population. The last four census reports showed the percentage of rural population as follows:

Per cent

1900-----------------------------------------------------1910-----------------------------------------------------1920-----------------------------------------------------1930------------------------------------------------------

60
54.2
48.6
43.8

Towns with less than 2,500 population are counted as
rural. Using 123,000,000 as the total population for 1930,
it appears that if the same ratio had been maintained
between rural and urban population, there are now in the
cities 6,000,000 people who, under the 1920 ratio, would be
in the rural classification. Based on the ratio of 1910, there
are 12,500,000 people who would now be in the rural classification. Based on the ratio of 1900 there are 19,700,000
people now in the cities who would have been in the country.
These figures present a startling shift from rural to city
life. The census reports for 1920 and 1930 separate the
rural population into rural farm and rural nonfarm population, thereby separating the population in the small towns
and in the country not engaged in farming. In 1920 the
rural farm population was 29.7 per cent of the total. In
1930 it was 24.6 per cent. It is significant that lacking only
one-tenth of 1 per cent the entire shift to urban from
rural population from 1920 to 1930 was from the rural farm
population, numbering 6,000,000 people, according to the
ratios, if they had been maintained.
Mr. President, it may be suggested that there is now an
overproduction of farm commodities. With staple cash
products, such as cotton and wheat, that may be true from
the standpoint of the ability of consumers to buy. The
farmers' trouble is not the absence of home necessities. He
has food and feeds in abundance. His problem is keeping
the sheriff from his door because of debts incurred when
one bale of cotton would pay as much on his debt as four
bales will now pay, or one bushel of wheat would buy as
much as four bushels will now buy. If the average farmer
could forget his old debts he would not be prosperous but
he would not be destitute.
The question arises, How can the unemployed go to the
farm when he has no farm, no work stock or implements,
no food and no feed?
If 1,000,000 men now unemployed could be financed under
a back-to-the-soil program, an improvement in business
conditions would more quickly afford work for others unemployed, and would remove several million people from the
ranks of the very large numbe-r who are anxiously thinking
of food for to-morrow.
Farm leaders for years have urged the establishment of
a large fund to buy surplus commodities out of the market.
For more logical and stronger economic and humane reasons
a large fund to lift the surplus of unemployed workers out
of the industrial market and from the domain of benevolence
can be sustained.
If a fund of $1,000,000,000 should be applied to aiding unemployed who desire to return to the farm or to a subsistence home, it could probably be so used as to place
1,000,000 or more men with their families on productive land.
It should not be forgotten that there are millions of acres
of improved farm lands which under present conditions can
be rented at small costs. With the acreage-reduction program under full swing ther..e will be more millions of acres
of improved lands which could be rented. Work stock,
farming tools, and supplies are cheaper than they have been
for years. Many farms can be bought for a very small
initial payment. Land can be bought for little more than
current taxes.
Would this addition to the 11,000,000 men now engaged 1n
agriculture aggravate their present plight? It will not if
farmers become convinced that their main business should
be producing " a living " at home and some cash commodity
as a side line. They were 1n much better condition when a
larger proportion of our population was rural
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The money furnished should not be a gift; it should be a
loan with installment payments over a reasonable time, and
secured by continuing liens on crops and stock and land.
The difficulties of private capital doing the financing are
recognized. Profits would be limited to interest, and there
would ba losses of invested capital. The attractions of industry lured countless thousands from the farms. The lure
not being sustained, industry should support a program to
help get them back to the farm. A large movement from
congested urban centers to the vast spaces of rural opportunity would to that extent aid in readjusting an economic
unbalance between workers and jobs in industry. Under
this plan, decentralization would be and should be accelerated.
It should not be forgotten that rural life has in recent
years been vastly changed. With good roads, rural
mail delivery, improved school facilities, consolidated schools
with free bus service, free transportation to high schools,
rural telephones, and many other advantages, country life
from a social standpoint is in large measure comparable
to suburban opportunities.
A large back-to-the-farm revolving loan fund would be
a source of relief to worthy, good citizens, farmers by training, who are anxious to engage in any honorable work that
will preserve their home circle and provide a way for them
to embark upon an enterprise which may be temporary or
permanent according to the unfolding of the future for each
individual.
If it may be a long time before all who have been engaged in industrial work can get work again in industrywhite collars and overalls-why not bridge over the chasm,
and help those who desire to do so to establish themselves
in self-supporting work?
The immediate helpful effect of the expenditure of such
a sum of money, distributed largely among farmers in the
purchase of farming outfits, is a consideration not to be
ignored.
To buy a million cows, a million mules and horses, a
million sows and millions of pigs, a million broods of chickens, millions of bushels of corn and hay and potatoes, and
all the other things necessary to establish a family on a
farm, would put most of the money in circulation where it is
sorely needed, and provide present farmers who sell to the
new farmers additional debt-paying power. A new market would thus be provided where there is now no market.
Farm prices would be stimulated, and land values made
firmer. In the construction of many small homes the building trade would greatly benefit, and work would be afforded
for many now unemployed.
The suggestion of aiding former ruralists to get back to
the soil does not involve the idea of placing all of them
in the business of farming, nor of the acquisition in all
cases of large acreage. For those who now live in large industrial centers, and who prefer to remain in close proximity
to openings for industrial employment, a few acres of land
with a very modest home would serve the purpose. The
principal object is to provide a place where with thrift,
frugality, and industry they can work out from the soil a
subsistence for themselves and their families, and as a side
line find employment here and there, now and then, until a
better day dawns.
Those who conceive that few would, in good faith, take
advantage of a back-to-the-soil movement must not know
the heartburns of millions now drifting without chart or
compass and with hope fading away; they do not realize
the ardent craving for some humble place to call home,
where the family circle may be kept inviolate, and where
there exists the assurance that nature, with the cooperation of the family, will furnish the necessities for actual
subsistence.
Mr. President, there will be no paucity of applications if
this Congress shall pass a bill providing financial aid for
acquiring country homes by purchase or lease for those who
formerly engaged in farming. The great problem will be
taking care of the large number of jobless men, now walking the streets in despair and desperation, who want to
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return to "nature's storehouse." With a cow and a sow,
a hoe, a spade and a plow, and with food and feed supplies
for a season, those who will can thereafter produce and
preserve the food and feed necessities for the home, and
be permanently removed from the large mass of the unemployed. Prospects for luxury? No; but removed from
the bewildered and heart-bleeding mass of the rmemployed, and with pride, confidence, and self-respect reasserted. Every one so removed from the ranks of the unemployed wU1 not only lessen the requirements now resting so heavily upon State and city, and upon the charity of
the public, but will also make room at the employment gate
when industry can use more men.
I have outlined the effect of assisting a million or more
families to get reestablished in subsistence homes in the
hope that in any fmther legislation for unemployment relief, the suggested plan may secure further recognition.
In my State, if specific authority is given, I am assured
that the State agencies intrusted with the administration of
the money allotted to Alabama will lead the way for other
States.
Plans are now being worked out, with the governor and
business and public-spirited and charitable citizens taking
the lead, to put into prompt operation the removal of former
farmers to subsistence farms. The plan includes a comprehensive survey for locating units in colonies, and also 1!1
individual homes, in the communities, if desired, where the
destitute formerly resided.
I am informed that in setting up organized units the
State will make available its road machinery and, if found
feasible and desirable, will supply convicts to open roads, dig
drainage ditches, and help erect houses.
The fact should not be overlooked that probably a majority of the destitute in southern industrial centers are
color ed people who were raised on farms. I speak with
knowledge of Birmingham. Our white people, with big
hearts and great generosity, have been providing for them,
in addition to the heavy burden of aiding the destitute of
our own race.
I ask you to agree to the amendment I have offered. It
merely gives each State the option of applying the plan.
I sincerely hope that the Senator from New York, who has
done such valuable work on this entire program, will agree
to the incorporation of this amendment in the bill It leaves
it purely optional with each State to put it into application
and effect.
Mr. REED. Mr. President, naturally one votes against a
bill of this nature in a very sober spirit. A man would be
very insensitive who did not realize the amount and degree
of distress that now prevails in the United States.
I know that this bill is going to pass. I have no intention
of delaying it by making a lengthy speech; but I want the
RECORD to show, in brevity, my reasons for voting against it.
I believe that the historian of the future who writes, perhaps, upon the decline and fall of the American Republic,
will point to to-day as one of the milestones upon the road
to disintegration of this Government.
These are not loans that we are providing for the States,
and we might just as well be frank enough to acknowledge
that no one of us thinks they are loans. Not one penny of
this fund will ever be repaid to the National Treasury.
Mr. WALSH of Montana. Mr. President, will the Senator.
yield?
Mr. REED. I yield.
Mr. WALSH of Montana. The Senator from Michigan
[Mr. CoUZENS] has been particularly solicitous of having the
bill provide specifically, if it does not so provide in general
terms-we have convinced him that it does in general
terms-that any State may go to the Reconstruction Finance
Corporation, and, by pledging with it proper securities,
secure a loan; and that, of course, would be repaid in order
to redeem the securities thus pledged.
Mr. REED. I had not overlooked that, Mr. President. I
know that a State will have the option of making a loan
with security; but, on the other hand, it will have an option
L:XXV--,789
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of accepting this grant 1n effeCt as a prepayment of the
Federal aid toward highway construction. If 10 years in
Congress has taught me anything, it has given me a moral
certainty that when the time comes for repayment by deductions from those Federal-aid appropriations for highways
Congress will increase the amount to be appropriated so
that, after making the deductions, the States will get as
much as they otherwise would, and we will have repaid ourselves by the gesture of increasing those appropriations.
Certain States of the United States are unable, under their
constitutions, to borrow. I think some 12 or 13 States have
that constitutional prohibition. That was the outcome of
long, sad experience in borrowing. The voters of those
States had learned that, given the author ity to borrow without limitation, State bankruptcy lay ahead; and the long
and disgraceful history of repudiated State bonds illustrates
the wisdom of the precautions they took.
Mr. WAGNER. Mr. President, will the Senator yield?
The VICE PRESIDENT. Does the Senator from Pennsylvania yield to the Senator from New York?
Mr. REED. I yield.
Mr. WAGNER. If the Senator is persuaded that there
is need for this supplemental aid by the Federal Government to cope with the situation of distress in the States,
how would he provide that the Federal Government shall
discharge its obligation in that regard?
Mr. REED. But ram not persuaded of it. I believe that
the States have a wider taxing power than the Federal Government has, and that they themselves, i1' they are faeed
with the necessity, and can not pass over the responsibility
to us in this fashion, can just as well raise from the human
beings who constitute their population an adequate relief
fund as we can raise it from those same human beings; because the populations of the several states constitute the
populations from which we will raise the money to create
this fund.
What we are doing here, iii effect, is to toss to the winds
those prohibitions against State indebtedness which experience had shown to be wise. We are turning a fund of $300,000,000 over to the governors to spend as they see fit, without
one syllable requiring them to account to us or to anyone
else. We are turning it over to those governors because we
have not the courage to specify the manner in which the
largesse shall be distributed, and we are setting no rule
whatever to guide them. As surely as that the sun will rise
to-morrow, some one or more of those 48 governors will
apply that fund in such strange manner as to create a national scandal, and it will be our fault. Let us face that
responsibility.
Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. Mr. President-The VICE PRESIDENT. Does the Senator from Pennsylvania yield to the Senator from Arkansas?
Mr. REED. I yield.
Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. Mr. President, I shall be
compelled to leave the Chamber for a while, and, with the
permission of the Senator from Pennsylvania, I should like
to register now my dissent from the correctness of the assertion the Senator has made that the proposed advance cr
loan will never be reimbursed in any part.
There is, of course, the possibility that losses may result,
but I do not believe that the Senator would wish to stand
upon the proposition that when a State accepts a, fund of
the nature contemplated for the purpose of supplying the
immediate wants of its citizens, which the State, by reason
of previous expenditures for such purposes, is unable to meet,
that State will resort to processes of evasion; or that the
Congress will nullify the agreements and arrangements
entered into and release from all liability.
It is all right to say that the States have the taxing power
and that they can levy such tributes upon their own people
as may be required to meet the necessities of their citizens.
It is also true, and proper to observe at this point, that for
almost two years there has been a constant drain on local
institutions and resources, which, according to all the evidence before the Senate, has about exhausted those re-
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sources and the power of those institutions to meet the
situation.
The Senator has said that this measure marks a milepost
on the way to the disintegration of our Government. I
wonder whether, in making that declaration, he has taken
into consideration the conditions which exist in almost every
part of the Republic. I wonder whether it is his proposal
that the National Government shall take no action whatever and shall refrain from any assistance, in this time of
very great necessity, to the local authorities and agencies
charged primarily with the responsibility of meeting the
demands of the needy. There is danger of the gravest consequences if no action is taken by the National Government
for relief.
Mr. REED. Mr. President, I was within three minutes of
concluding. I did not understand, when I yielded, that the
Senator meant to make a speech in my time.
Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. Certainly I shall discontinue, if the Senator desires.
Mr. REED. Mr. President, I am perfectly well aware
that nothing that I say .to-day can in the least avail to
change the determination of any Senator. Every one o!
us has made up his mind as to how he is going to vote and
has satisfied himself as to the reasons for his vote.
I speak with the utmost solemnity of which I am capable.
I believe that this appropriation is only the beginning of a
series which will grow and grow until it breaks the back
of the Federal Treasury. I believe that to-day we are lifting the lid of Pandora's box, and we will never be able to
close it again, and that the troubles that will come from it
will overwhelm us. I would be false to myself if I did not
rise to voice my belief that that is what will happen.
I believe this is the first step toward making mendicants
of our people and making mendicants of the sovereign State
governments upon which this Government is built. I believe the pressure for further advances of this sort will be
utterly irresistible, and that Congress will never be able to
withstand the demands which will come to us when we
meet again in December.
I shall vote against this bill if for no other reason than
that history may know that at least one voice was raised
against this step which we are taking toward that chasm
to which the Nation seems to be hurrying.
Mr. BORAH. Mr. President, I do not see in this situation
the question of State rights. I do not see how that is
involved. Here is a national emergency, a national problem, a national disaster. Indeed, it is international in
many of its aspects, and it does not seem to me that the
proposal before us is a digression from sound principles
with reference to the relationship of the National Government to the States. The problem of caring for the unemployed, like the problem of aiding business, calls for the
cooperation of the State and the National Government, for
the cooperation of the thought and purpose of all the
people in all walks and stations of life. Are State lines
to disappear when private business in the States is in distress and to stand as a barrier when the people in the
States are hungry? I readily admit that the first duty is
with the State but when the State can no longer meet the
situation the duty of this Government is plain and imperative.
After more than two years, this depression is as inexplicable as it was in the beginning. In its scope and
resistless force it has the impartiality and the appalling horror of divine wrath-none escape and no words
can tell of the agony of mind and heart which accompanies it in its remorseless course. It hovers over
and envelops the whole vast domain of human activities
and darkens and endangers and confuses the purposes and
the plans of the great as well as the humble. We have
now reached the point when its effect no longer encompasses
the fortunes of individuals merely but when the whole
social structure seems threatened. No one has been able
accurately to tell why it is here; at least, there has been no
agreement among people as to why, and certainly no one
has been able to devise a method by which we can escape
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from it. It is a calamity which is apparently not understood
by those who are ablest to solve such problems.
In the midst of that condition of affairs our own people
are overtaken with this disaster, and in many places are on
the verge of hunger and starvation. It is my opinion that
this will continue for some time to be a national question.
We have from the beginning been disposed to treat this
economic breakdown as a thing of no great moment, something that would pass in a few weeks or months. We have
stubbornly, and in the face of fearful facts, refused to regard this depression as different from other depressions.
Men of wisdom and men in authority have insisted that it is
all a matter of mentality, that we are the victims of fright,
that we are lacking in confidence. But certainly this view
must now be disregarded. Nearly three years have passed,
fortunes have been dissipated, profits in business have disappeared, 70,000,000 people, including dependents, in the different countries out of work-it is no ordinary depression.
The causes which lie at the bottom of it all are no ordinary
causes. There is more to this situation than want of confidence, than an ungrounded fear.
This condition came upon us at a time when we were
possessed of all kinds of courage and all kinds of initiative,
when all f~ar, all timidity, had been banished from the business world. It came when men were at work, full of hope;
~hen business was big with vast plans for the future. It
fell like a night upon noon. Let us, therefore, be rid of the
thought that this fearful catastrophe is not a reality. It is
the result flowing from the violation of the most salutary
principles of humanity, of justice, and of economic sanity,
by the leaders of the nations of the world. We are compelled
by events to put aside our :fitst theories and meet the depression as a great national and international problem.. These
citizens hungry and on the verge of starvation are a part
of our great national assets and national wealth which we
are undertaking to take care of and preserve. It has passed
beyond the power of the States to control or meet it.
It has been said several times in this discussion that we
are repeating what took place in old Rome. To my mind,
there is as wide a difference between the two as there is
between night and day. The forces which led to the fall
of the Seven Hill City and which gathered in the people
from the colonies into the great city were wholly different;
the influences upon the citizens were wholly different from
anything which has been intimated or indicated in the
United States. We are taking care of a people overtaken by
a fearful calamity. We are not feting and flattering the
people in the interest of a Cresar but feeding them that they
may not die. We are caring for a people overtaken by disaster, not buying a retinue of retainers for an ambitious
general. And last but not least in importance, we are extending aid to men and women just as loyal to these institutions and to the principles of free government as the men
who sit in this Chamber. No government ever forfeited the
respect or loyalty of its people by standing between them
and a consuming disaster for which they were not to blame.
If we should approach the 8,000,000 people who are to-day
out of employment and their dependents, constituting perhaps 30,000,000 people. and offer them an inducement, political or otherwise, such as was offered in Rome, or offer
them an · opportunity to earn their daily bread by toil as
American citizens, they would turn to their job and thank
you for the other hollow compliment.
These people are not idle because of any desire to be idle;
they are not out of employment because they refuse to work;
they are not disloyal in any sense to the principles of the
American Government, nor are they shirking the responsibility which rests upon American citizens. They are, like
the greatest of the land, the ablest of the country, unable
to understand the cataclysm which has overtaken them, but
ready at any moment, when any avenue of escape is offered,
through work or otherwise, to accept it.
Mr. President, in my opinion if we could devise here some
method by which to give these people employment, they
would reject any assistance from the States or the National
Government without hesitancy. But so long as we are un-
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a.ble, as leaders, as men in authority, to lead our people out welfare which the United States should promote is the weiof this distress, can we complain of them if they themselves fare of the States. It seems to me that no consideration
are unable to find a solution of the problem? No solution has been given to the very soul of the Constitution itself.
being at hand, we are under obligation, as counties, cities, It seems to me if the Senator from Connecticut would read
States, and Nation, to help bridge over the condition which the first words of the Constitution, he would never again say
now confronts us.
that on the floor of the Senate. It starts out, "We, the
The Senator from Pennsylvania [Mr. REED] says, with a people of the United States." Does that mean State organgreat deal of earnestness and solemnity, that in his opinion izations? Does.that mean that we are considering only these
this bill would mark, 1n the eyes of the future historian, the organizations set up in the various states of the Union?
beginning of the fall of the American Republic. If this were
We, the people of the United States, in order to form a more
the first instance of the kind, the Senator might be justified perfect Union, establish justice, insure domestic tranquility, proin his gloomy prognostication. But things similar to this vide for the common defense, promote the general welfare, and
have been done over and over again. The effects were not secure the blessings of liberty to ourselves and our posterity, do
serious. Beginning far back in the history of the country, ~::a~nd establish this Constitution of the United states of
the Nation has over and over again gone to the aid and
"
.
.
To . s~ure the blessmgs of liberty to ourselves and our
help of those who were in distress in the states. When a
great calamity has overtaken them, we have not considered · postenty.
State lines. We have not considered that the duty rested
Does that ~ean the Stat~? There is no. warrant for
upon the state alone and not upon the National Govern- s~ch a conclus10n anywhere m th~ great Amen~an declarament, and the present, in my judgment, is no different in t10z: of the G?vernment ~f the Umted states or 1ts ~reamble
principle from instances to the number of 25 or more which which states 1ts purpose m terms that can not be miSUDdermight be cited.
stood. Then to-day we are told that if this relief goes to
Let me say further to the able senator from Pennsylvania, the. folks themselves, if it. goes to the peo~le, it is unconsti1 do not believe that this is marking the beginning of the tutronal, and we are laymg the foundat10n for the overfall of the American Republic, nor do I believe that the throw of t~e Government it~elf.
American Republic is going to fall. The reserve power of
Mr. ~res1dent, last year •. m 19.31, the year of the great
the Anglo-Saxon race in every difficulty and every depres- depressiOn, we had. a natronal mcome of $60,000,000,000.
sian and every distressful period through which it has That was the gross mcome. That was $2,500 for each averpassed has always been equal to the emergency.
age family in the United States. But the net income, the
One of the unsolved mysteries of history is the capacity portion of that which was saved, went mostly to Connecticut,
of the people, after an unspeakable scourge, to come back. to Pennsylvania, to New York-in fact, to only 10 different
The people, regardless of what the depression or what the States. There was no net income in most of the States of
distress might have been, have finally recovered their posi- the Union, but there was a great net income of billions to
tion and gone forward in the same old way.
the few States whose enterprises reach out over the whole
Let me say to the able Senator from Pennsylvania that United States and take profits from all the people everythe Anglo-Saxon race has never yet retreated from or where. The:refore, as a matter of justice, the Federal Govabused free government when it has once taken possession ernment owes it to the peQple of the United States, when
of it. I do not feel uneasy so long as no more unwise thing any portion is in distress, to tax the other portions which
is done than that of extending help when the people are in take the earnings of those people in excess profits, and
distress.
relieve them from that distress.
This particular bill provides for loans to the states and
England has gone through depressions or through conditions infinitely worse than anything we have experienced. then provides for repayment of those loans by cancellation
Look at that great country after the Napoleonic wars when of a portion of their Federal aid for public roads. I want to
there was distress upon every hand, when it seemed that the discuss the public-road feature just a moment.
physical and moral fiber of the people was being eaten out.
The Federal Government started the plan of building the
But they came through and established the principles of free hard roads of the United States. It started by providing for
government upon a firmer basis than they had ever been payment of 50 per cent of that expense. It was to be a 50-50
before. It belongs to the race to do these things.
proposition between the States and the Federal Government.
There is infinite reserve power in the people of the United But the big-income taxpayers of those States that now see
States. They are a moral people, they are an intelligent the overthrow of government in a bill like this did not like
people, they are a patriotic people, and they can endure that plan because they pay most of the income taxes into
hardships as well as any people on earth. I do not know the Federal Government. In my own State of Iowa there is
how long this depression will last. I do not know to what about $10,000,000 of income taxes paid by 27,000 people.
condition it will bring us. I do not know how much we will There are 2,273,0{)0 people in the State who do not pay any
have to suffer. But I venture to say to my able friend from income tax at all.
Pennsylvania that, while I may not, he will live to see the
The total Federal expense of the State, the allotment of
American people as independent, as self-helping, as re- tarifi arid excise taxes and all, is about $20,000,000. If the
sourceful, as self-reliant in the future as they have been in State paid taxes in proportion to its population, if these Fedthe past. To help them when they are on the verge of eral taxes were levied per capita instead of per income, the
hunger, when they are starving, when their families are State of Iowa would pay about $80,000,000 into the Federal
being separated is not to undermine character. It is to im- Treasm·y. Twenty million dollars is paid in the State and the
plant in them the belief that they have a Government which other $60,000,000 then is paid by income taxpayers outside of
looks after their interests when they are unable to. look out the State, and those are in the 10 fortunate States which have
for themselves, though doing the best they can to meet the these nation-wide enterprises that reach out with their busisituation. Our experience may yet be a bitter one,-but even ness into all the States and take profits from all the people
in this bitter experience there may be compensation. A of the United States. Therefore it is only just that they
common sacrifice, common hardships, common suffering, should pay into the Federal Treasury taxes greater than the
will at last bind us to a common purpose and strengthen proportion of their population. It is an economic equality
us for a common and triumphant victory over our misfor- that is certainly desirable if we want to preserve the Ameritunes. I do not believe we are on the way to ruin. The . can Union at all.
Recurring now to the road question, the Government
greatest period in American life is before us. The most
sublime triumph of this Republic is ahead.
started that plan by paying 50-50 of the expenses. The bigMr. BROOKHART. Mr. President, the theory seems to income taxpayers did not like that situation because they
have grown up in the Senate that the Government of the must pay half of it into the Federal Treasury and many of
United States deals only with the States themselves. We the States, because they have no net income, pay but a small
have heard two or three times to-day, especiaD.y from the share. So they went out into the States and organized roadSenator from Connecticut [Mr. Bl:NGHAJ4], that the general booster associations and they boosted for gasoline tax~ and
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county bonds and State bonds, and immensely increased the
local expense of the building of hard roads. In fact, in 1930
t.he total expense was, I believe, $910,000,000 for all the
States, but the Federal appropriation was only $125,000,000.
Therefore the Federal Government failed to pay any considerable portion even of its half of that expense. In 1931,
I believe, the expense on behalf of the States was $1,000,000,000 and the Federal Government again 'contributed only
$125,000,000. Then the economy wave came into this session of the Congress, and the appropriation was cut down
to $106,000,000. Therefore, Mr. President, the Federal Government has wholly failed to contribute its share toward the
construction of those roads.
In the State of Iowa in 1.930 the expense rose to about
$33,000,000 and the Federal aid was a little over $3,000,000
toward the construction of hard roads, every one of which
was an interstate road, every one of which was a post road,
every one of which was a military road.
Therefore, I not only favor the making of this loan but I
hope before the time comes for repayment that, instead of
deducting it from Federal aid to the States, that portion of
the law will be amended and canceled and that the Federal
Government will thereby contribute a little more toward its
just share in the building of the hard roads of the country.
In fact, the Federal Government, instead of spending $300,000,000 as this bill provides, ought to have spent $500,000,000
each year for the la~t two or three years for that purpose
in order to pay its share of this road construction.
Therefore, Mr. President, I am in favor of the pending bill
The only regret I have is that it is about one-tenth of what
it ought to be. Congress fails all the time to do its duties.
It just takes a little bite out of the apple and leaves the
proposition then to fall down because it has no adequate
support. I think one surmise of those gentlemen who
are predicting the overthrow of the Government is possibly
correct, and that is if we start this thing we can not stop.
It is a principle which I believe will push us forward and
instead of overthrowing the Government it will save the
country. The Government of the United States is overthrown now. The Government of the United States is now
under the dictation of these same financial forces which are
seeking to avoid the payment of these taxes in their just
share to the Federal Treasury.
Mr. WALCOTT. Mr. President, I regret exceedingly to
find myself speaking in opposition to my colleague and mY
intimate friend the senior Senator from Connecticut [Mr.
BINGHAM] and the senior Senator from Pennsylvania rMr:
REEDJ. I find myself agreeing entirely with the eloquent
Senator from Kentucky [Mr. LoGAN] in his address on the
fundamentals of government, and with the distinguished
and eloquent Senator from Idaho [Mr. BoRAH] in his impassioned address to show that relief at this time will not
make beggars but a stronger people. Of that I am convinced, and I hope to be able to convince some of the Senators, because I have had, perhaps, a unique experience far
an American in seeing what wholesale starvation is.
\Vhile I dislike to take the time of the Senate and thus
postpone a vote on the bill, I think it may be worth .while
to spend a few minutes viewing a picture such as I know
or hope we shall never see in this country, but which we
. might see if we do not come to the front now with courage
and generosity.
Mr. President, we talk quite loosely at times about hunger
and starvation. We have several million people in the country out of work, perhaps 8,000,000 jobless, perhaps more.
If you Senators will put yourselves in the position of any
one of the poorer of those men who are out of work. particularly those who have families, who have wives and children
to support, children to educate, unless you have actually
been a working man on a low daily wage and realize that
every week of your life you are not more than two or three
or four weeks away from hunger if your job stops, you may
be able to realize the feelings of the man who is in that
position to-day.
In the hearts and minds of the men and women who are
to-day without jobs and who are only two or three weeks
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from actual shortage of food even when they are employedand there are millions of those people in the country as
there are in every country-there is absolute despair. Those
people who are confronted with that nightmare must be
helped and helped promptly. It is amazing to me that these
men and women have shown such wonderful resistance and
fortitude, so much good nature, and so little disposition to
riot or make their demands by force.
When we talk about hunger, we mean going without food,
with no prospect of getting food in the near future; in other
words, when we talk about serious hunger among the unemployed, we are talking about facing starvation.
Now, Mr. President, let me tell you what starvation is.
I have seen it. I was in Warsaw at the beginning of 1916.
The Germans had driven the Russian Army back through
Poland into White Russia, so-called, beyond Brest-Litovsk.
In the trail of that march the Poles had gathered by the
thousands to follow the Russians, fearing the German Army
would devastate the country. The Russians in their retreat
had burned most of the buildings and had destroyed all
the crops and foodstuffs they could not take with them.
There were possibly half a million refugees, poor peasants
living on the farms along the highway which stretched for
about 200 miles from Warsaw to Brest-Litovsk. near the
border line of Russia. It was estimated by General Falkenhayn, who was then Governor General of Poland, the man
who took Antwerp, a great artillery expert who gave me
these figures, that probably 300,000 refugees, caught between
these two armies, the one retreating, the other advancing,
died of starvation along that roadside over a period of about
four weeks.
Going over that road by motor with a German colonel, we
tried to count the little wicker baby baskets which were
along the roadside. Those were the baskets in which young
children are placed; the baskets swing by a rope from the
rafters of the peasant's cottage over the dirt floor, swinging
back and forth, rocking the baby to sleep. The fleeing
peasants took those little wicker baskets with the babies
inside o! them and carried them along with what few household goods they could take, using perhaps a horse and a
cart, others on foot. When we left Warsaw we began counting the baby baskets, with the little bones inside, but we gave
it up within a few miles after the count had run into the
hundreds. Three hundred thousand people died of starvation along a 200-m.ile road.
On the northern road, which passes through the Polish
swamp, it was estimated that 200,000 troops, who had been
driven into the swamp by the aggressive German army, had
died. That, however, is another story; that was a direct result of war, while starvation is the indirect result. Starvation in the particular case to which I have referred was the
result of a great retreat by one army and the advance of a
conquering army. This was followed by a food shortage as a
result of the allied blockade, so that hundreds of thousands
of innocent me~ women, and children were undernourished
for the next two and a half years until the war was over.
Let me say further, Mr. President, that, going out into the
streets of Warsaw every evening after dinner, we would fill
our pockets with everything we could obtain :from the table
in the way of rolls, crusts of bread, whatever we could pick
up, knowing that just outside the doors, sitting on the curb
or in the doorways, there would be rows of children from 5
to 6 years old up to as old as the pages sitting below the
Vice President's chair. It was in the middle of winter. in
January, in a climate like that of New York State. The
children would be there huddled up, almost unconscious,
some of them quite unconscious, and practically all of them
so far gone that they could not lift an arm to take a crust
o:f bread; some of them could, but most of them could not.
It was necessary to get the arm of the child limbered so that
he could feed himself or wait until he became a little more
conscious.
The first act o:f that child almost invariably would be to
take hold of your coat sleeve, draw it to his lips and kiss the
sleeve for bringing that little relief. That was just the first
stage of starvation.
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Then over in the public buildings were to be found hundreds of children, segregated, with little or nothing to eat,
with straw on the floor on which to sleep or perhaps nothing but the bare stone floor, with no blankets, with rags
covering their emaciated bodies. There we found the second stage of starvation. These little fellows, boys as big
as our pages, and in many cases grown people, had reached
the stage which is known as " starvation bloat," when the
abdomen becomes frightfully distended by gas and the
gnawing pains become excruciating; then comes a state of
coma, and then death. That, Mr. President, is starvation.
That is a spectre that follows a man who has seen it all his
life; and I have seen it in hundreds and thousands of
cases, and Mr. Hoover also has seen it as I have.
God forbid that we should ever approach even serious
hunger in this country. We have a country which according to recent statistics has approximately half of all the
wealth of the world. We have approximately 47 per cent of
all the copper above ground ready for sale, and we have 50
per cent of all the cotton; we have 40 per cent of all the
gold in the world; we have foodstuffs enough to keep us
going for a year and a half or two years, most of which is
in warehouses, elevators, and granaries. Its maldistribution may be a monetary problem, but I believe that we
are going to be wise enough to solve it before more serious
conditions confront us.
I believe sincerely that we are at the bottom; and, while
we may bump along on the bottom for a while, I am not
willing to admit that we in this country are· not smart
enough to distribute our riches so that there will be no
hunger, so that there will be an average prosperity in due
time; but, Mr. President, I am not willing to sit here in the
Senate and see a measure of this character defeated if I can
do anything to help secure its passage.
The bill as a legislative measure may be entirely unsound.
as the Senator from Kentucky has said. I do not dispute
that; and I may add that a great many other measures
we have passed during the last three months are, in my
opinion: unsound in principle during normal times; but we
are not in normal times; we are in the most violent, the
deepest, the most serious depression that we have ever
known. The whole world is stumbling along, groping for
some remedy, and it is up to us to find remedies because
we have the wealth; we should be able to distribute it properly, and we will eventually, in my opinion, lead the other
civilized nations of the world that are suffering very much
as we are out of this morass.
We know-and there is not a man in this country who
dares dispute this statement-that we are in the midst of
real and very great suffering on the part of hundreds of
thousands of people. The mental suffering is perhaps just
as serious as is the physical suffering; it may be even more
serious, because a very large part of it is dread of the future,
the dread of hunger; and the dread of hunger is almost as
bad as hunger itself. This bill provides relief to the extent
of $300,000,000, which is a vast sum of money, almost as
much as we debated 10 or 12 years about and finally
put into the Panama Canal; and I can see this bill bringing
not only mental but physical relief to hundreds of thousands
of people who have been waiting for something of this sort.
If we have not the courage to stand up like men and pass
this bill to-day, the Senate will rightly be accused of being
cowardly; and we can not stand that. It is wrong to say
that we can not afford, under the circumstances, an expense
of this kind.
Mr. President, let me say just a word about the method
of distribution, and then I am through. I happened to be
a member of the subcommittee that discussed the details
of this bill; we considered them at great length, and I feel
that our aecision was wise. The question was whether the
Reconstruction Finance Corporation officials should take the
responsibility of distribution in the States or whether, being
loaned to the States, the whole responsibility for the distribution of the funds should be put upon the States. We
decided in favor of the latter course, because it is obviously
impossible in the time allowed-and this is an emergency
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measure, and time is of the essence-to create a Federal
organization sufficiently large to reach out into every State,
to determine the necessities in the various States and the
cities and rural districts in the respective States, and then
allocate the correct amount for each district, with the needs
radically changing every week and every month. It would
be an impossible task; and in the work of such an organization there would be many mistakes; countless delays would
result which would cause apprehension everywhere; and, in
the long run, the distribution would be no more effective
than would that made by the States themselves. So the
committee decided unanimously that the governor of each
State should be held solely responsible. We thought of adding other officials, such as the secretary of state and the
attorney general, to act with the governor and divide the
responsibility with him, but we finally decided to center the
entire responsibility upon one man, the governor, the certificate of necessity and the problems of the distribution of
supplies, whether or not in the form of money, to a local
organization such as the Red Cross in some of the large
cities or to some charitable organization to be distributed by
them according to the conditions they might find. So, it
seemed wisest and best to lodge full responsibility in the
governor.
Now, as to the question of loans. In every case we wanted
the amount advanced by the Federal Government to be a
loan, believing that the States would pay; but that is obviously impossible, because the laws of many States do not
allow borrowing by the State without a special act of the
legislature. So we have accepted the La Follette amendment and added the words " or advances " wherever the
word " loans " appears, so that it is optional whether it is a
loan or whether it is an advance.
W~ retain in the bill certain drawback provisions so that
the Federal Government may get back at least a portion of
its money by taking from the States in the future funds
available under the Federal roads act, and such a provision
is in the bill.
I do not think any of us are fooling ourselves as to the
liberality of this bill. It is not a business proposition. It is
an emergency relief measure for real destitution. If a
State wishes to treat this money as a loan, it may and it
should pay back the loan. It can offer State bonds, if they
tu-e worth anything. It can offer municipal bonds. There
are some States in this country, however, which are perhaps the hardest hit by destitution, which can not borrow,
which can not raise any money by the sale of their bonds,
and they need immediate relief. There are many munici- ·
palities that are in the same situation. I can speak thus
freely because I happen to come from a State which is entirely independent, with a substantial surplus to-day; and,
so far as I know, my State, Connecticut, would not think of
borrowing from the Federal Government for this purpose.
We are in a fine condition, relatively speaking, and so are
many other States that :trave been thrifty, that have conserved their resomces, that have believed in and practiced
the pay-as-you-go policy, which we have been following in
Connecticut for many years.
So I am not speaking from the want of my State. I am
speaking from an absolute conviction as to the danger of
what we are facing, and the positive necessity of relieving
it quickly, both mentally and physically.
I hope the bill will pass.
Mr. JONES. Mr. President, I desire to ask the Senator a
question.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. PATTERSON in the chair).
Does the Senator from Connecticut yield to the Senator
from Washington?
Mr. WALCOT!'. I do.
Mr. JONES. I am heartily in favor of this measure. I
confess, however, that I was really shocked when I read in
the bill, in view of the character of the measure, that 5 per
cent interest is charged upon the money that is to be given
to relieve the distress of the people of the various States.
The Senator from Connecticut helped to prepare the bill.
I kno:;v there must have been some good reason why that
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provision was put in the bill, and I should be very glad if
the Senator would explain it.
Mr. WALCOTT. I shall be very glad to do so.
The 5 per cent applies to the drawbacks only. That is,
the money carries with it a charge of 5 per cent interest, on
the assumption that the provision for drawbacks is going to
be valid and that we can withdraw this money by failing to
appropriate Federal funds for Federal-aid roads. That carries a charge of 5 per cent. I should like to offer an amendment, which I think answers the Senator's question entirely.
On page 3, line 15, after the words "upon such terms,"
insert the words "and at such rates of interest"; and then
it goes on," as may be agreed upon between such State and
the Reconstruction Finance Corporation."
Then, if the Reconstruction Finance Corporation sees fit,
it can put a premium on the State funding its obligations.
Suppose, for instance, drawbacks carry 5 per cent interest.
A State,' however, which is able to fund its loans by its
bonds, municipal or State bonds, may then go to the Reconstruction Finance Corporation and agree upon such terms
and such rate of interest as may suit the corporation; and
the corporation certainly would be willing to put a premium
on t...'le loan being refunded by the State. They could say,
" We will accept your refund on a basis of 3 per cent from
the beginning of the loan," or 3¥2 per cent, or whatever the
prevailing rate at that time for Government money might be.
Mr. JONES. Does not the Senator really think that under
the conditions that confront us-under the conditions that
make it necessary, I think, for the National Government to
take some action along these lines-we really ought to apportion this money to the States without asking for any
interest at all, and of course let it be paid hereafter from
the general Treasury of the United States; let it become a
part of the national debt, if you please, to be repaid hereafter by all the people of the country in such manner as we
may raise money?
Mr. WALCOTT. Mr. President, of course it is a matter
of opinion as to how generous we should be, and to what
extent we should forsake all business principles; but we
must not fool ourselves about this. We must remember that
the Government has not this money now. The Government
will have to raise it by taxes or by the sale of bonds. Therefore, although it is a lending and not a spending corporation, the Government ought to be able to charge as much as
the money costs it, which would not be less than 3 ¥2 per
cent, and at the present time it would be 4 or 4¥-1 per cent.
Mr. LA FOLLETTE. Mr. President-The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from Connecticut yield to the Senator from Wisconsin?
Mr. WALCOTI'. I do.
Mr. LA FOLLETI'E. I wish to direct the Senator's attention to the amendment which he has just suggested.
The Senator's amendment, as I understand it, would take
care of the States that are able to enter into an agreement
to borrow this money from the Reconstruction Finance Corporation; but it would not take care of the situation of the
12 or 13 States which have constitutional inhibitions against
incurring debts, and which will have to take this money as
a result of advances made, to be deducted from the future
highway funds.
·
I see no reason in equity why a State, merely because it
has that constitutional provision, should be charged a rate
of interest of 5 per cent, while a State which has not that
constitutional provision will be able to get this money at a
lower rate of interest.
I wanted to suggest to the Senator, although I do not know
that the amendment is properly worked out, that if an
amendment were inserted on page 2 (if the Senator will refer
to a copy of the bill), line 18, after the word " of " to insert
"not to exceed," and after the word "annum" to insert
"but in no case shall the interest rate exceed the average
rate of interest paid upon the outstanding obligations of the
Reconstruction Finance Corporation," that would result, or
at least the intent of the amendment would be to provide
that the rate of interest charged either upon a loan or ,upon
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an advance, in the case where a loan could not be made,
should not be in excess of the average rate at which the
Reconstruction Finance Corporation obtained the money
which it was thus loaning or advancing to the several States.
Mr. WAGNER. Mr. President, the original bill as we proposed it provided for no interest. We followed rather the
philosophy of the Senator from Washington [Mr. JoNEs]
that in a matter of this -kind, in which we were dealing with
a humanitarian question, the matter of interest should not
enter; but the majority of the committee thought otherwise.
I suggest, however, that we fix a definite rate of interest,
and that whether the State borrows under its constitutional
power or whether it borrows by taking an advance and having it liquidated by reductions from the Federal aid to State
highways, the rate ought to be uniform. Otherwise, I think
it would leave it open, perhaps, to unintentional favoritism;
or, at any rate, different States might be dealt with differently.
Mr. NORRIS. Mr. President, I agree with the Senator
that · in my judgment it would be a great mistake not to
have a uniform rate of interest. I do not believe we ought
to have a different rate in one State than we charge another State; but this is the point to which I wanted particularly to ·call the Senator's attention:
These obligations of the ~construction Finance Corporation are, for all practical purposes, Government obligations.
The Government guarantees the interest and the principal;
so it would seem as though the Reconstruction Finance Corporation, orr the bonds that it issues to get money, would
not have to pay any higher rate of interest than the Government itself would pay if it were borrowing the money
directly. Was there any contention in the committee that
the Government would have to pay 5 per cent interest to
borrow this money?
Mr. WAGNER. No.
Mr. NORRIS. Then, assuming that the States would pay
back all they got, the Government would make a profit out
of it.
Mr. WAGNER. That may very well be. I see that the
Senator from Michigan is on his feet.
Mr. COUZENS. Mr. President, if the Senator will
yield-Mr. WALCOTT. I yield the floor.
Mr. COUZENS. I should like to say in this connection
that I was in the committee when this rate was fixed. It
was generally stated, as I recall, that the banks and the
railroad were paying 5 ¥2 per cent upon loans made by the
Reconstruction Finance Corporation; and it was also
pointed out that there is considerable expense incurred in
operating the Reconstruction Finance Corporation, which
should be taken care of out of the earnings of the corporation, so as not to be an expense upon the taxpayers.
Many of us have said, on the floor and in correspondence,
that the operation of the Reconstruction Finance Corporation was not a burden upon the taxpayers; that all that
was used was the taxpayers' credit and not the taxpayers'
money. So, while I do not desire to mention the name of
the Senator who made the motion in the committee to fix
this rate at 5 per cent, I think it was generally agreed that
it would require that rate of interest not only to reimburse
for the borrowing of the money but to pay the operating
expenses of the Reconstruction Finance Corporation.
Mr. WAGNER. I intended, I may say to the Senator,
upon my own responsibility, to move an amendment making
the rate of interest lower; but, if I may make this suggestion, since the work which the Reconstruction Finance Corporation has to perform under this act is of a very simple
character-upon the certification of the governor, automatically the fund is given to the State--1 do not think it
will involve any very great additional expense of operation.
Mr. NORRIS. Mr. President, it would not be a serious
matter if the Government lost money on this operation. It
is almost the same thing to take this money and give it to
the States as though we did it directly. In fact, if we had
the machinery, or coltld get it together without any great
expense, I would prefer to do it that way myself.
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So suppose we do lose something: It is only taking the
money out of one pocket and putting it in the other. A
Senator says it would not balance the Budget. That may be
true; but if the Budget can be balanced by a mere shifting
of bookkeeping, the importance of its balancing fades into
insignificance.
I do not believe that we ought to make any profit out of
this thing. take it from the States, and give it to the Federal
Government. It is not a business proposition that we are
going into. It is not profit that we want. On the other
hand, suppose the Federal Government loses the money.
If it loses it, it is because the States do not pay it; and if
we paid it out directly in charity and lost it, it would not
be any greater burden. It might be divided just a little bit
differently; but perhaps some of the States would not borrow up to their proportionate share and others would, so it
would not be serious.
Why should the Government insist on what I believe
would result in making a profit? The greater additional expense that is to come to the Reconstruction Finance Corporation on account of this bill, if it is passed and becomes
a law, will be very slight as compared with the amount of
money involved. A very small per cent, a fraction of 1 per
cent, will much more than pay all the expense that this adds
to the financial burdens of the Reconstruction Finance Corporation. They exist anyway; and on this large amount of
money a rate of .interest that is perhaps 2 per cent higher
than the Government will have to pay for the money would
mean an additional burden that must be paid by the people
who get the money, really, to help the unemployment situation.
I think wen of the suggestion made by the Senator from
Washington that we could do it without any interest. It
would cost something, and the Federal G<lvernment would
lose it; but it is to save the situation. it is to improve the
business conditions of the country; and if it will do that,
and get rid of a large share of the unemployment, we could
well afford to let it go that way.
I hope the Senator from New York, or some other Senator
connected with the committee, will make the motion. The
interest ought to be very materially lowered, it seems to me.
Mr. HATFIEW. Mr. President, a German mathematician
has recently observed that the World War resulted in
casualties of 11,000,000 killed and 19,000,000 maimed, with
an expenditure of more than $500,000,000,000, a sufficient
amount of money to buy a $2,500 home in a 5-acre plot,
. with $1,250 worth of furniture, for each and every family
in the United States, Canada, Australia, England, Belgium,
France, Russia, and Germany, and in addition a hospital,
university, and schools, including the salaries of teachers,
nurses, doctors, and professors, for every group of 20,000
inhabitants.
With this enormous sacrifice of human lives and wealth
it is no wonder the world is now experiencing a reaction
and is in a distressed condition, and even in this glorious
country the need of relief is keenly felt and must be met.
Mr. President, I favored this kind of relief legislation
many, many months ago. When I was fortunate enough to
be on the subcommittee with the distinguished Senator
from Wisconsin [Mr. LA FoLLETTE] which considered a relief
measure I did not feel that I could support the measure
being considered in its entirety. I offered an amendment
to the bill of the distinguished Senator from Wisconsin and
the distinguished Senator from Colorado in the way of a.
substitute. That substitute carried an appropriation of
$300,000,000 to be used by one group of States in this Union
which could negotiate for a. loan of this character, and
$200,000,000 to be used by another group of States, those
which had no borrowing elauses or restrictive clauses in
their constitutions, and an additional $110,000,000 to take
care of the public buildings which have been allocated but
not appropriated for, making a sum total of $610,000,000.
Mr. President, I am glad of the opportunity which will be
presented to me soon to cast my vote in favor of relief legislation, so that the 48 States in this Union will have an
opportunity, through the Treasury of the United states. and
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by means af the instrumentalities of the Reconstruction
Finance Corporation, to assist needy and distressed people.
It will afford them a facility, in the way of a credit, of
which they are deprived at the present time due to the
inability of the States, in many instances, to sell gilt-edged
bonds upon the markets of this country.
I feel that this relief legislation should have come a long
time ago and that it will bring great help to the families in
the respective States of the Union.
I offer for the RECORD a copy of the amendment which
was proposed by me on this fioor when the relief bill was
introduced by the Senator from Wisconsin and the Senator
from Colorado, to show to this body that I was in sympathy
with the effort to grant relief then as I am in sympathy with
the movement at this time. There is no piece of legislation
which this honorable body has considered at this session
that will give to each governor and each group of States
a greater lift, a greater support, than the bill which the
distinguished Senator from New York [Mr. WAGNER] is
championing at the present time.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there objection to the
request of the Senator from West Virginia?
There being no objection, the substitute bill formerly
submitted by Mr. HATFIELD was ordered to be printed in
the RECORD, as follows:
Amendment in the nature of a substitute intended to be proposed by Mr. HATFIELD to the bill (S. 3045) to provide for cooperation by the Federal Government with the several States in
relieving the hardship and suffering caused by unemployment,
and for other purposes, viz: Strike out all after the enacting
clause and insert in lieu thereof the following:
"That there is hereby authorized to be appropriated, out of
any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the sum
of $300,000,000, one-third of which shall be im.medtately available,
for loans by the Secretary of the Treasury to the several States in
the manner hereinafter provided. Not more than $100,000,000 of
this amount shall be loaned during the fiscal year ending June
30, 1932.

"SEc. 2. (a) Out of the amounts appropriated pursuant to section 1 the Secretary of the Treasury is authorized and empowered
to make loans to the several States in the manner herefnafter
provided and in such amounts as the Secretary shall determine.
" (b) Each application for a loan under the provisions of this
act shall be made by the governor of the State. Loans to the
States in the amount hereinbefore authorized shall be ma.de by
the Secretary of the Treasury, but no loans shall be made to any
State until the governor has furnished the Secretary of the
Treasury, under rules and regulations prescribed by the Secretary
of the Treasury, notes, debentures, bonds, or other obligatil ms of
the State in an amount equal to the amount of the loan. Such
loans shall bear interest at not more than 5 per cent and shall
mature not more than five years from the date of the loan .
" (c) If any loan made to a State under the provisions o1 this
act has not been repaid at the expiration of five years fron:t the
date of the loan, there shall be deducted in each year therer.tter,
and applied to the dlscharge of the principal and interest of mtch
loan, an amount equal to one-tenth of the sum that would ot:b.erwise be paid to such State by virtue of allocations from any aJ)}H'oprlation or appropriations that may be made pursuant to <tr to
carry out the purposes of the Federal highway act, as amended.
•• SEC. 3. (a) There is hereby authorized to be appropriated 1 out
of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the sum
of $200,000,000, of which $75,000,000 shall be 1mm.ediately available, for grants by the Secretary of the Treasury to the several
States, in the manner hereinafter provided.. Not more than
$75,000,000 of this amount shall be advanced during the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1932.
"(b) The amount authorized by this section shall be available
for grants to any State which by reason of the inhibition of its
constitution can not, under its ex1sting law or by an act of its
legislature. authorize an application by the State for a loan under
section 2 of this act, or any State which has already borrowed to
the !uH extent authorized by its constitution and laws, and can
not under its constitution increase the authorization by act of
its legislature. Grants made to any State under this section shall
be in such amounts as the Secretary of the Treasury shall determine. Requests for grants under this section shall be made by
the governor of the State and shall be accompanied by a statement that the amount requested is necessary for emergency
relief in such State and can not be obtained either from public
or private sources. At the time of making any such request the
governor shall agree tha.t he Will recommend to the legislature of
his State and also to the people thereof such action as may be
necessary and approprta.te to insure the repayment to the United
States of all amounts received by the State pursuant to such
request.
"(o) If any grant made to a State under the provisions of this
section has not been repaid at the expiration of five years from
the date of the grant, there shall be deducted in each year therea!ter an amount equal to one-tenth of the sum that would other-
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wise be paid to such State by virtue of allocations from any
appropriation or appropriations that may be made pursuant to or
to carry out the purposes of the Federal highway act, as amended.
The amount so deducted shall be applied toward the discharge of
the amount of such grants to the State.
"SEc. 4. There is also hereby authorized to be appropriated, out
of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the
sum of $110,000,000 for expenditure by the Secretary of the Treasury for the construction, enlarging, remodeling, or extension of
public buildings under the control of the Treasury Department
in cities for which allocations have heretofore been made, but for
which estimates have not been submitted to Congress. Such
amount may be expended without regard to the provisions of
section 4 of the public buildings act of May 25, 1926, as amended,
requiring the submission of estimates to the Bureau of the
Budget, and the Secretary of the Treasury is hereby authorized
to fix the limit of cost for each of such projects. Expenditures
for professional services may be made from such amount without
regard to any act limiting expenditures for outside professional
services. Such amount shall be in addition to any amounts heretofore authorized under such act of May 25, 1926, as amended, and
except as herein otherwise provided shall be expended in accordance with existing law.
" Sse. 5. The Secretary of the Treasury is authorized to make
all ru1es and regu1ations necessary to carry out the provisions of
this act."

Mr. WALSH of Montana. Mr. President, I take a sympathetic view concerning the proposition advanced by the
junior Senator from Alabama [Mr. BANKHEAD] in the
amendment which is pending. I think the movement it suggests is one which merits very general approval. If we got
these people off on to farms or little patches of ground
which they could cultivate, they would at least be assured
of something to eat. There would be a social advantage to
it which it is impossible to measure in dollars and cents, and
it would undoubtedly be of very great value.
I hope, however, that the Senator from Alabama will not
press his amendment to this particular bill. This bill has
for its purpose the immediate relief of pressing want, of
want which needs relieving immediately, whereas to utilize
any of these fundS for the purpose of making what might
be regarded in the nature of a capital investment, the acquisition of farm or garden properties, or the leasing of farm or
garden properties, with the necessary tools and equipment
for the purpose of operating them, a house to live in, and
the buildings appropriate to the vicinity, would be, it seems
to me to utilize the fund for a purpose entirely apart from
that contemplated by the pending bill.
I call the attention of the Senator from Alabama to the
fact that the subject was not without consideration by the
committee from which the bill originated, and in its bill,
which it is expected the Senator from New York will press
for consideration at the very earliest possible date, provision
is made for just exactly that kind of thing. I call the Senator's attention to section 2 of Senate bill 4755, which reads
as follows:
The Reconstruction Finance Corporation is further authorized
and empowered to make loans (1) to States, municipalities, and
political subdivisions of States, public or quasi-public corporations, and public or quasi-public municipal instrumentalities of
one or more States to aid in financing projects authorized under
State or municipal law and which are self-liquidating in character.

The Senator has in mind projects which are self-liquidating in character. The moneys invested in them will eventually, it is hoped, be returned so as to satisfy the loans. The
moneys provided by the pending bill are not expected to be
utilized in projects of that character, except as is indicated
in the opening paragraph of the bill, which provides that
the funds shall be used in furnishing relief and work relief.
That is rather remote from the idea of acquiring lands upon
which to settle persons who might cultivate them.
If the Senator from Alabama is not convinced that the
provision of Senate bill 4755 to which I have called his
attention will meet the cases he has in mind, I am very sure
tbat those of us whose names are appended to the bill as
sponsors for it will be very glad to make such amendment
of it, or to accept an amendment tendered by the Senator
from Alabama to it as would seem to meet the situation.
But it does seem to me that it is quite apart from the purpose
of the bill before us.
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Mr. BANKHEAD. Mr. President, I greatly regret the
position taken by the eminent Senator from Montana, for
whom I have the highest regard, especially as he is in sympathy with the program outlined in my amendment. Here
is a bill which we all really believe will promptly pass the
Congress and will have the approval of the President. It
apportions to each State an amount of money based upon
the population of the State. It leaves to each State in a
general way the manner of the distribution or apportionment within the State.
The Senator froM Montana, for whom I have both affection and the highest respect, suggests that while the purpose
of the amendment I have offered meets his approval, and
in the very face of an opportunity to incorporate it in a
bill which will doubtless become law, this provision be deferred, to be put into a controversial bill, a bill which we
have no assurance will pass Congress and be approved by
the President.
Mr. WALSH of Montana. Mr. President-The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. VANDENBERG in the
chair). Does the Senator from Alabama yield to the Sena tor from Montana?
Mr. BANKHEAD. I yield.
Mr. WALSH of Montana. Let me say to the Senator from
Alabama that I am in exactly the same situation in which
he finds himself. There are provisions in the other bill to
which I am very particularly wedded. I believe that the
best possible relief we can extend to those people who are
without work is to give them work.
Mr. BANKHEAD. I agree with the Senator.
Mr. WALSH of Montana. I am very much in earnest in
supporting the provisions of the other bill, which provides
for loans for self-liquidating projects and loans for public
works, but I do not feel as if I ought to try to inject into the
pending bill those particular provisions of the other bill to
which I am particularly attached.
Mr. BANKHEAD. Mr. President, it has been suggested to
me that under the general provisions of the bill specific
authority for the purposes indicated in my amendment is
not necessary because it is already granted. I hear the further suggestion that the power is not incorporated and that
it ought to be put into some other bill. I do not know just
which conclusion or construction is right; but if any State.
such as my State, is apportioned under the pending bill a
fixed sum of money for relief, I can not understand why
Senators should object if we are given merely the option of
administering the fund in a way which we think will produce not only temporary relief but in large measure permanent relief, so that those to whom we now give the relief
will be removed from the list of those who are from time to
time requiring emergency relief.
Mr. WALSH of Montana. Mr. President, that is exactly
the objection I have made to the bill. To use any of the
funds for purposes such as suggested by the Senator will, of
course, in the long run, afford relief, but it will afford no
immediate relief. It does not help a man just now to give
him a farm upon which he can work and get a crop which
will be produced a year from now and sold 18 months from
now.

Mr. BANKHEAD. Mr. President, it does him a world of
good if you take him and establish him on a little farm. and
make a sufficient advancement of money for supplies and
feed and food to sustain him until he does make a crop.
Senators talk about getting relief for these individuals
from the Reconstruction Finance Corporation. That may be
&ll right for what are commonly known as self-liquidating
construction programs. where financiers come and present
their plan, with their statements of probable receipts and
disbursements, so as to convince the hard-boiled members
of the Reconstruction Finance Corporation that there will be
sufficient returns. including profits from the project. to
liquidate their investment.
I would like to know what chance the farmer in Alabama
or Florida. who is destitute, who left his farm as the result
of the lure of industry and went to the industrial centers,
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would have before the Reconstruction Finance Corporation
here in Washington to secure a loan to establish a little subsistent home upon the idea that the loan was placed upon a
self-financing proposition?
As I said earlier in the day, in the city of Birmingham,
the greatest industrial city in our State, 60 per cent or more
of the people-and I hope Senators will mark this statement-are colored, colored men with their families, who
have been drawn away from the farms into that city to work
in industries there.
The white people of that section have been just as good
and generous and kind to them as they can be. They have
been given the same attention as the white people from the
community chest. But the time has come there, as it has
come elsewhere in the United States, when they are unable
to go forward continuously with their program. In advance
of this legislation, in anticipation of it, in the hope that in
some way the plan may be worked out, the industrial leaders,
the community chest, the Red Cross leaders, in cooperation
with the Governor of Alabama, have already developed plans
to aid these poor former farmers, both white and black, but
mostly colored, to go back into the country on little subsistent homes and to take care of them until they are able to
dig out of the ground a vegetable crop and another kind of
crop of some kind to keep their families together, and to
have an opportunity to earn at least a bare living of some
kind in the old line of occupation in which they were
raised-that of tilling the soil.
If we want to use part of our money in that way-and it is
our money if Congress distributes it to us-why should any
Senator object? It is proposed to leave in large measure to
the discretion and judgment of the governor or the administrative board of each State the manner of distributing these
funds, and while it is my real thought that it could be done
under the general provisions of the bill, still a strict constructionist governor or administrative board might think
otherwise. The only purpose of my amendment is to give
each State, at its own election, the right, without challenge,
without being questioned, to use such part of this fund as it
sees fit for that purpose, which is not only temporary but
I submit in large measure will furnish permanent relief for
those who are given that temporary relief.
What objection could anyone have to it? No objection has
been made except that we ought to wait and put it in
another bill. It does not in any way increase the appropriation in this bill. It does not in any way change the purposes
of the bill. It is absolutely consistent with the purposes of
the bill because it carries immediate and temporary relief.
If the bill is passed, according to my advices from my home
State, within the next two or three weeks large numbers of
these destitute families will be placed under the provisions
of the bill. It is not intended as a self-liquidating proposition. If the money is given to the States, they may use it
as they see fit, but of course it is better in placing these
people upon farms to remove them from the thought of a
gratuity or a gift, to let them buy these little places and
give their obligations for them. If the State authoritif:'s ever
get back the money, they are just that much ahead in the
matter of the reduction of these loans. If they do not get
it back, then I submit they have performed a real act of
charity and mercy, and connected with it have done it in a
long-time planning system o~ removing that number of people possibly from the gratuity of Congress at some subsequent session.
So I appeal to. Senators to incorporate the amendment in
the bill. It can have no injurious effect. In each State we
have to entrust State officials with the proper administration of the fund. I insist that this is purely an option,
which I hope the Senate will give to the States with the
assurance that my own State stands ready to put it into
prompt execution to relieve destitution among the colored
and the whites.
Mr. WHEELER. Mr. President-The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from
Alabama yield to the Senator from Montana?
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Mr. BANKHEAD. I do.

Mr. WHEELER. I notice the Senator's amendment states
thatAll or any part of such grants may be disbursed in aid or furtherance of any program or programs of unemployment relief
based on the location of those deemed entitled to relief on farm
lands either in such State or elsewhere.

Mr. BANKHEAD. The thought in the use of that language was that we adjoin the State of Florida where the
climate is fine and the soil suitable for the cultivation of
quick crops and winter crops. If some of our citizens prefer
and desire to establish a colony jus~ across the line on the
bay, then we would be authorized to do it. That is the
only object. I have no objection to having that expression
" or elsewhere " stricken out, but that is the purpose of the
language.
Mr. WHEELER. It is doubtful whether the governor of
the State would have a right to loan money for any purpose
whatsoever outside of his own State.
Mr. BANKHEAD. Since the question is raised, I am ceotent to strike out the words " or elsewhere."
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator modifies his
amendment as stated.
Mr. WHEELER. The Senator's amendment further provides " either by direct expenditure or by loans to any aPproved agency or groups or individuals." It seems to me
that last provision would give the governor authority and
power to make a loan to any corporation.
Mr. BANKHEAD. No; it does not say corporation.
Mr. WHEELER. It says "to groups or individuals."
Mr. BANKHEAD. The agency which we have in mind is
the Red Cross, whose officials there are already on the
ground and in full accord with this plan.
Mr. WHEELER. I would not have any particular objection, but I think frankly under the terms of the bill that
the governor of the Senator's State would have authority
in his discretion to make any kind of a loan he wanted to
make for the relief of the unemployed.
Mr. BAW.LUIEAD. I have frankly stated that I entertain
the same view. The question has been raised by the Senator's very able lawyer colleague the senior Senator from
Montana [Mr. WALSH]. We all have complete confidence
in his judgment. If there is any question about the absolute right, although many Senators think it is proper, I will
make that language specific so as to give full assurance of
protection to the administrative agencies in those States that
see fit to use it as a part of their relief program.
Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. Mr. President, let me say just
a word about the amendment of the Senator from Alabama.
The language of the bill is quite broad. It does not expressly
include such disposition of the funds by a governor as is
contemplated by the amendment, but nevertheless on the
whole th~ amendment is an alteration of the primary purpose of the bill, and if it should be agreed to and any governor should carry it out, it would result in limiting-mark
my statement in this particular-the benefits of the bill to a
very small number of persons.
Mr. BANKHEAD. Mr. President, will the Senator yield?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from
Arkansas yield to the Senator from Alabama?
Mr. -ROBINSON of Arkansas. I yield.
Mr. BANKHEAD. I think the Senator ought to recognize that that depends entirely upon the number to whom
the benefit is to be given. I can not see why the Senator
makes that statement.
Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. I will explain to the Senator from Alabama. Assume that $10,000,000 is available for
any State under the provisions of the bill for relief work and
that it is all expended in accordance with the amendment
proposed by the Senator from Alabama. How much would
it be necessary to advance to each individual in order to
transport him from the congested centers, procure for him
a farm or the necessary land, and place him in a position to
cultivate th9se lands? Estimating the figure at $2,000, then
$10,000,000 would atiord relief to 5,000 :Persons.
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Any funds made available to a State pursuant to this act shall
Mr. BANKHEAD. Mr. President-be administered by the governor, or under his direction, and
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from Ar- upon
his responsiblllty.
kansas yield to the Senator from Alabama?
Then
I propose to insert:
Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. I yield.
Mr. BANKHEAD. A gentleman here a few days ago, one
Any sum received by any State under this act shall be held a.s a
of our outstanding men, said that the Red Cross and the special fund to be applied as herein provided by the governor
without regard to the restrictions applicable to the orbusiness interests there had estimated that they could place thereof
dinary revenues of the State.
a very large number of families on such farms at a cost of
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Mon$250 each.
Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. Of course, anyone who has tana offers an amendment which will be stated.
The CmEF CLERK. . On page 4, line 14, it is proposed to
had any experience in farming knows that he can not for
$250 buy land adequate to support a family, equip it with strike out all after the comma, following the word" responsithe stock and implements necessary to cultivate it and with bility," and to insert:
Any sum received by any State under th1s act shall be held as a
the supplies essential to carry on the farming activities.
The fact that the amendment is based on that kind of an special fund to be applied as herein provided by the governor
thereof without regard to the restrictions appllcable to the orestimate is to my mind a conclusive argument against its dinary
revenues of the State.
adoption.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The question is on agreeThe purpose of the bill is to afford immediate emergency
relief to those who are in such distress that they can not ing to the amendment proposed by the Senator from
procure food, clothing, and other absolute necessities of life. Montana.
Mr. GEORGE. Mr. President, I am quite satisfied that
To enter upon a program such as is contemplated by the
amendment of the Senator from Alabama would be to divert that amendment meets the difficulty which I wished to inthe use of the fund from its primary purpose. Without dicate, particularly in connection with the State of Georgia
doubt, it is desirable that some arrangement should be made and no doubt as to other States.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The question is on agreeing to
for a "back to the farm" movement. It is a very helpful
the
amendment proposed by the Senator from Montana.
movement. But much more credit will have to be provided
Mr. McKELLAR. Mr. President, I wonder if the Senator
than the $300,000,000 carried in the bill. The plan will have
to be worked out with some degree of caution and should from Montana will accept an amendment to his amendnot, in my humble Judgment, be entered upon in this way. ment? I will read the amendment I propose:.
Provided, That in States where there is a State board constituted
It is an important movement and a proposal that deserves
controlling the financial affairs of the State such board shall
consideration by itself. It should not be injected into this for
distribute, under the supervision of the governor, the amount
so-called emergency relief measure.
allotted to any such State.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The question is on agreeing
Afi'. LEWIS. Mr. President, may I be so bold as to suggest
to the amendment submitted by the Senator from Alabama.
to the Senator that I think that an amendment tendered by
The amendment was rejected.
Mr. COSTIGAN. Mr. President, I send to the desk and myself a little earlier in the day, providing that separate
now offer an amendment to strike out all after the enacting bodies of the kind referred to shall have the right to administer the fund, under the governor, covers the thought he has
clause and substitute certain language.
Mr. GEORGE. Mr. President, before the Senator offers in mind.
Mr. McKELLAR. Has that· amendment been adopted?
that substitute I desire to offer an amendment so as to perMr. LEWIS. Yes, sir.
fect the text of the original bill. I was advised that the
Senator from Montana [Mr. WALSH] had prepared an: _ Mr. McKELLAR. If such an amendment as that has been
amendment which perhaps includes the amendment which adopted, I will examine it, and I will withdraw my proposed
I wish to offer. I shall be glad to yield to him to offer his amendment for the present.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The question is on agreeing to
amendment.
the
amendment proposed by the Senator from Montana.
Mr. COSTIGAN. Mr. President, if it is the desire of other
The amendment was agreed to.
Members of the Senate that their amendments shall be conMr. WALSH of Montana. Mr. President, in view of the
sidered before my substitute is offered, that course is entirely agreeable. I simply do not wish to lose the oppor- discussion of the subject of interest, I desire to offer two
amendments. In line 16, page 2, I move to strike out " 5 "
tunity to present my substitute.
Mr. WALSH of Montana. This will be, of course, for the and to insert " 3:' and I also propose the same amendment
purpose of perfecting the text. I was impressed, Mr. Pres- in line 18 on the same page.
The VICE PRESIDENT, The amendment proposed by
ident, as I am sure every Member of the Senate must have
been, by the observations made by the Senator from Wis- the Senator from Montana will be stated.
The CHIEF CLERK. On page 2, line 16, it is proposed to
consin [Mr. BLAThTEJ and also those advanced by the Senator
from Georgia [Mr. GEORGE], to the effect that if these funds strike out the numeral u 5" and to insert the numeral "3,"
went into the State treasury in many States, I dare say in and on the same page, in line 18, to strike out the numeral
most of the States, it might be urged that they could be u 5" and insert the numeral "3."
The VICE PRESIDENT. Without objection, the amendwithdrawn from the State treasury only in pursuance of
an appropriation made by the legislature of the State. Pro- ment is agreed to.
MJ.·. McKEJJ,AR. Mr. President, I call the attention of
visions of that kind are found in the constitutions of most
of the States as a similar provision is found in the Consti- the Senator from Montana to the fact that the amendment
tution of the Federal Government. I am not sure that the of the Senator from Dlinois [Mr. LEWIS], which I have just
situation can be adequately met, bat I now offer an amend- read rather hastily, does not seem to cover what I thir\k
ment, which perhaps will accomplish the purpose of freeing should be embodied in this bill. Therefore I will offer my
the funds from the strictness of the constitutional provisions amendment, and I do not see how there can be any objecto which I have adverted. The amendment reads as follows: tion to it. I will read it again so that Senators may underAny sum received by any ·S tate under this act sha.ll be held as stand it. It is as follows:
a special fund to be applied as herein provided by the governor
thereof without regard to the restrictions applicable to the ordinary revenues o! the State.
In order words, we segregate this fund from the funds to

Provided., That in States where there 1s a board constituted
for controlling the financial affairs of the State such board shall
distribute, under the supervision o! the governor, tile amount
allotted to any such State.

Mr. WALSH of Montana. I see no objection to that
which the constitutional provisions would be applicable.
Mr. President, I offer this amendment in connection with amendment.
Mr. McKELLAR. I offer that as an amendinent to the
the language on page 4, to strike out all after· the comma
amendment o! the Senator from Montana.
in line 14, so that that portion of seetion 3 will read:
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The VICE PRESIDENT. In that event it will be necessary to reconsider the vote whereby the amendment of the
Senator from Montana was agreed to.
Mr. McKELLAR. Then I move to reconsider the vote
by which the amendment of the Senator from Montana was
agreed to.
Mr. WALSH of Montana. Mr. President, there can be no
objection to the amendment of the Senator from Tennessee
and he can offer it as an amendment to follow the amendment adopted on my motion.
Mr. WALCOTT. Mr. President, I do not understand the
amendment.
Mr. McKELLAR. Mr. President, I will ask the clerk to
read it again. I am quite sure there will be no objection
to it.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The clerk will state the amendment.
The CmEF CLERK. On motion of the Senator from Montana [Mr. WALSH] the following amendment was adopted:
Any sum received by any State under this act shall be held as
a special fund to be applied as herein provided by the governor
thereof without regard to the restrictions applicable to the ordinary revenues of the State.

To which the Senator from Tennessee offers the following
proviso:
Provided That in States where there is a State board constituted for ~ontrolling the financial affairs of the State such board
shall distribute, under the supervision of the governor, the amount
allotted to any such State.
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amendment offered by the Senator from Colorado provides
for a direct grant to the States, whereas the bill which is
now under consideration provides for a loan, to be liquidated
in one of two methods?
Mr. COSTIGAN. It is my understanding that the bill of
the Senator from New York, in effect, provides for grants
to the States. So the real distinction, as I view it, is one
of administrative safeguards thrown around expenditures.
The amendment offered by me also explicitly deals with
certain problems which are ignored in the bill of the Senator
from New York. For example, we have in this country, as
the Senate well knows, a large migratory population. Most
transients, as they drift over the country, are outside the
specific protection of the relief laws of the various States.
This bill directs special attention to the migratory problem
and provides that a portion of the funds shall be applied to
the protection of the mounting ftood of workers now shifting
up and down this land, homeless and penniless, looking for
work. · ·
The most striking contrast, as I view it, between the bill
of the Senator from New York and the amendment I propose
as a substitute, outside of differences already stated, relates
to the manner in which funds are to be distributed. Under
the· bill of the Senator from New York the funds committed
to the char~e of the governors of the respective States may
be disbursed within the States largely within the discretion
of the various governors. It is to be feared that part of the
funds may not be applied to the purposes for which advanced by the Federal Government. So wasteful extravagance and misapplication are easily possible under the measure which is so generally sponsored here to-day, and serious
charges of diversion may easily follow the legislative carelessness here sanctioned.
Mr. WAGNER. Mr. President, will the Senator yield?
The VICE PRESIDENT. Does the Senator from Colorado
yield further to the Senator from New York?
Mr. COSTIGAN. Certainly.
1\lr. WAGNER. The Senate just adopted an amendment
offered by the Senator from Tennessee [Mr. McKELLAR],
which provides that where there is an agency created by a
State for the distribution of funds of this type, such agency
shall distribute the funds. So there is that safeguard, in
addition to the responsibility of the governor for the proper
administration of the funds.
Mr. COSTIGAN. Of rourse, I do not wish to enter into
controversy with the able Senator from New York, for
whom I have great regard, but it is my judgment that, notwithstanding the clause to which the Senator calls attention and which appears to have only limited application,
the funds distributed under the Senator's bill may in pa_.rt
fail to reach the field in which they ought to be applied.
Knowing the mind of the Senate and changing economic conditions hurrying its judgment at this hour, I have
no reason to suppose that the substitute I intend to offer
will be approved. In that event I will, of course, vote for
the next best available form of relief. However, I feel that
in justice to the Senate, to sound standards of administered
relief which this country for years has indorsed, and having regard for relief which ought to be extended on the
basis of need, even more than population, particularly at
this hour of special distress of the migratory homeless in
America, the Senate would render a much finer service to
humanity and our country by supporting the substitute
measure I have proposed.
Mr. WALSH of Montana. Mr. President, in view of the
statement made by the Senator from Colorado, would there
be any objection to an agreement to dispense with the
further reading of the substitute?
Mr. COSTIGAN. Not at all. If there is any Senator who
desires the reading, of course it can be read.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Without objection, the further
reading will be dispensed with.
The amendment of Mr. CosTIGAN is as follows:

The VICE PRESIDENT. The amendment offered by the
Senator from Tennessee may be considered as a separate
amendment and it is not necessary to reconsider the vote
whereby the amendment of the Senator from Montana was
adopted. The question is on agreeing to the amendment
offered by the Senator from Tennessee.
The amendment was agreed to.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The question now is on the
amendment in the nature of a substitute offered by the
Senator from Colorado [Mr. CosTIGAN], which the Secretary
will state.
The CHIEF CLERK. The Senator from Colorado offers a
substitute to strike out all after the enacting clause and
insert what is known as Senate bill 4592.
Mr. WALSH of Montana. Mr. President, I should like to
inquire of the Senator from Colorado if the amendment he
has· offe1·ed in the nature of a substitute is what is known
as the Costigan-La Follette bill.
Mr. COSTIGAN. It is in substance, with slight modifications, the same as the bill introduced be me on May 4
<calendar day, May 6), 1932.
Mr. WALSH of Montana. And the amendment, in substance, embodies the general provisions contained in the bill
ref erred to?
Mr. COSTIGAN. As originally introduced, it provided for
a bond issue of $500,000,000, which, to meet the present mind
and mood of the Senate, has been reduced in this amendment to $300,000,000. The funds are to be administered
by a Federal board consisting of four members of different
political parties, appointed by the President and confirmed
by the Senate. Sixty per cent of the appropriated amount
would be distributed among the States according to population. The remaining 40 per cent would go into a reserve
fund, to be applied on the basis of need, as urged by the
Senator from Idaho [Mr. BoRAH] this morning. Furthermore, the safeguards incorporated in the bill introduced by
the Senator from Wisconsin and myself in January, with
respect to the handling of the funds, are contained in the
amendment now offered.
Mr. WAGNER. Mr. President, will the Senator yield for
a question?
The VICE PRESIDENT. Does the Senator from Colorado
yield to the Senator from New York?
Mr. COSTIGAN. Certainly.
Mr. WAGNER. The fundamental difference between the
Strike out all after the enacting clause and insert:
amendment the Senator is offering as a substitute and the
"That (a) for the purpose of cooperating with the several
bill which is now under consideration is, is it not, that the States in providing t€mporary emergency relief from the hardship
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resulting from unemployment, there is hereby created a special
fund in the Treasury to be known as the emergency relief fund
and to be administered by the Federal Emergency Relief Board
created by section 2. For the purpose of providing funds to carry
out the provisions of this act the Secretary of the Treasury is
authorized and directed to borrow from time to time on the
credit of the United States not to exceed $300,000,000, and to issue
bonds therefor, to be known as emergency relief bonds, in such
form as he may prescribe. Such bonds shall be in denominations
of not less than $50, shall mature 10 years from the date of
their issue, and shall bear interest at such rate as may be fixed
by the Secretary of the Treasury, but not to exceed 4 per cent
per annum. The principal and interest of such bonds shall be
payable in United States gold coin of the present standard of
value, and such bonds shall be exempt, both as to principal and
interest, from all taxation (except estate, gift, and inheritance
taxes, and surtaxes) n~ or hereafter imposed by the United
States, by any Territory, dependency, or possession thereof, or by
any State, county, municipality, or local taxing authority.
"(b) Such bonds shall be first offered at not less than par, as
a popular loan, under such regulations to be prescribed by the
Secretary of the Treasury as will give all citizens of the United
States an equal opportunity to participate therein. Any porti?n
of the bonds so offered and not subscribed for may .be otherw1se
disposed of by the Secretary of the Treasury at not less than par.
No commissions shall be allowed or paid in connection with the
sale or other disposition of any such bonds. All amounts derived from the sale of such bonds shall be paid into the emergency relief fund.
"(c) All moneys in such fund are hereby authorized to be appropriated for allocation to the several States by the Federal
Emergency Relief Board, and for other expenditures as provided
in section 3 (b).
"SEc. 2. (a) There is hereby created a Federal Emergency Relief
Board (hereinafter referred to as the board), which shall consist
of four members to be appointed by the President, by and with
the advice and consent of the Senate. No more than two members of the board shall be of the same political party. The board
shall have full power of allocation of funds under the provisions
of this act, and shall exercise the functions provided for in this
act. The members of the board shall elect their own chairman,
and shall receive no compensation for their services as members,
except that the members shall be paid a per diem compensation
of $25 for time devoted to the work of the board, and necessary
traveling and subsistence expenses, within the llmitations prescribed by law for civilian employees in the executive branch of
the Government. The board shall cease to exist upon the expiration of two years after the date of enactment of this act, and upon
the termination of the board's existence all unexpended moneys
held by it shall be covered into the Treasury as miscellaneous
receipts.
"(b) The Chief of the Children's Bureau in the Department
of Labor shall be the executive officer of the board and, with
the approval of the board, may appoint and fix the compensation
of such experts and, subject to the provisions of the civil service
laws, appoint, and, in accordance with the classification act of
1923, as amended, fix the compensation of such other officers
and employees as are necessary to carry out the provisions of this
act; and may make such expenditures (including expenditures
for personal services and rent at the seat of government and elsewhere and for printing and binding) as are necessary to carry
out the provisions of this act.
"SEc. 3. (a) Sixty per cent of the amounts appropriated pursuant to this act shall be apportioned among the several States
and the District of Columbia in the manner hereinafter provided,
in the proportion which their population bears to the total population of the States of the United States and the District of
Columbia according to the Fifteenth Decennial Census. Payments
made in any year out of the amount of the appropriations apportioned to any State or to the District of Columbia on the basis
of population shall not be in excess of two-thirds of the amounts
appropriated or otherwise made available for such year by the
State, by the civil subdivisions thereof, and/or by private contributions from within the State, to be expended for emergency
relief as defined in section 10 of this act.
"(b) The balance of the amounts appropriated under this act
shall be available (1) for administrative expenses of the Federal
agencies under this act, and (2) as a reserve fund for emergency
allotments, as provided 1n section 8, to the States where the
amounts apportioned on the basis of population are insufficient
to meet the need.
" (c) The amounts apportioned or allocated to any State under
this act shall be available for payment to and expenditure by
such State, for the purposes of this act, until the expiration of
two years after the date of enactment · of this act; except that at
the expiration of the fiscal year 1933, if the amount certified
prior to the expiration of such year for payment to any State out
of amounts apportioned on the basis of population under this
act in the manner hereinafter provided is less than one-half of
the total amount apportioned to that State on the basis of population, the difference between the amount so certified and onehalf of the total amount apportioned shall be added to the reserve
fund and shall be available for allotment to the several States on
the basis of need.
"(d) So much, not to exceed $350,000, of the appropriations set
aside in the reserve fund, as the Chief of the Chlldren's Bureau
with the approval of the board shall estimate to be necessary for
administering the provisions of this act, shall be deducted for
that purpose, to remain available untll expended.
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"(e) It the State agency designated or created in accordance
With section 4 of this act shall .certify to the board that it 1s
without the funds necessary to obtain the information specified
in section 5 of this act as a basts for State plans, the board may
authorize immediate payment to such State of not to exceed
$5,000, and the amount of any such payment shall be deducted
!rom the apportionment to such State on the basis of population.
"SEc. 4. (a) In order to obtain payments out of the appro..;
pr1at1ons authorized in section 1 of this act a State, through its
legislative authority, shall designate or create a State agency t<>
cooperate with the board; except that if the legislature of any
State is not in session and has not made provision to that end,
the governor of such State may designate or create an agency to
cooperate with the board. In any State having a State department of welfare or charities such department shall administer the
provisions of this act, except that in any State in which, in
accordance with the law of the State, there has been set up a.
special emergency organization for the administration of relief,
such special State agency may be the administrative agency of
the State under this act.
"(b) Relief shall be administered within each State under rules
and regulations adopted by the State authorities.
"SEc. 5. Any State making application for funds under this act
shall, by the agency designated or created · to cooperate with the
board, submit at such times and for such periods as may be prescribed by the board plans for carrying out the provisions of this
act within such State. The plans ·s hall include (1) information
as to the amounts actually expended for relief by public and
private agencies in the State for such periods as the board may
prescribe; (2) estimates of the amounts appropriated or otherwisa
made available; (3) amounts necessary to meet the emergency
relief needs in the State in the fiscal year ending June 30, 1933,
and, upon call of the board, in the fiscal year ending June 30,
1934; and ( 4) shall make provision for adequate administrative
personnel, and for securing the benefits contemplated by this act
to persons within the State, irrespective of the period of residence
within the State. When such plans are in conformity with the
provisions of this act and reasonably appropriate and adequate
to carry out its purposes, they shall be approved by the board, and
due notice of such approval shall be given to the State agency.
"SEC. 6. Within 10 days after an appropriation has been made
under authority of this act, the Chief of the Children's Bureau
as the executive officer of the board shall make the apportionment
on the basts of population provided in this act, shall certify to the
Secretary of the Treasury and to the treasurers of the several
States the amount apportioned to each State on the basis of population, and shall certify to the Secretary of the Treasury the
amount estimated to be necessary for administering the provi·
sions of this act. Such estimate shall be subject to subsequent
review and revision by the board.
"SEc. 7. Within 30 days after an appropriation has been made
under the authority of this act, and as often thereafter while such
appropriation remains available as conditions may warrant, the
board shall certify to the Secretary of the Treasury, as to each
of the several States, (1) whether the State has designated or
created an agency to cooperate with the board in compliance with
the provisions of this act; (2) the amounts, if any, which have
been made available by such State, including funds made available
by civil subdivisions thereof and private contributions from within
the State; (3) whether plans have been submitted and accepted
pursuant to the provisions of this act; and (4) the amount of the
payments, if any, to which the State is entitled under the provisions of this act. Such certificate unless revoked as provided in
section 9 of this act shall be sufficient authority to the Secretary
of the Treasury to make payments to the State in accordance
therewith.
"SEc. 8. (a) Whenever, from the statement furnishc::d by the
State agency and verified by the board, it appears that the combined moneys available from local and State funds within the
State, supplemented by any moneys paid or to be paid to the
State from the apportionment on the basis of population, will
fall below the estimated needs for emergency relief in any State,
the board shall consider the State eligible for allotment of the
reserve funds to be allotted to the several States on the basis of
need; but no such allocation shall be made to any State unless
the board is satisfied that the State or its political subdivisions
have made reasonable efforts Within their resources to provide for
emergency relief expenditures.
"(b) The board is authorized, either tn cooperation with the
several States, through special grants or otherwise, or by such
other means and agencies as it may determine, to make payments
out of the reserve fund for the purpose of extending relief to
migratory workers and their families, who are not obtaining relief
under State plans.
"SEc. 9. Each State agency cooperating with the board under
the provisions of this act shall make such reports concerning its
operations and expenditures as shall be prescribed or requested
by the board. The board may revoke any existing certificate or
withhold any further certificate provided for in section 7 whenever it shall determine, as to any State, that the State agency has
not properly expended or supervised the expenditure of moneys
paid to it in accordance with the plans approved under this act.
Before any such certificate sh:lll be revoked or withheld from any
state the board shall give notice in writing to the State agency
stating specifically wherein the State has failed to comply with
such plans.
"SEc. 10. The term • emergency relief,' when used in this act
with respect to State expenditures, means relief in the form of
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money or commodities furnished by the State or its civil subdivisions or by private contributions from within the State, to
persons 1n their abode or habitation, or in shelters for the
transient and homeless, or in the form of wages or other compensation for work furnished on the basis of need, and made
necessary by reason of the emergency growing out of unemployment, over and above the usual and ordinary expenditures for
such relief, but not including old-age pensions under special acts,
or public aid under special acts to mothers for the care of dependent children, or relief to veterans under special acts; and
the term ' relief,' when used in this act with respect to the allocation of funds by the board, shall be construed to include the
same purposes as those included in emergency relief, and expenditures for such purposes are hereby authorized. In either
case the decision of the board as to the purpose of any expenditure shall be final.
"SEc. 11. This act shall be construed as intending to secure to
the several States control of the administration of this act within
their respective territorial limits, subject only to the provisions
and purposes of this act.
" SEc. 12. The term ' State ' as used In this act shall include the
District of Columbia; and in the case of the District of Columbia
acceptance of the terms of this act by the Commissioners of the
District of Columbia shall entitle the District of Columbia to
share In the benefits hereof."

The VICE PRESIDENT. The question is on the amendment, in the nature 9f a substitute, offered by the Senator
from Colorado.
The amendment, in the natur~ of a substitute, was
rejected.
Mr. LA FOLLETTE. Mr. President, I shall not detain the
Senate long before it votes on this measure; but inasmuch
as I have given a great deal of time and thought to this
subject, I do not wish the vote which I am about to cast
to be misinterpreted.
I have maintained from the beginning of this depression
that unemployment relief was a joint responsibility of the
local, State, and Federal Governments. There are no logical arguments to support the contention, reiterated again
on this floor to-day, that unemployment relief is solely a
problem of local and State governments. The Senator from
Idaho [Mr. BoRAH], said this afternoon that we are in the
midst of a nation-wide economic breakdown. The innocent
victims of this depression are not responsible for the desperate situation in which they have been for two and a half
years, nor is the State government nor the municipal government responsible for having created the depression that
has overtaken the country.
If any governmental entity is solely responsible-which I
do not claim-then certainly it is the Federal Government;
for it is the Federal Government which enacts the laws that
affect the fiscal policy, the credit policy, the tariff policy,
and all the other great economic questions which influence
and control either adversely or favorably, the economic
trends that prevail in this country.
Mr. President, I do not think that the future historian,
as suggested by the Senator from Pennsylvania [Mr. REED],
will look upon this act-taken two and a half years after
this major economic cataclysm swept over this countryas a milestone on the road to the disintegration of this
Republic. On the contrary, I venture the assertion that
future historians will be amazed that a representative Government could have been so blind and so callous during
these long, weary months to the suffering, the hardship, the
want, the hunger, the disease that have taken their heavy
toll from millions of innocent citizens of this Republic.
Mr. President, in view of t:he testimony presented to the
Senate last February, when the Costigan-La Follette relief
measure was taken up for consideration by this body, and
in view of the subsequent testimony gathered by the committees of the Senate, it seemed to me an amazing thing
that any Senator could rise in his place on this :fioor and
contend that there was no necessity for Federal action to
meet the unemployment relief problem.
The remarks made by some of the Senators to-day are as
shocking to me as was the statement made in the address
of the Secretary of the Interior when he spoke in Philadelphia to an informed audience, namely, the social workers
of this country gathered at a meeting. There the Secretary
of the Interior said:
'
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Personally, and speaking broadly, I think that unless we descend to a level far beyond anything that we at present have
known, our chlldren are apt to profit rather than suffer from
what 1s going on.

Mr. President, that statement was made in the presence of
social workers from the city of Philadelphia, in which this
gathering was held. Shortly prior to the time the Secretary's address was made, the funds for relief in the city of
Philadelphia had been exhausted for 11 days. On May 9
there appeared before the subcommittee of the Committee
on Manufactures, considering the substitute bill which has
just been rejected by the Senate, Mr. de Schweinitz, .who
has been secretary of the' relief organization in the city of
Philadelphia. I want to direct the attention of the Senate,
for the sake of the record, to the testimony given by this
well-informed individual, whose authority can not be impeached by anyone. He said:
I want to tell you about an experience we had in Philadelphia
when our private funds were exhausted and before public funds
became availabl~
On April 11 we mailed to families the last food order which they
received !rom private funds. It was not until April 22 that the
giving of aid to famllies from public funds began, so that there
was a period of about 11 days when many families received
nothing. We have received reports from workers as to how these
famllies managed. The material I am about to give you is typical,
although it is based on a small sample.
We made an Intensive study of 91 familles to find out what
happened when the food orders stopped.
•

Mark this. Mr. President:
In a little less than 9 per cent of these families there were pregnant mothers, and in a little more than one-third of the families
children of nursing age.

This is how some of these families managed:
One woman said she borrowed 50 cents from a friend and
bought stale bread for 3 Y2 cents per loaf, and that 1s all they
had for 11 days, except for one or two meals.
With the last food order another woman received she bought
dried vegetables and canned goods. With this she made a soup,
and whenever the members of the family felt hungry they just
ate some of the soup.
Here is a fam.ily of a pregnant mother and three children.
They had only two meals a day and managed by having breakfast
about 11 o'clock in the morning and then advancing the time of
their evening meal. Breakfast consisted of cocoa, bread, and butter; the evening meal of canned soup.
One woman went along the docks and picked up vegetables
that !ell from the wagons. Sometimes the fish vendors gave her
fish at the end of the day. On two different occasions this family
was without food for a day and a half. One family had nothing
the day the food orders stopped until 9 o'clock at night. Then
the mother went to a friend's home and begged for a loaf of bread.
This woman finally got two days• work at 75 cents a day. She
bought a little meat and made a stew from vegetables picked up
which they cooked over and over again each day to prevent 1ts
spoiling.
Another family's food consisted of potatoes, rice, bread, and
coffee, and for a period of a day and a half they had no · food
at all.
Here 1s another family which for two days had nothing to eat
but bread, and during most of the rest of the time they had
only two meals a day. Their meals consisted of bread and
coffee !or breakfast and bread and raw or cooked carrots for
dinner.
Another family did not have food !or two days. Then the husband went out and gathered dandelions, and the family lived
on them.
Here 1s another family which for two and one-half days went
without food.
Still another family, thinking to get as much as possible with
their last food order, bought potatoes, and for 11 days lived

only on them.

Mr. President, how shocking it is that a Cabinet officer
could claim that the depression was good for children in
the face of these facts!
Mr. President, in Philadelphia there were 238,000 unemployed in December. There were 298,000, estimated, on the
9th of May, in contrast with forty to fifty thousand in
normal times. In December, 43,000 families were receiving
relief. On the 9th of May 55,000 families were receiving
relief. Per family, they were receiving $4.39 in December.
In May they were getting $4.23 per family, of which $3.93
was for food, about two-thirds of the amount needed to
preserve health.
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In view of those conditions, how can any Senator contend
that unemployment relief is the sole responsibility of the
local and State governments? How any Senator can mainltain that there is no need for action on the part of the
Federal Government is more than I can understand in the
face of this uncontroverted evidence of the terrific human
need in this country, beyond the ability of any man to
describe in words.
Mr. President, I wish to direct the attention of the Senate
to the record taken on the 9th day of May by the committee to which I have referred.
Few cities are providing shoes. or clothing to destitute
families, according to Mr. H. L. Lurie, who is the director
of the Bureau of Jewish Social Research, a national survey
and research organization. No money is available for necessary medical or dental care. No payment is made for gas
or electricity, and increasingly public and private relief
agencies are unable to pay rents. Relief has been continuously and gradually reduced, so that whole families are
getting an average of $2.39 a week relief in the city of New
York, the richest city in the United States, with $3 and $4
and at most $5 a week per family in other cities. A number of quotations from reports which follow indicate the
desperate straits in which relief agencies are finding themselves in attempting to supply some aid, even if meager, to
families without .other reso,urces.
Here is a report from Houston, Tex.:
Following earlier reductions there has been a reduction in the
weekly grant of from 20 to 30 per cent.

From Pittsburgh:
Relief averages from $5 to $6 a week per family, but a further
reduction of 50 per cent is contemplated, since relief funds are
low.

From St. Paul:
We are merely trying to prevent hunger and

e:~rposure.

From Cleveland:
The payment of gas and light has been discontinued except in
health cases.

From Toledo:
Conspicuous reductions in relief standards until at present
there is only a commissary available for most families which is
distributing the cheapest grades of food. They are only able to
allow 2.14 cents per meal per person per day.

From Scranton:
We are holding taxes down and spreading relief thin.

From Cleveland:
Rents are paid only when families are evicted when only 25 per
cent of the rent is otrered for one month only.

From Syracuse:
No more than a minimum of $15 rental is paid. Housing congestion is being intensified. and there 1s a gradual lowering of
housing and living standards.

From Scranton:
rents are paid only upon eviction, and then only for one
month or a part o! the month, many families have experienced
eviction two, three, and many more times during the year.
As

From Omaha:
ReUef has seen a 40 per cent decrease in adequacy during the
past winter.

From Dallas:
There has been a 40 per cent increase in applications with only
10 per cent increase in funds available.

From Chicago:
Some familles are being separated, husbands being sent to the
men's shelter and wives to the women's shelter.

Mr. President, in the city where the national conventions
of the two old parties will meet this month there is one of
the most critical unemployment situations that exists anywhere in the United States to-day. In April, 1930, there
· were 167,000 unemployed in Chicago. By January, 1931,
there were 448,000 out of work. By October, 1931, there
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were 625,000 out of work. In May of this year there were
700,000 persons out of work in the city of Chicago.
For the State as a whole, as in Pennsylvania, one-third
of the workers usually gainfully employed are out of work.
In March, 1930, there were 12,984 families receiving aid.
In March, 1932, two years later, 130,000 families were receiving aid in the city of Chicago.
Other resources were completely exhausted on February 1,
after most generous response to charitable drives and other
efforts made to raise funds.
Then the State provided $20,000,000 through tax anticipation bonds or warrants in order to meet the crisis. There
was virtually no money for rent, none for clothing, none for
medical and dental care, only money to pay for food, gas,
and electric bills, and similar absolutely unavoidable costs.
Relief expenditures in Chicago are now at the rate of
$3,250,000 a month. If rents were to be paid in that city,
another $756,000 a month would be required:
In addition to the 130,000 families, an average of about
13,000 single men and transients are given shelter, lodging,
and food in shelter buildings.
No need for Federal action, Mr. President? I wish to
direct attention to the situation concel'ning the children of
this country, the future citizens of this Republic, upon whom
its security will rest in the next generation.
On July 1, 1931, there were 284,000 children in institutions
or foster homes in this country. Eighteen months laterthat is, on the 1st day of January, 1932-there were 400,000
children in these same institutions, an increase of 40 per
cent in two years' time.
What do those statistics show? If we look back to them,
we see a picture of misery and distress which should arouse
a sympathetic response in the heart of any Senator or any
other person charged with the responsibility for governmental policy in this crisis. The 40 per cent increase in the
number of children in institutions means that families have
been broken up, homes destroyed, ambitions of a lifetime
wiped out. All sacrifices having been made to hold the
family together as a unit, finally overwhelmed by this economic disaster, the parents have been forced in their extremity to give up their children to these institutions rather
than to see them starve to death before their ve1-y eyes.
Mr. President, my first criticism of this measure is that
it comes belatedly, from a grudging . Government, instead of
sound legislation enacted at a time when it could have
afforded relief to millions of families in this country and
have prevented their being broken up.
My second criticism is that it does not recognize the
principle which I believe indispensable to a sound and just
solution of this problem, namely, a joint responsibility on
the part of the Federal Government with the cities, counties,
and States in meeting the terrific problem of unemployment
relief.
I also criticize the measure because it does not provide
an intelligent method of dealing with the problem which
confronts us. It proposes to apportion the entire fund on
the basis of population, without regard to varying needs
which exist in the several States.
It does not create any emergency fund to be used to
meet emergencies which may occur in the respective States
after the funds apportioned to them have been exhausted
and before the Congress shall meet next December.
It provides no supervision over the expenditure of these
funds, and, in so far as the Federal Government is concerned, it can not assure that a single dollar of this money
will be expended for the purposes for which it is given.
Also, may I point out that in case there is a misappropriation of these funds, in case they are wastefully or extravagantly used or otherwise misused. there is no opportunity, under this measure, for the Federal Government to
insist that the plans under which those funds are being
expended shall be altered so that the relief will reach those
who need it with as little waste as possible.
Mr. President, I am confronted with a legislative situation.
This measure, inadequate in amount and wrong in prin-
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ciple, is the only one which can be passed at this time to
meet the enormous problem of human need in the United
States to-day. Therefore, so far as I am concerned, I shall
at this time waive my own convictions as to its lack of adequate administrative safeguards and its failure to embody
the principles which should be recognized by the Congress.
I serve notice now, however, that I have not waived those
principles permanently; and when the time comes to discuss
the question whether or not the States shall be required to
repay the loans which they have sought, or when the time
comes to require them to have their advances taken from
future highway funds, I shall feel free again to contend
on this floor, as I contended last February, and as I contend
to-day, that it is a disgrace for the Federal Government to
seek shelter behind a technicality in the face of a national
emergency which is a responsibility of all governmental
entities.
Why do we tolerate government? We tolerate it because
we must band together in an organization in order that we
may do as a group what we can not do as individuals; and
for any man to say that in the face of national disaster
affecting millions of our citizens the Federal Government
has no responsibility is, in my judgment, to admit that the
individuals who compose the Government have no responsibility to their fellow citizens in a national disaster.
For the reasons which 1 have briefly outlined, I shall vo~e
for the pending measure on its final passage.
Mr. BARBOUR. Mr. President, nothing is further from
my desire than to delay the vote on this important measure;
and I realize, as I am sure every other Senator realizes, that
there is no necessity that I should add to the testimony
which has been put before this body by the able Senators
who have spoken before me with respect to the need for
emergency relief at this time.
I simply want to say, and very briefly, that I am wholeheartedly in favor of the pending measure. I feel that I
have, in a humble way, contributed in certain respects
toward its development; and I mention that without taking
away in any degree the credit due the illustrious junior Senator from New York [Mr. WAGNER] and his colleagues.
Mr. President, I hope very much that in an entirely
bipartisan way we may all join in speeding the passage of
this legislation, so needed at this particular time.
Mr. HAWES. Mr. President, it is not my intention to
detain the Senate more than one moment, but I can not
allow to pass unnoticed the observation which has been
made here to-day that the States which may receive the
benefit of the money proposed to be appropriated would not
repay their obligations. I can speak only for the State of
Missouri, which, because of its constitution and because of
limitations in the charter of St. Louis, can not immediately
raise relief funds; but our citizens have gone the full limit
that is permitted them by their private pocketbooks. But
I state now with full confidence, knowing the people of my
State, that every dollar which is advanced for their benefit
at this time will be repaid. I think that can be relied upon
with full confidence. I would feel ashamed did I not make
this statement in view of the insinuations that these loans
would never be repaid.
Mr. President, there are here to-day representatives of the
governor of my State, the mayor of my city, the comptroller
of my city, financial representatives of the State, who have
witbin the last moment handed me a statement on this subject which I would like to have placed in the RECORD at this
point in connection with my remarks.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Without objection, it is so
ordered.
The statement is as follows:
STATEMENT ON RELIEF SITUATION AS PRESENTED BY SPOKESMEN OF
ST. LOUIS, MO.

We present our views on program of Federal relie! as the spokesmen of our own community, St. Louis and St. Louis County, Mo.
While we are quite conscious that such representation is not only
our privilege but our responsibility, we realize at the same time
the tremendous difficulty which confronts the Congress 1n its
legislative task because of the many conflicting interests and
opinions presented.
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Just because of this difficult situation we know that the
interests we represent go far beyond those of our own community.
We know that they a1·e tb.e inter ests of hundreds of thousands of
Americans who, through no fault of their own, to-day find themselves in a desperate struggle for mere existence--and that paradoxically enough in the very midst of plenty.
The people of St. Louis and of St. Louis County fully share the
traditional Missourian attitude that the relief of needy families is
primarily the responsibilit y of the local community. The public
opinion of St. Louis goes even beyond this attitude, since it holds
that family relief should, whenever possible, be kept outside of
governmental activities.
St. Louis, therefore, only with every reluctance, determined in
November, 1930, that voluntary effo:::t was not strong enough to
meet the increasing needs for family relief created by the growing
unemployment situation. In November, 1930, the mayor of the
city appointed a citizens' committee on relief and employment to
unite the strength of government and of private effort to meet
the city's unemployment situation in as far as it concerned relief.
The result was a plan of relief worked out jointly by representatives of the city government, the relief agencies within the community, and the general public. The entire community got
together for a common cause and as a community has, until now.
met within its own resources the distress problems growing out of
unemployment.
The problem has now grown beyond local and State resources;
it has reached the point of demand on our National Government.
It appears that the National Government now is in exactly the
same situation which confronted the municipal government in
St. Louls in the fall of 1930 and which confronted hundreds of
American municipalities at one time or another during the past
18 months. Together, these many communities have until now
met their problems without the aid of the National Government.
We believe that the time has come for the Nation to face the
situation, as local governments have already faced it, squarely
and courageously. It is time, we believe, to lay aside our reluctance to have the Federal Government enter what heretofore
has been considered as the field solely of the local community.
It is time, we are sure, to recognize that in the final analysis the
common welfare, the right of the citizenship to at least the
minimum necessary for bare existence, 1s paramount to and supersedes traditioll and fear.
The St. Jilouis situation is no doubt typical of the country-wide
development and will serve to make clear the basis for our contentions and our views.
The number of families in need of public relief and who are
receiving it increased from 5,314 in January, 1930, to more than
25,000 in May, 1932, and this number 1s on the increase. Our
local resources, in spite of all efforts made to keep pace with
the demand, have now been exhausted to the point that within
six weeks from June 15, unless additional resources are somep.ow
provided, relief will have to be withdrawn from approximately
15,000 families, with, of course, no additional applications being
received.
·
The planning of the St. Louis committee was done with a view
to conserving resources with the utmost care and with a view to
insuring to its needy families the necessities of life and at the
same time a service calculated to safeguard privacy and home.
The committee has used existing agencies, and thus has taken
advantage of trained workers and experienced leadership. This
arrangement also insured economy, since it required the creation
of very little new machinery.
By means of, and through the medium of, the citizens' committee St. Louis pooled its financial relief resources, spending both
tax and voluntary funds under one central directing body.
Because of this close control, which is shared by the participating agencies and, therefore, quite fully accepted, St. Louis has
been able to exercise an effective selection of needy families, as
well as foresee from month to month what its obligations were
likely to be.
During the calendar year 1931 the number of relief families
increased steadily, each month showing an increase of from 87
per cent to 219 per cent over the corresponding month in the
year 1930. The number reached in December, 1931, the total
figure of 20,434.
Oux total relief expenditure for 1931 was $1,732,457, of which
amount the participating agencies spent from their own budgets
as received !rom the community fund, invested endowment funds,
and other sources, $734,624, and from citizens' committee funds,
$997,833. Of this latter amount, the city appropriated from tax
funds $539,958, the balance, $457,875, being secured through
special campaigns for unemployment relief.
Reference has already been made to the increase 1n case load
which continues from month to month. until in May the combined agencies were caring for more than 25,000 families, or more
than 100,000 individuals.
From January through April the citizens' relief committee
spent a t-otal of $959,516, or just under the amount spent for the
whole of 1931 (this expenditure again is over and above the
amount spent by the participating agencies from their own
budgets). March, 1932, showed a 50 per cent increase over the
estimate made !ar that month in January, and April an increase
o! 100 per cent over the estimate made for that month. April took
us far enough into the year to indicate clearly that there was not
the slightest hope of even a seasonal summer decline and that our
January estimates were qulte out of line with reality.
We made a careful analysis of the entire load of relief famllies,
and ()n tla1s basis. 1n the light of known trends 1n employment and
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wage decreases, arrived at a new month-by-month estimate which " self-Uquidating " projects of publtc interest. These bllls are
good so far as they go, but for various reasons their provisions do
totals for the period May 1 through December, 1932, $2,631,250.
Over against this our resources as of May 1, estimated through- not meet anything like the whole situation.
One fundamental objection to these bills is that as drawn all
out the balance of the year, are as follows:
States are not able to take equal advantage of their provisions, so
Bank balance--------------------------------------~-- $108,601 that from the very outset there is bound to be discrimination in
Spring campaign collections due up to and including
the distribution of the funds made available. While the terms
December-----------------------------------------482,939 upon which the money may be advanced to the States or through
Fall campaign collections due up to and including
the States to their subdivisions are in themselves liberal enough,
December-----------------------------------------264,415 all the b1lls provide for repayment in one of three ways-either by
City appropriation-----------------------------------259, 105 the assumption of the obligation on the part of the State or the
County appropriation_________________________________
20, 000 political subdivision sought to be benefited; by directly withholding from the State, beginning with the fiscal year 1937, a proTotal cash resources--------------------------- 1,135,060 portionate part of the Federal grant for highway construction
This amount falls short of the amount needed by $1,496,190.
until the debt is repaid; or by withholding such highway aid only
in the event that the State or its political subdivisions shall have
Over against the imperative need of continuing to take care failed
to arrange for repayment within a given time.
of all family problems that come to our attention and can be
Another feature common to all legislation at present proposed
met by means of relief, we are confronted with the following
is that the States are to be the units through which relief is
difficulties:
.
granted.
1. The city must levy special taxes for rel:fef funds, and t~is
The objections to this feature in the plan of relief are that:
procedure meets not only with the usual res1stan~e from spec1al
1. Many States and many cities by reason of constitutional,
interests afiected but threatens the loss of certam local enter- charter,
or other legal restrictions are not able to take advantage
prises because of such opposition.
loan without a delay of months and a popular vote, if at all.
2. Contributors are now paying to the voluntary fund ~onthly of 2.a Where
is provided that a loan may be made on the assurinstallments on two campaign pledges and can hardly be mduced ance of the itgovernor
that the question of repayment will be preto pledge for a third series of monthly payments.
sented to the proper legislative authority at the earliest oppor3. Our income is on a monthly basis, except for tax funds, and tunity, this imposes upon the governor a grave responsib111ty, especan not be anticipated, either by loan or discount.
cially when the alternative to repayment is the withholding of
The first and second difficulties obviously make the securing of funds necessary for important road-construction work.
additional local funds exceedingly difficult, 1f not impossible.
3. The need for assistance in proportion to population is greater
The third difficulty, since the citizens' committee can neither in some States than in others, so that where the allotment of
borrow nor incur a deficit, forces tapering off the relief work to loans is proposed to be made to each State on the basis of 1ts
the extent of our monthly income, with the result that on June population, this will not afford all the relief required.
15 tne case loads will have to be pared down by a gradual elimi4. The acceptance of loans by States, in which there 1s legal
nation of families now under care, so that within six weeks' time obstacle to such acceptance or in which the governor is willing
a total of approximately 15,000 families will be without relief to give the required assurance will. in view of the possibility or
recourse, though their need will continue. All this for the want perhaps even probability of repudiation or cancellation of the debt,
of $1,496,190, and in the fact of the obvious calamity to the indi- give to some States what is in effect an out and out donation, and
vidual family and -the almost equally obvious dangers to com- wlli result in unfair discrimination against the needy in those
munity and country.
States which because of the restrictions in their laws or because of
It should be repeated that relief money, as it can come only conscientious scruples on the part of the governors are not able to
from the Federal Government, is needed; not in 60 or 90 days but accept a loan.
at once, for our shortage of funds begins in the present month.
5. The problem or unemployment is nation-wide, and results
our estimates are minimum needs only. We now have less than from causes which are national in their scope. Neither the extent
35 per cent of the total number of families affected by unemploy- nor the character of the relief required is in any sense determined
ment under care. Even a speedy economic recovery, which is not or determinable by State bOundaries. For this reason and because
at all likely, would not prevent a large proportion of those we do of the proportions the need has assumed, the problem of adminnot now know from reaching the end of their resources before istering relief has become essentially a national one.
employment opportunities can possibly reach them. No one can
6. Aside from such obligations as arise out of the situation
doubt excepting by a process of deliberate self-deception, that the looked upon from the standpoint merely of effectiveness and uniprese~t need is desperate and that it will inevitably increase.
formity in the administration of relief. it can not be questioned
Conditions in St. Louis are typical of conditions existing 1n that with the facilities it has at hand and those available in the
other cities. Indeed, they are very likely a bit better than those form of local relief organizations, the Federal Government is 1n a
found in most ot her communities. Without question, the great better position than the States or their subdivisions are to devise
difficulty met elsewhere, as well as in St. Louis, in the face of the and to execute a practical plan with a central directing body, as
constantly mounting need, is in the effort to discover new forms it is in a better position by a uniform system of taxation to place
of taxation which do not impose new burdens on those who are the burden of the relief fairly and without unnecessary duplicaa1ready overburdened or which do not drive out industries on tion upon all those by whom the burden should be borne.
Therefore, speaking for the citizens of St. Louis, we recommend
which the community depends.
Any property tax levied ls bound to fall most heavily upon that that a national plan for direct relief be immediately devised and a
class of property which for one reason or another is already car- central agency established to administer such relief undet Federal
rying vastly more than its fair share of the tax load, namely, real control wherever need for such relief may be found to exist, with
·estate. Local sales, luxury, and occupational taxes become irk- the aid of such local agencies as may now be operating satisfacsome because in many instances they are duplicated by similar torily, but without regard to State boundaries and upon such
taxes carried by other governmental agencies. Where they are not terms as may be deemed advisable so long as they are applicable
uniform in a given territory, they frequently cause industries to throughout the Nation.
move out of one community into another in order to escape the
JULIUS T. MUENCH,
City Counselor, St. Louis, ltfo.
tax, thus causing a double_loss of revenue.
ARTHUR C. MEYERS,
Moreover, because of lack of adequate organization and superCity Auditor, St. Louis, Mo.
vision, local excise taxes can not be as effectively collected as those
E. G. STEGER,
imposed by the Federal Government.
Director Relief and Employment, St. Louis, Mo.
While the problem is stlll to some extent local, in the sense
WASHINGTON, D. C., June 10, 1932.
that there are districts in which the result of ~he depression has
not yet been keenly felt and there is, therefore, no present demand
The VICE PRESIDENT. The question is on the engrossfor relief, we are convinced from our· own experience that the
need for assistance will not only spread over a wider area but wlll ment and third reading of the bill.
greatly increase in the areas in which it already exists.
The bill was ordered to be engrossed and to be read a
The problem is becoming less and less a local problem and more third time.
and more a national one. We therefore feel justified in accepting
The bill was read the third time.
the question of relief as one of national concern, and are constrained to believe that none of the bills now before Congress
The VICE PRESIDENT. The question is on the passage
adequately meet the situation.
Wherever a comprehensive construction program is included 111. a of the bill.
Mr. HOWELL. Mr. President, I rise to ask unanimous
bill for relief, that, we believe, seriously complicates an~ hampers
the relief program; while a plan to proceed at once w1th public consent that after the vote is taken upon the passage of the
work not immediately necessary is no doubt admirable and to be pending bill, Calendar No. 780, a bill (8. 4536) to amend the
desired, from a purely relief standpoint it does not render relief
promptly enough or to a sufficient number of persons in view of agricultural marketing act, approved June 15, 1929, may be
the expendlture involved. The immediate need 1s for ass_Istance made the order of business.
to a much larger variety of unemployed than could poss1bly be
The VICE PRESIDENT. Is there objection to the request
helped by the construction o! public works.
All the bills so far introduced have provision for help in the of the Senator f1·om Nebraska?
Mr. BINGHAM. Mr. President, I regret very much that I
form of loans only. This is true of those now pending and also
of the plans which seem to command the greatest support. They shall have to object to the request, as it is very necessary to
authorize loans to States, municipalities, public or quasi-pu blic get the next District appropriation bill before the Senate.
corporations or agencies, and organizations engaged in furthering
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It· is my intention to call it up just as soon as the measure

now before us is passed.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Objection is made.
Mr. HOWELL. Mr. President, out of order I move that
Calendar No. 780, the bill to which I have just referred, be
made the order of business at the closeThe VICE PRESIDENT. That motion is not in order at
this time. The only motion that could be made would be to
displace the pending measure.
. Mr. HOWELL. Mr. President, after the vote has been
taken, I shall then ask for a vote upon my motion to make
Calendar 780 the order of business. I want to say to the
Senate that we are now considering urban relief. We haw
been talking for months about farm relief. I believe it is
fitting and proper that the farm relief bill should follow the
urban relief bilL
The VICE PRESIDENT. The question is, Shall the bill
pass?
Mr. JOHNSON. Let us have the yeas and nays.
The yeas and nays were ordered, and the Chief Clerk proceeded to call the roll.
Mr. BINGHAM (when his name was called). I have a
general pair with the junior Senator from Virginia [Mr.
GLASS]. Not knowing how he would vote, I transfer that
pair to the senior Senator from Colorado [Mr. WATERMAN],
who, if present, would vote as I intend to vote, and therefore
I am at liberty to vote. I vote "nay."
Mr. WAGNER <when Mr. CoPELAND's name was called).
My colleague, the senior Senator from New York [Mr. CoPELAND], is unavoidably absent on account of illness. He has
a general pair with the senior Senator from Ohio [Mr. FEssJ.
If my colleague were present, he would vote " yea."
Mr. HATFIELD <when his name was called). I have a
general pair with the senior Senator from North Carolina
[Mr. MoRRISON]. Not knowing how he would vote, I withheld my vote. If permitted to vote, I would vote "yea."
Mr. JONES <when his name was called>. I have a general pair with the senior Senator from Virginia [Mr. SwANsoN]; who is necessarily absent. I have been unable to
arrange a pair, and so withhold my vote. If at liberty to
vote, I would vote "yea."
Mr. LOGAN <when his name was called). I have a general pair with the junior Senator from Pennsylvania [Mr.
DAVIs]. In his absence, not. knowing how he would vote, I
withhold my vote.
Mr. COSTIGAN <when Mr. NEELY's name was called).
The Senator from West Virginia [Mr. NEELY] is unavoidably
absent. He is paired. He has authorized me to state that
if present, he would vote" yea."
Mr. ROBINSON of Indiana <when his name was called).
I have a general pair with the junior Senator from Mississippi [Mr. STEPHENS]. I am informed that if he were
present, he would vote as I expect to vote. Therefore I vote
"yea."
Mr. SCHALL <when his name was called). I am paired
with the senior Senator from Alabama [Mr. BLACK]. I have
been informed that he would vote as I intend to vote, and
therefore I am free to vote. I vote "yea."
The roll call was concluded.
Mr. SHEPPARD. I desire to announce that the senior
Senator from Virginia [Mr. SWANSON], the junior Senator
from Virginia [Mr. GLAss], the senior Senator from North
Carolina [Mr. MoRRISON], and the junior Senator from
Louisiana [Mr. LoNG J, are necessarily detained from the
Senate.
Mr. BARKLEY. I am paired with the junior Senator
from Iowa [Mr. DICKINSON], who is absent on account of
necessary business. I transfer that pair to the Senator from
West Virginia [Mr. NEELY] and vote "yea."
Mr. BANKHEAD. My colleague the senior Senator from
Alabama [Mr. BLACK] is necessarily absent. If present. he
would vote " yea."
Mr. JONES. I am advised that the Senator with whom I
am paired would, if present, vote as I intend to vote and
therefore I am at liberty to vote. I vote" yea."
LX.XV--790

Mr. HATFIELD. I find that I can transfer my general
pair with the senior Senator from North Carolina [Mr. MoRRISON] to the junior Senator from Maryland [Mr. GoLDSBOROUGH], which I do, and vote " yea."
Mr. McNARY. I wish to announce that the senior Senator from Illinois [Mr. GLENN] has a general pair with the
junior Senator from Louisiana [Mr. LoNG].
I also wish to announce the necessary absence of the Senator from Ohio [Mr. F.EssJ and the Senator from Iowa [Mr.
DicKINSON]: Their general pairs have been stated. I am not
advised how they would vote on this question.
Mr. SCHALL. My colleague the senior Senator from
Minnesota [Mr. SHIPSTEAD] is necessarily absent. Were he
present, he would vote "yea."
The result was announced-yeas 72, nays 8, as follows:
Ashurst
Bailey
Bankhead
Barbour
Barkley
Blaine
Borah
Bratton
Brookhart
Broussard
Bulkley
Bulow
Byrnes
Capper
Caraway
Carey
Cohen
Connally
Austin
Bingham
Black
Copeland
Davis
Dickinson

YEAS-72
Kean
Kendrick
Keyes
King
La Follette
Lewis
McGill
McKellar
McNary
Norbeck
Norris
Nye
Oddie
Patterson
Pittman
Robinson, Ark.
Robinson, Ind.
Schall
NAYS-8
Dale
Hebert
Gore
Metcalf
NOT VOTING-16
Fess
Logan
Glass
Long
Glenn
Morrison
Goldsborough
Neely
Coolidge
Costigan
Couzens
Cutting
Dill
Fletcher
Frazier
George
Hale
Harrison
Hastings
Hatfield
Hawes
Hayden
Howell
Hull
Johnson
Jones

Sheppard
SQ.ortridge
Smith
Smoot
Steiwer
Thomas, Idaho
Thomas, Okla.
Townsend
Trammell
Tydings
Vandenberg
Wagaer
Walcott
Walsh, Mass.
Walsh, Mont.
Watson
Wheeler
White
Moses
Reed
Shipstead
Stephens
Swanson
Waterman

So the bill was passed.
The title was amended so as to read: "A bill to provide
loans or advences to States ·and Territories for the relief of
distress arisL.11g from unemployment, and for other purposes."
DEDICATION OF REPLICA OF FORT NECESSITY-INVITATION TO
MEMBERS OF SENATE
The VICE PRESIDENT laid before the Senate a resolution
adopted by Fort Necessity Chapter., No. 12, Pennsylvania
Society Sons of the American Revolution, Uniontown, Pa.,
unanimously extending an invitation to the Members of the
Senate to be present on July 3 and 4, 1932, at the dedication
of the replica of Fort Necessity, the unveiling of tablets, and
other memorials of various patriotic organizations, which
was ordered to lie on the table.
DISPOSITION OF USELESS PAPERS
The VICE PRESIDENT laid before the Senate a letter
from the Secretary of War, transmitting a list of documents
and papers on the files of the Washington Quartermaster
Depot <1917-1920) which are not needed in the conduct
of business and have no permanent value or historical interest, and asking for action looking to their disposition,
which was referred to a Joiilt Select Committee on the Disposition of Useless Papers in the Executive Departments.
The VICE PRESIDENT appointed Mr. REED and Mr.
FLETCHER members of the committee on the· part of the
Senate.
ADDITIONAL PETITIONS AND MEMORIALS
The VICE PRESIDENT laid before the Senate a telegram
in the nature of a petition from Elmer R. Murphey, of Pasadena, Calif., praying for the passage of the so-called Dies
·bill, providing for the deportation and baning of alien communists from the United States, which was referred to the
Committee on Immigration.
He also laid before the Senate a petition of sundry citizens of Waupaca, Wis., praying for the maintenance of the
prohibition law and its enforcement, which was referred to
1lre CoillllHttee on the Judiciary.
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He also laid before the Senate a resolution adopted by the
Woman's Christian Temperance Union, of Dwight, Til., opposing the resubmission of the eighteenth amendment of
the Constitution to the States, and favoring the making of
adequate appropriations for law enforcement and education in law observance, which was referred to the Committee
on the Judiciary.
He also laid before the Senate a resolution adoptedcby the
City Council of Evanston, ill., protesting against the passage
of legislation for the expenditure of several billion dollars
for public improvements, such as post offices, highways, etc.,
not productive of revenue, and particularly against the expenditure of public funds in the city of Evanston, ill., which
was referred to the Committee on Banking and Currency.
He also laid before the Senate a resolution adopted by the
council of the city of Staunton, ill., favoring the passage of
legislation authorizing a bond issue in amount not to exceed
$5,000,000 to aid in financing municipal public improvement
projects, so as to aid unemployment, which was ordered to
lie on the table.
He also presented a resolution adopted by Col. John Jacob
Astor Camp, No. 6, United Spanish War Veterans, Washington, D. C., signed by Lewis H. Forsyth, camp commander,
protesting against the "findings and recommendations of
the Senate Economy Committee pertaining to veterans' legislation," except that part with reference to appointing a
joint committee of Congress to investigate and report concerning veterans' legislation, which was ordered to lie on the
table.
He also laid before the Senate a concurrent resolution of
the Legislature of the State of New Jersey, favoring the appropriation of sufficient funds to carry out the provisions of
the national defense act of 1920, etc., which was ordered to
lie on the table. <See concurrent resolution printed in full
when presented to-day by Mr. BARBOUR.)
He also laid before the Senate a letter from Henry Woodhouse, president of the Aerial League of America, New York
City, N.Y., inclosing copy of suggested legislation proposing
" that the National Capital Park and Planning Commission
be, and is hereby, authorized to acquire by purchase, condemnation, ' or otherwise, on such terms as may be most
favorable to the Government of the United States, the land
embracing the properties known as Washington Airport md
Hoover Field and any other lands within the area situated
adjacent to the right of way of the Washington & Virgiilia
Railway on the south and east, the Boundary Channel on
the north, and the United States Agricultural Experimental
Farm and the right of way of the Rosslyn branch of the
Philadelphia, Baltimore & Washington Railroad on the
west, for the purpose of converting said lands into part of
the park, parkway, and playground system of the National
Capital," etc., which, with the accompanying paper, was
referred to the Committee on the District of Columbia.
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA APPROPRIATIONS

Mr. BINGHAM. Mr. President, I move that the Senate
proceed to the consideration of the bill <H. R. 11361) making appropriations for the government of the District of

Columbia and other activities chargeable in whole or in
part against the revenues of such District for the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1933, and for other purposes.
Mr. KING. Mr. President, does the Senator expect to
proceed further this evening with the bill?
·
Mr. BINGHAM. I hope we may proceed until 6 o'clock.
I shall not ask the Senate to remain in session longer than
that. However,-if the Senator from Oregon [Mr. McNARY]
desires to ask for an executive session, I am willing to suspend the consideration of the appropriation bill sufficiently
before 6 o'clock to afford time to have an executive session.
Mr. KING. I wish the Senator would not take up the
bill to-night. Many of us have had no opportunity to read
the bill at all.
1\u. BINGHAM. I do not believe it will be possible to
complete its consideration to-night.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The question is on agreeing to
the motion of the Senator from Connecticut.
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The motion was agreed to; and the Senate proceeded ·to
consider the bill rn. R. 11361) making appropriations for
the government of the District of Columbia and other activ. ities chargeable in whole or in part against the revenues
of such District for the .fiscal year ending June 30, 1933, and
for other purposes, which had been reported from the Committee on Appropriations with amendments.
Mr. BINGHAM. Mr. President, in order to save time, I
make the usual request that the formal reading of the bill
may be dispensed with and that the committee amendments
may be first considered.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Without objection, that order
will be made.
Mr. REED. Mr. President, will the Senator from Connecticut yield to me?
The VICE PRESIDENT. Does the Senator from Connecticut yield to the Senator from Pennsylvania?
Mr. BINGHAM. I yield.
.
COST OF MEAT CHOPPERS, OPTICAl: AND DRAWING INSTRUMENTS

Mr. REED. Mr. President, a few days ago, at my request,
the Senate adopted a resolution calling for certain information about the cost of production of meat choppers, optical instruments, and fire-control instruments. I find now
that the language of the resolution as adopted would require
more work of the Tariff Commission than it was intended
to place upon them. Its language was too broad, and would
require the ascertainment of the cost of a great many optical instruments that have nothing to do with fire control.
I therefore should like to offer another resolution to take
the place .of the one heretofore agreed to so as to cut down
the list of the subjects as to which the Tariff Commission
is called upon to make inquiry.
Mr. HARRISON. Mr. President-The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Does the Senator from
Connecticut yield to the Senator from Mississippi?
Mr. BINGHAM. I yield.
Mr. HARRISON. I will say to the Senator from Pennsylvania [Mr. REED] that the other day at a meeting of the
Finance Committee, when the Senator was not present, and
this general question was taken up, though not this particular resolution, it developed that the sentiment of the members of the Finance Committee who were present was that
all resolutions calling on the Ta1iff Commission to make
investigations should first be referred to the Committee on
Finance so that they might be properly framed.
Mr. REED. I was well aware of that decision.
Mr. HARRISON. It seems to me, and I am sure the Senator from Pennsylvania will agree, that it is a pretty wise
course that resolutions calling for such investigations should
first be referred to the Finance Committee.
Mr. REED. I agree with the Senator as to that, but the
resolution I now intend to offer merely proposes to relieve
the Tariff Commission from a part of the work that has
been imposed upon them.
Mr. HARRISON. I shall not raise any objection to the
Senator's resolution, but hereafter I hope some member of
the Finance Committee who is present will object to any
such resolution being adopted without it first being referred
to the Committee on Finance.
Mr. REED. I am inclined to agree with the Senator from
Mississippi. I now offer the resolution.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The resolution will be
read for the information of the Senate.
· The Chief Clerk read the resolution (S. Res. 227), as follows:
Resolved, That Senate Resolution 219, Seventy-second Congress,
first session, is hereby restinded; and
Resolved further, That the Untted States Tariff Commission 1s
hereby directed to investigate, for the purpose of section 336 of
the tariff act of 1930, the differences in the cost of production
between the domestic articles and the foreign articles, and to
report, at the earliest practicable date, upon the following articles:
"1. Meat or food chopping or grinding machines, and parts
thereof, designed for hand operatiqn and used as kitchen utensils
and composed wholly or in ch.ief value of metal."
"2. Optical instruments of a class or type used by the A:rmy,
Navy, or air force for fire control and parts thereof."
"3. Precision drawing instruments, and parts thereof, wholly or
1n chief value of metal."
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The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Is there objection to the
present consideration of the resolution submitted by the
Senator from Pennsylvania?
There being no objection, the resolution was considered
and agreed to.
REPORTS ON INVESTIGATION OF CHAIN STORES

Mr. BROOKHART. Mr. President--The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Does the Senator from
Connecticut yield to the Senator from Iowa?
Mr. BINGHAM. . I yield.
Mr. BROOKHART. out of order, I send a resolution to
the desk, and I ask unanimous consent ~or its immediate
consideration.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The resolution will be
read for the information of the Senate.
The Chief Clerk read the resolution <S. Res. 228), as
follows:
Resolved That the reports which may hereafter be flled with
the Secret~ry of the Senate, pursuant to Senate Resol~tion No.
224, Seventieth Congress, first session, relative to the mv~tiga
tion by the Federal Trade Commission of chain stores, be prmted,
with accompanying Ulustrat1ons, as Senate Documents.

The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Senator from Iowa
having been granted unanimous consent to submit the r~o
lution, now asks unanimous consent for its present consideration. Is there objection? The Chair hears none, and,
without objection, the resolution is agreed to.
RECOMMITTAL OF A JOINT RESOLUTION

Mr. THOMAS of Oklahoma. Mr. President-The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Does the Senator from
Connecticut yield to the Senator from Oklahoma?
Mr. BINGHAM. I yield.
Mr. THOMAS of Oklahoma. Mr. President, on yesterday, on behalf of the Committee on Indian Affairs, I reported favorably the joint resolution <S. J. Res. 167) to
carry out certain obligations to certain enrolled Indians
under tribal agreement. At the request of the author of the
resolution, my colleague, the junior Senator from Oklahoma
[Mr. GoRE], I now ask unanimous consent that the joint
resolution may be recommitted to the Committee on Indian
Affairs.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Without objection, that
order will be made.
PEaLIPPINE INDEPENDENCE

Mr. HAWES. Mr. President-The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Does the Senator from
Connecticut yield to the Senator from Missouri?
Mr. BL."lGHAM. I yield to the Senator from Missouri.
Mr. HAV/ES. Mr. President, in 1930 the Senate held long
and exhaustive hearings on the question of Philippine independence, and the committee reported to the Senate
favorably a bill designed to settle the issue. Beginning with
the present session of the Congress, hearings lasting for some
weeks were held by a committee of the House of Representatives, and for a week or 10 days by a committee of
the Senate. Of the 21 members of the House committee
all but 1 or 2, as I am informed, voted to report favorably
the bill providing for Philippine independence.
When the House voted upon the Philippine independence
bill, the vote in favor of its passage was 306; the total vote
against it was 47; not voting, 79; number of votes paired
for the bill, 20; number paired against it only 10; number
of Democrats in favor of the bill, 186; number of Republicans in favor of the bill, 119; and the Farmer-Labor Representative voted for it. Of the 79 absentees at least 46 have
since that time stated that if present they would have voted
for the bill.
Mr. President, 306 is an unusual number of votes for any
controversial hill to receive in the House of Representatives,
and it indicates beyond dispute that in that body, numbering 435 Members, there were less than 65 votes in opposition
to Philippine independence.
On April 4 of this year the House passed the Philippine
independence bill, and it came to the Senate. The Senate
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committee considered the measure and amended the House
bill by substituting the Senate bill for it. That bill is on the
calendar. The friends of Philippine independence, realizing,
of course, that revenue measures, relief measures, and other
measures of great importance deserving the first consideration of the Senate, have occupied very little of its time,
they have contented themselves with trying to get into the
REcORD all the facts that relate to this important subject.
Now, it is stated that in a short while the Congress will
adjourn. If so. there will be left a most peculiar situation.
The House of Representatives passed the bill granting independence to the Philippines by an almost unanimous vote,
and the Senate committee, by unanimous vote, have brought
that measure before the Senate for our consideration-not
a Senate bill, but a House bill which was passed on April 4and it has remained upon our calendar, and it has remained
there without action.
Senators talk about passing bills for the relief of the
farmer and say that such measures should have priority.
Well, Mr. President, if there is any bill that is of great
.interest to the farmer, it .is the Philippine independence bill.
Senators also talk about union labor. Union labor, with its
5,000,000 votes, is asking for the consideration of this bill.
The American Legion is asking for it. We may call such
interests selfish, if you please, Mr. President, but there are
17 beet-growing States that want this question decided;
there are 5 cane-producing States that want it decided;
the Pacific Coast States, without exception, want it decided;
all Representatives and all Senators want the immigration
problem determined.
·
In the meantime, Mr. President, the Filipino people can
not adjust their domestic affaJrs; they are in confusion politically and economically; they can make no advance; they
are waiting for the Senate to consider and to come to a
determination of the question upon which the House of
Representatives has acted and to give them an assurance as
to the future of the islands. Now their status is uncertain.
Our interests in the Philippines likewise are uncertain.
The two great parties are about to hold their conventions.
The Republican Party, in its 1924 platform, declared that
this was a nonpartisan question; but how can we prevent it
from becoming a partisan question if, with this record before
us, with a Democratic House having passed an independence
bill, we pass it over until December because a Republican
Senate refuses to consider the bill that came from the
House last April?
Mr. President, I do not want to interfere with the consideration of any proposed relief legislation or with any of
the other great bills which must be passed. I do not want
to interfere with the bill of the Senator from Virginia [Mr.
GLASS], nor with the Muscle Shoals bill of the Senator from
Nebraska [Mr. NORRIS]. I recognize the great importance of
both bills.
Now, I propose a unanimous-consent agreement', which, if
agreed to, will not interfere with the orderly procedure of
the Senate, which will not occupy the time of the Senate
to any undue degree, but which will give three or four
evenings to a discussion of this subject, so that it may be
settled, so that the Filipino people may know and the American people may know what is the determination of the
Congress.
I know of no great bill during my service in Congress
which has been allowed to remain upon the desk without
any consideration so long as has the Philippine independence
bill, which has been on the calendar since early April. It
may be due to some modesty upon the part of the friends
of Philippine independence; it may have been modesty on
their part, but I think that we have put the necessities of
the American people above those of the Philippines. However, if we are to adjourn within the next two or three
weeks, it seems to me in the interest of labor, in the interest of the farmer, in the interest of the dairy industry, in
the interest of numerous States, and especially, Mr. President, in the interest of these 13,000,000 wards of ours we
should at least give some opportunity during night sessions
for a discussion of this question.
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I send to the desk and ask to bave read a proposed unanimous-consent agreement.
,
Mr. CO l"I'ING. Mr. President, may I ask the Senator a
question?
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Senator from Connecticut has the floor. Does he yield to the Senator from
New Mexico?
Mr. BINGHAM. I yielded for the purpose of having the
unanimous-consent agreement offered, Mr. President; but
I am perfectly willing to yield to the Senator from New
Mexico.
Mr. CUTTING. The Senator from Missouri said that we
were going to adjourn in two or three weeks. I wonder why
the Senator from Missouri makes that statement. Is there
any reason why we should adjourn until we have accomplished the work which is lying before us?
Mr. HAWES. Personally, I hope we will do what the Senator suggests.
Mr. BINGHAM. Mr. President, I hope we will not get
into a discussion of adjournment now. I yielded for the
purpose of having a unanimous-consent agreement pre- ·
sented.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The unanimous-consent
request will be read.
The Chief Clerk read as follows:
I ask unanimous consent that the Senate be in session on Friday, the 17th day of June, !rom the hour of 8 p. m. until 10.30
p. m., and that at said hour of 8 o'clock any unfinished business
then before the Senate, except a conference report, be temporarily laid aside· and that the Senate proceed to the consideration of H. R. 7233; and that if a conference report is pending at
said hour, that said H. R. 7233 be taken up upon the final disposal of such conference report, and that such consideration of
said blll continue between said hours on said 17th day of June,
unless final action on said blll is taken prior to the completion
of such period; and that if final action is not taken on said
bill (H. R. 7233) at such t1me that under the same terms and
conditions it be taken up at the same hour and for the same
period of time on the 18th, 20th, and 21st of June unless final
action is taken on said bill prior to the expiration of such time.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Chair will be compelled to hold that inasmuch as the unanimous-consent
agreement looks to a final vote upon the bill, it will require
the calling of a quorum.
Mr. DILL. Mr. President, I object.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Objection is made.
Mr. HAWES. Mr. President, I call the Chair's attention
to the proposed agreement. It does not provide for a final
vote.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Chair so understood
it; but, at any rate, objection has been made.
Mr. HAWES. May I ask who made the objection?
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Senator from Washington [Mr. DILL].
Mr. DILL. I made the objection, Mr. President. I objected, because I am opposed to tying up the Senate a • week
or 10 days ahead.
PAY OF LABORERS AND MECHANICS ON PUBLIC BUILDINGS

Mr. SMITH obtained the floor.
Mr.-METCALF. Mr. President-The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Does the Senator from
South Carolina yield to the Senator from Rhode Island?
Mr. SMITH. For what purpose does the Senator rise?
Mr. METCALF. I desire to call up a bill which is on the
desk. It will take only a moment. It is a bill that has passed
the Senate.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore laid before the Senate the
amendment of the Ho\Lse of Representatives to the bill (8.
3847) to amend the act approved March 3, 1931, relating to
the rat e of wages for laborers and mechanics employed by
contractors and subcontractors on public buildings, which
was to strike out all after the enacting clause and insert:
That the act entitled "An act relating to the rate of wages for
laborers and mechanics employed on public buildings of the
United States and the District ·of Columbia by contractors or
subcontractors, and for other purposes," approved March 3, 1931,
is amended to read as follows: ·
"That the advertised specifications for every contract in excess
of $5,000 for construction, alteration. and/or repail', including
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painting and decorating, of public buildings or public works except shi~building, in the District of Columbia, the Canal Zon~. or
in any c1ty, town, village, or other civil subdivision of any state
or Territories to which the United States or the District of Columbia is to become a party and which requires or involves the employment of mechanics or laborers shall contain a provision stating the prevailing rate of wages as determined by the Secretary of
t:abor for vario:US grades of mechanics and laborers for work of a.
srmilar nature m the District of Columbia, the Canal Zone, or in
the city, town, village, or other civil subdivision of any State or
Territories ln which all or the principal part of the particular
contract work is located; and every contract for the construction
of public buildings or public works, except shipbuilding, to which
the United States, the District of Columbia, or the Panama canal
shall become a party shall contain a stipulation that the contractor and his subcontractors shall pay the mechanics and laborers employed directly on the site of such work at not less than
the rate of wages stated in the advertised specifications. The
books and pay rolls of the contractor and his subcontractors shall
be so kept as to show the actual wages paid mechanics and
laborers, and shall be open to inspection by an authorized officer
or employee of the United States or the District of Columbia
respectively.
•
"SEc. 2. Any contractor or subcontractor who fails to pay not
less than the rate of wages stated in the advertised specifications
and made a part of the contract, or who, after making proper
payment, requires a laborer or mechanic to refund any part of
the wages so paid, shall forfeit to the United States the sum of
$10 per day per laborer or mechanic for every day any laborers
or mechanics are paid less than such prevailing rate of wages,
and for each such refund required from any mechanic or laborer,
shall forfeit to the United States a sum not less than five times
the value thereof. Any laborer or mechanic employed on any such
work who accepts a rate of wages less than that prescribed in
the advertised specifications, or who makes any refund to the
contractor or subcontractors shall, within 10 days after such payment or refund, file a sworn statement with the Secretary of Labor
or the Commissioners of the District of Columbia respectively
setting forth the facts, and any amounts to be forfeited as pro~
vided in this ,section shall be deducted by the Comptroller General or the Commissioners of the District of Columbia, respectively,
from any sums due the contractor from the United States or the
District of Columbia, respectively, or 1f nothing remains due the
contractor, such amounts may be recovered by the United States
or the District of Columbia, respectively, as a debt in a suit at law
against either the contractor and his surety or his subcontractors.
The amounts so forfeited or recovered shall be applied, first, to
the payment to the laborers and mechanics of any diiierence
between the amounts found by the Comptroller General or said
commissioners, respectively, to have been paid them and the prevalllng rate of wages, or of the amounts which such laborers and
mechanics were required to refund, and the balance shall be
covered into the Treasury as miscellaneous receipts, if the contract
be with the United States, or to the credit of the District of
Columbia if the contract be with the District of Columbia.
"SEC. 3. When any of the departments or independent establishments of the United States, including the District of Columbia,
perform work by Government plant and hired labor which could
have been performed under contract, but not including work in
arsenals or navy yards or work performed by the Panama Canal,
such departments and establishments, including the District of
Columbia, shall also pay not less than the prevailing rate of
wages as established by the Secretary of Labor at the time the
work is undertaken: Provided, That in case of national emergency
the President is authorized to suspend the provisions of this act."
SEc. 2. If the provisions of section 1 of this act, 01' the appllca ..
tion thereof to any person or circumstances, shall be held invalid,
the act of March 3, 1931, or the application thereof to any such
person or circumstances, as the case may be, shall not be affected
by the enactment of this act.
SEc. 3. This act shall take effect 80 days after its passage, but
shall not affect any contract then existing or any contract that
:QlaY thereafter be entered into pursuant to invitations for bids
that are outstanding at the time of the passage of this act.

Mr. KING. Mr. President, the bill has just come over
from the House. We have had no opportunity to examine
the amendment. I shall have no objection to its being taken
up the first thing in the morning.
Mr. METCALF. Mr. President, will not the Senator withhold his objection? This bill has already passed the Senate once, and has passed the House. The House cut out one
part of it, and in order to make it correct I have had two
amendments proposed to cut out some of the language in
the other parts of the bill. The same thing has passed the
Senate, and also the House.
Mr. KING. The matter is one of great importance. I was
familiar with the Senate bill; but it does seem to me that
the Senator ought to wait until to-morrow morning. I will
join him in asking that it be taken up the flrst thing
to-morrow morning.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Objection being made,
the matter will go over.
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THE COTTON CROP

Mr. SMITH. Mr. President, on account of conditions over
which I have no control, after to-morrow I shall be indefinitely absent from this body. I desire to take this occasion, here and now, to call attention to what seems to be
a matter of more or less indifference to some persons, but
which is actually a fundamental matter. to the relief of
which we must give attention. if we are to emerge from
this tenible depression. I am speaking of the agricultural
condition in this country.
Immediately after Congress convened an S 0 S cry came
from organized business. We promptly responded by taking up the time of this body with and passing a $2,000,000,000 relief bill. In that measure we specifically stated what
character of business would receive the benefits of the taxpayers' money in the form of the bonds that were authorized in that act.
The act has been in operation for more than a month.
I do not deny, nor do I detract from, the good work it has
done in the specified field of its operation. It has been of
benefit in keeping certain financial institutions from goin~
into the hands of receivers, or failing.
Subsequently to the passage of that act, we have discussed
bills every one of which is for the benefit of the creditor
class. No bills have been introduced here, save one or twoand they have not been discussed-that take cognizance of
the frightful condition in which twenty odd million American citizens now find themselves.
We underwrote, or prepared to underwrite, the frozen
assets of the railroads, the insurance companies, banks, and
trust companies; and not one dollar have we appropriated
or made available for the frozen assets of the farms of
this country.
No man on this floor will dispute the fact that the products of the farm are the fundamental necessities of this
country, and not the stocks and bonds of our industrial institutions. We have accepted or authorized the acceptance
of certain securities which, by the very nature of the progress of modern affairs, may be of less value, no matter if
prosperity should come back, than they are to-day.
Yesterday, wheat and cotton reached a level lower than
ever before in the history of the trading in those two commodities. The price of wheat has fallen so inordinately
low that those who produce the bread that the nations eat
are bankrupt and ruined. The cotton crop of this year
will bring to the farmers of the South and of America
$871,000,000 less than the cost of production.
We accepted the bonds and securities of these corporations as security against a loan on the part of the Government. There have been produced by the faithful yeomanry
of the South 12,000,000 bales of cotton which will be available on the 1st day of August, 1932, this cotton having been
made in 1930 and 1931. In other words, we have a year's
supply of cotton already on hand. Another crop added to
that spells absolute glut and destruction of the cotton
market.
The cotton that is on hand to-day is now being sold
around 4% cents a pound, as against 20 cents three years
ago. That means that cotton now, according to the Department of Agriculture, is selling for anywhere from $20 to
$25 a bale lower than the cost of production.
I ask the Senate and ask the Nation at large if it is not
the part of wisdom and economy and the part of statesmanship for the Government to purchase this cotton now at this
ridiculously low price. Ten million bales of it can be bought
for $250,000,000, as against $800,000,000, which is the cost of
production. That cotton could be bought now and allocated
to the growers. Every grower in the country could be given
the opportunity of substituting this cotton, already made,
for that which is growing in his field. The cost of picking
and ginning and the bagging and ties that go on it will
almost equal the price of a bale of cotton to-day.
I have introduced a bill appropriating $200,000,000 to enable the Government to buy this surplus, $20 a bale below
the cost of production, and then. through the agenc~es al-
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ready set up by the AgricultUral Department under the
appropriation I got for crop Pi"Oduction. to take the contract of the grower that he will not produce this year in
excess of 50 per cent of the 1931 crop, and the Government will substitute the other 50 per cent out of this cotton
that is already on hand, thereby giving him an equity in the
frozen asset that he has produced. so that by reducing the
production of this year and at the same time reducing the
surplus the farmer will get the benefit of what now threatens
to be his destruction.
I went before the Agricultural Committee with thiS bill.
The Secretary of Agriculture did not agree to it, on the
ground that it was not practicable. I submit to any man,
if here is an agricultural product that is indestructible as
long as it is kept from fire and water, and if that cotton
can be bought from $15 to $20 a bale cheaper than the
farmers can produce it, why can not the Government appeal
to the common sense of the cotton grower and say," We will
substitute your next year's supply, which is already in existence, if you will agree not to produce this year within 50 per
cent of what you produced last year"?
The commissioner of agriculture of the State that makes
one-fifth of the cotton made in America said that if this
bill was passed he was perfectly willing himself to graze his
cattle on his cotton fields, even though the cotton was
produced.
The bill I introduced included both wheat and cotton.
The wheat people have a different problem; but I submit,
Mr. President, that cotton can not be shipped to any spot
in the world without satisfying some demand and resulting
in a lowering of the price.
I charge now that those of us who represent the cottongrowing States have been derelict in our duty. No voice is
lifted here; nothing is said here that will result in succor
to those who are losing their homes, who are being turned
out into the roads, after they have produced the raw material out of which the clothing of the nations of the earth
is made.
We can stand here and grow eloquent over feeding the
hungry; we can grow eloquent over going to the rescue of
the railroads and trust companies; we can grow eloquent
over a tax bill which in its last analysis will rest upon the
shoulders of these very destitute farmers; we can pass an
economy bill which in its ramifications will subtract from
the small wage earner; oh yes, we can pass a bill to balance
the Budget, and unbalance the budget of every home in the
United States. Had we been possessed of proper statesmanship and the proper attitude, we would first have balanced
the budgets of the people, and then they would have balanced ours.
I feel that I myself have been derelict in my duty in not
every day and every chance I got standing on this floor and
demanding the recognition to which those who feed and
clothe this country were entitled. Not a word has been said
along that line.
Cotton is a commodity which is imperishable when any
care is taken of it, a commodity which has held the balance
of trade in favor of the United States for 70 years and has
no competitor, but the producers of it are reduced to beggary and to abject poverty, and not a word is being said
in their behalf or a measure being introduced for their relief.
America's monopoly of cotton 1s no more jeopardized
to-day than it was before the war. We heard much about
the sale of Russian cotton. Russia has not been making as
much cotton since the war as she made before the war.
Mr. CONNALLY. Mr. President, will the Senator yield to
me?
Mr. SMITH. I yield.
.
Mr. CONNALLY. The Senator said a moment ago that
no relief measure had been introduced. I want to call his
attention to the fact that I have a bill pending to direct the
Reconstruction Finance Corporation to use $250,000,000 of
its assets to aid in exporting wheat and cotton by lending
to exporters and lending to foreign interests which may
desire to buy. Does not the Senator think that would be
helpful?
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Mr. SMITH. I do not know about wheat; but I do know
that we could not export cotton now, with another crop coming in, without doing the very thing we are trying to avoid,
namely, deflate the price. We have to reduce the surplus,
and the only way to reduce the surplus is to prevent cotton
being reproduced on the farms. If we can reduce the present crop to some five or six or, say, eight million bales, and
then let the cotton that is purchased by the Government be
carried into 1933 and then amortized on the same terms,
within two years we can get rid of the surplus for the benefit
of the grower without the Government losing a cent.
Mr. President, I do not know whether it is indifference., or
whether it is ignorance of the subject; but I do know that,
so far as this calamity that is facing my State and every cotton State, including the State of the Senator from Georgia
[Mr. GEORGE] is concerned, unspeakable in its result, no
helpful measure has been enacted. The calamity can not be
averted by furnishing the exporter with money to send
cotton abroad because the surplus, plus tne mcommg crop,
will be too great for the world to absorb. We have to make
provision for reducing the total by not duplicating the surplus from the fields this year and next year.
I am glad to say that the leading economists of this country have indorsed the proposition I have advanced. Members of the Senate and the House, in the room of the
Committee on Agriculture of th~ Senate, indorsed it. For
nearly three years we begged the Farm Board to adopt the
plan of financirig cotton for the benefit of the farmer, and
holding it in trust for him upon his enforceable contract
that he will not duplicate it.
What man having sense enough to keep out of an asylum
would not rather have his crop sold for him at the present
price and held for him until the crop season is past than to
make a crop which he knows, after his labor and the gathering and the marketing, will not give him back as much as
it cost him to make it?
It is a simple proposition: You can buy it cheaper than
you can make it, and as I said a moment ago and repeat,
citizens of Arizona were in my office, as well as citizens of
New Mexico, Texas, and Oklahoma, and said that if this bill
could be passed, they would graze their cattle on the growing
crop, because they would have one already guaranteed to
them by the Government cheaper than they could make it,
and they could at least have the extra crops of whatever
character they could plant between now and when the
season is too late.
·
I have introduced a bill to grant some relief, but I have to
leave the city, and I do want my colleagues from the South
and from the other cotton-growing states to take that measure up and see if it is not possible to get the relief that
would come from it.
Bills are pending before the Committee on Agriculture to
buy the Farm Board wheat and to distribute it through the
Red Cross and other agencies in order to reduce the surplus.
On March 1 we had 500,000,000 bushels of surplus wheat.
We have something like 400,000,000 bushels now, with the
Nation starving and another crop coming in, both winter
and spring wheat. How can we expect farmers to get a
living out of the price of wheat when there is a year's supply
brought over from other years?
Senators sit here and say, "Well, it is not practical," but
it was very practical to run and take the doubtful securities
of the great trusts of this country. It was all right to put
a billion four hundred million dollars on the backs of those
who were already penniless and bankrupt. Oh, yes; you
could do that; that was very practical.
We heard that miserable slogan, which nobody had ever
heard of before this good year of our Lord 1932, "Balance
the Budget." A lot of those who cried out to balance the
Budget now wish to God they had not said anything about
it, because part of the balancing will come out of their own
budgets, which are also unbalanced.
Senators here were stampeded by a miserable propaganda
which meant nothing. Through the power of eminent domain this Government, our Federal Government, is the
proud possessor, so far as taxes are concerned, of every
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piece of property in America. She will never go bankrupt.
never default on a payment, because she can cash in whenever she sees fit. But under the sinister influence of forces
that you and I know were at work the slogan was sent
throughout this country," Balance the Budget," and we fell
for it and imposed on the backs of our suffering and helpless people $1.~00,000,000 of extra burden. The crop of the
very people I have described this evening, which, up until
last year, brought into America every year from $750,000,000
to $800,000,000 in gold that is kept out, and the producers
are bankrupt and ruined. There is the golden grain of the
West, which has been the great granary of America, feeding
from Florida to Canada and from New York to San Francisco abundantly the 120,000,000 people of the country, the
producers of which ·necessity of life are to-day bankrupt and
ruined and losing their homes, while we, with tender solicitude, are taking care of the corporations.
Who stood here and said let us save the wheat farmer,
let us give him a royal living, as he has fed us all; let us take
care of the wool and the cotton producers, as they have
loyally clothed us all? No. We say, "Oh, no; oh, no; he is
not organized; he can not concentrate and make himself
felt at the ballot box. Therefore he is the Chinese of American economy, greater in number than all the balance, but
disorganized."
Mr. President, if I had been talking about getting some
money for a bank or making a provision to go down and
help out some institution, those things which are organized,
many more Senators would have been here honoring me with
their attention.
Mr. SHORTRIDGE. I am here.
Mr. SMITH. I w~nt to state for the RECORD that I believe
as sympathetic a Irian as there is in this Chamber towal'd
the cause of the farmers of this country is the junior Senator from California £Mr. SHORTRIDGE]. They always get a
sympathetic reaction from him.
I do not know just what is going to be the result of this
frightful condition that has gradually grown until at last
it has reached the point where wheat and cotton are cheaper
than they ever were before in the history of the production
of those two commodities.
Mr. SHORTRIDGE. Mr. President-The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from South
Carolma yield to the Senator from California?
Mr. SMITH. I yield.
Mr. SHORTRIDGE. First thanking the Senator for his
kindly words, he will not overlook the fact, which I never
overlook, that California has become a great cotton-producing State, wherefore I have been intensely interested in the
thoughtful remarks of the Senator from South Carolina.
Mr. SMITH. I want to say to the Senator from California
that the production of cotton in California was such that
when they first tried the seed of the Egyptian cotton they
produced a cotton equal, both in length of staple and character, to the parent cotton from which it was derived.
Mr. President, I am now about through. I took the bill
which I introduced before the Committee Cln Agriculture and
Forestry. The question was asked, How much does it cost
to put in the fertilizer? How much does it cost to plant it?
How much would it cost up to the present time? Being told,
it was said that is about a quarter of its general cost. Picking and ginning and harvesting would cost about how much?
" If you would go and buy this cotton, you would run th~
risk of paying insurance and storage, and we do not think
it is a practical thing." God help us! Here is cotton that
some one is talking about producing. When we pay for
fertilizer, cultivation, picking, and ginning and selling at the
present time, it is now selling $25 or $30 a bale below the cost
of actual production. Then talk about remedying it by
sitting down and talking about shipping it to some market
where American products do not penetrate. Where does
anyone suppose any such place is? Where in the world
could we send our surplus bales of cotton where American
products have not penetrated?
If I were not forced to leave the Chamber, I would, now
that~ the balance of the American world has been accom-
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modated, everybody has been handed out a gift, Santa Claus
has passed around his gifts to the railroads and the banks
and all those institutions, and even to the urban population
that is starving, and God knows I would help them-Mr. BARKLEY. Mr. President-The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Does the Senator from
South Carolina yield to the Senator from Kentucky?
Mr. S:MITH. I yield.
Mr. BARKLEY. When the Senator rose to talk he said
because o! circumstances over which he had no control he
would have to leave. We all hope that before he returns
he will have resumed control of the circumstances which
take him away. [Laughter.]
Mr. SMITH. I thank the Senator.
Mr. President, I wish we were in as intimate touch with
the lonely farm home as we are in touch with the urban
home. I wish we knew just what terror is facing that farm
life which has been so happy through all these years and a
majority of whose sons sleep under the poppies on Flanders
field. Leave them alone! They have no voice here. Our
lobby, as we all know, has been crowded by those interested
in every bill that we have brought up here.
Mr. LEWIS. Mr. President-The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Does the Senator from
South Carolina yield to the Senator from Dlinois.
Mr. SMITH. I yield.
Mr. LEWIS. I wish to assert for myself that I am able
to say that which has been the experience of many other
Senators, that if it be true I have not been keeping in touch
with my constituents in the State where I live, I never fail
to feel the touch when my constituents arrive here.
[Laughter.]
Mr. SMITH. Yes; but tho~e who touch the Senator, I am
very confident, do not touch the plow handles.
Mr. President, I do not know whether during this session
of Congress any practical effort, any common-sense effort,
is going to be made to reduce this surplus through Government agencies. Those who do not know a cotton stalk
from a Jimson weed have no r-ight to set themselves up as
judges of what would be practical for the cotton grower.
Mr. NORBECK. Mr. President-The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Does the Senator from
South Carolina yield to the Senator from South Dakota?
Mr. SMITH. I yield.
Mr. NORBECK. I am much interested in the discussion of the Senator from South Carolina. I realize and
appreciate his sincere interest in the problem of his people
and other farmers. While we know very little about cotton,
we understand it is largely an overproduction problem. I
just want to state that with wheat it is somewhat different.
While the wheat farmer has been suffering the same as the
cotton farmer from overproduction, the fact of the matter
is that we produce less wheat per capita than· we did 30
years ago or 20 years ago. Of course, a surplus has developed in some other countries and has depressed the world
market. The solution seems to lie along different lines.
While our export of wheat is only one-twentieth of the world
consumption, the South sends into the world market more
than one-half of the world's consumption of cotton. Therefore the American crop dominates the world market in cotton and has a very slight influence on the world market in
the case of wheat.
I wanted to make that observation so the impression shall
not go out that the agricultural problems have come to us
mainly as a result of increased production.
The problem is alike both North and South. Production
costs are high. The exchange value of the farmer's commodity is low. Both cotton and wheat are sold at less than
cost of production. Almost everything the farmer buys is
high. It actually takes most of the crop to pay the interest
on the mQrtgage. We need not only a fair exchange for our
commodities but we are sadly in need of a lower interest rate
on farm mortgages. Uhless we can get a substantially better price the mortgages can not be paid, and they will not
be paid. A few years ago the creditor class was sitting
pretty. The issue is now one which also concerns the
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creditor, and it better be his concern. ms unWillingness in
the past to give agriculture a square deal will yet prove to
be his own loss. He has been shortsighted We are reminded of the man who killed the goose that laid the golden
egg. He wanted the gold; he was not willing to wait, so he
destroyed his own chance.
Mr. SMITH. Mr. President, the overproduction, so called,
is having a material effect in this depression. In 1926, 1927,
and 1928 the consumption of American cotton was more than
15,000,000 bales. The depression came on, the purchasing
power of the world, both in America and abroad, was destroyed, and the consequence was there was a surplus
acc~ulated out of what before that was just a normal crop.
Of course, in the last year we did produce an abnormal
crop. We proauced perhaps 2,500,000 bales more than the
average.
Mr. GEORGE. Mr. President-The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Does the Senator from
South Carolina yield to the Senator from Georgia?
Mr. SMITH. I yield.
Mr. GEORGE. The Senator will bear me out in the statement that during the last marketing season he and I
worked very faithfully with the Farm Board and with the
reserve bank system, in fact, all the governmental agencies,
trying to persuade them that 1932 production of cotton
could be completely controlled or adequately controlled by
doing what the Senator has outlined in the bill which he
has offered to the Senate.
Mr. SMITH. That is true. May I say to the Senator
from Georgia that as I look back on it now I think we were
somewhat derelict in our duty. We ought to have paid no
attention to those departments, who either do not know or
are indifferent to the circumstances. The Senator was convinced, as every representative .of a cotton State was convinced, and we were waiting to get the opinion of those who
knew nothing about it. What we ought to have done was
to enact the law. Our friends here would have listened to
us. We should have formulated the bill and enacted it into
law and made it mandatory, and ourselves assumed the
responsibility of success or failure.
As I have said, we have handed out relief to everybody
else, and now we are about ready to adjourn and go home.
Have we discharged our duty? We have taken care of
everything that can contribute to a campaign fund, to those
who can go around and manipulate things, so why worry?
If these fellows die, there will be that less number to consume. Leave them alone and that is exactly what will
happen. Senators from the South and Senators from the
West, are we going to adjourn and go home and leave this
unspeakable condition resting upon those who feed and
clothe us?
Mr. President, I want in conclusion to say that I hope
the Senators from the South will take up this bill, or one
that will accomplish the same purpose. I am going to
call them together to-morrow morning before I leave Washington and ask for an honest expression of opinion as to
whether an honest effort is going to be made to start a
reduction of production and a diminution of the surplus.
Mr. McNARY obtained the floor.
Mr. JONES. Mr. President-Mr. McNARY. I yield to the Senator from Washington to
present a conference report.
LEGISLATIVE

APPROPRIATIONS-cONFERENCE

REPORT

Mr. JONES submitted the following report:

The committee of conference on the disagreeing votes of
the two Houses on the amendments ~f the Senate to the bill
<H. R. 11267) making appropriations for the legislative
branch of the Government for the fiscal year ending June
30, 1933, and for other purposes, having met, after full and
free conference have agreed to recommend and do recommend to their respective Houses as follows:
That the Senate recede from its amendments numbered
14, 19, 33, 34, 36, 38, ~. and 43.
That the House recede from its disagreement to the
am~nd.ments of th~ Senate numbered 1, -2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10,
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12, 13, 15, 16, 17, 20. 21, 25,
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26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, sa. 35. have been done. We do not expect to appoint different con-

37, 39, 40, 41, and 44; and agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 9: That the House recede from its
disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered 9,
and agree to the same with an amendment as follows: Restore the matter stricken out by said amendment, amended
as follows: In lieu of the sum named 1n said amendment
insert" $3,500 ,; and the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 18: That the Honse recede from its
disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered 18,
and agree to the same with an amendment as follows: Restore the matter stricken out by said amendment amended
as follows: In lieu of the sum named in said amendrflent,
insert" $150,000 "; and the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 22: That the House recede from its
disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered 22,
and agree to the same with an amendment as follows: In
lieu of the sum proposed insert " $67,500 , ; and the Senate
agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 23: That the House recede from its
disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered 23,
and agree to the same with an amendment as follows: In
lieu of the sum proposed insert "$58,500 "; and the Senate
agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 24: That the House recede from its
disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered 24,
and agree to the same with an amendment as follows: In
lieu of the sum proposed insert " $170,000 "; and the Senate
agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 45: That the House recede from its
disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered 45,
and agree to the same with an amendment as follows: In
lieu of the matter inserted by said amendment insert the
following: "$76,000; in all, $210,800 "; and the Senate agree
to the same.
The committee of conference have been unable to agree on
amendments numbered 46 to 168, inclusive, to Part II of
the bill.
W. L. JoNES.

whole?

ferees ourselves, but I understand that is what the Honse
will do. We report a disagreement on the second part of
the bill. and I understand they are going to appoint a new
set of conferees; but of course that rests with them.
Mr. BLAINE. I am not familiar with that unusual proceeding. The Senator suggests that this is probably the first
time that it has been done. In view of that fact and that
the Senate has to act on the conference report, unless there
is a quorum called so Members of the Senate who are absent
will have an opportunity to consider the matter, I thlnk it
should go over until to-morrow. I am not interposing any
objection to the conference report itself.
Mr. JONES. Mr. President, I want to say that there is
no possible objection to the first part.
Mr. BLAINE. If there is not, why not let it go over until
to-morrow morning?
Mr. BINGHAM. Mr. President, if the Senator will permit
me, I should like to say that it has been a frequent occurrence that a conference committee on the part of the Senate
reported an agreement as to some of the amendments to a
bill and a disagreement as to the others. There is nothing
unusual about that. May I say to the Senator from Wisconsin that all the Senator from Washington is asking is
that the Senate agree to that portion of the report where
the House has practically not disagreed at all to what the
Senate desires.
Mr. JONES. And that the Senate agree to the disagreement as to the other portion.
Mr. BLAINE. If the Senator will yield, may I suggest
that the matter go over until to-morrow morning? There
will be no delay then.
Mr. JONES. I thought it would save us a day or two.
The House can not consider the report until it has been
printed for a day. If we were to act now, of course, they
could act an it to-morrow, and then the new conferees
could be appointed, if they want to appoint them.
Mr. BINGHAM. As a matt~r of courtesy to the House,
they should be permitted to follow what seems to · them a
desirable procedure.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Senator from Oregon
has the floor and yielded for the purpose of having the conference report, which is a privileged matter, presented. The
question of agreeing to the conference report is debatable.
The Chair wishes to say, if he may, for the information of
the Senate, that while it is true that conferees frequently
report a partial agreement and then continue their labors,
it is a most unusual proceeding for new conferees to be
appointed in connection with a single portion of any bill
which is in disagreement. However, the Chair wishes to
know what is the will of the Senate.
Mr. JONES. Mr. President, I want to suggest that the
fact that the House may appoint new conferees is not a
matter for us to consider; it is none of our business what
they may do in regard to the amendments in disagreement;
but, as Senators want this question to go over, however
insignificant these matters are, I am perfectly willing that
that be done.
Mr. McNARY. I suggest to the Senator that he allow it
to go over until to-morrow. We do not want a roll call now;
it is pretty late.
Mr. JONES. I withdraw the report for to-night.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Why may not the Senator
present the report now and have it printed in the RECORD
and call it up to-morrow? It is a privileged matter.
Mr. JONES. It would then be in a different status from
what it now is if it were ordered printed in the RECORD.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Very well. The Senator
from Washington withdraws the report.

Mr. JONES. Yes; there is disagreement on the other part
of the bill.
Mr. BLAINE. I inquire if it is not a very unusual proceeding?
Mr. JONES. The proceeding on the part of the House
to appoint a new set of conferees for another part of the
b111 is a very unusual proceeding. I never before knew it to

Mr. HOWELL. I ask unanimous consent that, following
the disposition of the District of Columbia appropriation
bill, Calendar No. 780, being Senate bin 4536, to amend the
agricultural marketing act approved June 15, 1929, may be
made the unfinished business.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Is there objection?

REED SMOOT,
FREDERICK HALE,
E. S. BROUSSARD,
SAM G. BRATTON,

Managers on the part of the Senate.
JoHN N. SANDLIN,
LoUIS LUDLOW,

GUY

u.

HARDY,

Managers on the part of the House.

Mr. JONES. This is a report on the first part of the legislative appropriation bill. There is no disagreement of any
consequence between the House Members and the Senate
conferees. The House receded on practically all the amendments we put into the bill. We receded, I think, on about
seven minor amendments. They expect to appoint new conferees on the economy part of the bill, and that is the reason
why I report this partial disagreem~t. After this report
is adopted I want to ask that our disagreement be insisted
upon, that conferees on our part be appointed, and then the
House will appoint a new set of conferees. I ask for the
adoption of the report.
Mr. BLAINE. Mr. President, there is a very small attendance nere at this late hour.
Mr. JONES. This report simply deals with the first part
of the bill, the legislative feature. There is no difference of
any considerable moment at all. The House receded on
practically all of the amendments we put into the bill
Mr. BLAINE. But there is a disagreement on the bill as a
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Mr. COUZENS. Mr. President, before consent is given, I
think we ought to have a quorum, because I think it is
unusual to ask for consent of that kind with so few Members present.
Mr. BINGHAM. Mr. President, I know some members
of the Appropriations Committee who are not present who
have appropriation bills they desire to bring up, and on
their behalf I feel constrained to object.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Objection is made.
EXECUTIVE SESSION

Mr. McNARY. I move that the Senate proceed to the
consideration of executive business.
The motion was agreed to; and the Senate proceeded to
the consideration of executive business.
POSTMASTER AT PRESCOTT, ARIZ.

Mr. ASHURST. Mr. President, under Rule XXVI, Irespectfully move to discharge the Committee on Post Offices
and Post Roads from the further consideration of the following subject, to wit, the nomination of Miss Helen A.
McNutt, to be postmaster of the city of Prescott, Ariz.
I make this motion because the nomination has been
before the committee for more than 50 days; no charges
have been filed against the nominee. but for some reason
I have been unable to secure a report from the committee.
If I understand the rule correctly, the motion must lie over
for one day. Am I correct in that, I inquire of the Chair?
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Not necessarily unless
wme Senator objects, but the present occupant of the chair,
in his capacity as a Senator and in the absence of the chairman of the committee, would feel constrained to object. So
that the motion will go over for one day, anyway, until the
next executive session.
Mr. ASHURST. I wish to-serve notice that just as soon
as another executive session of the Senate is held I shall
ask for action upon my motion.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The motion will be entered in accordance with the rule.
Mr. McNARY. Mr. President, I can assure the Senator
from Arizona that we will have an executive session on
Monday.
REPORTS OF THE POST-OFFICE

CO~TTEE

The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Reports of committees
are in order.
Mr. McNA...~Y (for Mr. McKELLAR), from the Committee
on Post Offices and Post Roads, reported favorably sundry
nominations of postmasters.
Mr. ODDIE, from the Committee on Post Offices and Post
Roads, reported favorably sundry nominations of postmasters.
Mr. SCHALL, from the Committee on Post Offices and
Post Roads, reported favorably several nominations of postmasters.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The reports will be
placed on the calendar.
TREATIES-REGULATION OF WHALING

The PRESIDENT pro tempore. If there be no further
reports of committees, the calendar is in order.
Executive A (71st Cong. 3d sess.): Protocols concerning
adherence of the United States to the Court of International Justice, transmitted by the President of the United
States on December 10, 1930, was annow1ced as first in
order.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. In the absence of the
chairman of the Committee on Foreign Relations, the Chair
assumes that all treaties on the calendar may go over.
Mr. NORBECK. 1\.fr. President, I inquire of the Chair if
the chairman of the Foreign Relations Committee asked
that the treaty regarding the regulation of whaling go over?
I know he is very much interested in having that treaty
ratified, and he is not here.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Chair will say that
he acted on his own initiative because, noticing the absence
of the chairman of the committee, and being himself a
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member of the committee, he assumed that the treaties
ought to go over.
Mr. NORBECK. The chairman of the committee requested me to explain it if it came up. That is the reason
I asked the question. I do not think there is any objection
to this treaty. Twenty-seven nations have signed it. It is
simply for the protection of whales; to prevent the killing
of immature whales, and it will become effective as each
country passes the appropriate laws.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. If the Chair may still
function as a Senator, he will state that everything the Senator from South Dakota has said about the particular treaty
is absolutely accurate, and the Chair merely entered the
request because the chairman of the committee is not present. There was absolutely no difference in the Committee
on Foreign Relations regarding the treaty, and, in view of
what the Senator from South Dakota has said, the treaty
Executive A and the treaty Executive K will be passed over
and the treaty Executive J will be considered.
The Senate, as in Committee of the Whole, proceeded to
consider the treaty Executive J (72d Cong., 1st sess.), a mu1tilateral convention for the regulation of whaling, signed
by the United States at Geneva, on March 31, 1932, which
was read, as follows:
CONVENTION FOR THE REGULATION OJ' WHALING

His Majesty the King of the Albanians; the President of
the German Reich; the President of the United States of
America; His Majesty the King of the Belgians; His Majesty the King of Great Britain, Ireland and the British
Dominions beyond the Seas, Emperor of India; the President
of the Republic of Colombia; His Majesty the King of Denmark and Iceland; the President of the Government of the
Spanish Republic; the President of the Republic of Finland; the President of the French Republic; the President
of the Hellenic Republic; His Majesty the King of Italy;
the President of the United States of Mexico; His Majesty
the King of Norway; Her Majesty the Queen of the Netherlands; the President of the Polish Republic; His Majesty
the King of Roumania; the Swiss Federal Council; the
President of the Czechoslovak Republic; the President of
the Turkish Republic; His Majesty the King of Yugoslavia
have appointed as their Plenipotentiaries the following:
His Majesty the King of the Albanians:
M. Lee Kurti, Resident Minister, Permanent Delegate
accredited to the League of Nations.
The President of the German Reich:
M. Hans Hermann Volckers, Consu1-General at Geneva.
The President of the United States of America:
Mr. Hugh R. Wilson, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister
Plenipotentiary to the Swiss Federal Council.
His Majesty the King of the Belgians:
M.P. Hymans, Minister for Foreign Affairs.
His Majesty the King of Great Britain, Ireland, and the
British Dominions beyond the Seas, Emperor of India:
For Great Britain and Northern Ireland and all parts
of the British Empire which are not separate Members
of the League of Nations:
The Right Honourable Viscount Cecil of Chelwood,
K.C.
For the Dominion of Canada:
The Honourable Hugh Guthrie, P. c., K. c., M.P.,
Minister of Justice and Attorney-General.
For the Commonwealth of Australia:
Mr. James R. Collins, C. M. G., C. B. E., Official
Secretary and Financial Adviser in the Office of
the High Commissioner in London.
For the Dominion of New Zealand:
Sir Thomas Mason Wilford, K. C. M.G., K. C., High
Commissioner in London.
For the Union of South Africa:
Mr. C. T. te Water, High Commissioner in London.
For India:
Sir Brojendra L. Mitter, Kt., Law Member of the
Viceroy's Executive Council.
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The President of the Republic of Colombia:
Dr. A. J. Restrepo, Permanent Delegate accredited to
the League of Nations.
His Majesty the King of Denmark and Iceland:
M. William Borberg, Permanent Delegate accredited to
the League of Nations.
The President of the Government of the Spanish Re·
public:
·
M. Alejandro Lerroux Garcia, Minister of State.
· The President of ·the Republic of Finland:
M. Evald GyllenbOgel, Counsellor of Legation, Perma·
nent Delegate a. i. accredited to the League of Na·
tions.
The President of the French Republic:
M. Louis Rollin, Deputy, Minister of Commerce and In·
dustry.
The President of the Hellenic Republic:
M. R. Raphael, Permanent Delegate accredited to the
League of Nations.
.
His Majesty the King of Italy:
M. Augusto Rosso, Minister Plenipotentiary, Substitute
Delegate to the Council· of the League of Nations.
The President of the United States of Mexico:
M. Salvador Martinez de Alva, Head of the Permanent
Office accredited to the League of Nations.
His Majesty the King of Norway:
M. Birger Braadland, Minister for Foreign Affairs.
Her Majesty the Queen of the Netherlands:
Jonkheer F. Beelaerts van Blokland, Minister for Foreign Affairs.
The President of the Polish Republic:
M. Auguste Zaleski, Minister for Foreign Affairs.
His Majesty the King of Roumania:
M. Constantin Antoniade, Envoy Extraordinary and
Minister Plenipotentiary accredited to the League of
Nations.
The Swiss Federal Council:
M. Giuseppe Motta, President of the Swiss Confedera·
tion, Head of the Federal Political Department.
The President of the Czechoslovak Republic:
M. Zdenek Fierlinger, Envoy Extraordinary and Minis·
ter Plenipotentiary to the Swiss Federal Council, Permanent Delegate accredited to the League of Nations.
The President of the Turkish Republic:
Cemal Htisnu Bey, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister
Plenipotentiary to the Swiss Federal Council.
His 1\iajesty the King of Yugoslavia:
M. Voislav Marinkovitch, Minister for Foreign Affairs.
Who having communicated their full powers, found in
good a~d due form, have agreed on the following provisions:

JuNE 10

ARTICLE 5

The taking or killing of calves or suckling whales, immature whales, and female whales which are accompanied
by calves (or suckling whales) is prohibited.
ARTICLE 6

The fullest possible use shall be made of the carcasses of
whales taken. In particular:
1. There shall be extracted by boiling or otherwise the oil
from all blubber and from the head and the tongue and, in
addition; from the tail as far forward as the outer opening
of the lower intestine.
The provisions of this sub-paragraph shall apply only to
such carcasses or parts of carcasses as are not intended to
be used for human food.
2. Every factory, whether on shore or afloat, used for
treating the carcasses of whales shaJl be equipped with adequate apparatus for the extraction of oil from the blubber,
flesh and bones.
3. In the case of whales brought on shore, adequate
arrangements shall be made for utilising the residues after
the oil has been extracted.
ARTICLE 7

Gunners and crews of whaling vessels shall be engaged
on terms such that their remuneration shall depend to a
considerable extent upon such factors as the size, species,
value and yield of oil of whales taken, and not merely upon
the number of whales taken, in so far as payment is made
dependent on results.
ARTICLB 8

No vessel of any of the High Contracting Parties shall
engage in taking or treating whales unless a license authorising such vessels to engage therein shall have been
granted in respect of such vessel by the High Contracting
Party, whose flag she flies, or imless her owner or charterer
has notified the Government of the said High Contracting
Party of his intention to employ her in whaling and has
received a certificate of notification from the said Government.
Nothing in this article shall prejudice the right of any
High Contracting Party to require that, in addition, a license
shall be required from his own authorities by every vessel
desirous of using his territory or territorial waters for the
purposes of taking, landing or treating whales, and such
license may be refused or may be made subject to such conditions as may be deemed by such High Contracting Party
to be necessary or desirable, whatever the nationality of the
vessel may be.
ARTICLE 9

The geographical limits within which the articles of this
Convention are to be applied shall include all the waters
ARTICLE 1
of the world, including both the high seas and territorial
The High Contracting Parties agree to take, within the and national waters.
limits of their respective jurisdictions, appropriate measures
ARTICLE 10
to ensure the application of the provisions of the present
1. The High Contracting Parties shall obtain, with regard
Convention and the punishment of infractions of the said to the vessels flying their flags and engaged in the taking
provisions.
of whales, the most complete biological information practicaARTICLE 2
ble with regard to each whale taken, and in any case on the
The present Convention applies only to baleens or whale- following points:
bone whales. ·
(a) Date of taking;
ARTICLE 3
(b) Place of taking;
The present Convention does not apply to aborigines
(c) Species;
dwelling on the coasts of the territories of the High Con(d) Sex;
tracting Parties provided that:
(e) Length; measured, when taken out of water; esti(1) They only use canoes, pirogues or other exclusively mated, if cut up in water;
native craft propelled by oars or sails:
(f) When fretus is present, length and sex if ascertain(2) .They do not carry :firearms;
able;
(3) They are not in the employment of persons other
(g) When practicable, information as to stomach conthan aborigines;
·
tents.
( 4) They are not under contract to deliver the products
2. The length referred to in sub-paragraphs (e) and (f)
of their whaling to any third person.
of this article shall be the length of a straight line taken
ARTICLE 4
from the tip of the snout to t~e notch between the flukes
The taking or killing of right whales, which shall be of the tall.
ARTICLE 11
deemed to include North-Cape whales, Greenland whales,
Each High Contracting Party shall obtain from all facsouthern right whales, Pacific right whales and southern
pigmy right whales, is prohibited.
tories, on land or afloa.t, under his jurisdiction, returns of
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ARTICLE 20
the number of whales of each species treated at each factory
and of the amounts of oil of each grade and the quantities
1. Any High Contracting Party may, at the time of signaof meal, guano and other products derived from them.
ture, rathl.cation or accession, declare that, in accepting the
ARTICLE 12
present Convention, he does not assume any obligations in
Each of the High Contracting Pat·ties shall communicate respect of all or any of his colonies, protectorates, overseas
statistical information regarding all whaling operations territories or territories under suzerainty or mandate; and
under their jurisdiction to the International Bureau for the present Convention shall not apply to any territories
Whaling Statistics at Oslo. The information given shall named in such declaration.
comprise at least the particulars mentioned in Article 10
2. Any High Contracting Party may give notice to the
and: (1) the name and tonnage of each floating factory; Secretary-General of the League of Nations at any time
(2) the number and aggregate tonnage of the whale catch- subsequently that he desires that the Convention shall apply
ers; (3) a list of the land stations which were in operation to all or any of his tenitories which have been made the
during the period concerned. Such information shall be subject of a declaration under the preceding paragraph, and
given at convenient intervals not longer than one year.
the Convention shall apply to all the territories named in
such notice ninety days after its receipt by the SecretaryARTICLE 13
The obligation of a High Contracting Party to take meas- General of the League of Nations.
3. Any High Qmtracting Party may, at any time after the
ures to ensure the observance of the conditions of the .presexpiration
of the period of three years mentioned in Article
ent Convention in his own territories and territorial waters,
and by his vessels, shall not apply to those of his territories 19, declare that he desires that the present Convention shall
to which the Convention does not apply, and the territorial cease to apply to all or any of his colonies, protectorates,
waters adjacent thereto, or to vessels registered in such overseas territories or territories under suzerainty or mandate and the Convention shall cease to apply to the territenitories.
tories named in such declaration six months after its receipt
ARTICLE U
The present Convention, the French and English texts of by the Secretary-General of the League of Nations.
4. The Secretary-General of the League of Nations shall
which shall both be authoritative, shall remain open until
the thirty-first of March 1932 for signature on behalf of any communicate to all the Members of the League of Nations
Member of the League of Nations or of any non-member and the non-member States all declarations and notices received in virtue of this article and the dates of their receipt.
State.
ARTICLE 15

ARTICLE 21

The present Convention shall be ratified. The instruThe present Convention shall be registered by the Secrements of ratification shall be deposited with the Secretary- tary-General of the League of Nations as soon as it has
General of the League of Nations, who shall notify their entered into force.
receipt to all Members of the League of Nations and nonIn faith whereof the above-mentioned Plenipotentiaries
me"ll.ber States indicating the dates of their deposit.
have signed the present Convention.
Done at Geneva, on the twenty-fourth day of September
ARTICLE 16
As from the first of April 1932, any Member of the League o:Q,e thousand nine hundred and thirty-one, in a single copy
of Nations and any non-member State, on whose behalf the which shall be kept in the archives of the Secretariat of the
Convention has not been signed before that date, may League of Nations and of which certified true copies shall be
delivered to all the Members of the League of Nations and
accede thereto.
The instruments of accession shall be deposited with the to the non-member States.
Albania:
Secretary-General of the League of Nations, who shall notify
LEe KURTI
all the Members of the League of Nations and non-member
Germany:
States of their deposit and the date thereof.
Dr. HANs HERMANN VotcKERS
ARTICLE 17
United States of America:
The present Convention shall enter into force on the
HUGH R. WILSON
ninetieth day following the receipt by the Secretary-General
Belgium:
of the League of Nations of ratifications or accessions on
HYMANS
behalf of not less than eight Members of the League or
Great Britain and Northern Ireland, and all parts of the
non-member States, including the Kingdom of Norway and British Empire which are not separate Members of the
the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland. League of the Nations:
As regards any Member of the League or non-member
CECIL
State on whose behalf an instrument of ratification or accesCanada:
sion is subsequently deposited, the Convention shall enter
H. GUTHRIE
into force on the ninetieth day after the date of the deposit
Commonwealth of Australia:
of such instrument.
JAMES R. COLLINS
ARTICLE 18
New Zealand:
If after the coming into force of the present Convention
THOMAS M. WILFORD
the Council of the League of Nations, at the request of any
Union of South Africa:
two Members of the League or non-member States with reC. T. TE WATER.
gard to which the Convention is then in force, shall convene
India:
a Conference for the revision of the Convention, the High
B. L. M!TTER
Contracting Parties agree to be represented at any ConferColombia:
ence so convened.
A. J. RESTREPO
ARTICLE 19
Denmark (with reservation, until further notice, as re1. The present Convention may be denounced after the gards Greenland) :
expiration of three years from the date of its coming intoWILLIAM BORBERG.
force.
Spain:
A. LERROUX
2. Denunciation shall be effected by a written notification
addressed to the Secretary-General of the League of Nations,
Finland:
who shall inform all the Members of the League and the
EVALD GYLLENBOGEL.
non-member States of each notification received and of the
France:
LoUIS ROLLIN
date of its receipt.
3. Each denunciation shall take effect six months after the
Greece:
receipt of its notiiltation.
R. RAPHAEL
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Italy:
AUGUSTO Rosso
Mexico:

s. MARTiNEz DE ALVA

Norway:

BmGER BRAADLAND.
The Netherlands (for the Kingdom in Europe and the
Netherlands Indies):
BEELAERTS VAN BLOKLAND
Poland:
AUGUSTE ZALESKI
Roumania:
C. ANTONIADE
Switzerland:
MOTTA.
Czechoslovakia:
Zn. F!ERLINGER
· Turkey:
CEMAL HuSNii
Yugoslavia:
DR. V. MARINKOVITCH
Certified true copy.
For the Secretary-General:
J. A. BUERO
Legal Adviser of the Secretariat.

The treaty was reported to the Senate without amendment, ordered to a third reading, and read the third time.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The resolution of ratification will be read.
The resolution of ratification was read and agreed to, as
follows:
Resolved

(two-thirds

of

the

Senators

present

concurring

therein). That the Senate advise and consent to the ratification
of Executive J, Seventy-second Congress, first session, a multilateral convention for the regulation of whaling, signed at Geneva,
March 31, 1932.

UNITED STATES SHIPPING BOARD
The legislative clerk read the nomination of T. V. O'Connor, of New York, to be member, United States Shipping
Board.
Mr. McNARY. In the absence of the Senator from New
York and the Senator from Tennessee, I ask that that nomination go over, and also that the same order be made on
the next call of the calendar.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The nomination will be
passed over.
B. B. MONTGOMERY
The legislative clerk read the nomination of B. B. Montgomery to be United States marshal, northern district of
Mississippi.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. That nomination will be
passed over on request.
ASSOCIATE JUSTICES, PmLIPPINE SUPREME COURT
The legislative clerk read the nomination of Carlos A.
Imperial, of the Philippine Islands, to be associate justice,
Supreme Court of the Philippine Islands.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The nomination just read
and the one following it on the ·calendar, being Calendar No.
4675, will be passed over at the instance of the junior Senator from Utah [Mr. KING].
Mr. BINGHAM. Mr. President, did I understand the
Chair to say that the junior Senator from Utah objected to
the nominations of judges of the Philippine Supreme Court?
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The junior Senator from
Utah, being under the obligation to leave the Chamber,
asked the Chair to request that the nominations of Philippine judges should go over.
Mr. BINGHAM. Mr. President, there is very great need
for their prompt confirmation, in view of the fact that the
next session of the court is about to be held, and there is
no quorum present, and so the court is unable to function.
I hope very much that in the very near future the nominations of these judges may be taken up, and that they may
be confirmed.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Senator from Oregon
has announced that there will be another executive ses-
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sion on Monday, and the Chair suggests to the Senator from
Connecticut that he communicate with the Senator from
Utah, and in the meantime-Mr. BINGHAM:. I shall not be able to be present at that
time.
Mr. McNARY. I will say, Mr. President, that probably
we can accommodate the Senator by having an executive
session to-morrow afternoon.
Mr. HASTINGS. Mr. President, for the reason stated by
the Senator from Connecticut, there was great pressure
upon the Judiciary Committee to get these nominations before the Senate; they are unanimously recommended; and
I was wondering whether it would be unusual to permit
them to be voted upon, with the understanding that the
Senator from Utah may move to reconsider if he should
desire to do so?
Th~ PRESIDENT pro tempore. The present occupant
of the chair was merely acting in conformity with senatorial
courtesy in saying that the junior Senator from Utah
wished the nominations to go over, and the Chair will hold
that they go over.
CECIL H. CLEGG
The legislative clerk read the nomination of Cecil H. Clegg,
of Alaska, to be judge, district of Alaska, division No. 3.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Without objection, the
nomination is confirmed.
ROBERT E. MATTINGLY
The legislative clerk read the nomination of Robert E.
Mattingly to be judge of the municipal court, District of
Columbia.
The PRESIDENT pro . tempore. Without objection, the
nomination is confirmed.
STilRLING D. BENNETT
The legislative clerk read the nomination of Sterling D.
Bennett to be United States attorney, eastern district of
Texas.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Without objection, the
nomination is confirmed.
ARTHUR ROGERS
The legislative clerk read the nomination of Arthur Rogers
to be United States marshal, western district of Tennessee.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Without objection, the
nomination is confirmed.
HENRY C. W. LAUBENHEIMER
The legislative clerk read the nomination of Henry C. W.
Laubenheimer to be United States marshal, northern district
of lllinois.
Mr. LEWIS. Mr. President, my colleague [Mr. GLENN]
is absent. I have been informed of objection on account of
matters which have been introduced in connection with Mr.
Laubenheimer. May I be permitted to say that upon investigation-and 1 am able to speak both for my colleague and
myself-the record shows the complete fitness and qualifications of Mr. Laubenheimer, and I move the confirmation
of his nomination.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Without objection, the
nomination is confirmed.
FEDERAL BOARD FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
The legislative clerk read the nomination of Perry W.
Reeves to be member, representative of labor, Federal Board
for Vocational Education.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Without objection, the
nomination is confirmed.
UNITED STATES TARIFF COMMISSION
The Chief Clerk read the nomination of Edgar Bernard
Brossard to be member, United States Taritf Commission.
Mr. COSTIGAN. Mr. President, I request that that nomination go over.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. On request, the nomination will be passed over.
DIPLOMATIC AND FOREIGN SERVICE
The legislative clerk read the nomination of George K.
Donald to be secretary, Diplomatic Service.
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The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Without objection, the
nomination is confirmed.
The legislative clerk read the nomination of Morris N.
Hughes to be secretary, Diplomatic Service.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Without objection, the
nomination is confirmed.
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DEBT TIED TO BUDGET
The whole program of Budget balancing is predicated in part
upon receipt of such payments from all war debtor countries that
it may not be necessary to " collect it from our own taxpayers."
The Coolidge statement, giving opportunity for Members of Congress to express themselves on the subject of war debts, is seen
as having an important effect upon both the att.i tude of the administration in that respect and in the drafting of the War DePUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE
partment plank by the Republican National Convention. Further
it would appear to give assurance that Congress wm decline to
The legislative clerk read the nomination of John A. Ham- ratify
any agreement that the President might undertake with
mer to be passed assistant dental surgeon, with grade of foreign governments for extension of the llfe of the present
moratorium.
passed assistant surgeon.
It is recognized that there is a great deal of sentiment in the
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Without objection, the
East and in certain sections of the Middle West favorable to furnomination is confirmed.
ther aid to Europe. Much has been said in Congress also that
The legislative clerk read the nomination of Fritz R. it was a foregone conclusion that foreign governments would
Jackson to be passed assistant dental surgeon, with grade of repudiate their debts in some way or another. Nevertheless, the
legislators, nearing the end of the session, tired and harassed
passed assistant surgeon.
importuning constituents and lobbyists to do all sorts of
The PRESIDENT pro tempm.·e. 'Without objection, the by
things, plainly are out of patience with the talk of war debt
nomination is confirmed.
revision, much less cancellation.
DEMOCRATS ARE PROVOKED
POSTMASTERS
Democratic Members are rather provoked over the Alfred E.
The legislative clerk proceeded to read the nominations Smith
proposal recently made that war debtors be forgiven a
of sundry postmasters.
portion of their debt upon the consummation of purchases of
Mr. ODDIE. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that American products in stated amounts. They look upon this as
nominations of postmasters on the calendar may be con- impracticable and undesirable.
Government economy blll was sent to conference to-day
firmed en bloc with the exception of Calendar No. 4722, in The
estimated to save only about $120,000,000 at the outWillard Gabhart, of Harrodsburg, Ky. The senior Senator side,a form
which 1s less than half of what President Hoover would like
from Kentucky has requested that 'that nomination be re- accomplished by this particular piece of legislation.
Reductions to be effected under Budget estimates for. various
committed to the committee, and I make that request.
activities also are likely to fall short of the goal.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Without objection, with Government
The revenue revision law, just enacted, w111 not yield all of
the exception of the nomination mentioned by the Senator the additional funds originally hoped for.
from Nevada, all other post-office nominations on the calTo add to these deficits the loss of the whole or any part of
endar are confirme·d en bloc, and the nomination referred the $258,000,000 which wlll otherwise be paid by the war debtors
in interest and principal, plus something like $25,200,000 in an
to will be recommitted to the Committee on Post Offices and installment
upon deferred payments of the present fiscal year.
Post Roads.
would further throw the Budget out of balance.
There are to be heard in Congress expressions of apprehension
THE ARMY
that President Hoover will act to aid European nations after
The legislative clerk proceeded to read the nominations Congress
adjourns.
·
of sundry officers in the Army.
PRESSURE TALKED OJ'
Mr. McNARY. I move that the Army nominations may
There is declared to have been pressure brought to bear upon
the Chief Executive and his advisers to make further representabe confirmed en bloc.
to Congress. It is recalled that influential persons in priThe PRESIDENT pro tempore. Without objection, the tions
vate conferences, particularly one at the home here of former
nominations are confirmed en bloc.
Secretary of the Treasury Mellon, had. urged upon Mr. Hoover
at the outset to seek a two or a three year moratorium, a proTHE NAVY
posal which Congress would not heed.
The legislative clerk proceeded to read the nominations
An unfortunate situation may arise in the event that leading
of sundry officers in the Navy.
debtor nations fall to make stated payments. It was related
Mr. McNARY. I make the same request regarding the to-day by Representative CRISP, of ~orgia, who has been acting
as chairman of the House Ways and Means Committee during
naval nQPiinations.
the 1llness of Chairman CoLLIE!l, that foreign governments literThe PRESIDENT pro tempore. 'V'ithout objection, the ally had to be forced into settling their debts by an implied
nominations are coiU~rmed en bloc. That completes the threat of having proposed private loans discouraged.
Whlle there 1s dislike on the part of certain leading Members
calendar.
of Congress, outstanding among whom is Senator~ CARTER GLAss
The Senate resumed legislative session.
(Democrat, Virginia), to State Department supervision of private
POSITION OF EX-PRESIDENT COOLIDGE ON WAR DEBTS
loans to foreign nations, nevertheless, there is likelihood that
such action would officially be fostered if foreign debtors fail
Mr. TOWNSEND. Mr. President, at the request of the to observe their obligations.
Senator from West Virginia [Mr. HATFIELD], I ask unaniCURTIS AGAllfST CANCELLATION
mous consent to have inserted in the RECORD an article from
"I always have been against cancellation of the war debts,"
the Journal of Commerce of June 10, entitled "Congress asserted Vice President CURTis. "I have repeatedly held that the
war debts should be repaid."
Indorses Coolidge in Holding Europe to War Debts."
Senator BoRAH, chairman of the Foreign Relations Committee,
There being no objection, the article was ordered to be
1s very positive and outspoken 1n his views.
printed in the REcoRD, as follows:
" The key to the European situation, good or bad, is the repaCONGRESS INDORSES CoOLIDGE IN HOLDING EUROPE TO WAR DEBT-" IF rations proposition," asserted BoRAH. "If Europe can not solve
WE Do NOT CoLLECT IT," HI: SAYS, " WE MusT CoLLECT FROM the reparations problem it is useless to talk to the American
TAXPAYER "--8ENATORS, CONGRESSMEN SUPPORT Ex-PRESIDENT- taxpayer about aiding Europe by canceling the debts, or to the
CURTIS, BORAH, WATSON, WAGNER, SMOOT, BINGHAM, SNELL, CRISP, American banker about aiding Europe by loaning it more money."
ROBINSON OF INDIANA BACK STAND
"Wno said cancellation?" inqUired Senate Republican Floor
Leader WATSON. "The way for scaling down the debts 1s for
By Clarence L. Llnz
them to pay them down."
WASHINGTON, June 9.-Repayment of European war debts to the
"I am not a recent convert 1n opposition to the cancellation of
United States under the terms of existing funding agreements will the war debts," suggested Senator REED SMooT, chairman of the
be expected by Congress.
Senate Finance Committee. "I have been opposed to that from
Such was the sentiment expressed by leading Members of both the very beginning."
Houses commenting upon an article by former President Calvin
WAGNER INDORSES COOLIDGE
Coolidge in the current issue of Cosmopolitan Magazine out to" Standing by itself it is a very sound, logical statement,"
morrow.
"The money we furnished we had to borrow," suggested Mr. asserted Senator WAGNER (Democrat, New York).
"The statements of Mr. Coolidge are sound, New England comCoolidge. " If we do not collect it from Europe, we must collect
mon sense--exactly the kind you would expect from him," comit from our own taxpayers."
mented
Senator BINGHAM (Republican, Connecticut). .. I parWrestling to-day with the problems Incident to the balancing
of the Budget, made intricate by manipulation of the Government ticularly like his expression that if we want to go into the subsidy
economy measure, Senate leaders have shown some irritability business we can form concerns of our own and find governments
over suggestions that Europe would not make anticipated interest outside of Europe where we could make the operation much more
and principal payments as they become due 1n December.
profitable."
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"Mr. Coolidge 1s right," concluded Representative SNELL, House

Republican .floor leader. "I am unalterably opposed to any reduction, cancellation, or war-debt moratorium."
" I, too, am in accord wtth former President Coolidge," said
Representative CRISP, who was a member of the World War Foreign Debt Commission which negotiated the funding agreements.
"Foreign nations easily can make these payments."
" These nations were entirely content to pay the debt, with
interest, at the time they contracted for the money," suggested
Senator RoBINSoN (Republican, Indiana). "Mr. Coolidge is very
conservative--they not only were willing to accept the obligation
for payment but insisted upon it as a right."
RECESS

Mr. McNARY. I move that the Senate take a recess until
to-morrow morning at 11 o'clock.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The question is on the
motion of the Senator from Oregon.
The motion was agreed to; and <at 6 o'clock and 26
minutes p, m.) the Senate took a recess until to-morrow,
Saturday, June 11, 1932, at 11 o'clock a. m.
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Henry Wallace Hall to be lieutenant colonel, Cavalry.
William Francis Heavey to be major, Corps of Engineers.
Homer Barron Chandler to be captain, Air Corps.
Oliver Wolcott van den Berg to be first lieutenant, Field
Artillery,
Ralph Eugene Rumbold to be first lieutenant, Infantry.
Michael Andrew Dailey to be lieutenant colonel, Medical
Corps.
John George Ingold to be lieutenant colonel, Medical
Corps.
Alvin Charles Miller to be lieutenant colonel, Medical
Corps.
William Archer Squires to be lieutenant colonel, Dental
Corps.
Arnett Percy Matthews to be lieutenant colonel, Dental
Corp.
John William Scovel to be lieutenant colonel, Dental
Corps.
PROMOTIONS IN THE REGULAR ARMY

CONFIRMATIONS
Executive nominations confirmed by the Senate June 10
(legislative day of June 8), 1932
SECRETARIES IN THE DIPLOMATIC SERVICE

George K. Donald to be secretary in the Diplomatic
Service.
Morr.is N. Hughes to be secretary in the Diplomatic
Service.
DISTRICT JUDGE, DisTRICT OF ALASKA

. Cecil H. Clegg to be district judge, district of Alaska,
division No. 3.
JUDGE OF THE MUNICIPAL COURT, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

Robert E. Mattingly to be judge of the municipal court,
District of Columbia.
UNITED STATES ATTORNEY

Sterling D. Bennett to be United States attorney, eastern
district of Texas.
UNITED STATES MARSHALS

Arthur Rogers to be United States marshal, western district of Tennessee.
Henry C. W. Laubenheimer to be United States marshal,
northern district of Dlinois.
MEMBER OF THE FEDERAL BOARD FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Perry W. Reeves to be a member of the Federal Board for
Vocational Education. representative of labor.
PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE

John A. Hammer to be passed assistant dental surgeon.
Fritz R. Jackson to be passed assistant dental surgeon.
APPOINTMENT BY TRANSFER IN THE REGULAR ARMY

Capt. Raymond William Bryant to Quartermaster Corps.
APPOINTMENT BY PROMOTION IN THE REGULAR ARMY

William Henry Menges to be colonel, Finance Department.
John Hutchison Hester to be lieutenant colonel, Infantry,
Franklin Langley Whitley to be lieutenant colonel, The
Adjutant General's Department.
Alfred Harold Hobley to be lieutenant colonel, Air Corps.
Elmer Cuthbert Desobry to be lientenant colonel, Infantry.
Robert Marks Bathurst to be major, Field Artillery.
Daniel Noce to be major, Corps of Engineers.
Willis Edward Teale to be major, Corps of Engineers (subject to examination required by law) .
Clark Kittrell to be major, Corps of Engineers.
Charles Everett Hurdis to be major, Field Artillery.
William Day to be captain, Quartermaster Corps.
Frederick Eugene Coyne, jr., to be captain, Finance Department.
John Myers McCulloch to be captain, Air Corps.
Richard Kemp Le Brou to be captain, Air Corps.
Charles Wesley Sullivan to be captain, Air Corps.
Paul Harter Leech to be captain, Quartermaster Corps.
Paul Arthur Ridge to be first lieutenant, Cavalry.
James William Andrew to be first lieutenant, Air Corps.
Charles Arthur Ross to be first lieutenant, Air Corps.
George J. Eppright to be first lieutenant, Air Corps.
Frank Dunne Klein to be first lieutenant, Air Corps.
William Vance Davis to be first lieutenant, Coast Artillery
Corps.
William Crawford D. Bridges to be first lieutenant, Corps
of Engineers.
John Wesley Sherwood to be lieutenant colonel, Medical
Corps.
Guy Logan Qualls to be lieutenant colonel, Medical Corps.
James Ernest Baylis to be lieutenant colonel, Medical
Corps.
Douglas Wiltz McEnery to be lieutenant colonel, Medical
Corps.
John William Meehan to be lieutenant colonel, Medical
Corps.
Charles Moore \Valson to be lieutenant colonel, Medical
Corps.

Carl Weston Pyle to be captain, Air Corps.
Noble Theodore Haakensen to be first lieutenant, Coast
Artillery Corps.
Chester Raymond Hai.g to be lieutenant colonel, Medical
Corps.
REAPPOINTMENTS IN THE OFFICERS' RESERVE CORPS
William Eugene Hall to be lieutenant. colonel, Medical
GENERAL OFFICERS
Corps.
Clinton Goodloe Edgar to be brigadier general, Auxiliary
Hew Bernard McMurdo to be lieutenant colonel, Medical Reserve.
Corps.
George Edmund de Schweinitz to be brigadier general,
Thomas Ward Burnett to be lieutenant colonel, Medical Auxiliary
Reserve.
Corps.
APPOINTMENTS BY TRANSFER
Robert Morris Hardaway to be lieutenant colonel, Medical
Corps.
Lieut. Col. Emmet Roland Harris to Finance Department.
Second Lieut. Joe Clifton East to Coast Artillery Corps.
Thomas Ewing Scott to be lieutenant colonel, Medical
Corps.
PROMOTION IN THE PHILIPPINE SCOUTS
Thomas Everett Harwood, jr., to be lieutenant colonel,
Herbert Lee Merritt to be captain, Philippine Scouts.
Medical Corps.
PROMOTIONS IN THE NAVY
Philip Barry Connolly to be lieutenant colonel, Medical
To be commanders
Corps.
Samuel Jay Turnbull to be lieutenant colonel, Medical
Morton L. Deyo.
Corps.
Harry G. Patrick.
John Cocke to be colonel, Cavalry.
Alfred E. Montgomery.
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To be lieutenant commanden
Albert R. Myers.
Francis R. McDonnell.
To be lieutenants
John W. Price, jr.
Robert M. Morris.
Wells L. Field.
Harry A. Dunn, jr.
To be medical inspector
Charles S. Stephenson.
To be surgeon
Howell C. Johnston.
PosTMASTERS

ALABAMA

Hugh H. Dale, Camden.
Odies M. Carr, Dawson.
Harry E. Marshall, Orrville.
ARKANSAS

Louie D. Minter, Piave.
Fred H. Grimes, Tupelo.
:r.nssoURI
William L. Simmerman, Centerview.
Hilles R. Leslie, Memphis.
John B. Chipp, New Hampton.
Herbert Burfeind, Sweet Springs.
NEBRASKA

Sterling C. Lathen, Grand Island.
NEVADA

John G. Eaby, Kimberly.
NEW HAMPSHIRE

Thomas H. Dearborn, Dover.
Charles F. Southard, North Haverhill
NEW JERSEY

Abram R. Bates, Allentown.
Alfred H. Grant, Forked River.
NEW YORK

Glaucus P. Russell, Grady.
Henry A. Parker, Murfreesboro.

Volney P. Hyde, La Fargeville.

COLORADO

Nelson M. Chamberlain, Page.
Albert F. Harris, Reeder.

Erick F. sutherland, Silverton.
FLORIDA

Clara D. Wheeler, Seffner.
GEORGIA

Pleasant N. Little, Madison.
Ella M. Withrow, Odum.
Edgar H. Lawson, Sandersville.
Lurline M. Overstreet, Sylvania.
William R. Chapman, Crawfordsville.
Thomas M. Goodrum, Newnan.
ILLINOIS

August Kalbitz, Red Bud.
Ira D. Lakin, Vandalia.
INDIANA

Kenneth L. Cox, Darlington.
Orval 0. Brown, Ewing.
Gladys M. Douthett, Highland.
IOWA

Della J. Riordan, Correctionville.
Calvin C. Knoll, Gilmore City.
Frederick J. Okell, Lewis.
Pearl M. Kraft, Melvin.
Robert E. Hill, Oxford Junction.
KANSAS

Luella Meredith, Hill City.
Elizabeth C. Bittmann, Independence.
Susie J. Gibbons, St. Paul.
KENTUCKY

George C. Cross, Louisville.
Myra B. Grimes, Millersburg.
LOUISIANA

Nettie Sojourner, Amite.
MARYLAND

Harry M. Carroll, Federalsburg.
Herbert R. Butts, Marydel.
MASSACHUSETTS

AlphonSe E. Roberts, Chicopee Falls.
Maynard D. Ellis, Woronoco.
MICmGAN

Hugh S. Dodge, Comstock Park.
Joseph W. Greenhalgh, Pontiac.
MINNESOTA

Herbert T. Behm, Lake I..Ulian.
Henry E. Day, R aymond.
MISSISSIPPI

Mamie Z. Lewis, Fayette.
Albert P. \Vilson, Monticello.

NORTH DAKOTA

OKLAHOMA

Otto S. Allred, Boynton.
Aaron Drumright, Drumright.
Opal M. Ham, Jennings.
Jeane H. Sisson, Mounds.
OREGON

George B. Bourhill. Moro.
James B. Kirk, The Dalles.
PENNSYLVANIA

David E. Trone, Clarendon.
Harry C. Best, Enon Valley.
Christian A. Jansen, Essington.
Dewey W. Sechler, Fairchance.
John A. Keck, Greenville.
Warren F. Simrell. Hallstead.
William H. Law, Koppel
Claude W. Keiser, Lykens.
Bernard E. Stansfield, Mechanicsburg.
Stanley L. Campbell, New Albany.
Lake S. MacNab, New Castle.
Naomi G. Hazell, Norwood Station.
John W. Snedden, Oil City.
Homer D. Sarge, Pine Grove.
William E. Brooks, Ridley Park.
Homer B. Asheld, Tunkhannock.
Leroy W. Keisling, Valley View.
RHODE ISLAND

Thomas D. Goldrick. Pascoag.
SOUTH CAROLINA

Waulla E. Westbrook, Blacksburg.
Washington M. Ritter, Cope.
John A. Chase, Florence.
Thomas B. Horton, Heath Springs.
Mamie C. Spears, Lamar.
Harry E. Wessinger, Lexington.
James D. Mackintosh, McClellanville.
Sarah C. Starnes, Ridgeway.
William B. Tarkington, St. George.
John W. Geraty, Yonges Island.
SOUTH DAKOTA

Della Reue, Leola.
Albert Koehne. Oldham.
John A. Hawkins, Waubay.
TEXAS

William H. Craddock, Cisco.
Buford E. Robertson, Gilmer.
Harvey B. Savage, Honey Grove.
Vivian A. Long, Naples.
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Clara Sitton, Pyote.
Thomas J. Darling, Temple.
Herbert W. Scott, Throckmorton.
Chester L. Lewis, Wheeler.
WEST VIRGINIA

Michael H. Duncan, Crumpler.
Charlie F. Baldwin, Madison.
WISCONSIN

John A. Dickerson, Edgerton.
Frank F. Delventhal, Peshtigo.
Clarence A. Loescher, Menasha.
WYOJ.\UNG

William L. Wallace, Rawlins.

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
FRIDAY, JUNE

10, 1932

The House met at 12 o'clock noon.
The Chaplain, Rev. James Shera Montgomery, D. D.,
offered the following prayer:
Most Merciful God, just now our first thought is of Thy
fatherhood; the second is of the far-reaching brotherhood
to which we belong. We pray Thee to regard and bless
these relationships. Increase the power of our faith, our
hope, and our sympathy as they move toward our fellow
men. Do Thou more and more incline us to hold up one
another, pitying one another and helping one another.
0 may we do most for those who need us most. We thank
Thee that Thou hast determined by Thy great heart of love
that man should not earn his bread by the breaking of his
heart. 0 God, lead us in some way to follow this Divine
purpose. As this is Thy will, it is destined to survive the
disturbances of time, ever responding to the worth of man.
At Thy mercy seat, our Father, we breathe this prayer in
the blessed name of the world's Saviour. Amen.
The Journal of the proceedings of yesterday was read and
approved.
MESSAGE FROM THE SENATE
A message from the Senate by Mr. Craven, its principal
clerk, announced that the Senate had passed without
amendment a bill of the House of the following title:
· ·
th S
ta
f th
H . R . 11337 . An ac t auth On.zJ.Ilg
e
ecre ry 0
e
Treasury to exchange the Federal building site in Dover,
N. J., for another site.
The message also announced that the Senate had passed,
with amendments, in which the concurrence of the House
is requested, a bill of the House of the following title:
H. R.11897. An act making appropriations for the military
a nd nonmilitary activities of the War Department for the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1933, and for other purposes.
The message also announced that the Senate had agreed
t o the repor t of th e committee o f conference on the dis agreeing votes of the two Houses on the amendments of
the Senate to the bill ai. R. 7912) entitled "An act making
appropriations for the Department of Agriculture for the
,
.
fiscal year ending June 30, 1933, and for other purposes.
MATERIALISM AND SPIRITUALITY

Mr. BOLAND. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent

to extend my remarks in the RECORD, and include the

commencement address delivered by the Resident Com. .
.. .
misswner from the Philippmes, Mr. CAMILo OsiAs, at the
Waverly High School, Waverly, Pa., on June 3, 1932. This
is a school situated in one of the cities of my congressional
· t
distriC •
The SPEAKER. Is · there objection?
There was no objection.
The address is as follows:
Once while a supervising teacher in the Philippine Bureau of
Education I was traveling on horseback one night from my official
station, Bacnotan, La Union, to my home town, Balaoan. On the
way there was a river named Darigayo which I had to cross by
means of a bamboo raft. It had been raining that afternoon.
The stream was swollen and the current was rather swift. The
men 1n charge, whom we can balceros, in!ormed me that it was
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dangerous just then to attempt to go across. I, therefore, tarried
for a few hours awaiting the stream to subside.
While chatting wit h t he men I saw fire at a distance at the
foot of the mountains in t he east. I asked one of them, " Where
is that fire? "
He answered, " That's at the barrio, or village, called ' Caballtocan.'"
Now, balitoc in my language means gold and " Cabalitocan "
means a place where gold abounds. So I inquired, " Why is it
called' Cabalitocan' "? And the man related the following legend:
Once upon a t ime there was a man who went fishing on the
river in his little banca, or canoe. For hours and deep into the
night he worked, but he did not have any luck cat ching fish and
he was disappointed to have not a single fisl1 in his fish basket.
Paddling his banca in the darkness of the night, however, he saw
something glittering along the bank. He went for the object and
to his surprise he found it was a piece of gold about the size of a
grain of rice. Full of glee he took the precious metal and thanked
his stars, for he knew it was worth more than any fish he could
have caught.
He then and there decided to go home. As he glided along he
saw not far away another shining object on the bank, and thinking
it might be another piece of gold he paddled his banca toward 1t.
He picked it up and found that it was, indeed, a piece of gold
the size of a guava f.r uit. So elated was he at finding a larger
piece that he threw into the river the first piece he had.
Proceeding along he again saw not far away a still larger piece,
which was shining and bright. This time it was about the size
of a coconut. He took this one and threw away what he had.
Hurrying homeward he again saw a still larger piece. Not doubting that it was gold, he threw away what he had and hastened to
pick up the g_reat big piece of metal about the size of a mortar.
To his dismay he found it so heavy that he could not move it an
inch.
Remembering the pieces he had previously thrown away, he
retraced his steps, as it were, to look for them, but to his disappointment none did he find, and when he returned to look for the
large piece of gold, it, too, could not be located.
That tale has remained indelibly in my mind. The more I think
of it the more clearly I see the g.reat,morallesson it teaches, which
in times like these we would do well to bear in mind and heed.
This simple legend shows that although the material in life has
its place, it is never wholly satisfying. It reaffirms the truth
lllustrated in the renowned story of King Midas, who, in quest of
what he thought was the greatest thing in the world, was given
the power to turn into gold whatever he touched, a power which
he later had occasion to regret, because the child he so dearly
loved was also turned into gold in his clutches as he held her in a
fond embrace.
Let me state that I recognize the worth of the material, the
practical, the economic -in earthly life, yet I cling steadfastly to the
belief tha.t the idealistic, the moral, the spiritual constitute in the
last analysis the really elemental, satisfying, and permanent. The
material is temporal; the spiritual is elemental. Materialism is
founded upon things that perish; the spiritual has an immortal
basis.
Shortsighted are they who permit their better nature to be
obscured by their worship of the material. The farsighted are
those who, seeing the things that are, can project themselves 1nto
the realm of the imponderables and discover, through the maze of
things tmmediate, the image of what they conceive to be the
eternal verities of which spirituality is the embodiment.
Your schooling so far has enabled you to catch a glimpse of the
real on earth through the agency of the common subjects. Your
taste of a little science may have led you to the conclusion that
only the physical is what is real, but, school man that I am myself, I have no hesitation to a1fi.nn that spirituality is the true
reality.
The youth of the present study various texts and read se~eral
references, but I wonder if they grasp and assimilate their cantents. I fear that in the face of the avalanche of so much printed
matter they fail properly to separaie the grain from the chaff and
get a warped view of things. I fear they are neglecting the beauti!ul depicted in classical literature and the great truths embodied
in the Book of Books: " What shall it profit a man if he shall gain
the whole world and lose his own soul? "
Life in the present workaday world tends altogether too much
to the immediate, the obvious, the material. To many of the
youth, indeed, materialism has become a god. This can not but
sadden the hearts of your elders who wish you well. Ask any of
them and, 1f he be a true guardian of your best interests, he
would in his best moments tell Y0 "';1 that above t~e things ear~hly
are the things heavenly; that withm what is obVIous and tangible
1n ourselves is the invisible and the intangible which we call a
soul or a spirit.
It is this soul that is life. It is this spirit that ts real. Only
1f this reality in ourselves is attuned to the greater soul or the
greater spirit may it be said that we are in truth and in fact
genuinely educated.
A common criticism against the existing institutions of learning
is tha~ they are academic and impractical. Ord.inarily, It is meant
by this that they are not sufficiently effective m preparing young
men and young women for practical life. Practical life in turn
is narrowly interpreted, and is made synonymous with the chase
of the dollar. The dollar a used as the criterion of success. It
is the yardstick by which achievement is gaged. Only he who
succeeds in amassing material wealth is adjudged successful. A
premium is placed upon mate\'ial mindedness. This way lies the
road to perdition.
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Let not the materially ridden social order forget that more imDEPRESSION AND WANT OF CONFIDENCE
portant than earning orie's livelihood is living an abundant life.
Mr. DICKINSON. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent
True abundance is found in rich spirituality. Hitching our wagon
to a star means lifting ourselves from the common level of the to extend my remarks on the subject of the depression and
material into the lofty heights of the spiritual. This way lies want of confidence.
the road to sublime immortality.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to the request of the
I doubt not that perhaps some of my hearers even now are
gentleman
from Missouri?
inwardly criticizing me as being but a theoretical and academic
There was no objection.
schoolman. I do not mind. If to indulge in such thoughts is
to be theoretical, then make the most of the charge. Such is my
Mr. DICKINSON. Mr. Speaker, many times have these
nature and I do not purpose to change it merely to conform to words been heard in committee hearings, in debates in Conthe standard that has become so current in an accursedly magress, and in the press of the country. A condition conterialistic world.
While I believe I am practical enough to realize that there need fronts the country in which widespread depression, disconnot be an irreconcilable conflict between sane materialism and tent, and want of confidence exist. What causes enter into
practical spirituality, I am insistent in pressing upon my listeners
the idea that spirituality should be exalted above materialism. I this condition? Commodity prices have fallen below the
am emphatic in asserting that the spiritual, not the material, is cost of production, the buying power of the farmer is gone.
what is soul satisfying.
.
Agriculture has in the past annually created new wealth,
Lest I be too much misunderstood, I again advert to the
amounting
to sixty or seventy billions of dollars, a year,
thought already expressed that the material is not without importance, but at best it is only foundational. Upon it must be as estimated. Mother Earth has peen the salvation of the
built a superstructure of character so good, so perfect that country. To-day her corn, wheat, cotton, cattle, and hogs
teachers and parents alike shall cheerfully realize that the sacri- and other products of the farm are without a market.
fice ~Y have made tor the education of those who graduate has
been worth while. In the attainment of righteous spirituality is High walls of protection surround the United States and all
found the true reward of both the patient teacher and the solicit- col,Ultries of the world, so that the surplus products of the
ous parent.
farm and factory are without a world market. Trade and
Go forth, I adjure the graduates, consciously striving for that commerce, the life of nations, have halted. The lands and
higher and better and nobler something we call spirituality. For
you this course and the meaning of the injunction will gain in products of the farmer no longer give him credit at the
worth and clarity in proportion to the intensity and seriousness banks; the merchant can not sell his goods nor buy from
of your compliance. Truth, virtue, happiness--all the things that the wholesaler. The manufacturer closes his doors and disare held priceless--will become more likely to be yours if you succeed in resisting the temptations that will come to you and if charges his employees, and idle labor walks the streets.
Banks close their doors and go into the hands of receivers.
you emerge unscathed in the fierce struggle.
As a man interested in education, I am naturally anxious that Business everyWhere lags, while unemployment increases.
some such arresting and challenging thoughts should climax the Is it any wonder that a depression and want of confidence
rich and promising life of youth. My concern is to see the youth
avoid the pitfalls which we, who are older have experienced, so are widespread and that the people have lost in a large
that each succeeding generation may be better than that which degree confidence in the financial institutions of our land
preceded it. Only thus is the continuity of progress assured.
and in the ability of the Government to find a remedy, to
I am. personally filled With misgivings as I see a growing tendency to weigh questions of profit and personal gain against such restore confidence, and banish depression? Is it any wonideals as Uberty in the consideration of causes affecting human der that the people have lost confidence in the ability of
rights. It is with no little alarm that I should see on every side the party in power to restore prosperity, so often promised
evidences of so many people finding thrill in the thought of by those in control of the Government? Is it any wonder
millions and the figures of millionaires, while but few get enrapthat the party in unbridled control for nearly 12 years no
tured over the pursuit of perfection and happiness.
Those who are bent on am~ing fortunes are numerous, but longer has the confidence of the masses, who cry out for
limited is the number of those who are devoted to the prosecution relief from an intolerable condition?
of higher objectives content in sinking their selves in great causes.
Our present condition is due in a large measure to the
The trouble is that we are living tn an age more bent on getting
rich than in becoming good; more desirous to become prosperous intense speculation in stocks of all kinds, sold to the
than to be free; powerful, rather than peaceful; strong, rather public throughout the length and breadth of the United
than happy. The very momentum, indeed, seems to be solely in
the direction of knowing and doing rather than of being, gather- States at inflated prices, hoping to get rich quick. Brokers
and speculators handled the money of the country, drained
ing and getting rather than of giving.
•
As in years past, we are erecting false gods, though these assume it of its money, anct when the crash came in October, 1929,
slightly cillierent forms. I am tempted to assert that if Jesus the loss to the country amounted to sixty billions or more
should reappear in His old benign simplicity and in His traditional perfect goodness this world would probably not welcome of dollars-the highest estimate one hundred and fifty
Him. Perhaps it would laugh at Him. He would be deemed a billions-and the country lay prostrate. Many believed that
simpleton. He would be regarded as an object o! curiosity, mis- the Federal Reserve Board, of which Mr. Mellon, the Secreunderstood, and unappreciated. He would again be made to suffer tary of the Treasury, was ex officio head, did not discharge
mental and moral anguish. Yes; perhaps He, as in the days of
its full duty to the public.
old, would be crucified.
The public was encouraged to buy inflated stocks by utterNeverthless I do not allow myself to be plunged into the morass
of pessimism. I pick up an American silver coin. Fingering and ances of those in high authority, while the general public
examining it I derive no little delight that upon it I should see suffered from enormous losses. It was stated in the August
the imprint of the image of Liberty and the immortal motto, so
wonderfully Inspiring and thought provoking, " In God we trust." number of 1930 of the Harpers Magazine, quoting the New
Not yet, after all, has materialism, despite an orgy of speculation York Times, that a Pittsburgh dispatch of May 22 to the
and a saturnalia of extravagance, succeeded in effacing ideals and Times estimated the profits of the Mellon family in alumiprinciples so uplifting and so ennobling!
Individuals as such and humanity as a whole are and will be num and Gulf oils alone, on the basis of shares owned, as
to the extent that they approximate the trutp. and reality of over $300,000,000, so apparently the Mellon family must have
ancient and tested ideals. They shall be great to the degree that cashed in in May, 1929. All did not lose.
they lift themselves up to the height and broaden themselves to
Mr. Mellon and other members of the Cabinet and the
the dimensions of true idealism and real spirituality.
Just as I would enjoin my fellow orientals to value and conserve President by frequent utterances had encouraged the public
the best that there is in their oriental heritage and absorb the to buy. This intense speculation in stocks, ending in the
contribution of the Occident, just so do I now urge upon my crash of October, 1929, with the enormous resultant loss
friends of the West to keep and value the best that there is in to investors in stocks, was an outstanding element in prothe Occident and absorb the force, the power, and the beauty
ducing depression and want of confidence, that will take
of the life of the Orient.
As a man coming from that oriental world whence came every 11 long time to restore. The undue imlation of the better
great philosophy, every great religion that has spread over the class of stocks to high level; beyond their real value aLso
world, I shall in closing leave this simple message: Do not underestimate the material but identify yourselves with the spiritual. carried upward and flooded the market With worthless
Concern yourselves more sedulously with the search of the uni- stocks, the sale of which to the uninformed public was pure
versal, the elemental, and the eternal. These you are more likely robbery, and millions suffered enormous losses, while the
to find in the realm of spirituality rather than in the domain of few were enriched by sales at great profits. Cities Service
materialism.
True life, true liberty, true happiness-these are to be found in stocks sold above 60, while agents everywhere boosted these
stocks, which later dropped as low as 2, and left their vicrich idealism and genuine spirituality.
LXXV--791
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tims bankrupt. The wild speculation in stocks ending in
the crash of October, 1929, will long be remembered in
millions of homes as one of the chief causes of this depres.sion that hangs like a curse over our land.
Much of the money accumulated by investments and otherwise by the insiders controlling business is now invested in
Canada and in European and South American countries,
avoiding taxation in the United States and to secure cheaper
labor and foreign markets, now denied the surplus products
of the farm and factory in the United States. Many billions
have been loaned since the World War by the United States
Government, and many other billions loaned by private individuals and corporations in Europe and South America.
Now these private interests have urged that the foreign
debts due the United States be canceled, so that payment of
private investments abroad be made certain. President
Hoover proclaimed a moratorium and held out hopes to European governments that said debts would be canceled and
payments due the United States cease, thereby adding to
our strained financial conditions, cutting short our revenues,
and helping to unbalance our National Budget. Then, again,
great banking institutions invested in hundreds of millions
of German bonds, cashed enormous commissions, and shoved
the purchase of these German bonds on to the public, and
quickly the value of the bonds dropped to low levels, adding
to depression and want of confidence.
The condition in the country is abnormal, largely as the
result of the World War. Large incomes increased enormously, to such an extent that 511 people in the United
States in 1929 had a net annual income of $1,000,000, while
in 1914 only 60 people in the United States had such a net
income. The number of people in 1930 having a net income
of $1,000,000 had fallen to less than 150 persons. A reaction
set in and the wealthy class suffered when the masses lost
their incomes, and when commodity prices fell to low levels,
due to excessively high tariffs, erected in all countries,
destroying commerce and trade, the life of nations, so that
the surplus products of the farm and factory lost their foreign markets; and with agriculture stricken down and impoverished, prosperity left the farms and mortgage foreclosures increased enormously, and bank failures multiplied,
and unexampled unemployment resulted, for when agriculture failed to furnish its annual supply of new wealth, business conditions suffered, and labor walked the streets and
crowded the highways, and breadlines formed as never before, and demands for relief cried aloud, and demand for
new taxes came from the party in power. Depression and
want of confidence fill the country and the public mind.
In 1928 and 1929 stock speculations mult~plied, encouraged by those in high authority, ending in the crash that
came in October, 1929, resulting in a loss variously estimated from sixty billions to as high as one hundred and
fifty billions. The country had been literally drained of
money, was bled white when people of all classes were
induced to part with all their money, owned or borrowed,
to get rich quick. The well informed took their profits,
hoarded their money, or invested their earnings in untaxed
Government securities. The distressed condition of the
country to-day is largely due to stock speculations ending
in that great crash and to high tariff walls, builded around
all countries, largely in retaliation against the HawleySmoot high tariff law, thereby destroying commerce and
trade, so that the surplus products of farm and factory
could not be sold abroad. thereby forcing to a low level
commodity prices below the costs of production.
Too much of the money of the country has been taken
from production and used in the gambling operations of
the stock exchange, with the full knowledge and consent of
the great banking institutions of the country and without
the restraining influence of the administration in charge of
the Government or of the Treasury Department, whose Secretary was ex officio chairman of the Federal Reserve Board
when these gambling operations in Wall Street ended in
October, 1929, in the greatest stock crash in the world•s
history, a tragedy without a parallel in all time. Why
should not these gambling operations that have manop-
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olized the moneys of the country, the very lifeblood of the
Nation, be taxed? The people in all parts of our country
were lured by agents everyWhere to invest their earnings and
all they could borrow in stocks and bonds, worthless many
of them, to obtain large and quick profits, with scarcely a
word of warning from those in high authority and in control
of the money of the country.
Much criticism-and apparently just-has arisen from the
fact that over $3,000,000,000 of taxes have been refunded to
the big rich and to corporate wealth. 'What a contribution
this would have been to reduction of our World War debtand mark you, after sworn returns were made through the
aid of expert accountants but refunded through the aid of
highly paid experts and attorneys, who fattened and grew
rich through this depletion of the Treasury.
When Congress met shortly after the stock crash the
administration, of which Mr. Hoover was the President and
Mr. Mellon the Secretary of the Treasury, a dominating
influence of said administration, urged Congyess to turn
back to the large income-tax payers about $200,000,000 of
income taxes due and about to be paid into the United States
Treasury as a salve for their· supposed losses by reason of
the stock crash.
That Congress yielded to this demand was a monstrous
wrong. The depression that is abroad in the land to-day is
in my judgment due in a large degree to the stock speculations that ended in the stock crash, to the high wall of
protection built around the United States and the rearing
of alike tariff walls by foreign nations in retaliation, thereby
destroying in a large measure the commerce between the
United States and other nations. by which the surplus products of the farm and factory could not be shipped abroad.
Added to this the enormous loans of money and investments
of capital of the United States in foreign lands, folloWed by
the purchase of three billions of German bonds, negotiated
by big banks with large commissions, and passed on to the
American public, and now depreciated to one-third of their
face value.
Then comes the moratorium, invi~d by President Hoover,
with the result that foreign countries have stopped payment
of their annual dues of hundreds of millions due the United
States, for billions loaned to rehabilitate Europe after the
World War. Is it any wonder that the masses of the people
are without money, that the prices of agricultural products
have broken d~wn. that banks everywhere refuse to lend
the moneys locked in their vaults, and have closed their
doors by the thousands, that the people are afraid to deposit their moneys in banks, that have grown timid for
fear of runs that may start at any time. Is it any wonder
that unemployment is abroad in the land, while millions
walk the streets hunting for work that hunger may be satisfied for themselves and families.
To stay depression extraordinary demands are made on
Congress for legislation to stay impending. disaster, and the
Government responds through Congress by passing quickly
an act creating the Reconstruction Finance Corporation,
through which $2,000,000,000 are being loaned to railroads,
banks, and other large concerns, to safeguard big business,
and other legislation and other large appropriations are
being pressed through Congress to meet the dire necessities
of the country.' Now there is pending here this great revenue bill, deemed necessary to raise by taxation moneys to
pay the expenses of the Government. whose annual expenses exceed four or five billion dollars, one billion of
which is for interest due on the debt of the United States,
resultant from the World War. The Budget is out of balance and the money must be raised by taxation or by sale
of bonds or both. Business everywhere is crying aloud
against additional taxation. The masses are without means
to pay. In daily debate through the Representatives in
Congress we hear of the distress and depression that is
abroad in the land, of the inability to pay taxes, or to borrow money, of the foreclosure of mortgages, the failure of
banks, and widespread depression. The depression here in
Washington is not so great, for here is the great Government pay roll of the United States. Here there is an activ-
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ity more apparent than elsewhere, buildings all along
Pennsylvania Avenue are being torn davin, mighty structures raised, and costly buildings being erected, and labor
employed, costing millions of dollars to meet the supposed
needs of Government and to beautify Washington. But we
must look beyond the Capital City of the Nation to know
and feel and realize the actual condition of the country.
We need a change. We need a reduction of the expenditures of Government, a reduction of taxes wherever possible,
a revival of business, a market for the products of the farm
and factory with reasonable prices, a revival of agriculture,
so that Mother Earth may render her annual contribution of
wealth to meet the world's necessities. The prosperity of
the farm must return or business will not revive.
The present condition is a legacy of Republican control
through three national administrations-Harding, Coolidge,
and Hoover. Capitalism has ruled and controlled the affairs of the Nation. The lending of money largely abroad,
speculation in stocks and bonds, foreign investments, the
enactment of unjust laws have aided in the unjust distribution of wealth and the centralization of wealth and power
in the hands of the few.
A voice in another body proclaims we need a Mussolini; a
cry from a potent voice in Wall Street says abolish Congress and suggests a dictator. Are the people ready to surrender representative government and look and listen only
to the Chief Executive, whose duty is to execute the laws
enacted by Congress, in whose Halls the representatives of
the people speak the mind of their constituents, who elect
them to temporary office? Jefferson believed in a representative form of government and the ability of the people
to govern themselves. It is said Hamilton did not believe
the people were capable of self-government and believed in
a strongly centralized Government. Congress may make its
mistakes but will right itself when it hears the voice of its
well-informed constituents. The press may deride and seek
to discredit Congress for selfish reasons. In the recent debate on the economy bill Mr. FISH, of New York, said:
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Mr. BLANTON. They are carrying mighty few, if any,
farmers. Farms are being foreclosed daily, and we must
provide for their redemption.
Mr. HOWARD. Now, Mr. Speaker, I do not know how
this hideous situation can be remedied, so I am appealing
now to the splendid minds on our Judiciary Committee and
asking that committee if it can not possibly de-lise some
plan whereby this House may take action during the few
days intervening between now and actjournment so that this
evil situation may be corrected. It is shameful that always
and forever in affairs of government our people on the
American farms must be given just a little bit the worst of
it in all their contacts of government in comparison with
those mighty masters of money for which and for whom our
Government is now so kindly caring.
Mr. LAGUARDIA. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. HOWARD. I yield.
Mr. LAGUARDIA. I notice the gentleman's reference is
to the Judiciary Committee. Is it due to the fact the gentleman thinks this conduct is a crime, because that committee only has jurisdiction of crime?
Mr. HOWARD. Indeed, I do. The gentleman is eminently correct, as he nearly always is, except on the soldier
bill.
CORRECTION

Mr. CONNERY. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent
to address the House for one-half minute.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to the request of the
gentleman from Massachusetts?
There was no objection.
Mr. CONNERY. Mr. Speaker, on Wednesday I inadvertently referred to the legislative counsel of the House as
having prepared the amendment to a bill in reference to
the District of Columbia. I meant to refer to the corporation counsel of the District of Columbia, and I wish to cor...
rect my statement.
Mr. STAFFORD. Then that explains the form in which
those amendments were prepared.
My reason for rising to-day is to pay my respects to certain large

New York newspapers controlled by the big interests that have
viciously and maliciously sought to undermine our representative
system of government, and particularly the House of Representatives, by publishing editorials that are false, malicious, and absolutely contrary to the fact. Nothing is more needed at this time
than confidence and faith in our country and in our republican
form o! government and in the Congress of the United States.

Is it the voice of Hamilton crying aloud for a reassertion
of his doctrine that representative government is a failure?
The President of the United States may attack Congress
because it refuses to accept his views, and he may help to
destroy its program of economy and then appeal through the
controlled press and chambers of commerce and associated
industries to the people to attack Congress for its failure to
speedily accomplish economy and to reduce expenditures of
the Government, multiplied under Republican administration-a hard task, with Executive opposition to any Democratic program for economy, reduction of salaries, and
appropriations.
INTEREST ON GOVERNMENT LOANS

Mr. HOWARD.

Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent
to address the House for three minutes.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to the request of the
gentleman from Nebraska?
There was no objection.
Mr. HOWARD. Mr. Speaker, my attention has been called
on several occasions recently, and particularly this morning,
to a peculiar situation ·in our country. The Reconstruction
Finance Corporation loans money to big banks at as low as
5% per cent interest. Congress voted a large sum of money
to the Federal land banks to aid the unfortunate mortgage
victims of that bank, helping them to pay taxes where
necessary, and interest where due, and it is now kindly
charging those poor unfortunates 8 per cent for carrying
them along in the same helpful way the Reconstruction
Finance Corporation is carrying the railroads that have been
in trouble.

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE APPROPRIATION BILL

Mr. BUCHANAN.

Mr. Speaker, I present a conference
report on the bill <H. R. 7912) making appropriations for
the Department of Agriculture for the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1933, and for other purposes.
The Clerk read the title of the bill.
WHAT THE WORLD COURT WOULD SAVE IN ARBITRATION CASES

Mr. LINTHICUM. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent to revise and extend my remarks on the second deficiency bill passed yesterday.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection?
There was no objection.
Mr. LINTHICUM. Mr. Speaker, I note on page 27 of this
bill, H. R. 12443, making appropriations to supply deficiencies in certain appropriations for the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1932, a provision continuing the unexpended
balance of the appropriation of $56,000 to pay the expenses
of the arbitration between the United States and Sweden.
This is one of those appropriation boards set up by our
Government to ascertain the damages and loss to Sweden
for keeping her ships in American ports during the World
War.
The Foreign Affairs Committee of the House has reported
out a resolution known as H. J. Res. 378, authorizing the appropriation of $53,895.85 to pay our proportion of the expenses of the International Court of Justice, commonly
known as the World Court, for the calendar year 1932.
The United States has been represented on this court since
its establishment, the Hon. John Bassett Moore being our
first representative, the Hon. Charles Evans Hughes, noVl
Chief Justice of the United States, our second representative,
and the Hon. Frank B. Kellogg, formerly Secretary of State,
our third and present representative upon this court.
The United States, according to the charter of this court,
has a right to submit its cases for decision to the court.
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\Ve have not done so, because we have awaited the approval by the Senate by a two-thirds vote of the protocols
signed by this Government, which would make us a member
of the court by treaty. This is all well and good when the
protocols are approved, provided the reservations do not
destroy the usefulness of the court to our Nation. The
question, however, is, When will the Senate advise and consent to these protocols? That is something no one can
visuali.ze. Inasmuch as · our Nation has the right to submit its questions to this World Court, which is said to be
the greatest court that has ever been established, having
upon its bench the ablest jurists of the world, it would apparently be to our interest to submit our questions for their
decision and thus avoid the very expensive and untried
arbitration boards we set up. It has every facility for consideration of the cases brought before it. The judges are
not only men of great distinction and learning of the law,
but men who have had experience in international affairs,
and therefore better qualified upon a court of this nature.
If House Joint Resolution No. 378, making an appropriation to the court, had been in effect, and we were thus contributing our proportion of the court's expenses, being
around the same amount which England pays, and heretofore stated, we could have submitted this Sweden case, which
is costing us $56,000, along with other cases to this World
Court. As has been well stated by the Secretary of State
in a letter of May 25, 1932, to the Foreign Affairs Committee
to wit-

priation, $70,000. We set up an absolutely distinct court for settlement of that case, which could have been settled in the World
Court.
CUba: Damages to Charles J. Harrah when Cuban Government
seized his narrow-gauge railway operating along Marianao Beach;
cost, $30,000. This committee had charge of that matter, if you
remember.
Egypt: Damages to George Salem when Egyptian Government
held title to certain real estate, thus preventing him from selling
it; approximate cost, $25,000. That matter was also before this
committee.
Guatemala: Damages to P. W. Shufeldt when Guatemalan Government canceled a contract for the extraction of chicle from
Guatemalan lands; cost held confidential.
Spain: Arbitration of damages infiicted in Spanish territory of
Florida during invasion of Andrew Jackson in 1814; cost not yet
determined.
Mexico: Settlement of American and Mexican claims against the
Governments of both countries for damages suffered by the citizens of each; average cost per year, $300,000. That, of course, is
not the arbitration cost. The minimum cost of these arbitration
cases, exclusive of the Mexican, is $181,000. That is what has been
done in slightly more than a year. We have set up separate arbitration courts and we have spent $181,000 when we could have
been in the World Court for $53,000, and got the benefit of that
experienced tribunal which, as I have said, is said to be the finest
that the world has ever set up.
RELIEF OF THE DEPRESSION

Mr. McKEOWN.

Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent
to extend my remarks.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection?

There was no objection.
Mr. McKEOWN. Mr. Speaker, to take us out of this

Under the court's charter, we have the right, although not a depression it is necessarymember of the court, to submit, with the consent of the Senate,
First. To stabilize prices of farm products so as to guarsuch cases to its jurisdiction. That court exists to-day not antee the former the cost of production and a reasonable
merely as a group of experienced jurists, but as a tried and veteran institution which has enveloped itself beyond any other profit.
international body with the temperateness, the learning, and the
Second. To create a large program of public work so as to
impersonal attitudes which are the essence of sound interna- furnish jobs for the unemployed.
tional progress. If the court, which has long maintained an
Third. Cheapen the present value of the American dollar
American upon its bench, could now be granted a contribution toward its expenses in a measure appropriate to the position of by the expansion of the currency, or the coinage of more
this country in international affairs, we might as time goes on silver. This can be accomplished by the immediate cash
employ it as a useful agency within the limits of sound national payment of the soldiers' bonus.
policy. Quite independent of the satisfaction accorded by the
Until you restore the buying power of the farmer any
submission of some types of controversy to a tribunal of this Gort,
the submission of cases to it would afford substantial savings in effort at recovery is futile. I am working for and supportthe increasing volume of expense of minor arbitrations. An ap- ing the bill indorsed by the three great farm organizations
propriation of the type contemplated by your resolution would
at least afford the opportunity for the appropriate authorities to of America.
consider a policy in this direction which would not involve the
In this land of plenty no person should go hungry or
deeper issues which have been debated in this country for the unclad. If my advice had been heeded eight years ago,
past decade.
when I urged relief for the farmers, much of the present disVery sincerely yours,
HENRY

L. STIMSON.

tress would have been avoided.

This emergency is as disastrous as a war, and it behooves
It will be seen from what the Secretary of State says that
it is quite possible for us to make a great saving if we but the masses of the people to have in Congress a trustworthy

pass my resolution and contribute our proportion of the
expenses of the World Court, and not only that, but it will
be doing the fair and just thing. We might feel that, inasmuch as we do not submit any cases to the court, we are
not receiving any benefits; but such is not the case. The
court is in session and there are 48 countries parties to it.
Cases are being submitted to the court, and some 44 cases
and opinions have been delivered. The decisions in these
cases kept the world at peace, and so long as the world is at
peace, and this court is an instrument to that end, it is
beneficial to the United States as well as to the rest of the

and tried representative.

SOLDIERS' BONUS Bn.L

Mr. ANDREWS of New York.

Mr. Speaker-The SPEAKER. For what purpose does the gentleman
rise?
Mr. ANDREWS of New York. Mr. Speaker, I rise to obtain consent of the House for the immediate consideration
of the soldiers' bonus bill.
Mr. RATh""EY. Mr. Speaker, I object.
~D

CL~

CO~SION

world.
We have expended a very large sum of money in establishing these arbitration boards, and the following list will
show that some $181,000 have already been expended;
whereas had we contributed our part to the World Court, it
would only have cost us around $53,000 per year. It is
hardly fair to have a judge on the court and let the other
nations pay his expenses and salary. It will be interesting
to read the following list of these arbitration boards which
have been set up, to wit:

Mr. CRISP. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent to
take from the table and consider Senate joint resolution
(S. J. Res. 97) extending for one year the time within which
American claimants may make application for payment,
under the settlement of war claims act of 1928, of awards
of the Mixed Claims Commission and of the Tripartite
Claims Commission.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to the request of the
gentleman from Georgia?
There was no objection.
, Sweden: Damages for Swedish merchant vessels held in AmeriThe Clerk read the Senate joint resolution, as follows:
can ports during World War; appropriation, $56,000. We appro-

priated $56,000 to establish the court of arbitration to settle that
question which could just as well have been submitted to the
World Court and had the benefit of those eminent jurists, but we
set up a separate arbitration at $56,000.
Panama: Damages to American oitizens k1lled and wounded
chiefly in riots in segregated districts dw·ing past years; appro-

Resolved, etc., That subsection (g) of section 2 and subsection
(f) of section 5 of the settlement of war claims act of 1928, as
amended by Public Resolution No. 48, Seventy-first Congress,
approved March 10, 1930, are further amended. respectively, by
striking out the words " four years " wherever such words appear
therein and inserting in lieu thereof the words " five years."
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The Senate joint resolution was ordered to be read a third
time, was read the third time, and passed.
A similar House joint resolution (H. J. Res. 396) was laid
on the table.
Mr. CRISP. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent to
print the report in the RECORD, as it explains the bill.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection?
'
There was no objection.
The report referred to follows:
[House Report No. 1409, Seventy-second Congress, first session]
EXTENDING TIME FOR APPLICATION UNDER THE SETTLEMENT OF WAR
~S ACT OF 1928
Mr. CRISP, from the Committee on Ways and Means, submitted
the following report (to accompany H. J. Res. 396).
The Committee on Ways and Means, to whom was referred the
resolution (H. J. Res. 396) extending for one year the time within
which American claimants may make application for payment,
under settlement of war claims act of 1928, of awards of the Mixed
Claims Commission and of the Tripartite Claims Commission, having had the same under consideration, report it back to the House
and recommend that the resolution do pass.
The necessity for this legislation is fully set forth in the following letter from Hon. A. W. Mellon, Secretary of the Treasury,
to the Speaker of the House of Representatives:
TREASURY DEPARTMENT,
Washington, D. C., February 2, 1932.

The SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
Sm: I have the honor to transmit herewith for consideration by
the Congress, a draft of a proposed joint resolution to amend the
settlement of war claims act of 1928 for the purpose of extending
for one additional year from March 10, 1932, the time within which
American nationals, who have obtained awards from the Mixed
Claims Commission, United States and Germany, or from the Tripartite Claims Commission, United States, Austria, and Hungary,
may make application to the Treasury for payment of such awards.
The settlement of war claims act of 1928 originally required that
an application for payment of such awards be made within two
years from the date of the enactment of that act (March 10, 1928).
Due principally to the so-called late claims agreement with Germany whereby American claimants were given an additional time
within which to file claims against Germany with the Mixed Claims
Commission, the act was amended by Public Resolution No. 48,
Seventy-first Congress, approved March 10, 1930, providing that
application for payment be made within four years from the date
of the enactment of the settlement of war claims act. Thus, the
time limit for making application for payment of awards of the
Mixed Claims Commission and the Tripartite Claims Commission
will expire on March 10, 1932.
The proposed legislation 1s believed necessary for the following
reasons:
(1) The Treasury holds 67 awards entered in favor of American
nationals bl the Mixed Claims Commission aggregating, with ac·
crued interest to September 30, 1931, about $300,000 for which no
applications for payment have been received. Thus far the department has not been able to locate some of these claimants.
In addition, the Mixed Claims Commission has not yet completed
its work, and, in view of the untimely death of Ron. Roland W.
Boyden, the umpire, it is not possible to estimate the time required
to finish it, but it is almost certain to extend beyond March 10,
1932. The questions pending before the commission involve
claims aggregating approximately $40,000,000. If these claims are
allowed it is essential that the American claimants concerned be
given sufficient time within which to make application for payment.
(2) While practically all of the awards entered in favor of American nationals against Austria by the Tripartite Claims Commission
have been paid, the awards entered by such commission against
Hungary have not yet been certified to the Treasury for payment
because of the provisions of the settlement of war claims act of
1928, requiring the commission at the same time to certify that the
funds deposited by Hungary in the Hungarian special deposit account are sufficient to pay such awards. The Treasury has received from the Government of Hungary the sum of $8,250 1n
partial ' sattsfaction of these awards, but that Government can not
make further payment until a waiver has been obtained from the
Government of France of a most-favored-nation clause contained

in the debt agreement between that Government and Hungary.
The matter is being actively kept before the Government of
France, but in view of the uncertainty when favorable action by
that Government may be forthcoming, it is believed essential tb.at
the settlement of war claims act be amended as indicated in the
inclosed draft; that is, by extending the time for making application for payment for one additional year.
Respectfully,
A. W. MELLoN,
Secretary of the Treasury.

FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANKS
Mr. POU. Mr. Speaker, I call up House Resolution 253
and ask for its immediate consideration.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from North Carolina
calls up a resolution which the Clerk will report.
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The Clerk read as follows:
House Resolution 253
Resolved, That upon the adoption of this resolution it shall be
in order to move that the House resolve itself into the Committee of the Whole House on the state of the Union for the consideration of H. R. 12280, a bill to create Federal home loan
banks, to provide for the supervision thereof, and for other purposes. That after general debate, which shall be oonfined to the
bill and shall continue not to exceed two hours, to be equally
divided and controlled by the chairman and ranking minority
member of the Committee on Banking and Currency, the bill shall
be read for amendment under the 5-minute rule. At the conclusion of the reading of the bill for amendment the committee
shall rise and report the bill to the House with such amendments
as may have been adopted, and the previous question shall b~
considered as ordered on the bill and the amendments thereto
to final passage Without intervening motion except one motion
to recommit.

Mr. POU. Mr. Speaker, I yield 10 minutes to the gentleman from Indiana [Mr. PURNELL] to be in turn used by him
as he sees fit. I yield myself 10 minutes.
Mr. Speaker, I presume this is the last of the major proposals of the President which the Congress will be called
upon to consider. In view of the criticisms that have been
leveled at the Congress from various sources, it may not be
out of place to remind the country, at least the fair-minded
American people, that this Congress has responded favorably to every major proposal that the President has recommended for the economic relief of the Nation.
We came back here in December. The fu·st proposal was
the moratorium. There were gentlemen who regarded the
moratorium wit:b. allytrung but favorable consideration, but
the President said it would better conditions, and we passed
his moratorium. The Federal land bank bill was passed.
The Glass-Steagall bill was translated into law, the Reconstruction Finance Corporation was created, and then this
Congress addressed itself to the major proposal of all the
major proposals, to wit, the balancing of the Budget. We
passed a measure which had many objectionable features,
but we did what the President asked us to do, we provided
for raising revenues sufficient to balance the Budget. Then
comes this measure, which is highly controversial. Within
two weeks, if I remember correctly, after the bill came from
the Committee on Banking and Currency we have it here
in the House of Representatives, under a special rule, ready
for consideration. That this House will pass the bill is, I
think, a safe prediction.
In view of the criticism that this COngress has been playing politics at the expense of human misery, in view of the
criticisms leveled at us from other sources, I want to ask in
all fairness what it is the President of the United States
has asked us to do, which he says will better conditions
throughout the United States, that this Congress has not
promptly responded to favorably? Not once has this House
refused to cooperate with the President in carrying into
effect his program for economic recovery of the Nation.
It is easy to criticize Congress every time somebody wants
to :find fault. It has gotten to be a very common, and -I
think a very cheap, practice that every time anybody has a
grievance he proceeds to damn Congress, yet in all fairness
I say that in thirty-odd years' experience I have never seen
men work harder day and night, some of them at the expense of their health; I have never seen men on both sides of
the aisle exhibit more sincere determination to do what is
necessary to elevate the Nation, if possible, out of the Slough
of Despond into which it has fallen. For my part, I resent
these criticisms of the Congress of the United States, when
I know that men have worked night and day to do what
could be done to relieve this situation. It is a little bit
irritating to read these cheap criticisms, some of them
coming from high sources, from which you would have a
right to expect better.
Mr. Speaker, there is one matter that may not be entirely
out of place in the discussion of this rule. I can not take
my seat without alluding to it.
There is in the so-called Garner bill an item carrying
$100,000,000 to be put in the hands of the President of the
United States to relieve hunger and suffering betwixt now
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and the convening of the next session of Congress. I do not
know how you all feel about it; I do not know how the
President of the United States feels about it; but I say to
you on both sides of this Chamber, as man to man, that I
am afraid to go away from here without leaving some such
reservoir as that which can be instantly touched in case it
becomes necessary. I would like to see that item, if we do
not do anything else, enacted into law, by separate bill, if
necessary.
We started out in January with 4,000,000 men out of
employment; then we heard it was 6,000,000; then we heard
it was 8,000,000; and !}.OW we are told there are 10,000,000
Americans out of jobs. I say it is to the glory of the
American people that up to this time there have been no
riots as have occurred elsewhere. We want to make our
people feel, if we can, that in this unprecedented emergency
hunger and suffering will not be permitted in so far as they
can be relieved. [Applause.] I say again that I am afraid to
go home without action. I can not sleep at night when I
think of these men walking the streets-hungry men and
women. I do not think we dare leave without doing something to care for destitution and hunger. I plead with this
Congress and I plead with Mr. Herbert Hoover to cooperate
with us to raise this great fund, if necessary, and even a
greater one, · so that in the great cities, in the congested
cent-ers, and wherever it may appear that there are suffering and distress, sufficient food can be promptly provided.
I hope that every Member who does me the honor of listening to what I am, in my humble way, saying will consider
this from now until the day we adjourn.
I do not want to talk about politics; but certainly it can
not be charged that the Democratic side of this Chamber is
attempting to make political capital when we offer to put
this great sum in the hands of the President to use in any
way he sees fit, through the Red Cross, through the Salvation
Army, or through the great charitable organizations of the
country. It seems to me that our great, noble-hearted President would feel constrained to say, "Yes; I will agree to
take charge of this fund." It is a situation the like of which
no man or woman has ever seen and which I pray Almighty
God with all my heart and soul we may never see again.
[Applause.] Let us not adjourn without passing some legislation which will be a sufficient guaranty that there shall be
no army of starvation in America.
[Here the gavel fell.]
OUR COUNTRY TO-DAY

Mr. NELSON of Wisconsin.

Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent to extend my remarks in the RECORD.
The SPEAKER pro tempore (Mr. WOODRUM) . Is there
objection to the request of the gentleman from Wisconsin?
There was no objection.
Mr. NELSON of Wisconsin. Mr. Speaker, the subject I
wish to discuss at this time is Our Country To-day. On
May 3 I printed in the RECORD an address made by me in
presenting, on behalf of the Bicentennial Commission, a
bust of George Washington to Governor La Follette, of
Wisconsin. I pointed out the ·fundamental principles
which Washington made the guiding forces of his own life
and sought to express in the life of the Nation of which he
was the first President. Following these ideals we were led
as a people, to the very heights of greatness.
It is now my intention to point out, by way of contrast,
conditions to-day, 200 years after his birth-our present
standards, our deviatrlon from those fundamental principles,
and the adjustment that must be made for the perpetuity of
our institutions and the welfare of our country.
THE MEMBERSHIP OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

In the consideration of my subject, my point of view is
the membership of the House of Representatives. Who will
represent the people in this branch, the most important
under our scheme of Government, in the next Congress, is,
of course, of great personal concern to every one. of us. I
desire at once to admit that I have a personal interest, and
I shall point out the rule to follow in dealing with one's
personal interest and the welfare of the people at large.
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There are three possible methods to follow: (1) To sacrifice public good to one's personal interest; (2) to compro ..
mise by devoting part of the time to· one's personal interest
and the rest of the time to public good, and (3) to subordinate one's personal interest wholly to public good.
All of us have some self-interest; but the wise way, the
right way, and the constructive way is to seek one's personal
interest within the general interest, our private good within
the public good. To sacrifice public good to our private
interests is parasitism; but to sacrifice private interests to
public good is patriotism. To compromise is to be part of
the time a patriot and the rest of the time a parasite.
Let me comment briefly on this point, for in the adjustment of our private interest to the public interest lies the
simple solution of every national problem. The root of all
evil conditions that now perplex and vex us like this depression, high taxes, agricultural distress, pensions, and war,
is nothing more nor less than sheer selfishness. This takes
many forms. I shall mention but three-appetite, ambition,
and greed-for these are the taproots of the world's woe
to-day. There is no hope to be found in any form of
selfishness, whether it be economic or political. There is
only one solution and it has to be worked out at first individually; we must keep down our appetites, our personal
greed, and our selfish ambitions. Then we must hold others
down who let these selfish motives control their conduct in
public or in private life. It is a great mistake for anyone
to be governed by selfishness. I have never seen anyone
reap good out of a selfish act; instead, only disappointment
and unhappiness. On the .other hand, I have found over and
over again that the highest form of unselfishness becomes,
in the end, the best service to self.
There is nothing nobler, better, nor more profitable in the
world, paradoxical though it may seem, than service \o
others through sacrifice, for it is the sign and seal cf love.
The true patriot, whether he be giving his life on the field
of battle or living his life for public service, is he who
spends it for his country and the good of all. In the very
giving of his life he finds it. The best exponent and standard of human sacrifice in private life is a mother's love.
The Good Book says that God Himself is love, and no more
profound truth has ever been uttered in this world than by
the Master almost 2,000 years ago: "He that findeth his life
shall lose it: and he that loseth his life for mt sake shall
find it."
Science, history, and the sacred literature of the world proclaim the truth that the rewards of sacrifice and the penalty
of selfishness are inherent in every act.
There are, of course, short-sighted and selfish groups who
would have their representatives subordinate everything to
their individual demands; but the rank and file act upon
the higher motives of justice and the common good. The
great majority of the American people will realize that we
can not solve the problems that now baffle the best minds
of the Nation by considering only the preferences of individuals or even of powerful organized minorities. It is the
character of Oill' citizenship and the statesmanship of our
public men that will determine our present welfare and the
permanent life of our Nation.
THE IMPORTANCE ·oF THE ELECTION OF A MEMBER OF CONGRESS

There is the mistaken idea that the election of a Member
of Congress is of no great importance. To correct this misapp;,·ehension I wish to call attention to a Congressman's
place in our Government. From long observation I can say
that the election of a Member of Congress is of the utmost
importance to the people. This is especially true in time
of depression, in case of war, or in any other national emergency when the highest form of statesmanship is essential
if the country is to find its way out again to peace and
prosperity.
The Representative is the people's closest contact with the
affairs of state. He is the means or instrument through
which his constituency must make their adjustments by law
with the conditions that surround them. He is not only the
people's direct means of protection, but their lever of power.
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Look at the other branches of the public service. Judges
hold their positions for life. They are far removed from the
people, and the latter have little or no control over them.
The same may be said of the officials of the administrative
branch of the Government, who hold office for life, except
the President, his Cabinet, and a few of his higher appointees. But the President hi.nlself is not responsible to
any particular constituency, not even to the people of one
State alone, but to all the people, and holds office for four
years. A Member of Congress is controlled directly by his
constituency. He must come before them every two years to
prove his fitness for his high office, his faithfulness to their
interests, and his efficiency in the discharge of his important
duties. There are many reasons for this, but I will mention
only two that lay in the minds of the framers of our Constitution. In the first place, they deemed it of utmost importance that the people's direct representative should have
control over the public purse strings. So, under our form of
government no tax can be levied upon the people, and no
appropriation bill passed which does not originate in the
House of Representatives.
Moreover, in a Member of Congress is lodged, for the
people's safety, the power of impeachment. Through him
his constituents can impeach any judge in our Federal courts
or the head of any administrative department, including
the President himself, bring him to trial, and have him
removed from office if found guilty of misconduct.
Therefore, because the House of Representatives is the
governmental agency closest to the people, the Members
guard the interests not only of their respective constituencies but of the country in general as well, and hold the
other departments in check for the people's good. It is
highly important, therefore, that the electors of the country
should take greater interest in the election of their Representatives in Congress. They should study the records of
those whom they have put in office, their qualifications, and
proved efficiency.
It has been popular with some newspapers to criticize and
condemn Congress, but Congress is just what the people
make it. I must admit that Congress has, more or less,
broken away from its moorings since the World War. Is this
not due to the fact that the people themselves have grown
careless and let down the standards of the qualifications of
their Representatives? Besides this, it is apparent that-there
has been a breaking down of moral standards among the
people, causing them to rush to Congress for laws to hold
in check evils of their own creation, until Congress is simply
overwhelmed with demands for laws of every kind. Many
of these laws restrain the liberties of the people.
Therefore, the electorate of the country should be not
only interested in the choice of their next Congressman,
but they should see to it that the men they choose have the
qualifications necessary to safeguard the highest interests
of the people.
What we need in Congress to-day is loyalty, wisdom, and
courage, and above all, unselfishness; without these our
democratic form of government is doomed. The inevitable
result of the people's indifference to this need will be either
a dictatorship of plutocracy under a Mussolini, or a dictatorship of the proletariat under a Stalin, as we now see in Italy
and Russia, respectively.
The people of every district should realize, therefore, that
the Congressman is their closest contact with the Government of their country; that a Representative in Congress is,
as I said before, their direct means of protection, their lever
of power. Through him, more than through any other
agency, the people must make their adjustments by law for
their own interest and for the good of the whole country.
ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES

While it is a wise provision that a Member of Congress
be in close contact with the people, the short term of two
years works a great hardship upon the Member. No one
knows how great this hardship is if one has not had the
experience. The elements of this hardship are the labor
and anxiety, the time and energy required for the campaign, and the expense of it, which is frequently very large.
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No one likes to be defeated. Moreover, a Congressman must
maintain two hom~ and take his children out of school;
and, frequently, he has to give up his business or profession.
Now, it seems to me that we have turned things around.
The office ought to seek the man, not the man the office.
The people should make themselves familiar with the qualifications of their Representatives in Congress. The utter
indifference of the people in many districts over the actions
of their representatives is astonishing. There are some who
vote contrary to the highest interests of their constituents,
and yet they are returned to Congress year after year because the people do not look into their records at all.
Many candidates for office have removed the financial
hardships entirely by accepting contributions from campaign committees and from wealthy men. This is not a
safe course to follow, for it is sure to impair at times the
independence of a Member of Congress and his freedom to
vote in the interest of the public good.
The people themselves, however, could lessen these hard ..
ships and minimize this abuse by taking greater interest
in the selection of their Congressmen.
May I call attention to the fact, also, that in comparison
with other branches of the Government there is a distinct
disadvantage in being a Representative in Congress? He
is not entitled to retirement with salary no matter how
long he has served.
In the administrative branch, clerks are permitted to
retire after a certain term of service. I am thinking especially of the Army and Navy. There, officers that are barely
50, having served 30 years in either branch of the . armed
forces of the United States, may retire with comfortable
salaries for life.
In the judicial branch the judges of our Federal courts
have also this high privilege.
Some one may ask: Why has the Government adopted this
policy? Because it is believed to be a wise policy to encourage men to give their lives to public service. It is
essential that public officials, especially in places of great
responsibility, should have large experience and skill in the
discharge of their very important duties. Certainly this applies to Members of Congress who are the most influential
factors in the guidance of the ship of state. They have the
Nation's business in their keeping, involving the life, liberty,
property rights, and happiness of 125,000,000 people. This
calls for the highest possible eqUipment in statesmanship.
But I do not complain of these disadvantages and hardships. It is, in fact, a wise provision that Members of Congress should come back frequently to the people to give an
account of their stewardship.
There is, however, a bright side to the service of a Member of the House. There are not only hardships and disadvantages but there are great compensations. During my
long service I have seen how the people in congressional districts, East and West, South and North, often keep their
Representatives in Congress for life. For instance, Congressman Cooper, of my State, who was a Member of the House
for 36 years; Congressman HAUGEN, of Iowa, now the dean, is
serving his thirty-sixth year; Speaker GARNER has been returned to Congress for the fifteenth time.
The elder statesmen are the real counselors of Presidents
and their Cabinets. They shape the Nation's course in peace
and in war, and they are the men of standing and influence
in the Government. They are either the ranking members
or the chairmen of committees, and the presiding officers of
both branches of Congress.
MORAL STANDARDS

Let us now consider how the election of the membership of
the next Congress will work into the solution of the problems
confronting our country to-day. I have in mind the depression and the way out; taxation and equitable assessment;
the cost of government and economy; agricultural distress
and farm relief; liquor agitation and the remedy; party politics and the elimination of party prejudices; reform of the
rules of the House and greater legislative freedGm; the pension system and how it can be saved from collapse by its
tremendous weight; and, finally, the next war, how to be pre-
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vented or postponed. Surely the solution of these problems,
and of many more before Congress to-day, is vital to our
best interests and to the good of our country. It is obvious
to any thoughtful person that we can not merely let things
alone or simply drift out of our difficulties.
To enable us to see our way ahead, we must, first of all,
set aside our narrow, local, and personal views and think of
ourselves as representing all the people of our country; in
short, merge ourselves wholly into the common good.
My point of view is that of one of the older lawm~kers of
the House, having served under six Presidents of the United
States. In fad, there are only one Senator and four Representatives who have been in Congress longer. As I have been
a "will cell" in Uncle Sam's soul for nearly a quarter of a
century, I have had the opportunity to become familiar with
his every thought, his every purpose, his every heartbeat.
and have come to know and love him well. I would gladly
help him if I could. but tpere is no panacea or cure-all, and
I have no pet scheme of my own to offer for his present
troubles.
At the present session of Congress we have been merely
treating the symptoms; we have been trying to keep the
patient alive. The permanent remedy is not, however, economic. If Congress should vote billions of dollars to the
people, that would not cure Uncle Sam's ailments. It might
relieve the distress for a time, but these billions would have
to be paid, and then the trouble might be worse. Nor do I
see the remedy in changing political stewardship. If that
alone were done, it would not help matters at all. The solution· of the problem is moral rather than economic or
political. An economic change would help only if brought
about by a change in principles. A political change could
help only if with the new set of public servants came higher
principles. In other words, a reform in our economic system or the passing of governmental control from one party
to another without moral readjustments would be a deep
disappointment, an incalculable waste of time and effort.
We must revise our principles and practices as a people
if we would solve our present problems with any degree of
permanency. To state it more clearly, we must raise our
moral standards. I do not say maintain the existing standards, because that would not be of much assistance, for
they seem to have gone down almost to the bottom. My
earnest plea is that we raise our moral standards.
What is it that determines the level of a nation's life?
The standards of morality of the people as reflected in their
laws determine the levels of life, ·liberty, prosperity, and
happiness of nations. This is seen over and over again in
the history of the world, both secular and sacred. When
moral standards fall, with them fall the levels of life. When
they are maintained the levels of life are maintained. And
when the standards of morality are raised the levels of life
are raised.
In pointing out the close relationship between the moral
standards and the levels of life, liberty, prosperity, and
happiness, I realize fully that I am not propounding anything new or original. I am merely restating that which
we all know, for we have been told it over and over again
by our parents, by our teachers, and by our preachers; that
every violation of the moral law carries with it its own
penalty. This is the lesson, the supreme lesson, of all history, secular and sacred. There are no better teachers of
the inevitable consequences to nations of infractions of the
moral law than the Hebrew prophets, of whom Milton, the
great English poet, said:
In them is plainest taught and easiest learned,
What makes a nation happy and keeps it so,
What ruins kingdoms and lays cities flat.

From the first to the last, the Holy Scriptures teach that
a nation's strength does not consist in its wealth, not in its
armies, nor in its diplomacy. The true palladium is its
moral character.
Now, let us see what science bas to say on the subject. A
writer of biblical commentary says:
Life, we are told by scientists, consists in an adaptation of
organism to surrounding; when the adaptation is complete and
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the surroundings merge with the organism, there is health· when
it is impaired, there is sickness; when it is broken, there is' death.
Human life has both a material a.nd a spiritual environment.

Is there a more outstanding authority in the scientific
world than Herbert Spencer? His writings have influenced
scientific thought more than any other person's. He called
himself an agnostic. He observed the existence of law in
nature, and that all things work out according to that law.
As a scientific philosopher he defined life as" the continuous
adjustment of internal relations to external relations." Or,
as stated by the biblical commentator just quoted, " life consists in an adaptation of organism to surrounding."
Let me illustrate the truth of this definition of life. Let
us take a plant, which is an organism with life. It must
be adapted to its surrounding; in other words, it must be
adjusted to the earth, the water, the air, and the sunshine.
If the adjustment is poor, life in the plant begins to fade;
and if the adjustment is cut off completely, life ends. This
illustration applies to the human being; and as a nation is
made up of human beings, it must apply also to nations.
Of the relation of life to morality, Spencer said:
Only by entire fUlfillment of the moral law can life become
complete; and now we shall find that all life, whatever may be
defined, is a. quality of which aptitude to fulfill this law is the
highest manifestation.

Explaining this aptitude, he says:
To see clear how right and wrong generates consequences, in~
ternal or external, that go on branching out, as the years progress,
requires a real power of analysis.

And he proceeds:
Indeed, the very if;:lea. that reforms may and ought to be effected
peacefully, implies a large endowment of moral sense. Without
this, such an idea can not even be conceived, much less carried
out; with them it m ay be both.

I will quote Spencer once more, to give his own illustration
of this theory of adaptation:
All evil-

Says heresults from the nonadaptation of colWititutlon to conditions. Does
a shrub dwindle in poor soil or become sickly when deprived of
light or die outright to cold climate? It is because the harmony
between its organization and its circumstances has been destroyed.

Let us not forget that both Scripture and science reveal
that we live in two worlds-the spiritual and the material.
We can separate them in thought, but in fact they are so
interwoven that they are one and inseparable. It is the
moral or inner world, however, that is most important and
controlling. In fact, the outer or material world is but the
reflection of the inner or moral world. If we do not understand this connection and merely look at the material conditions, we must utterly fail to understand life and its contents. Or if we consider these material conditions without
regard to moral principles, we can not understand our
problems at all nor their right solution.
Not only are the material and moral worlds closely connected, but the principles that govern each are really identical in operation. Thus the principles of the moral world may
be summed up in what is known as the law of morality,
and the principles governing the material world in what
is known as the law of gravity. As the principle of gravitation keeps things in their places, people on earth, and stars
moving in their courses, so the principles of morality govern human relations. But there is one essential differencethe material object8-€arth, moon, stars-are compelled to
move in obedience to immutable physical laws. Human
beings, however, have freedom of will. They can violate
to a limited extent both moral and physical laws. If man
obeys the principles of the moral and material world he is
rewarded; when he disobeys them he is punished. The
reason for this is that material bodies are not responsible,
whereas moral beings are responsible for their acts. Let me
illustrate. If I violate the law of gravity just a little by
forgetting one step, I may·feel a jolt. If I violate it a little
more by stepping off a platform or a roof, I may break a
limb or lose my life. Just so in the moral world. If I
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violate a principle of morality a little, I shall have a shock;
if I violate it much more, I shall have a broken reputation;
and if I commit a great crime, I may lose my life.
Insight, experience, and the Holy Writ reveal the truth to
us that these penalties and rewards in both the material and
moral worlds are for our good. They are for our guidance
and the protection of life, liberty, prosperity, and happiness.
It is by means of law that as a people we make our adjustments, our adaptation to our surrounding, or. as Spencer
says, "the continuous adjustment of inner and outer conditions."
We are constantly changing our laws, economic and political and our success or failm·e as lawmakers depends entirely' upon the extent to which our laws obey or violate
moral principles.
Only in the light of these profound facts and pri~ciples
can we understand the evils that have come upon us as a
people, and determine their remedies.
SPEECH OF HON. U. S. GUYER

Mr. GUYER. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent to
extend my remarks by including therein a speech I made
at the Kansas Retail Grocers' Association just before leaving for the Congress.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection to the
request of the gentleman from Kansas?
There was no objection.
Mr. GUYER. Mr. Speaker, under leave to extend my
remarks, I include the following speech, which I delivered
at the State convention of the Kansas Retail Grocers' Association at McPherson, Kans., October 5, 1931:
INDIVIDUALISM,

THE

KEYSTONE OF ANGLO-SAXON
SOCIETY

CIVILIZATION

AND

Mr. Toastmaster, ladies, and gentlemen. Individualism is the
keystone of the Anglo-Saxon civilization and society. It is imbedded in the solid masonry of the foundation of our governmental
structure. It is the basis of our national progress and achievement. It saturates our Constitution, which was written for the
protection of the individual, his life, liberty, and property. It
has long been our proud boast that the child of the humblest
citizen, under the protection and favor of that Constitution, could
rise to the highest position of power and opportunity. That here,
under the protection and inspiration of equal opportunity, such a
child could develop to the limit of his capacity.
Again and again have we demonstrated the truth and possibility of that claim. Here, encouraged by this equality of opportunity and inspired by the Ideals of our forefathers, we have
wrought achievement unparalleled in the history of mankind.
Under the magic of this ideal of individualism we have built the
richest nation in the history of the earth and the builders were
men and women of humble birth but who triumphed by reason
of this good old Anglo-saxon principle of individualism.
Lincoln, though born 1n a habitation more poverty stricken
than the manger of the Man of Galilee, rose to a pinnacle of
fame and power not excelled by a score of men in the history of
the earth. And he led his country through a weltering sea of
human blood in defense of that very ideal of individualism. Hum an slavery was the implacable foe of individualism. It Gmothered not only the hopes of the black man, but it alike quenched
the inspiration and opportunity of the poor white man and
deadened the stimulus of the slave owner and h1s child. This
Nation was never founded for any kind of slavery, intellectual,
spiritual, or industrial.
The World War was occasioned and fought over that very principle. It is a singular and interesting fact the two opposing
ideals or ideas that precipitated that war had their origin in the
same country, in the free forests of Germany among the Teutonic
peoples in the long ago. They gave to the world its highest conception of individualism. Later they gave to Germany the principles and system of collectivism which was tlie Prussian or
Hohenzollern idea of government. Under it the individual must
bow to the w111 of a powerful state wherein his initiative and opportunity was submerged in the domination of the state. F1nally
this system seemed so good to the Emperor of Germany and the
ruling class that they determined to impose it upon the councils
of the world.
Two thousand years ago a great Roman historian by the name
of Tacitus went up into the forests of Germani.a and recorded in
imperishable Latin literature the story of a wonderful people who
loved Uberty above everything else and where in that time even
the women possessed equal rights with men in the crude forms of
government that they possessed. She shared not alone in the
government but also in the hardships of that northern life and
when necessity demanded drew her sword in defense of her own.
Here the individual was free to act as long as he did not intrude
upon the same sacred rights of others which became the foundation of Anglo-Saxon government and society.
About 450 A. D., when Rome withdrew her legions !rom Britain
where c-esar had placed them 500 years before, the Angles,
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Saxons, and Jutes crossed the narrow sea to Britain and conquered her native Celt1c ~ples and brought with them the11'
Teutonic ideal of individualism or of individual liberty and to this
day that ideal is upheld 1n the British Empire. Over a thousand
years later our Puritan ancestors brought those same ideas and
ideals of individual liberty to America and it became the foundation of our system of government and society.
But let us see what became of this ideal in Germany, the land
where individualism was born. By reason of constant wars
against and around them they had to maintain a large and powerful army and the Hohenzollern dynasty headed a,nd led by the
Great Frederick used that milltary machine to buUd up a powerful state in which the rights of the individual were overshadowed
by the collective will which inhered -in the head of the state. So
the Hohenzollern kings of Prussia trampled under foot the rights
of the individual which were subordinated to the will of this
powerful state. Under that system with its key word "kultur,"
individual enterprise and initiative were smothered until William II, the last of the Hohenzollerns finally declared that in his
acts as sovereign he was responsible only to h1s conscience and
his God. And for the protection through the years of this powerful army and potent state the German people through the centuries gave up little by little their traditional individual rights
while their brethren who centuries ago had gone to England still
clung to their ideals of individualism.
In England there were monarchs a plenty who would have taken
away these rights of the individual, but they had no army sutncient to accomplish it. The English Channel, like a watery moat,
protected the British Isles so that for a thousand years no enemy's
foot touched her shores. England had and needed no great standing army. So far in our country individualism has been maintained. but not without a constant struggle against its enemies.
MONOPOLIES FOli: TO INDIVIDUALISM

I have dwelt at length upon this historical background to bring
again to our minds the origins of the principles involved in our

industrial and commercial life in America. So we will appreciate
the significance of it when we see selfish and greedy interests strive
to crush the individual and individual enterprise and initiative.
Individualism has a thousand foes to contend with. Every monopoly is a foe of individualism. Every combination tending toward centralization of money and power is a foe of individualism.
The powerful and selfish 'Oil interests that to-day import oil and
oil products to cripple our own oil industry is a foe to individualism. Every combination of capital and business which by unfair
competition and cutthroat prices tries to crush the individual
merchant is a foe of individualism.
There are those who defend monopolies. Who assert that by
mass production and centralization control they cheapen the
product to the consumer. But only until they have crushed competition. One of these apologists and defenders of a giant corporation declared: "Do we not clip off many buds in order that we may
have one superlatively beautiful rose?" The answer to that is
that cheap products are always too dear when bought at the price
of the tragedy of individual bankruptcy.
CHAIN STORES DISTURB MERCANTILE WORLD

I oppose all agencies, combinations, and monopolies that are
r«;mred on the ruins of individual enterprise. Here the individual
falls beneath the force of unfair competition and cutthroat prices
which delude and at the same time rob the public when competition has vanished. The chain store is one of those combinations
that disturb our mercantile world.
First, I want to discuss the chain store, unchained, as it affects
the community where it does business. We live in a rapidly
changing world. The whole scheme of life has changed so rapidly
that we hardly realize it. Life in the country has particularly
changed. The automobile has abolished space and obliterated the
zones. The auto has made us all gasoline tramps. There was a
time within the memnry of some of us when we could tell a
country boy or girl by their mode of dress and manners. That is
now impossible. We all dress alike and act much alike. All a
result of our common rapid transportation. A boy used to know
those around his home as far as a horse and buggy would take
him in a couple of hours. Now he has friends in towns a hundred
mlles apart. Thirty-five million autos and busses! Two and a
quarter billion bus pf\ssengers every year. Six million a day. And
the end is not yet. The country and the country town are no
longer a provincial community. They are highly sophistocated
elements of our common country, enjoying the same dally papeTs,
the same movies, and a common society.
How about the small town and its destiny in this fast-changing
country and age? What will its future be when the hard-surfaced
road, the chain store, and the mail-order concerns have all operated on it? The facUlty of transportation has enabled its former
customers to trade in larger cities within reach of the gasoline
buggy. This has been the small town's greatest disadvantage. It
has lost much of its home trade. The lure of the city has dimmed
its luster. On the other hand, the hard-surfaced road may bring
back more than it has taken away. Industry 1s decentralizing.
Once factories had to locate at great railroad centers for adequate
transportation facilities. This, too, is changing. Small towns
have less expensive real estate, lower taxes, and living in general
1s cheaper. Take the packing industry. I used to raise stock
southwest of here in Stafford County. My stoek was shipped
always to Kansas City. Now I would load it on a truck or two,
start to Wichita at 3 a. m. and be there when the yards were open.
Wichita, Denver, Sioux City, and many other minor packing centers are getting business frcn the larger centers. So it wm be., no
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doubt, with many other industries. That will aid the smaller
town. And then there is growing up a sort of auto trade from
the city. They buy anything from sausage to antiques that were
made last week.
CHAIN STORES HAVE NO INTEREST IN COMMUNITIES

But the chain store, too, is coming to the smaller town. I can
see no redeeming feature to its coming to the smaller town. It is
an alien and a stranger. It 1s not the kind of stranger that you
want to take ln. It takes you in. What it receives goes almost
wholly to New York or some eastern center. It has no pride or
interest in the community. All it 1s interested in ls what it can
get out of the town. It has nothing to put into the town or its
life. It is a sort of vampire that lives upon the lifeblood of the
town. It either drives out the resident merchant or makes his
business unprofitable.
The resident merchant has grown up with the town, supporting its schools and churches and making his life a part of the
history of the community. He does not get rich, but he was a
substantial citizen. He was on the building committee when
they built the church. If it was a hospital, his money and
counsel went into it. Then a chain store comes to town and
with Its unfair competition and cutthroat prices drives him to
the wall. Over 300,000 of these independent merchants have
been driven out of business and they and their employees are
now a part of this great army of unemployed. No greater tragedy
ever occurred in the history of American business.
The chain store employs the minimum of workmen at the
lowest possible wage. You carry your purchases away under your
arm or in a basket. In other words, it takes everything away and
contributes little or nothing to the life and welfare of the community. Its interests are scattered over hundreds of towns and
cities like yours. It is interested in one thing only and that is
how much profit is there flowing into the coffers 1n New York. Its
interests end with the balance sheet.
UNFAIR COMPETITION

If competition was fair, there would not be so much complaint. But they know that if competition was fair, they could

not compete with the home merchant with all his acquaintance.
By fooling the people with unfair competition they crush competitors. Then they monopolize trade and gouge the customer.
How are we going to prohibit this unfair competition?
CAPPER-KELLY TRADE BILL AID TO INDEPENDENT MERCHANT

I shall say nothing about State legislation unless to merely
state that the States may by taxation help the independent
merchant if so inclined. I am a more competent witness concerning national legislation. Of course, I refer to the CapperKelly fair trade b1ll, known to us in Washington as H. R. No. 11.
Members of this convention are no doubt as fam111ar with
the provisions of this measure as I am. In my opinion it wm
be of immense aid to the independent merchant by giving him
an even break and protecting him from the cutthroat competition, which has driven hundreds of thousands of merchants out
of business, a competition that injures everybody except those
who employ it.
You are familiar with the situation. Here is a small manufacturer of high-class goods of fine quality. He has put his life
into perfecting and improving these goods. His guarantee goes
with them. They are so good that the public approves them.
That makes them "bargain bait." The chain store uses these
goods for " bait." They sell these goods below cost. The independent merchant is angry. He blames the manufacturer. The
manufacturer is helpless and his independent customers refusa
to sell an article upon which no profit can be made. Then when
competition has vanished the chain sells a substitute. That
small manufacturer wants this fair trade b1ll to pass and become
a law as much as does the independent merchant. It would,
in my judgment, be tremendously advantageous to both.
How about the wholesaler? He has a business built up through
the years with independent merchants. He sees that chain stores
drive his old friends and customers out of business and he 1s
helpless to aid them and at the same time he becomes a victim of
their rapacity. The chains have their own wholesale agencies.
How about this independent merchant who has spent a lifetime building up a business and serving his friends and neighbors?
He grew with the town, prospered when it prospered and asked
only enough profit to atrord him a living. Then comes the chain
store. There is the usual campaign with ruinously low prices on
popular, well-known goods. The chain makes up its losses on
other goods. The customers of the independent merchant drop
out and the independent merchant closes his doors, a victim of
cutthroat prices and unfair competition. This 1s not fiction.
Hundreds of thousands of them have gone this route.
We want the Capper-Kelly blli passed to save the manufacturer, the wholesaler, and the retailer. In our opinion it would be
of great value to these necessary elements of our business world
and do no injustice to these great nation-wide organizations whose
lmmense capital enables them to compete unfairly with independent merchants. The Capper-Kelly bill passed the House last
spring on Kansas Day, January 29, 1931, but did not pass the
Senate.
What does this bill provide? Section 1 provides that a contract
is legal between vendor and vendee which stipulates a resale price
of a trade-marked, identified article which means fair and open
competition with commodities of the same general class produced
by others. It is, of course, a voluntary contract. There 1s nothing obligatory in the blli. Only the manufacturers and merchanta
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who want to cooperate to protect a standard price will use this
contract. Of course, manufacturers who have a monopoly will
not use this contract.
Section 2 provides that all purchasers from the vendor for
resale in the same city must be granted equal terms as to purchase and resale price. This is unnecessary probably because the
manufacturer who uses this contract is interested in a uniform
price for his widely advertised product.
Section 3 provides that no validity shall be given to contracts
between manufacturers or between wholesalers or between retaners as to sale or resale price. The purpose of the blll is to prevent such agreements.
Section 4 merely defines " producer " and " commodity."
But I need no~ analyze this measure further, for you are perfectly famUiar w1th it, no doubt. It seeks to promote fair play
for the independent merchant, to preserve the ideal of individualism in American business that has produced such marvelous results in the past and at the same time give a square deal to the
purchaser of merchandise. I confidently believe it will tend 1n
no small way to do this. I sincerely hope that this blli will become
a law at the next session of Congress.
FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANKS

Mr. MICHENER. Mr. Speaker, I agree with much that

the gentleman from North Carolina has said in so far as
attacks upon Congress are concerned; but I had understood
we were met here to-day to give consideration to the home
loan bank bill. a matter which has been before the country
for the last few months, a piece of legislation which is aimed
to give relief and comfort to the small home owner of
America.
I regret that my good friend from North Carolina, in the
beginning of the discussion of this nonpartisan measure,
has seen fit to criticize the President of the United States
and give to the very beginning of the debate a tinge of
partisanship which has no place in any relief legislation
in this body to-day. [Applause.]
Oh, my heart is as great and as big and as generous as
is the heart of the gentleman from North Carolina, and
for one I shall never knowingly permit anyone in America
to starve, if a vote or any action on my part in this body
will bring about relief.
The gentleman says he fears to go home. He says he
fears what will happen. He says it is marvelous that we
have had no riots. I have a lot of respect, admiration, and
faith in the American people, in the very kind of boys who
sit in the gallery to-day asking something at the hands of
Congress. They are Americans. They believe in America.
They know we can not all get what we want at all times,
and I have faith enough in them to believe that if they do
not get what they want they appreciate the fact that they
are still Americans, and there will be no riots so far as men
of that type are concerned.
Mr. BLANTON. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. MICHENER. Not now; no.
I do not believe in inviting riots or predicting riots or
suggesting riots. We are not going to have a riot because
men in America are not going to starve.
The gentleman from North Carolina calls attention to
Title I of the Garner relief bill providing that $100,000,000
be placed at the disposal of the President and inferentially
criticizes those who opposed the entire bill Had it · not
been for the stringent gag rule preventing amendments, and
if members of the majority party had been permitted to usa
their own good judgment, the " port-barrel " provisions of
the relief bill would have been stricken out and some honest-to-goodness relief bill might have been on its way to the
White House.
Mr. MAY. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. MICHENER. Not just now. I have just a little time,
and I want to say something about this bill, because that iS
what we are here to consider.
The home loan bank bill is the medium through which
assistance and relief are to be given to over 13,000,000
home owners in this country, of the type who carry their
dinner pail and answer the call of the whistle in the morning and in the evening. The size of the loans is limited.
This bill will be of no direct value to the owner of the castle.
This bill is a part of the President's reconstruction program,
and it would be too bad to pass the other legislation suggested and not do something to assist the home owner with
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the mortgage on his home and with what little saving he has,
I am thankful, indeed, that the majority of the House,
tied up in a building and loan association, from which or- even at this late date, is permitting this legislation to come
ganizati..on it is impossible for him to withdraw his funds ~t on the floor, and I hope from now on that politics may be
this time, even though these funds are necessary to sustain abandoned -during the consideration of the bill and that
the family. There is some $20,000,000,000 in mortgages on we may discuss the merits of the bill
small homes in the United states; nearly eight billion of
Mr. McDUFFIE rose.
these mortgages are held by building and loan associations.
Mr. MICHENER. I yield to the chairman of the EconTheir securities are as sound as any we have in the country, omy Committee.
yet because of the credit situation their assets are absoMr. McDUFFIE. I simply want to join the gentleman in
lutely frozen. The building and loan associations are not to · his hope that politics may be adjourned for a while, but I
blame. The laws controlling them are not to blame, and want the gentleman to practice what he is preaching.
surely the people whose savings are thus locked up are not [Applause.]
to blame. The home-loan bank system to be provided for
Mr. MICHENER. That is a very good suggestion and I
- will do for the home owner what has already been done for give the gentleman the promise now that if you do not
the farmer, because agencies have been provided through provoke it, if the Democrats will refrain from getting on
which the farmer may borrow on his farm. This legisla- the floor and making Democratic speeches day after day,
tion will do for the building and loan associations what the you will not hear the subject opened on this side; but when
Federal reserve banks do for the banks, and it will be possible a Democrat takes the floor and makes a political speech
for these associations to raise funds upon their seasoned and criticizes the President of the United States and the
home-mortgage loans.
Republican Party for t:PJngs for which they are not to
Much discussion has been had as to the purposes for blame, we are human over here, and you can hardly expect
which the funds provided in this law will be used. Extensive us to sit here, as we have for days and days, and take it on
hearings have been held before the Committee on Banking both cheeks without resentment. Patience sometimes
and Currency. All interests involved have been heard, and ceases to be a virtue.
the preponderance of opinion is that this wholesome legislaNow, let us get down to the consideration of the bill.
tion will accomplish the purposes hoped for and should be
Mr. MAY. Will the gentleman yield for a question?
enacted. The hearings developed that the funds provided
will bs used for several purposes, chief among which are:
Mr. MICHENER. Just for a question.
Mr. MAY. I want to ask my amiable friend from MichFirst. To refinance existing mortgages so as to permit
smaller payments, and to accommodate the needs of with- igan if he does not think that at this particular time in the
drawing members and depositors.
history of the country even a " pork barrel " would be better
Second. To give the institutions funds permitting them than a garbage can. [Laughter.]
to tide over, or carry along, worthy borrowers who are havMr. MICHENER. I do not appreciate the significance of
ing difficulty meeting interest or installment payments.
the gentleman's question, but it is just about as intelligent
Third. To assist borrowers in paying taxes and insurance as many of the question that are asked here. We are trying
costs, .which must be maintained regardless of conditions.
to get away from politics and I hope the gentleman will
Fourth. To provide funds for modernization, repairs, and let us.
This home loan bank bill is urgent legislation and will
maintenance of existing homes, thus increasing employment.
Fifth. To provide a source of funds to refinance the thou- be applicable generally throughout the country. I well unsands of short-term mortgages, which have been called for derstand that there are some States at this time where the
payment due to bank failures and due to like financial in- State laws .must be changed before advantage can be taken
stitutions converting their resources into liquid funds. of the act. This was true when the Federal reserve act
Thousands of home owners are in distress for mortgage was passed, and there is nothing compelling any state or
money to-day.
institution to accept the benefits of the law unless so deSixth. For such building of small homes as may be desired sired. This is real help for the little fellow-the man with
and needed in many localities, thus giving employment to the weekly wage, and will undoubtedly save many homes
from a mortgage sale; will permit frugal wage earners to
those engaged in the building trades.
The purpose of this law is not to cause the immediate con- reap the benefit of their savings in these times of depresstruction of a large number of homes. I think, as a general sion; will strengthen the local bank which has been assistproposition, the country is pretty well bw!t up, yet there are ing the local building and loan associations, and will inspire
communities in which home building should be carried on faith and confidence in these splendid associations, which
and is needed, and it is safe to say that none of the money have done so much to make our country a land of homes.
provided for in this bill will be used for extravagant build- I am sure that the rule will be adopted unanimously, and
ing. This bill has been designed both to take care of this I hope that there will be very little opposition to the bill.
emergency situation and to function as a permanent insti- [Applause.]
-tution, eliminating to a large extent the very distressing conMr. POU. Mr. Speaker, I yield five minutes to the gendition which now confronts our building and loan associa- tleman from illinois [Mr. SABATH].
tions. It is true that the Reconstruction Finance CorporaMr. SABATH. It is to be deplored that the gentleman
tion has been of great assistance to building and loan asso- from Michigan [Mr. MicHENER] should have attacked the
ciations, as well as to the other institutions, yet when we sincere appeal of the gentleman from North Carolina [Mr.
remember that this agency is not permanent and that loans PouJ in behalf of the millions of suffering people al!l being
are made for only a period of six months, it will readily be a political gesture. During my many years of service I can
observed that they can be of very little help to building and honestly say that I have never heard so strong and patriotic
loan associations, whose securities or mortgages are neces- an appeal, and I can not understand how anyone can construe, by even the longest stretch of the imagination, that
sarily of the long-term kind.
This is not new legislation. Some years ago Senator it was a political speech.
Mr. Speaker, I wish to God that the gentleman from
Calder, of New York, and Congressman Nolan. of California,
introduced bills in Congress covering the same subject mat- Michigan [Mr. MicHENER] and his colleagues on his side, as
ter, yet there was not urge enough back of these bills to well as the President, would stop political talk. But every
secure accomplishment. To-day the need is urgent, and this time any Democrat makes an appeal to the country or to
will not only assist immeasurably at this time, but will you, though it be made with the best of intentions, he is
prevent reoccurrences of distress in the futw·e. The meas- immediately attacked for bringing up politics.
Mr. Speaker, the gentleman from Michigan [Mr. MrcHure was suggested by the President, was thoroughly considered by the Banking and Currency Committee, a majority ENERJ, as well as others, knows that these charges are not
of whom are not of the President's political faith, yet all of true. The Democrats have willingly followed the recomthese people are agreed as to the wisdom of this legislation. mendations made by the President with the hope that real.
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permanent relief would be forthcoming and that the conditions which face the country would be improved.
I am not going to detract anything from the President
and the Republican Party, but when the gentleman from
Michigan [Mr. MICHENER] and others here take credit for
everything and blame the Democrats for things for which
they themselves are responsible, we must protest. The
Garner bill that the gentleman attacks is the only bill that
is really a relief bill, in that it provides and will create work
for the unemployed. And yet the gentlemen on the other
side of the House designated it as "pork-barrel" legislation.
I concede that it is not a perfect bill, but I think it is legislation in the·right dil·ection, and it follows the recommendations of the President before his managers set him to work
playing politics.
I feel the country will appreciate the fact that it is the
intention of the Democratic Party to provide work for the
unemployed. Only a few weeks ago the conference on
unemployment decided on and unanimously recommended a
governmental construction program calling for the erection
of public buildings, the building of roads, and the improvement of rivers and harbors. V/hat has the gentleman from
Michigan to recommend or what has the President recommended that would put the 10,000,000 to 12,000,000 unemployed to work? It is true that the President recommended
the Reconstruction Finance Corporation, the amendment
broadening the power of the Federal Reserve Board, and
this bill, and, above all, demanded the balancing of the
Budget by the imposition of additional taxes and by the
reduction of salaries, so that the securities held by the international bankers and our foreign credit would not be
affected.
The gentleman from Michigan [Mr. MicHENER] gives the
President credit for this bill-a bill which I have long advocated. Mr. Speaker, for over a year I have appealed to the
President for this legislation, and have joined in the country-wide request to call a special session of Congress. He
referred me to Mr. Eugene Stevens, chairman of the Federal
Reserve Bank of Chicago. On June 13, 1931, I received the
following letter from Mr. Stevens:
Jum 13, 1931.
Hen. A. J.

SABATH,

Chicago, Ill.

DEAR MR. SABATH: I understand that you have recently sent a
wire to the President at Washington relative to the banking
situation in Chicago, which has been referred to me through the
Federal Reserve Board.
I should like very much to have an opportunity to discuss this
matter with you, and wonder if you could find it convenient to
come into my office the early part of the week. There are some
things about this situation which we might be able to discuss to
our mutual advantage.
Very truly yours,
EuGENE

M. STEVENS, Chairman.

At this conference he assured me that legifilation to relieve
the home owner was badly needed. But notwithstanding
this and the fact that I pleaded with the President to call
a. special session so th~t his legislati?n, or an~ other. legislati.o?, could be enacted m order .to rebe~e the distressmg condit10ns, he refused to act and mstead ISsued new assurances
that conditions were improving.
The record will show that I have pleaded with the Federal Reserve Board in 1930 to accept for rediscount shortterm municipal paper to relieve the municipalities and the
people of the country, which the board could have done
under the law, if authm·ized by the President. But again
the President refused to act.
The gentleman from Michigan [Mr. MICHENER] in his
adroit way charges the House with delay in bringing in this
legislation. He fails to realize and recognize the fact that
the subcommittee held a hearing and worked on this bill
for more than two months before it was able to agree on
many of the provisions that would make the bill workable
and bring about relief that was originally intended by those
of us who had for nearly two years advocated this beneficial
legislation.
If the gentleman from Michigan [Mr. MICHENER] and
other gentlemen on ~is side were fair, they would be obliged
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to admit and concede that not only in this but in the last
Congress and the Congress before that I advocated and
P,leaded for this legislation. IIi 1930 I urged that the home
owners of America be aided and saved from the loss of their
homes and ruin by urgently requesting the Federal Reserve
Boal\1 to accept for rediscount not only Finance Corporation securities but also mortgages on homes, as well as the
municipal short-term securities, bonds, and anticipating
warrants; but the administration refused to grant any relief, notwithstanding the fact that such legislation would
have been beneficial to approximately 12,000 institutions
and approximately 30,000,000 people.
Therefore I feel that it comes with poor grace from the
other side to charge us at this time with delay, when it was
within the power of a Republican House and a Republican
Senate and a Republican President to adopt this legislation
two years or at least a year ago, and when the Federal
Reserve Board was in position at all times to purchase or
accept for rediscount these securities.
It is amazing to what extent some of you gentlemen
and the Republican press will go in the hopes of misleading
the American people and unloading upon us Democrats all
of your misdeeds. The facts are that the Republican
press, which you control, in the last few months has in
every way endeavored to lay the responsibility for existing
conditions upon the present House, because, fortunately
for the country, it is a Democratic House, though by a small
majority only. Anyone familiar with conditions can not
help but understand that it was a Republican administration that not only permitted but encouraged the international and Wall Street bankers and the stock exchanges
to fleece, yes, to call it by a better name, to loot the
American people by unloading upon them not millions but
billions of dollars of worthless foreign as well as domestic
securities, thus not only ruining individuals but ruining all
of the smaller banks of the Nation by causing the· withdrawal of deposits that were used for the purchase of
these worthless stocks and bonds, and also causing the
withdrawal of millions of dollars from building and loan
associations by those unfortunates who followed the advice
of President Hoover and Mr. Mellon to invest in these
securities that are to-day worthless and that, even at the
height of prosperity, had a small value. It is these things
that brought about a situation that has caused the loss of
millions to hundreds of thousands of home owners and has
brought ruination to the banks and that now compels us
by this legislation to aid the millions who have not as yet
lost their homes and who can not obtain renewal of their
mortgages on their small homes, because they are unable
to pay their interest and taxes.
This bill, if enacted into law and faithfully and honestly
administered, will be a blessing to millions arid will indirectly aid municipalities, inasmuch as many of the loans
that will be granted will be used to pay back taxes owed to
the municipalities.
This is a bill that is entitled to the support of every wellmeaning Member, and inasmuch as we have appropriated
millions for relief of the farmers for the Farm Board for
I the land banks, and other agricultural agencies. I feel that
you gentlemen are in honor bound to vote for this proposed
legislation.
Though I have advocated the law as provided for in this
bill for nearly two years, the credit for having originated it
must go to former Secretary o~ Labor William Wilson and
to ex-President Woodrow Wilson, under whose direction a
bill containing the principles of the one now before us was
introduced, which a Republican Congress refused to pass.
Mr. POU. Mr. Speaker, I yield five minutes to the gentleman from lllinois [Mr. DIETERICH].
Mr. DIETERICH. Mr. Speaker and gentlemen of the
House, I am still new enough in the Congress to avoid
entering into the spirit of partisanship that seems to be
displayed when measures of this kind are brought up. In
this I mean no criticism of the remarks of the chairman
of the Rules Committee. I consider the remarks of the gentleman from Michigan [Mr. MicHENER] as unwarranted.
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This resolution should be adopted and the bill providing
for the Federal home loan bank should pass.
This bill is not perfect, but, with a few minor amendments,
it presents a sound, a practical, and useful scheme which will
be helpful to the home owners of this country.
Heretofore practically all of the important measures that
have been presented for consideration of this Congress have
been emergency measures brought out on the fioor without
adequate time for discussion or proper amendment, all designed to meet existing emergencies.
·This is the first measure that is aimed to effect a permanent remedy of an existing condition.
There is nothing more important to the prosperity of the
various communities that compose the various States of this
Union than proper and adequate credit to the citizenship
and the institutions which go to make up the particular
community.
The general trend for the past decade has been to restrict
and interfere with the extension of credit by the community
banks, loan associations, and other credit agencies to the
extent that to-day they are not permitted to render that
service for which they were established and which purpose
they served years past.
I desire to call the attention of the Congress that it was
this interference with community service more than any
other that has brought about conditions of depression in
communities where such conditions were practically unheard
of in years past.
The Fedel'al Government, in its supervision of the banking institutions, not only passed on the value of the security
of the loans made by such institutions but directed the class
of securities in which a bank should invest its depositors'
moneys.
They even went so far as to direct the amount of deposits
that the institution could invest in local loans and directed
that a certain amount of money should be invested in socalled liquid securities issued by the industries of other
States and other nations.
When this policy was adopted the community bank ceased
to be the community servant and the individual and institution within the particular community was denied the just
and reasonable credit to which they were entitled.
Among the first to be affected by this policy was the real
estate and the home owner, in that real-estate loans which
were perfectly safe were listed as frozen assets which the
banker was instructed to liquidate.
This bill has for its purpose the reestablishment at least
in a limited degree of the credit, at the present time denied
but which was formerly enjoyed, by the home builder.
This Nation will not and can not recover from the present
condition until a like credit and a like privilege of rediscounting real estate and other loans is afforded to the local
bank and other local credit agencies.
Prosperity will not be secured until the community bank
is permitted or rather encouraged to reestablish itself in
the community service.
By community bank I mean to include the banks in the
smaller cities throughout the rural communities of our
country and in such places in the urban sections where the
matter of convenience necessitates the establishment of
banks to serve their needs.
In an earlier address to this Congress I called attention
in more detail to the policy of the Government which had
for its purpose the centralization of the moneyed wealth of
this Nation in which it encouraged the discontinuance of
local loans and encouraged investment in secmities not only
of this but of other nations of the World, this policy is responsible for the tremendous number of bank failures that
have taken place within the last three years.
I consider legislation along the line of this bill which has
for its purpose a correction of the errors of the past and the
return of credit to the average deserving citizen as the most
important legislation to which this Congress ·can give its
attention.
Of course, much will depend upon the manner in which
the act is administered. If properly administered it will be
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productive of much good, If improperly administered it will
only prove another expensive experiment. [Applause.]
Mr. PURNELL. Mr. Speaker, I regret that I was not
present when this debate started. I also regret that wh~n
I did step into the Chamber I found it surcharged with
politics. I came here to-day to seriously contribute in my
feeble way toward the passage of a bill which I regard as of
the greatest importance to the country. I am not going to
enter the political argument which has been thrust into the
Chamber this morning, but I call the attention of the House
to the fact that on the 13th day of last November, before
Congress had convened, the President of the United States
issued a statement in which he said:
I shall propose to Congress the establishment of a system of
home loan discount banks for four purposes.

Mr. PARSONS. Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. PURNELL. No; I have not the time. The President

then set out the four purposes. They were:
1. For the present emergency purpose of relieving the financial
strains upon the sound building and loan associations, savings
banks, deposit banks, and farm loan banks that have been giving
credit through the medium of small mortgage loans upon urban
and farm properties used for homes, thereby to relieve pressures
upon home and farm owners.
2. To put the various types of institutions loaning on mortgages
in a position to assist in the revival of home construction in many
parts of the country and with its resultant increase in employment.
3. To safeguard against the repetition of such experiences in the
future.
4. For the long-view purpose of strengthening such institutions
in the promotion of home ownership, particularly thl'ough the
financial strength thus made available to building and loan associations.

Mr. Speaker, this is the lOth of June. Almost seven
months have elapsed since the Congress cortvened, and up
until very recently none of us have been able to drag out
of the two committees having jurisdiction over this bill,
the Banking and Currency Committee and the Rules Committee, the bill and rule which are now before us; so that if
there is any charge laid at the President's door for failure
to take action which will help some 12,000,000 small, thrifty
depositors in this country, a like charge may be laid at the
door of those who are in control of the organization of this
House.
The rule now before us, if adopted, will make in order the
immediate consideration of a bill which has been drafted in
response ·to the President's suggestion. To my mind the
home loan bank bill offers immediate tangible relief to more
than 12,000,000 thrifty members of building and loan associations throughout the United States whose savings are invested in nearly 12,000 associations with nearly nine billions
of assets. Some concern has been evidenced for some time
over the so-called "little" or "forgotten man." I do not
admit that we have lost sight of the so-called "little man"
at any time in our reconstruction program here, but to those
who think we have here is a real opportunity to be of servic~
to hlm.
The agency proposed in this bill is sound and built upon
existing institutions which are the subject of inspection and
regulation by the States. Its purpose is to give financial
support to existing home financing, thrift, or savings institutions which now have millions of dollars of preferred first
mortgages on homes upon which they can not raise a single
dollar to pay withdrawing depositors and shareholders or
to make loans or refinance existing mortgages.
There is nothing new involved in the principle. In 1913
Congress created the Federal reserve system, a system based
upon membership-a compulsory membership by all of the
Federal banks and an optional membership by State banks.
The purpose of that system was to create a reservoir of
credit available for commercial banks in time of stress. The
system was based upon the rediscount of commercial paper
arising out of business as well as some agricultural transactions.
Three years later Congress created the Federal farm-loan
system with the purpose of furnishing to agriculture access
to greater credit, thus making it possible for individual
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farmers to secure funds at a reduced rate of interest on farm
loans. That system now has something more than a billion
dollars of mortgages and has reduced the average rate of the
total of farm mortgage interest by 1% per cent.
The creation of these two systems suggested that a similar
system might furnish credit in the building field, and as a
result President Hoover recommended the establishment of
a system of home loan discount banks and our Federal land
banks. I am sure that no committee of Congress would
seriously consider an attempt to repeal either the Federal
reserve laws or the Federal land bank enactment and
substitute in the place of both or either any temporary relief
()f credit such as is provided by the Reconstruction Finance
Corporation act. The needs clearly indicate the necessity of
establishing a permanent system such as is provided in the
bill before us. and I sincerely hope the rule will be speedily
adopted in order that we may begin consideration of the
bill.
It is proposed to create a system of 8 to 12 Federal home
loan banks in districts to be determined by the Federal
home loan board. Building and loan associations, coperative banks, homestead associations, savings banks, trust
companies, and insurance companies are eligible for membership. The members supply the permanent capital, and
upon becoming members subscribe 1 per cent of the mortgages eligible for collateral or discount, but not less than
$1,500. This subscription can be paid on a quarterly basis,
and immediately upon payment of the first quarter a member is eligible to borrow twelve times its subscription.
Each of the 8 to 12 banks will start with a minimum
capital of at least $5,000,000. Subscriptions are to be opened,
and at the end of 30 days the subscriptions are to be totaled,
and the Government subscriptions to stock will, if needed,
bring the total to initial capital required. The Government's subscription, which may as a maximum reach $125,000,000, is merely an advance and is to be repaid as additional institutions join the system. An early retirement of
the Government capital is anticipated by the provisions of
the bill, and it is believed not more than one-half the maximum of $125,000,000 will actually be called for.
The bill assumes that it can best serve the small savers
and the home owners by serving the home-financing institutions in all the towns and cities of the United States.
These home-financing institutions are primarily building
and loan associations and the small established country
banks. Therefore no loans are made direct to home owners,
home buyers, or builders.
In order to keep the 8 to 12 banks in proper condition
each one must at all times have an amount of money equal
to the capital subscriptions of its members in, first, United
States Government securities; second, interest-bearing deposits in banks and trust companies; and third, loans to
members with a maturity not greater than one year. Other
than this, the funds of the bank, including funds received
from the sale of bonds, may be loaned to members for long
periods of time.
I shall not undertake to discuss the bill in detail. It is
more or less technical and I shall leave to those who have
spent weeks in its study and preparation the task of dealing
with its specific provisions. I merely want to say in conclusion that in these days of unrest and economic uncertainty an increase in the number of home owners throughout the United States would have a most quieting effect upon
the Nation's nerves. I have always contended that bolshevism, revolution, and unrest find little or no opportunity
for growth among those who own their homes. If this bill
does nothing more than stop foreclosures throughout the
country it will have served a most useful purpose. Last year
at least 150,000 families lost their homes through foreclosures occasioned largely by the inability of home-financing institutions to function normally.
In addition to preventing foreclosures this measure will
enable millions of depositors in banks and building and loan
associations to once more draw upon their savings in home ..
financing institutions, which they can not now do. By so
drawing upon the reserves which have been put aside for
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a rainy day these millions of thrifty American citizens will •
be able through their restored purchasing power to make a
most valuable contribution toward economic recovery.
I sincerely hope the rule will be speedily adopted and that
the bill which it makes in order will be soon enacted into
law. [Applause.]
Mr. POU. Mr. Speaker, I yield five minutes to the gentleman from Oklahoma [Mr. McCLINTrcl.
Mr. McCLINTIC of Oklahoma. Mr. Speaker, I agree
with the distinguished gentleman from Illinois [Mr.
DIETERICH] that the credit of various communities is about
destroyed. I intend to support this rule; yet I am not sure
whether the bill that is proposed to be enacted into law
contains all of the features that should be in the legislation to relieve all the different classes that are now in
distress.
Every report which I get from home indicates that conditions are getting worse. This legislation is another bill
that, in my opinion, begins at the top, with the idea that
the relief will work down. As I said yesterday, it does seem
to me that there ought to be enough Members of this
House in favor of legislation that would begin at the bottom
and gradually work up, so that we can rehabilitate this
Nation, to the extent that we can put a foundation under
the chief occupations so that we may have hope for a
return of prosperity.
Now, what will happen if we continue passing legislation
that begins at the top? One of these days a pay day will
arrive and these institutions that have received aid, in my
opinion, unless there can be brought back a degree of prosperity, will be in a position where they must have another
blood transfusion so that they can postpone their payments
until conditions get better.
What is the situation with respect to the railroads? They
are not receiving any increased business. The money that
is being loaned to them by the Reconstruction Finance
Corporation can not be repaid unless there is a revival of
industry in this Nation. I said to this House yesterday
that unless the chief industry, agriculture, can receive
some kind of rehabilitation, then measures of this kind,
while meritorious, will simply mean the postponement of
the crisis that is just as sure to arrive as I am standing on
this fioor. We know that the fountains of production have
dried up, and that unless there can be put into law some
kind of legislation that will be beneficial we can not hold
out much hope for the future.
I say to you that the channels of commerce have been
clogged up. We should put into legislation some kind of
law which will enable those who produce that which we
must have to feed our people, obtain a proper price so that
we may continue in a way that will be equitable and fair.
This legislation, as I understand, provides relief for banks.
It provides relief for building and loan associations, but the
banks of this Nation do not now have the confidence of
the people to the extent that the people will put deposits
in the same.
Last week in Oklahoma the postmaster of the county seat
of my county said he was sending fifteen times more money
to the postal savings than he sent last year, which is indicative of the fact that the people are not going to patronize
their home banks unless there can be some law passed
which will cause them to know when they lie down at night
to sleep that their little savings will be safe.
It is for that reason I am hoping that we can enact into
law the guaranty bank provision that was passed by this
House, so that that will be an aid, in part, to this rehabilitation program, thus causing our citizens to patronize the
home banks instead of sending money to Eastern centers,
thereby making it possible for such institutions to take care
of the needs of our people.
I have just returned from Oklahoma, and I know that our
citizens are more depressed than ever before. It is my earnest desire to support every bill that will be beneficial to the
Nation, yet I am positive that unless agriculture can be
placed .on a sound basis all other industries will continue to
suffer. This being true, I sincerely hope that Congress will
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The SPEAKER pro tempore. The time of the gentleman
not adjourn until it has completed its legislative program.
I realize that many of the Members have opposition for from illinois has expired.
Mr. PURNELL. Mr. Speaker, I yield to the gentleman
reelection, and that they would like to go home. Yet, in
my opinion, it will be far more beneficial to them if they from Massachusetts [Mr. DALLINGER].
Mr. DALLINGER. Mr. Speaker, I am heartily in favor
remain here and complete the job.
of this bill, House bill 12280, which has been finally reported
OFFICE EFFICIENCY-AND CAMPAIGN SLANDER
I want my friends to know the facts as to how I have by the Committee on Banking and Currency and is to be
conducted my office so that they will not be misled by those allowed consideration by the House under this special rule.
who are trying to deceive the voters by making misleading It is one of the pieces of legislation urgently recommended
statements. I am, by law, allowed to appoint two persons to by President Hoover in his annual message to Congre~s in
assist me in taking care of my office work. During the period which he set forth a complete and comprehensive program
I was in very bad health it was necessary that I be away for the relief of the American people in the present worldfrom my office a large portion of the time, and in order that wide economic depression. My only regret is that it was not
I might be certain that every duty was properly looked after, passed months ago so that thousands of our fellow citizens
I requested my wife to draw a portion of this allowance and might not have lost their homes through foreclosure prouse the same in employing necessary extra help. She opened ceedings.
And in connection with this subject, let us consider briefly
my personal mail when I was in the hospital and supervised
the work in such a way there were no complaints from any the causes of the present economic depression and some of
source. Some will remember that influenza first carried me the remedies that have been and may be suggested to bring
to the hospital, and a lung operation made it necessary for about recovery and a return to prosperity.
THE PRESENT ECONOMIC DEPRESSION-ITS CAUSES AND REMEDIES
tubes to be inserted for drainage, which impaired my left
side to the extent I had to go to di.tferent health resorts to
I am tempted to make a comparison of the present con ..
regain my strength. Evidently this settled in my kidneys, as dition of our country with a man who is sick and calls in a
it was necessary a few years ago to undergo another opera- doctor. The first thing the doctor does is to ascertain the
tion, and one kidney was removed. During this long peliod history of the patient, as usually the illness is due to someof bad health I have been in the hospital four times and thing the patient has done or has neglected to do in the way
have had four operations.
of diet, lack of exercise, exposure, and so forth.
On one occasion I was reelected while in the hospital. On
What every good doctor then does is to apply remedies
another the House of Representatives passed a special reso- that will assist nature to bring about recovery. In such a
lution to allow me to take the oath of office while in a hos- case it is very apt to occur that from various sources sugpital some fourteen hundred miles from Washington. It is gestions of quack remedies are offered, which, if applied, are
true I retained my wife in this position so I could use that sure to make the patient worse; and finally there is very
which she drew to pay extra help. The law allowed me this often the psychological influence of fear which will always
privilege, and should my health again break down, she will retard recovery.
go back in the office and see that the work is looked after in
Having this thought in mind, let us consider the history
a proper way. No member of my family has ever retained of our patient, the United States, going back to the comor profited a penny from my office allowance. I have no mencement of the World War in 1914.
apology to make for using the one closest to me when I had
THE WORLD WAR AND IT RESULTS
to have sane one who had my interest at heart, and I am
The
total
cost
of the World War in capital wealth
proud that I have the kind of a wife who gladly served the
destroyed
has
been
estimated to be over $300,000,000:ooo.
splendid citizenship of the district without the thought of
pay. There are now being circulated other kinds of slander The actual cost to the United States up to January 1, 1932,
and poison that are too foolish to even reply to. I have was over $40,000,000,000. Apart from this destruction of
always conducted my campaigns on a high plane, and if I capital wealth, the loss of life, the fixed charges settled on
have to engage in the spreading of poison and nntrue reflec- the Nation for the payment of interest on the public debt
tions on anyone, I certainly will not expect my friends to and the care of veterans, the worst result of the war to the
United States was the undue expansion of American indusvote for me.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The time of the gentleman try, both agricultural and manufacturing.
Following the expansion. of credit which occurs during
from Oklahoma has expired.
every
war there came the inevitable deflation, reaching its
Mr. PURNELL. Mr. Speaker, I yield two minutes to the
climax in 1920 and 1921, with resulting bankruptcies and ungentleman from Illinois [Mr. Wn.LIAM E. HULL].
Mr. WILLIAM E . . HULL. Mr. Speaker, I know of no employment, the number of unemployed at that time bein~
legislation that has been before this House that will mean over 6,000,000.
The recovery of the United States from the first deflation
more toward helping the small man than this bill. The imcame
with the enactment of the Fordney-McCumber tariff
portance of it is so great that I hope we will not delay
longer than to-day to pass this legislation. We all know bill, the protective rates of which came only just in time to
that the young man and the laboring man who has a mort- save many of our industries from being destroyed by the
gage on his home can not go to the building association flood of foreign-made goods which were entering the United
at the present time and get any relief. In other words, he States under the low duties of the Underwood tariff law.
Then, after prosperity was restored, in 1925 occurred the
is tied up in this way: He must pay so much each month
to keep up his building association payments. If he can Florida land boom and its inevitable collapse, wiping out the
not earn that money, when he has no work, consequently savings of millions of people.
THE ORGY OF SPECULATION
he can not possibly meet his payments. What is the result?
In spite of this lesson, however, there then occurred anThe result is foreclosure; and what little money he has accumulated for probably the last 8 or 10 years has been de- other era of expansion, accompanied by an orgy of speculaposited in this home. We should not quibble for a moment tion in securities, differing from previous periods of stock
over this bill. We should pass it to-day and get it to the speculation in that practically everybody who had any
money participated-spurred on by the banks, which estabSenate as early as possible and let it become law.
We all know that the President of the United States is lished agencies for the high-pressure sale of securities at
back of this bill. We all know it has been the one bill that prices far beyond their actual worth. This was accompanied
he has tried to bring before the Congress of the United by the floating of large issues of State and municipal bonds
States; and, regardless of politics, this is one thing that will fm· roads and school buildings at. the low rates of interest
help to bring the country back for the man who is unable to due to the tax-exempt feature of such issues, and also issues
secure a job. I entreat everybody, both Democrats andRe- of bonds of European and South American countries. Along
publicans, to pass this bill to-day and get it immediately to with this went installment b1:1~7ing on an enormous scale,
the Senate. [Applause.]
spurred on by high-pressure salesmanship.
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STOCK-MARKET CRASH OF 1929

BALANCING THE BUDGET

When, as a result of loans .advanced by banks, the price
of securities began to advance beyond tbeir actual worth,
the Federal Reserve Board might have to
large degree
prevented the undue expansion of credit by raising the rediscount rate of interest, but the board neglected to act
until it was too late to prevent the excessive inflation and
the inevitable crash which occurred in October, 1929.

All of the foregoing remedies rest upon the credit of the
Government of the United States, which for the past two
years has incurred a constantly increasing deficit in its running expenses, due to a tremendous falling off in the revenue
derived from the tax on incomes. Up to the present time
this deficit has been met by the issue of Treasury notes and
bonds. As a result some of the issues of Government bonds
have depreciated, necessitating an increase in interest rates.
It is perfectly evident that this condition of affairs can not
go on, and that unless the credit of the Government is to be
seriously impaired, the Budget must be balanced by c11.tting
down expenses and by increased taxation. The Bureau of
the Budget recommended a decrease in expenditures for the
next fiscal year of $365,000,000 over the expenditures for the
·
present fiscal year.
The Committee on Appropriations of the House of Representatives cut. the Budget estimates $155,662,816.56, which,
with the estimated cash saving in the so-called economy bill
of $42,000,000, makes a total saving of $562,662,816.52.

a

PRESENT DEFLATION AND ITS CONSEQUENCES

Since then there has been a steady deflation, resulting in
a capital loss on paper at least of over $65,000,000,000. This
deflation has continued until securities, real estate, and
commodities are selling way below their actual value. The
.resulting panic caused runs on banks throughout the country, causing thousands of banks to fail for the reason that
they were unable to secure sufficient funds to meet the demands of their depositors by selling their securities in a
falling market. This failure of the banks in turn caused
people to hoard their money and the banks that still remained solvent to refuse credit, resulting in a further contraction, both of money and credit.
RAPID FALL IN COMMODITY PRICES

Commodity prices have fallen to such a point that the
farmer and manufacturer are not only unable to obtain a
profit, but in many cases have been obliged to sell their
products at a loss. This has resulted in a depletion of reserves where they existed or failures where, in the absence
of resen'es, the banks refused to extend credit.
REDUCTION IN

WAGES

AND UNEMPLOYMENT

As an inevitable result, the wages of employees have been

reduced and millions of men and women have been discharged, in many cases becoming public or private charges
upon the community.
Every reduction in wages and salaries, whiGh has foolishly
been urged as a remedy for the situation, and every discharge
of employees, has inevitably resulted in a diminution of the
purchasing power of the country, which, in tum, has lessened the demand for the overabundant supply of commodities of all kinds and caused prices · to decline still
farther.
NECESSITY FOR A SOUND EXPANSION OF CREDIT

Obviously, the first step toward a return to prosperity
was to bring about an expansion of the currency and credit
· by preventing further bank failures so that, the fear of the
·people being overcome, the hoarded money would again be
put in circulation and the banks, being made secure against
runs by depositors, could begin again to extend credit to the
business men of the country. In order to accomplish this
object, Congress enacted on the recommendation of President Hoover the Reconstruction Finance Corporation and
the Steagall banking bills. There is also pending legislation to provide for the immediate payment to depositors of
closed banks.
HOARDING BY THE BANKS

In spite of the fact, however, that the banks have been

assured of Government support through the media of the
Reconstruction Finance Corporation and the Federal Reserve
Board, they have not responded to the demand for loans, but
have continued to hoard their currency on the plea that they
must remain liquid for fear of possible runs on the part of
their depositors.
I'ORECLOSURE OF MOH.TGAGES

Moreover, the banks have been foreclosing on farmers and
other home owners who have been unable to meet their interest payments, and are refusing to make new mortgage
loans to persons desiring to build homes. To remedy this
situation, on the President's recommendation additional
funds have been provided for the farm-loan ba_nks, and the
Committee on Banking and Currency of the House of Rep~
resentatives has reported the Federal home loan discount
bank bill now before us which, if enacted, as it should be, at
the present session, will afford needed relief to the home
owners of the country.

REORGANIZATION OF THE EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENTS

President Hoover has repeatedly recommended a reorganization of the executive departments in order greatly to
reduce expenses and at the same time increase the efficiency
of administration. In a special message to Congress early
in the present session he asked Congress to give him the authority to consolidate, eliminate, and coordinate the executive departments and btireaus. In accordance with the
President's repeated recommendation, I introduced H. R.
9492, similar to a bill introduced by me in the last Congress)
which reads as follows:
A bill to authorize the President of the United States to reorganize
the executive departments of the Government, and for other
purposes
Be it enacted, etc., That the President be, and he is hereby
authorized and empowered to remove from omce such omcers and
employees originally appointed by the President or by the head
of a department as may be deemed by him to be unnecessary or
useless in the conduct of the Government's business, exc~pt judicial officers, whether or not such employees have been appointed
from lists prepared by the Civil Service Commission and regardless
of any classification heretofore established by said commission:
and the President is hereby further authorized and empowered to
abolish any or all of such offices thereby made vacant and to
abolish any or all departments, divisions, bureaus, and commissions
by him found to be unnecessary for the proper and economical
conduct of the Government's business.
SEC. 2. That the President may, after the completion of the
reorganization of any department or any division or bureau
thereof, restore by proclamation to the classified service any such
department, division, or bureau.
SEc. 3. That the President is hereby authorized and empowered,
during or after the reorganization of any department, bureau,
division, or commission, to appoint by and with the advice of the
Senate such employees and officials as he deems best for the
public service, and to establish by proclamation any new department, division~ bureau or commission that he deems necessary
for the conduct of the public business; and the President is
further authorized and empowered to transfer divisions and
bureaus from one department to another, and to consolidate or
combine departments, divisions, bureaus, and commissions one
with another as he deems best for the public service; and the
President is further authorized and empowered to create a Central Purchasing Bureau that shall have exclusive power to make
purchases for all Government departments, bureaus, divisions, and
commissions.
SEc. 4. That the President shall exercise the power and authority hereby invested in him, without· regard to or recommendation
of or restriction of, any existing law, regulation, or classification:
Provided, That all authority granted to the resident herein shall
cease two years from the date of the passage of this act: And
provided further, That all changes in the organization of the
executive departments and commissions, or in the personnel
thereof, made by the President in accordance with the provisions
of this act, shall have full force of law until altered, amended, or
repealed by act of Congress.
UNIQUE QUALIFICATIONS OF PRESIDENT HOOVER

The enactment of such a bill would have solved the whole
question of economy in governmental expenditures. We are
fortunate in having as President of the United States in this
crisis a man with an unusual capacity for and wide experience in executive administration. As directors of the
Republic, owing a plain duty to the people of the United
States who are its stockholders, Congress should have en-
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acted this legislation early in the session. Loath to give up
any of its power over details and raising the same question
of the unconstitutionality of a delegation of legislative power
that has been futilely urged against the laws creating the
Interstate Commerce Commission and the Tariff Commission, the House simply incorporated in its so-called " economy bill" the form of my bill, but so emasculated that its
enactment \\ill be of no practical value in the present emergency. Moreover, the titles of the economy bill incorporat. ing the bills creating a public works administration and
consolidating the War and Navy Departments, both of which
proposals were before the Committee on Expenditures in the
Executive Departments, of which I am a member, were so
drafted as to result in an increase instead of a saving in
governmental expenditures.
INCREASED TAXATION

If Congress had been willing in the early part of the ses-

sion to give the President the authority which he desired
to reorganize the executive departments, much of the increase in taxes required to balance the Budget would have
been unnecessary. As it was, however,. the Committee on
Ways and Means of the House of Representatives was confronted with the task of raising over $1,100,000,000 of additional revenue.
After an exhuastive investigation they unanimously but
with reluctance recommended a moderate manufacturers'
sales tax of 2% per cent in addition to the increase in
income and inheritance tax rates that would raise the maximum amount of revenue. The bill which the committee
reported, like the Reconstruction Finance Corporation and
Steagall bank bills, were nonpartisan measures reported in
accordance with the recommendations of a Republican
President just as similar nonpartisan measures were passed
on the recommendation of a Democratic President during
the World War.
UNFOMUNATE DEFEAT OF THE GENERAL SALES TAX

Unfortunately, however, owing largely to the powerful influence of the Scripps-Howard papers, such an antagonism
was aroused against the sales tax that it was defeated.
This necessitated the substitution of burdensome excise
taxes on particular industries and nuisance taxes which
were so obnoxious during the war in the endeavor to raise
the necessary revenue to balance the Budget. Moreover,
both in the House and Senate there were inserted tariff
duties ostensibly for the purpose of raising revenue but in
reality for the purpose of prohibiting foreign imports from
coming into competition with certain domestic industries.
Strangely enough the most vehement advocates of these
embargo tariff duties have been members of the Democratic
Party who have bitterly assailed the moderate duties of the
Hawley-Smoot bill and who have advocated the tearing
down of our protective tariff in the interest of our foreign
trade.
RECORD OF THE HOUSE TO DATE
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patient worse rather than better. In the present "repression," as Amos calls it, there are three such remedies to
which I desire to call attention.
First. It is seriously urged that we should immediately
repeal or greatly reduce our protective customs duties on
imports from abroad, and bitter attacks have been made .
in both Houses of Congress against the iniquitous HawleySmoot bill enacted by the last Congress. With the possible
exception of the McKinley Tariff Act of 1890 no law has
been so misrepresented as the Hawley-Smoot Tariff Act.
Of all the thousands of items in the existing tariff laws
only about one-fifth were changed at all. Where increases
in duties were made, they were justified by conditions and
in many cases were inadequate to prevent the closing of
American industries. I can say without fear of successful
contradiction that if the Hawley-Smoot bill had . not been
enacted when it was, in New England there would be twice
as many persons out of work as there are at the present
time; and the same is true to a greater or less extent
throughout the country. Moreover, under the improved
flexible provisions of the law, if any particular duty is too
high, the President on the recommendation of a bipartisan
commission can reduce the rate of duty or vice versa. The
best proof, however, of the fact that the proposed drastic
reduction of tariff duties is a quack remedy lies in the fact
that the Democratic leaders who have so vehemently advocated it, now that they have the power, do not dare to try
it in the present crisis for fear that it will make the patient
worse instead of better.
The second quack remedy that has been suggested is to
so-called " debenture " or export bounty on agricultural
commodities to aid the farmers. One great trouble with
American agriculture has been an overproduction of certain staple commodities, such as wheat and cotton, and the
same thing has been true of oil and other mineral products.
In my opinion, the inevitable result of an export bounty
would be to encourage more overproduction. ·
I have already referred to the fact that the worst result
of the World vVar, so far as this country is concerned, was
the overexpansion of our agricultural and manufacturing
industries. In 1914 we were suddenly called upon to supply
the allied countries with the things that 30,000,000 men who
were called to the colors had produced. It was inevitable
that just as soon as the war was over and those countries
began to produce again for themselves our foreign export
trade would fall off by leaps and bounds. Moreover, the
European countries were bound to enact tariff acts of their
own, just as our own country did in 1789, both for the purpose of raising re11enue and for the protection and encouragement of their own industries. This, and not our tariff
policy, is the sole cause of the decline in our export trade.
The third quack remedy that has been urged is a drastic
reduction in wages and salaries. While in cases where salaries and wages were abnormally high, reduction might have
been wise, the effect of the general policy of wage and salary
cutting that has been going on throughout the country, instead of improving conditions, has steadily made them worse.
Every time the storekeepers of a community cut the wages
of their employees, they simply diminish the purchasing
power of the community, their sales fall off, more employees
have to be discharged and another cut becomes inevitable.
If they keep on long enough, they will simply put themselves
out of business.
To his everlasting credit be it said that President Hoover
has never advocated any general reduction of wages any
more than he has advocated the other two quack remedies.

The House of Representatives has thus passed all the
appropriation bills, except the second deficiency bill and the
so-called "economy bill," making a total saving of over
$562,000,000 in Government expenditures over the present
fiscal year. It has also passed a revenue bill which has been
somewhat improved and made less burdensome to business
in the Senate and in conference between the two branches.
The conference report on this bill has been adopted by both
Houses and the bill has b~en signed by the President. In
other words, in spite of the unfair attacks upon its membership, the House of Representatives with promptness and
REAL REMEDIES AND CONCLUSION
dispatch did its part in balancing the Budget. The delay
that has been universally complained of has been entirely
But what can be done to remedy the present distressL'lg
due to the inaction of another body, which has the unique situation?
distinction of being the only parliamentary body in the
In the first place adequate relief by a sane and compreworld that has no effective means of limiting debate.
hensive plan, such as has been suggested by President
QUACK REnU:DIES
Hoover, must be provided for taking care of the millions of
I stated in my opening remarks that when a person is unemployed men and women and their families.
taken ill, quack remedies are often suggested by well-meanIn the second place the credit of the Government of the
ing friends that are certain to render the condition of the United States must be maintained unimpaired by balancing
LXXV-792
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the Budget by means of wise economies in administration
and by increased taxation that is least burdensome to the
country. To accomplish this I again urge that Congress
empower the President to reorganize the executive departments in accordance with the provisions of my bill, H. R.
. 9492, and I sincerely regret that the manufacturers' sales
tax was not incorporated in the revenue bill which has just
been enacted.
In the third place we should recognize the futility in competing in the markets of the world in the production of commodities which other countries can produce much more
cheaply for themselves and confine our production of those
commodities to the protected American market which has
always consumed over 80 per cent of all we produce, confining our axport trade to those things in which we are
ahead of other countries, and which other countries therefore desire to purchase. This can be accomplished by the
encouragement of cooperative associations and the limitation of production with the possible application, in the case
of agriculture, of some such device as the equalization fee.
In the fourth place, no return of prosperity can be hoped
for until there is a rise in commodity prices. The reason
why prices of commodities are so low is because the farmer
and the manufacturer are making no profit, but on the conn·ary, are selling their products at a loss. Now, prices depend upon the amount of money and credit in circulation.
At the present time, there is a contraction or deflation due
to the hoarding by the people on account of bank failures
and by the unwillingness of banks to extend credit. Both
of these phenomena are due to fear. Fear is the greatest
deterrent to recovery from disease ·whether it be physical
or economic. This fear must be removed. It was in order
to remove this fear that the Reconstruction Finance Corporation and the Steagall banking bills were passed by Congress. Moreover, the Federal Reserve .Board has been car ..
rying out the policy directed by the Goldsborough stabiliza ..
tion bill in an effort to expand the currency. If the banks
continue to hoard their funds on the plea that they must
remain liquid, in spite of the fact that the Government is
doing all it can legitimately do to protect them, then in addition to the enactment of the Federal home loan bank bill
now before the House, it may be necessary to expand the
currency safely by the purchase of silver with the issue of
Treasury certificates, behind each of which shall be a gold
dollar's worth of silver bullion, as suggested by the gentleman from Nevada [Mr. ARENTz]. This would provide an expansion of the currency without jeopardizing the gold
standard.
Finally, we must reorganize our whole banking system by
compelling all banks to join the Federal reserve system, With
very much more stringent requirements for the maintenance
of reserves, or by permitting branch banking, or by both
these expedients, to the end that the savings of the people
shall be safe. The fact that throughout this world-wide
depression there have been no bank failures in Great Blitain,
where there are a few large banks with branches tlu:oughout the kingdom, is a phenomenon worthy of serious consideration.
Moreover, our whole economic system must be so reorganized that the owners of capital and the consuming public
shall no longer reap the entire benefit of the installation of
labor-saving machinery. To bring this about reserves
against unemployment must be created by industry or a
5-day week and a shorter workday must be inaugurated.
If necessary, both these expedients must be resorted to in
order that the distress and suffering incident to unemployment on a large scale shall be eliminated once and for all
in this favored land of opportunity.
In short the great mass of our people must have the satisfaction of enjoying not only the necessities but also the comforts of the American standard of living during their working years, and the reasonable certainty of security in their
old age; or, to use the language of our able and far-seeing
President, "Undeserved poverty must be abolished," if our
American system of constitutional government with its
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fundamental principles of individual liberty and individual
initiative is permanently to endure. [Applause.]
Mr. EATON of New Jersey. Mr. Speaker, I welcome the
appearance of this legislation before the House as perhaps
the first legislation during this entire session that begins to
reach the people who are actually in need. I am not sure
that this objective will be successfully achieved, but we are
at least taking a step in the right direction.
In my home State I have been following the tragedy of
home foreclosures. .Whole pages of local papers given over
to announcements of homes being sold at sheriff's saleobituaries of all that men hold most sacred in life. In one
community I recall 23 foreclosures of little homes in one
week. Up to that moment those 23 homes were 23 anchorages to windward, real and effective social insurance of our
whole economic and social structure. The day those families were set out in the street you bad 23 rebels, and fully
justified in their rebellion, against conditions over which
they had no control and which undermined every vestige of
loyalty and confidence which they had in the institutions of
their own country.
I sincerely hope this bill will become law to-day and that
we will pass it on to the Senate and that the relief which it
promises will be speedily applied to that great group of
people in this Nation who are its backbone, the owners of
little homes, not the palaces of the rich, not the hovels nf
the proletariat, but these little homes that represent all that
is sanest and best in our American life.
We are working under two delusions in this country. The
first is that a part is greater than the whole. Here we have
been for six months wrestling with groups and cliques who
have been determined to have passed into law something
that would benefit them, regardless of its effect upon the
Nation as a whole. It would seem that we no longer represent individual citizens but organized minorities, hunting
like wolves in a pack and threatening dire retribution if their
behests are not obeyed.
•
The second delusion is ·that Government can now do for
the American people what for 150 years they have been
doing for themselves. We have built up here the greatest
social structure the world has ever seen. It has given the
common man the largest opportunity in life, the highest
level of comfort, the widest freedom, the most absolute justice. We are the most hopeful experiment in social progress
that the world contains, and we have built up this vast and
complex structure on American principles, the principle of
individual initiative, of private ownership of property, of
equality of opportunity, and legal status for all. We began
with the notion that no government ought to do anything
for a man that he can do for himself. To-day we have
reached a time of chaos, distress, and fear, and everywhere
every class of Americans are turning to their governments
for assistance and control instead of turning to their own
resources and their own powers in the fashion of their
fathers.
Mr. KELLER. Will the gentleman yield?
MI:. EATON of New Jersey. I can not yield now. I want
to pursue this subject further, and in the few moments
allotted to me leave these gems of thought with you.
Mr. Speaker, I have here, and I hope the Chair will permit
me to present it because it is the utterance of a dear friend
bf his, this statement from the Washington Times, appearing
at its masthead:
The Washington Times and other newspapers owned by William
Randolph Hearst demand on behalf of their readers that the Government give the veterans jobs or the bonus now.

What does he mean by the Government? No government
has anything to give away. All any government can spend,
it has to take out of the taxpayers if they can stand it, and
Mr. Hearst, who nominated our distinguished friend for the
Presidency-which may have been more of a liability than
an asset--Mr. Hearst, whether he knows it or not, means
by the Government the taxpayers of this country. The taxpayers of this country are in revolt now; they have got
about all that they can stand. The Government to-day in
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this country, if we are to rem~in America, will have to
abandon the ~ussian idea of taking charge of the peopl~,
and we must begin again to let the people do under therr
own power and with their own resources what they· have
done for 150 years-create, develop, and preserve the things
that make life precious and worth while.
Mr. KELLER. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. EATON of New Jersey. If the gentleman desires to
help me in this speech, I will be glad to yield.
Mr. BLANTON. He is a theorist; I would risk him.
Mr. EATON of New Jersey. Is he really a theorist?
Mr. BLANTON. Yes.
Mr. EATON of New Jersey. In spite of that damaging
accusation, I will run the risk of one question if it is not
too long.
Mr. KELLER. Can the gentleman tell us what caused
this depression?
Mr. EATON of New Jersey. My beloved brother, if I could
answer that question, I would be the wisest man in the world,
but I will tell you what caused it, in my judgment.
Mr. KELLER. . I wish the gentleman would tell us.
Mr. EATON of New Jersey. I believe that the world
stands to-day in the twilight zone between two ages, the
old age in which for centuries we have been building nations, and a new age in which mankind has got to build a
world. This new age, under the inspiration of the Christian religion and the progress of scientific knowledge, has
been made necessary by a changed emphasis in social thinking. The time is here when the human being as such has
achieved a new value in the thought of men in public and
private life, and from now on the new political and social
principles and the new economic principles will put the
man before the dollar. [Applause.]
Mr. BLANTON. Can the leopard change its spots in the
Republican Party?
Mr. EATON of New Jersey. Now, friends, the gentleman
from Texas is always most generous to all of us. He persists in helping us right through every one of our speeches
with absolute impartiality; but I am going to ask him to
make an exception and let me toddle through this statement
on my own feet and under my own power.
Mr. BRITTEN. ·wm the gentleman yield for a question?
Mr. EATON of New Jersey. I yield.
Mr. BRITTEN. Does not the gentleman seriously think
the World War is about 95 per cent responsible for the
condition of the world to-day?
Mr. EATON of New Jersey. I think the World War was
the inevitable explosion of a worn-out social, political, and
economic structure which has crashed in every countr~ and
in every civilization. The World War was the tearing down
of the old buildings which had become too cramped to house
an expanding civilization. In the period of inflation and
deflation, of confusion and distress since the war, the world
is trying to determine what kind of a new building will best
meet our needs.
I believe that in the long march down the ages man has
been making progress toward the light, and out of this
present gloom, out of this chaos and suffering there will
come a golden age in which men shall count more than
money and humans more than institutions. [Applause.]
Gentlemen, you and I stand at the crossroads. I hate this
abominable governmental despotism that Mr. Hearst proposes
to fasten on us. It is un-American, and right here we have
got to make up our minds once and for all as to whether
in the long future we are going to follow those American
principles tb.at have made us the hope of the world or
whether we shall adopt Russian principles. [Applause.]
As for me, I choose the principles that have made us what
we are to-day. I am not willing to have the Government
everything and the citizen nothing. I prefer the ancient
American plan of keeping the Government the servant of the
citizen and not his master.
With these inadequate remarks I will conclude, and I
yield back the remainder of my time.
_
Mr. POU. :Mr. Speaker, I yield the remainder of my
time to the gentleman from Alabama [Mr. BANKHEAD].
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The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Alabama is recognized for five minutes.
Mr. BANKHEAD. Mr. Speaker, we have had manifested
here this morning an evidence of how some gentlemen,
who are seeking the opportunity to find excuses, may seize
upon a very innocent episode or incident in order to undertake to turn the matter to their own partisan political
advantage.
Beside me in this seat sits a gentleman-an honored Representative of his people-who has serv~d in the House of
Representatives for almost a third of a century. I dare
say there is no man in this House freer from unworthy partisanship than the distinguished gentleman from North
Carolina [Mr. PouJ. [Applause.] He is a man who has
served his country, his people, and humanity.
Simply because, forsooth, in presenting this rule this
morning he took occasion to depart from a discussion of
the mechanism of the rule and the proposed bill to assert
what he felt was an imperious necessity resting upon the
Congress of the United States to undertake in the closing
hours of the Congress to do something to make it possible
for the Chief Executive of this country to prevent starvation in America-and that is all he said-the gentleman
from Michigan [Mr. MicHENER] seized upon it as a predicate for saying that politics had been injected into this
debate. The gentleman from North Carolina did not mention the name of the President of the United States. The
gentleman from North Carolina did not mention any man
who was opposed to the principles he asserted. All he did
say, in substance and in spirit, was to express the impulses
of a great heart that the representatives of the American
people in this hour of desperation should not overlook what
be conceived to be their duty to make some provision against
the desperate days that might lie ahead of us. [Applause.]
Then my able and genial friend from Indiana [Mr.
PuRNELL] took up_ the echo and deprecated the injection
of politics into this discussion and he himself laid an indictment against the Democratic administration of this
House and of the Commttee on Banking and Currency. He
said that although the President had suggested this legislation in December last that those who are responsible
for the control of the House had waited until the lOth day
of June to bring it here for consideration. I charge the
gentleman from Indiana to go over to the other Chamber
and consult with his senior Senator whom, I imagine, the
President requested to introduce this identical bill in the
Republican Senate last December, and up until this good
day it has not even been reported out of the committee
in the Senate of the United States. [Applause.]
Mr. PURNELL. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. BANKHEAD. 1 yield.
Mr. PURNELL. I will say to the gentleman that I have
consulted with my senior Senator almost every day and he
phones me at least twice a day urging action by the House
on this bill.
Mr. BANKHEAD. But the gentleman did not castigate
the senior Senator from Indiana or the Republican organization of the Senate for their delay, whereas it is stated
that the Democratic organization of the House has been
remiss in the discharge of its duties as regards this important legislation.
That is but characteristic of everything that has occurred
in this Congress from the very beginning, namely, that of
undertaking to disparage and to discredit by innuendo and
false statements, particularly in the press of this country,
that we were not attempting, for partisan reasons, to cooperate with the administration in the discharge of our duties
to the American people.
I am willing to discuss politics, as far as I am concerned,
if the opportunity offers, from now until the close of this
session-however, not to the disparagement of the passage
of necessary legislation, because I think the American
people in this campaign are going to want to hear a great
deal about politics, and I think my friends on the other side
are well within their prudence in seeking to put the soft
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pedal on any discussion of the frailties of the administration. [Applause.]
The SPEAKER. The time of the gentleman from Alabama has expired. The question is on agreeing to the
resolution.
The resolution was agreed to.
DONATION TO THE VETERANS
Mr. LAGUARDIA. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent
o make a statement for about one minute. It is a rather
cheerful statement.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from New York asks
unanimous consent to address the House for one minute.
Is there objection?
There was no objection.
Mr. LAGUARDIA. Mr. Speaker, I have just been informed that $5,000 has been donated to the veterans who are
here in Washington by the Rev. Charles E. Coughlin,
of the Church of the Little Flower, of Detroit. Father
Coughlin is well known throughout the country, and it
might well be stated that he is a real progressive. I think
the reverend doctor is to be thanked and congratulated for
his patriotic and generous act. [Applause.]
JOHN HANSON, PRESIDENT OF THE CONTINENTAL CONGRESS
Mr. LONERGAN. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent
to extend my remarks in the RECORD.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection?
There was no objection.
Mr. LONERGAN. Mr. Speaker, early American history
has repeated many times the romantic storY of colonization,
has unfolded with scholarly application the founding of
Virginia by the Cavaliers, the settlement of New England
by the Puritans, of Maryland by the Catholics under Lord
Baltimore, of the Carolinas by the Huguen{)ts, of New York
by the Dutch, and of Pennsylvania by the Quakers. Almost
obscured in the annals of the Nation is the equally romantic story of that band of hardy souls who set out in accordance with a plan proposed by their late king, Gustavus
Adolphus, to found a new colony on the American seacoast
to be known as New Sweden.
It is not the purpose of this address to go into the history
of their early struggles but only in passing to record the
fact that such a colony was established on the Delaware
River in 1638, that it was augmented in 1642 by a group led
to these shores by Johan Printz in 1643, that the colony
expanded and pushed into Maryland and that the grandson
of a member of that latter group was destined to play one
of the stellar roles in the young Nation's struggle for independence. It is to this latter personage, John Hanson, who,
history tells us, was the first " president of the United States
in Congress Assembled," that is, the first President under
the Articles of Confederation, that this address is devoted.
In the expedition which sought a foothold in the new
world were four brothers, sons of the distinguished Colonel
Hanson who fell at Leutzen in Saxony in the same engagement which had cost the life of King Gustavus Adolphus.
The youngest of the four brothers, John Hanson established
his family in Charles County, Md. His son Samuel was
elected a member of the General Assembly of Maryland
in 1716 and 1728 and served his community in several other
official capacities. ·
This same Samuel Hanson was the father of the John
Hanson about whom this address is centered. From his
father no doubt John Hanson derived those distinct marks
of character which brought him to a high place in later
years among his countrymen. Always devoted to the highest ideals of service, stalwart and unmoved in the face of
opposition, couragrous and undaunted in any fight which
appealed to him as just, the young man quickly ascended to
a place of prominence in the stirring days into which fate
had thrust him.
John Hanson was born at Mulberry Grove, Charles
County, Md., on April 3, 1721. He was a member of a large
family, many of whom rendered exceptional service in the
cause of the country wherein they had had their birth.
Young John himself first came to notice in public life as a
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delegate from Charles County to the lower house of assembly, in which he served nine terms. There he acquired that
maturity of mind which thereafter was to remain a marked
characteristic of his personality. A man of great personal
magnetism, sound judgment, intellectual, honest, he won
for himself a considerable following when with his family
he took up his residence in Frederick County.
Through his leadership the growing dissatisfaction of the
people with the oppressive British rule was crystallized into
active revolt. His was the dominating spirit which actuated
a small band of patriots in Maryland to openly espouse the
cause of rebellion against " the Crown." The movement,
given impetus by him, grew until Maryland had definitely
severed all allegiance to the mother country and was actively
engaged on the side of the revolutionists. It should be
stated that allied with John Hanson was that illustrious
patriot and Catholic, Charles Carroll of Carrollton, signer
of the Declaration of Independence, one of the country's
richest men, who unstintingly gave of his great fortune to the
cause of freedom. It is also worthy of notice here that when
the State of Maryland was delegated to choose its two most
distinguished citizens for honor in Statuary Hall in the
National Capitol the State selected John Hanson and this
same Charles Carroll.
Under· John Hanson's insistence Maryland gave the New
England States assurance that its citizens would back them
to the limit in their fight against British tyranny. Hanson
organized the Association of Maryland Freemen in 1769
which pledged its moraL financial, and armed support, if
necessary, to the cause of free speech and colonial resistance to the imposition of taxes without representation. At
the Maryland Provincial Convention it was he who determined the course of that body to stand by the other colonies in their grievances against Great Britain. It was he
who organized two companies of infantry and sent them
to Cambridge following the outbreak of hostilities at Bunker
Hill. From that time on he continued zealously in the
prosecution of the war by arranging for the manufacture
of munitions and army equipment and by organizing every
resident of the county as a prospective soldier in the event
of war. It was Maryland's participation in an aggressive
andertaking of this kind that encouraged the other colonists, more especially those in the South, to join the New
England group in its fight for freedom.
During the years 1779 and thereafter we find John Hanson, now approaching the three-score mark, engaged in a
wholly new role. Maryland, again under his leadership, had
refused to sign the Articles of Confederation until the question of the western domain was settled by Congress. George
Washington was engaged in the prosecution of the war but
in the Halls of Congress John Hanson was also doing battle
for a principle, the determination of which was of everlasting importance to the integrity of what has since come
to be the United States. Vast lands in the Far West were
claimed as the property of such States as Virginia, New
York, Connecticut, Massachusetts, and a few others. Hanson maintained that these territories be given for all time
to the new country then in the making. Naturally a tremendous outcry arose against such a proposal. A crisis of
far-reaching e:trect on the future of the Nation was precipitated.
John Hanson saw the crisis with its multifarious implications. He appreciated the fact that only through union
could the perplexing question be solved. He set to work to
remove the obstacles which stood in the way of the principle
to which he so stoutly adhered. The Delegates of Maryland
in Congress were subsequently empowered to subscribe to
and ratify the Articles of Confederation. Hanson and
Daniel Carroll, who stood with Hanson throughout the controversy, signed the document on March 1, 1781, which was
the beginning of the indissoluble union o! the United States.
This accomplished, he took up the fight on the western land
question, which was eventually settled according to the judgment of Maryland. Out of that vast territory which became the common property of all the States arose the States
of Ohio, Indiana, lllinois, Michigan, and a part of Wisconsin.
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Three times thereafter Hanson was elected to the Continental Congress, and after his third election was elevated to
the position of President of that body. It was in this capacity that he felicitated General Washington following the
surrender of Cornwallis at Yorktown. He subsequently retired to private life. Of a clear mind, stout heart, and
incorruptible conscience, he had given his score of years in
brilliant service to the Nation. He died at Oxon Hill, Prince
Georges County, Md., November 22, 1783.
His life, more dramatic in its scope, moving in broader
fields of endeavor, and perhaps more richly rewarded, was
the epitome of the stalwartness, courage, and vigor of the
lives of those who made up that little band of pioneers from
the shores of Sweden. America has benefited greatly by
the infusion into its life stream of other men and women
from that same shore. From Hanson to Charles Augustus
Lindbergh, the names of eminent personages of Swedish
origin and descent have been placed high upon the honor
roll of this Nation's great.
True to their Viking tradition, Swedish officers manned
not a few of the ships, particularly those flying the flag of
France, during the Revolution. History, to be sure, gives
but a scanty account of the naval operations of the period;
but that it was essential and of great consequence to the
successful culmination of the war there can be no doubt.
Incidentally, it was Sweden which, as a neutral nation,
first recognized the independence of the United. States. On
April 3, 1783, that country signed a treaty of amity and
commerce with the new Nation. ·
During the conflict General Washington had under his
command any number of officers and men who were direct
descendants of the Swedes of Delaware. From extant records it is concluded that about 70 officers were in the Continental Army. Two of these, Count von Fersen, aid to
Rochambeau, and Colonel Von Stedingk, were elected to the
Order of the Cincinnati, of which Washington was the first
president. Baron von Fock, Baron Nordenskjold, Magnus
Daniel Palmquist, Carl Raab, and the distinguished John
Morton, signer of the Declaration of Independence, were
but a few of those whose names were indelibly inscribed on
the roll of honor.
It was the late President Wilson who, in writing on the
memorial to Capt. John Ericsson, 'inventor of the Monitor,
that " cheese box on a raft " which did so much to turn the
course of the Civil War, stated:
It 1s pleasant to think how the United States has been enriched
by the character and services of men of Swedish birth or extraction who have made this country their home and the object of
their loyal service.

In Philadelphia, on June 5, this year, at the dedication
of the John Ericsson room of the John Morton Memorial,
John M. Morehead, American minister to Sweden, reminded
his audience that "more than one-quarter of the Swedish
race lives in America, and Chicago and Minneapolis are,
respectively, the third and fourth largest Swedish cities in
the world." Congressman CARL A. CHINDBLOM, of Dlinois,
was one of the principal speakers at this event.
Any- recital of the contributions of the Swedes to the life
of America must, of course, include the names of the intrepid
warriors, General Stolbrand and Rear Admiral Dahlgren,
who cast their lot with the forces of the North for the preservation of the Union during the Civil War. In the recent
World War the names of Swedish patriots were legion.
Not in war alone, however, have the Swedes of the United
States attained distinction. Their contribution to literature
and the arts in general has been great. The names of Jenny
Lind, Christina Nilsson and, in our own day, Greta Garbo
and Marie Sundelius, of operatic fa1.ae, at once come to mind.
In statecraft, too, they are to be found in positions of
eminence. Two States, Minnesota and Montana, have as
their governors men of Swedish ancestry. They are, respectively, Governors Floyd B. Olson and John E. Erickson.
Former Governor John Johnson, of Minnesota, of course,
has not only a place in the history of his State but in that
of the Nation as well.
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The Swedish people have added their great talents and
genius to the complex social phenomenon called America.
Industry in the East has had the advantage of their skill
and mechanical aptitude. The far reaches of the West have
been turned into fertile and prosperous lands under their
patient and caressing hands. Legislative halls, State and
national, have rung with their glowing oratory in defense
of those essential American principles to which each and all
have given their allegiance. From John Hanson to our own
distinguished contemporaries, they have acquitted themselves as a great people.
FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANKS
Mr. STEAGALL. Mr. Speaker, I move that the House
resolve itself into the Committee of the Whole House on the
state of the Union for the consideration of the bill (H. R.
12280) to create Federal home loan banks, to provide for the
supervision thereof, and for other purposes.
The motion was agreed to.
Accordingly the House resolved itself into the Committee
of the Whole House on the state of the Union for the consideration of the bill H. R. 12280, with Mr. CELLER in the
chair.
The Clerk read the title of the bill. ,
Mr. STEAGALL. Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent
that the first reading of the bill be dispensed with.
The CHAffiMAN. Is there objection to the request of the
gentleman from Alabama?
There was no objection.
Mr. McFADDEN. Mr. Chairman, if the gentleman from
Alabama [Mr. STEAGALL] will yield, I now yield 30 minutes
of the time allotted to me to the gentleman from Kansas
[Mr. STRONG] to yield as he sees fit to those in favor of
the bill.
Mr. STEAGALL. Mr. Chairman-Mr. BLANTON. Mr. Chairman, this is a very important
speech and I make the point of no quorum.
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair will count.
Mr. BLANTON. I withdraw the point, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. STEAGALL. Mr. Chairman, I think my statement
will not be controverted when I say that during this unusual
session of Congress I have not wasted the time of this
House in the discussion of politics. I do not believe any
committee of Congress that ever assembled at any time in
our history, and I say this remembering the trying days of
the World War-ever worked more industriously, more unceasingly, or with less manifestation of partisanship than
the Banking and Currency Committee of this House has
worked during the present session.
Our committee has not delayed any legislation. We met
in December. The committees of this House were named on
Tuesday, on Wednesday the Banking and Currency Committee took up the Federal farm loan legislation and considered it in committee, on Thursday we reported the bill,
and on Saturday we took up the bill in the House and it was
passed and sent over to the Senate.
The House Banking and Currency Committee prepared
and presented to the House and the House passed the Reconstruction Finance Corporation act ahead of the Senate, and
the measure as it was enacted into law was the House bill
that bears the number and the name of a Member of this
House under which it was introduced.
The same was true of the so-called Glass-Steagall bill.
So it is with the bill before us to-day. The Banking and
Currency Committee of the House, the larger legislative
body, where there are more difficulties and more reasons for
delay, has brought the bill before the House ready for passage, if you see fit to pass it, while it is still slumbering in
committee at the other end of the CapitoL now under the
control of the Republican Party and its administration.
[Applause.]
_
The plain fact is there is only one charge of delay that
can be justified against anybody who is in a position of
responsibility in connection with the unhappy situation that
confronts the country. That charge can only be lodged
against the President. I do not say this in any spirit of
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harsh criticism; I appreciate his difficulties and the trials
through which he is passing at this time. As a good citizen
and as a Member of the legislative branch of the Government, I want to support him, and I do not desire to add to
his problems or to his difficulties; but the record shows that
the :President of the United States is responsible for several
months of delay. Although urged by Democratic leaders
and the public, he waited throughout last summer and fall
to give the Congress an opportunity to meet and go forward with the relief program which he had announced to
the country.
This is the history of the matter. I have supported the
-President in all his general suggestions except one.
I did not support the program of our debtor nations in
Europe and the international bankers who speak for them
here in urging postponement or repudiation of the debts
due the people of this country by our allies. These debts
represent loans made to them to support their armies when
they were engaged in a struggl(! for the preservation of their
lives. If there ever was an obligation, moral or legal, that
ought not to be repudiated, it is this one, and I believe the
economic difficulties of this country and the world were
aggravated by the program put over by the international
bankers who committed this country, at least temporarily,
to the postponement, if not to a repudiation, of these obligations.
The governments of the world should set an example of
good faith. They should never have declared their inability to meet their obligations. It was not true, in the
first place, and it was not good policy. It has accentuated
the difficulties under which we suffer in the United States
and throughout the world. I am against it. I am not a
communist. I am not a communist here, I am not a
communist abroad, and this doctrine that we should give
to everybody across the sea who happens to claim he is
in distress, this proposition that when some other nation
is not able to pay its debts we have got to come in and
share their burdens; this doctrine that we are all one and
we all stand and fall together, and that their problems are
our problems, and their obligations are our obligations is
nothing but sheer, downright international communism!
I - repudiate any such doctrine as a domestic principle and
I repudiate it as an international policy.
I followed the President with a great deal of difficulty iii
_the effort to enact the legislation embodied in the bill before us. I will state to the Members of the House that one
of the most difficult tasks that has ever been assigned to
the Banking and Currency Committee since I have been a
member of it was in the effort to put this bill into workable
form. I am heartily sympathetic with the purpose of the
legislation, as I am sure most of the Members of the House
are. I .want to do anything in my power that will enable
the home owners of this country to continue to own their
homes. There are some left who are at least in possession
of their homes, and I share with you the desire to assist in
any practical measure that will help them to continue to
.use them as shelters for their children, whether they ever
·own them or not. Nothing is more inseparably linked with
our future welfare and all that patriots hold dear than independent home ownership. It makes for the development of
the qualities of morality and patriotism that will preserve
our institutions.
Unhappily, home ownership is on the decline. Home owners in towns and cities, like the home owners on our farms,
are being driven from shelter, and their homes sacrificed in
this period of depression, involving losses to the companies
holding home mortgages as security as well as citizens, who
are borrowers. All this is due to the nation-wide breaking
down of credit. Home ownership and home life, both in the
towns and on the farms, are being undermined. ·I hope that
this legislation will meet with a better fate in its administration than has the legislation we passed in the early portion of this session of Congress, designed to save the homes
of the farmers of this country.
The Congress amended the Federal farm loan act to provide methods and appropriated $125,000,000 to supply the
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means to enable the Federal land banks to use common
sense and leniency in conducting foreclosures. The purpose
was to save the homes of the people and avoid unnecessary
and inexcusable losses to the land banks. But the law has
not been administered as Congress intended. It has been
perverted or disregarded.
There are fewer mortgages being carried by Federal land
banks than were carried last November and the banks have
1 less mortgages outstanding than they had then.
In addition the land banks have more lands on hand than they
had then. This is the result of an administration of the
banks conducted with first consideration for the bondholder
instead of the farmer home owner of the United States. I
am going to support this bill. in the hope that it will be
more sympathetically administered than the legislation for
the aid of farmers who are indebted to the land banks and
that will give some measure of relief to home owners
throughout the country who are threatened with foreclosure.
In order to hasten the proceedings, with the stupendous
program of legislation pending in the Committee on Banking and Currency, we have had four subcommittees at work
at the same time, and one of the subcommittees prepared
the bill before us. The distinguished gentleman from Wisconsin [Mr. REILLY] was chairman. He has given able and
earnest consideration to the measure and I am going to
permit him to follow me in this discussion. I now yield to
the gentleman from Wisconsin [Mr. REILLY]. [Applause.]
Mr. REILLY. Mr. Chairman, the pending measure is designed to carry out one of the recommendations made by
President Hoover in his message to the Congress of the
United States last December in the fulfillment of his program for the bringing about of a revival of industry.
This bill is intended to create a system of Federal homeloan banks that will serve the home-mortgage institutions of
the country as the Federal reserve system serves the national banks of the country. This measure is intended as
emergency legislation deemed necessary as a result of the
present financial and industrial situation and also as a
permanent legislative enactment to encourage home owning
in the country, by giving the home-mortgage institutions an
opportunity to borrow money on their assets to a greater
extent than is possible under present banking and borrowing
conditions.
I take it that every well-informed citizen is favorable to
any legislative program that will aid in home ownership.
Statistics indicate that home ownership in the United States
is declining and that we are drifting into a Nation of
tenants. The principal reason assigned for this unfavorable
situation is the lack of a sufficient amount of low-cost, longterm installment mortgage money. At the present time
there are more than $20,000,000,000 of mortgages on the
small homes of our country. About eight billions of these
mortgages are held by building and loan associations, and
the balance by banks, insurance companies, and private
investors.
Home mortgages constitute sound securities; but because
of the depressed conditions and because of the existing
financial situation, particularly as regards the loaning attitude of the banks, many of these home-mortgage institutions are in need of financial assistance in order that they
may continue to function, and such assistance is intended
to be given to these institutions by the pending bill.
The largest number of home-mortgage institutions are
represented by the building and loan associations and similar
cooperative institutions. These institutions number about
12.000.
The building and loan associations have two classes of
membership, the investing membership and the borrowing
membership, of which there are about 10,000,000 of the
former and 2,000,000 of the latter. Many of the 2,000,000
borrowing members of the building and loan associations
are unable to keep up their payments because of unemployment, and many of the investing members of these institutions, also because of the unemployment situation, are in
need, for living purposes, of the funds that they have invested in these home-building institutions, but because of
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the present financial situation these organizations have no ·
funds with which to meet such withdrawal demands.
This situation arises largely from the fact that the banks
are refusing to loan to such institutiDns, and, in fact, are
calling loans already made.
A similar bill to the measure now before the committee
is pending in the Senate. A subcommittee of the Senate and
the House conducted extensive hearings on these bills, at
which hearings some 83 witnesses were examined; 61 witnesses representing 22 States in the Union appeared for the
bill and 22 witnesses representing 13 States appeared against
the bill. Twenty-two officials of the building and loan
associations appeared in favor of the bill and two in opposition. The active heads of the National Building and Loan
Association and many well-known figures in the real-estate
field appeared in behalf of the bill. General Dawes, of the
Reconstruction Finance Corporation, urged the passage of
this legislation. The representatives of the large life-insurance companies and mortgage companies appeared against
the bill. The bankers appearing at these hearings stood 6
for the bill and 6 against.
In the fall of 1931, at the invitation of the President of
the United States, there assembled in Washington a conference of the leaders in the home-mortgage field in the
United States and representatives of the building industries.
This conference approved the plan for the creation of a
system of Federal home-mortgage banks as provided in the
bill now before the committee.
Last January, in order to find out the needs, if any, for
legislation, such as we are considering, the Secretary of
Commerce sent out questionnaires to about 8,000 banking
institutions and mortgage-loan companies of the country to
get their views on the legislation proposed in this bill. The
questionnaire contained the following four questions, which
are particularly significant:
1. Would the facilities provided by the proposed home-loan discount banks for borrowing on your home mortgages add desirable
flexibility and security to the conduct of your institution?
2. Would operation of the discount banks increase the amount
of credit now ava!lable for legitimate use in your community?
3. Is there a demonstrable need for actual home construction,
either new houses or remodeling work, that could be undertaken ·in
your community if credit facilities were widened at the present
time? If so, could you estimate the probable extent of such
contemplated construction?
4. Would the facilities afforded by the proposed discount banks
help to relieve the dangers of foreclosures on urban homes and
farms?

The following tables give the answers to these four questions as made by the institutions to whom questionnaires
were sent:
Question 1

.

Yes

TotaL _- ------------------ 5,8!)8
i---

·ational ban ks __ ___ _____ ___ ____ 1, 415
Building a n d loan associa tions ___ 1, 415
Mutual sa vi n gs banks ___________ llO
Rtock savings b anks ___ __________
79

..... ban.. _____ _____ ____

------r"'

Loa n and trust companies_______
:Mortgage b a nk ers_____ __________

217
29

No

Question 2

Question 3

Question 4

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

- - - - - -- - -- - - - 1, 796 6, 525 1, 974 4, 264 4,479 5,935 2,217
- - - -- - - - - - -f:IJl 1, 033 1, 291
1, 772
613
506

267 1, 452
76
110
35
84
764 2,822
51
231
97
54

1,635
223 1, 040
691 1,146
79
181
30
71
38
74
53
85
901 1, 965 1,962 2, 759
57
126
172
208
108
69
17
31

423
106

44
876
66

89

Accompanying the quesstionnaires sent out to these 8,000
institutions engaged more or less in the home-mortgage
business was a statement containing the essential provisions
of the bill now before the House.
The answers to the questionnaires sent out by the Depart-ment of Commerce clearly indicate that the great majority
of the institutions in active touch with the home-mortgage
situation are of the belief that the pending bill constitutes
needed and beneficial legislation.
These answers, coming from such business heads, ought to
settle the question as to the need for the legislation proposed
in this bill.
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OUTLINE CJF THE PROPOSED BILL

This bill provides for the establishment of a system of
Federal home-loan banks of not less than 3 or more than
12 in number. The Federal home-loan districts are to be
determined by the Federal Home Loan Board provided for
in this bill, consisting of five members to be appointed by
the President.
Building and loan associations, cooperative banks, homestead associations, savings banks, trust companies, and other
banks with time deposits, except national banks, and insurance companies, if subject to inspection and regulation under
the banking laws or under similar laws of the State or the
United States, are eligible for membership: The members
will supply the permanent capital and upon joining a bank
will be required to subscribe for stock amounting to 1 per
cent of the home mortgages held by each such member, with
a minimum. amount of $1,500.
Eligible institutions in States whose present laws do not
permit stock purchase are admitted to borrowing privileges
by deposit with the bank of cash or Federal Government
securities equal to the amount of the required stock subscription. This will be permissive pending the enactment
of State legislation authorizing full compliance by subscribing institutions with the provisions of the act.
The board will determine the minimum capital of each of
the Federal home-loan banks, which will not be less than
$5,000,000. As soon as practicable thereafter, the board will
open books in each district for subscriptions to the capital
stock of each district bank, to be paid for in cash or by
certified check. Subscriptions can be paid on a quarterly
basis. The amount of the minimum capital not subscribed
for by members within 30 days after the books have been
opened for stock subscriptions is required to be subscribed
by the Secretary of the Treasury on behalf of the United
States. It is provided in the bill that the funds for this
purpose are to be furnished by the Reconstruction Finance
Corporation, in a sum not to exceed $125,000,000, upon which
the Government receives 2 per cent interest. Provision is
made whereby, after the amount of capital of a Federal
home-loan bank paid in by the members equals the amount
paid in by the Secretary of the Treasury, the bank is
required to apply annually to the payment and retirement
of the capital stock held by the United States 50 per cent
of all sums thereafter paid in as capital until all the stock
held by the United States is retired at par. The Federal
board has full power to retire Government capital earlier,
if conditions warrant.
Each of the banks is to have 11 directors, 2 appointed by
the Federal board, 3 elected by the small-sized members,
3 by the medium. -sized members, and 3 by the large-sized
members. All directors are appointive until the members
investment is substantial. These 11 directors have the usual
and full powers with regard to the conduct of each of the
12 institutions.
All members may borrow from a Federal home-loan bank
by placing mortgages with the bank to secure loans. More
money is advanced on amortized installment mortgages of a
term of eight years or more than is advanced on straight
mortgages or mortgages of shorter duration. In no case can
the amount advanced by a bank exceed 40 per cent of the
value of the real estate. No mortgage on a home of a
value greater than $20,000 is accepted. The banks can not
advance to any member an amount in excess of twelve times
the amount of the capital subscribed by the member. The
bonds issued by each bank are secured by seasoned realestate oome mortgages, with not less than 190 per cent of
unpaid mortgage principal behind each dollar of bond issued.
Some short-time loans out of capital subscribed by members
are permitted Without mortgages being placed as collateral,
but funds realized from bond issues can not be so loaned.
The board . prescribes all the necessary rules and regulations with regard to the bond issue and the conduct of the
banks. The board approves or determines the rates of interest to be paid by the banks upon their bonds or borrowings,
and a maximum rate of 5 ~ per cent is established for the
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first seven years, after wtrlch ft ts to be 5 per cent. The
banks are jointly and severally liable on the bonds; and in
order to keep the banks in proper condition to serve their
membership, they are required to have an amount equal to
the capital subscriptions of their members invested in (1)
United states Government securities, (2) deposits in banks
or trust companies, and (3) short-term loans to members.
The principal funds of the banks come from (1) capital
subscriptions of their members; (2) the issue of long-term
bonds, which have liiilited tax preferences; (3) the initial
Government advance, which is to be retired as members
come in; and (4) through such deposits as are made in the
banks by members only, upon which no more than 2 per cent
interest can be paid. These deposits will be entirely of surplus funds of members. The banks are specifically restrained from doing any general banking or commercial
banking business. Their functions are confined solely to
serving member institutions.
The act requires the banks to accumulate reserves at
higher rates than are required in the Federal reserve system.
The banks are exempt from taxation and are designated as a
depository of public moneys, and their bonds are made legal
investments for fiduciary, trust, and public funds.
Broad powers are given to the Federal home loan bank
board in regulating the activities of the banks and in providing for the orderly conduct of home-financing activities
throughout the country. The board has broad powers in
selecting officers, employees, attorneys, and agents, although
no compensation is permitted in excess of the salary paid
board members. The board has powers of examination and
can require periodical statements as well as examinations of
Federal home-loan banks and their members. Necessary
penalty clauses, and so forth, are provided.
BENEFITS TO FOLLOW PASSAGE OF THIS Bll.L

If this bill becomes a law, it will enable member institu-
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recurrence of the present distressing conditions in the homemortgage field.
While the pending bill is intended as an emergency relief
measure for home-financing institutions, it is also believed
that it will be helpful as permanent legislation in the interest
of home owners. statistics indicate that in the last hundred
years more than 8,000,000 homes have been purchased
through the aid of these cooperative building and loa!l
associations.
The investment in the homes of our country is a significant and imposing portion of our national wealth. Funds
for home builders should be available at low costs and in .
liberal amounts at all times. The home owners should not
be subject to the vicissitudes of the general money market.
The small communities as a rule are without sufficient
normal funds for home-financing demands. In years when
there has been ample money in some parts of the country
there have been high interest rates in other parts.
This proposed home loan bank bill will provide a banking
system which will stabilize the home-financing activities of
the country and provide a mechanism through which mortgage funds will flow more freely into the areas where it is
needed with resulting benefits to present and prospective
home owners.
Some years ago Congress saw fit to provide through similar legislation for the organization of the Federal land-bank
system and also for the setting up of a system of Federal
joint-stock land banks in this country. Both of these institutions, the Federal land banks and the joint-stock land
banks, have mortgages in the sum of only $1,600,000,000,
while the building and loan associations and other cooperative mortgage institutions alone have home mortgages in
the sum of about $8,000,000,000. There can be no doubt at
all but that the Federal land banks and the joint-stock land
banks have been instrumental in lowering interest rates in
a great many sections of our country, and thereby have been
of benefit not only to the borrowers of these banks but to
all the agricultural borrowers.
This bill will furnish to the much larger army of smallhome owners in ordinary times borrowing facilities that will
be beneficial to the small-home owners and to prospective
home owners.

tions of the Federal home-loan banks to secure loans on
their seasoned home mortgages, which can and undoubtedly
will be used for the following purposes:
<1) To refinance existing mortgages, so as to permit
smaller payments and to accommodate the needs of withdrawing members and depositors.
(2) TO give these institUtions funds, permitting them
OBJECTIONS TO THIS LEGISLATION
to tide over or carry along worthy borrowers who are havOn the hearings on this bill before the Senate subcoming difficulty meeting interest or installment payments.
mittee and the House subcommittee the objectors presented
(3) To assist borrowers in paying taxes and insurance four reasons why this bill should not become a law:
(1) • It further intrudes the Government into private
costs, which must be maintained regardless of conditions.
business.
(4) To provide funds for modernization, repairs, and
This argument is no more available against the present
maintenance of existing homes, thus increasing employment. bill than against the Reconstruction Finance Corporation
(5) To provide a source of funds to refinance the thou- legislation recently passed by Congress. The same argument
sands of short-term mortgages which have been called for was made against the Federal reserve system, the Federal
payment due to bank failures and due to like financial in- land bank. system, and the intermediate credit bank system.
stitutions converting their resources into liquid funds.
This is emergency legislation demanded by the financial
Thousands of home owners are in distress for mortgage and economic conditions existing to-day in our country.
money to-day.
.
The bill provides for the gradual withdrawal of Govern(6) For such building of small homes as may be desired ment funds from these banks; and when this emergency is
and needed in many localities, thus giving employment to passed, the members of the bank are undoubtedly going to
those engaged in the building trades.
furnish all the capital required to operate the same.
In connection with this last point a misrepresentation
(2) There is no lack of funds at the present time for
has been circulated concerning this bill. It has been alleged the use of home-mortgage institutions, and therefore no
that the design of the measure was to facilitate the con- necessity for this legislation.
The voluminous testimony taken before the senate comstruction of 3,000,000 homes. Neither the testimony given
before the. committee nor a study of the pr~vis~ons of the. · mittee and the House committee having consideration of
measure giVe any ~redence to such gene~alizat10n. Tr~e, this bill conclusively demonstrates that the1·e is a great dethere may be occasion for some construction, but that will mand at the present time for more funds for the use of the
be ?nlY incidental and can not .com_e in substantial amount home-mortgage institutions of the country. Many of these
untiJ after the emergency situatiOn 1S passed.
in::,"Ututions in the past have depended upon loans from their
It is particularly important that the people who have put local banks.
their savings in the home-financing institutions of the
The banks for some time have been refusing to loan money
country be afforded relief through this measure and that to these institutions, and not only that but in many cases
the dispossession and foreclosure sales on small homes due have called loans formerly made. The fact of the matter is
to the drying up of mortgage money be stopped immediately. that many of the home-mortgage institutions are greatly in
This bill has been designed both to take care of this em.er- need of funds. They have plenty of good securities, but
gency situation and to function as a permanent institu- because of the depression they lack · liquid funds, and this
tion, thus eliminating to a large extent the probability of a bill provides a method by which they may secure such funds.
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(3) If there is any demand for funds to aid in the funcThere is vigorous Government supervision and governtioning of home-mortgage institutio~ the Reconstruction mental agencJ.es are practically in charge of most of the
Finance Corporation can take care of all such demands.
mortgage banking systems. A surprisingly low cost of operaGeneral Dawes, president of the Reconstruction Finance tion is universal, the entire costs of the long-established
Corporation, appeared before the subcommittee of the House systems being paid out of the spread of one-half of 1 per ·
Banking and CUrrency Committee and approved this bill.
cent to 1 per cent between cost of money on bonds and
The Reconstruction Finance Corporation has to date ad- lending to member institutions.
To a large extent the institutions serve cooperative banks
vanced several millions to building and loan associations ~d
has requests for many millions more on file. However, the or credit societies, some of them being similar to our building
short-term loan requirements of the Reconstruction Finance and loan associations. In several of the systems the service
Corporation are not adaptable to the needs and demands of of the mortgage banking system is decentralized through
the home-mortgage institutions.
branches or banks established in different localities but
Judging by the statements of the leaders of the home- functioning under the central authority.
building industries of this country made before the comThe systems make loans of varied duration, although prefmittee of the House and the Senate, the funds that will be erence, or the larger advances, are made upon amortized or
required by t~ese institutions are way ~eyo~d any sum that I installment loans of long duration rather than upon straight
could be furrushed by the ReconstructiOn Fmance Corpora- loans. Most of the banks do such general banking business
tion. It was estimated by competent "Witnesses that at least as is closely connected with mortgage banking.
~l ,o~o.o.oo,ooo wo.uld be required to relieve t~e ~o~e-lo~n
As a result of these mortgage banking sy~ems in Europe,
mstit':lt:ons of this country so as to put these mst1tut10ns. I? there has been a more even supply of credit for European
a posit~ on so that they could :neet the demands for. legitl- real estate, and practically without exception the purchasers
mate Withdrawals, for refinancmg mortgages, for reparrs and and owners of real property in Europe obtain their mortgage
remodeling of buildings, and for new construction wherever funds at rates from 1 to 2 per cent lower than those which
deemed necessary.
prevail in this country.
<4). That the b~ will encourage unhealthy hom~ build~.
The pending bill may not be a perfect piece of legisla. Th1s stat~ment IS :Vho.lly unwarrant.ed. There IS noth~ng tion, but the subcommittee and the whole Banking Commitill the he~mgs o!. this bill to subst~nti~te ~ny .such a clarm.
tee have labored long and faithfully to present to this House
So~nd, conservaLIVe home~~ancmg InstitutiOns .are not what we consider a workable bill. This bill may not accom?omg to finance a home-building .boom to the detnment of plish all the purposes for which it is intended, but there
mvestments already made and which they hold. . . .
can be no doubt at all but that at the present time it will
The funds secured by the~e ~ome~mortgage mstitutiOns provide relief to thousands of home-mortgage institutions
from _the ba_nks set up by this bill. will be used largely f~r and to millions of men and women who, either as borrowers
the SIX specific purposes set forth m the early part of this or investors, have their savings and home mortgages in such
report.
institutions.
(5) That the. bonds of these banks can not be sold.
Mr. HARLAN. Will the gentleman ield?
If the bonds ISSued by these Federal home-lo~~ ba~s can
Mr. REILLY. I yield.
Y
not be sold, no bonds can be sold. These secuntles Will repMr HARLAN n·d I unde t d th
tl
t
·
·t·
Th
b
·
hers
can
not
·
.
1
rs
an
e gen eman o say
e .orrowmg mem
.
that when the mortgages were brought to these central
resen t prrme sec~n Ies.
secw·e advances m excess of 40 per ce~t of the appraise.d banks, Federal banks, those Federal banks would have the
value of the real estate ~overed by their mortgages. This power to issue mone on those mortgages?
means the value at the time the advances are made to the
Y
•
members and not at the time the mortgages were made;
Mr. REil.JLY. No. These ~ederal land banks ISsue deand behind every dollar of bonds issued will be 190 per cent bentures on these mortgages, JUSt as the Federal land bank
of unpaid mortgages. It. is submitted that these bonds will does.
.
.
Mr. HARLAN. The other questiOn I would like to have
represent the best possible securities.
cleared up is, for this money that the Federal Government
PROPOSED LEGISLATION NOT NEW
turns over, does the Federal Government receive debentures,
Legislation of this character has long been considered. or
is this simply a gratuity or an advancement by the FedDuring President Wilson's second administration, under the
eral
Government?
sponsorship of his Secretary of Labor, Wilson, the first
Mr. REILLY. The Federal Government receives a cerhome-loan bank measure was proposed and the Banking and
Currency Committees of both Houses considered it at that tificate for its advancement and is paid 2 per cent on all
time. There has been a continued interest in and need for money advanced to these Federal home loan banks. We
an agency to serve the small home owner and home buyer in have recently passed legislation giving the Federal land
the cities and small towns, much after the fashion that the banks $125,000,000. No interest charge is made on this adFederal reserve system serves the commercial interests of vancement to the Federal land banks. The committee
the country and the Federal farm-loan system serves, or thought it advisable to put an interest charge of 2 per cent
supplies credit to, the farmer. The need for the home mort- against the banks on all money advanced by the United
gage discount banks has been much accentuated by the States Government. The theory is that the Government will
be gradually withdrawn from these mortgage banks and
present economic conditions.
that if the system works out as it is intended to work out, it
EUROPEAN EXPERIENCE WITH MORTGAGE BANKING SYSTEMS
will not be long before the banks will be financed entirely by
Most European countries, including France, Germany, and
Sweden, have a central mortgage banking system. In gen- their own member institutions.
Mr. MAY. Will the gentleman yield?
eral, they contain practically all of the principles that are
Mr. REILLY. I yield to my colleague for a brief question.
embodied in the F,ederal home-loan bank system. Their iniMr.
MAY. I am inclined to support the bill, but I am just
tial capital has usually been provided by the Government
and in several cases the Government directly guarantees a little skeptical about one featUl'e of it, upon which I would
their obligations. Principal funds come from the issue of like to have some information, and I am sure the gentleman
long-term bonds. These bonds enjoy a particularly popular can give ft to me.
[Here the gavel fell.J
market and sell upon approximately the same basis and
Mr. MAY. Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent that
interest cost as direct Government obligations. The bonds
are backed by the obligation of the issuing mortgage bank- the gentleman from Wisconsin be allowed to answer this
ing system and mortgages used as collateral. Usually the question. The House wants to know about it, I am sure.
mortgages used as collateral do not exceed 50 per cent of the
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair will state to the gentleman
value of the property and the amount of bonds that can be from Kentucky that unless the chairman of the committee
issued by each system is regulated. Additional funds come extends additional time, he can not answer, because the time
from deposits.
is under the control of the chairman of the committee.
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Mr. STEVENSON. Mr. Chairman. I yield the gentleman
from Wisconsin time in which to answer the question.
·Mr. MAY. The bill provides for two different classifications in the matter of institutions, a member and a nonmember borrower. Why this arrangement?
Mr. REILLY. In many States, institutions otherwtse
eligible to become members of a Federal home-loan bank are
not permitted by the laws of their States to purchase stock
in other institutions such as the Federal home-loan bank.
In order to take care of otherwise eligible home-loan mortgage institutions in these States the bill provides for two
classifications of members--first, a regular member who can
purchase stock under the laws of his State; and the other
a nonmember borrower, who can get all the privileges of
members in one of these banks by putting up securities in
lieu of purchasing stock, but who can not become a member
under the laws of his State.
These nonmember borrowers do not become members of
one of these Federal home-loan banks; but having complied
with the requirements of the board in putting up securities,
they are open to all the privileges of the bank from a borrowing standpoint.
Mr. MAY. Let me ask one more question. This bill pro ..
vides no means by which an individual can borrow money
on a mortgage on his home from one of these banks?
Mr. REILLY. No. The home owner must secure his
mortgage from some institution eligible for membership in
this bank.
Mr. STEVENSON. Mr. Chairman, I filed a minority report to the bill.
I am in entire sympathy with the purposes of the bill.
but there are certain matters contained in it which I endeavored unsuccessfully to eliminate when we were in committee but by a very narrow margin, I believe about a tie
vote, on each amendment I lost.
I have always intended to deal candidly with my colleagues both on the floor of the House and in the committee. Therefore I did not reserve my objections but put
them in a report which I filed and in which certain other
gentlemen joined. I am going to take just a minute to
discuss them and that is the principal discussion which I
expect to make.
The first objection is to the inclusion of Hawaii and
Alaska in the bill. Those Provinces, Territories, or whatever
you choose to call them, are beyond our usual land laws.
In the first place, Alaska is not building homes to amount
to anything, and it is not in condition to have the purposes
of this bill extended to it. A bank situated probably at
Seattle or San Francisco would have to have jurisdiction
in the matter of inspection. Alaska is so remote that I
deemed it unwise to undertake to go to the foreign field
with this institution until we tried it out at home where
our population is more or less stable and where our land
values and our land titles and our supervision are more
nearly within our grasp.
Hawaii, of course, makes more appeal than Alaska because
they have building and loan associations in Rawaii, but it
is a long way to go to get a few associations in, and I predict that if they are engrafted on it we will have something
the same situation we have in Puerto Rico, because they induced us to put a branch of the Federal Land Bank down in
Puerto Rico.
Mr. HOUSTON of Hawaii. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. STEVENSON. I can not yield; I have but 10 minutes.
There is no ditference between establishing a land bank·
which embraces Hawaii and one which embraces Puerto
Rico or the Virgin Islands which were before us this morning wanting a national bank established, or the Philippine
Islands. I content that this system should be tried out in
the United States where we are able to supervise it, and
where it is right at our door.
Mr. DEAM. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. STEVENSON. I am sorry, I can not yield.
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My se&ond objection to the bill is that there has been included State banks and trust companies, and insurance companies in the membership of this institution.
We have abundantly provided for the banks by the Reconstruction Finance Corporation. but you will remember
this is an institution to handle long-term land loans, that
long-term land loans are the prerequisite to their being in
here, you will see the reason for my contention that it is a
vice to induce the banks and trust companies in this country
who take deposits on demand to be tying up their assets in
long-term land loans. It is contrary to every principle of
sound banking, and that has been demonstrated by the most
terrific situation into which we have gone. .
I opposed the extension of the land-loan business to the
national banks. I am opposed to it and have been, constitutionally, ever since I was in the banking business more
than 30 years ago. It is a mistake to induce them to unite
with and become members of an institution whose favored
land mortgages amortize at eight years. They have no
business in here, and all over this country they are loaded
up with these mortgages that will be eligible to be used in
this institution, and the building and loan associations will
be just the same stepchild they have been under the Reconstruction Finance Corporation act. They are small;
they have not the power; they have not the representation.
The banks and insurance companies will get all the assets,
and the associations will simply get what is left.
:Mr. PARSONS. Will the gentleman yield ·for a brief
question?
Mr. STEVENSON. I can not yield to the gentleman; I
have but 10 minutes.
The other proposition to which I object is in section 10,
on page 24, which makes this provision:
Each Federal home-loan bank shall at all times have an amount
equal to the sums paid in on outstanding capital subscriptions
of its members, plus an amount, equal to the current deposits
received from its members and from nonmember borrowers, invested in ( 1) obligations of the United States--

That is all right.
(2) deposits in banks or trust companies-

That is as far as I want the banks and trust companies
to get into this thing. Now, this is the thing to which I
object(3) advances with maturity not greater than one year made to
members or nonmember borrowers, upon such terms and conditions as the board may prescribe, and (4) advances with maturity not greater than one year made to members or nonmember
borrowers the amount of whose creditor llabllity (not including
advances from the Federal home loan bank) does not exceed 5
per centum of such member or nonmember borrower's net assets,
which advances may be made without the security o! home
mortgages or other security, upon such terms a.nd conditions as
the board may prescribe.

In other words~ we are establishing home-loan banks; and
it is provided that if the bOard sees fit it can take every
cent of the money that is paid in for stock by the stockholder
members and loan it on securities that are not home mortgages at all and on no security if the board sees fit. I propose to offer to amend that by providing that all such loans
shall be fully and amply secured. That is an invitation to
take $1,500-which is the limit a member can get in onfrom each of them, and much more in places, and loan it
to anybody who wants to go on the stock market or use it
for anything else if the board sees fit. You say the board
would not do that because this is a different proposition.
However, we have boards and boards and all sorts of boards.
Those are the main objections which I have to the passage
of this bill.
Now, the last objection I had was to the tax-exemption
business. When this bill was brought from the subcommittee into the full committee it had absolutely tax-exempted
them from every kind of taxes. I made the contention we
had gone far enough in the tax-exemption business when
we are scraping the bottom of the coffin and the top of the
house to get enough money with which to balance the
Budget. I contended it was time we stopped that kind of
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thing, and then the committee very cheerfully agreed to
make them subject to surtaxes, gift taxes, and inheritance
taxes, the same as in the case of the Reconstruction Finance
Corporation. However, I am still opposed to that feature of
it. I propose to move to strike out all of the tax-exemption
business. However, I do not hesitate to say I would not
want to kill the bill if that were not done; but I do not
think it should be in there. I used to think we ought to
grant a good many of these tax exemptions, but I have come
to the conclusion that Mr. Mellon came to 10 years ago,
that we ought to stop the issuance of tax-exempt securities
in this country, so that the concentrated wealth of this
country can not be hidden from the tax gatherer when we
have times like these, when we have to go after all of the
taxpayers of this country. [Applause.]
[Here the gavel fell.]
Mr. McFADDEN. Mr. Chairman, I yield five minutes to
the gentleman from Missouri [Mr. WILLIAMS].
Mr. WILLIAMS of Missouri. Mr. Chairman, this bill
creates a board of five with authority to establish not less
than 8 nor more than 12 Federal home-loan banks, with a
minimum capital of $5,000,000 each. Such of the following
institutions as have State inspection may become members
of one of the home-loan banks: Banking and loan associations, banks and trust companies, and insurance companies.
Any institution to become a member must subscribe for 1 per
cent of the unpaid principal of its home-loan mortgages, but
not less 'than $1,500. That part of the minimum capital of
each bank not subscribed within 30 days by the above-mentioned institutions shall be subscribed by the Secretary of
the Treasury in an aggregate amount of not exceeding
$125,000,000. Each Federal home-loan bank shall be managed by a board of 11, 2 of whom are appointed by the Federal Board and 9 of whom are selected by the members.
Each member institution within the limitations prescribed
may secure advances or loans from the bank upon the note
or obligation of the member secured by home mortgages and
the stock of the member in the bank. Each Federal homeloan bank shall have power to issue bonds bearing a rate of
interest to be determined by the board and secured by a
deposit of home mortgages, the unpaid balance of which
shall equal190 per cent of the amount of outstanding bonds;
to borrow money; to receive deposits; and to make loans.
There is a joint and several liability on the part of the
banks for the payment of the bonds. The capital and surplus of and the bonds issued by the banks are exempt from
Federal, State, and local taxes, except surtaxes, gift, and
inheritance taxes.
The Federal board shall determine whether the State law,
regulations, or inspections are adequate to protect the operations of the bank in each State, and if, in its opinion, they
are not satisfactory, the board may establish such inspection
at the cost of the member institutions of that State, or
withhold the operation of the bank in such State.
The usual boards, officers, employees, attorneys, and agents
are provided for, together with their compensations, and
$500,000 is authorized to be appropriated to take care of
travel and subsistence expenses, rents, printing, newspapers,
periodicals, books, maps, telegraph, reporting and telephone
services, and other preliminary expenses.
The bill provides for an outlay of $125,500,000 on the part
of the Treasury and puts the Government squarely in the
banking business as a partner with the mortgage-loan institutions of the country, the United States furnishing mostif not practically all-the money. What stock is not subscribed for within 30 days by the member institutions the
Government must take and pay for in cash. It is a deliberate attempt on the part of the Government to dictate the
laws and policies of every State concerning the organization,
management, and control of every mortgage-loan concern in
the country. It sets up another nation-wide chain of costly
and expensive boards, agencies, officers, agents, and employees. It proposes to scatter broadcast another series of
tax-exempt securities depriving the Government of further
taxes and adding to the already depressed bond market.
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There is no general nation-wide urgent need for this extensive and expensive system. Most of the institutions eligible
for membership in the system are against it; only a very
highly organized few are for it.
It is purely institutional, as distinguished from individuaJ.
Only institutions can become stockholders or borrow money.
No individual can own a share of stock or borrow a dollar.
The need where it exists is purely local, and can and should
be taken care of by State legislation. The need for help
that can not be met by State law can be satisfied by the
Reconstruction Finance Corporation. The aid will be to the
big loan institutions of the Nation and not to the home
owners. The institutions of only a few of the States can
come into the system, because the law does not permit the
building and loan associations or banks to purchase stock in
another corporation. The real estate laws and the laws
governing the management and powers of building and loan
associations and banks of the various States are so different
and conflicting that it would be hnpossible to get together
mortgage securities which would form the basis for a legal
bond issue, and the bonds would not sell. The home owner
who needs help can not and will not be helped by this
legislation. Many of the institutions that are unliquid and
unsound can not, or at least should not, be helped by this
legislation.
There is a great appeal in this measure, and it seems to be
devised not only for the purpose of helping certain loan
agencies and interests in the country but it may have some
vote-getting qualities. It would be fine to go out to the
voters and say, "I advocated the home-loan bank in order
that all who desired could obtain the funds with which to
build-a new home or remodel or refinance one already built."
It is desirable that all should own a home, a place where a
family is reared, a place where the saintly influences of
mother and the tender counsel of father shape the manhood and womanhood of the future, a place where love
rules and peace and contentment abide-a nation of comfortable, neatly furnished, and well-equipped homes is the
ideal condition to be attained. This measure will not lead
us to that end. There is no need deceiving ow·selves or trying to mislead the people. The desired help will not come
through this legislation.
It is said that this system is modeled after the Federal
farm-loan plan, and that since the Government has passed
the law under which the Federal farm-loan banks and the
joint-stock land banks were organized and subsidized, this
act should be passed to aid home owners. If no better or
sounder reason than that can be given, then this measure
should fail. The land banks were organized to help the
farmer, to furnish him credit, to enable him to own a farm
through the amortized loan plan. What happened? The
entire land-bank system with all its Government aid and
subsidy is carrying only 12 per cent of the farm loans of
the Nation. When this ruinous panic came, when this
devastating depression was upon us, when the farmer was
compelled to sell his products at a price below the cost of
production, when he could not meet his tax, interest, and
installment payments, when he needed credit and an extension of time, did the land banks come to his aid? Instead
of helping, they found their own bonds selling for almost
nothing, and instead of helping the farmer they came before Congress begging and pleading for help; and this Congress was compelled, almost as its first act last December,
to give the Federal land banks of the country $125,000,000
to save the system from ruin. This money was given with
the idea that extension of time would be given the farmers
in which to make payments, and, new loans would be made
where necessary. This was not done. According to the
reports of the Federal land banks there were 3,995 fewer
loans March 31, 1932, than September 31, 1931; that the
banks owned $3,102,000 more real estate in March of this
year than they did in September last year, and that they
had over $24,000,000 less loaned to the farmers after we
gave the banks the money than they had before. The
money was not used to help the farmers, but evidently to
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help the bond market and the. bondholders. In the light of
such recent experience, is it possible we are to establish a
system of banks to loan money to certain mortgage-loan
institutions in the belief and with the hope that any of it
will reach the needy home owner.
· In these times, when there is an earnest and a determined
effort to effect economies in government, to consolidate
boards and coordinate related governmental activities, it
seems inopportune to set up another national system of
banks with all its attendant and costly boards, officers, attorneys, and agents. We are to start this institution off at
the expense of $125,500,000 to the Treasury. There is not
much consolidation or much economy in this measure.
Will it help the home owner? Its primary purpose is not
to help the' home owner, but to pay off the investors in the
building and loan associations. This statement is upon the
authority of Morton Bodfish, executive manager of the
United States Building and Loan League. In his testimony
before the Senate committee this appears (pp. 87, 88, Senate hearings) :
Senator WATSON. Of all the borrowers of the country, how many
have defaulted?
Mr. BoDFISH. I do not know.
Senator WATSON. Is there any considerable number?
Mr. BoDFISH. We have not had a great number in our building
and loan associations. It has been one of the things that has
helped the associations through this depression period. Home
owners seem to make these monthly payments with surprising
regularity and tenacity. I think it is a splendid vindication of
the long-term amortized home-mortgage-loan principle or plan.
Senator WATSON. I do not see, then, the necessity for the passage
of this bill to aid building and loan associations, if you are running right along. A man will pay these loans and his life insurance to the exclusion of everything else, will he not?
Mr. BoDFISH. True; but, Senator, we have a large number of
people who saved their money in our associations and saved it for
a rainy day. Due to lack of confidence they want their money at
the present time.
Senator WATSON. That is, the investors, not the borrowers?
Mr. BoDFISH. The investors; not the borrowers.
Senator WATSON. Yes.
Mr. BoDFISH. Building and loan associations are not suffering,
1n my judgment.

There are 10,000,000 investors or shareholders in the
building and loan associations where there are 2,000,000
borrowers, and Mr. Bodfish, the executive manager, says
the borrowers, the home owners, are not suffering. The
money is needed to pay off the investors. It is very desirable for every individual who has his money in an unprofitable or an unsound business to be able to get his
money out of that business. But I do not believe that the
Government should go into partnership with an institution
and furnish the money in order that some of the stockholders of that institution can get their money. Mr. Adams,
before the Senate committee, expressed a doubt if the President ever read the bill, and the further belief that there was
not a " dollar's worth of relief in this bill for the home
cwner."
Many banks and building and loan associations find themselves in an unsound and an unliquid condition becauseFirst. Loans were made on infiated values and on a narrow margin.
Second. Many home owners when credit was easy were
induced to borrow and to build beyond their means.
Third. Shareholders were induced to invest their money
on the promise of large and certain dividends.
Fourth. In periods of prosperity when money was plentiful large dividends were paid and no reserve was built up.
This bank system can not and should not help this situation. The home owner who borrowed on an in:fiated value
and on a narrow margin finds himself in possession of
property whose market value is not equal to the amount of
the mortgage due to-day. How can this plan help him
when it does not permit him to borrow more than 40 per
cent of the value of his property? ·
The man who borrowed and built beyond his means finds
himself in possession of property tha;t he is not able to maintain and not able to make the payments on the mortgage
because he has lost his job, his wages have been reduced, or
he is working on only half time. These are the men in need
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of help, but I ask you, How can this or any other sound
financial institution help them? As much as it may be
regretted, it can not be done. The hearings reveal that
there is ample money for conservative, sound mortgage
loans. It has been charged over and over again that when
the Federal land banks were established many bad, unsound
loans were unloaded upon those banks. It is barely possible
that an attempt may be made to do the same in this case.
This plan will not help the needy home owner. In fact the
executive manager of the United States Building and Loan
Association says the borrower is not suffering. According
to the same authority, the building and loan associations
themselves are not suffering. He is quoted by the New York
Times as saying:
Evidence of a gradual retv.m of confidenee among savings investors throughout the country is reported for the United States
Building and Loan League through Morton Bodfish, its managing
director. He says investors in building and loan associations increased by 10,527 in February, a figure which exceeds by more
than 30 per cent the ave1·age monthly gain of 7,897 during the
boom year of 1929.

If there is a national need for legitimate home loans, the
Reconstruction Finance Corporation was created for the
purpose of meeting that need. The very institutions which
are asking for help in this measure are specifically mentioned in the Reconstruction Finance Corporation actbuilding and loan associations, banks, and insurance companies. This corporation has been in operation only four
months. It has scarcely had time and a chance t6 see what
it can do. Only this week the House passed a measure enlarging its scope and increasing its funds a billion dollars.
Still we are now asked to pass another bill giving specific
aid to building and loan associations, banks, and insurance
companies. Is it any wonder that we have men encamped
in this city demanding payment of the bonus? In all the
anxiety for the big-business interests of the country the man
on the street and on the highway seems to have been forgotten. It is claimed by the proponents of this measure that
the building and loan associations can not borrow from the
Reconstruction Finance Corporation. What is the fact?
When the officers of the corporation were before our subcommittee about the 1st of April the loans to building and loan
associations were between $4,000,000 and $5,000,000. In a
statement issued by General Dawes on April 19 the loans
had reached over $17,000,000, and to-day the loans of the
Reconstruction Finance Corporation to building and loan
associations are over $38,000,000 in amount and have been
made to over 300 institutions in the country, and they are
going right ahead. All the sound legitimate needs are being
met by the Reconstruction Finance Corporation. There
should be something to a sound, conservative :financial institution besides borrowing money. Mr. Hall, of St. Louis,
a member of the legislative committee of the United States
Building and Loan League, when before our commit~ said
that borrowing was only an incidental part of the building
and loan business. I observe from the press that a large
building and loan association in our state recently failed.
Was it on account of not being able to borrow money?
It developed that it had over $1,000,000 borrowed, ten
times as much as the average loan by the Reconstruction
Finance Corporation to the building and loan associations of
the Nation. It is further claimed that building and loan associations in some States can not borrow from the Reconstruction Finance Corporation because the State laws do not
permit the pledging of their securities as collateral for loans.
That exact argument holds good against this measure. If
the building and loan associations can not borrow from the
Reconstruction Finance Corporation for that reason, neither
could they borrow from these banks, if they were established,
for the same reason.
The needs are more or less local. The demand for mortgage money is much greater in certain localities than others.
There are few buHding and loan associations in some States;
a great many in other States. Practically half of the building-and-loan-association business is done in three StatesOhio, Pennsylvania, and New Jersey. In normal times
through all the years building and loan associations have
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had all the loans they wanted from the banks, and in many
parts of the country that is still true. Local banks, insurance companies, building and loan associations, and mortgage bankers in ordinary times have taken care of realestate loans. Upon a return to normal times they can do so
again, even if they are·not able to successfully and efficiently
cope with the present situation. The conditions being different in each State, why not let the States provide a mortgage-loan system?
New Ycrk has a State land bank called the Savings & Loan
Bank of New York, which functions well, and has for a
number of years.
Massachusetts, by acts of March 2, 1932, created the
Mutual Savings Central Fund <Inc.), and the Cooperative
Central Bank. These are central banks the capital of
which is obtained from reserves and deposits in the savings
and cooperative banks of that State, which are similar to
building and loan associations. The funds in the central
banks thus established are loaned to the savings banks or
cooperative banks of the State just as is proposed by this
bill. Here are State institutions just set up under State
law and with capital provided by the State banks which
serve all the emergency needs of the cooperative banks of
that State. A similar proposition is pending in New Jersey.
If New York, Massachusetts, and possibly New Jersey can
provide State central banks to relieve the situation, why
not the rest of the States?
What is known as the guarantee stock plan is principally
in use in California, Oregon, and Colorado. Kansas has
what is known as the permanent or contingent reserve
stock plan, the purpose of which is to act as a reserve.
If these States can provide a safe and liquid system of
building and loan associations even in periods of depression,
Ohio and Pennsylvania and other States might do the
same.
The real estate laws in all the States are more or less
different. Homestead and dower laws vary. The form of
mortgage and acknowledgment and the effect of recording
the mortgage may differ. The time and manner of filing
mechanics' liens are not the same. Methods of foreclosure
and rights of redemption are at variance. The amount
which member institutions can borrow in different States
under the laws thereof, as well as the amount of collateral
which may be put up and the purposes for which the money
may be borrowed are differe:v.t. There is a wide difference
as to negotiable or assignable paper and reserves that must
be carried. With all these differences, variations, and conflicts in the State laws, it will be difficult, if not impossible,
to establish a workable national system and bring together
in one group strictly legal mortgage assets to furnish · the
foundation for a nation-wide bond issue.
In how many States will the law permit building and loan
associations and banks to subscribe and pay for stock in the
Federal home-loan banks if this bill becomes a law? This
question has been often asked but never answered. It may
be stated generally that banks and building and loan associations can not purchase stock in other corporations. To
be sw·e, the laws of the States may be changed if the legislature sees fit to do so. How many would come in until the
law is changed and take the chance of going out at the end
of 42 months it is impossible to tell.
Mr. Hall, a member of the legislative committee of the
United States Building & Loan League, filed with the subcommittee a statement giving the law of most of the States
as received by him from the secretaries of building and loan
associations in the different States. From this report it appears the member institutions in 9 States are eligible to
become members of the Federal home-loan banks and enjoy
the full benefits, that institutions in 22 States are not eligible
to enjoy the benefits of membership, 5 States are in doubt,
and 12 States did not report. This statement shows that in
the following States building and loan associations will be
prohibited from participating in the full privileges of the
Federal home-loan banks until the laws are amended:
In Maine and Nebraska they <building and loan associations) can not borrow money for any purpose. In Missouri,
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illinois, Oklahoma, Florida, Iowa, and Pennsylvania the
mortgages of the building and loan associations are nonnegotiable and can not be pledged as security for loans. In
Vermont · the mortgages are negotiable, but the State law
does not permit their pledge or assignment as collateral
security. In Indiana the mortgages may be assigned with
the approval of the circuit court. In Alabama securities
may be pledged as collateral for borrowed money, but the
money can be used only to pay off shares and certificates
presented for withdrawal and can not be used for the benefit
of the borrower. In North Dakota the law permits the assignment of mortgages as security for borrowed money, but
the collateral must not exceed one and one-half times more
than the amount borrowed, less than the amount required in
this bill.
Kansas permits building and loan associations to borrow,
but does not permit them to borrow for the purpose of
making loans to members unless the loan is obtained from
some other building and loan association. A decided difference of legal opinion exists as to several prov.isions of
the Massachusetts law and an effort has been made to
clarify the situation by new legislation. However, the new
central State banks have been established in . this State as
heretofore. pointed out. In Idaho, while the mortgages are
negotiable, the law prohibits borrowing for any purpose. In
Montana the associations can borrow money, but can not
pledge mortgages without consent of the banking department, and then only in the event the margin of security
pledged shall not exceed 25 per cent of the funds borrowed,
which is less than this bill provides for. In California the
borrowing capacity of the associations is limited to 5 per
cent of their total assets and the unpaid balance of the
mortgages pledged shall not exceed 150 per cent of the
amount borrowed. In New Jersey there is no specific provision allowing or prohibiting assignment of mortgages, and
a great difference of opinion exists among lawyers on this
point. In Minnesota associations have no power to assign
mortgages as security and the attorney general and banking department are of the opinion that the associations
can not use their mortgages as collateral to borrow money.
In Georgia there is no law to prohibit associations from
pledging mortgages, but the practice has been to hold them
in the offices of the various associations. In Arkansas the
law is uncertain and an amendment is to be presented to
the legislature. In Washington all mortgages of the associations are placed in trust with the State department for
the benefit of members and can not be pledged to borrow
money. In North Carolina the practice is to borrow on unsecured note without collateral, and opinion is that laws
must be amended. In Michigan the law is uncertain and
may have to be amended. In Colorado the practice is to
pledge mortgages as collateral security, but this only gives
the pledge s prior lien for repayment on the proceeds of
such collateral when collected in the usual way, but does
not permit the sale of such collateraL
A letter from the executive secretary of the Wisconsin
Building and Loan League, written since the hearings
closed, states that " building and loan mortgages in Wisconsin are secured by nonnegotiable bonds and mortgages,"
and further states, "So far, we are not interested in the
Federal home-loan bank because we believe our associations
have borrowed too much money already."
In addition to the above States, Maryland and South
Carolina can not come in under the general provisions. of
the law for the reason that their building and loan associations are not subject to state inspection. There is a
provision that permits them to come in for a period of 42
months in order to give the legislature a chance to change
the law in regard to inspection. There is also a provision
by which members who can not pledge mortgages as collateral may obtain advances with maturity not greater than
one year from the capital stock of the bank but not from
the proceeds from the sale of bonds. These provisions are
efforts in a measure to satisfy conditions in certain States
in order to secure support for the bill. These widespread
differences and the conflicting and confusing provisions of
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the State laws emphasize the difficulty, if not the impossibility, of establishing a national system of home-loan
banks. The various States may change their laws to permit the various institutions to enjoy full membership in this
system if it is established. Some of these changes are not
mere matters of form. They involve fundamental .local
policies and principles. That the mortgages of building and
loan associations shall not be pledged as collateral for borrowed money is regarded by many as the greatest safeguard
thrown around the institutions. Whatever the States may
think of their policy, this measure says to them, "You must
.fit into the mold made for you in Washington if "you get
any benefits from this law."
This bill should not become a law for the following reasons:
There is no such general national demand or need for
Federal home-loan banks either to meet the present emergency or as permanent institutions to justify their ~stab
lishment at the expense of the Government.
The urgent need which may exist at the present time in
certain sections can be and is being met by the Reconstruction Finance Corporation.
Such States as desire can set up a central land bank
credit pool upon a sound and liquid basis to meet all local
demands. Some of the States have done this.
A commission has been authorized to inquire into governmental activity in business. This measure puts the Government into partnership with the mortgage-loan agencies
of the country, the Government "furnishing the money for
the enterprise.
This measure dictates to every State in the Uniori what
laws it shall pass and what policies it shall pursue concerning the organization, powers, and management of its banks
and building and loan associations. It takes away the last
vestige of State rights on those questions.
In these days when an effort is being made to consolidate
boards and coordinate related activities of the Government,
this act establishes another nation-wide system of Federal
banks to furnish real-estate credits.
In these days of economy this bill creates another army
of Federal officers, agents, and employees at an initial expenss to the Government of $125,000,000.
This measure is institutional in character. No individual
can be a stockholder or borrow from the banks. It is designed to help the mortgage institutions of the country
rather than individuals.
The needy home owner will receive no aid. It is intended
primarily to help investors and stockholders.
The real estate laws of the various States are so different
and the laws governing the loan institutions are so conflicting and confusing that a national system is not feasible.
Under such conditions mortgage securities can not be
brought together to furnish the basis for a sound legal bond
issue.
The bonds of the banks can not be sold at such a price as
to furnish cheap money to the member institutions. The
spread between the interest paid by the banks on their bonds
and the interest charged their borrowers must pay the running expenses of the banks and of making the various loans,
and must provide for the reserves and dividends. If any
of it should be passed on to the home owner, it would be at
an exorbitant rate of interest.
This measure will turn loose another flood of tax-exempt
securities to further demoralize the much-depressed bond
ma1·ket.
The institutions of only a few States can become members
of the system and enjoy its full benefits without a complete
rewriting of the various State laws. [Applause.]
Mr. STRONG of Kansas. Mr. Chainnan, I yield 15 minutes to the gentleman from Massachusetts [Mr. LucEJ.
Mr. LUCE. Mr. Chairman, if there remains in the Chamber any aroma of partisanship, I shall hope that with the
. aid of the excellent ventilating system of the House we may
dispel every particle of it. During all the months of hard,
grinding effort put into the perfecting of this bill, in its
_consideration there never has been a shadow of partisan
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opinion or judgment. This I would corroborate by taking
the opportunity to make record of my admiration of the
work done . by the chairman of the subcommittee, Mr.
R.En.LY, of Wisconsin, my appreciation of his mastery of the
bill, and my gratitude for his warm support of the proposal.
[Applause.]
The bill now bears his name, under the practice that
attaches the responsibility for the big measures to the
party in control of the House. I do not begrudge him such
credit as goes with this; and if more credit could be attached to his work, I would gladly give it to him, for I recall
a line in the Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam, "0 take the cash
and let the credit go." [Laughter.] As long as we can get
this bill, it is to me indifferent how it may be named or who
may be accredited with responsibility.
I want the bill for many reasons. First, of course, because it is part of a great financial program to relieve the
country in distress. This is primarily an emergency measure. It also, however, anticipates a repetition of emergencies, for the record shows that about every 20 years we have
a major depression, with in between a minor depression,
and there should always be at hand an opportunity for
the home credit of the country to be protected and aided
by such an institution as this. The third purpose is that
_of furnishing a permanent enlargement of the funds available for the building of small homes.
The chairman of the subcommittee has already gone
through the detail of the bill, and, as we read it for amendment, there will be further consideration of its technical
phases. So in the time I may at the moment give to the bill
I would lay the most emphasis on the matter of amendment;
and to add to such emphasis, I would tell you something
about the history of this measure.
After its preparation in the Department of Commerce,
when it was handed to me to introduce, soon it became evident that the bill should be rewritten. To that end a considerable number of men have contributed the most earnest
and assiduous labor of which they have been capable.
First, I would mention the aid of the legislative drafting
service, invaluable in perfecting the technique of the bill.
Then, too, we had help from men in the Federal reserve
system and the Federal farm-loan system who have been
acquainted with the operations of the laws affecting those
organizations. We had also the cooperation of men experienced in building and loan matters, officers of the United
States Building and Loan League, and for a while those of
the National Real Estate Association. The members of the
subcommittee put in hours, days, weeks of labor in trying to get the best bill we could. After it went before the
full committee, that committee gave from 10 days to two
weeks of solid, hard work in ironing out differences and
making this bill, as we hoped, bullet proof. Never in a somewhat long legislative experience have I known of a measure
that has been more carefully studied in every page, every
paragraph, every sentence, every word.
Of course, men who have served long in the House are
aware that the amendment stage is the dangerous stage
for a bill in the position in which this bill now finds itself.
Gentlemen rise on the floor and sometimes without deliberation, often without full information, present attractive
amendments that if adopted do great mischief. You can
not disturb an adjusted, consistent, coherent measure like
this without grave danger, So I would ask the committee
to bear in mind that these things have all been studied,
and that as the bill now presents itself, it conforms at any
rate in matter of administrative detail to the united judgment of nearly all the 21 members of the Committee on
Banking and Currency, with surviving differences of opinion in but a few particulars.
When the rewritten bill went to the full committee, it had
the approval, both in principle and detail, of four of the
five members of the subcommittee. I have already spoken
of the efficient contribution by its chairman [Mr. REILLY] .
Let me also speak warmly of the labors and helpfulness of
the gentleman from Pennsylvania [Mr. CAMPBELL] and the
,gentleman from North Carolina [Mr. HANcocK]. The fifth
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member [Mr. WILLIAMS of Missouri] did not agree with us,
but I do not hesitate to attest his sincerity, honesty, and
earnestness. He has told you he does not believe in anything in this bill. Such unqualified rejection of the judgment of his associates may determine whether you think his
views ought to outweigh theirs. ·
There are one or two particulars where I am afraid he
gave the House a wrong impression. He gave you to understand that we intended to appropriate $125,000,000 to this
institution, and also that we recently appropriated $125,000,000 to the Federal Farm Loan Board. We did not give the
Farm Loan Board that money. We are· not going to give
the Federal Home Loan Board that money. We are in each
case lending money to be repaid. This bill proposes to lend
to the home-loan banks such part of $125,000,000 as the
member institutions themselves do not contribute. It is expected that, by the purchase of stock, they will contribute
sixty or seventy million dollars. It may be that some or all
of the difference between what they contribute and $125,000,000 will be called for as a loan from the Federal Treasury. But it is all to be repaid.
That answers the charge that we are putting the Government in business. We do not put the Government into
business any more than we put it into business with the
Federal farm-loan system or the Federal reserve system. We
furnish the machinery by which the most important institution of our social ·structure, the home, can be better
financed through its own instrumentalities.
We do not own the Federal reserve system; the banks own
it. We have oversight, but the ownership is in the banks.
And so it is with the farm-loan system.
Now, how will this system help the little fellow? This is
the way it works: At the present time there are threequarters of the 12,000 building and loan associations in this
country that are on notice, as it is called-they have no
money to pay withdrawals, and they demand a notice of 60
or 90 days. They can not lend anything. They are tied up.
I have a letter from Indianapolis, for example, telling me
that the building and loan associations in that city, with
$150,000,000 of assets, are closed up tight, so that the stockholders can not get out a dollar.
Mr. PARSONS. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. LUCE. I shall be glad to.
Mr. PARSONS. Can not they borrow from the Reconstruction Finance Corporation?
Mr. LUCE. I hope the gentleman will not let me forget
to answer him after I have finished this thought. The associations by this bill are allowed to raise cash by rediscount
of their best mortgages. That cash will help them meet the
request for withdrawals by those who have put money in
the association against a rainy day. Also, it will help them
to finance a borrowing member, or any man who is willing
to join the association and become a borrower.
Now, the question was asked by the gentleman from lllinois whether the associations could not borrow from the
Reconstruction Finance Corporation.
We had General Dawes before the committee. He was
asked his judgment in this matter, and he said positively
and explicitly that he favored the passage of this bill, and
hoped it would become a law.
Why did he say that? Because the Reconstruction Finance Corporation feels that it is able to help the building
and loan associations only to enable them to repay what
they have borrowed from banks. It does not feel that it is
within its province to put additional money into these institutions to be lent or dlstributed to their stockholders. It
will try to save an association from bankruptcy but not to
help it to function. That task would be beyond both its
purposes and its resources.
The second difficulty is that the obligations of building
and loan associations are long-time mortgages, eight years
or more, for the most part, and the Reconstruction Finance
Corporation is a temporary affair, making short loans, sL"t
months, I think it is, which can not fit in with the scheme
of the building-and-loan amortization or installment idea.
So the men who are conducting the Reconstruction Finance
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Corporation advise us not to rely upon that body for continuing needs, but wish us to make it possible for the associations to help themselves. I believe therefore we have
ample warrant for creating this long-time institution, to
meet the particular needs of the class of organizations
involved.
Mr. SCHNEIDER. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman
yield?
Mr. LUCE. Yes.
Mr. SCHNEIDER. That being the case, just why did they
put all of the banks in under this act?
Mr. LUCE. The gentleman makes another inquiry for
which I am grateful. When this idea was conceived, it was
recognized that through large areas of the country the little
local bank is the only financing institution. I agree with
the gentleman from South Carolina that we ought not to
encourage banks to go into the real-estate business. For a
long time I have thought it a weakness in our banking
system.
The CF..AIRMAN. The time of the g~ntleman from Massachusetts has expired.
Mr. STRONG of Kansas. I yield one minute more to the
gentleman.
Mr. LUCE. I wish it were possible to separate completely
the short-time commercial paper and long-time mortgage
business. When, in reading for amendment, we get to the
section concerned, I shall further explain the reasons that
actuated the committee.
Mr. KETCHAM. Mr. Chairman, will the gentlema.n yield?
Mr. LUCE. Yes.
Mr. KETCHAM. The gentleman from Wisconsin [Mr.
REILLY] stated, in connection with the amount that might
be borrowed, that that amount was to be judged by the land
value of the particular project covered by the mortgage. I
notice the language says "real estate." If the land value
be only $2,000 and an $8,000 house be built upon that land,
the amount that could be borrowed on that by the institution giving the mortgage would be 40 per cent of the total,
would it not, and not of the land value?
Mr. LUCE. Ob, it is the real estate, land and buildings
combined.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman from Massachusetts has again expired.
Mr. McFADDEN. Mr. Chairman, how much time have I
remaining?
The CHAIRMAN. Twenty-five minutes.
Mr. McFADDEN. Mr. Chairman, at the present session
of Congress we have been dealing with emergency situations. We have been dealing with the effect of things
rather than with the cause of things. In this particular
discussion I shall deal with some of the causes that lead
up to these proposals. There are underlying principles
which are responsible for conditions such as we have at
the present time and I shall deal with one of these in particular which is tremendously important in the consideration that you are now giving to this bill.
Mr. Chairman, we have in this country one of the
most corrupt institutions the world has ever known. I
refer to the Federal Reserve Board and the Federal reserve
banks. The Federal Reserve Board, a Government board,
has cheated the Government of the United States and the
people of the United States out of enough money to pay the
national debt. The depredations· and the iniquities of the
Federal Reserve Board and the Federal reserve banks acting
together have cost this country enough money to pay the
national debt several times over. This evil institution has
impoverished and ruined the people of the United States;
has bankrupted itself, and has practically bankrupted our
Government. It has done this through the defects of the
law under which it operates, through the maladministration
of that law by the Federal Reserve Board, and through the
corrupt practices of the moneyed vultures who control it.
Some people think the Federal reserve banks are United
States Government institutions. They are not Government
institutions. They are private credit monopolies which prey
upon the people of the United States for the benefit of
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themselves and their foreign customers; foreign and domestic speculators and swindlers; and rich and predatory
money lenders. In that dark crew of financial pirates there
are thdse who would cut a man's throat to get a dollar out
of his pocket; there are those who send money into States
to buy votes to control our legislation; and there are those
who maintain an international propaganda for the purpose
of deceiving us and of wheedling us into the granting of
new concessions which will permit them to cover up their
past misdeeds and set again in motion their gigantic train
of crime.
Those 12 private credit monopolies were deceitfully and.
disloyally foisted upon this country by bankers who came
here from Europe and who repaid us for our hospitality by
undermining our American institutions. Those bankers
took money out of this country to finance Japan in a war
against Russia. They created a reign of terror in Russia with
our money in order to help that war along. They instigated
the separate peace between Germany and Russia and thus
drove a wedge between the allies in the World War. They
financed Trotsky's mass meetings of discontent and rebellion in New York. They paid Trotsky's passage from New
York to Russia so that he might assist in the destruction
of the Russian Empire. They fomented and instigated the
Russian revolution and they placed a large fund of American dollars at Trotsky's disposal in one of their branch
banks in Sweden so that through him Russian homes might
be thoroughly broken up and Russian children flung far
and wide from their natural protectors. They have since
begun the breaking up of American homes and the dispersal
of American children.
.
It has been said that President Wilson was deceived by the
attentions of these bankers and by the philanthropic poses
they assumed. It has been said that when he discovered the
manner in which he had been misled by Colonel House, he
turned against that busybody, that "holy monk" of the
financial empire, and showed him the door. He had the
grace to do that, and in my opinion he deserves great credit
for it.
President Wilson died a victim of deception. When he
came to the Presidency, he had certain qualities of mind
and heart which entitled him to a high place in the councils
of this Nation; but there was one thing he was not and
which he never aspired to be; he was not a banker. He
said that he knew very little about banking. It was, therefore, on the advice of others that the iniquitous Federal
reserve act, the death warrant of American liberty, became
law in his administration.
Mr. Chairman, there should be no partisanship in matters
concerning the banking and currency affairs of this country,.
and I do not speak with any.
In 1912 the National Monetary Association, under the
chairmanship of the late Senator Nelson W. Aldrich, made
a report and presented a vicious bill called the National
Reserve Association bill. This bill is usually spoken of as the
Aldrich bill. Senator Aldrich did not write the Aldrich bill.
He was the tool, but not the accomplice, of the Europeanborn bankers who for nearly 20 years bad been scheming to
set up a central bank in this country and who in 1912 had
spent and were continuing to spend vast sums of money to
accomplish their purpose.
The Aldrich bill was condemned in the platform upon
which Theodore Roosevelt was nominated in the year 1912,
and in that same year, when Woodrow Wilson was nominated, the Democratic platform, as adopted at the Baltimore
convention, expressly stated: "We are opposed to the Aldrich
plan or a central bank." This was plain' language. The
men who ruled the Democratic Party then promised the people that if they were returned to power there would be no
central bank established here while they held the reins of
government. Thirteen months later that promise was
broken, and the Wilson administration, under the tutelage
of those sinister Wall Street figures who stood behind Colonel House, established here in our free country the wormeaten monarchical institution of the "king's bank" to control us from the top downward, and to shackle us from the
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cradle to the grave. The Federal reserve act destroyed our
old and characteristic way of doing business; it discrimi-nated against our 1-name commercial paper, the finest in
the world; it set up the antiquated 2-name paper, which is
the present curse of this country, and which has wrecked
every country which has ever given it scope; it fastened
down upon this country the very tyranny from which the
framers of the Constitution sought to save us.
One of the greatest battles for the preservation of this
Republic was fought out here in Jackson's day, when the
Second Bank of the United States, which was founded upon
the same false principles as those which are exemplified in
the Federal reserve act, was hurled out of existence. After
the downfall of the Second Bank of the United States in
1837, the country was warned against the dangers that
might ensue if the predatory interests, after being cast out,
should come back in disguise and unite themselves to the
Executive, and through him acquire control of the Govern·
ment. That is what the predatory interests did when they
came back in the livery of hypocrisy and under false pretenses obtained the passage of the Federal reserve act.
The danger that the country was warned against came
upon us and is shown in the long train of horrors attendant
upon the affairs of the traitorous and dishonest Federal
Reserve Board and the Federal reserve ba:P..ks. Look
around you when you leave this chamber and you will see
evidences of it on all sides. This is an era of economic
misery and for the conditions that caused that misery, the
Federal Reserve Boatd and the Federal reserve banks are
fully liable. This is an era of financed crime and in the
financing of crime, the Federal Reserve Board does not play
the part of a disinterested spectator.
It has been said that the draughtsman who was employed
to write the text of the Federal reserve bill U.sed the text
of the Aldrich bill for his purpose. It has been said that
the language of the Aldrich bill was used because the
Aldrich bill had been drawn up by expert lawyers and
seemed to be appropriate. It was indeed drawn up by
lawyers. The Aldrich bill was created by acceptance bankers of European origin in New York City. It was a copy
and in general a translation of the statutes of the Reichsbank and other European central banks.
Half a million dollars was spent on one part of the propaganda organized by those same European bankers for the
purpose of misleading public opinion in regard to it, and
for the purpose of giving Congress the impression that
there was an overwhelming popular demand for that kind
of banking legislation and the kind of currency that goes
with it, namely, an asset currency based on human debts
and obligations instead of an honest currency based on gold
and silver values. Dr. H. Parker Willis had been employed
by the Wall Street bankers and propagandists and when the
Aldrich measure came to naught and he obtained employment from CARTER GLAss to assist in drawing a banking bill
for the Wilson administration, he appropriated the text of
the Aldrich bill for his purpose. There is no secret about
it. The text of the Federal reserve act was tainted from
the beginning.
Not all of the Democratic Members of the Sixty-third
Congress voted for this great deception. Some of them
remembered the teachings of Jefferson; and, through the
years, there have been no criticisms of the Federal Reserve
Board and the Federal reserve banks so honest, so outspoken, and so unsparing as those which have been voiced
here by Democrats. Again, although a number of Republicans voted for the Federal reserve act, the wisest and most
conservative members of the Republican Party would have
nothing to do with it and voted against it. A few days
before the bill came to a vote, Senator Henry cabot Lodge,
of Massachusetts, wrote to Senator John W. Weeks as follows:
NEW YoRK CITY, December 17, 1913.
MY DEAR SxNATOR WEEKs: • • • Throughout my public life

an

I have supported
measures designed to take the Government
out of the ban.ldlllg business • • •. This bill puts the Gov-

ernment Into the banking business as never before tn our history and makes, as I underStand 1\, an notes Government notes
when they should be bank notes.
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The powers vested tn the Federal Reserve Board seem to me
highly dangerous, especially where there is political control of the
board. I should be s·o rry to hold stock in a bank subject to such
domination. The blll as !t stands seems to me to open the way
to a vast inflation of the currency. There is no necessity of
dwelling upon this point after the remarkable and most powerful
argument of the senior Senator from New York. I can be content here to follow the example of the English candidate for
Parliament who thought it enough "to say ditto to Mr. Burke."
I wm merely add that I do not like to think that any law can
be passed which will make tt possible to submerge the gold
standard in a flood of irredeemable paper currency.
I had hoped to support this bill, but I can not vote for it as
It stands, because it seems to me to contain features and to rest
upon principles in the highest degree menacing to our prosperity,
to stabiltty in business, and to the general welfare of the people
of the United States.
Very sincerely yours,
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good enough to start with and to let experience teach us in what
direction it needs perfection, which in due time we shall then get.
In any event you have personally good reason to feel gratified
with what has been accomplished.

If ever a prophecy came true, that one did. It was impossible, however, far those luminous and instructed thinkers to
control the cow-se of events. On December 23, 1913, the
Federal reserve bill became law, and that night Colonel
House wrote to his hidden master in Wall Street as follows:

The words " unless the President had stood as firm as he
did we should likely have had no legislation at all," were a
gentle reminder that it was Colonel House himself, the
"holy monk," who had kept the President firm.
The foregoing letter affords striking evidence of the manner in which the predatory interests then sought to control
the Government of the United States by surrounding the
Executive with the personality and the influence of a financial Judas. Left to itself and to the conduct of its own legislative functions without pressure from the Executive, the
Congress would not have passed the Federal reserve act.
According to Colonel House, and since this was his report to
his master, we may believe it to be true, the Federal reserve
act was passed because Wilson stood firm; in other words
because Wilson was under the guidance and control of the
most ferocious usurers in New York through their hireling,
House. The Federal reserve act became law the day before
Christmas Eve in the year 1913, and shortly afterwards the
German international bankers, Kuhn, Loeb & Co., sent one
of their partners here to run it.
In 1913, when the Federal reserve bill was submitted to
the Democratic caucus, there was a discussion in regard to
the form the proposed paper currency should take.
The proponents of the Federal reserve act, in their determination to create a new kind of paper money, had not
needed to go outside of the Aldrich bill for a model. By the
terms of the Aldrich bill, bank notes were to be issued by the
National Reserve Association and were to be secured partly
by gold or lawful money and partly by circulating evidences
of debt. The first draft of the Federal reserve bill presented
the same general plan, that is, for bank notes as opposed to
Government notes, but with certain differences of regulation.
When the provision for the issuance of Federal reserve
notes was placed before President Wilson he approved of it,
but other Democrats were more mindful of Democratic principles and a great protest greeted the plan. Foremost
amongst those who denounced it was William Jennings
Bryan the Secretary of State. Bryan wished to have the
Feder~l reserve notes issued as Government obligations.
President Wilson had an interview with him and found him
adamant. At the conclusion of the interview Bryan left
with the understanding that he would resign if the notes
were made bank notes. The President then sent for his Secretary and explained th~ matter to him. Mr. Tumulty went
to see Bryan and Bryan took from his library shelves a book
containing all the Democratic platforms and read extracts
from them bearing on the matter of the public currency.
Returning to the President, Mr. Tumulty told him what. had
happened and ventured the opinion that Mr. Bryan was
right and that Mr. Wilson was wrong. The President then
asked Mr. Tumulty to show him where the Democratic Party
in its national platforms had ever taken the view indicates!
by Bryan. Mr. Tumulty gave him the book, which he had
brought from Bryan's house, and the President read very
carefully plank after plank on the currency. He then said,
"I am convinced there is a great deal in what Mr. Bryan
says," an·d thereupon it was arranged that Mr. Tumulty
should see the proponents of the Federal reserve bill in an
effort to bring about an adjustment of the matter.
The remainder of this story may be told in the words of
Senator GLASs. Concerning Bryan's opposition to the plan
of allowing the proposed Federal reserve notes to take the
form of bank notes and the manner in which President Wilson and the proponents of the Federal reserve bill yielded
to Bryan in return for his support of the measure, Senator
GLASs makes the following statement:

I want to saj a word of appreciation to you· for the silent but
no doubt effective work you have done in the interest of currency
legislation and t o congratulate you that the measure has finally
been enacted into law. We all know that an entirely perfect bill,
satisfactory to everybody, would h ave been an impossibility, and
I feel quite certain fair men will admit that unless the President
had stood as firm as he did we should likely have had no legislation at all. The bill is a good one in many respects; anyhow

The only other feature of the currency bill around which a
conflict raged at this time was the note-issue provision. Long
before I knew it, the President was desperately worried over it.
His economic good s ..:nse told him the notes should be issued by
the banks and not by the Government; but some of his advisers
told him Mr. Bryan could not be induced to give his support to
any bill that did not provide for a. "Government note." There
was in the Senate and House a large :Bryan following which.

HENRY CABOT LoDGE.

In the 18 years which have passed since Senator Lodge
wrote that letter of warning all of his predictions have come
true. The Government is in the banking business as never
before. Against its will it has been made the backer of
horsethieves and card sharps, bootleggers, smugglers, speculators, and swindlers in all parts of the world. Through the
Federal Reserve Board and the Federal reserve banks the
riffraff of every country is operating on the public credit of
the United States Government. Meanwhile, and on account
of it, we ourselves are in the midst of the greatest depression we have ever known. Thus the menace to our prosperity, so feared by Senator Lodge, has indeed struck home.
From the Atlantic to the Pacific our country has been :ravaged and laid waste by the evil practices of the Federal
Reserve Board and the Federal reserve banks and the interests which control them: At no time in our history has the
general welfare of the people of the United States been at
a lower level or the mind of the people so filled with
despair.
Recently in one of our states 60,000 dwelling houses and
farms were brought under the hammer in a single day. According to the Rev. Father Charles E. Coughlin, who has
lately testified before a committee of this House, 71,000
houses and farms in Oakland County, Mich., have been sold
and their erstwhile owners dispossessed. Similar occurrences have probably taken place in every county in the
United States. The people· who have thus been driven out
are the wastage of the Federal reserve act. They are the
victims of the dishonest and unscrupulous Federal Reserve
Board and the Federal reserve banks. Their children are
the new slaves of the auction block in the revival here of the
institution of human slavery.
In 1913, before the Senate Banking and Currency Committee, MJ.·. Alexander Lassen made the following statement:
But the whole scheme of a Feder~l re~erve ban.f with its commercial-paper basis is an impractical, cumbersome machinery, is
simply a cover, to find a way to secure the privilege of issuing
money and to evade payment of as much tax upon circulation as
possible, and then control the issue and maintain, instead of
reduce, interest rates. It is a system that, if inaugurated, will
prove to the advantage of the few and the detriment of the people
of the United States. It will mean continued shortage of actual
money and further extension of credits; for when there is a lack
of real money people have to borrow credit to their cost.

A few days before the Federal reserve act was passed Senator Elihu Root denounced the Federal reserve bill as an
outrage on our liberties and made the following prediction:
Long bef ore we wake up from our dreams of prosperity through

an inflated currency, our gold, which alone could have kept us
from catastrophe, will have vanished and no rate of interest will
tempt it to ret urn.
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united with a n!.turally adversary party vote, could prevent legislation. Certain averconfident gentlemen proffered their services 1n
the task of" managing Bryan." They did not budge h1m.. • • •
When a decision could no longer be postponed the President summoned me to the White House to say he wanted Federal reserve
notes to " be obligations of the United Stat es." I was for an instant speechless. With all the earnestness of _my being I remonstrated, pointing out the unscientific nature of such a thing, as
well as the evident inconsistency of it.
" There is not, in truth, any Government obligation here, Mr.
President," I exclaimed. "It would be a pretense on its face.
Was there ever a Government note based primarily on the property of banking institutions? Was there ever a Government issue
not one dollar of which could be put out except by demand of a
bJ.nk? The suggested Government obligation is so remote it could
never be discerned," I concluded, out of breath.
"Exactly so, GLAss," earnestly said the President. "Every word
you say is true; the Government liability is a mere thought. And
so, if we can hold to the substance of the thing and give the
other fellow the shadow, why not do it, 1f thereby we may save
our bill?"

Shadow and substance! One ·can see from this how little
President ·Wilson knew about banking. Unknowingly, he
gave the substance to the international banker and the
shadow to the common man. Thus was Bryan circumvented in his efforts to uphold the Democratic doctrine of
the rights of the people. Thus the" unscientific blur" upon
the bill was perpetrated. The "unscientific blur," however, was not the fact that the United States Government,
by the terms of Bryan's edict, was obliged to assume as an
obligation whatever currency was issued. Mr. Bryan was
right when he insisted that the United States should preserve its sovereignty over the public currency. The "unscientific blur " was the nature of the currency itself, a nature
which makes it unfit to be assumed as an obligation of the
United States Government. It is the worst currency and
the most dangerouS this country has ever known. When the
proponents of the act saw that Democratic doctrine would
not permit them to let the proposed banks issue the new currency as bank notes, they should have stopped at that.
They should not have foisted that kind of currency, namely,
an asset currency, on the United States Government. They
should not have made the Government liable on the private
debts of individuals and corporations and, least of all, on
the private debts of foreigners.
The Federal reserve note is essentially unsound.
As Kemmerer says:
The Federal reserve notes, therefore, in form have some of the
qualities of Government paper money, but, in substance, are
almost a pure asset currency possessing a Government guaranty
against which contingency the Government has made no provision
whatever.

Hon. E. J. Hill, a former Member' of the House, said, and
truly: .
• • • They are obligations of the Government for which
the United States has received nothing and for the payment of
which at any time it assumes the responsibility looking to the
Federal reserve bank to recoup itself.

If the United States Government is to redeem the Federal
reserve not.es when the general public finds out what it costs
to deliver this flood of paper money to the 12 Federal reserve
banks, and if the Government has made no provision for
redeeming them, the first element of their unsoundness is
not far to seek.
Before the Senate Banking and Currency Committee,
while the Federal reserve bill was under discussion, Mr.
Crozier, of Cincinnati, said:
In other words, the imperial power of elasticity of the public
currency is wielded exclusively by these central corporations owned
by the banks. This is a life and death power over all local banks
and all business. It can be used to create or destroy prosperity,
to ward otf or cause stringencies and panics. By making money
artificially scarce interest rates throughout the country can be
arbitrarily raised and the bank tax on all business and cost of
living increased for the profit of the banks owning these regional
central banks, and without the slightest benefit to the people.
These 12 corporat ions together cover the whole country and monopolize and- use for private gain every dollar of the public currency and all public revenues of the United States. Not a dollar
can be put into circulation among the people by their Government
without the consent of and on terms fixed by these 12 private
money trusts.
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In defiance of this and all other warnings, the proponents
of the Federal reserve act created the 12 private credit corporations and gave them an absolute monopoly of the currency of the United States, not of Federal reserve notes
alone, but of all the currency, the Federal reserve act pr:>viding ways by means of which the gold and general currency in the hands of the American people could be obtained
by the Federal reserve banks in exchange for Federal reserve
notes, which are not money but merely promises to pay
money. Since the evil day when this was done the initial
monopoly has been extended by vicious amendments to the
Federal reserve act and by the unlawful and treasonable
practices of the Federal Reserve Board and the Federal
reserve banks.
Mr. Chairman, when a · Chinese merchant sells human
hair to a Paris wigmaker and bills him in dollars, the Federal reserve banks can buy his bill against the wigmaker and
then use that bill as collateral for Federal reserve notes.
The United States Government thus pays the Chinese merchant the debt of the wigmaker and gets nothing in return
except a shady title to the Chinese hair.
Mr. Chairman, if a Scotch distiller wishes to send a cargo
of Scotch whisky to the United States, he can draw his bill
against the purchasing bootlegger in dollars; and after the
bootlegger has accepted it by writing his name across the
face of it, the Scotch distiller can send that bill to the
nefarious open discount market in New York City, where
the Federal Reserve Board and the Federal reserve banks
will buy it and use it as collateral for a new issue of Federal
reserve notes. Thus the Government of the United States
pays the Scotch distiller for the wliisky before it is shipped;
and if it is lost on the way, or if the Coast Guard seizes it
and destroys it, the Federal reserve banks simply write off
the loss and the Government never recovers the money that
was paid to the Scotch distiller. While we are attempting
to enforce prohibition here, the Federal Reserve Board and
the Federal reserve banks are financing the distillery business in Europe and are paying bootleggers' bills with the
public credit of the United States Government.
Mr. Chairman, if a German brewer ships beer to this
country or anywhere else in the world and draws his bill for
it iii dollars, the Federal reserve ·banks will buy that bill and
use it as collateral for Federal reserve notes. Thus, they
compel our Government to pay the German brewer for his
beer. Why should the Federal Reserve Board and the Federal reserve banks be permitted to finance the brewing industry of Germany, either in this way or as they do by compelling small and fearful United States banks to take stock
in the Isenbeck brewery and in the German bank for brewing industries?
Mr. Chairman, if Dynamit Nobel of Germany wishes to
sell dynamite to Japan to use in Manchuria or elsewhere,
it can draw its bill against its Japanese customers 'in dollars and send that bill to the nefarious open discount market in New York City, where the Federal Reserve Board and
the Federal reserve banks will buy it and use it as collateral
for a new issue of Federal reserve notes, while at the same
time the Federal Reserve Board will be helping Dynamit
Nobel by stutfing its stock into the United States banking
system. Why should we send our representatives to the
disarmament conference at Geneva while the Federal Reserve Board and the Federal reserve banks are making our
Government pay japanese debts to German munition
makers?
Mr. Chairman, if a bean grower of Chile wishes to raise
a crop of beans and sell them to a Japanese customer, he
can draw a bill against his prospective Japanese customer
in dollars and have it purchased by the Federal Reserve
Board and the Federal reserve banks and get the money
out of this country at the expense of the American public
before he has even planted the beans in the ground.
Mr. Chairman, if a German in Germany wishes to export
goods to South Am~rica or anywhere else, he can draw his
bill against his customer and send it to the United States
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and get the money out of this country before he ships or
even manufactures the goods.
Mr. Chairman, why should the currency of the United
States be issued on the strength of Chinese human hair?
Why should it be issued on the trade whims of a wigmaker?
Why should it be issued on the strength of German beer?
Why should it be issued on a crop of unplanted beans to be
grown in Chile for Japanese consumption? Why should the
Government of the United States be compelled to issue
many billions of dolla:rs every year to pay the debts of one
foreigner to another foreigner? Was it for this that our
national-bank depositors had their money taken out of our
banks and shipped abroad? Was it for this they had to
lose it? Why should the public credit of the United States
Government and likewise money belonging to our nationalbank depositors be used to support foreign brewers, narcotic
drug vendors, whiskey distillers, wigmakers, human-hair
merchants, Chilean bean growers, and the like? Why should
our national-bank depositors and our Government be forced
to finance the munition factories of Germany and Soviet
Russia?
Mr. Chairman, if a German, in Germany, wishes to sell
wheelbarrows to another German, he can draw a bill in
dollars and get the money out of the Federa~ reseTve banks
before an American farmer could explain his request for a
loan to move his crop to market. In Germany, when credit
instruments are being given, the creditors say, "See you, it
must be of a kind that I can cash at the reserve." Other
foreigners feel the same way. The reserve to which these
gentry refer is our reserve, which, as you know, is entirely
made . up of money belonging to American bank depositors.
~ think foreigners should cash their own trade paper and
not send it over here to bankers who use it to fish cash out
of the pockets of the American people.
Mr. Chairman, there is nothing like the Federal reserve
pool of confiscated bank deposits in the world. It is a pubUc
trough of American wealth in which foreigners claim rights
equal to or greater than those of Americans. The Federal
reserve banks are the agents of the foreign central banks.
They use our bank depositors' money for the benefit of their
foreign principals. They barter the public credit' of the
United States Government and hire it out to foreigners at a
profit to themselves.
All this is done at the expense of the United States Government, and at a sickening loss to the American people.
Only our great wealth enabled us to stand the drain of it as
long as we did. ,
l believe that the nations of the world would have settled
down after the World War more peacefully if we had not
had this standing temptation here-this pool of ,our bank
depositors' money given to private interests and used by
them in connection with illimitable drafts upon the public
credit of the United States Government. The Federal ,Reserve Board invited the world to come in and to carry away
cash, credit, goods, and everything else of value that was
movable. Values amounting to many billions of dollars have
been taken out of this country by the Federal Reserve Board
and the Federal reserve banks for the benefit of their foreign principals. The United States has been ransacked and
pillaged. Our structures have been gutted and only the
walls are left standing. While this crime was being perpetrated everything the world could rake up to sell us was
brought in here at our own expense by the Federal Reserve
Board and the Federal reserve banks until our markets were
swamped with unneeded and unwanted imported goods
priced far above their value and thus made to equal the
dollar volume of our honest exports and to kill or reduce
our favorable balance of trade. As agents of the foreign
central banks, the Federal Reserve Board and the Federal
reserve banks try by every means within their power to reduce our favorable balance of trade. They act for their
foreign principals and they accept fees from foreigners for
acting against the best interests of the United States. Naturally there has been great competition among foreigners
f9r the favors of the Federal Reserve Board.
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What we need to do is to send the reserves of our national
banks home to the people who earned and produced them
and who still own them and to the banks which were compelled to surrender them to predatory interests. We need
to destroy the Federal reserve pool, wherein our nationalban..'!{ reserves are impounded for the benefit of foreigners.
We need to make it very difficult for outlanders to draw
money away from us. We need to save America for
Americans.
Mr. Chairman, when you hold a $10 Federal reserve note
in your hand you are holding a piece of paper which sooner
or later is going to cost the United States Government $10
in gold, unless the Government is obliged to give up the
gold standard. It is protected by a reserve of 40 per cent,
or $4 in gold. It is based on Limburger cheese, reputed to
be in a foreign warehouse; or on cans purporting to contain
peas but which may contain no peas but salt water instead;
or on horse meat; illicit drugs; bootleggers' fancies; rags
and bones from Soviet Russia of which the United States
imported over a million dollars' worth last year; on wine,
whisky, natural gas, on goat or dog fur, garlic on the
string, or Bombay ducks. If you like to have paper money
which is secured by such commodities, you have it in the
Federal reserve note. If you desire to obtain the thing of
value upon which this paper currency is based-that is, the
Limburger cheese, the whisky, the illicit drugs, or any of
the other staples-you will have a very hard time finding
them. Many of these worshipful commodities are in foreign countries. Are you going to Germany to inspect her
warehouses to see if the specified things of value are there?
I think not. And what is more, I do not think you would
find them if you did go.
Immense sums belonging to our national-bank depositors
have been given to Germany on no collateral security whatever. The Federal Reserve Board and the Federal reserve
banks have issued United States currency on mere finance
drafts drawn by Germans. Billions upon billions of our
money has been pumped into Germany and money is still
being pumped into Germany by the Federal Reserve Board
and the Federal reserve banks. Her worthless paper is still
being negotiated here and renewed here on the public credit
of the United States Government and at the expense of the
American people. On April 27, 1932, the Federal reserve
outfit sent $750,000, belonging to American bank depositors,
in gold to Germany. A week later, another $300,000 in gold
was shipped to Germany in the same way. About the middle
of May $12,000,000 in gold was shipped to Germany by the
Federal Reserve Board and the Federal reserve banks. Almost every week there is a shipment of gold to Germany.
These shipments are not made for profit on exchange since
German marks are below parity against the dollar.
Mr. Chairman, I believe that the national-bank depositors
of the United States are entitled to know what the Federal
Reserve Board and the Federal reserve banks are doing with
their money. There are millions of national-bank depositors
in this country who do not know that a percentage of every
dollar they deposit in a member bank of the Federal re ..
serve system goes automatically to the American agents of
foreign banks and that all of their deposits can be paid away
to foreigners without their knpwledge or consent by the
crooked machinery of the Federal reserve act and the
questionable practices of the Federal Reserve Board and the
Federal reserve banks. Mr. Chairman, the American people
Should be told the truth by their servants in office.
In 1930 we had over half a billion dollars outstanding
daily to finance foreign goods stored in or shipped between
foreign countries. In its yearly total, this item amounts to
several billion dollars. What goods are those upon which
the Federal reserve banks yearly pledge several billion dollars of the public credit of the United States? What goods
are those which are hidden in European and Asiatic storehouses and which have never been seen by any officer of this
Government, but which are being financed on the public
credit of the United States Government? What goods are
those upon which the United States Government is being
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obliged by the Federal reserve banks to issue Federal reserve
notes to the extent of several billion dollars a year?
The Federal Reserve Board and the Federal reserve banks
bave been international bankers from the beginning, with
the United States Government as their enforced banker and
supplier of currency. But it is none the less extraordinary
to see those 12 private credit monopolies buying the debts of
foreigners against foreigners in all parts of the world and
asking the Government of the United States for new issues
of Federal reserve notes in exchange for them.
I see no reason why the American taxpayers should be
hewers of wood and drawers of water for the European . and
Asiatic customers of the Federal reserve banks. I see no
reason why a worthless acceptance drawn by a foreign
swindler as a means of getting gold out of this country
should receive the lowest and choicest rate from the Federal
Reserve Board and be treated as better security than the
note of an American farmer living on American land.
The magnitude of the acceptance 1·acket, as it has been
developed by the Federal reserve banks, their foreign correspondents, and the predatory European-born bankers who
set up the Federal reserve institution here and taught our
own brand of pirates how to loot the people-! say the magnitude of this racket is estimated to be in the neighborhood
of $9,000,000,000 a year. In the past 10 years it is said to
. have amounted to $90,000,000,000. In my opinion, it has
amounted to several times as much. Coupled with this you
have, to the extent of billions of dollars, the gambling in
United states securities, which takes place in the same open
discount market-a gamble upon which the Federal Reserve
Board is now spending $100,000,000 a week.
Federal reserve notes are taken from the United States
Government in unlimited quantities. Is it strange that the
burden of supplying these immense sums of money to the
gambling fraternity has at last proved too heavY for the
American people to endure? Would it not be a national
calamity if the Federal Reserve Board and the Federal reserve banks should again bind this burden down on the
backs of the American people and, by means of the long
rawhide whips of the credit masters, compel them to enter
upon another 17 years of slavery? They are trying to do
that now. They are taking $100,000,000 of the public credit
of the United States Government every week in addition to
all their other seizures, and they are spending that money
in the nefarious open market in New York City in a desperate gamble to reestablish their graft as a going concern.
They are putting the United States Government in debt
to the extent of $100,000,000 a week, and with this money
they are buying up our Government securities for themselves
and their foreign principals. Our people are disgusted with
the experiments of the Federal Reserve Board. The Federal
Reserve Board is not producing a loaf of bread, a yard of
cloth, a bushel of com, or a pile of cordwood by its cl1eckkiting operations in the money market.
A fortnight or so ago great aid and comfort was given
to Japan by the firm of A. Gerli & Sons, of New York, an
importing firm, which bought $16,000,000 worth of raw silk
from the Japanese Government. Federal reserve notes will
be issued to pay that amount to the Japanese Government,
and these notes will be secured by money belonging to our
national-bank depositors.
Why should United States currency be issued on this debt?
Why should United States currency be issued to pay the debt
of Gerli & Sons to the Japanese Government? The Federal
Reserve Board and the Federal reserve banks think more
of the silkworms of Japan than they do of American citizens. We do not need $16,000,000 worth of silk in this
country at the present time, not even to · furnish work to
dyers and finishers. We need to wear home-grown and
American-made clothes and to use our own money for our
own goods and staples. We could spend $16,000,000 in the
United States of America on American children and that
would be a better investment for us than Japanese silk purchased on the public credit of the United States Government.
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Mr. Speaker, on the 13th of January of this year I addressed the House on the subject of the Reconstruction
Finance Corporation. In the course of my remarks I made
the following statement:
In 1928 the member banks of the Federal reserve system borrowed $60,598,690,000 from the Federal reserve banks on their
15-day promissory notes. Think of it! Sixty billion. dollars payable upon demand 1n gold 1n the course of one single year. The
actual payment of such obligations calls for six times as much
monetary gold as there is in the entire world. Such transactions
represent a grant in the course of one single year of about
$7,000,000 to every member bank of the Federal reserve system.
Is it any wonder that there is a depression 1n this country? Is it
any wonder that American labor, which ultimately pays the cost
of all the banking operations of this country, has at last proved
unequal to the task of supplying this huge total of cash and
credit for the benefit of stock-market manipulators and foreign
swindlers?

Mr. Chairman, some of my colleagues have asked for more
specific information concerning this stupendous graft, this
frightful burden which has been placed on the wage earners
and taxpayers of the United States for the benefit of the
Federal Reserve Board and the Federal reserve banks. They
were surprised to learn that member banks of the Federal
reserve system had received the enormous sum of $60,598,690,000 from the Federal Reserve Board and the Federal reserve banks on their promissory notes in the course of one
single year, namely, 1928. Another Member of this House,
Mr. BEEDY, the honorable gentleman from Maine, has questioned the accuracy of my statement and has informed me
that the Federal Reserve Board denies absolutely that these
figures are correct. This Member has said to me that the
thing is unthinkable, that it can not be, that it is beyond
all reason to think that the Federal Reserve Board and the
Federal reserve banks should have so subsidized and endowed their favorite banks of the Federal reserve system.
This Member is horrified at the thought of a graft so great,
a bounty so detrimental to the public welfare as sixty and
a half billion dollars a year and more shoveled out to favored banks of the Federal reserve system.
I sympathize with Mr. BEEDY. I would spare him pain if
I could, but the facts remain as I have stated them. In
1928, the Federal Reserve Board and the Federal reserve
banks presented the staggering amount of $60,598,690,000
to their member banks at the expense of the wage earners
and taxpayers of the United States. In 1929, the year of
the stock-market crash, the Federal Reserve Board and the
Federal reserve banks advanced :fifty-eight billions to member banks.
In 1930, while the speculating banks were getting out of
the stock market at the expense of the general public, the
Federal Reserve Board and the Federal reserve banks advanced them $13,022,782,000. This shows that when the
banks were gambling on the publie credit of the United
States Government as represented by Federal reserve currency, they were subsidized to any amount they required by
the Federal Reserve Board and the Federal reserve banks.
When the swindle began to fail, the banks knew it in advance and withdrew from the market. They got out with
whole skins and left the people of the United States to pay
the piper.
On November 2, 1931, I addressed a letter to the Federal
Reserve Board asking for the aggregate total o1 member
bank borrowings in the years 1928, 1929, 1930. In due
course, I received a reply from the Federal Reserve Board,
dated November 9, 1931, the pertinent part of which reads
as follows:
MY DEAR CONGRESSMAN: In reply to your letter Of November 2,
you are advised that the aggregate amount of 15-day promissory
notes of member banks during each of the past three calendar
years has been as follows:
1928------------------------------------------- $60,598,690,000
1929-------------------------------------- 58, 046, 697, 000
1930___________________________________________ 13,022,782,000

•

•

Very truly yours,

•

•

•

•

CHESTER MoRRILL,

•
Secretary.

This will show the gentleman from Maine the accuracy of
my statement. As for the denial of these facts made to him
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by .the Federal Reserve Board, I can only say that it must.
have been prompted by fright, since hanging is too good
for a Government board which permitted such a misuse of
Government funds and credit.
My friend from Kansas, Mr. McGuGm, has stated that he
thought the Federal Reserve Board and the Federal reserve
banks lent money by rediscounting. So they do, but they
lend comparatively little that way. The real rediscounting
that they do has been called a mere penny in the slot business. It is too slow for genuine high flyers. They discourage it. They prefer to subsidize their favorite banks by
making these $60,000,000,000 advances, and they prefer to acquire acceptances in the notorious open discount market in
New York, where they can use them to control the prices of
stocks and bonds on the exchanges. For every dollar they
advanced on rediscounts in 1928 they lent $33 to their favorite banks for gambling purposes. In other words, their
rediscounts in 1928 amounted to $1,814,271,000, while their
loans to member banks amounted to $60,598,690,000. As for
their open-market operations, these are on a stupendous
scale and no tax is paid on the acceptances they handle;
and their foreign principals, for whom they do a business
of several billion dollars every year, pay no income tax on
their profits to the United States Government.
This is the John Law swindle over again. The theft of
Teapot Dome was trifling compared to it. What· king ever
robbed his subjects to such an extent as the Federal Reserve Board and the Federal reserve banks have robbed us?
Is it any wonder that there have lately been 90 cases of
starvation in one of the New York hospitals? Is it any
wonder that the children of this country are being dispersed and abandoned?
The Government and the people of the United States have
been swindled by swindlers de luxe to whom the acquisition
of American gold or a parcel of Federal reser.ve notes presented no more difficulty than the drawing up of a worthless acceptance in a country not subject to the laws of the
United States, by sharpers not subject to the jurisdiction
of the United States courts, sharpers with a strong banking
" fence " on this side of the water-a " fence " acting as a
receiver of the worthless paper coming from abroad, indorsing it and getting the currency out of the Federal
reserve banks for it as quickly as possible, exchanging that
currency for gold, and in turn transmitting the gold to its
foreign confederates.
Such were the exploits of Ivar Kreuger, Mr. Hoover's
friend, and his hidden Wall Street backers. Every dollar
of the billions Kreuger and his gang drew out of this country on acceptances was drawn from the Government and
the people of the United States through the Federal Reserve
Board and the Federal reserve banks. The credit of the
United States Government was peddled to him by the Federal Reserve Board and the Federal reserve banks for their
own Pt:ivate gain. That is what the Federal Reserve Board
and the Federal reserve banks have been doing for many
years. They have been peddling the credit of this Government and the signature of this Government to the swindlers
and speculators of all nations. That is what happens when
a country forsakes its Constitution and gives its sovereignty
over the public currency to private interests. Give them the
flag and they will sell it.
The nature of Kreuger's organized swindle and the bankrupt condition of Kreuger's combine was known here last
June when Hoover sought to exempt Kreuger's loan to
Germany of one hundred twenty-five millions from the operation of the Hoover moratorium. The bankrupt condition of
Kreuger's swindle was known here last summer when $30,000,000 was taken from American taxpayers by certain bankers in New York for the ostensible purpose of permitting
Kreuger to make a loan to Colombia. Colombia never saw
that money. The nature of Kreuger's swindle and the bankrupt condition of Kreuger was known here in January when
he visited his friend. Mr. Hoover, at the White House. It
was known here in March before he went to Paris and committed suicide there.
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Mr. Chairman, I think the people of the United States are
entitled to know how many billions of dollars were placed
at the disposal of Kreuger and his gigantic combine by the
Federal Reserve Board and the Federal reserve banks and
to know how much of our Government currency was issued
and lost in the financing of that great swindle in the years
during which the Federal Reserve Board and the Federal
reserve banks took care of Kreuger's requirements.
Mr. Chairman, I · believe there should be a congressional
investigation of the operations of Kreuger and Toll in the
United States and that Swedish Match, International Match,
the Swedish-American Investment Corporation, and all related enterprises, including the subsidiary companies of
Kreuger and Toll, should be investigated and that the issuance of United States currency in connection with those
enterprises and the use of our national-bank depositors'
money for Kreuger's benefit should be made known to the
general public. I am referring, not only to the securities
which were floated and sold in this country, but also to the
commercial loans to Kreuger's enterprises and the mass
financing of Kreuger's companies by the Federal Reserve
Board and the Federal reserve banks and the predatory
institutions which the Federal R_eserve Board and the
Federal reserve banks shield and harbor.
A few days ago the President of the United States, with a
white face and shaking hands, went before the Senate on
behalf of the moneyed interests and asked the Senate to
levy a tax on the people so that foreigners might know that
the United States would pay its debts to them. Most Americans thought that it was the other way around. What does
the United States owe to foreigners? When and by whom
was the debt incurred? It was incurred by the Federal Reserve Board and the Federal reserve banks when they peddled the signature of this Government to foreigners for a
price. It is what the United States Government has to pay
to redeem the obligations of the Federal Reserve Board and
the Federal reserve banks. Are you going to let those thieves
get off scot free? Is there one law for the looter who drives
up to the door of the United States Treasury in his limousine
and another for the United States veterans who are sleeping
on the floor of a dilapidated house on the outskirts of
Washington?
The Baltimore & Ohio Railroad is here asking for a large
loan from the people and the wage earners and the taxpayers of the United States. It is begging for a hand-out
from the Government. It is standing, cap in hand, at· the
door of the Reconstruction Finance Corporation, where all
the other jackals have gathered to the feast. It is asking
for money that was raised from the people by taxation, and
it wants this money of the poor for the benefit of Kuhn,
Loeb & Co., the German international bankers. Is there one
law for the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad and another for the
needy veterans it threw off its freight cars the other day?
Is there one law for sleek and prosperous swindlers who call
themselves bankers and another law for the soldiers who
defended the United States flag?
Mr. Chairman, some people are horrified because the
collateral behind Kreuger and Toll debentures was removed
and worthless collateral substituted for it. What is this
but what is being done daily by the Federal reserve banks?
When the Federal reserve act was passed, the Federal
reserve banks were allowed to substitute "other like collateral " for collateral behind Federal reserve notes but by
an amendment obtained at the request of the corrupt and
dishonest Federal Reserve Board, the act was changed so
that the word " like " was stricken out. All that immense
trouble was taken here. in Congress so that the law would
permit the Federal reserve banks to switch collateral. At
the present time behind the scenes in the Federal reserve
banks there is a night-and-day movement of collateral. A
visiting Englishman leaving the United States a few weeks
ago, said that th.irigs would look better here after " they
cleaned up the mess at Washington." Cleaning up the mess
consists in fooling the people and making them pay a second time for the bad foreign investments of the Federal
:Reserve Board and the Federal reserve banks. It consists
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in moving -that heavy load of dubious and worthless foreign paper-the bills of wigmakers, brewers, distillers, narcotic-drug vendors, munition makers, illegal finance drafts,
and worthless foreign securities, out of the banks and putting it on the back of American labor. That is what the
Reconstruction Finance Corporation is doing now. They
talk about loans to -banks· and railroads but they say very
little about that other business of theirs which consists in
relieving the swindlers who promoted investment trusts in
this country and dumped worthless foreign securities into
them and then resold that mess of pottage to American
investors under cover of their own corporate titles. The
Reconstruction Finance Corporation is taking over those
worthless securities from those investment trusts with
United States Treasury money at the expense of the American taxpayer and wage earner.
It will take us 20 years to redeem our Government, 20
years of penal servitude to pay off the gambling debts of
the traitorous Federal Reserve Board and the Federal reserve banks and to earn again that vast flood of American
wages and savings, bank deposits, and United States Government credit which the Federal Reserve Board and the
Federal reserve banks e_xported out of this country to their
foreign principals.
The Federal Reserve Board and the Federal reserve
banks lately conducted an anti-hoarding campaign here.
Then they took that extra money which they had persuaded the trusting American people to put into the banks
and they sent it to Europe along with the rest. In the last
several months, they have sent $1,300,000,000 in gold to
their foreign employers, their foreign masters, and every
dollar of that gold belonged to the people of the United
States and was unlawfully taken from them.
Is not it high time that we had an audit of the Federal
Reserve Board and the Federal reserve banks and an examination of all our Government bonds and securities and
public moneys instead of allowing the corrupt and dishonest
Federal Reserve Board and the Federal reserve banks to
speculate with those securities and this cash in the notorious
open discount market of New York City?
Mr. Chairman, within the limits of the time allowed me,
I can not enter into a particularized discussion of the Federal Reserve Board and the Federal reserve banks. I have
singled out the Federal reserve currency for a few remarks
because there has lately been some talk here of "fiat
money." What kind of money is being pumped into the
open discount market and through it into foreign channels
and stock exchanges? Mr. Mills of the Treasury has spoken
here of his horror of the printing presses and his horror
of dishonest money. He has no horror of dishonest money.
If he had, he would be no party to the present gambling
of the Federal Reserve Board and the Federal reserve
banks in the nefarious open discount market of New York.
a market in which the sellers are represented by 10 great
discount dealer corporations owned and organized by
the very banks which own and control the Federal Reserve Board and the Federal reserve banks. Fiat money,
indeed!
After the several raids on the Treasury Mr. Mills borrows
the speech of those who protested against those raids and
speaks now with pretended horror of a raid on the Treasury. Where was Mr. Mills last October when the United
States Treasury needed $598,000,000 of the taxpayers' money
which was supposed to be in the safe-keeping of Andrew
W. Mellon in the designated depositories of Treasury funds,
and which was not in those depositories when the Treasury
needed it? Mr. Mills was the Assistant Secretary of the
Treasury then, and he was at Washington throughout October, with the exception of a very significant week he spent
at White Sulphur Springs closeted with international bankers, while the Italian minister, Signor Grandi, was being
entertained-and bargained with-at Washington.
What Mr. Mills is fighting for is the preservation whole
and entire of the bankers' monopoly of all the currency of
the United States Government. What Mr. PATMAN proposes
is that the Government shall exercise its sovereignty to the
extent of issuing some currency for itself. This conflict of
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opinion between Mr. Mills as the spokesman of the bankers
-and Mr. PATMAN as the spokesman of the people brings the
currency situation here into the open. Mr. PATMAN and the
veterans are confronted by a stone wall-the wall that
fences in the bankers with their special privilege. Thus the
issue is joined between the hosts of democracy, of which the
veterans are a part, and the men of the king's bank, the
would-be aristocrats, who deflated American agriculture and ,
robbed this country for the benefit of their foreign principals.
Mr. Chairman, last December I introduced a resolution here
asking for an examination and an audit of the Federal Re- •
serve Board and the Federal reserve banks and all related
matters. If the House sees fit to make such an investigation,
the people of the United States will obtain information of
great value. This is a Government of the people, by the
people, for the people, consequently nothing should be concealed from the people. The man who deceives the people
is a traitor to the United States. The man who knows or
suspects that a crime has been committed and who conceals
or covers up that crime is an accessory to it. Mr. Speaker,
it is a monstrous thing for this great Nation of people to
have its destinies presided over by a traitorous Government
board acting in secret concert with international usurers.
Every effort has been made by the Federal Reserve Board
to conceal its power but the truth is the Federal Reserve
Board has usurped the Government of the United States.
It controls everything here and it controls all our foreign
relations. It makes and breaks governments at will. No
man and no body of men is more entrenched in power
than the arrogant credit monopoly which operates the Federal Reserve Board and the Federal reserve banks. These
evil-doers have robbed this country of more than enough
money to pay the national debt. What the National Government has permitted the Federal Reserve Board to steal
from the people should now be restored to the people. The
people have a valid claim against the Federal Reserve Board
and the Federal reserve banks. If that claim is enforced,
Americans will not need to stand in breadlines or to suffer
and die of starvation in the streets. Homes will be saved,
families will be kept together, and American children will not
be dispersed and abandoned. The Federal Reserve Board
and the Federal reserve banks owe the United States Government an immense sum of money. We ought to find out
the exact amount of the people's claim. We should know
the amount of the indebtedness of the Federal Reserve
Board and the Federal reserve banks to the people and we
should collect that amount immediately. We certainly
should investigate this treacherous and disloyal conduct of
the Federal Reserve Board and the Federal reserve banks.
Here is a Federal reserve note. Immense numbers of
these notes are now held abroad. I am tbld they amount to
upward of a billion dollars. They constitute a claim against
our Government and likewise a claim against the money
our people have deposited in the member banks of the Federal reserve system. Our people's money to the extent of
$1,300,000,000 has within the last few months been shipped
abroad to redeem Federal reserve notes and to pay other
gambling debts of the traitorous Federal Reserve Board and
the Federal reserve banks. The greater part of our monetary stock has been shipped to foreigners. Why should we
promise to pay the debts of foreigners to foreigners? Why
should our Government be put into the position of supplying money to foreigners? Why should American farmers
and-wage earners add millions of foreigners to the number
of their dependents? Why should the Federal Reserve
Board and the Federal reserve banks be permitted to finance
our competitors in all parts of the world? Do you know why
the tariff was raised? It was raised to shut out the :flood of
Federal reserve · goods pouring in here from every quarter
of the globe-cheap goods produced by cheaply paid foreign
labor on unlimited supplies of money and credit sent out
of this country by the dishonest and unscrupulous Federal
Reserve Board and the Federal reserve banks. Go out in
Washington to buy an electric light bulb and you will
probably be offered one that was made in Japan on American money. Go out to buy a pair of fabric gloves and in-
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conspicuously written on the inside of the gloves that will Federal reserve act should be repealed and the Federal rebe offered to you will be found the words "made in Ger- serve banks, having violated their charters, should be liquimany " and that means '' made on the public credit of the
United states Government paid to German firms in American gold taken from the confiscated bank deposits of the
American people."
The Federal Reserve Board and the Federal reserve banks
are spending $100,000,000 a week buying Government securities in the open market and are thus making a great bid for
foreign business. They are trying to make rates so attractive that the human-hair merchants and distillers and other
business entities in foreign lands will come here and hire
more of the public credit of the United States Government
and pay the Federal reserve outfit for getting it for
them.
Mr. Chairman, when the Federal reserve act was passed
the people of the United States did not perceive that a world
system was being set up here which would make the savings
of an American school-teacher available to a narcotic-drug
vendor in Macao. They did not perceive that the United
States was to be lowered to the position of a coolie country
which has nothing but raw materials and heavY goods for
export; that Russia was destined to supply man power and
that this country was to supply financial power to an international superstate-a superstate controlled by international
bankers and international industrialists acting together to
enslave the world for their own pleasure.
The people of the United States are being greatly wronged.
If they are not, then I do not know what " wronging the
people" means;· They have been driven from their employments. They have been dispossessed of their homes. They
have been evicted from their rented quarters. They have
lost their children. They have been left to suffer and to die
for the lack of shelter, food, clothing, and medicine.
The wealth of the United States and the working capital
of the United States has been taken away from them and
has either been locked in the vaults of certain banks and
great corporations or exported to foreign countries for the
benefit of the foreign customers of those banks and corporations. So far as the people of the United States are concerned, the cupboard is bare. It is true that the warehouses and coal yards and grain elevators are full, but the
warehouses and coal yards and grain elevators are padlocked and the great banks and corporations hold the keys.
The sack of the United States by the Federal Reserve Board
and the Federal reserve banks and their confederates is the
greatest criine in history.
Mr. Chairman, a serious situation confronts the House of
Representatives to-day. We are the trustees of the people
and the rights of the people are being taken away from
them. Through the Federal Reserve Board and the Federal reserve banks, the people are losing the rights guaranteed to them by the Constitution. Their prope1·ty has
been taken from them without due process of law. Mr.
Chairman, common decency requires us to examine the pulllie accounts of the Government to see what crimes against
the public welfare have been or are being committed.
What is needed here is a return to the Constitution of the
United States. We need to have a complete divorce of Bank
and State. The old struggle that was fought out here in
Jackson's day must be fought over again. The Independent
United States Treasury should be reestablished and the Government should keep its own money under lock and key in
the building the people provided for that purpose. Asset
currency, the device of the swindler, should be done away
with. The Government should buy gold and issue United
States currency on it. The business of the independent
bankers should be restored to them. The state banking
systems should be freed from coercion. The Federal reserve
districts should be abolished and State boundaries should be
respected. Bank reserves should be kept within the borders
of the States whose people own them, and this reserve money
of the people should be protected so that international bankers and acceptance bankers and discount dealers can not
draw 1t away from them. The exchanges should be closed
while we are putting our financial affairs in ocder. The

dated immediately. Faithless Government officers who have
vioiated their oaths of office should be impeached and
brought to trial Unless this is done by us, I predict that the
American people, outraged, robbed, pillaged, insulted, and
betrayed as they are in their own land, will rise in their
wrath and send a President here who will sweep the money
changers out of the temple. [Applause.]
Mr. STRONG of Kansas. Mr. Chairman, I shall use the
remaining four minutes that I have at my disposal. There
is a disease that afilicts mankind which is very vicious. It
warps the judgment, it narrows the vision, it even causes
men to see red, to make mountains out of mole hills. This
disease has sometimes been referred to as B. A. Ladies may
refer to it as " tummy " ache, but out in the wide-open
spaces men call it the " belly " ache, and I know of no man
of my acquaintance that has this disease in so violent a
form as the gentleman from Pennsylvania [Mr. McFADDEN].
I have not the time to refer to the many charges he makes
against the Federal reserve system, but I call attention to
the fact that for 12 years he has been the chairman of the
Banking and CUrrency Committee of this House and did
not see fit during that time to try to remedy any of the
evils of which he now complains. It seems to me entirely
out of place to wait until he is retired as chairman of that
great committee and then assault all of the institutions of
which it has control.
I think this is a good bill. It is a bill that has been
proposed by the President and has been approved by the
Democratic chairman of the Banking and Currency Committee, on which there is a majority of Democrats, and
brought before this House with the approval of that committee. It seeks to make possible protection to the small
home owner. It seeks to make it possible for him to save
his home by the renewal of his loan, or to build a small
home and secure a loan upon it.
If there ever was legislation that is justified it is this bill,
to establish these home-loan banks. This bill bas been
very, very carefully considered. The gentleman from Wisconsin [Mr. REILLY} has been the very able chairman of the
subcommittee, and he and the gentleman from Massachusetts [Mr. LucE] who introduced the bill in this House h-ave
spent weeks with the subcommittee in holding hearings on
this bill. They have brought it here with their entire approval. I ask my friends on both sides of this House to
accept the judgment of those gentlemen and to pass this bill
with a splendid majority. We need it in this country. All
over this broad land the little home owner is being threatened with foreclosure on the home he loves and lives for.
This bill will give him relief, and I ask you to vote for the
bill. Be not led astray by those who have a violent disease,
to attack everything of a financial nature in the country.
[Applause.]
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman from
Kansas has expired.
Mr. REILLY. Mr. Chairman, I yield to the gentleman
from Louisiana [Mr. OVERTON].
Mr. OVERTON. Mr. Chairman, the Federal home loan
bank bill is twofold in its purpose and effect. It is intended
both as a present emergency relief of, and as a permanent
aid to, a class of institutions and a character of people
which and who constitute the most stabilizing influence in
our national life.
What are these institutions? They are the home-building, home-improving, and home-financing organizations of
our country. They are scattered throughout the Nation.
They are located in every State of the Union. The home ...
stead associations alone, without taking into consideration
the State banks, insurance companies, and other proposed
beneficiaries of this bill, financed over four and a half
million homes during the decade of 1920 to 1930. These
associations have so grown in popular favor and confidence
that they enjoy a membership of over 12,000,000 of out
people and assets of over $8,000,000,000, _
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Who, Mr. Chainnan, are the people to be aided by the
creation of Federal home-loan banks? They are chiefly the
wage earners and small-salaried people who, under the
building and loan plan of small weekly and monthly payments, are putting their hard-earned savings into the acquisition of homes for themselves, their wives, and their
children, who a1·e investing their meager savings in the
greatest incentive to good, sturdy citizenship and love of
country to be found beneath our flag, and that is the American home.
This bill, when enacted into law, will, as an emergency relief measure, aid the homestead associations in extending
leniency to borrowers and in refinancing short-term mortgage loans held by other institutions which, under the pressure of this disastrous period, are demanding and enfarcing
by foreclosure the settlement of their mortgages and are
driving from their homes thousands upon thousands of
American citizens to walk the streets with the savings of
years of toil and self -sacrifice literally wiped out. As a
means of permanent aid, the proposed Federal home-loan
banks will stabilize the great work and business of our building and loan associations and serve as a bulwark against
the sacrifice of American homes _in periods of future
depression.
Who else, Mr. Chairman. are to be benefited if the
pending bill be enacted into law? It will be for the most
part wage earners and salaried people, who, encouraged to
thrift and moved by the praiseworthy desire to accumulate
something to be used as a protection against illness, hard
times, unemployment, and other disasters, have invested
the dimes and dollars of their savings in what has been,
almost without exception, an absolutely safe and sound
investment until the unfortunate advent of the present
general financial collapse.
In what plight do they find themselves, these small investors, hundreds of thousands of whom are without employment and without funds? They find themselves, in many
instances, unable to cash in their savings, unable to realize
upon their shares of installment stock. The situation arises
through no mismanagement or fault of the homestead associations, but has been superinduced largely by the fact that
in this trying period the demands for withdrawals,
prompted by the stern necessities of the hour, have been
more than many of the building and loan associations have
been able to meet.
Our National Government, ladies and gentlemen of the
committee, has gone to the aid of commercial banking by
the establishment of the Federal reserve system. It has
gone to the aid of our farmers by the establishment of the
Federal farm-loan banks, and through crop-production
advances. It has gone to the aid of bondholders and
stockholders and creditors of our railroads and insurance
companies, and the depositors and creditors of our commercial banks through the Reconstruction Finance Corporation. Why, then, should we hesitate to declare that the
United States shall, through a perfectly sound investment
of only $125,000,000, shortly to be refunded, go to the temporary rescue and permanent aid of home-building institutions, and of the home owners and small and humble
investors of this Nation, who to-day constitute our surest
pledge against the perils that threaten the safety of our
Government?
The enactment, Mr. Chairman, of this bill into law will
place upon our statute books one of the most constructive
measures that in recent times have engaged the brain and
purpose of our National Congress. [Applause.]
Mr. REILLY. Mr. Chairman, I yield to the gentleman
from Washington [Mr. Hn.L].
Mr. HILL of Washington. Mr. Chairman, the time and
thought of this Congress have been principally occupied in
the effor t to find the means of thawing out frozen assets
and restoring confidence and credit necessary for the orderly
business of commerce. Credit is based on confidence and
confidence is based on security values. Security values in
this crisis are almost wholly dependent upon the fact of
whether they are readily negotiable and whether they can be
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promptly converted into liquid form. Fundamentally the
safest and soundest securities are those issued upon real
estate on a conservative basis of value. There are about
twenty billions of dollars of investments in home-loan mortgages in this country. These are for the most part longterm loans, and while they are basically safe, they have little
liquidity and are therefore not readily negotiable. They
constitute a $20,000,000,000 block of frozen assets, since the
banks refuse to advance loam on securities not capable of
being readily converted into cash. Everyone recognizes the
fact that the banks are under such fear of withdrawals that
they are liquefying as fast as possible their securities and
holding their cash for emergencies that may arise. A
national credit system has heretofore been set up for operation in certain limited fields. The Federal reserve system
was enacted to provide a large reservoir of credit for commercial and industrial interests. The Federal farm loan act
provides national credit for !arm loans; the intermediatecredit system, which is subsidiary to the latter, is designed to
supplement the credits for agriculture in providing shortterm loans for crop-production purposes and other activities
incidental to agriculture. The home-financing field has been
left out of this national credit program. The present bill
proposes to include it in the national credit scheme.
The committee report on the bill contains this descriptive
statement of the proposed home-loan bank system:
T~e home-loan bank system created by this bill wm consist of
from 8 to 12 Federal home-loan banks in districts to be determined by a Federal home-loan board, consisting of five members
appointed by the President. Building and loan associations, cooperative banks, homestead associations, savings banks. trust companies, and other banks with time deposits (except national
banks) , and insurance companies, 1f subject to inspection and
regulation under the banking laws or under similar laws of the
State or the United States, IU'e eligible for membership. The
members will supply the permanent capital and upon joining a
bank will be required to subscribe for stock amounting to 1 per
cent of the home mortgages held by each such member, with a
minimum amount of $1,500.
Eligible institutions in States whose present laws do not permit
stock purchase are admitted to borrowing privileges by deposit
with the bank of cash or Federal Government securities equal to
the amount of the required stock subscription. This will be permissive pending the enactment of State legislation authorizing
full compliance by subscribing institutions with the provisions
of the act. • • • Each of the banks is to have 11 directors,
2 appointed by the Federal board, 3 elected by the small-sized
members, 3 by the medium-sized members, and 3 by the largesized members. • • • All members may borrow from a Federal home loan bank by placing mortgages with the bank to
secure loans.

This bill is designed particularly to aid the small home
owner in financing the building and buying of homes not
exceeding $20,000 in value. For such financing the owners
of such homes must look to investors in home-loan mortgages, and to succeed in repaying the money thus borrow-:!d
it is necessary that long-term loans be secured. The average
home owner must pay for his home in small payments nt
stated intervals or else accumulate his savings in a fund to
make such payment in a lump sum at the end of the loan
term. The great majority of those who are seeking to acquire homes are wage earners who are investing their savings
in their homes. All of their reserve funds have been so invested. Many of these wage earners have been thrown out of
employment and are no longer able to keep up the payments.
The loans are becoming due and the mortgage companies
and banks are unable to grant renewals because of the necessity to meet their own obligations in cash and, further,
because there is no credit reserve to which they can resort
to rediscount the loans which they are now compelled either
to carry or to collect.
The home loan bank bill provides a set-up to take care of
this situation. The bill provides for the establishment of
from 8 to 12 home-loan banks, to be distributed throughout
the country, and provides a capital stock of not less than
$5,000,000 for each of such banks, to be supplied in the first
instance tlu·ough subscriptions to the capital stock by
eligible member institutions and by a fund of not exceeding
$125,000,000 out of the Federal Treasury.
The home-loan banks, when in operation, are authorized
to loan to a member not to exceed twelve times the capital
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stock subscribed by such member. These loans are to be
made upon the security of home-loan mortgages held by
such member, but not in excess of 40 per cent of the appraised value of the mortgaged property at the time the
loan is made to such member. This scheme provides a sure
and ready resource for any savings or building and loan
association or other institution engaged in making home
loans, other than national banks, which are eligible to become members of the home-loan bank through subscription
to the capital stock thereof. By means of the moneys thus
received a member is enabled to meet the legitimate withdrawals of investment accounts, to renew maturing mortgages on easy payments over a long term of years an~ thus
avoid the necessity of foreclosures and the wiping out of the
savings of the home owner invested in his property. This
source of credit will place "it in the power of the borrowing
member to finance the home owner in paying his taxes and
in repairing and modernizing his home. It will also enable
the member, where the security is ample, to advance some
additional money to the home owner to tide him over the
period of unemployment and thus enable him to live in
times of stress on the reserves which he has accumulated
under normal conditions. It is universally conceded that
the small home owner who is dependent upon mortgaging
his home to finance his home ownership is now compelled
in many instances to accept short-term loans at a high
rate of interest, which it is impossible for him to meet at
maturity. Also, he is frequently compelled to place a second
mortgage on his home to secure necessary additional money
to meet the payments on the first mortgage and other necessary expenditures, and to secure such secand mortgage he
must pay a still higher rate of interest and frequently a
bonus or conimission to a mortgage agency.
The home loan bank bill discourages short-term loans by
providing for a larger loan on long-term mortgages than on
short-term mortgages. It also encourages the amortization
of loans over a long period of time in preference to straight
mortgages for the payment of the total loan at the end of
the maturity period. The home-loan agencies having this
source of credit can avoid the necessity of loading them.selves down with real estate taken in under foreclosures. It
is, of course, recognized that foreclosures depress real·
estate values and tend to impair mortgage securities. The
effect of this bill will be to render liquid long-term amortized
home loans. The set-up of the home-loan banks in each
section of the country will constitute a clearing house between the areas in which there are available surpluses of
money for home-loan purposes and those areas in which
the demand for such loans exceeds the supply of money
therefor. This set-up will constitute an agency for marshalling the available assets of the entire country for homeloan purposes and for use in every town and city of the
Nation. As. has been aptly said, " The system would pool
the entire home-financing credit of the country for the
benefit of every part."
The bonds of any one of the home loan banks will have
back of them not only 190 per cent of unpaid mortgages
for every dollar cf bonds but the combined resources of all
of the other home loan banks. Such bonds will have taxexemption privilege except for gift, estate, and inheritance
taxes and surtaxes, and will be second only to the United
States Treasury securities in point of attractiveness to investors. There can be no question of the salability of the
bonds and that sufficient moneys will be made available at
all times to supply the credit necessary to carry out the purposes of this bill. At the present time, it is easier and less
expensive to finance any business or industry or any commodity than it is to finance the building or purchasing of
a home. This is due to the fact that the long-term home
loan securities are not now liquid.
This bill seeks to make liquid such securities by placing
back of them the great credit reservoir provided through
the home loan bank system. Adequate relief for home loan
mortgage securities can not be had through the Reconstruction Finance Corporation. That corporation can only make
short-term loans, and by its very constitution-is only a tem-
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porary emergency agency- and not a permanent factor in
maintaining credits after the period of emergency ha,a
passed. The home 1oan bank system Will meet the demands
of emergency now existing and will continue as a permanent
institution to stabilize home-loan securities on a basis of
continuing confidence therein.
It will also stabilize the values of residentfal property and
prevent disastrous fluctuations in such values through undue
expansion or destructive deflation. It will restore and maintain confidence in residential property values through the
stabilization of the loan values thereof. It will establish a
sense of permanent security in home property investments.
It will not only make available mortgage credits for such
investments but will also provide a permanent source of such
credits on a stabilized interest basis.
·
Under these conditions of security to the home owner in
his holdings he will not hesitate to make the necessary repairs and improvements from time to time on his home
property, thereby furnishing employment to labdr and creating an increased demand for all building materials. It
will be a great boon to the lumber industry and to other
dealers in construction materials who also employ large
forces of labor. In short, the ramifications of the benefits
through new home-building construction and the repair and
modernization of existing buildings will reach into every
industrial activity of the country. Not only will the laborers
on the building itself be benefited through the earning of
wages but the lumber man, the brick man, the roofing man,
the hardware dealer, and all other dealers in building materials along with the great number of laborers which they
employ will be directly benefited. ·
The stabilization of such residential property values would
in a large measure prevent tax. delinquencies Which are now
embarrassing pr.actically every municipality in the country.
It is unquestionably true that many bank failures within the
past two years were caused from being overloaded with nonliquid home-loan mortgages. Had this system been in operation in 1929 and this reservoir of credit available, many of
such banks would still be operating, and thousands of homes
would have been saved to then· owners. Because of the nonliquid character of home-loan mortgages the home oWner is
the first person to feel the crushing effect of a financial
·
depression.
The loaning institutions must of necessity begin their
hedging operations at the earliest signs of such coming depression, and the first form of security that is placed under
the ban is the home-loari mortgage because of its rigidity.
This bill is designed to remedy that situation, and in my
judgment it will do so. It is obvious that confidence in a
security can not be maintained during times of financiai
stress unless that security is reasonably liquid in character.
Any measure which will give to $20,000,000,000 of security
investments a readily marketable status whether in good or
bad financial weather will go a long way toward keeping the
economic ship on an even keel. It is equally true that a
dead weight of $20,000,000,000 of security values will unbalance the whole economic poise if it can not be liquefied. It
is my opinion that the legislation here proposed is absolutely essential to the success of the program to rehabilitat~
credit conditions in this country. This legislation is not
only necessary in the present emergency but it is equally
necessary to prevent a recurrence of similar credit emergencies. Fear is the greatest foe to economic recovery or to
the maintenance of normal economic conditions. Fear in
its most exaggerated. form is paralyzing the home-loan credit
system of the country to-day. That fear and paralysis can
only be relieved through setting up a great source of available credit such as this bill provides. When it is definitely
known that this ·great block of $20,000,000,000 of frozen securities can be made readily negotiable through tapping the
reservoir of ample credit provided in this home loan bank bill,
the fear of the home-loaning institutions will vanish overnight and a great step will be taken on the upgrade toward
econoniic recovery. If the home-loaning institutions have
assurance that in emergencies they have an unfailing source
of credit at hand such emergencies will either subside or
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will not carry with them a dread sense of paralyzing fear. have a strict supervision over the operation of these asso-

lf these institutions are in position at all times to meet ciations. Every necessary protection surrounds the investemergencies they will not be ' disturbed when an emergency
arises. In fact, the capacity to cope with a business emergency will in most cases prevent the occurrence of it. The
relief program of this Congress can not be complete without
the enactment of this legislation.
It must be borne in mind at all times that the ultimate
purpose of this legislation is to help the small home owner.
It is not within the province of this bill to furnish credit
facilities for the construction or improvement of large industrial or business buildings, apartment houses or hotels,
nor even of the high-priced homes. Under the provision of
the bill no mortgage will be accepted on a home of greater
value than $20,000. The main purpose therefore is to bring
relief to that great army of small home owners who constitute the mass and the rank and file of our people. If this
great body of our citizenship is placed on a basis of security
in their homes and are made self -sustaining in the maintenance of them and are imbued with the feeling of security
in their holdings, their morale and courage will be strengthened and they will have a happier and more hopeful outlook on life. It is impossible to segregate the economic from
the social conditions of a people. They are interrelated and
interdependent. Easy economic conditions are the foundation upon which a proper social structure is built. A people
can not be contented or patriotic when under a constant
strain of fear that destitution and want may come upon
them. The beneficial effects of this legislation will be farreaching in bettering both the economic and social conditions of the people. This Government will fall far short of
its duty if it neglects this opportunity to confer those benefits. I am absolutely certain in my own mind that this proposed legislation will effectuate in substantial measure the
purposes for which it is designed. In the interest of the
small home owner, which means in its broader sense the
interest of the entire Nation, I am heartily supporting this
measure. [Applause.]
Mr. REILLY. Mr. Chairman, I yield two minutes to the
gentleman from Ohio [Mr. SwEENEY].
Mr. SWEENEY. Mr. Chairman, the opposition to this bill
comes chiefiy from the insurance companies and certain
selfish bankers, groups which are now the beneficiaries of
the legislation passed, known as the Reconstruction Finance
Corporation.
I think the committee has epitomized the argument in
favor of this bill on page 9 of the committee report, and it
ought to insure the passage of this bill. It points out to the
House that over 8,000,000 homes have been built through the
operation of building and loan companies during the past
100 years.
Those of us who know something about the plight of the
building and loan companies know they are in distress today. Some of the people who have their life savings in
these institutions are living on a dole, so to speak, where
boards of directors are able, without jeopardizing the financial structure of the institution, to give them thirty or forty
dollars a month to live on.
This bill, if passed, will do more than the Reconstruction
Finance Corporation attempts to do in the nature of trying
to stimulate employment. I voted for the Reconstruction
Finance Corporation legislation, hoping that the beneficial
results would trickle down and stimulate employment, but
we find that instead of stimulating employment, money to
the extent of $17,100,000 is loaned to the Missouri Pacific
Railroad to pay off their current obligations to the house of
Morgan.
This bill will do something for the little fellow, the fellow
who has a family; the fellow who wants to paint his houseor who wants to refinance his mortgage to keep a shelter
over his family. It will bring work to many who are engaged in the various building trades, to carpenters, mechanics, and laborers who are now out of employment.
I dare say that the State of Ohio, in proportion to its
population, has more building and loan associations than
any State in the Union. Our State laws insure, and we do

ments of the members of these organizations. Millions of
our people have their life savings tied up in building and
loan associations and savings banks throughout the country.
Unfortunately, millions of our people have lost their equities and their little homes because of the cruel process of
foreclosme, undoubtedly necessitated by the economic upheaval and financial disaster experienced by the banks and
savings institutions during the past two years. The opportunity to refinance their investment and to prevent foreclosure of home has been denied these unfortunate people.
This measure, by stipulating that not more than 40 per cent
of the value of the real estate can be advanced as a mortgage
loan, and not more than $20,000 can be advanced as a loan
on home property regardless of its value, inures to the
benefit of the little fellow. It is about time consideration
be given to that class of our people who are the backbone of
the Nation, the home owners of America.
If there be one measure before this Congress for consideration that will, in my opinion, stimulate employment,
add to the sale of building material products, and restore
public confidence throughout the land, it is this proposed
Federal home loan bank bill before the House to-day.
Mortgage credit has not been available to the class who
will benefit by this legislation. Vast amounts of frozen
funds or assets invested by building and loan associations
and savings banks in mortgages can be released when this
measure becomes a law. Under its provisions long-term
methods of home financing can be instituted, thereby eliminating the short-term loan, always expensive and dangerous to the average home buyer. The investors in these
institutions who will benefit by the enactment of this bill
need a stimulation of confidence which is lacking at the
present time. I consider it a duty and a privilege, :Mr.
Speaker, to lend my support to this legislation which is
equal, if not more important, to any measure enacted to
date by the Seventy-second Congress.
Mr. REILLY. Mr. Chairman, I yield 14 minutes to the
gentleman from North Carolina [Mr. HANCOCK].
Mr. HANCOCK of North Carolina. Mr. Chairman, it has·
been my privilege for the past two months to give a considerable part of my time to the study of this legislation, and
I am frank to admit that to begin with I held considerable
doubt as to its need and governmental soundness. However,
the further I went into a study of the bill and the more
thought and consideration I gave to its purpose the stronger
my belief grew in its worthiness. I therefore find myself
now strongly in favor of the bill It is the last item in the
President's program for economic relief and is, in my judgment, the best proposal which has been suggested by him
so far as the average citizen is concerned. With certain
amendments to be offered by the committee I• can recommend it to you as socially and economically sound and
desirable and legislatively wise. It gives us the opportunity
to practice what we have been preaching with respect to
our faith in home ownership and its wholesome effect upon
American life. Protection to the home means protection
to the Nation. Wreck it and you wreck the structure which
has been erected through years of effort, planning, sacrifice,
and determination. Remember, without the home there is
nothing left worth while. Its perpetuity with security, safety,
and happines:J is the hope of the hour and the greater
future.
The Federal home loan bank bill is designed primarily
to foster the development of the American home. No explanation is needed to show the importance of the home
in our social, political, and economic life. It is universally
recognized that one of the fundamental steps to be taken
in promoting progress in this country is to foster home
ownership in every possible practical and sound way.
The ambition of every worthy American citizen is to be
a home owner. It is our duty, as representatives of the
Nation's citizenry, to provide the means whereby this ambition may be realized. It is an idle waste of words and
time for us to stress the desirability of home ow_nership in
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one breath and in the next leave the home owner to wrestle,
unaided, against the threat of dispossession and foreclosure
in times of business depression, like that which the Nation
is now experiencing. We can not, in common fairness to
the citizen, urge him to become a home owner without
attempting to protect and safeguard him in that ownership
so far as possible.
Home ownership can not be encouraged, fostered, or promoted on a short-term or demand-payment credit basis.
The cry of commercial bankers to-day that their realestate loans are frozen only echoes the utter inadequacy of
existing credit facilities and reveals the consequences of our
neglect to safeguard adequately one of the most vital economic and social phases of our civilization.
Short-time credit not only is inadequate and uneconomical
but it simply means a constant renewing of an advance
previously made or periodic searching for another source
of credit to pay off a loan falling due. It is obvious that if
credit is to be most economically advanced to the home
owner, it must not be for 60 or 90 days, or ·for 1 year
or 3 years or 5 years, because the average purchaser of a
home can not expect to be able to accumulate sufficient
over and above living expenses to be able to completely pay
off the loan in such a period of time. A type of credit which
will meet his needs is one which will not mature until his
savings over many years will be sufficient to repay it entirely. He must have credit which does not need to be
repaid in its entirety in periods less than 8, 9, 10, or more
years.
Because practically all purchases of homes are made with
the use of credit, the market and therefore values of homes
are peculiarly dependent on there being at all times sufficient
credit facilities for new purchases. Whenever the supply of
this credit dries up because of general business conditions,
the values of homes are certain to fall. This has been one
of the great deterrents to home ownership in the past.
The repayment of borrowed money for the purchase of a
home means that a substantial portion, if not all, of the
savings of the owner are tied up in his home. If home
ownership is to be promoted, some method whereby these
savings can be realized upon in case of an emergency. for
living expenses must be developed. The periods when it is
most likely that such savings will be needed, that is, periods
of economic distress as under present conditions, are precisely those times when it is difficult, if not impossible, to
secure the loan which would make available the savings in
tlie home. This is not as it should be; and if we are to
promote increased home . ownership, we must make some
provision to care for these needs.
Because of their permanence and the length of time which
they are used, homes from time to time require modernization and repairs, and normally such expenditures provide a
considerable amount of employment and are the source of
employment for important business interests. However, the
time when such repairs can be most economically made,
that is, during periods of low price levels, is also the time
when it is most difficult to secure credit for them, even on
the security of the home as a whole. If, during periods of
economic distress, funds for such repairs and modernization
could be made available, it would constitute an important
source for relief to unemployment and falling business
activity.
For large numbers of people the building of a home according to their own plans is an important motive for saving
and thrift. During periods of business activity and high
prices they are advised to postpone this building until a little
later, when it can be done at lower prices, only to find that
if they delay until the lowered prices are actually reached,
they are unable to receive the additional financing which is
necessary.
These facts all bring out the point that if home ownership
in America is to be fostered, if this very foundation of our
vaunted American civilization is to be maintained, we must
make provision for a continuous and adequate stream of
credit in the home-financing field and make certain that
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such credit will be available in periods ol business depression even more than in periods of prosperity.
This is precisely the purpose of the Federal home loan
bank bill It is designed not only to assist home-financing
institutions in supplying the much-needed credit during
periods of economic emergency but also by setting up a
permanent system, to make available the type of credit
which is so essential, namely, long-term, monthly-installment
credit. Thus, in cases of future emergencies--and history
gives us no reason to believe that such emergencies will not
occur again and again-the reserves of the home-financing
institutions can be pooled and the necessary relief agencies
will be teady and available to prevent conditions becoming
acute, as at present.
The purpose of the home loan bank bill therefore is to
foster home ownership by insuring that there will be available adequate, long-term mortgage credit. It will be conservatively and economically used, because any violation of
sound mortgage practice will primarily and immediately react to the financial detriment of the home-financing institutions to whom this credit is made available.
There are four major sources of first-mortgage loans on
small homes in this country. The largest single source is the
building and loan association; then are the insurance companies, banks, and private investors. To-day these homefinancing institutions at·e in a critical condition. The funds
of building and loan associations come primarily from the
savings of the wage earner or the small investor, and today unemployment and decreased incomes require that in
many cases the small saver use part or all of his savings for
living expenses. When such savings are withdrawn, it means,
of course, that the building and loan association can not
make any home-mortgage loans. The fact that their money
is in long-term mortgages, which can not be turned into
cash, means that when many of their savers are, as now,
asking for and in urgent need for their funds, they are not
able to pay them.
Similar stringency of mortgage funds has developed in
the case of insurance companies. The same type of saver
and investor who is withdrawing from the building and loan
association is attempting to secure some of his savings from
the policy loan or cash surrender value of his insurance.
In one case the policy loans of an insurance company have
increased 500 per cent within a period of two years. Some
insurance companies are unable to renew their three to
five year mortgages, which are now coming due and are
asking for payment, in whole or in part, precisely at a time
when the home owner is unable to secure his renewal _funds
from any other source. The policy of life insurance companies in their home-mortgage operations has always restricted them from serving a great class of legitimate home
owners. Most of them lay down a flat rule that they will not
make mortgages in cities of less than a certain population,
frequently 50,000, and they will not make loans on homes
more than a certain number of years old, preferring, in
fact, the new homes. Frequently they will not make loans
for less than $4,000 or $5,000, which cuts off entirely a large
proportion of the families in the United States. On the
whole, insurance loans have been very conservative, 40 per
cent or 50 per cent, or, at the most, 60 per cent of the value
of the property, which means that, in order to secure the
financing necessary for a home purchase, the borrower must
take a second mortgage with its ruinous high rate of interest and discount. Such rules are required by the fact
that the insurance companies loan through agents and not
directly and, therefore~ do not have the personal, local contact. They must, therefore, lay down regulations which
will bring only the most conservative loans to them.
These points are raised only to show that, from the
very nature of things, under normal conditions and even
more so in the present emergency, life insurance companies
can not be depended upon to take care of the home-credit
needs. In many localities they are not in a position to
renew all of their mortgages which are now falling due, thus
forcing foreclosures which could be avoided if these loans
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could be taken up by building and loan associations. The
large insurance companies have been the principal opponents of the home loan bank bill.
The situation with regard to inability to renew loans and
the very general drying up of credit for home mortgages is
even more pronounced in the case of banks. Where a bank
has failed, one of the things which must be done is to liquidate its assets, and this means that mortgages held by the
bank can not be renewed, but must be collected in full.
Foreclosure must take place, even though the borrower has
kept up his interest and principal repayments right to the
minute. Through no fault of his own he loses his home because he has no other source of credit to which· to turn.
The property must be sold at whatever it will bring through
foreclosure in the process of converting the assets of the
banks into cash to pay oif depositors and other creditors.
Private investors can not possibly furnish all the funds
which are needed.
It is time that steps were taken to definitely foster and
develop the long-time amortized, or installment, loan. which
is the only type which really meets the requirements of the
home owner. In the case of short-term loans, the borrower
is at all times at the mercy of the lender with regard torenewals. He must definitely contract to repay the principal
amount at the end of a certain period and must do so either
by securing another loan from the same source or go somewhere else. In times such as the present the home owner is
unable to secure those renewals or those new loans. The
lender may foreclose, and in hundreds of thousands 'of cases
at the present time is doing just that. The result is that in
practically every community homes. taken by foreclosure are
being thrown on the market at forced sale, with the inevitable result of falling values further impairing the security
of other home owners. Even when renewals are made the
old renewal system, as it is frequently practiced by lenders
on short-term mortgages, results in annual or biannual commissions and thus increases the financing charges to the
struggling home owner.
A prime purpose of the home loan bank bill is to promote the development of the long-term amortized mortgages
which are so essential for further home ownership. Because
there is no reserve system, no system specifically designed to
purchase this type of long-term mortgage, the home-mortgage situation to-day is in a deplorable condition, and home
ownership in the United States seems doomed to receive a
setback from which it may not recover for a generation or
more. If funds are to be attracted into this field, even in
the future, there must be some system set up to counteract
the lack of availability which makes investments in this
field unattractive. It is one of the most vital problems
that have confronted Congress for a long time.
There have been some objections raised to the Federal
home loan bank bill. These have emanated, as it seemed
to me, entirely from the motive of protecting the interests
of persons who feel that their present business may be affected by a system which will improve the position of the
home owner. They do not, I am convinced, come from
the home-mortgage borrower, or the home owner himself.
It has been stated that the result of this bill would be a
wave of speculative and inflationary home building, which
would impair the value of the property now in existence.
One of the premises on which this argument is based is
that, in general, we already have too many homes. When
we consider the deplorable housing conditions of a large
part of our populace and when we consider the impossibility,
under present home-financing conditions, of the lower income groups ever hoping to own their own homes, it seems
to me that this argument falls of its own weight. As a
matter of fact, the bill has been specifically designed to
anticipate any possible danger of the financing of building
booms. The Federal Home Loan Board, with more authority than either the Federal Reserve Board or the Federal
Farm Loan Board, has the power to absolutely prevent the
resources of the system from being used in such a manner as
to result in inflationary and speculative building, which no
one desires.
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That the decrease in the value of homes has not been proportionate to the general fall in prices Jla,s been due, not to
the fact that we have more homes than we can use but to
the fact that there is not enough credit to assist the purchaser who is waiting for just such a time as this to buy his
home but who is kept from doing so because he can not
secure a proper and legitimate loan. In practically every
community there will be found a legitimate demand for
additional homes, built according to the plans and desires of
people who have been saving for this purpose for years.
Even this limited amount of building, with its employment
of skilled labor in the construction industries and with its
demand for lumber, bricks, cement, and so forth, would be
an important factor in bringing about improvement in
business conditions.
· Under the Federal home-loan bank system loans will be
made under the supervision of institutions who have their
own funds invested in the home-financing business. If they
make poor loans or if they make loans in such amounts as
to bring about speculation and inflation, it will impair the
value of their own investments in this field, because they
will be the first ones to be hurt by it. We can depend on
the good business sense of these institutions not to bring
about speculative overbuilding, particularly when this judgment will, in turn, be backed up by that of the members of
the Federal home-loan board. Any loans for building purposes which would be made in the near future would be
made only to persons who want to build homes for themselves rather than to speculators.
It has been claimed that there is no need for this reserve
system because there is plenty of money available for home
mortgages. This is not borne out by the facts, however, as,
with the exception of a few communities. there are no first
mortgage funds available. A survey of several hundred
building and loan associations, for example, in many communities throughout the country, indicates that they have
applications for first mortgages from persons who have
tried and who can not secure funds from other sources, in
amounts greater than they can take care of for months, or
even years, to come. There is genuine and overwhelming
distress on the part of home owners who are dependent on
mortgage-financing institutions, and there is no question of
the need for additional funds in this field.
In some sections of the country there has always been a
dearth of home-mortgage funds, and it was shown on good
authority that building and loan associations, for example,
in those sections are habitually six or eight months or sometimes a year and a half behind their applications in making
loans. In other words, the home-financing institutions have
not been able to meet the need even in normal times and
can not begin to even approach it at present and .possibly
not for some years to come. This is a situation which should
not exist in a country where it is desired to foster home
ownership.
It has been objected that the Federal home loan bank
bill would create a new banking system. If the objection
is based on the idea that it would create a system rivaling
in scope of operation that of the Federal reserve bank
system, the objection is entirely unwarranted. Although
the bill provides that the 12 home-loan banks may accept
deposits, these deposits can only be from the Government
or from their member institutions and will not be subject
to check and will not be·used in financing commercial operations, but are retained in the home-loan business. The
Federal home-loan banks will have no conflict with the
Federal reserve banks because they cover fields which complement and supplement rather than compete with each
ather. The Federal reserve bank system is designed primarily to care for the short-time commercial-credit needs
of the country. The Federal home-loan bank system will
care only for the long-time credit needs of the home financing business.
The bill will create a banking system in that it will provide for mobilizing the reserves for long-time home-mortgage financing institutions. It will make those reserves more
e1Iective by pooling them and will permit the transfer of
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this type of funds from places where it is not needed at a
particular time to other places where there may be a genUine need for it. So that while in this sense a new banking system is created, I am convinced that it is one which
is sorely needed to complete the financial structure of the
Nation and one which will not in any way conflict with the
other systems which Congress has seen fit to set up.
One of the purposes of the home loan bank bill is to remedy the present dire conditions in the home-financing field,
but this is by no means its only purpose and possibly not
its most important one. It is ·fundamentally a means of
long-range economic planning to secure for the home owners and prospective home owners of the country an adequate
supply at all times of the necessary long-term credit, credit
that is related to the amount paid in the purchase of a home,
the amount which the purchaser can pay down in cash, and
the amounts which he can set aside year by year to pay
off his mortgage. The control features in the bill, granting
considerable power to the· governing board, will permit the
real economic planning for the general well-being of the
Nation by restricting advances during times when funds are
abundant, with a view to making them more available when
other credit sources begin to dry up in periods Qf decreasing
business activity, and can thus be of major assistance in
alleviating the harmful effects of the business cycle.
The home loan bank bill is composed of 27 sections. So
far as its details are concerned, the bill was very largely
drawn from the Federal reserve act and the farm loan act
and, therefore, much if not all of the machinery has been
thoroughly tested through the years these systems have been
in operation. However, the present bill is, in my judgment,
better drafted than either the Federal reserve act or the
farm loan act or some of the previous banking legislation
which has been passed by Congress.
The first two sections of the bill deal with the name Federal loan bank act and definitions· important to a later
understanding of the measure. For example, " home-mortgage loan " is defined to be a first mortgage on residential
real estate, housing one or two families. Other definitions
clarify and make certain the meaning of terms which are
frequently used in the bill.
Section 3 provides that continental United States and the
Territories of Alaska and Hawaii shall be divided into 12
districts by the Federal Home Loan Bank Board. The Federal home-loan bank shall be established in each district
in a city designated by the board. The apportionment of
the districts is to be done with due regard to the convenience
and customary course of business of the institutions eligible
for membership, but no district shall contain a fractional
part of a State. Twelve banks will be set up, providing a
decentralized home-mortgage bank system. These 12 banks,
located in different parts of the country, will be able to
quickly and economically serve their members. The number of banks may later be decreased by the board if the
volume of business does not justify the original 12. Section 4 provides that only institutions organized under
the laws of any State or of the United States and subject to
inspection and regulation under the laws of the State or of
the Umted States, which, in the judgment of the Federal
Home Loan Bank Board, make long-term mortgage loans
and whose financial condition is satisfactory to the board,
shall be eligible for membership. The eligible institutions
are specifically set forth as building and loan associations,
cooperative banks, homestead associations, savings and loan
associations, savings banks, trust companies, other banks
except national banks and insurance companies. The primary purpose behind this section is to set up a system which
will be sound and permanent and which will foster the objectives of the bill-that is, adequate long-term credit facilities for home owners. For this reason, since the system is
built up on member institutions, it is important that only
regulated and sound institutions be admitted.
It is intended in this bill to definitely divorce the two inconsistent types of credit advances, that is, the short-term
commercial lending and the long-term home mortgage
financing. Experience has amply shown what has long
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been known to students of banking, that it is dangerous for
institutions to use short-term demand deposits to make
long-term loans. For the safety of the system, it is important that only those institutions who can economically
and safely make long-term loans be admitted.
Section 5 provides that the board shall determine a
capital of each of the banks with a minimum of $5,000,000
each. The board shall open books in each district for subscription to the capital stock of the bank in that district.
This stock will be divided into shares, with a par value of
$100 each, and each member institution must originally
subscribe for stock to a minimum amount of $1,500, or 1
per cent of the aggregate of the unpaid principal of the
subscriber's home mortgages. The amount of stock held
by each member will be adjusted from time to time so that
the member will at all times have invested in this stock an
amount at least equal to that calculated in the same manner
as the original subscription. The stock subscriptions may
be paid for in cash or in installments, with a minimum of
one-fourth payable at the time of the filing of application
and the balance payable at least one-fourth at the end of
each succeeding period of four months.
In case the State laws governing an institution otherwise
eligihle for membership do not permit subscription for stock.
it may, in lieu thereof, deposit with the bank an amount of
cash, short-term debenture bonds issued by the bank, or
Federal Government securities equal to the amount of the
required stock subscription. This is designed as a temporary
provision to bridge over the time until the State laws can
be changed to permit participation of building and loan associations and banks by stock subscription. If State laws are
not changed to so permit stock ownership by the end of 42
months after the enactment of the home loan bank bill, institutions that have secured their membership by such deposits shall cease to be members.
The Secretary of the Treasury, on behalf of the United
States, is to subscribe for that part of the minimum capital
of each Federal home-loan bank as is not subscribed for by
the members within 30 days after books have been opened,
with a maximum of $125,000,000. After the amount of capital of a Federal home-loan bank paid in by members equals
the amount paid in by the Secretary of the Treasury, onehalf of the sums thereafter paid in as capital shall be applied
to the payment and retirement of the· stock held by the
United States.
Provision is made for the withdrawal of any member from
membership in a bank six months after the filing of written
notice, and the board may, after hearing, remove any member from membership if it has failed to comply with the
provisions of the home loan bank act or the regulations of
the board.
Dividends up to 2 per cent are to be paid on stock subscribed for by the United States.
This section 5 thus insures that the home-loan bank system will have resources to take care of present emergency
needs, and that as many institutions as possible may receive
the benefit of it. It is proposed that the United States shall
not make a permanent investment but shall purchase stock
only in order to permit immediate operation; and therefore
this section provides for the retirement of that stock from
later capital-stock subscriptions of member institutions.
The required stock purchase by member institutions has not
been made so high as to be burdensome or to keep out any
worth-while institutions. At the same time, since it is the
intention to permit the retirement of the Government funds
placed in the system as soon as possible by seeming additional capital stock through new member institutions, the
amount of such stock participation by these member institutions must be sufficiently large as to rapidly supplant the
Government's investment. One per cent of the unpaid principal of the home mortgages of the member institutions has
seemed to fit both of these objectives.
Section 6 vests the management of each Federal homeloan bank in a board of 11 directors, 2 of whom shall be
appointed by the Federal Home Loan Bank Board. The other
9 are divided into three classes, and for the first year all
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will be appointed by the board. The board is to divide the amount of bonds issued. This means that each $100 of
members of each bank into three groups, designated as A, bond will have practically $200 of unpaid mortgage beB, and C, respectively, and representing as fairly as possible hind it and a minimum of $250 of real-estate value. This
large, medium, and small members, according to the net insures a safe and conservative type of institution and the
value of their holdings of home mortgages. In the election bonds should be readily salable.
of directors, 3 class-A directors shall be officers or diSection 10 gives the gener~l powers and duties of the
rectors of a member in Group A, 3 class-B directors banks. Subject to the approval of the board each bank
shall be officers or dil·ectors of a member in Group B, and may borrow money and give security and issue bonds or
3 class-C directors shall be directors or officers of a debentures secured by home mortgages.
member in Group C. Each member may nominate suitably
The rates of interest upon the notes, debentures, and bonds.
qualified persons for election as directors of the class corre- of the banks shall be approved or determined by the board
spending to the group to which such member belongs, and except that no bond or debenture within seven years after
each member will have one vote for each director in its class. the enactment of the act shall bear interest in excess of 5%
·All directors are to serve for three years. The board is to per cent, and no bond or debenture issued thereafter shall
designate one of the directors of each bank to be chairman bear a rate in excess of 5 per cent.
and one to be vice chairman of the board of directors of
The banks will be jointly and severally liable on obliga- tions issued by any bank. Each bank may have power to
each bank.
Section 7 provides for the examination by the board of the accept deposits, but only such as are made by its members
laws of the various States from time to time, in order to or by other Federal home-loan banks. These deposits will
determine whether there will be adequate protection to a not be subject -to check, and interest in excess of 2 per cent
Federal home-loan bank in making or collecting advances can not be paid on them. No bank. may transact any bankunder this act.
ing or other business unless expressly authorized by the
Section 8 provides that any member shall be eligible to act.
apply for advances upon the granting of an application or
The funds which may be deposited by member institutions
permission to apply, which application shall be in a form as with the Federal home-loan banks are those which have
required by the bank of which it is a member, with the ap- been placed in these institutions to be used in the homeproval of the board. This provision gives the home-loan financing field. If they can not be used at the moment by
banks the power to set up conditions of application which one member institution, it is altogether fitting that they be
will insure the proper working of the system.
placed with the home-loan bank by that member so that
Section 9 gives each of the Federal home-loan banks au- they can be made available to other members. Since these
thority to make advances to members who have become funds have been definitely ear-marked for home-financing
eligible to apply for them upon security of home mortgages, purposes, their deposit with the Federal home-loan banks
subject to regulations, restrictions, and limitations pre- will in no way be detrimental to the commercial or agriculscribed by the board. Such advances are subject to the tural interests of the country. These deposits will assist
following limitations: If they are secured by a home mort- in tlle free fiow of mortgage funds throughout the country,
gage in connection with an amortized home-mortgage loan tending to equalize int-erest rates and to make home ownerwith an original term of eight years or more, the money ship equally available to citizens in all localities.
The board is authorized to permit and, in case of an emeradvanced to the member may not be in excess of 60 per
cent of the unpaid principal of the home-mortgage loan; if gency, to require Federal home-loan banks to rediscount the
the advance is secured by home mortgage given in respect discounted notes of members held by other banks, or purto any other home-mortgage loan, it shall not be in excess chase the bonds by another bank, or to make deposits with·
of 50 per cent of the unpaid principal of the loan. In no other Federal home-loan banks. The rates on which these
case shall the amount advanced exceed 40 per cent of the discounts or purchases and interest payments are made
appraised valuation of the real estate securing the home- shall be fixed by the board.
mortgage loan. No home mortgage can be accepted as colEach bank shall at all times have an amount -equal to
lateral for an advance if the home-mortgage loan has more the sums paid in on outstanding capital subscriptions of its
than 15 years to run to maturity. The appraised valuation members plus an amount equal to current deposits received
is to be established by certification by the borrowing mem- from its members invested in United States securities, cash
ber or other evidence as the board may require it. Each in banks, or advances to members with maturities not
bank has the power to make or to require to be made such greater than one year.
appraisals and evidences. No mortgages on homes valued
The above requirement keeps each of the 12 banks sumat more than $20,000 are eligible for rediscount.
ciently liquid to meet emergencies which may arise or to
The provision that any mortgage eligible for collateral make short-term advances while long-time funds are being
for an advance from a home-loan bank shall not exceed 40 raised through bond issue. It is felt that keeping a proper
per cent as to unpaid principal of the appraised value of portion of each bank's resources in Government securities
the property, seems to be entirely reasonable, in view of the and deposits in commercial banks will add to the strength
desire to set up a thoroughly sound and conservative system. of the banks and the popularity of their securities.
Members, of course, can lend 60 per cent or 80 per cent
Section 11 provides that the directors of each bank shall
entirely as they see fit and can raise money on such mort- make and file with the board an organization certificate
gages up to 40 per cent of the property value. The home- when the bank shall become a body corporate and shall
loan bank system is not to be used to furnish a major or have the usual corporate powers such as that to adopt,
large part of the assets of any of the member institutions. alter, or use a corporate seal; to make contracts, to purahase,
It is to supplement those assets with the idea that they lease, to hold, or dispose of real estate as may be necessary
will still continue to receive their funds from their cus- or convenient to the transaction of its business; to sue and
tomary sources.
be sued; to employ and fix the compensation of its officers,
The advances, in addition to the security mentioned, shall subject to the approval of the board; define then· duties and
be made on the note or obligation of the member bearing powers.
such rate of interest as tbe board may determine. At no
Section 12 provides that every Federal home-loan bank,
time shall the aggregate outstanding advances to any mem- including the capital and reserve or surplus and income deber exceed twelve times the amount paid in by such mem- rived therefrom shall be exempt from State, municipal, and
ber for capital stock subscribed for by it.
local taxation except taxes upon real estate held by the
These provisions are inserted to provide unquestioned bank.. The bonds and debentures to be issued by the bank,
safety for the home-loan banks and for the bonds which and the income derived from them, will be exempt from
are to be issued against the home mortgages. In issuing Federal, State, municipal, and local taxation.
bonds, each bank must place in the hands of the registrar
This section insures that through tax exemption the bonds
home-loan mortgages whose unpaid balance is twice the issued by the Federal home-14>an banks will have a ready
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market at interest rates sufficiently low that they can be
of real assistance to the home owner. Tax-exempt bonds
have been issued for other financial institutions designed
primarily to assist the farming interests of the country; and
certainly the home owners, making up the backbone of the
Nation's citizenship, are entitled to the same consideration.
By adding to the taxable real estate in the form of homes
for the local units, this tax-exemption feature in the act
will inaP.ase the taxing powers of the local units and will
more than make up for the loss of income to the Federal
Government resulting from exemption of the bonds.
Section 13 provides that each Federal home loan bank
may be designated by the Secretary of the Treasury as a
depository of public money except receipts from customs,
and it may also be defined as a financial agent of the Government. This provision is primarily to insure the constitutionality of the measure.
Section 14 provides that obligations of the Federal homeloan banks shall be lawful investments and may be accepted a.s security for any fiduciary, trust, and public funds
under the control of the United States or any officer or
officers thereof. Federal reserve banks are authorized to act
as depositories, custodians, or fiscal agents of the Federal
home-loan banks.
Section 15 provides that the Federal home-loan bank
shall carry to a reserve account semiannually 20 per cent
of its net earnings until the reserve account is equal to 100
per cent of the paid-in capital of the bank, and thereafter
5 per cent of the net earnings shall be added semiannually
to the reserve account. Dividends can not be paid if the
reserve shall at any time have been impaired below 100 per
cent of the paid-in capital. The board may require from
time to time that the Federal home-loan banks established
additional reserves or make charge-offs on account of depreciation or impairment of its assets. No dividends shall
be paid except out of net earnings remaining after all reserves and charge-otis have been provided for, and then only
with the approval of the board.
Section 16 provides for the appointment by the President
of the United States by and with the consent of the Senate
of a Federal Home Loan Bank Board, composed of five
members. One member is to serve for 2 years, one for 3
years, one for 4 years, one for 5 years, and one for 6 years.
Thereafter the term of members shall be six years. Each
of the members of the board is to receive a salary of $10,000
per annum. The President of the United States shall designate one of the members as chairman of the board, who
Will be the chief executive officer.
This board has supervisory powers over the Federal homeloan banks and shall perform the other duties specifically
prescribed and shall have power to adopt, amend, and require the observances of such rules, regulations, and orders
as shall be necessary to carry out the purposes of the act.
It will have the power to suspend or remove any director,
officer, or employee of any home-loan bank.
It is essential in such a bank system that there be a central board with broad powers to act and to regulate the
functioning of the system. In some respects, the powers of
this board are broader than those of the Federal Reserve
Board or the Federal Farm Loan Board. This is partly be.:
cause the Federal home-loan banks will be dealing with
diverse types of institutions, operating under di1Ierent State
laws and, therefore, considerable discretionary powers must
be laid somewhere. The Federal Home Loan Board is the
logical body to exercise such power. The compensation
provided is adequate to secure men of real ability and it will
require considerable ability to adequately administer the
affairs of the system.
Section 17 appropriates $500,000 to cover the expenses of
organization and establishment of the banks until the end
of the fiscal year, 1933. It also gives the board the power
to levy semiannually upon the banks, assessments to be paid
on on equitable basis sufficient to be derived for the estimated expenses of the board for the half year succeeding
such levy, beginning with ~e first half of the calendar year
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1933. If there is a deficiency the board has the power to
make an immediate assessment against the banks.
This provision is necessary in order to permit the immediate and efficient fwtetioning of the board in setting up
the home-loan bank system and in making it operative
under the present emergency needs with a.s little delay as
possible.
Inasmuch as subsequent expenses will be paid by assessments against the banks, the system will be .entirely selfsupporting and there is no other more equitable way in
which to secure the necessary funds to meet administrative
expenses. After the system has been organized, however,
there will be no further expenses to the Government and
the whole administration will be self-supporting.
Section 18 gives the board power to select, employ, and
fix the compensation of such officers, employees, attorneys,
and agents as are necessary for the performance of its
duties.
Under section i9 the board must at least semiannually,
and may oftener, require examinations and reports of conditions of all Federal home-loan banks. The board shall
also annually make a full report of its operations to the
Speaker of the House of Representatives, who shall cause
same to be printed for Members of Congress. Again, this
provision assists in making certain that the Federal homeloan banks will be soundly and conservatively operated in
accordance with this act and with the rules and regulations
to be laid down by the Federal Home Loan Bank Board.
Section 20 provides penalties for false statement, overvaluation of security, forgery, embezzlement, and all the
possible acts of dishonesty or irresponsibility that might be
committed by anyone connected with the home-loan bank
system or dealing with it.
Individuals, partnerships, and associations or corporations
are not permitted to use the name "Federal home-loan
bank " nor parts thereof in a way that would infer membership when such is not the fact.
Section 21 authorizes other departments of the Federal
Government to make available to the board such information and reports in confidence as would assist them in carrying out the purposes of the act. This section also provides
that every institution which applies for advances must consent to such examination as the bank or board may require.
Section 21, being a miscellaneous section, also includes two
amendments to the national bank act, one amending it to
insure the participation of national banks and another
amendment treating of the taxation privileges of the States
with regard to national banks and the other institutions
included in the bill.
This section also directs the allocation of funds by the
Reconstruction Finance Corporation to the Secretary of the
Treasury, who in turn is to use the funds in making capitalstock subscriptions on behalf of the Government, which are
to be made at the time the banks are established.
Section 22 provides for the preparation and custodianship
of plates, dies, ~nd forms for such stock debentures and
bonds as may be necessary.
Section 23 permits the affiliation of a State home-loan
bank or similar organization, whieh includes the majority
of home-financing institutions of any one class in any one
State. Such banks are now in existence in Massachusetts
and New York.
Section 24 provides that every Federal home-loan bank
shall have succession until dissolved by the board under this
act or by further act of Congress. This is the usual provision with regard to such legislation.
Section 25 permits a Federal home-loan bank to establish
a branch or branches within its district to facilitate its business. It also provi.des for liquidation, reorganization, and
consolidation of Federal home-loan banks.
Section 26 specifically authorizes building and loan asso~
ciations and other financial institutions organized under the
laws relating to the District of Columbia or any other law
of the United States to become members of the home-loan
bank system.
.•
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Uuder section 27, if any provision of the act is held to be
invalid, the remainder shall not be affected. This is a
customary provision to support the validity of any part of
such an act, even though certain minor portions may not be
held to be valid.
Section 28 expressly reserves the right to alter, amend, or
repeal the act.
To summarize, the Federal home-loan bank bill will fill a
vital place in the financial system of the country. We have
created reserve credit systems for commercial banks and
for the agricultural interests and the providing of the
same type of credit systems for the home owners should be
of at least equal importance.
Home ownership occupies an important place, not only in
the social but also in the economic life of the country. The
construction of the single-family home is one of the important industries, employing millions of skilled laborers directly
and indirectly through the furnishing of materials. It is
well known that the home owner constitutes the best type
of market for home furnishings, electrical appliances, and
similar matters. When we promote home ownership we not
only promote stable citizenship but we also develop a market
for other industries. Normal mortgage credit to-day would
eliminate half of our salable vacant homes because to-day,
where buyers are willing, mortgage loans are not available to
assist them in making purchases.Home values and the financial security of the owner are
dependent on credit. Mortgage money has disappeared
when most urgently needed because those financing agencies secured their funds in large part from the same class
of people as the home owner; that is, the small saver and
investor. To-day this small saver has requh·ed his savings
at the very time when the owner of the home was compelled
to realize something on the savings which he had invested
in that home. Thus institutions normally in the homefinancirig neld have been compelled to withdraw from it in
order to meet the withdrawal demands imposed upon tb.em
by their investors.
The ·result bas been that the h-ome owner's investment has
been, from time to time, jeopardized by conditions beyond
his control, and home ownership is falling into disrepute.
7he high mortgage rates, which are a dh·ect result of inadequate funds, have also deterred prospective home owners.
In some sections of the country, particularly those newly
developed and therefore particularly needing funds to permit the development of the home-owning citizenry, those
funds have not been available in anything like sufficient
quantjt[es and some interest rates have invariably ~een
higher than necessary had there been such a system as in
here contemplated in order to provide for a freer flow from
one locality to another.
Insurance companies and banks have consistently and
properly made only low percentage loans. So low, in fact,
that a prospective purchaser of a home could not get enough
funds for his purchase from them unless he had saved for
many years. His alternative has been a «>econd mortgage.
The costs of second mortgages are known to us all. Financing through first and through second mortgages together
has been too burdensome for any except those who were
absolutely determined upon home ownership at any price.
Second mortgages have discouraged millions of families from
home ownership who would otherwise have owned their own
homes.
Experience has proved that ample first-mortgage money
in the hands of local lending institutions, such as building
and loan associations, absolutely eliminates the necessity of
a second mortgage if the home buyer can pay down 15 per
cent or 20 per cent. This bill will help increase the amount
of this kind of first-mortgage money and in its long-time
effect will eliminate the burdensome and costly second
mortgage.
The bill, through its sale of bonds, will also make available to the home owners sources of funds which have
previously not -been tapped. The usual bond buyers are
not now in the home-financing fiel<L Money gained through
the bonds will be invested in American homes and will
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benefit American industry, rather than going into the
foreign countries.
Not only will this act be of immeasurable benefit to the
home owner, but it will also be of real assistance to the
small saver whose funds now, when he needs them most,
are tied up in home-financing institutions, which have no
place to turn to for credit in order to turn over to him the
savings so sorely needed to pay for the necessities of life.
By meeting the withdrawal situation of building and loan
associations and the similar demands in other institutions,
this bill will release purchasing power which is so essential
to general business recovery. There is probably no action
which Congress would take which would so beneficially
affect so many classes and businesses in this country.
The home-loan bank system is designed to divorce two
incompatible fields of finance-short-term commercial
lending and long-term home financing. Present conditions
have shown that it is dangerous, one might say suicidal, for
long-term financing agencies to depend on short-term advances for their emergency needs. If we are to have the
necessary flow of funds in the home-financing institutions,
we must set up for them a nation-wide reserve system
suited to their requirements, such as provided in this bill
"The most constant factor in the whole financial scheme of
things is the value of the home. The raids of the bears,
the advances of the bulls, the ups and downs of the stock
market, to-day's or to-morrow's price of real estate, lumber,
cement, or labor can neither appreciate nor depreciate the
tradition, the sentiment, and the pride of ownership, which
have been builded into the four walls of every home. Our
economic structure has no underlying basic value more constant than the American home. Wreck it and you wreck the
Nation.
This legislation is intended to stimulate home ownership
in normal times and to protect and safeguard that ownership in times of business depression and financial stress by
providing a reservoir of credit for those institutions, the
business of which is home financing. Not only is it construc•
tive; forward-looking legislation but emergency legislation.
If enacted, it will bring relief to thousands of deserving a.nd
distressed home owners who are to-day threatened with
dispossession because of the lack of a dependable, scientifically designed central agency of credit.
lf- you believe in maintaining and encouraging home
ownership in America, here is your best opportunity to show
it. The future welfare of our great Nation depends upon
the successful carrying out of the purpose of this bill. No
sound or effective argument can, in my opinion, be advanced against the desirability of its objective. Remember,
the world must move forward on the feet of little children,
whose usefulness in life and patriotic citizenship in adult
years is but a reflection of proper home infiuences and
training. A vote for this bill is, therefore, a vote for the
millions of children abroad in our land, whose voice is silent
to-day but upon whom we must turn to-morrow for counsel
and constructive leadership. A home for every worthy
citizen's family is the safest insurance for the perpetuity o!
life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness. [Applause.]
Mr. EATON of Colorado. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. HANCOCK of North Carolina. I yield.
Mr. EATON of Colorado. I would like to ask where in
this bill there is any help for the home owner who is now
in trouble on his mortgage and who can not pay on his
present mortgage? The people in trouble are those who
own their homes and can not pay. Where will this bill help
them?
Mr. HANCOCK of North Carolilla. This bill is both an
emergency measure and a permanent credit system designed
to encourage and aid home ownership. As an emergency
measure it will unquestionably afford relief under proper
administration to those who are now struggling, against insurmountable obstacles, to retain possession of their homes,
which, in many cases. they have been paying on for years.
That relief and aid can be extended in several ways.
Through discount privileges ·with the home-loan bank,
financial opportunity is afforded to members of the associa-
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tions which will permit them, because of unemployment and
reduced ir-.comes, to take up their mortgages from the insurance companies and mortgage companies, which are
usually made for a stated period of time, and refinance their
debts over an extended period through the genuine homefinancing institutions, such as building and loan associations
and cooperative associations. To illustrate: Suppose a man
has borrowed from a building and loan association $4,000.
His regular monthly payments, with interest, would amount
to $60. Assuming that he has been in the association and
has met his regular monthly payments over a period of about
three years, his stock which is pledge with the loan would
have a value of around $1,800 to $2,000, which would, in
effect, amount to a reduction in the amount of his debt of
that amount. As a result of this depression, his income by
salary or wages has been so reduced that he now finds that
the $60 monthly payment is impossible. Under ordinary
conditions the association could permit him to cancel out his
old stock, file application for new loan of the balance which
he owes, and thereby extend the maturity of his obligation
for another full term, which would in effect reduce the
amount of his monthly payment from $60 to $30 or $35.
With the establishment of the credit system proposed in this
bill, the building and loan associations, notwithstanding
heavy withdrawals and loans on stock of shareholders who
are not mor tgage borrowers, could secure sufficient funds by
discounting other paper to aid the overburdened member
borrowers by refinancing, as above illustrated. Through this
one means alone this legislation would afford relief to thousands and thousands of individuals, and thereby insure final
victory in the payment of their homes which they have been
struggling for years to own free of debt . .
Mr. EATON of Colorado. The gentleman means by that
to make a moratorium for the past debt that is not paid?
Mr. HANCOCK of North Carolina. No; not a moratorium,
but a sound, lenient, refinancing which is more desirable from
every standpoint and which is in many cases all that is
necessary.
Mr. EATON of Colorado. Then it is intended to extend
the term for the payment of the whole loan to some longer
distance into the future?
Mr. HANCOCK of North Carolina. Yes. Under this plan
the effect would be to double the term for which the loan
is to run. The great number of homes which would be
saved, in addition to other natural benefits accruing to the
individual borrower who is overburdened, can not be overstated. There is perhaps not a man in this Congress who
does not know that foreclosures of homes have been and are
being carried on in every town and' city in the United
States. It is hard to conceive how any situation could be
more demoralizing and discouraging and calculated to have
a more harmful effect upon the spirit and patriotism of a
large number of our most patriotic citizenship. Many of.
us are wont to utter platitudes about the home being the
backbone of the Nation and the supporting structure of its
credit. This bill gives each of us the opportunity to legislate
in the interest of the average citizen or little man, as some
are given to describe him. As a matter of fact the little
home owner should rightfully be termed the big man in our
measurement of the real strength of the Nation's resources.
Why, under this bill did you know that a mortgage on a
piece of real estate for $20,000 is only discountable for
$8,000? No mortgage covering real estate in excess of
$20,000 is subject to discount. Few of our good wealthy
citizens own homes that cost less than $20,000, whereas a
very large majority of the poorer classes own homes which
cost decidedly less than that figure. By careful perusal of
the bill, together with the illuminatingly intelligent report
prepared by Mr. REILLY, chairman of the subcommittee, it
must be apparent to all those who care to know, that this
legislation is truly and genuinely designed to aid people of
small means. That fact alone makes it worthy, desirable,
and exceptionally attractive to me as a matter of policy and
legislation. In a sense it is somewhat of a new policy on
the part of tbe Government, and similar efforts should be
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encouraged by all of us in our earnest desire to insure equal
rights and privileges under our Government.
Mr. LAGUARDIA. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. HANCOCK of North Carolina. . I yield.
Mr. LAGUARDIA. The trouble we are having in the big
cities, and of course every one knows that there are a lot
of little homes in the suburbs of big cities, is that when
mortgages become due they refuse to renew them, refuse
to extend the time, whereupon the little individual is forced
to go somewhere else to make a loan, and he is charged a "25
per cent bonus in order to take care of the first mortgage.
Mr. HANCOCK of North Carolina. The gentleman from
New York makes a splendid point and one which the subcommittee has had in mind during its entire consideration
of the bill.
Mr. LAGUARDIA. How will the individual in such a case
be protected?
Mr. HANCOCK of North Carolina. His protection can
be accomplished in a very simple way. The individual will
go to the building and loan association, make his application,
and the association will in turn approve his loan. Immediate
financial assistance can be secured for him by the association's discounting his paper with the home-loan bank.
·He gets his money from the association, and in turn takes
up his mortgage from the mortgage company or insurance
company which because of circumstances perhaps over their
control they are forced to call in or refuse to renew.
Mr. LAGUARDIA. It is also provided that the building
and loan association, this company, whoever makes the
loan, a member of the home-loan bank, or whoever he is,
will not be permitted to charge a bonus?
Mr. HANCOCK of North Carolina. The charging of a
bonus or brokerage commission could not be done under the
terms of this bill as it is proposed to be amended. It is my
idea to offer an amendment which will limit the interest to
be charged the member or nonmember borrower by a margin
not to exceed 1% per cent between the amount the bank
pays on its debentures and the amount charged the borrower as interest for the loan. The charging of a brokerage
commission or bonus would, of course, be inconsistent,
foreign, and repulsive to the plan involved in this bill.
Mr. LAGUARDIA. How will it be prevented?
Mr. HANCOCK of North Carolina. This bill is designed
to eliminate the possibility of the practice of the nefarious
scheme which some companies have engaged in throughout
the country for years, which make loans for a shazt fixed
period of time, knowing at the time that the borrower will
be unable to meet the payment of the principal at its maturity, with the result that the borrower has to request and
sometimes beg for a renewal or extension. This, of course,
places him at the mercy of the lender and forces him to
accept helplessly the lender's terms, which in many instances requires the payment of another brokerage commission. This bill is designed to cure that evil in this country.
Mr. LAGUARDIA. How will the bill cure it?
Mr. HANCOCK of North Carolina. The bill cures it by
providing a reservoir of credit to the true home-loan financing institutions so that they may secure low-cost and lowterm credit, which in turn is extended by the association
borrowers to its members. This is especially true with respect to the mutual building and loan associations which
are usually operated with a small overhead and for the
equal good and profit of all shareholders. This bill has been
carefully and studiously prepared. A large part of the credit
for the present finished product is due to the untiring labor,
intelligence, and judgment of Mr. REILLY and Mr. LucE. I
feel that the membership of the House owe both of these
gentlemen a debt of gratitude for their work in connection
with this legislation. Since the administration of the bill
involves members in all the States, with variable laws, it is,
of course, highly technical. And, like every measure of this
character involving banking laws, it has its imperfections.
Time and practice will reveal these more vividly, and curative statutes or amendments will no doubt be needed as they
come to our attention.
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Now may I understake to answer the argument of my good
friend the gentleman from Missouri [Mr. WILLI.Utsl, who is
to-day and has been opposed to this bill from the first word
to the last word in it. It would be futile for me to undertake further to give you my personal reasons for this legislation. The 15 reasons for the bill set out in the report can
not be added to or elaborated upon. They should satisfy
every fair-minded man in this House of the need for and
desirability of this legislation. These reasons absolutely and
completely refute the argument of Mr. WILLIAMS that there
is no need for the legislation. In addition to that, reference
to the report will show that a majority of the representative
financial institutions in the country, and the building and
loan leagues in 40 States, believe in and favor this bill. The
chief objections which have been raised toward and leveled
against this legislation emanate from the mortgage bankers,
mortgage brokers, and big eastern insurance companies. In
referring to them I do not intend to impugn the motives of
their representatives, but I can not but believe that their
chief opposition has been sounded, because under this plan
they will have a real competitor and much of their business
will come to the real home-financing institutions, where it
properly belongs. Of course, it must be recognized that
some of these institutions which are opposing the passage
of this legislation have in former years extended needed
and desirable financial assistance in the matter of home and
other building in&titutions.
I also desire to answer another objection which Mr. WILLIAMs has set out in his minority report and which be has
stated to the membership to-day. It is true that under
the different laws in the various States some of the homefinancing institutions can not avail themselves directly of
the benefits of this law; but I call to your attention the fact
that by left-handed methods practically every State in the
Union can take advantage of this bill.
Mr. WILLIAMS says that only seven States in the Union
can borrow from the Reconstruction Finance Corporation
for the reason that the others can not pledge as collateral
their mortgage loans. The records do not bear out this
statement, and I am in position to advise you that the Reconstruction Finance Corporation has to date made loans
on mortgage collateral to building and loan associations in
18 States, and I am reliably informed tpat 12 additional
States have applicatipns for loans pending which it is reasonably probable will be favorably acted upon shortly. Part
of this information is available in the report of the hearings,
to which I most earnestly invite your attention and careful
study.
Mr. MOUSER. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. HANCOCK of North Carolina. I yield.
Mr. MOUSER. Does the gentleman know that in certain
instances subsidiary corporations have been organized, the
officers and stockholders of which are identical with those
of the bank, whereby they buy these homes at foreclosure
sales, and that many foreclosures are bad because of the
opportunity to acquire homes at the two-thirds appraised
value by really the same corporation?
Mr. HANCOCK of North Carolina. Of course, I recognize that in some instances those things happen.
Mr. MOUSER. So they are entirely selfish. That is one
reason they do not want this bill to pass.
Mr. HANCOCK of North Carolina. I am not disposed to
sit in judgment upon the practices of any instit-utions about
which I do not have personal knowledge. It would, of
course, be reasonable to conclude that some institutions do
engage in such practices, and that those practices are actuated by selfish motives.
May I undertake now to answer briefly the objections
raised by my good friend Mr. STEVENSON, a member of our
committee? His objection to the bill because it would permit the banks to issue tax-exempt securities is beyond roy
grasp at this time. I feel that he knows more about the
wisdom of the further issuance of such securities than I do.
I do not think, however, that the banks could sell their bonds
at such a rate of int.erest as would enable cheap money for
the member borrowers unless some special tax privileges are
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granted. Practically all the other agencies have been accorded the tax-exemption feature proposed in this bill, and
I hardly see how we could consistently deny that same privilege in connection with this legislation. It is my understanding that Mr. STEVENSON's main objection is that the
benefits of this legislation are to be extended to State banks,
trust companies, and insurance companies, and that all of
these should be stricken out of the bill. Though I do not
believe in discrimination, I am inclined to feel that this objection is well founded, especially when we consider the
relief which has been afforded these institutions and keep
in mind the true purpose of this bill. I want to see the
relief afforded in this bill go to institutions which are primarily and secondarily, if you please, interested in promoting
and encouraging home ownership rather than in making a
profitable investment. This, in my opinion, to use somewhat
of a vulgar expression but one which is very expressive, is
the real guts of the purpose of the bill.
Mr. KETCHAM. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. HANCOCK of North Carolina. I yield.
Mr. KETCHAM. Do I understand the gentleman from
North Carolina to say that a man who is not a member of a
bliilding and loan association but who has a mortgage on his
home may become affiliated with a building and loan association and thereby come under the provisions of this bill?
Mr. HANCOCK of North Carolina. That is true. Of
course, the proper time is usually when a new series is
opened, but I do not believe that there is any restriction
which would prevent his coming in at any time by catching
up with past-due payments which have been assessed since
the beginning of the series. Of course, it must be remembered that the home-loan bank system is a central discount
banking system to aid the associations and institutions and
that no direct loans are made to the individual. The system
contemplates the preservation of the local financing units,
and this is unquestionably a most desirable feature.
Mr. MAY. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. HANCOCK of North Carolina. I yield.
Mr. MAY. Does the gentleman mean to say that an
individual may become a member of the association, so that
he may borrow individually except through these associa ..
tions?
:Mr. HANCOCK of North Carolina. This bill is intended
or designed to aid associations which are engaged in home
financing on amortized or i.nstallment plan. As stated before, no loans can be made by the banks comprising the
home-loan bank system to the individual borrower. The
individual borrower makes application through the member
association or institution, and that institution takes his
mortgage loan and discounts it with the bank. This system
affords to the present and would-be home owner a flexible
system of low cost and long-term credit. Properly administered and as a permanent plan it should be a bulwark of
financial strength and security to home owners.
Mr. MAY. I do not want the gentleman to misunderstand
me. I am inclined to favor the bill, but I want to be sure it
is going to reach the man who has a mortgage on his home.
Mr. SABATH. A man can join a building association and
become a member, and that is the way he derives th" .
benefits provided in the bill.
Mr. McCORMACK. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. HANCOCK of North Carolina. I yield.
Mr. McCORMACK. I notice on page 2 that it is limited
to dwellings of two families. Why is that limitation placed
in the bill?
Mr. HANCOCK of North Carolina. Because the bill is
designed to aid the man who owns and lives in his own
home rather than the occupant of or investor in an apartment house or other similar structure. [Applause.]
[Here the gavel fell.]
Mr. LUCE. Mr. Chairman, I yield five minutes to the
gentleman from Michigan [Mr. HooPERJ. [Applause.]
Mr. HOOPER. Mr. Chairman, it is a matter of supreme
indifference to me who has the credit for the passage of this
bill so long as it is passed by this House and eventually
becomes law. If there is any recent credit I am very glad
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to give it to the gentleman from Wisconsin, whose name the
bill bears, and the gentleman from Massachusetts, both of
whom have been working earnestly and, of course, very intelligently for months past in order to bring this bill to the
point where it is to-day.
All of us here know that there is not so very much which
can be accomplished by legislation to drag the United States
and the world out of the depression which holds them in
its grip to-day, but if it is possible that this bill can send
down through the arteries of business and of commerce some
of the credit which is so necessary to a revival of business,
then the bill will justify itself.
My contribution to this discussion this afternoon-and I
will not take all of tbe five minutes which have been allotted
to me, because I feel the House is ready now to vote for this
bill-will be in this way: This morning there came to my
desk an editorial from an independent newspaper in my
home town, Battle Creek, Mich. To me this editorial crystallized the arguments in favor of this bill in as concise a
manner as anything which I have seen since the bill commenced to be seriously discussed. If there is no objection,
I would like to read it to the committee at this time, and I
shall read only a portion of the editorial:
The home-loan-bank system would encourage the building of
homes by making it financially easier to build and keep homes.
It would provide protection for the home owners who are now
In danger of losing their homes through foreclosures, which in
many instances would mean the loss of the . fruits of years of
struggle.
T.he system would provide a way to tide over home owners who
are in difficulty now, and a way for prospective home builders
to realize their dream of a haven of their own.
Besides this, the system would give great stimulation to the
building industry on which millions of citizens are dependent
for their living.
Here is a plan which would encourage home ownership, stabilizer of citizenship, and a corner stone in the Nation, while giving
immediate, direct relief to many ordinary citizens.
But this plan is not a panacea. It is not sensational. It does
not offer much chance for anyone to wave his arms and fight
imaginary enemies.

It is a good, common-sense bill, says the editor of this
paper, which will at least try to bring to the small manabout whom we have heard so much lately-all we can
bring to him in a legislative way at this time and under these
circumstances.
I do not believe this bill is a panacea, as this editor suggests, but I do believe it is a step in the right direction, and
that as far as legislation of this character can do ittogether with the other things, .which this House in a nonpartisan way has accomplished this year, sometimes at the
instance of the President and sometimes not at his instance-it will bring about that recovery to which all of us,
Republicans and Democrats alike, are looking forward so
anxiously to-day. [Applause.]
Mr. STRONG of Kansas. Mr. Chairman, I yield to the
gentleman from West Virginia [Mr. BoWMAN].
Mr. BOWMAN. · Mr. Chairman, the failure of the legislative program of the first session of the Seventy-second Congress to revive trade and commerce has brought forth a
number of suggestions and propositions to remedy our present economic conditions. Without exceptions, the basic
foundation of these proposals rests upon the ability of the
Federal Government to obligate itself for constructive programs of internal developments and improvements. These
proposals provide for the expenditm·e of large sums of
money, but make no provision for raising the money except
by huge bond issues· of the Federal Government. These
methods place an additional tax burden upon the tax-paying
public at a time when the Congress of the United States is
wrestling with the difficult problem of securing sufficient
revenue to balance the Budget of the Federal Government.
In the attempt to solve our economic problems, I am convinced, we have reached our conclusions by the application
of false premises. We have approached these problems by
futile attempts to find employment for the many unemployed. I agree that the depths of the present depression
are measured and determined largely by the number of
unemployed, but any program to employ the unemployed
temporarily will not solve our problems. The unemployed
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must have reasonable assurances of permanent employment, ·
and that condition can not be stimulated by artificial means.
The roots of all evil in this depression find their nourishment
in the heart of the individual citizen of this country. Plant
in his heart a new hope, revive his soul with a new faith,
and inspire him with a new ambition and a new courage, and
he will turn his back on the misery and misfortune of the
past, and will go forth in the dawn of a new day with renewed courage and ambition to reconstruct a great nation
from the ruins of the old. Confidence is the magic word
that will restore this Nation to its permanent economic
stability.
During this period of world-wide depression, the Congress of the United States has become an experimental
laboratory for economic research. It has developed into
a testing station or workshop of applied political science
in an effort to discover a panacea for all our national difficulties and to find some method of restoring the social and
economic life of the individual citizen. In it we have
endeavored to develop new legislative formulas to produce
and generate new forces for economic stability; and we
have attempted to discover a new political solvent which
will dispel doubt and despair, and dissolve the elements of
fear; and we have sought feverishly for a new elixir of our
national life which will restore confidence in the minds of
the people, revive business, and cleanse the clogged channels of commerce and trade.
If we have failed in our legislative tests and experiments,
the cause must necessarily be attributed to the methods
by which we have attempted to solve our economic problems. We have treated these problems synthetically rather
than analytically. We have failed to analyze and dissolve
our national problems into the basic elements or constituent
parts. We have generalized when we should have specialized. We have thought in terms of masses instead of
individuals. We have treated the individual citizen from
the standpoint of his relationship to some artificial element
in our national life rather than his relationship to his own
Government. We have attempted to revive tb.e hopes of
the individual by applying restoratives to some one else.
The individual has not been the beneficiary of our legislative enactments. Fear still rules his life because confidence
in his Government has been destroyed.
The practical operation of the Reconstruction Finance
Corporation, which occupies a prominent part in the legislative achievements of this session of Congress, is a concrete
illustration of my contention. In the recent report of Gen.
Charles G. Dawes, president of the Reconstruction Finance
Corporation, issued on April 19, 1932, it is disclosed that
$243,248,769 have been loaned to 1,520 banks and trust companies, of which amount $5,994,300 was loaned for the purpose of reorganizing closed banks; 20 railroads received
$77,515,549; 98 building and loan associations received
$17,326,748; 28 insurance companies received $11,950,000;
and 1,757 business institutions received $370,437,802. Much
of this money has found its way into the vaults of our large
financial institutions and has been used primarily to
strengthen the financial position of borrowing companies or
their banking institutions. The object of the bill creating
the Reconstruction Finance Corporation was to make available emergency financing facilities for financial and business institutions. In turn it was the hope of Congress that
these institUtions would aid in refinancing agriculture, industry, and commerce. The law contained the necessary and
essential elements for restoring hope and confidence; but
the individual citizen has not been touched by the provisions
of this reconstruction act.
The Glass-Steagall bill is another point in illustration.
This law amended and modified the provisions of the Federal reserve bank. Its purpose was to afford means of financial relief to banks. It was confidently expected that the
operation of this law would result in easier credit and would
meet the urgent demands of commerce and trade. In so far
as inspiring confidence in the individual citizen, the enactment of this law has been a failure.
These laws are not without their most disappointing
effects. They were enacted primarily for the expansion of
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credit. Credit has not expanded; but we discover that the
cash reserve in the banks of the country has increased enormously. The recent repo:rt of the Treasury Department
showed a constant, steady increase of cash reserve. Only a
few weeks ago the report disclosed the information that the
cash reserve of the banks of the country had increased $145,000,000 in one week. This situation is susceptible of only
one interpretation and that is that the banks of the country
are using constructive legislation as convenient vehicles to
strengthen their own financial position and standing. In
other words, the large financial institutions of the country
are hoarding the money and are not using it judiciously for
the expansion of credit in the channels of trade and commerce. The vicious method of hoarding money by individuals a few months ago has been transferred to a more
deliberate and systematic method of hoarding money by the
banks of the country under the protective provisions of the
laws of the United states.
In this connection I do not want to be misunderstood. I
am convinced that the law creating the Reconstruction Finance Corporation and the Glass-Steagall bill amending the
Federal reserve act are necessary and essential elements in
the economic recovery of this Nation. I have no apologies
for my affirmative vote on these measures. They strengthened the banking system of this country and were instrumental in checking and stopping the destructive epidemic
of bank failures. Great good has resulted from these two
laws, and they stand ready to render greater aid and assistance in the days to come.
These observations have prompted me to suggest and advocate a threefold plan or proposal which involves (1) the
adoption of a more sympathetic policy of the Reconstruction Finance Corporation in liquefying and releasing immediately the frozen assets or deposits of closed banks; (2) the
creation and establishment of a Federal system of homeloan banks; and (3) the reorganization of our banking system so as to afford greater security and protection to
depositors.
Without cost to the United States Government the first
two proposals would release billions of dollars for distribution into every section of the United States. In fact, they
would release a greater sum into the sluggish channels of
commerce and trade than any other proposal that contemplates the issuance of Government bonds. The third plan
would strengthen and broaden the confidence of the ordinary citizens in the banking system of the country, and
would act as an absolute prohibition against further hoarding of money by individuals and business interests.
There is much justification for the lack of confidence and
faith in our banking system. During the years 1930-31 the
confidence of the American people fell to its lowest level
when a destructive hysteria of withdrawing and hoarding
bank deposits swept relentlessly through the Nation and
closed the doors of solvent building and loan associations,
trust companies, and banks. No section of the United States
was spared from the destructive fury of this hysteria. During this period and the months of January and February,
1932, 4,300 banks closed their doors. From January 1, 1921,
to March 1, 1932, 9,842 banks have been closed, which total
includes 1,431 national banks, members of the Federal reserve banks by law; 383 State banks, members of the Federal
reserve system; and 8,028 State banks, nonmembers of the
Federal reserve system. The combined deposits of these
banks and financial institutions amount to $4,563,372,000.
out of the staggering total of 9,842 closed · banks, only
1,133 banks, with deposits totaling $484,280,000, have been
reopened or reorganized, leaving 8,079 in the process of possible liquidation, with frozen deposits and assets of $4,079,092,000. It has been carefully estimated that the deposits
of suspended private banks and building and loan associations would swell the grand total of frozen deposits to more
than $5,000,000,000, vitally affecting the financial status of
10,000,000 depositors. The situation becomes more deplorable wben we understand that the average length of time
for liquidating a closed bank is eight years, and that the
average dividend rate of liquidation, according to the report
of the United States Comptroller of Currency for the year
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1928, is approximately 80 per cent. Of course, the average
dividend rate of liquidation during this period of depression
would not be as high as in the year 1928. However, it is
estimated that 60 per cent dividend rate of liquidation at
the present time would be conservative. Applying the law
of averages to the present situation, it is observed that
$3,000,000,000 will be paid eventually to more than 10,000,000 depositors over a period of eight years, and the remainder, amounting to $2,000,000,000, must be eliminated
from consideration as an absolute loss.
For the present, let us forget the loss of $2,000,000,000 to
the depositors of our closed financial institutions, and deal
with the $3,000,000,000 of frozen deposits, which we have
a right to believe will be eventually pa.id to depositors over
a period of eight or more years. From a mathematical
standpoint this sum of $3,000,000,000 represents the approximated average 60 per cent dividend to be paid out to depositors of closed banks in the process of liquidation. The
proposal suggested herein would place an additional responsibility upon the shoulders of the Congress of the
United States to liquefy the frozen deposits in the closed
banks of the Nation, and turn them into the channels of
trade and commerce. The l{igislative process would be a
simple matter of amending the law creating the Reconstruction Finance Corporation by -increasing its capital, if
necessary, and by permitting it to advance in cash a large
percentage of the estimated liquidation dividend of each
State and Federal bank •immedta.tely.
For example, suppose a closed bank in a city of 20,000
has a million dollars on deposit, and a careful examination
of the resources and liabilities of this bank justifies the
probable payment of an 80 per cent dividend. In accordance with the suggestions made herein, the Reconstruction
Finance Corporation could advance 60 or 70 per cent of
the total amount of deposits for immediate liquidation.
This method would immediately distribute between $500,000
and $600,000 to this community formerly served by the
closed bank.
In this operation the Reconstruction Finance Corporation
would be amply protected by the deposits of the bank and
forced liquidation could be delayed and postponed indefinitely without sacrificing collateral security and farms and
homes. This plan would not contemplate any drastic or
harsh means of forced liquidation. The creditors and
stockholders of the bank would not be financially embarrassed. The Government could cooperate in a systematic and a sympathetic manner both with the depositors
and creditors of the closed bank, and thereby create a spirit
of cooperation and optimism and confidence, which are necessary elements in our economic recovery.
Much publicity has been given to the number of State
and Federal banks reopened; but very little is said about the
plans adopted for reopening them. Recently, the State
banking commissioner of Michigan announced the probable
reopening of 41 closed banks in that State, with total deposits amounting to $20,000,000, and that these reopenings
had been made possible by the depositors of the banks signing "moratorium" agreements pledging to leave their deposits with the bank, in most cases, for five years. This
method is the universal method approved and recommended
by the Treasury Department and State banking commissioners throughout the country.
It is estimated that more than $500,000,000 of savings and
capital are "frozen" in this manner. In other words, this
large amount is denied participation in the active channels
of trade and commerce, and then we wonder why local com ..
munities throughout the Nation do not respond to our legislative efforts. It should be the duty of the Congress of the
United States to release the money already frozen in reopened and liquidated banks instead of considering huge
bond issues for public improvements.
No bond issues can reclaim for the individual citizens
what is actually theirs in the closed banks of the country.
No bond issue can replace their "frozen" deposits. Our
problem is not a problem of creating new money, nor creating cheaper money; but a problem of releasing and liquefying the money we already have. There is still sufficient
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money in the United States to restore prosperous conditions,
but we still wander in the wilderness of doubt because we
have denied to the individual citizens in every section of the
United States the privilege even of quenching their economic thirst until the financial reservoirs are restored and
running full.
The President's recommendation for the establishment of
a home-loan bank is a constructive effort to relieve the
conditions of home owners throughout the United States.
Legislation of this character would affect more than 10,000,000 investing members who are attempting to pay for
their homes through building-and-loan plans. The enactment of this legislation would stabilize home financing and
home ownership, and would eventually stimulate home
building. In fact, no comprehensive plan for home building and home construction could be contemplated until
home financing is assured and home owning is stabilized.
The building and loan associations of the United States
meet the needs of industrial communities and they are
organized as a part of the financial structure of the United
States. Their resources reach a total of more than $8,000,000,000, of which 80 per cent is invested in mortgages and
deeds of trust on homes. The failure of banks has involved
the resources and assets of a great number of building-andloan associations, and the unemployment situation has impaired the fi..nancial ability of investors to save and preserve their homes. The Federal Government should come
to the rescue and enact such legislation that would permit the refinancing of homes by long-time loans. At present the home owner has no opportunity to refinance. The
man with a farm, however, has several agencies established by the Federal Government for refinancing, and the
United States Government should make every effort to provide facilities for the individual citizen to own and maintain a home.
·
I favor the Federal home loan bill now under consideration in the House of Representatives because it will save and
preserve the homes throughout the country, bring additional
money into depressed communities, assist in the liquidation
.of closed banks, and provide money for commercial and industrial activities without the cost of a single penny to the
Federal Government. It is estimated that the enactment of
this bill would release and make available more than
$1,000,000,000 to stricken communities, which would tend
immeasurably to restore economic conditions in the United
States. The individual citizens would be the direct beneficiaries of the Federal Government, and their confidence in
government would be awakened and inspired.
In the consideration of this bill for the relief of the individual home owner, I feel that we should not estimate in
any degree the probable losses, if any, to the Government of
the United States. This argument has no place in the enactment of such legislation. Suppose the Federal Government
lost every penny advanced to its own citizens through its
banking facilities, the loss would be about one-twentieth of
our recent losses in loans to foreign enterprises and foreign
governments. Now is an opportune time for the Federal
Government to assist the individual citizen. He is in need.
For my part, I would rather trust the home owner and home
builder in America without a single penny of security than
to trust foreign interests and foreign governments for loans
amply secured. I believe that the Ainerican citizen is entitled to first consideration from the American Government.
The third plan of my proposed program for reviving the
confidence of the people of this country involves some
method of giving greater security and more protection to
bank depositors. The recent wholesale failure of banks
throughout the United States because of lack of confidence
has brought our unit system of banking into disrepute. In
fact, the word "national" in the corporate name of a Federal bank should mean safety and security; but in view of
our recent experience the use of that word is a deception and
fraud.
The urgent demands .. of 10,000,000 depositors of closed
banks for some protective policy should not go unheeded by
Congress. Already the House of Representatives has passed
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the Steagall bill providing for a method of guaranteeing deposits in national banks. This bill was strenuously opposed
by those advocating the maintenance and perpetuation of
State banks. The depositors, however, are not interested
in any controversy between Federal and State law. They
have a right to demand some measure of protection and
security for their confidence and faith in· our financial institutions, and to meet these demands· a complete reorganization or rehabilitation of our banking system is absolutely
necessary. In ·no other way can we strengthen and revive
the confidence of the people in our financial institutions.
A system of branch banking has been eminently successful in the Dominion of Canada, and the outstanding feature of this banking system is found in the absence of a
central banking institution comparable to the Bank of Eng~
land or to our Federal reserve system. Chartered banks
are permitted to establish branches and agencies in any
part of Canada and elsewhere. At present there are 11
chartered banks with 4,040 branches, or 1 bank for every
2,450 inhabitants, while in the United States there was 1
bank for every 3,900 inhabitants. The employees and
agents of the Canadian banks are experienced and trained
men. Banking is a profession. Since 1900, Canada has had
only nine bank failures, and none since 1923. In other
words, during the last 32 years Canada has had nine bank
failures, while the United States has had 9,842 bank failures during the past 11 years. We can now understand the
direct cause of the general and universal unrest and dissatisfaction with our present unit system of banking.
High liquidity of cash and credit is the outstanding
feature of branch banking. The cash reserve of one or
many branches may be transferred to another branch in
actual need. As an illustration, a few years ago a branch
bank was opened with $150,000 on deposit, but that branch
was able to loan $600,000 to meet the demands and needs
of its particular community. Later this same branch had
$600,000 on deposit with loans of $150,000 in its community.
Funds can be shifted to points of greatest need and the
banking risks are distributed over the entire system, and
no one branch is subjected to the strain imposed upon individual banks in the United States.
In submitting these facts, concerning the Canadian
banking system, it must be understood that I am not
advocating at this time a system of branch banking in the
Ub.ited States, but, in a comparative sense, I a.m. pointing
out the failure of our own system. In other words, I am not
emphasizing the success of the Canadian system, except to
draw attention by way of comparison to our own unsuccessful
system of unit banking. This comparison places upon the
Congress of the United States a responsibility to eliminate,
if possible, the conditions which, in no slight measure, were
responsible for the bank failures in the United States.
As Congress now faces a heavy agenda of economic problems, it must realize definitely that this Nation can not
squander itself into prosperity. The Nation will not recover
itself accidentally, neither will prosperity return incidentally.
Congress must blaze the pathway; and, in doing so, it can
·not ignore the fundamental principles of sound national
economics. It can not reverse the verdict of history by
authorizing the issuance of millions of bonds for public
works to relieve unemployment. This verdict is summarized
in a report of the National Bureau of Economics, issued
June 5, 1930, as follows:
The increase in the volume of public works as a llirect solution
of the unemployment problem has historically proved a !allure.
This method has failed to absorb a substantial proportion of the
unemployed; it has led to the undertaking of works not really
required by the Government and to great waste in the administration of the job.

The President of the United States recently issued a public
statement in which he declared his opposition to any publicworks program which would necessitate the issuance of
Federal bonds. This opposition was based on the contention
that a bond issue of this character to support public improvements and development would not be self-liquidating.
In other words, a bond issue of this nature would not be in
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economic accord with the verdict of history and the tradition of nations. His statement was not the declaration of
a new economic polity, but it was simply the prenouncement
and reiteration of a traditionally sound, age-old economic
doctrine.
The program I have suggested comes easily within the
range and purview of the President's recent statement, and
the well-defined economic experiences of distribution of
financial assistance to every section of the United States,
however remote. in amounts exceeding by far the amounts
contemplated or proposed for distribution by any publicworks program. The distribution of funds would be equitable and not confined to the limited and restricted areas of
public improvements and developments, and Congress would
not have to attempt the impossible by repealing and reversing the natural law of economics. The beneficent results of the enactment of the proposed legislation would
be found in the liquidity of frozen assets and deposits of
closed banks· in the prevention of the unnecessary sacrifices of prop~rty and other securities by forced ~qui~atio~;
in the stabilization of home financing and home ownmg; m
the stimulation of home building; and in the complete restoration of public confidence, which is essential to the
economic recovery of this great Nation. [Applause.]
Mr. STRONG of Kansas. Mr. Chairman, I yield four minutes to the gentleman from Pennsylvania [Mr. CAMPBELL].
Mr. CAMPBELL of Pennsylvania. Mr. Chairman, I just
wish to call the attention of the committee to a few reasons
why there is a demand for this bill. The Department of
Commerce sent out inquiries to 5,898 financial institutions,
propounding the following question:
Would the facilities provided by the proposed home-loan discount banks for borrowing on home mortgages add desirable fiexibllity and security to the conduct of your institution?
Seventy-six per cent of the replies answered" yes." They
included national banks, building and loan associations, mutual savings banks, stock savings banks, State banks, loan
and trust companies, and mortgage bankers. That covered
the entire country.
The system provides that all members may borrow from
a Federal home-loan bank by placing mortgages with the
bank for security. To make sure that thiS would be for the
benefit of the small home owner we placed a restriction in
the bill limiting the rediscount privileges to mortgages on
property where the value did not exceed $2~,000.
Mr. WILLIAMSON. Will the gentlem~n Yield?
· Mr. CA:rviPBELL of Pennsylvania. Yes.
Mr. WILLIAMSON. Are the credit facilities of the homeloan banks available to building and loan associations that
do not hold stock in the home-loan banks, or do they have
·to hold stock in the banks before credit facilities will be
available to them?
Mr. CAMPBELL of Pennsylvania. They must hold stock.
Mr. WILLIAMSON. And until they do own stock in a
·home-loan bank they can not loan money or rediscount
paper with the bank?
Mr. CAMPBELL of Pennsylvania. Indirectly, but not
directly. There is a proposal, made by the distinguished
Senator from Michigan, to allocate $250,000,000 from the
Reconstruction Finance Corporation to take care. of the
building and loan associations. General Dawes, when he
was before our subcommittee, was asked whether or not the
Reconstruction Finance Corporation could take care of the
situation. He said decidedly not; that all the loans they
had made so far to building and loan associations had been
paid to the banks on account of the building and l?Rn associations and that, therefore, up to the present tnne the
building ~nd loan associations were not recei~ any benefits from the Reconstruction Finance Corporation.
[Here the gavel fell.]
The CHAffiMAN. The Clerk will read the bill for
amendment.
The Clerk read as follows:
Be it enacted, etc .. That this act may be cited as the "Federal
home loan bank act."

JuNE io

Mr. LAGUARDIA. Mr. Chairman, I move to strike out
the last word.
Mr. Chairman, if I may have the attention of the committee, I want to refer to the mechanics of the bill, and I
hope in the course of the debate under the 5-m.inute
rule statements will be made by members of the committee
so as to make absolutely clear the intent of Congress.
I can speak, of course, only as to conditions in and
around New York City. In the nature of things, we have not
many small homes in the heart of Manhattan, but in the
Boroughs of Bronx and Queens and Kings and Richmond
and on Long Island we have thousands and thousands of
little homes-. They are all encountering difficulties at this
time and many of their owners are losing their homes
through foreclosures.
AI!. the mortgage becomes due or as a payment becomes
due, they are unable to get any extensions of time. They
are usually unable, to-day, to obtain a renewal of a mortgage, whether the mortgage is held by a savings bank, by
a title company, or by a loan company. So the relief which
we need at this time is not so much a new mortgage on a
new home, because people are not working really and have
not the means to put up a new home, but what we do
need is ample provisions for refinancing, or, in other words,
facilities to renew existing mortgages.
Where the security is good the loan sharks now are
doing this: They refuse to renew, especially when a good
part of the mortgage has been paid off and the amount
reduced, so that the little home owner is compelled to go
to another loan shark, get the money there~ pay a bonus
of from 20 to 25 per cent, in order to pay off the existing
mortgage, and take a new mortgage with the additional
amount put on it by reason of this bonus. So that instead
of paying the 6 per cent legal rate in my State, the home
owner is paying 10 per cent, and sometimes 11 per cent, with,
of course, the danger of eventually losing his home.
What I want to bring out is this: If the Federal home-loan
bank, when a member comes to it for funds or to rediscount
mortgages, will provide the machinery whereby, first, all
bonuses will be eliminated, so that we are sure we can protect these people against exorbitant, unfair, illegal bonuses,
whether you call them bonuses or commissions or appraisal
fees; and, second, that we know who are the members of
the home-loan banks, so that when any home owner is put
in this position, he may go to one of the members of the
home-loan bank and have his mortgage refinanced.
Do you not see that our problems and our difficulties
are just a little different from what they would be in a rural
distlict or in a small community? Extortion and exorbitant
bonuses are what we are up against.
May I make this suggestion? It was suggested by the gentleman from North Carolina [Mr. HANCOCK] that $8,000 on a
$20,000 home was the limit. It does not necessarily follow
that a man who may own a $30,000 home in or around a
large city is a millionaire, on account of the higher land
value. If that amount could be brought up to $30,000 instead of $20,000, and reasonable assuranoe given that there
will be this opportunity of refinancing these mortgages on
these small homes, which are the best securities in the land,
and avoid exorbitant bonuses or commissions or other
chat:ges, I think the bill would be very much improved.
[Here the gavel fell.]
Mr. LAGUARDIA. Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent to proceed for five minutes more.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection?
There was no objection.
Mr. MAY. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. LAGUARDIA. Yes.
Mr. MAY. I would like to ask the gentleman from New
York if it is not the fact that some of these loan sharks,
whom he has mentioned, sometimes wait until a m~age
debtor has paid on his home until it is a fine bargain, and
then get hold of it and resell the home and keep the profits
on the saJ.e.
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tion Finance Corporation to Prudence Co. (Inc.) of New York. I
know there is no limit to the gall of men like Frank Bailey, Bill
Greve, and Arthur Waterman, but isn't there some way you and
your fearless coterie in the House can stop the raids of these
crooks on Government money? I had a mortgage from one of
this crowd's affiliated companies on a little house in Brooklyn.
My equity represented the savings of eight years.. When I lost
my job two years ago as an accountant, they foreclosed, sold me
out-and the loan had cost me 27 per cent when I had finished
with bonuses, title fees, and attornej'B' fees, and I was forced 1n
1929 to buy 10 shares of New York Investors, the parent company of them all. I paid $46 a share. They took it as collateral for my bond and I can't find out from them whether I
own it or not, although the house brought more than the face
value of the mortgage. It's only worth 1¥2 now, anyway.
My wife, two children, and I are living in a cold-water fiat in
Brooklyn. I have worked for the past 15 months as an elevator
-operator in a 30-year-old building, downtown New York. I started
at $27 per week, and they have reduced us to $21.60. My wife and
I are glad I've got the job, although it's tough sledding when the
children's teeth need fixing or a doctor's bill comes around.
I think I have never envied anyone anything they owned. I
have worked harder and longer hours than many. In eight years
I saved a little less than $6,000 by stinting on many things, in
order to have a nice small home for my boy and young daughter.
To protect that money and to hold to that idea, I had to get
$3,500 in a renewal loan; about two years ago I went with a letter
of introduction to Mr. Frank Fox, president of the Realty Associates, and he refused to renew. I needed $3,500 and could get it
nowhere, from no bank, from no mortgage company, and, of
course, from no Government agency. But some time before last
. Saturday, April 2, 1932, Mr. Fox and Mr. Bailey and Mr. Greve
needed $1,500,000, not to protect their equity but "to increase its
facilities for supplying funds to its clients in need of refinancing
conservative mortgages, as well as to preserve the high public
regard for the safety of guaranteed first-mortgage investments."
I couldn't get $3,500 to save my house, but Bailey- and Greve
and Fox and Waterman can get four hundred and twenty-eight
times that much to hold their high-paying jobs and swing along
until after the depression is over and then wade in for the kill.
Bailey and Greve and Fox in the role of protectors of investors!
The only mortgages they haven't foreclosed in the past few
years have been ones which they would take a tremendous loss on
because of their forced overappraisals in good times.
Did Congress pass this Reconstruction Finance legislation to
help these notoriously unfair mortgage outfits? Can't something
be done to prevent these men from making a laughingstock of
the American people collectively as they have individually? Or
must we be saps always-saps or helpless.
Yours,
No institution shall be eligible to become a member of, or a
nonmember borrower of, a Federal home-loan bank if, in the judgment of the board, its financial condition is such that advances
Working for a realty corporation, it wouldn't be safe for me if
may not safely be made to such institution or the character of its you disclose my name.
management or its home-financing policy is inconsistent with
Mr. LAGUARDIA. This letter is typical of many I and
sound and economical home financing, or with the purposes of
this act.
other Members have received. In many cases, I fear, loan

Mr. LAGUARDIA. If the mortgage is down to the point
described by the gentleman, then they force a foreclosure,
and the family lose their home. If it is not, then they refuse to renew the loan and force him into the hands of another loan shark, who will refinance it and who, in turn, will
get one of the other shark's victims.
With the permission of the committee, Mr. Chairman, I
want to put in the RECORD at this point a typical letter
received from the owner of a little home in my city where
the mortgage was held by the Prudence Loan Co. or the
Prudence Bond Co., which, I am informed, has received
loans from the Reconstruction Finance Corporation, and the
same official of the Prudence Bond Co. is the man who
was in the ·bear pool which was exposed by the Senate
committee. I submit when we are pouring money into an
organization of that kind we are not doing any good, and it
is just these abuses which I am seeking to avoid, and I hope
before we go much farther the gentleman from Wisconsin
[Mr. REILLY] will point out the mechanics whereby these
home owners may be protected.
Mr. GREEN. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. LAGUARDIA. Yes.
Mr. GREEN. I am wondering if the gentleman from New
York believes the ones he has mentioned will really be
permitted to borrow under the terms of this bill.
Mr. LAGUARDIA. No; but I am hopeful that there will
be others who may qualify, so that these people may escape
being victimized by the people who own their mortgages.
Mr. GREEN. I was just afraid that it would be a matter
of the loan associations themselves soaking their securities
and the individual never getting any benefit from the
measure.
LAGUARDIA. That is what we want to avoid.
Mr. REILLY. Mr. Chairman, in answer to the gentleman
from New York, I may say that the home-loan board under
this bill has authority to decide what institutions shall be
eligible for membership.
Let me read:

Mr:

sharks are benefiting from Government loans while the people Congress sought to help are being exploited. I may say
that the Greve mentioned in the letter is William M. Greve,
who, it was revealed, is a notorious stock gambler exposed
by the Senate committee to have been part of a vicious bear
pool. The same company I have absolute proof are bonus
hogs-exacting exorbitant bonuses on mortgages. Imagine
this type of men getting loans from the ReconJtruction
Finance Corporation.
Mr. REILLY. Mr. Chairman, I rise in opposition to the
amendment. , I will say to the gentleman from Florida that
there are two bills pending in the House to accomplish the
purpose that he has spoken of-that is, for the Government
to loan directly to the home owners. We considered those
bills, and did not believe they came within the recommendations of the President or the bill we had under consideration.
It is absolutely impossible for the Government of the United
States to go out and negotiate mortgages in the manner the
gentleman mentions. The bill does provide that existing
home-mortgage institutions may become members and
thereby be made able to function more efficiently.
Mr. Green. Does the gentleman think that these homeloan banks will aid in placing money in circulation, or will
they save their own scalps rather than to put the money
into circulation?
Mr. REilLY. I am of the opinion that the Federal home
banks will inquire thoroughly as to how the members are
going to use the money after they get it.
NEW YoRK, April 5, 1932.
Mr. ESLICK. Will the gentleman yield?
Hon. FioRELLo LAGUARDIA,
Mr. REILLY. Yes.
The Potomac Park, Washington, D. C.
Mr. ESLICK. Who fixes the rate of interest to the borDEAR CoNGRESSMAN: The New York Tribune this morning on
the front page ind!cates a loan has been made by the Reconstruc- rower?

This bill deals with existing institutions. If the resident
in the district the gentleman speaks of happens to be a
member of an organization eligible for membership in the
mortgage bank, it is possible for the bank to get the money
from this bank to enable them to extend the mortgage or
rewrite it or extend the time of payment, and to forbear the
collectiol'l.
Mr. LAGUARDIA. In other words, it will not be possible
for them to promulgate regulations preventing a bonus
being exacted and provide the means for a complaint to be
filed with the home-loan bank.
Mr. REIT..LY. If there was any bonus exacted in such
organization, they would not be permitted to become
members.
Mr. LAGUARDIA. But suppose it was. exacted after they
became a member?
Mr. REILLY. Then they would refuse to extend any other
loan.
Mr. GREEN. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. LAGUARDIA. Yes.
Mr. GREEN. Would it not be well to put an amendment
in the bill forbidding that practice?
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman from New
York has expired.
Mr. LAGUARDIA. Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent to revise my remarks and insert a letter therein.
There was no objection.
The letter referred to is as follows:
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Mr. REILLY. The banks. They are authorized to charge
the members for advances, a marginal ·interest increase,
over the rate paid on their bonds as will enable the banks
to function.
Mr. ESLICK. Is there any limitation on fixing what the
margin shall be?
Mr. REILLY. It is a reasonable margin, permitting the
banks to function.
Mr. ESLICK. The reason I ask is because the Federal
land banks and joint-stock land banks are charging 8 per
cent on deferred payments, and I think there should be a
limitation in this bill. ·
Mr. REILLY. I take it that when a member comes to
a Federal bank to make a loan, all these things will be
inquired into; and if they are exercising an unjust demand
for money on their local people, they will not get any money.
Mr. SABATH. Is it not a fact that the individual can
be aided and assisted in this way? He can join or become
a member of a building and loan association, and through
that building and loan association he can. secure the assistance and the loan that he needs.
Mr. REILLY. Yes.
Mr. GREEN. For instance, take this Wardman Park Association. I understand the Shoreham Hotel is going into
the hands of receivers, from newspaper talk, or already has,
because the mortgages have not been paid. What is to
hinder this kind of association from obtaining thiS money
and saving their own scalps and your people who want to
get loans not being able to get them? I am wondering if
the small people can get loans. If so, I want to support the
bill. Or is this merely another scheme to save the hides of
such people as I have referred to?
Mr. SABATH. The men the gentleman speaks of can not
be helped under this bill. This applies to home owners, and
no building that has more than two flats can be a beneficiary or ~ecure any assistance.
Mr. STEVENSON. No property worth $20,000 or more is
eligible to have a loan placed upon it.
Mr. GREEN. I believe that answers the question.
·Mr. STEVENSON. A hotel could not quite come in.
The CHAffiMAN. The time of the gentleman from Wisconsin has expired.
Mr. STAFFORD. Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent that the time of the gentleman from Wisconsin be
extended for five minutes.
The CHAffiMAN. Is there objection?
There was no objection.
Mr. GILBERT. Mr. Chairman. will the gentleman yield?
Mr. REILLY. Yes.
Mr. GILBERT. I merely want to say to the committee
about the Federal land banks charging 8 per cent on unpaid
installments that the responsibility for that ought to be put
where it belongs. It is not in the administration, but it is
m the law. The Federal farm land bank act requires 8 per
cent interest to be charged on unpaid installments. The
trouble is right here in this House. Everybody can come
here and get more interest on extended capital except farmers. When farmers borrow money, or are behind in their
money, they are charged 8 per cent, and nobody else is
confronted with that exorbitant rate~ and that is done by
act of Congress itself.
Mr. WOLVERTON. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman
yield?
Mr. REILLY. Yes.
Mr. WOLVERTON. I strongly favor the adoption of legislation of the character sought by this bill, the purpose of
which is to provide a means of giving financial assistance to
the home owner who is in distress through inability to refinance his mortgage loans in times such as these and who
by reason thereof faces foreclosure and eviction. Will the
gentleman, however, inform me why national banks have
been precluded from becoming members of the home-loan
banks as appears to be the case by the provisions of section
4 of the bill?
Mr. REILLY. We will come to that question farther on
in the bill.

JUNE
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Mr. ARNOLD. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. REILLY. Yes.

Mr. ARNOLD. Are there any safeguards in the bill as
to expenditures in the way of buildings and salaries paid
to employees?
Mr. REILLY. We prohibit any building.
Mr. ARNOLD. Is there any prohibition as to excessive
salaries paid to employees of the home-loan banks?
Mr. REILLY. We provide that the salaries of members
of the board shall be $10,000, and that no other officer shall
draw any salary in excess of that, and further, that the
local land banks shall pay a reasonable compensation to
their officials for the amount of time they devote to the
services of the bank. The idea is that the ·officers of a
Federal home-loan bank will not be expected to devote all
of their time to the business of the bank, except probably one
man. I might say that the Ne~ York land bank built on the
lines of this bill for the State of New York, handling something like $20,000,000 a year costs only about $20,000 per
year for operating expenses.
:Mr. GREEN. Did the gentleman's committee consider
the advisability of using the existing machinery of the
Federal land bank and enlarging the law to where they
could use these additional funds and lend them directly to
a man who needs money to redeem a mortgage against his
home that he is living in?
Mr. REILLY. That plan is not in line with the theory
and principles of this bill.
:Mr. EATON of Colorado. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. REILLY. Yes.
Mr. EATON of Colorado. Where is there in the bill anything that supports the statement that the1·e may ·be no
bonuses or commissions charged on these renewal loans?
Mr. REILLY. I made that statement upon the fact that
the board will investigate as to the method and practice of
the institution that wants to become a member bank.
Mr. EATON of Colorado. Where is there .anything that
says the board shall refuse to discount paper of a bank that
charges a membership fee or whatever it may be ·called?
Mr. REILLY. Under the provisions of this bill the board
has the right to examine all applicants for membership and
decide finally whether they will be admitted. The fact that
we name certain institutions to-day as eligible, does not
necessarily obligate the board to admit them if their practices are not consistent with the principles of the bill.
Mr. EATON of Colorado. Then there is no requirement in
the bill that no institution which charges a bonus or anything that is like a bonus. direct or indirect, shall be
benefited by the bill.
Mr. REILLY. There is nothing except the board has the
power to pass on the fitness of an applicant to become a
member of one of these banks.
Mr. HARLAN. Mr. Chairman, I was very much interested
in the statement made by the gentleman from Missouri, who
opposes this relief, that this is not of national interest. I am
just wondering how much of the legislation of this nature
that we have passed, is really of national interest. Is flood
relief of national interest? Is farm relief of national interest? Is alrrrt>st anything that we have passed here of national interest, except in so far as the prosperity and sol:.
vency of any section of our country is of very vital interest
to the prosperity and solvency of the rest of our country?
There are 40 States in which building associations exist.
Practically half of the building associations exist in three
of those 40 States. In those three States the building association is the vital financial institution, in many respects
more important than the banks. In some of those cities
the entire savings, the reserve pmchasing power of the people, is deposited in building associations. To enable the
Federal Government by this bill to step in and allow those
associations to pay off some of theiJ.· deposits, certainly can
not help but bring relief to that community and start a
little wave of normal living, if not prosperity, which will
work to the prosperity and betterment of this entire country.
Next Monday we will have before us the question of paying the balance of the bonus to the soldiers. It happens
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that the last payment that was made came just before the
debacle, just before the time that many building associations closed. Many of those veterans' took the payments
they received from the Government, for which they were
paying comparatively small interest, and de13osited them in
building associations throughout the country. In man.v
cases the very next day after the deposit was made the
associations went on notice, and hundreds and thousands of
those veterans have received no benefit at all from the help
that the Federal Government attempted to give them.
Now, there is just one feature of this bill that has been
questionable to me. That is the provision on page 4 allowing banks. trust companies, State banks. or other banking
institutions to have access to this fund. I am just wondering what definition would be applied to "other banking
institutions." Many of the brokerage houses do a banking
business and are not under much supervision. I am wondering if the institution referred to by the gentleman from
New York [Mr. LAGUARDIA] could be referred to as "a banking institution."
At this time I can not see the advisability of allowing
State banks, which have relief in other channels, to come
to this fund. I am fearful that if they have access to this
fund they will use the fund to the exclusion of many associations. I should very much dislike to see that, and I
trust that matter is cleared up before the discussion is over.
Mr. LUCE. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. HARLAN. I yield.
Mr. LUCE. To buttress what the gentleman said about
this being a matter of national concern, I would like to
inform the committee that there are 12,351,000 members of
building and loan associations in this country; that there
are 17,638,000 who have deposited in other banking institutions, as evidenced by past loans, making a total of almost
30,000,000. Furthermore. that this bill includes life insurance companies who have outstanding almost exactly one
policy for every inhabitant of the country, 120,000,000 in
number.
With reference to the other matter to which the gentleman referred, we will take that up when we reach the section.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman from Ohio
has expired.
Mr. STEVENSON. Mr. Chairman, this is only the preliminary section. If we expect to get through with this, we
will have to get on. There will be plenty of time to speak
on other sections. Therefore I move that all debate on this
section do now close.
The motion was agreed to.
The Clerk read as follows:
• ·.
DEFINITIONS

SEc. 2. As used in this act( 1) The term " board " means the Federal Home Loan Bank
Board.
(2) The term "Federal home-loan bank" means a bank established by the board under authority of this act.
(3) The term "State" includes the District of Columbia and
the Territories of Alaska and Hawaii.
(4) The term "member ·" (except when used in reference to a
member of the board) means any institution which has subscribed
for the stock of a Federal home-loan bank.
{5) The term " home mortgage loan " means a loan made by
member or a nonmember borrower upon the security of a home
mortgage.
(6) The term "home mortgage" means a first mortgage upon
real estate, in fee simple, or leasehold under a renewable lease for
net less than 99 years, upon which there is located a dwelling for
not more than two families, and shall include, in addition to first
mortgages, such classes of first liens as are commonly given to
secure advances on real estate by institutions authorized under
this act to become members, under the laws of the State in which
~he real estate 1s located, together with the credit instruments,
if any, secured thereby.
(7) The term" unpaid principal," when used in respect of a loan
secured by a home mortgage means the pri:g.cipal thereof less the
sum of (1) payments made on such principal, and (2) in cases
where shares or stock are pledged as security for the loan, the
payments made on such shares or stock plus earnings or dividends
apportioned or credited thereon.
(8) An "amortized" or "installment" home mortgage loan
shall, for the purposes of this act, be a home mortaage loan to be
repaid or liquidated in not less than eight yea1~ by means of
regular weekly, monthly, or quarterly payments made directly iD
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reduction of the debt or upon stock or shares pledged as collateral
for the repayment of such loan.
(9) The term "nonmember borrower" includes an institution
authorized to secure advances from a Federal home-loan bank
under the provisions of section 5 (e) .

Mr. STEVENSON. Mr. Chairman, I offer an amendment
·
which is at the Clerk's desk.
The Clerk read as follows:
Amendment by Mr. STEVENSoN: Page 2, section 2 line 2 strike
out the words " and the Territories of Alaska and Hawaii."'

Mr. CLANCY. Mr. Chairman, I move to strike out the
last word.
Mr. Chairman, I dislike very much to take any of the time
of the committee, and I certainly do not desire to be dilatory,
but this is one bill in which my community has been very
much interested, and I strongly urge its passage.
We have sent down here some of our most prominent
Detroiters to House and Senate committees to push this bill.
Our public-spirited Detroiter, Robert Oakman, has paid for
full-page ads in newspapers advocating this kind of relief.
Mr. Oakman has made many trips to Washington to urge
this legislation and has appeared before committees.
My community is one which has been hit harder by crushing taxes in recent legislation, such as the billion dollar tax
bill and the $2,000,000,000 Garner relief bill, than any other
community in the United States. We asked for bread and
you gave us stones by singling out our industries for sales
taxes. I received a few days ago a letter not from one of
my great manufacturers who lead the world in their line
such as autos, drugs, rubber, and so forth, but from a small
manufacturer, and he said the tax on cosmetics had sent
him to the wall; that he would have to lay off il,is employees;
he was losing his factory and was losing his home. He
could not pass on the sales tax, and it was the final straw
which broke the camel's back.
Now, ~e look to this biD for relief in two particulars, as
well as lD others. We hope that the bill really does give
relief, and members of the committee assure me that it
does, with regard to delinquent taxes. I speak for the fourth
largest city in the United States, a city which but a few
years ago was the richest city in the world, per capita.;
which had the highest standard of wages in the world and
the highest standard of living. Now it is a city through
which gaunt famine travels, and we have more rioting, more
bloodshed, more reds working actively than any other city
in the United States, and we fear the next few months and
possibly the coming winter.
Panic, famine, and unemployment have been as cruel to
my city as the raiding Indians and British during the early
American wars.
Now, if this bill will aid our delinquent taxpayers to borrow
through banks, loan, and building groups for the purpose
of paying back taxes, we can distribute welfare to the
hungry, and we can relieve the pinch which is upon the city.
Also, we can put back to work our city firemen and policemen and thousands of city employees who have been laid
off and who are necessary for the security of life and property, and we can pay our school-teachers and other city
servants.
Moreover, we relieve the home owner from the menace of
losing his .home. Our city is overbuilt just now. We do not
particularly want to build any new homes out of this bill,
although some few builders do. In Detroit we have now
6,000 empty homes and about 24,000 empty units in apartments, or about 30,000 living units that are vacant. However, we have many more homes v.·hich are old and which
do need repair and reconstruction, and I am assured by
the committee that the owners of these homes can borrow
money through this bill. They can thus employ bricklayers;
carpenters, paper hangers, plumbers, tinners, and other
artisans and put to work a great many people along those
lines.
Moreover, they can buy much materials of all sorts. I
certainly hope the bill passes.
It is not a perfect bill and some of our Detroit experts
in the home-building and home-financing line, such as

·.
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Robert Oakman, hoped for a more generous bill; but if
we can not get a whole loaf we must take half a loaf
because our need presses sorely upon us.
President Hoover gave great encouragement to city people
when he made a speech some time ago that the Federal
Government should do something to help the city working
man to build a home or to save the home which he owns
or which he is buying on installments. For a number of
years we have 'been passing through Congress important
bills laying aside tremendous amounts of money for loans
to save the farmer from losing his farm or his home, but
the city man has been the forgotten man.
One will note editorials in city papers complaining bitterly of the fact that Congress is so often deaf to the pleadings of city people in distress.
The latest census, tluit of 1930, shows that more than
half the population of the United States is in the cities and
this goes for cities over 2,500 in population. Everybody
knows there has been a steady drift from the farms and
mines and forests and mountains to the cities. The farm
population of the country to-day is probably in the neighborhood of 30 per cent of the total population, yet the
farmers, because of our peculiar Constitution, which gives
overrepresentation in the Senate to vast areas which are
thinly populated but which are yet known as States, are
entitled as such to two Senate votes or two Senators.
I pointed out in the recent reapportionment struggle ·in
the House Census Committee, of which I was a member, and
also on the floor of the House that there are 17 States which
have not the population of New York State and yet they
have 34 votes in the Umted States Senate of 96, whereas the
people living •in New York State only have· 2 votes in the
United States Senate.
I have also pointed out in many statements and speeches
that in the next Congress the city dweller will have increased representation in the HouSe. The city dwellers gain
about 30 Congressmen and the rural districts, which have
been losing population·, give up about 30 Members.
For instance, in my city of Detroit it means practically a
gain of four Congressmen, which are yielded up by rural
districts. This makes a difference of eight votes alone on
legislation in the House. Detroit was cheated out of its reapportionment for about 11 years because the rural groups
in the House and Senate refused to obey the mandate in
the Constitution, as set forth in the first article and in the
fourteenth amendment, to have a congressional reapportionment every 10 years, according to the shifting of population
in the country.
My colleague from Detroit [Mr. McLEonl and myself both
gained seats on the strategic House Census Committee and
fought out this battle for several years. Finally our efforts
were crowned with victory.
Every member on that committee knows that it was
Detroit which forced through the recent reapportionment
bill which means great changes, not only in the .Political setup of the House but also in its attitude toward social, economic, and industrial bills and problems.
The effect on prohibition laws and appropriations also
will be powerful.
Congress has passed, largely at the insistence of President
Hoover and the administration, a number of reconstruction
bills which should aid materially in working out the salvation of the country in the near future. They aim to save
our banks from collapse and many of our great industrial
corporations, especially the railroads, from going into bankruptcy. In this respect they are tremendously beneficial
to all classes, including the workingman.
Many measures are designed primarily to help the farmer.
.1 There is no intention to minimize these other relief and
reconstruction measures, but in Detroit we are very sweet
on this home loan bank bill. We are strong for it, and we
think it would be a calamity if the bill should be killed
either in the House or the Senate.
I am confident we are going to pass this bill through the
House by a good majority, and we hope the Senate will then
do .its part and pass the bill before Congress adjourns.
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:Mr. HOUSTON of Hawaii. I rise in opposition to the
amendment.
Mr. Chairman, I want to take this opportunity of opposing the amendment offered by the gentleman from South
Carolina [Mr. STEVENSON] and to invite the attention of
the committee to the fact that only the other day we passed
a revenue bill carrying tax burdens as heavy as we have ever
imposed in this country. On the last page, page 132,
amongst definitions is to be found this paragraph:
The term .. United States " when used in a geographical sense
includes the States, the Territories of Alaska and Hawali, and the
District of Columbia.

In other words, you have put a burden upon the Territories
equal to that which is to be carried by any of the States.
Why then should we not share in the benefits? Otherwise
you would be proposing taxation without representation and
without participating in benefits.
Now, then, if there is any merit in this matter of home
ownership, if there is any Americanization carried by this
advocacy of home ownership instead of leasing, if, as was
said by the ptincipal proponent of this measure, that it is
one of the most important institutions that have been proposed by this Government for the encouragement of its
citizenry, then this bill should, as was provided by the
committee, be applied to the Territories wherein the funds
from which the moneys that are to be used in establishing
this bank are in part obtained.
The vast majority of the committee, after having heard
me in advocacy of the application of this measure to
Hawaii, wrote the bill so as to take care of Alaska and
Hawaii. I would ask, therefore, that the Committee of the
Whole consider that this should be ample guaranty that
the bill as reported is the well-reasoned expression of the
committee's opinion.
The gentleman from South Carolina, I think, made a
mistake when he said that there were only two savings
and loan institutions in Hawaii. As a matter of fact there
are 10 such distinct institutions with about 14,000 shareholders. In proportion to the population there are about
two times as many institutions of that character in the
Territory as there are in the balance of the United States.
In proportion to the land area there are many times the
number of such institutions in Hawaii as there are in the
balance of the United States, and in proportion to the loans
that have been issued there are fewer such institutions. So,
it may be seen they will be more economically administered.
For these reasons, Mr. Chairman, I would ask that the
proposed amendment be disregarded and that the committee action be sustained. [Applause.]
Mr. GffiSON. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. HOUSTON of Hawaii. I yield.
Mr. GffiSON. The gentleman has referred to taxes imposed upon the Territory of Hawaii by the revenue tax bill.
can the gentleman tell us with regard to income taxes what
the people of Hawaii pay as compared with the people of
the States?
Mr. HOUSTON of HawaiL As to the last year the best
information I have is that Hawaii paid into the Federal
Treasury more than each of 13 individual States.
[Here the gavel fell.]
Mr. STEVENSON. Mr. Chairman-Mr. GREEN. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. STEVENSON. I yield.
Mr. GREEN. I notice under the provisions of this bill a
number of States can not get any of its benefits. Among
them is my State. Why should the committee bring in a bill
that shows partiality, which gives advantages to people of a
few states of the Union when my people, who can not receive its advantages, help to pay the taxes that create the
fund from which this $125,000,000 is taken?
Mr. STEVENSON. Mr. Chairman, I did not yield for the
gentleman to make a speech or for a statement of a misconception of the terms ot the bill. His State can come in
under section 5, subsection (e), of the bill.
We are now dealing with the question of whether we are
going to stay at home with this institution or go abroad
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with it, and considering the fact that we are proposing to
establish a new venture, it strikes me it is very unwise to go
beyond continental United States.
Mr. Chairman, the gentleman from Hawaii has made a
very clear statement of his position. However, the gentleman simply makes one mistake. He said this provision was
overwhelmingly adopted by the committee. It was by no
means overwhelmingly adopted. There was a very close
vote in the committee as to whether Hawaii would stay :n
or go out. But that does not concern us. The question is
whether it would be judicious to include in this bill Hawaii
and Alaska. If that should be done, the next move will be
a clamor to include Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands.
They kept up that clamor on the eastern coast. Rememb~r
that when the Federal land banks were established we did
not put Hawaii in, but they got after us in Puerto Rico and
we finally yielded. The result has been that we have lost
everything we have loaned down there.
We are providing for a home-loan establishment here
which will deal with our people who are accessible to the
investigating officers, who are within call of the different
banks, who are homogeneous, and whose business habits and
whose title conditions we understand. Until we establish
this and see how it works, it strikes me we ought to exclude
all the excrescences. If we find we have made a mistake,
there will be no trouble in afterwards restoring them.
Mr. MOUSER. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. STEVENSON. Yes.
Mr. MOUSER. Is there not a difference between Puerto
Rico and Hawaii in that tax measures apply to Hawaii and
they do not apply to Puerto Rico? If we are going to tax
Hawaii, why should they not get the benefits of this bill?
Mr. STEVENSON~ We are not taxing Hawaii for this
bill. ·we are getting the money otherwise. It is not a
question of taxation, but it is a question of the conditions
under which we are going to do business. The island of
Puerto Rico is much nearer to us than the islands of Hawaii;
and if we do not put in one, I do not think there is any
reason why we should put in the other. But our experience
in Puerto Rico has been such that I do not think it is
judicious for us to include Hawaii.
Mr. COCHRAN of Missouri. Mr. Chairman, I rise in
opposition to the amendment. I regret exceedingly to find
myself in disagreement with some members of the Banking
and Currency Committee who are opposed to this bill, as I
know that for months they have been studying this legislation night and day, and they are as anxious as I am to
help the home owner; but their study forced them to reach
a different conclusion. I respect their opinion, but on this
occasion we disagree.
The situation in Missouri, as I understand it, is that some
question the right of building-and-loan associations of the
State to participate. I know nothing whatsoever in reference
to the laws of the .State of Missouri in so far as what the
building-and-loan assosiations or other corporations can do
in the way of borrowing; but I was in communication with
a large number of associations in my State, and those people
have assured me that if this bill becomes a law, Missouri can
participate. For that reason I propose to vote for this bill.
Now, gentlemen, I received many pathetic communications
from St. Louis right after the President called upon the people of this country to stop hoarding money. The communications which I received indicated that the banks of my city
had absolutely refused to accept as collateral first-class deeds
of trust upon residence property in my city. They did not
want to handle assets. The result has been foreclosure. It
showed the banks were not very liberal.
We have over 100,000 people out of employment in st.
Louis, and they have been losing their homes because they
could not renew first deeds of trust upon their property. I
am told that if this bill is passed there will be an opportunity for those people to have their loans renewed and
their property saved, through building-and-loan associations
banks, or insurance companies who may enjoy the benefits
of this law. and who then can serve the home owners.
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It seems to me that when the Congress of tl;le United
States has provided for the great corporations, through the
Reconstruction Finance Corporation, that the Congress of
the United States should provide some relief for the smallhome owners. The Congress of the United States has attempted to provide relief for the farmer; and if the farmer
bas not secured relief, I think the representatives of the
farmer who have failed to bring in proper legislation should
advance it now. I want to say that the only class of people
who have not been recognized by this Government in any
manner, shape, or form is the home owner, and I want to
see this Congress enact some kind of legislation that will
save the homes of the people of my city. The appeals I
receive from people losing their homes are pathetic.
Mr. WILLIAMS of Missouri. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. COCHR.AJ.~ of Missouri. With pleasure.
Mr. WILLIAMS of Missouri. The gentleman knows, does
he not, that the Reconstruction Finance Corporation act
provides for loans to building-and-loan associations just as
this bill does?
Mr. COCHRAN of Missouri. I know that the Reconstruction Finance Corporation act so provides, but I know that
the people of St. Louis have lost their property through
foreclosure because they could not renew their loans.
Mr. WILLIAMS of Missouri. Why can they not apply to
the Reconstruction Finance Corporation as well as to this
institution to get loans?
Mr. COCHRAN of Missouri. The Reconstruction Finance
Corporation is being run, I understand, in such a way that
the home owner has not been able to be taken care of. I
do not know why, but nevertheless that is the fact. Probably those who can borrow do not care to apply. I can
offer no other explanation.
[Here the gavel fell.]
Mr. COCHRAN of Missouri. Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent to proceed for three additional minutes.
The CHAffiMAN. Is there objection?
Mr. MOUSER. Mr. Chairman, reserving the right to object, I think the gentleman ought to confine himself to the
amendment in order that the membership may not los.e
track of what is before us. This is an important question.
The gentleman from South Carolina moves that we amend
this act by striking out Hawaii and Alaska, and the membership may forget what is under consideration.
Mr. COCHRAN of Missouri. I do not want to be lectured.
Does the gentleman want me to speak or not?
Mr. MOUSER. I hope the gentleman wHI discuss the
amendment.
Mr. COCHRAN of Missouri. If the gentleman wants to
object, let him object.
The CHAffiMAN. Is there objection?
There was no objection.
Mr. COCHRAN of Missouri. The people of Hawaii are
entitled to the same consideration as anyone else, but what
I am talking about now is my own city. I do know that the
Reconstruction Finance Corporation act has not helped
home owners in my city, who are losing their homes. I
want to save them. I am in hopes this bill will save their
homes.
Mr. MOUSER. Mr. Chairman, I make the point of order
that the gentleman is not confining his remarks to the
amendment now pending.
Mr. HOPKINS. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. COCHRAN of Missouri. I yield.
Mr. HOPKINS. The gentleman has been making a very
interesting statement and I am pleased that he is in favor
of the bill. The gentleman mentioned the fact that the people of Missouri and the building-and-loan associations of
that State want this bill and need the benefits of the bill.
I have here a letter from the president of the league which
states that the attorney general of the State of Missouri
has ruled that Missouri can participate under the terms of
this bill.
Mr. COCHRAN of Missouri. That is one thing that I
thought warranted me in reaching my decision. I received
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the same letter about two weeks ago, but I must say the
opinion of those engaged in the business is not unanimous.
Some think they can participate, while others insist they
can not.
Mr. WILLIAMS of Missouri. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. COCHRAN of Missouri. Yes.
Mr. WILLIAMS of Missouri. Is not the gentleman a ware
of the fact that the opinion of the attorney general of Missouri is in direct conflict with decisions of the courts of our
State?
Mr. COCHRAN of Missouri. I respect my colleague's
opinion and accept the information as being correct, but I
do not know anything about such decisions of the supreme
court. I know that the Legislature of Missouri meets in
January, and if this bill is passed and we can not participate under such a law, we will participaw after January,
because the present law of Missouri will be changed. I
know the Legislature of Missouri will not dare deny the
people of that State the right to participate in the benefits
of this bill.
Mr. McCORMACK. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. COCHRAN of Missouri. I yield.
Mr. McCORMACK. Assuming the law of Missouri will
not permit its associations to participate, my friend, I am
sure, has no objection to the rest of the country benefiting
from this law.
Mr. COCHRAN of Missouri. Absolutely not. I want the
home owners all over the country to benefit, and also in
Hawaii, I will say to the gentleman from Ohio [Mr. MousER],
and I guarantee we will participate in Missouri after the
legislature meets in January, if we can not participate at the
time the bill becomes a law. £Applause.]
Mr. REILLY. Mr. Chairman, I move that all debate on
this amendment close in five minutes.
The motion was agreed to.
Mr. HOOPER and Mr. WICKERSHAM rose.
Mr. HOOPER. Mr. Chairman, I shall not take any time
from the gentleman from Alaska, except to say that I am
one of those who believed that the Island of Hawaii should
be included in this bill.
Mr. LUCE. Will the gentleman yield to me long enough
to say that I also thought so.
Mr. HOOPER. It is an integral part of the United States.
It is a loyal and a patriotic part of the United States. I
do not believe it would be a good thing for us at this time
to shut off the Territory of Hawaii from the provisions of
this bill. [Applause.]
Mr. WICKERSHAM. Mr. Chairman, Alaska is the one
commonwealth under the American flag that has no debt.
We have had no failures of banks in Alaska. We are in
the best financial condition of any part of the United States.
We want, however, to continue to develop and build up that
Territory.
I have listened to the speeches in favor of this bill to-day
in the hope it would pass and that we in Alaska could get
the benefit qf it. I hope you will not strike out these Territories, but will let us have an opportunity to build them up
and make them what they are now-great assets of the
United States.
. I hope the amendment will not prevail. [Applause.]
The CHAIRMAN. The question is on the amendment
offered by the gentleman from South Carolina [Mr.
STEVENSON].
The amendment was rejected.
Mr. McFADDEN. Mr. Chairman, I offer an amendment.
The Clerk read as follows:
Amendment offered by Mr. McFADDEN: On page 2, line 2, after
the word " Columbia," add a comma and the words " Puerto Rico."
Mr. McFADDEN. Mr. Chairman, I see no reason why
Puerto Rico should be kept from the benefits of this bill, if
there are any. There are institutions in Puerto Rico that
can come in under the terms of this bill, and Puerto Rico is
as much troubled over the problem intended to be solved by
this bill as any State in the United States.
Furthermore, Puerto Rico is one of the best sources of
trade with the United States that there is in the Atlantic.
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·I think it would be a particular hardship on Puerto Rico,
and would be a discrimination against it, to keep it from
receiving the benefits of this particular legislation, if it ls
enacted into law. Therefore I hope the amendment will be
favorably considered by the committee.
Mr. STAFFORD. I believe the gentleman is against the
bill and wants to burden it down as much as possible.
Mr. McFADDEN. Yes; I am against this kind of legislation, but I am not attempting to burden it. I am proposing
to take out of it this discrimination against Puerto Rico.
Mr.PESQUERA. Mr. Chairman, the organic act of Puerto
Rico, in section 9, says:
The statuto:y laws of the United States not locally inapplicable,
except as herembefore or hereinafter otherwise provided, shall have
the same force and effect in Puerto Rico as in the United States.

The organic act of Puerto Rico was approved by the Congress of the United States in 1917, and by it American
citizenship was granted to the 1,500,000 inhabitants of the
island. The people of Puerto Rico have interpreted section
9 of the organic act in the only way in which they should
have interpreted it, namely, as the intention of this Congress
to make Puerto Rico participate, as a community of American citizens, in all legislation that is contemplated to be of
benefit to the rest of the American citizens.
Mr. HARE. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. PESQUERA. Yes.
Mr. HARE. Do you have building-and-loan associations in
Puerto Rico, or other associations that could qualify under
this bill?
Mr. PESQUERA. Yes; we have one and we have a very
good law which provides for the granting of power to
building-and-loan associations to maJte such loans. We
have plenty of mortgages as security in the banks of the
island on homes, and we have some millions of dollars in
home mortgages on the island.. We are perfectly qualified
to make good use of the benefits that are afforded by this
legislation.
Mr. WILLIAMSON. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. PESQUERA. I yield.
Mr. WILLIAMSON. What is the financial condition of
the gentleman's building-and-loan associations out there?
Are they in fairly good shape, most of them?
Mr. PESQUERA. They are not in very good shape.
There is no association of that kind which is in very good
shape, either there or here.
We are not asking alms. We are just pleading for
proper recognition of the spirit and purposes of our organic
act.
We pay no taxes, it is true, to the United States; but let
me tell the gentlemen of this House that we are the best
customer of the United States in Latin America.
We are your sixth best customer in the whole world. If
it is true that the taxpayers of this country may have to
make a little sacrifice in order to give us the benefits of
this law, it is also true that they, being the business men
of this country, are going to continue to get a benefit in
their business with the island of Puerto Rico.
Now, gentlemen, we were dealt with as American citizens
when the United States of America went into the World
War. When the lives of American boys were necessary in
order to maintain the principles of liberty and of democracy in the world, the American boys of Puerto Rico had
their lives ready to give, together with the American
citizens of the mainland.
We are now in a tremendous economic world war against
depression, and we do not think we should be left alone, we
do not think we should be excluded from any legislation
in this emergency. [Applause.]
Mr. HARE. Would the gentleman favor the inclusion of
the Virgin Islands?
Mr. PESQUERA. I would not object to it.
[Here the gavel fell.]
The CHAffiMAN. The question is on the amendment
offered by the gentleman from Pennsylvania [Mr. McFADDEN].
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The question was t~ken; and on a division (demanded by
Mr. McFADDEN) there were-55 ayes and 26 noes. ·
So the amendment was agreed to.
Mr. McCORMACK. Mr. Chairman, I offer the following
amendment.
The Clerk read as follows:
Line 13, page 2, strike out the word "two" and insert the word
"three."

Mr. McCORMACK. Mr. Chairman, the purpose of the
amendment is to increase the dwellings from two families to
three families.
Mr. REILLY. I do not want to interrupt the gentleman's
speech, but the committee will accept that amendment.
Mr. STAFFORD. If the gentleman will yield, I was seriously thinking of offering an amendment to make it four
families. I can conceive of a double house of two stories,
where the lower floor is occupied by two families and two
families in the upper floor, making four families in, all. I
would like to have the gentleman's view upon that and why
he should make it three families.
Mr. McCORMACK. Might I say that in my district at
least 75 per cent of the dwellings are 3-family dwelling
houses. The owner generally lives in one of the suites and
lets the other two. Seventy-five per cent of the dwelling
houses in my district-and undoubtedly that is true in many
other districts-are 3-family or 3-tenement dwelling houses.
My amendment is offered as that of a sincere supporter of
the bill.
Mr. STAFFORD. There is no doubt about that; but I am
seeking to include a double-tenement house of two stories,
where the lower floor is occupeid by two families and the
upper floor by two families.
Mr. McCORMACK. But there are not a great many of
those.
Mr. STAFFORD. Oh, there may not be in the gentleman's district, but there are in mine.
Mr. McCORMACK. In any event, the 3-family dwelling is not of the apartment type; it is simply a dwelling.
It is a very common dwelling in the Northeast, and I assume
in other sections of the country. So far as this bill is concerned it would have no injurious effects to the general purposes of the legislation. I hope the gentleman will interpose no objection.
Mr. STAFFORD. I am not interposing an objection to
three; I am trying to ~ake it four, to make it broader.
Mr. McCORMACK. I ask the gentleman not to compel
me to go into that :field.
Mr. STAFFORD. Oh, I shall relieve the gentleman of
any embarrassment in that direction by offering the amendment myself.
Mr. GOSS. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. McCORMACK. Yes.
Mr. GOSS. I favor the gentleman's amendment, but I
am wondering if one could get loans on those 3-family
houses inasmuch as the limit is $20,000.
Mr. McCORMACK. The average assessed value is $14,000
to $15,000.
Mr. GOSS. Does not the gentleman think that we should
increase the limit above $20,000?
Mr. McCORMACK. I have offered an amendment increasing the number of families from two to three. The
committee is agreeable to that amendment. It is absolutely a proper, reasonable, and practical amendment. It
will affect tens of thousands of dwellings throughout the
country, and it will be of great benefit to the owners of
those dwellings.
Mr. HANCOCK of North Carolina. Mr. Chairman, the
original bill that came before our committee, the Luce bill,
contained the word " three " instead of the word " two."
Aiter considering this feature or limitation with respect to
families we decided, in order to make it conform more to
the detached Anglo-Saxon conception of a real, true home,
to make it two. However, it is my understanding that the
President's conference, called here last year on home planning and home building, contributed much information
towa1·d the preparation of this bill; and in collaboration with
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the Department of Commerce, after a very careful and ex·
haustive study of conditions in all of the States, it was de ..
termiiied, or it was the best thought of that conference and
composite wisdom of those who attended it, that three
families were the proper unit. This is, perhaps, unquestionably the reason why a house for three families was origi ..
nally in the bill.
Mr. McCORMACK. Mr. Chairman, in conclusion I want
to urge the passage of the bill. In my opinion, the com..
mittee has done a wonderful piece of work. The passage of
this legislation will have a stimulating and strengthening
effect upon the stability, independence, protection, and
safety of our home life in America. It is a bill aimed in the
direction of the preservation of the family life, which is
centered around the home. It is also consistent with our
ideals of government. I congratulate the committee, and
congratulate those Members who so actively interested them ..
selves in the preparation and drafting of this bill. I hope
the bill will pass, and with as few amendments as possible
that are not recommended by the committee.
Mr. STAFFORD. Mr. Chairman, I offer the following
amendment to the amendment, which I send to the desk.
The Clerk read as follows:
Amendment offered by Mr. STAFFORD to the amendment offered
by Mr. McCoRMACK: Strike out the word " thtee " and insert in

lieu thereof the word "four."

Mr. STAFFORD. Mr. Chairman, the gentleman from
Massachusetts [Mr. McCoRMACK] has given the committee
the structural condition of the dwellings in his district and
environs about Boston. I wish to give the committee the
conditions existing in my home city. On many of the
individual lots owned by a man he erects :first a little 2story building. He lives in part of that building and rents
the upper part. He then moves that dwelling later to the
rear of the lot and erects a duplex apartment building in
front and moves into that. A mortgage is placed on the
property, which is a 4-family unit, and you would bar
that man holding that small lot of 30 by 120 feet or more
from the benefits of this law even though the property
would be worth $20,000 or under. There are instances where
you may have a double building on a lot of 50 feet or so
divided by a party wall, where the lower floor on each side
of the party wall is occupied by one family and the upper
floor by a tenant above. Each side of the party wall houses
two families. The only question before the committee is
as to the amount of the mortgage and the value of the
land. We are not seeking to change -that, but you should
not prevent the benefits of this law going to those so situated
in my home city. There would be many instances where
a man wanted to borrow money from a building-and-loan
association who will be barred, if a two or three family
limitation is placed in the bill.
Mr. MAY. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. STAFFORD. Yes.
Mr. MAY. Is it not a fact that there are block after
block in cities in this country where there are four families
living in one building?
Mr. STAFFORD. Certainly. Each building has its own
type. For instance, in Phladelphia they have the double
building, one habitation each side of a party wall. In my
city they have two duplex buildings on different parts of
the lot. We are not seeking to enlarge the mortgage value
of the property. We are seeking only to make available
this law under existing living conditions as they are found
in the respective parts of the country. I want this law to
extend to my home district. I have no objection to it
extending to the district of the gentleman from Massachusetts because he has acquainted me with a condition not
known in my district.
Mr. CAMPBELL of Pennsylvania. This does not preclude
the building-and-loan association from making loans to
those people on mortgages, but such mortgages would not
be eligible for rediscount.
Mr. STAFFORD. That is the point . . The mortgage
would not be eligible for rediscount, and I want the mortgage obtained from the building and loan association on
such property to be rediscountable and to come within the
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purview of this act. If you accept it for a 3-family dwelling, you should accept it for a 4-family dwelling.
Mr. CAMPBELL of Pennsylvania. But they are habitations, not homes.
Mr. STAFFORD. Oh, they are homes, with the owner occupying one of the parts.
Mr. BLANTON. Mr. Chairman, I rise in opposition to
the amendment.
Mr. Chairman, there is only about one farmer in a hundred thousand who can come within the provisions of this
bill. There are very few of them who have their homes in
building and loan associations. A very few of them, a mere
handful, may get a little benefit from it.
Congress has been passing bill after bill, involving huge
sums of money, concerning which we have been promised
that the farm mortgages would be cared for, and not one
single one has been relieved yet. How much longer is
Congress going to camouflage the farmers?
I was amused this morning at the camouflage that came
from our military friend, the gentleman from New York,
Mr. ANDREWS, splendid fellow that he is, with a splendid
military record, Major ANDREWS, when he rose in his place
and made a declaration. Back in the memorable days of
1928 the gentleman was manager for the President in Erie
County, N. Y., and because of that fact I take it the gentleman must have been speaking for the President this morning when he rose here, with the galleries full of ex-service
men, and said," Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent that
the soldiers' bonus bill may be taken up for immediate consideration," leading those splendid fellows in the gallery to
believe that he was for it, and that his President was for it.
Mr. MILLARD. Mr. Chairman, I make the point of order
that the gentleman is not speaking on the bill.
Mr. BLANTON. Oh, I am coming to the question of
camouflaging the people. The gentleman from New York
was camouflaging the ex-service men. The gentleman is
not even for that bill. The gentleman told me in the presence of Mr. LAGUARDIA two minutes after he made that request that he intended to vote against that bill. The gentleman [Mr. ANDREWS of New York] did not even sign the
petition to discharge the committee, and he got up here
and camouflaged, making it appear he was for it.
We ought to stop such practice here. When are we going
to quit camouflaging the farmer? There are 20,000,000 people in the United States, who constitute the families of the
farmers, immediately dependent upon the farmers. They
are being thrown out of their farm homes every day. The
United States marshal is coming up and putting them out
of their homes because they can not pay the interest on
mortgages at $7 an acre, when they paid as high as $50 an
acre for their farms. They are having those $50-per-acre
farms taken away from them, and they are being turned
out of doors because they can not pay interest on a little
$7-per-acre mortgage.
Mr. COLLINS. They are not organized.
Mr. BLANTON. They are not organized. That is the
trouble. They do not have any organization to sit here in
the gallery to watch us and call us to taws.
I was surprised that my friend, the gentleman from New
York [Mr. BLACK], would propose such a bill as he did
the other day, a bill to use these farms that the Government
has taken over. And the Government has taken them
over. These Federal land banks are quasi-Government institutions. You know they have been subsidized in a thousand ways by the Government. These farmers know that
their farms have been taken away from them by United
States marshals on judgments entered in Federal courts,
if you please, in many instances.
There is a farmer in my district who paid $35 an acre for
his farm. He has grubbed it out himself with his own bard
work. It would have cost him $15 an acre to grub it. He
has fenced it. He has improved it. He has a little $11
mortgage on it and he can not pay the interest, and they
sued him, 400 miles away from his home.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman from Texas
has expired.
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Mr. BLANTON. Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent
to proceed for two additional minutes·.
The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, it is so ordered.
There was no objection.
:Mr. HART. Will the gentleman yield right there?
Mr. BLANTON. In just a moment. I only have two
more minutes.
This farmer has to go 400 miles from home to defend this
action in a Federal court. These farmers are too poor to
employ a lawyer to go into court to defend them. I am
wondering how long we will sit here and let that condition
exist without putting into one of these bills a direction that
will force the Reconstruction Finance Corporation to lend
them enough money to take up these interest payments at
maturity. It is a good investment for · the Government
because the farms in ordinary times will sell for four time~
as much as the Federal land-bank mortgage. We must
help the farmers to redeem their farms which have been
sold under foreclosures.
I am in favor of a bill to grant relief to the urban home
owners. I am in favor of this bill. I intend to vote for it;
but why is it, I ask my colleagues, that we sit here, friends
of the farmers as we profess to be, and we have not done a
thing to redeem their farms that have been sold under
mortgage? And I want to say that before the Seventy-second
Congress adjourns, if I can do it by hard work, I am going
to help you friends of the farmers to stay here until doomsday, before we let Congress adjourn, to see that the farmers
are granted relief, and to see that they are loaned enough
money to redeem their farms which have been sold under
foreclosure.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman from
Texas has again expired.
Mr. REILLY. Mr. Chairman, I move that all debate on
the amendment and all amendments thereto do now close.
The motion was agreed to.
The CHAIRMAN. The question recurs on the amendment offered by the gentleman from Wisconsin [l'tlr. · STAFFORD] to the amendment offered by the gentleman from
Massachusetts [Mr. McCoRMACK].
The question was taken; and on a division (demanded by
Mr. STAFFORD) there were ayes 37 and noes 54.
So the amendment to the amendment was rejected.
The CHAIRMAN. The question is on the amendment
offered by the · gentleman from Massachusetts [Mr.
McCoRMACK].
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. EATON of Colorado. Mr. Chairman, I offer an
amendment.
The Clerk read as follows:
Amendment offered by Mr. EATON of Colorado: Page 2, line 4,
after the word "instltutloh" insert the words "or person·." ·

Mr. EATON of Colorado. Will the gentlemen of the
committee look at line 4, page 2, where you are attempting
to define the word" member," and where you define" member" by stating that it means an institution?
You will not find in any of the statutes of the United
States in the definitive part any definition of the word
"institution." I only suggest to you the word "person"
and trust that to-night you will find language that will fit
in this place that will actually define who you mean shall
be a member, whether it shall be an association of persons
not called a partnership, or a trust, or a corporation, or an
individual, or a partnership. The word " institution " is
not the word that ought to be used here.
May I say further in regard to this bill, in our city we
have some of the strongest building-and-loan and home-loan
institutions of the entire United States? The first dra.f t of
this bill started a controversy between them. One side
thinks you have something that is of benefit; the other side
is sure that you have not; and some of the subjects in controversy have been the burden of my questions to you.
You have not provided in this bill any way whereby the
present past-due mortgages can be taken care of. I have
read the bill; I have read its predecessors. You have provided money to the people who are in the business of lending
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.money on home loans just as in the farm loan bill you
provided money to the cooperative associations.
Here you furnish money to the building and loan associations and other lending institutions, but they are the
ones that have the past-due paper, and this bill will not
create any more value in the mortgagor's mortgage or security than he had before, and he is in debt and behind,
and his taxes are not paid, his insurance premium is past
due, and the value of his property has depreciated. The
officials of institutions holding the paper say: "Values have
gone down, we have got to foreclose and take over your
home."
You have not provided anything here either to amortize
the past-due amount into the future or to give a mortgagor
a moratorium on any part of it. That is not in this bill.
The part that you do put in is to finance the banks and let
them renew or take more. mortgages; that is, you let the
central bank furnish the money to the lending banks, which
is in furtherance of the policy of financing institutions during this depression so that foreclosures may be avoided.
But in this bill foreclosure is not postponed or in any manner interfered with. The borrower continues in his plight.
Gentlemen, you are not giving a direct benefit at all to
the people who are in trouble on mortgages. It is not here.
You have not put it in this bill; but, as I understand the
situation, it is your intention to leave that question up
to the lenders who may receive benefits under this bill and
trust to their good business judgment and sense of equity
and fair dealing that this money will not be used for oppression, but to benefit the borrower.
I appreciate that it is the intention of the committee that
this bill shall serve small savers and home owners by serving
home-financing institutions throughout the United States,
and that many of these are building and loan associations
and small State banks. It includes almost every type of
lending organization except national banks. Under no interpretation of the language of the bill, as I read it, can loans
or extensions be made directly to home owners or home
_ buyers. Certainly there can be found no language which
would extend its terms to builders, speculative or otherwise,
or to private mortgage companies or individuals who are
not under governmental supervision. The benefit which the
home owner may receive will occur when the institution
from which he has borrowed or arranges to borrow his
money has taken eligible loans to and rediscounted them
with the newly created Federal home-loan banlc That
institution, thus discounting, will then receive ready money
whereby its money on hand may be deemed sufficient to
carry for a longer time some of its past due paper or rewrite
the mortgages upon longer time or with amortized payments
to care for the amounts in default.
Commissions, bonuses, membership fees, withdrawal fees,
and other devices to increase the cost of making and carrying a loan were discussed this afternoon. Not one word may
be found in the bill which will discontinue or prohibit such
practices. The gentleman from Wisconsin [Mr. REILLY], I
think it was, explained that these could be covered by rules
and regulations authorized to·be made by the board. Very
well. Whatever is done in regard to such items ought to be
fair and equitable and not amount to extortion.
As I read the present bill, many of the objections to the
two prior bills have been met in the one before us. It is
based upon the principle of creating a central bank during
the present emergency where capital may be found. to care
for the most valuable of "frozen" or long-time loans
and release ready money for further use during the depression. Not only has it the support of a majority of ·the
Banking and Currency Committee, but it also has the
recommendation of the President, as I understand the statements made by various Representatives both on and off the
floor of the House. Therefore, notwithstanding I am of the
opinion that the matter which I have mentioned and others
might have been covered specifically or in a different manner, I realize that this is the final and conscientious work
of the members of the committee charged with the duty of
drafting a suitable bill to meet the recommendation of the
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President, and is the only one which I will have the opportunity to vote for to comply therewith.
Mr. STEVENSON. The gentleman desires to strike out
the word " institution " and insert the word " person "?
Mr. EATON of Colorado. No, add the words" or person."
Mr. BLANTON. Not to strike out, but to add.
Mr. STEVENSON. Does the gentleman suppose any person is going to be ready to pay $1,500 to secure the right to
get in on this thing?
Mr. EATON of Colorado. If he is in the business of lending money on home mortgages.
Mr. STEVENSON. He is not eligible under the terms of
this bill. It would have to be amended all the way through
to extend eligibility to persons. Eligibility here is to institutions.
Mr. EATON of Colorado. What is an institution?
Mr. LAGUARDIA. Is not the real purpose of the bill to
get away from the personal-loan shark?
Mr. STEVENSON. We are trying to get away from the
loan shark and the mortgage broker. We are not letting
them in. I understand that is the purport of the bill, and
I get that information from the subcommittee who worked
up this bill.
Mr. EATON of Colorado. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. STEVENSON. I yield.
Mr.. EATON of Colorado. I am not trying to open the
bill to loan sharks. I am just dra\\ring your attention to the
fact that " institution " is a word that is not found in any
definition in the United States statutes that would fit in
here, and I presented this amendment for the purpose of
directing your attention to it so the correction might be
made.
Mr. STEVENSON. The word" institution" was written in
here by the subcommittee, of which the gentleman from
Massachusetts [Mr. LucEJ is a member, and the gentleman
from Massachusetts is our authority in the Banking and
Currency Committee on language and its usage, and a very
'
capable one.
Institutions are certainly dealt with and that word is absolutely defined when you come to section 4 which declares
who shall be eligible.
The institution eligible is defined over there and there
·
can be no confusion about it.
The CHAffiMAN. The question is on the amendment
offered by the gentleman from Colorado [Mr. EATON].
The amendment was rejected.
The Clerk read as follows:
SEc. 3. As soon as practicable the board shall divide the continental United States and the· Territories of Alaska and Hawall into
not less than 8 nor more than 12 districts. Such districts shall
be apportioned with due regard to the convenience and customary
course of business of the institutions eligible to and likely to
subscribe for stock of a Federal home-loan bank to be formed
under this act, but no such district shall contain a fractional
part of any State. The districts thus created may be readjusted
and new districts may from time to time be created by the board,
not to exceed 12 in all. Such districts shall be known as Federal
home-loan bank ctistricts and may be designated by number. As
soon as practicable the board shall establish, in each district, a
Federal home-loan bank at such city as may be designated by the
board. Its title shall include the name of the city at which it is
established.

Mr. McFADDEN. Mr. Chairman, I offer an amendment.
On page 3, line 15, after the words "United States," insert
a comma and the words " Puerto Rico."
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from Pennsylvania
offers an amendment which the Clerk will report.
The Clerk read as follows:
Amendment offered by Mr. McFADDEN: On page 3, in line 15,
after the words " United States," insert a comma and the words
"Puerto Rico."

Mr. REILLY. Mr. Chairman, that amendment is acceptable to the committee.
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. RAMSPECK. Mr. Chairman, I move to strike out the
last word. It seems to me this bill is very valuable legislation. I certainly hope the committee will perfect it and pass
it as quickly as possible.
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There has grown up in this country, due to this depression,
a very serious condition affecting the home owners of our
country. Of course, I do not expect, and I suppose none of
us expect, that this bill is going to stop all foreclosures on
homes by people who hold mortgages on them. I wish it
were possible to stop them by some legislatiVe action of this
House, but I do not think that is possible. However, I think
this bill as permanent legislation is going to be very valuable to the country.
~
I am from a State that has borrowed large sums of money
throughout the past generations from other parts of the
United States. I think the building and loan associations
which have sprung up recently in my State are among the
·most valuable financial institutions I have ever known.
They encourage people toward thrift. They keep the interest paid on mortgages tn the home community, and the
most valuable thing I see in this bill is that it furnishes for
the building and loan associations a system similar to the
Federal reserve banks, whereby they can increase their
loaning power. It gives them the prestige of Federal Government supervision and examination, and it will bring to
them increased funds for loaning purposes.
I do not think it is going to have any great effect on the
foreclosure of mortgages held by insurance companies because they have to have their funds to meet loans on policies,
but I do think it will enable the building and loan associations in my State and in other sections to greatly expand
their activities and to take over a great many of these
mortgages that are being foreclosed or called by insurance
companies and other mortgage-lending agencies 'that now
hold them.
It is a deplorable situation where a man has saved for
4, 5, or 6 years and paid his savings out to buy a home
and then in a time like this, when money is hard to secure,
when his income has been reduced, to have the company
that loaned him that money say to him, " We can not renew
your loan unless you make a substantial reduction in it,"
and he has not the funds whereby he can make any reductjon. As a result his mortgage is foreclosed and he loses
all he has paid in, is thrown out into the street, and must
rent a home. That is a very deplorable situation, and while
this bill will not cure all this trouble it certainly will have a
tendency to help that situation; it will improve the situation facing the home owners throughout this country, and I
hope the bill will be speedily passed.
Mr. STAFFORD. Mr. Chairman, I move to strike out
the last two words. I invite the attention of the committee to that part of section 3 which provides that these Federal home-loan banks shall not contain. a fractional part
of any State. I would like to have the attention of the
gentleman from South Carolina because I did not have his
support of the good amendment I offered a few minutes ago,
though I had the support of a good many other members
of the committee. I call the gentleman's attention to the
fact that in the Federal reserve act we do not ban portions
of States from being made a member of a certain district.
I can conceive in my home State where it might be advantageous to have the Upper Peninsula of Michigan and
the northwestern part of Wisconsin, whiCh is geographically
a part of Minnesota, made a part of that Federal homeloan district. Before I made the motion I was going to suggest whether it would not be possible to strike out the clause
in line 21, page 3, which provides that·No such district shall contain a fractional part of any State.

Mr. STEVENSON. There is a provision that will take
care of the gentleman's constituents who do not wish to be
included in M:innesota but would rather stay in the State
of Wisconsin and that is the provision that a member can
be a member of a bank outside of his district, provided it is
approved by the board and the conditions are such as
render it necessary.
Mr. STAFFORD. Would it not be advisable to have the
board divide the States into agricultural territorial units
rather than have them follow the demarcations of the
States proper?
·
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Mr. STEVENSON. We are not dealing with the agricultural units in this bill. We are dealing with the urban
people in this bill, and I do not see why the agricultural
divisions of a State should have anything to do with it.
Mr. STAFFORD. Then I will ask whether it would not be
better to have the districts formed regardless of State lines,
based upon economic, financial, and business relations to the
territory in which they are located.
Mr. STEVENSON. I take it the committee gave very
careful consideration to that and I followed the subcommUtee which prepared this bill absolutely on that matter
and I am going to stay with them.
Mr. STAFFORD. Then I will ask my colleague what was
the idea of having the State territorial lines govern in this
matter.
Mr. REILLY. I will say to the gentleman that the bill
came to the committee from the administration people who
drew it up with that provision in it. My understanding is
that the desire is not to separate any part of the State,
because it would be more convenient to administer the law
in that way. The laws governing building and loan associations and other similar organizations are quite different
in various states and it was desired to keep the State lines
intact in dealing with all the home-loan institutions in that
State.
Mr. CHINDBLOM. May I ask the gentleman from Wisconsin [Mr. REILLY] in the time of my colleague, also from
Wisconsin, whether, inasmuch as the largest' State in the
Union has a population of approximately 10,000,000, which
would be about one-twelfth of the entire population of the
country, it is the idea of the committee that these 12 districts, if there are that many, shall be of approximately the
same population?
Mr. REILLY. Not at all. I stated some States will be
made one district.
Mr. c~-nBLOM. Of course, the State of New York
would have to be made one district.
Mr. REILLY. And the State of New Jersey has one-tenth
of the building and loan associations in the country and
would probably be another division. It is not a question of
population, it is a question of convenience.
Mr. STAFFORD. Mr. Chairman, I gave some consideration to the thought advanced by my colleague, and, in view
of the statement he has made, I shall not press any formal
amendment.
Mr. BRIGGS. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. STAFFORD. I yield.
Mr. BRIGGS. I want to ask the gentleman from Wisconsin [Mr. REILLY], who was a member of the subcommittee,
a question.
.[Here the gavel felL]
Mr. BRIGGS. Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent
that the time of the gentleman from Wisconsin may be extended one minute.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection?
There was no objection.
Mr. BRIGGS. The purpose of this provision, as I understand, is that no Federal district established under this bill
shall consist of less than one State. It may consist of more
than one State, but not less than one State.
Mr. REILLY. And, furthermore, it can not consist of a
number of States and half of a State.
Mr. BRIGGS. Or any subdivision or part of a State; it
has to be an entire State or two States or three or more
States, as· the case may be.
Mr. REILLY. Yes.
Mr. STAFFORD. And in that regard it is different from
the Federal reserve act.
Mr. BRIGGS. That is what I understand.
[Here the gavel fell.]
Mr. STOKES. Mr. Chairman, I rise in opposition to
the pro forma amendment.
. Mr. Chairman. I am opposed to this bill because I think it
puts the Government in business. I think we want to keep
the Government out of business, and I think, furthermore,
it puts. the Government into a business about which it
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knows nothing. We will run a chance of losing a great
deal of money. In order to place mortgages, we have to
have experienced men who know something about it. I
do not think we are going to get any experienced men at
the present time unless we take a great deal of time about it.
I want to read a letter which I have received from one
of the leading mortgage men in the city of Philadelphia,
Mr. Clark, who says:
I feel that the public will not regain confidence in real estate
until the law of supply and demand creates a shortage, with a consequent rise in rents and sales prices. In my opinion, any agency
that will tend to keep a surplus of houses on the market is
dangerous and destined to end in failure. It seems to me the
agencies for maintaining prices on wheat, cotton, rubber, etc.,
interfere with the law of demand and supply and only prolong
th~ period of readjustment.
In a statement recently made the Mortgage Bankers As-

sociation of America said that of the replies to the association's inquiry, 95 per cent reported that homes are more
plentiful in their communities, and the enactment of the
home-loan bank measure would be harmful to present
property owners as well as to those who might build during
the period of speculative building certain to follow the
passage of this bill.
Mr. STRONG of Kansas. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. STOKES. No; I only have five minutes.
This bill provides that debentures can be issued by the
home-loan discount bank. We know that the Federal farm
bonds and the joint-stock land bank bonds are selling at
about 25 cents to 50 cents on the dollar. Who is going to
buy these bonds? The investor will not buy them. It means
that the Government will have to put up all the money
itself.
We want to balance the Budget. We can not balance the
Budget if we are going to spend a huge sum of money on
this matter of rebuilding houses, because the home owner
himself can not borrow. The small man is not permitted to
borrow. He has to get this money through an institution.
I therefore hope you will not vote for thiS" bill. I think it
is a very uneconomic and unsound policy.
Mr. SUMNERS of Texas. Mr. Chairman, I would like
to have the attention of the House, I only want to speak
for two minutes. I am speaking out of order, with your
permission.
May I suggest to the Committee on Banking and Currency and to all other committees, and to the Membership
of the House, that while these measures we are considering
for relief may each be good for temporary relief, but in
my humble opinion-! am not going to say in my humble
opinion, I know it-we are not going to reach the spot, we
are not going to start rehabilitation until we do economic
justice to the people of America who till the farm. That is
where the economic paralysis began, and that is where the
cure must begin. I want you to think about it.
The Clerk read as follows:
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business, or of the bank of a district adjoining such district, if
demanded by convenience and then only with the ·approval of
the board.
(c) Notwithstanding the provisions of clause (2) of subsection
(a) of this section requiring inspection and regulation under law
as a condition with respect to eligib111ty for membership, any
building and loan association which would be eligible to become
a member of a Federal home-loan bank except for the fact that
it is not subject to inspection and regulation under the banking
laws or similar laws of the State in which such association is
organized shall, for the period of 42 months after the enactment
of this act, be eligible to become a member of a Federal home-loan
bank. If, at the end of such period, legislation providing for
inspection and regulation of building and loan associations has
not been enacted by such State, such association shall cease to
be a member and the same provisions shall apply with respect
to the termination of its relations with the Federal home-loan
bank as apply in the case of involuntary withdrawal of members
under section 5 (i).

Mr. GOLDSBOROUGH. Mr. Chairman, I offer the following committee amendment.
The Clerk read as follows:
Page 5, at the end of line 16, insert "or similar institutions."
Page 5, line 21, strike out all after the word "shall" down to
line 5, page 6, and insert: "On subjecting itself to such inspection and regulation as the board shall prescribe be eligible to
become a member."

Mr. REILLY. Mr. Chairman, I move that the committee
do now rise.
The motion was agreed to; accordingly the committee
rose, and the Speaker having resumed the chair, Mr. CELLER,
Chairman of the Committee of the Whole House on the
state of the Union, reported that that committee had had
under consideration the bill (H. R. 12280) to create a Federal home-loan bank, to provide for the superivision thereof,
and for other purposes, and had come to no resolution
thereon.
LEAVE OF ABSENCE
By unanimous consent, leave of absence was granted to
Mr. HASTINGS, indefinitely, on account of important
business.
TAX ON SULPHATE OF AMMONIA
Mr. FULMER. Wrr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent to
extend my remarks in the RECORD.
There was no objection.
Mr. FULMER. Mr. Speaker, under leave to extend my
remarks in the REcORD, I include a statement made by me
before the Under Secretary of the Treasury, Mr. Ballentine,
against the placing of a duty on the importation of sulphate
of ammonia:

Congressman FuLMER. Mr. Secretary, I realize that you have
others who wish to appear before you this morning; and I want
to ask permission to extend my remarks.
Under Secretary BALLANTINE. Please do.
Congressman F'ULMER. Would I be permitted to ask just one or
two questions, either of you or some one who has been engaged
in this investlga tlon?
Under Secretary BALLANTINE. Certainly.
Congressman FuLMER. I would like to ask, in this investigation,
CAPITAL OF FEDERAL HOME-LOAN BANKS AND SUBSCRIPTIONS THERETO
if any investigation has been made as to the financial condition
SEC. 4. (a) Any building and loan association, savings and loan of agriculture, which will have to pay this tax, and what it will
association, cooperative bank, homestead association, insurance mean as an added burden to millions of farmers in comparison
company, savings bank, trust company, State bank, or other bank- with the small benefits to the few manufacturers of this product?
Under Secretary BALLANTINE. I think we might answer you, Mr.
ing organization (except a national bank) shall be eligible to
become a member of, or a nonmember borrower of, a Federal home- Representative, by saying that we have a fairly good knowledge
loan bank if such institution ( 1) is duly organized under the of that subject. The condition of agriculture is the thing that
laws of any State or of the United States; (2) is subject to in- comes home very closely to us; mostly on account of its general
spection and regulation under the banking laws, or under similar business importance; and through the operations of the Farm
laws, of the State or of the United States; and (3) makes such Loan Board, which. as you know, is under this department; and
home mortgage loans as, in the judgment of the board, are long- I think you can rely upon our having the knowledge which you
term loans (and in the case of a savings bank, trust company, refer to.
Congressman FULMER. I would like to ask . this question: I
State bank, or other banking organization (except a national
bank), if, in the judgment of the board, its time deposits, as realize that you held a number of conferences during this investidefined in section 19 of the Federal reserve act, warrant its gation, which has been going on for several months, and I would
making such loans). No institution shall be eligible to become a like to ask if in these conferences you have had some one repremember of, or a nonmember borrower of, a Federal home loan senting agriculture present, so that they could get the facts as
bank if, in the judgment of the board, its financial condition is presented by the manufacturers in requesting this embargo?
Under Secretary BALLANTINE. In the hearings that we have held
such that advances may not safely be made to such institution
or the character of its management or its home-financing policy we have not had present representatives of agriculture any more
is inconsistent with sound and economical home financing, or than there is present here to-day a representative of these manufacturers who are seeking to have us invoke the antidumping
with the purposes of this act.
(b) An institution eligible to become a member or a non- clause. These hearings are conducted by hearing each side, just
member borrower under this section may become a member only as we are hearing you now; but you can rely on the fact that
of, or secure advances from, the Federal home-loan bank of the the agricultural interests are not being lost sight of for a moment
district in which is located the institution's principal place of by the department.
LXXV--795
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Congressman FULMER. Mr. Secretary, you realize that in appearing here this morning we would not be in position to go into
the facts as presented by the manufacturers, because we have
not had the privilege of sitting in on any of the conferences you
have had with them; nor have we been able to get any information in connection with what has been presented to you. I would
like to state that we all understand that t;he importation of
sulphate of ammonia has increased for the last year or two; but
if we will take the figures for 1930 and 1931, we will find that
they are as large as the imports of sulphate of ammonia in some
past years. We also find in comparison with 1930 and 1931 the
production of sulphate of ammonia in the United States has
decreased somewhat. We will take the first two months of 1930
in comparison with 1931-the production in the United States
perhaps decreased about 30 or 32 per cent.
It may be that the manufacturers of sulphate of ammonia
would argue that this has been brought about because of the
importation of sulphate of ammonia, and that they were not able
to compete; but we have a report from the Department of Commerce; and it is a known fact, and I expect you realize it, that
the steel manufacturers have not been very active in the last
year or two; I imagine because of the conditions existing at this
time. As stated by one of the witnesses, I am sure that the
manufacturers of sulphate of ammonia, which is a by-product,
would be well able to increase their production; and inasmuch
as it is a by-product, be able to compete with any manufacturer in any country. I want to call your attention, :Mr. Secretary, to the fact that p:ractically everything that the farmer is
buying at this time, he is paying a price much higher in comparison with the price that he is receiving for his product.
Everything on the farm is selling considerably below the cost
of production. I run a large farm myself, and I have to buy
implements and all other things necessary to run that farm;
and I know prices have not been materially reduced. I am now
going into the market with truck and absolutely unable to get
the cost of these products. It is absolutely necessary to either
have nitrate of soda or sulphate of ammonia. The agency handling the nitrate of soda has been able to form a combination
whereby they have been able to absolutely fix and control pricts.
Now that we have a certain amount of importation of sulphate of
ammonia, on a competitive basis with this product in the
United States at a fair price, it is proposed to increase the price
with a tax to farmers who are absolutely broke and unable to
buy sufficient quantity of fertilizer to produce their crops. It
would be very unfair, especially at this time, to place a duty
on sulphate of ammonia. As stated a while ago, thousands of
farmers this year would be unable to carry on except for a very
small loan from the Federal Government. If you, at this time,
levy a duty on sulphate of ammonia, $2 or $5, you are simply
taking back from the farmer a part of the money that he has
borrowed from the Government. These farmers have pledged
their whole crop to the Government to pay-and with this tax
they would really be unable to carry on.
I would like to state this in closing: That this tax will affect
largely the South, because we have to have fertilizer to produce
crops. I want to call your attention to the fact that the Farm
Board to-day is holding three or four million bales of cotton, and
we have a surplus of around 13,000,000 bales, with no prosnect
of a price that will even bring about the cost of production.
With the assistance of the board and the extension service farmers are barely trying to produce crops to maintain their families
apd carry on, and now to place this duty on sulphate of ammonia I can say to you frankly that I do not see any way out
for the agricultural interests in that section.
I am sure that you understand, even recently, that thousands
of acres of land in cotton States in the South are being sold for
the taxes; and if they are unable to pay State taxes they do not
pay Federal taxes, because they are unable to make a profit. I
am sure th_ey can not pay a tax on this product. If you tax sulphate
of ammoma, I am absolutely unable to see any hope for ao-riculture. If there is any reason why a tax should be placed o~ sulphate of ammonia, I would like to state that this is the inopportune time to do it. It appears to me that the Government
would be going in a circle, so to speak. We loaned the farm~r $75
to produce his crop--buy his fertilizer, based on prices some time
ago; and now we put a tax on sulphate of ammonia, taking back
part of the funds the Government lent him.
Under Secretary BALLANTINE. You understand, Mr. Representative, that the reason that is given for invoking this provision is
the contention that foreign manufacturers of sulphate of ammonia are disposing of their product here in our market at prices
which are very much less than prices which they charge for that
product in the country where produced; and to the damage of
our domestic producers of sulphate of ammonia. The manufacturers of sulphate of ammonia in this country are seeking 1o invoke the antidumping clause, and that is the issue which is presented to the department.
Congressman FULMER. Mr. Secretary, that is the unfair part
about it. In agriculture we plant various types of produce. We
invariably lose on some of those products, and, perhaps, make a
slight profit on others. That is the case in all lines of business;
even the merchantile business. Sulphate of ammonia is a by-oroduct, and a very small item in connection with the great steel industry; and, of course, they are the ones who manufacture sulphate of ammonia. That brings up the question as to whether
or not, in your investigations, you went into the matter to the
extent of ascertaining whether they have made a profit on their
business as a whole. Thank you, Mr. Secretary.
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(The table from the Department of Commerce, referred to by
Congressman FULMER, is copied below.)
Sulphate of ammonia produced in the United States according to
the Bureau of Mines of the Depart'ment of Commerce

Calendar
year:
Short
tons
1929 _______________________________________________
744,000
1930 _______________________________________________ 671,000
1931 _______________________________________________ 471,000
Sulphate of ammonia produced in the United States according to
the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce

Calendar year:
Short tons
1929_______________________________________________ 21,000
1930_______________________________________________ 38,000
1931 _______________________________________________ 126,000
Sulphate of ammonia exported from the United States according
to the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce

Calendar
year:
Short
tons
1929 _______________________________________________
162,000
1930 _______________________________________________ 91,000
1931 _______________________________________________ 75.000
Sulphate of ammonia consumed 1 as fertilizer in the United States
according to estimates of the National Fertilizer Association

Calendar year; includes Hawaii and Puerto Rico:

Short tons

~~~~=======================~====================== 2~~~:ggg

1931---------------------------------------------- 490,000
Congressman FULMER. Mr. Secretary, I would like to ask if I
can not secure, at this time, a copy of the minutes of the hearing
that was held, I believe, last Monday, with sulphate of ammonia
manufacturers?
Under Secretary BALLANTINE. I do not think that would be in
accordance with the practice. We can not have both sides in crossexamination, like in court procedure; because we would never get
through if we undertook that procedure.
Congressman F'ULMER. I mean, a copy of the minutes of the
hearing a3 presented.
Under Secretary BALLANTINE. The minutes are not printed. They
are only typewritten for our own records; and we could not, therefore, comply with your request. However, I want you to be certain
in your mind that you can rely upon our giving your side, and
your evidence, thorough consideration. Do not think for a moment
that because you are not present that we do not sit down with the
most earnest desire of getting the right answer; and that we do
J.:ot take into consideration your side of the case.
Congressman FULMER. Then, I understand that those of us
opposing this proposition will not have an opportunity to even
refute the statements made by the manufacturers or others who
are asking that this antidumping clause be invoked.
Under Secretary BALLANTINE. You are going to be in exactly the
same position as they are--they do not have a copy of what you
say and you do not have a copy of ·what they say. You are treated
exactly alike, and you are going to be fairly treated, Mr. Representative. This is just the difference between administrative and
court procedure, but I do not think you need worry about the
matter.
Congressman FULMER. I think it is unfair tb,at we are not permitted to look over and review the statements made by the other
parties.
Under Secretary BALLANTINE. We review the statements ourselves, :Mr. Representative, and we make independent investigations
to find out the truth or untruth of the facts as presented. Do not
think we are going to take any bad money.
Congressman FULMER. I appreciate that.
ECONOMIC CONDITIONS AND DIVIDENDS FOR GOVERNMENT
EFFICIENCY

Mr. BUCKBEE. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent
to extend my remarks in the RECORD on the economic conditions and also on dividends from Government efficiency.
There was no objection.
Mr. BUCKBEE. Mr. Speaker, during the past weeks we
have given much time to the question of curtailing expenses of the Federal Government, and it has been a source
of surprise and pleasure to me to find so many of the burea us of the Government to be wholly or partly selfsupporting.
The earnings from individuals and corporations for the
fiscal year 1931 of the Department of Justice total $1,784,806.40, and were collected by United States marshals, clerks
of the United States district courts, and clerks of the
United States circuit courts of appeal.
The fees turned into the Treasury of the United States
for tests for private individuals and concerns by the Bureau of Standards during the calendar year 1931 amounted
to $61,180.44.
1
It is estimated that 15,000 tons of sulphate of ammonia are
annually used in other industries.
2
Includes 460,500 tons raported used in mixed fertillzer in the
1929 United States Census of Manufactures (Apr. 21, 1932).
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The Insolvent Division of the Treasury Department, the
division which issues and redeems Federal reserve notes,
the division which redeems national bank currency, and
the activities of that office and the field with respect to
examination of national banks are self-supporting. In the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1931, out of total expenditures
of $3,276,381.96 only $308,662 were expended from appropriated funds and of this amount $51,849 were reimbursed,
or, in other words, ~d back to the United States by the
banks, so that $256,813 was the total cost out of appropriated funds for the fiscal year 1931. If there were taken
into consideration the tax of one-half of 1 per cent levied
on national bank currency, which brings into the Treasury
over $2,000,000 each year, the entire office might be called
self-sustaining. In fact, it would show a profit of over
$1,500,000 each year to the Government.
Incident to the operation of naval activities, some income
is received, the total amount covered into the general fund
of the Treasury as " Miscellaneous receipts " during the
fiscal year 1931 being $4,470,397.78. The principal sources
from which this amount was received covers royalties, naval
petroleum reserve, sales of surplus and condemned supplies,
sales of hydrographic charts, radio service, and profit on
work done for private parties.
The Passport Division of the Department of State and
the passport agencies together issued 163,904 passports and
renewals and collected $828,789 for the fiscal year 1931, for
passport, renewal, and execution fees. This is very profitable to the Government, since the total cost during the year
amounted to $73,018.54 for the agencies and $196,141.32 for
salaries, contingent, and printing expenses for the Passpo!'t
Division in the department. In the Foreign Service there
was collected a total of $3,146,347.40 for invoice, visa, notarial, and other fees in the Consular Service. The total ope.rating cost of the Foreign Service during the fiscal year
1931 was $10,312,702. The stenographic section of the Department of State is in no sense a self-supporting division,
although there was paid to the Government th.rough that
division $509.79 for photostat copies of the laws of the
United States. The Mixed Claims Commission, United States
and Germany, may have been partly self-supporting during
the fiscal year 1931, since there was deducted by the Treasury Department from each payment made on account of an
award one-half of 1 per cent, totaling $64,440.30, as against a
cost of $127,657.43 for the same period. I am advised that
although the total deductions to date have not equaled the
total cost of the operation of this activity, it is estimated
that when all payments of awards have been made, the
total deductions to be made by the Treasury Department
will exceed the entire cost of this commission. The Division of Communications and Records of the department
presents claims to the American-owned telegraph companies
for refund on incoming messages of the difference between
the full commercial rate paid at the point of origin and the
outgoing Government rate on similar messages. During the
fiscal year 1931, $18,499.29 was recovered at a cost of $1,800.
In regard to the Department of Commerce, I find that the
Coast and Geodetic Survey, through sale of charts and publications for the fiscal year 1931, has collected $74,674.88.
The Bureau of Fisheries for sale of sealskins and foxskins
bas collected $96,103.10. The Patent Office has collected in
patent fees $4,473,647.80. The Bureau of Mines has collected
during this period for testing fees and sale of gas from
helium $23,054.52.
The net revenues from the operation of the Panama Canal
total $15,159,991.38. The interest on canal investments at 3
per cent approximates $16,000,000, which is not included in
the operating expenses. The gross income for the fiscal year
1931 from the operation of the Panama Canal Railway Co.
is $1,259,500.66. The net income from the operation of the
Inland Waterways Corporation is $298,756.51. The cost of
the operation of Muscle Shoals, Ala., nitrate plants is $83,000
as against $99,233 receipts from leases. Twenty-four thousand fou.r hundred and forty-five dollars and fourteen cents
was received from the operation of the hydroelectric power
plant at the Rock Island Arsenal, and the amount received
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frQm the · operation of the Rock Island Bridge is $8,459.84
for the fiscal year 1931.
Through the office of the Secretary of the Interior a small
amount is collected for the sale of official papers and certificates of authentication. A considerable amount of photostat work is also done for the bureaus and other offices of
the department, which is subsequently sold and the amounts
collected from this work aTe covered into miscellaneous receipts. The General Land Office is more than self -supporting. The cash receipts from all sources, none of which were
collected from other Government agencies, aggregated
$4,835,761.85 during the fiscal year ended June 30, 1931, and
the total expenditures for the conduct of its business, including its field activitias, amounted to $2,158,159.81.
The Bureau of Geological Survey is partially self-supporting. During the fiscal year 1931, $43,430.17 was collected
from private individuals, firms, and corporations. The conservation branch of this bureau makes no collections of
funds from private individuals, firms, and corporations; but
its work-land classification, supervision of power permits,
grants and licenses, and supervision of mineral leasing operations--is a part of land administration that is self-supporting, the collections. being made by other Government
agencies. Funds collected during the fiscal year 1931 for
the Indian Service aggregated $986,927.70. In addition, sundry special funds amounting to $70,743.11 were collected and
retained for expenditures by disbursing agents. This represents money collected for expenses of special activities,
such as dipping sheep, marketing cattle, threshing and
grinding grain, and so forth.
With the exception of emergency charge-otis made pursuant to legislation, the Bureau of Reclamation is entirely
self-supporting, collecting for the fiscal year 1931, $12,367,666.56. The National Park Service is partially self-supporting, having collected for the fiscal year 1931 revenues totaling $940,364.49. During the fiscal year 1931 the Alaska
Railroad collected $1,209,575, of which $191,973 was due
connecting lines. The net amount was $1,017,602. During
the year 1931 St. Elizabeths Hospital received from private
sources $77,225. Columbia Institution for the Deaf collected from individuals and corporations $15,262, and Freedmen's Hospital collected from pay patients $20,629.75. The
Territory of Hawaii was wholly self-supporting during the
fiscal year 1931. Howard University collected from students, university activities, endowments, investments, donations, and so forth, $486,318.90. The estimated revenues
and private contributions for the Virgin Islands total
$200,755.
I do not wish to take up an undue amount of yow· valuable
time on this subject, but I would like to submit further
information for your earnest consideration, and therefore
request unanimous consent to extend my remarks in the
RECORD.
DIVIDENDS FROM GOVERNMENT EFFICIENCY

There are many activities, many types of research, which
it is either impossible or impractical for the individual
citizen of the United States to undertake for himself. As
such activities and research are essential to the welfare of
the whole people of the United States, the Federal Government has undertaken them. In many cases the Government renders· these services free of charge. In other instances, usually where the benefits of the govern.."llental
service are restricted in application, nominal · fees are
charged. As an example of this, the Bureau of Standards
makes nominal charges for testing products where the result of the test is not of general interest. Such fees in the
fiscal year 1931 earned the bureau a total of $66,576.15.
Where an entire industry or the entire population is benefited services are rendered free. There are thousands of
examples of this type of service. This bureau alone is responsible for thousands of scientific discoveries benefitting
every citizen of the country. For example, a new method
of making paper on which paper money is printed doubles
the life of the money and saves the Government $2,000,000
a year.
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In this bureau there is a division concerned with tlle so forth. In short, he can get at once all the information
utilization of waste products from the land. The discovery that he needs to plan an efficient and successful entrance
of a use for corn stalks and corn cobs has resulted in the into a foreign market.
establishment of a factocy which purchases annually more
The foreign office must report on the exchanging commerthan $200,000 worth of corn waste from the farmers of cial and L'Tldustrial conditions in the territory so that AmeriIowa and Illinois. This amounts to four times the annual can interests concerned can be protected.
appropriation for the entire division of the Bureau of
In effect, the foreign office serves as a sales agent for the
Standards, which developed the process.
American shipper. A certain manufacturer will address a
Cottonseed, once a nuisance difficult to dispose of, last foreign office saying that he would like to secure representayear ( 1931) was worth $265,000,000 to the cotton farmers of tion for the sale of his product in that area. The foreign
the South, because of the research which has made its office contacts the most suitable representatives in the trade
by-products valuable.
and suggests a local merchant. The office follows up the
Research now going forward in the development of high correspondence of the American merchant until the agency
grade cellulose from wheat straw, corn stalks, cottonseed is established and yielding a suitable return.
Through the foreign service of the bureau last year, in
hulls, and so forth, all of which are usually waste products,
will permit the manufacture of rayon, cellophane, and 1 spite of the depression, American exporters obtained
hundreds of other valuable products from this waste to a $57,000,000 in new business, a return to American business
greater extent in the future.
of $11 for every dollar expended on the entire bureau. It is
Research in the textile division of the Bureau of Stand- estimated that this amount of business netted the Governards was estimated by the National Association of Hosiery menta return of at least $1,500,000 in income-tax collections.
and Underwear 1\.fanufacturers to be worth more than
Because of the aggressive policy of the Bureau of Foreign
$25,000,000 to the hosiery and underwear industries.
and Domestic Commerce in seeking new markets, we have
One division of the Bureau of Standards is concerned with become the largest exporting nation in the world. Exports
standardization of sizes, grades, and ·so forth, in various in- in 1931, during the depression, were valued at $2,500,000,000.
dustries with the object of eliminating industrial waste. It is estimated that upward of 1,400,000 men were employed
Industries affected by this planning thus far have estimated in the production of products for export.
their savings at over $600,000,000.
The services of the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic ComThe Bureau of Standards has an optical glass plant which merce are primarily for the small diversified manufacturers
manufactures all of the optical glass used by the United who can not afford to make their own contacts in foreign
States Navy. The operation of this plant is essential to our countries. The manufacturer is the one who would be most
national defense, as there is no commercial glass plant in the seriously affected if the services of the bureau were curUnited States capable of doing the same kind of work. tailed. The large manufacturer can afford to send his own
Discontinuance of this plant would necessitate importation representatives to foreign markets. More than 80 per cent
of optical glass for the Navy.
of the services of t}le bureau are for the little fellow.
The Bureau of Standards makes routine tests of articles
Through the bureau's efforts last year, 2,873 new agency
purchased for Government use to insure the Government's connections abroad were established for domestic industries.
"getting its money's worth." The value of these tests for These may conservatively be valued at $500 to $1,000 each.
the last fiscal year was $683,170.67.
In domestic markets the bureau cooperates with trade
The bureau does a large amount of research work for the associations in making surveys, and so forth. Last year the
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics in the develop- bureau spent $100,000 in this type of work and industries
ment of new aluminum alloys, power plants, dopes, designs involved contributed $1,200,000. In one survey, of retail
of wings, and so forth. This work is indispensable to the drug stores, 31 trade associations cooperated with the bureau
progress of aviation and has an obviously important bearing and contributed $75,000 as compared to the bureau's expenditure of only $25,000.
on our national defense.
It is obviously difficult to evaluate the services of another
The bureau last year furnished 730,000 lists of foreignservice bureau in the Department of Commerce, the Bureau trade prospects; 940,000 definite trade opportunities for the
of Foreign and Domestic Commerce.
sale of American goods abroad; and 190,000 reports on forThis bureau maintains 58 foreign offices in the leading eign concerns supplementing the reports of credit-rating
trade centers of the world. The activities of these offices concerns such as Dun's, Bradstreets, and so forth.
are devoted to the promotion of the foreign commerce of this
The Department of Commerce turns into the Treasury
Nation. The aid they render to the American exporters is each year over $7,000,000 received in the form of fees, etc.
The proposed reduction in the appropriations of the Depractical and definite.
Located in the large foreign markets and constantly alert partment of Commerce for the next fiscal year will mean
for any trade opening for American goods, they i.m!nediately the closing of 20 foreign-trade promotion offices, 18 offices in
report these opportunities to the bureau in Washington. the United States and the dismissal of 473 employees from
Here the information is disseminated to every interested the bureau. Five divisions of the "Washington offices would
manufacturer in the United States.
have to be discontinued: Agricultural implements, boots and
These foreign representatives secure credit information shoes, foreign construction, motion pictures, and aeronautics
as to every leading firm in their terr~tory and forward it to trade.
WashL~gton. As a consequence the bureau has built up a
The actual cash receipts of the Department of Commerce
commercial intelligence file that stands as one of the fore- for the fiscal year 1931 were as follows:
most sources of authentic credit information in the United Fines and penalties, aeronautics branch ___________ _
$6,130.00
States to-day. It is impartial, conservative, and reliable.
Fees, China trade act _____________________________ _
2,075.00
The men in the foreign offices report at once any changes Sale of pubUcations, Bureau of Foreign and Domesor suggested revisions of foreign tariffs. As a result of this Fe~~ f~~~:~~~c~J.-;;r-=v-1c~~:"B~;~{i-~i-c;~~~s=======
~: ~~~: ~~
activity the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce has Tonnage taxes, Bureau of Navigation _______________ 1, 777, 612. 54
become the only source to which the harassed American pro- Fines and penalties, Bureau of Navigation__________ 340, 743.35
ducer can turn to find up-to-the-minute, reliable tariff data Navigation fees, Bureau of Navigation______________ 205, 208. 60
Testing fees, Bureau of Standards__________________
66, 576. 15
that separates rumor from facts. This service alone saves Sale of charts and publications of Coast and Geemillions of dollar s for American exporters each year.
detic SurveY------------------------------------74, 674. as
96, 103. 10
The foreign offices conduct surveys on advertising in their Sale of seal and fox skins, Bureau of Fisheries______
territories. To-day an exporter can come to a district office Patent fees, Patent Office __________________________ 4, 473, 647. 80
Testing fees, Bureau of Mines______________________
11, 557. 00
of the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce and get Sale of gas from helium, Bureau of Mines___________
11,497. oo
immediately data as to how he should conduct an advertising
Total---------------------------------------- 7,078,055 . 93
campaign in any foreign area, what the potential market is,
Sir Horace Plunkett, Ireland's great authority on agriculthe type of people his literature will reach, the merchandising methods of the country, the best distributing point, and ture, recently described the United States Department of
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AgTiculture as "the most useful institution on earth." This
department has won its position as a public-service institution by scientific triumphs and in practical help, benefiting
not only agricUlture but industry and the general community
as well. Much of the work promotes public health and wellbeing. Its research, by helping farmers to grow better crops
and livestock, reduce their costs, and market their products
more efficiently, benefits the consuming public every bit as
much as it benefits the producing farmer. A few examples
will show why practically everyone is interested in the department's activities.
·
The public has a vital interest in the Federal meat-inspection service, which costs more than $5,000,000 annually.
This service maintains a high standard of sanitation in
packing plants, and aims to insure safe, clean animal products. The research and the veterinary work of the department promote public health by eradicating animal diseases
or reducing their prevalence. Through enforcement of the
pure food and drugs act, the tea and milk import acts, the
caustic poison act, and other similar acts, the public is prot.ected against unwholesome or adulterated foods and drugs,
inferior disinfectants, and ineffective insecticides.
The weather service of the Weather Bureau of the Department of Agriculture is indispensable to innumerable commercial and industrial enterprises. Building contractors
save on cement jobs by heeding frost forecasts. Shippers
of perishable products prevent losses in the same way.
Weather reports are indispensable for navigation and aviation, and many more matters.
The administration of our forest resources and their utilization with thought of the need for conservation is of interest to the entire population. The Department of Agriculture administers forests with an area of 160,000,000 acres,
and cooperates in fire protection on 240,000,000 acres more.
The perpetuation of our forest resources is of immense value
to the public as a whole.
Few of us realize that more than half of the total expenditures of this department goes for the improvement of
roads. The Federal aid system consists of the most important interstate and intercounty roads, thus benefiting both
city dwellers and farmers.
Primarily, the department is a research institution. Research in the department from 1888 to 1893 proved that a
microorganism found in the blood of cattle is the cause of
splenetic fever, and that the disease is transmitted by the.
cattle tick. This was the first demonstration that a microbial disease can be transmitted exclusively by an insect
host or carrier. The beneficial results were literally stupendous. They were not limited to an improvement in the
health of cattle. The discovery ranks among the great
achievements of medical science; it led to the knowledge
that such diseases as yellow fever, malaria, typhus fever,
African sleeping sickness, Rocky Mountain fever, and other
maladies are similarly transmitted. It made possible the
control of yellow fever in the Canal Zone.
Scientists in the department discovered, in 1903, that hog
cholera is caused by a filterable vh·us, and developed a preventive serum that saved a threatened industry.
Research in the department discovered an effective remedy
fo1· hookworm in human beings, vastly extended the shipping range of citrus fruits, rehabilitated the disease-threatened sugarcane industry, protected the potato industry, and
found uses for numerous farm by-products. These are
merely examples.
The development of new varieties of plants and the introduction of foreign varieties to American soil has made it
possible to better utilize our land resources. Pima cotton,
for example, was developed by selection from cotton originally brought from Egypt. The new cotton is of great
length and strength and is now grown in the Salt River
Valley of Arizona. Hardy alfalfas have been brought from
Siberia· and other parts of Asia; the soybean from the
Orient; Sudan grass, Rhodes grass, Napier grass, velvet bean,
and pmple vetch from Africa and elsewhere. We are indebted to Russia for the original Durum w~eat, a crop that
is now so improved that it has an atmual value in this country of nearly $100,000,000. Sudan grass now has an annual
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crop value of over $2,000,000 in this country. The Washington navel orange, introduced from Brazil in 1872, which
now makes up the bu!k of the California orange industry,
is only one example to show how American orchards and
groves have been enriched by the introduction of scores of
fruits and nuts from abroad. Through numerous investigations the department has improved this orange and perpetuated the best qualities through bud selection. In more
recent years there has been added the date, the alligator
pear, the mango, Chinese and Japanese persimmons, the
papaya, and the pistachio nut, and many more fruits, nuts,
and so forth.
Methods of growing cotton have been con.c;iderably modified in recent years by the new method of thick spacing of
single-stalk plants, based on a technical botanical discovery
that the cotton plant has two distinct kinds of branches.
The single-stalk cotton is earlier and more productive, especially under boll-weevil conditions or in short seasons. The
yields are often increased from 10 to 30 per cent, or even
from 50 to 100 per cent under some conditions, by the new
method.
In 1929, when the campaign to eradicate the Mediterranean fruit fly was in full swing, Department of Agriculture scientists developed a way to sterilize citrus fruit by
heat. This permitted the orderly marketing of citrus fruit
grown in the infected area and saved millio~ of dollars to
growers.
A calcium salt, once so rare that it cost $150 a pound,
now may be had for 50 cents a pound because of recent work
by the department's chemists. In looking for molds to produce tartaric acid, 149 were examined without results. The
one hundred and :fiftieth unexpectedly produced gluconic
acid. This is now used in making calcium gluconate, the
only calcium salt that can be injected between the ,muscles,
without causing abscesses, in treating human diseases.
Strawberry growers in North Carolin.a last year increased
their yields by 400 to 500 quarts per acre, and their average
profit by $75 an acre, through the use of fertilizing methods
recommended by the department.
.The department was the first scientific organization to
demonstrate that resistance to disease in plants is of a
genetic character, and that resistant qualities can be bred
into or out of plants. Intensive research by the department
and developments in wilt resistant and disease resistant
varieties of cottons, melons, beans, peas, lettuce, cantaloupes, tomatoes, onions, and so forth, have resulted in a
saving of many millions of dollars annually.
Research in the Bureau of Animal Industry developed
last year a way to control the liver fluke in sheep. This
parasite has caused much loss in California and other Westem States . .Investigators found that the liver fluke spends
part of its life cycle in a certain snail that lives in wet
pastures and along the banks of water courses and iJ.·rigation canals. When such areas are treated with copper sulphate a chemical extremely poisonous even in minute quantities to snails, the life cycle of the parasite is ended. As
a result of this discovery sheep raising in the areas affected
has been reestablished on a safe basis.
Big savings to the hog industry have come from the bureau's discovery that roundworms in swine can be controlled
by preventing newly born pigs from swallowing the microscopic worm eggs commonly found in old hog lots and on
the bodies and udders of sows. This innovation reduces
mortality among pigs, hastens their maturity, and saves feed.
Not long ago, the Bureau of Dairy Industry discovered
how to condense skim milk so as to make the product selfpreserving. As a result, skim milk can now be readily converted into concentrated sour skim milk, in which form it
can be preserved and transported. Manufacturers of concentrated sour skim milk provide the butter maker, the city .
milk dealer, and others with a convenient and practical
means of utilizing one of the most important by-products of
the dairy industry. About 75,000,000 pounds of skim milk
annually are now converted, by the bureau's process, into
concentrated sour skim milk.
Though it is impossible to set a money value on animal
disease prevention, it can not be doubted that the value is
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enormous. In the five years 1926 to 1930 the number of
cattle affected with diseases or other abnormal conditions
in Federally inspected slaughterhous_es decreased from 59
per thousand to 42 per thousand. Affected swine decreased
from 142 per thousand in 1926 to 115 per thousand in 1930.
Cattle known to be free of tuberculosis are worth fully $10 a
head more than nontested cattle. Tuberculin testing in
1931, in which year more than 13,000,000 cattle passed the
test, meant on this basis an increase in value of $130,000,000. Hog cholera losses, which used to exceed 5 per
cent of all hogs in former years, now are below 3 per cent.
This is a direct result of hog cholera prevention methods
developed by the department.
'
Here is one attempt to place a money value on research.
An analysis was recently made of 20 continuing projects in
inseCt pest control; the projects cost $300,000 a year, and
they result in saving crops that are worth $69,500,000 a year.
In the foregoing I have mentioned a few achievements of
various branches of the department's research. Glance now
at a single field-the utilization of by-products-and see this
impressive record:
The little tomato seed was a waste of the catsup industry
until chemists found a way to extract its oil. To-day this
oil is used as food and in making fine soaps. Likewise, the
kernel of the seed of the apricot was a waste of the apricot
industry until chemists found a way to free it from its bitter
principle. To-day the apricot kernel, tasting nearly like the
almond, is used in flavoring macaroons. The seeds of the
raisin were a waste with the seeded raisin industry until
chemists found a way to use them. The oil of the seed is
compatible in taste with the raisin, and work is now being
done in spraying this oil on the seeded raisins to keep them
soft and fresh until consumed.
Our chemical laboratories point out to us an age of cellulose, which challenges our imagination. What is cellulose?
It is the substance-consisting of the three chemical elements, carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen-which is the principal part of the solid framework of plants. The wooden
floors we walk upon, the newspapers and magazines and
books we read, corncobs, cornstalks, wheat straw, and other
straws-these and myriad other things are largely cellulose.
Chemically, cellulose is very similar in composition to cornstarch and the sugars; it contains the same elements and is
convertible into sugars by the action of heat and acid.
Cotton is nearly pure cellulose. The chemist already
knows how to make rayon and artificial silks out of cellulose
from cotton linters, cornstalks, and so forth, and industries
of great size have sprung up to manufacture them. Who
can imagine the future in store for the humble and lowly
cornstalk? I have seen a beautifully printed and bound
book entitled "Farm Products in Industry," the paper of
which was made mainly of · cornstalks. I have read farm
journals printed on paper, the most costly part of which had
been replaced by cornstalk pulp. I have handled samples of
insulating and building board made of cornstalks, some as
porous and light as cork and some almost as hard and dense
as iron. Who can say now, in view of the industrial beginnings already made, what part cornstalks will play in the
building construction and heat and cold insulation of the
future? Some day most of our books and daily news may
come to us on cornstalk paper.
For generations the cotton farmer has had as his main
business the production of an industrial inedible fiber for the
textile mills. At the time of the Civil War the by-product
cottonseed, except the small quantity saved for planting, was
practically waste; in 1870 it was used for fertilizer; in 1880
for cattle feed; and 1890, thanks to the chemist and his research, a cottonseed-oil industry came into being. Cottonseed oil is used in cooking and for many other purposes.
A by-product may even have by-products of its own. In
pressing the cottonseed to extract the oil the cottony fuzz
on the seed was a nuisance. This fuzz is called linters. Today we have a great industry which makes a product out of
linters that looks and feels like silk. This is an accomplishment of the research chemist, made in the chemical explorations of cellulose. Linters have become so valuable that the
seed is sometimes scraped so close that it looks as if it had
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been shaved with a razor. They were first used in making
mattresses, batting, high explosives (nitrocellulose), and so
forth. To-day they are used to make the finish and tops
for our automobiles, substitutes for leather, brushes, combs,
and mirrors, camera films (including our movies) , casings
for sausages, fine paper, collodion for skinned fingers, and
so forth.
In 1929 the value of the by-products made from cottonseed reached the staggering total of $298,376,039.
The whole story of the utilization of the by-products of
our farms, even only up to now, would fill many books.
The chemists and other scientists of the United States Department of Agriculture, the State colleges of agriculture
and experiment stations, and other institutions are working
with intense interest to develop new products from our agricultural by-products. They have already found many
things, but for many of them the economic place has not
yet been found.
The department administers approximately 50 regulatory
statutes. The most important are the animal quarantine
laws, the meat inspection act, the virus serum toxin act, the
packers and stockyards act, the 28-hour law, the renovated
butter act, the plant quarantine act, the food and drugs act,
the tea importation act, the import milk act, the naval stores
act, the caustic poison act, the insecticide and fungicide act,
the seed importation act, the migratory bird treaty act, the
Lacey Act (affecting wild life), the Alaska game law, the
cotton standards act, the grain standards act, the Federal
warehouse act, the cotton futures act, and the grain futures
act.
Results of the research and other work done in the department must be communicated to the public or their value
is largely lost. Research must have a mouthpiece. It can
not be done well in closed compartments without facilities
for communicating results to scientific workers everywhere
and to farmers and the general public. Work done in the
dark means duplication of effort and loss of the stimulus
that discovery in one field should have on other investigations in other fields. Hence the department maintains various informational services, which include a cooperative
extension service, bulletins, motion pictures and exhibits,
press and radio services, weather forecasts, crop and market
reports and outlook reports, periodicals, soil surveys, and
correspondence with individuals.
I insert here a table which shows the total expenditures
charged to the Department of Agriculture for the fiscal year
1931. The net cash withdrawal from the Treasury was
$296,865,945 and the checks outstanding on June 30, 1931,
$14,514,248. This made a total of $311,380,193. Did this all
go for agriculture?
Here are the ti·ue facts of expenditures of Department of
Agriculture, fiscal year 1931. On basis of Budget statement
No. 2, pages A32-A47 of Federal Budget for 1933:
1. Roads:
Per cent
Federal aid to States __________________ $158,322,940
;Forest roads and trails_________________
18, 831, 020
Mount Vernon Highway________________
3, 392,959
Total for roads, as above ____________ _ 180,546,919
2. Emergency drought loans----------~----3. Payments to States:

48,824,743

=====

State experiment stations _____________ _
Extension work-------------~---------Forest-fire prevention, etc _____________ _

57.98
15.68

4,340,000
8,650,229
3,434,033

-----

Total payments to States, as above __ _

16,424,262

4. Ordinary activities of department, including:
(a) Some of the larger items clearly of
general public interest, as follows:
Weather Bureau (gen,eral) ____ _
Weather Bureau (for aviation)_
Meat inspection _____ __________ _
Food and drug laws ______ ,. ___ _
Forest Service ______ __________ _
Biological Survey------·-------Tuberculosis eradication ______ _

2,745,834
1,241,627
5,592, 190
1,614,666
14,979, 336
1,956, 515
6,252,744

Total, above items (11.04 per
cent)---------------------

34,382,912

5.28
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4. Ordinary activities of department, includ-

ing-Continued.
(b) Remainder (10.02 per cent)------

Per cent
$31, 201,357
65, 584. 269

21. 06

Department of Agriculture, all
purposes ______________________________
Less checks issued but unpaid June 30.

31L380,193

100.00

1931----------------------------------

14,514,248

6. Net cash withdrawal from Treasury______

296,865,945

5. Total,

Total expenditures of Federal Government, 1931 (net cash withdrawals from Treasury}, including payments from postal revenues,
$4,877,315,309.
Relation of Department of Agriculture expenditures
expenditures of Government

to

total

Per cent
All purposes, on the basis of net cash withdrawal ($296,865,945) -----------------------------------------------

Deduct roads and drought loans, leaving $82,008,531, or____
Deduct roads, drought loans, and payments to States,
leaving $65,584,269, or________________________________
Deduct roads, drought loans, payments to States, and certain of the larger items of general public interest, as
listed above, leaving remainder of $31,201,357, or_________

6.09
1. 68
1. 34

. 64

Other departments of the Government are comparable
to the Agriculture and Commerce Departments. The services rendered to the American people are of inestimable
value. The Employment Service of the Department of
Labor, the Children's Bureau of the same department; the
Postal Service; antitrust work of the Federal Trade Commission; the Federal Board for Vocational Education; and
dozens of others. Many bureaus and divisions of departments are self -supporting or partially self -supporting
through fee and other collections. For example:
The Naturalization Service of the Labor Department
expended only $1,156,970 in the fiscal year 1931, while its
receipts were $3,086,175.
The Immigration Service of the Labor Department, with
an appropriation of $9,562,085, received $~,657,391. Due to
immigration legislation in recent years, receipts have fallen
off very considerably.
In the Treasury Department, the office of the Comptroller
of the Currency turns into the Treasury more than
$1,500,000 a year over and above its expenses. Of course,
those divisions concerned with the collection of the national revenue, the Customs Bureau, and Internal Revenue
Bureau may be regarded as much more than self-supporting. The Bureau of the Mint bad a profit on coinage in
1931 amounting to $1,550,831, while total expenditures
were only $1,491,350.
The total Government receipts by departments (except
trust fund and postal receipts) were as follows for 1931:
Legislative establishment______________________
$1,283,568.98
Executive Office and independent establishments_
33, 494, 018. 13
Department of Agriculture_____________________
12,476,268.86
Department of Conunerce______________________
7,145,359.73
Department of the Interior_____________________
13, 839, 681.80
Department of Justice_________________________
6,608,737.00
Department of Labor___________________________
6, 148, 001. 57
Navy Department----------------------------5, 702, 824. 53
Post Office Department ________________________ ·
18, 879. 11
State Department ___ .: _________.________________
4, 232, 609. 21
Treasury Department _________________________ 3,058,096,002.36
VVar Department______________________________
41,758,315.80
District of Columbia__________________________
68, 977. 27
Total ___________________________________ 3,190,873,244.35

While I realize that now is the time when Congress must
enact such legislation as to curtail all unnecessary Government expenses, I believe that particular care should be
taken in order that such divisions of Government that the
cmmtry is so dependent upon for aid and assistance should
not be curtailed to such an extent as would make them valueless to the citizens of the United States.
LEGISLATIVE APPROPRIATION BILL
Mr. BYRNS. Mr. Speaker, the committee of conference on
,the legislative appropriation bill is in sessiDn, and they expect oo have a report ready, at least in part, to-day, and I
ask unanimous consent that they may have until 12 o'clock
to-night to file that report.
The SPEAKER.

Is there objection to the request of the

gentleman from Tennessee?
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Mr. RAMSEYER. Reserving the right to object, if the
report is filed, is it the intention of the gentleman to call it
up to-morrow?
Mr. BYRNS. I presume that the gentleman from Louisiana [Mr. SANDLIN] will call it up. The gentleman from Iowa
understands that in all likelihood it will have to go back to
conference on the economy amendment.
Mr. BRIGGS. Have the confel'ees agreed?
Mr. BYRNS. They have gone into conference.
Mr. BRIGGS. On legislative matters other than the
econon1y prograr.n?
Mr. BYRNS. Yes.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to the request of the
gentleman from Tennessee?
There was no objection.
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
Mr. COLLINS. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent
to extend my remarks in the REcoRD by inserting therein
an article on military appropriations.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection?
Mr. SNELL. Mr. Speaker, are these the gentleman's own
remarks?
Mr. COLLINS. No; it is an article which I think is a very
valuable document.
Mr. SNELL. Mr. Speaker, I object.
PATRONAGE
Mr. McFADDEN. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent
to extend my own remarks in the RECORD upon the subject
of patronage and other matters.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection?
There was no objection.
Mr. McFADDEN. Mr. Speaker, under leave to extend my
ren1arks in the RECORD, I include an exchange of letters between the senior Senator from Pennsylvania, Hon. DAVID A.
REED, and myself, relative to patronage, as follows:
CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,

Wa8hington, D. C., June 6, 1932.

Ron. DAVID A. REED,
United States Senate, Washington, D. C.

MY DEAR SENATOR REED: On December 18, last, you were quoted
in the New York Times as having nottfied Postmaster General
Brown that "from now on you and Senator DAVIS would handle
post-office patronage in the fifteenth Pennsylvania district, which
Mr. McFADDEN represents." That paper further quoted you as
saying, "Mr. Brown was told by Senator REED that in the future,
so far as Mr. McFADDEN's reconunendations for post-office appointments were concerned the Postmaster General would simply consider that the recalcitrant Representative had died." You are
also quoted as announcing that you would do " everything within
your power in the next primary election to defeat Mr. McFADDEN
for renomination."
The Phllade1phia Public Ledger of the same date quotes you in
practically the same language, saying, "McFADDEN will be treated
as 1f he were dead. Party is expected to drop him in 1932." To
quote further from this article, it says, " The decision was made
after Senators REED and DAVIS conferred with Postmaster General
Brown."
Because of these articles I addressed a letter under date of
December 21. 1931, to Ron. VValter F. Brown, Postmaster General,
Post Office Department. Washington, D. C., reading as follows:
DECEMBER 21, 1931.

Ron. WALTER F. BROWN,
Postma8ter General, Post Office Department,
Washington, D. C.

MY DEAR MR.. BRoWN: By the press I am informed that the two
Senators from Pennsylvania have arranged With you in regard to
all matters pertaining to postal a.tfairs from this date on in the
fifteenth congressional district of Pennsylvania; that they will in
the future be handled With your concurrence by Senators DAVID
AIKEN REED and JAMES J. DAVIS. and that so far as this particular
district is concerned in matters pertaining to your department the
Congressman will have no opportunity to confer with you nor to
make recommendations for the appointments under civil-service
regulations of postmasters or rural carriers.
As I have pending before me now several appointments of
postmasters and other postal department matters, I am asking
you for definite and immediate advice as to the future conduct
of the Post Office Department relative to postal matters in the
fifteenth congressional district of which I am the elected Representative in Congress. I am asking you this in order that I may

advise my constituents properly.
Your immediate reply will be expected.
Very truly yours,
L. T1 MCFADDEN..

"(.,.
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Under date of December 22, the Postmaster General, Walter
F. Brown, replied as follows:
DECEMBER 22, 1931.
Hon. LOUIS T. MCFADDEN,
House of Representatives.

MY DEAR Mr. CONGRESSMAN: Acknowledgment is made Of the
receipt of your letter of the 21st instant inquiring how the
Post Office Department will deal with postal matters arising in
the fifteenth Pennsylvania district, which you represent in the
present Congress.
Apparently you are under a misapprehension with respect to
the relation of Congressmen to postal administration. Legally,
Representatives in Congress have no responsibility or voice in the
selection of personnel in the post office or other executive departments. Because most of the Post Office Department's major
activities are in the field, frequently remote from the post of
duty of departmental heads, it has been the practice of the department to invite the advice in matters relating to local personnel, and in limited cases relating to local policies, of
Congressmen in whose capacity and desire to be of service the
department has confidence. Both RepubUcan and Democratic
administrations have followed this practice for many decades with
undoubted benefits accruing to the service.
As the views. which you expressed in the House of Representatives on the 15th instant, as set forth on pages 571 and ft2 of
the CoNGRESSIONAL RECORD, volume 75, convince me that your
advice will not be helpful to the department, the heads of the
several pest-office bureaus have been directed from and after
the date mentioned neither to invite nor to follow suggestions
from you.
Very truly yours,
WALTER F. BROWN.
Since then I have had no contact directly with the Post Office
Department or any of its divisions on matters in which my constituents of the fifteenth congressional district were interested.
- Indirectly, without specific notice from you, I was informed that
you and Senator DAVIS were handling all post-office matters in the
fifteenth congressional district.
On February 22 I announced my candidacy for the Republican
nomination in the fifteenth congressional district. My chief opponent was Cornelia Bryce Pinchot, wife of the present Governor of
Pennsylvania. The basis of her candidacy, as announced by her,
was my speech of December 15, 1931, and my record as the Representative of the district for the past 17 years in the House of
Representatives. I accepted the challenge, and sent into the district approximately 60,000 copies of my speech delivered in the
House of Representatives on December 15, 1931. This speech is
apparently the basis which prompted your action in depriving the
people of the fifteenth congressional district of their right to do
business with the Post Office Department through their legally
elected Representative in the House of Representatives. I attribute my nomination to a large extent to the distribution of this
speech and of my speech of January 13, 1932, against the Reconstruction Finance Corporation, together with my speeches throughout the district against the international financial group's exploitation of American investors out of several billion dollars, including
the sale in this country of $100,000,000 worth of German reparation
bonds.
At the April 26 primaries, I was not only renominated on the
Republican ticket, but on the Democratic and Prohibition tickets
as well. This is equivalent to election. I contend that the
people of the fifteenth congressional district are entitled to representation before the Post Office Department, of which they are
now deprived through their chosen Representative in Congress.
In this connection, I would like to call your attention to the
resolution that was passed by the Pennsylvania Republican Delegation in Congress at a meeting held on December 9, 1930, and
approved by Senator DAVIS and yourself, when the question of
congressional patronage was raised. · The resolution is as follows:
"Whereas it has for many years been the custom in our State
for Members of Congress to make the selection of postmasters in
their respective districts, except in the districts where the United
States Senators reside; Therefore be it
"Resolved, That it is the sense of the Pennsylvania delegation
in Congress that this time-honored custom should be continued."
Be.cause of the fact that your action of December 17, as reported
in the Philadelphia Ledger and the New York Times of the following day, has deprived the fifteenth congressional district of their
rights heretofore accorded through their duly elected Representative, that of consulting with the Post Office Department and its
various bureaus in regard to matters affecting the district, as well
as the right to recommend the appointment of postmasters, and
that you and Senator DAVIS have assumed these full prerogatives
yourselves, I am calling your attention to the fact that this action
violated the resolution which was to govern patronage matters in
each congressional district in Pennsylvania, wherein you and Senator DAVIS agreed with the Pennsylvania Republican delegation
that you would approve as a matter of course their recommendations, and that you would consider the appointment of postmasters as the patronage ·of the Congressman in each district.
Because of this I called the attention of the delegation to these
facts at a meeting of the Pennsylvania delegation held recently,
where the matter was thoroughly discussed.
lr!asmuch as your action was predicated on m.y speech of December 15, 1931, which was also used as the basis of the action by
the Postmaster General, I desire to point out that in delivering
this speech I was . entirely within my constitutional rights, and
your action is an attempted interference with my rights as a.
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Member of the House of Representatives and quite in contrast
with what Voltaire s.aid, "I do not believe in a word that you say,
but I will defend with my life, if need be, your right to say it."
The subject matter under consideration in the House of Representatives at that time was the Hoover moratQrium. One of our
fundamental constitutional privileges is that the management of
the _finances and appropriations of the Government belongs exclusively to Congress, and the constitutional method of getting
the expression of ?ongress is." in Congress assembled," not by
the pnvate expresswn of opinion by the individual Members of
Congress instead of collectively. This successful attempt on the
part of the Executive to secure an expression of opinion from
. Members of Congress individually instead of collectively is a constitutional violation, because the Constitution says with reference
to the legislative body "in Congress assembled," and there is a
long series of decisions of our courts dealing with administrative
boards that contracts are only valid when entered into by the
b.oards regularly assembled and actively functioning as such, not
s1mply by personal agreements with majorities of the members of
the boards. This is the only way in which intrigue and secret
negotiations can be prevented in the administration of public
business, and I do not think that anyone will s.ay that a government is not a public business.
Furthermore, in asking for action by Congress there ought to
have been laid down before Congress as a whole, or, in case the
documents were of such a confidential character that it was not
advisable to make their contents public in the public interest,
there ought to have been laid down before a private committee in
confidence all of the documents and communications passing between the respective glf)Vernments and the confidential reports of
the ambassadors, ministers, or consuls upon the economic conditions . of their respective countries. None of these things were
done in this particular case. A perusal of the debate in the House
will show conclusively that Congress was requested to pass the
measure upon the mere say so of the executive department with
all of the diplomatic evidence withheld from its consideration.
The guarantee previously given by the Members of Congress to
the Executive at his solicitation without a disclosure of the full
facts would tend to indicate a confident determination and assurance on the part of the Executive in further refusing to disclose
the diplomatic evidence in his possession in connection with the
:aegotlations leading up to the moratorium.
I desire to call your attention to another fundamentaJ principle
of our constitutional system of government; that is, by having each
of the three departments of the Government independent of each
other and in a position to fully analyze the policies and principles
of the other departments, we would tend to eliminate the essence
of tyranny and keep the general functions of our Government in
harmony with the Democratic principles upon which it was
founded. That being true it was the intention of our constitutional founders--this intention has steadily developed in practice--that the legislative branch of the Government should not
only have the right to criticize the Executive, but, in fact, that
it was the supreme duty of the legislative representatives so to do,
and in order to secure the full exercise of his functions in that
respect, the law makes him exempt from being called upon to
answer in any court for any statement made in the faithful performance of his legislative functions upon the floor of the House.
Not only that, but the House of Representatives through its Members has the right to impeach the Executive and bring him before
the bar of its coordin&.te legislative body to allswer for any acts
which in the opinion of the legislative body are not in harmony
with the general interests of the people; while the general phraseology of most impeachment allegations is "high crimes and misdemeanors," yet no legal authority has ever accurately defined
what those . are, and in fact there is no rule of measurement of
the causes for which the legislative branch may see fit to remove
the Chief Executive other than the conscience and discretion of
the legislative body itself acting through the majority of its
Members.
In this connection it is noteworthy that there is no power of
impeachment or disciplinary control on the part of the Executive
over the Members of the legislative bodies whatsoever. In fact, in
the progress and development of the constitutional basis of Democratic government the tendency is to increase the power and
authority of the lower House as being directly representative of the
will of the people and to decrease the powei' and authority of the
Executive exercised in opposition to the will of the lower parliamentary body. Notwithstanding this constitutional principle, the
action which has been taken in this case seems to assume an attitude to the general effect that the Executive has a divine right of
arbitrary power and judgment, and that when the Executive determines one idea and policy, no matter how uns.ound the ideas of
the Executive may be, the Executive ipso facto must be right, and
if the legislative body or any Member thereof disagrees with him,
that the legislator or the legislative body must automatically be
wrong.
Your announcement from the White House that I would be
deprived of post-office patronage indicates the approval of the
Executive and your unqualified right to speak as the leader of the
Republican Party in general and Pennsylvania in particular. In
this connection I desire to point out the fallacy of the assumption
that the President is the titular party leader of the administration
in power and exercises his functions in tbat respect similar to the
Prime Minister in England, and that anyone disagreeing with the
ideas and disobeying the wishes of the President must therefore be
guilty of party treachery. Such an opinion is neither well founded
in fact nor in accordance with the well-defined princiE!es of politi-
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cal polity in this country. The President. 1s neither a member of
the national committee nor is he a member of, nor eligible to
membership in, the party caucus of the legislative body. He has
no legislative function whatsoever except such as may be implied
from his power of veto., which is simply an aid to the executive
function.
Possibly there is no better illustration of the reason why the
President should not be a party leader in the strict sense of the
term than the present Executive. He never served 1n the ranks
of any political party. He never was elected to office at any time
until he was elected to the office of President through the aid
and machinery of the Republican Party.
Members of the House of Representatives are elected directly
by the voters o'f their respective districts without any distinction
as to party leadersl11p or affiliations except so far as the same
may apply in a persuasive manner to the discretion of the individual voter. ·Consequently a Member of the House of Representatives is directly responsible to his constituents and not to
the President or Senator of his State or even to the party, and,
therefore, the criterion of his actions is simply whether or not
the Member is serving the interests of his constituents rather
than the interests of the party and of the President.
As you were not only reported to have announced the assumed
prerogatives of the President but to have presumed to speak for
the Republican Party as regards my reno!llination and election,
it is worthy of consideration to call your attention to the fact
that it is the duty of the party to serve the people and certainly
it ts the duty of the President to serve the people and not attempt to coerce a representative of the people to serve him or the
special policies or interests which he may desire to support.
The duty of a Congressman under our Constitution is to his
constituents who sent him here to represent their interests. How
can we say that we have a representative government if the men
that we elect to the parliamentary offices of the Nation are simply to be rubber stamps for the Executive and the men who put
the campaign contributions into the party chests? Such a form
of government is purely an oligarchy and not a democracy. I
would point out to you that this wa.s the situation which prevailed in England a.t the time of George III against which the
American Colonists rebelled because all of the parliamentary positions were filled by place hunters of the party ln power and
the real representatives of the English people were unable to have
their voices heard. The same situation continued largely in England until the electoral reform bills of 1832. Since that time
England has developed as a representative parllamPntary government. Unfortunately since 1896 our Government nere in th..:
United States seems to be going in the opposite direction, and
in conformity with this, in this particular instance, the President through the appointive prerogatives of his office, authorizes
you to make it known through party disciplinary circles that
any person that does not obey the orders of the K~ecutive and
the party leaders will be deprived of .all power and influence in
the matter of patronage involving their respective districts. Needlees to say, this 1s bribery of the worst character; and if the
electorate 'Of the various States and districts are not going to be
aroused up to a state of national patriotism so that they will
demand that the persons whom they elect to the parliamentary
body shall obey their mandates instead of the mandates of somebody else, it is simply golng to mean that the Representatives
are going to be more -severely handicapped in the future than
they have been in the past.
So pertinent are the lines of George S. Holmes that I can not
refrain from quoting them:
"When conquering Cresars, flushed with pilfered pelf,
Would placate plebes, for love of show and self,
They showered gold from glided equipage,
As we do now-but call it patronage.
" When feudal barons, home from raiding ride,
Would scatter largesse thru the countryside,
They shared the booty from their brigandage,
As we do now-in party patronage.
" In modern politics or war's turmoils,
Still to the victor must belong the spoils;
What is the difference, any place or age,
If it be plunder--or just patronage?"
In this particular case you started in motion the party machinery to punish and handicap a Representative of the House of
Representatives who was acting within his rights as a Member
of the House under his oath of office. As that Representative's
statement did not agree with your own views you arranged that
the full force of party machinery and elements of intimidation
were brought i:::1to being in an attempt to discipline that Member
through the control of the patronage o! the Executive. It is time
to bring the abuse of this system prominently to the attention of
the public so that the public may be induced to abolish this obnoxious practice.
It has become quite the common autocratic practice of late
for officials in administrative departments when any criticism is
leveled at any, of their acts, instead of attempting to answer the
criticism, to immediately make a counterattack upon the integrity of the accuser, be he a legislator or some other person, for
the purpose of discrediting his action in the eyes of the legislative bodies or the public, and thus avoid a disclosure of that
which had been pointed out as improper, and 1n the operation of
this practice, the Secret Service is always made available to these
department heads.
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As an instance of this, I point to the action of the former Secretary of the Treasury, A. W. Mellon, when Senator JAMES CouZENS,
of Michigan, began an investigation of fraudulent tax settlements
of the Income Tax Bureau in the United States Treasury. Immediately the Secretary retaliated by bringing an action against
Senator CoUZENs personally on a tax settlement which had been
clm:ed several years befo!"e. This action served its purpose. Senator CoUZENS was put to great expense and trouble and finally
defeated the action, but it resulted in his stopping the investigation of the tax matter, and it w:.ts never completed.
As a further instance of this same practice I would cite the
present investigation by the Senate Banking and Currency Committee of the New York Steck Exchange, where the same tactics
are being pursued, which is evidenced by their dastardly attack
upon the integrity and standing of the chairman of that committee for the sole purpose of intimidating him against any further investigation of the shady dealings of the New York Stock
Exchange. In fact, I understand that the stock exchange authorities have investigated practically every member of the committee
to see if somewhere in their career a skeleton can not be foun'Ci so
that the members of this committee will be intimidated against
further proceedings in this investigation. This is a practice that
has been growing in the Government and in circles where influence
and power predominate, and Is a natural sequence that follows
greed and the fight for powP.r and more power in an individuar
capacity, in political capacities, in corporate capacities, and can but
savor of dictatorship. Such practices as these can not be too
strongly condemned as unprincipled, and if persisted in will further weaken and undermine our present form of government by
destroying the people's confidence in law and order through constitutional government. In this connection, I would call your attention to a proclamation of the CouncU and House of Representatives of Massachusetts Bay, issued by John Adams in 1774, and
which was sent to all town meetings in the Commonwealth, as
follows:
"As the happiness of the people is the sole end of government
so the consent of the people is the only foundation for it, in
reason, morality, and the natural fitness of things. And, therefore, every act of government, every exercise of sovereignty against
or without the consent of the people is injustice, usurpation, an'Ci
tyranny. * * * The supreme power resides always in the
body of the people; and it never was, or can be, delegated to one
man or a few; the great Creator has never given to men a right
to vest others with authority over them unlimited either in.
duration or degree."
·
A former Republican Senator of the United States stated on
February 27, 1911 :
" The manner in which Federal patronage shall be used is of
the greatest concern not to the Members of Congress but to the
people of the United States, whose Government this is. I would
call your attention to the fact that Senators and Representatives
come and go. It is of comparatively little importance whether any
one of us shaJ.l be here a few years hence. Individuals are of
little consequence. But fundamental principles of justice and
equality under law are of utmost importance. Disregard and
defiance of law is the beginning of anarchy, and the law-respecting, liberty-loving people of this country will not tolerate it.
" Our Government was founded upon the proposition that all
men are equal before the law, civil or criminal. I would have as
much respect for a common ward heeler who buvs votes at the
poUs as for a President of the United States who uses his appointing power as a means of forcing or persuading :iYiembers of Congress to determine or change their course of action. One transaction is as dishonest, as corrupt, and as depraving as the other,
but the latter is more dangerous, more insidious, more pernicious
than the former, because it strikes at the very foundation of free
institutions, sets a precedent for corrupt methods in all official
life, and marks the beginning of dictatorship and decadence of
the Nation.
"It is interesting to note that the truth of the charge of
corruption in high places as well as low has been established not
so much by external proof as by the confessions of parties thereto.
The purchase of votes in the Illinois Legislature was not proven
by testimony of outside parties, but by confessions of bribe
givers and bribe takers. In Ohio, where thousands of voters have
been punished for selling their votes and where punishment of
vote buyers w111 doubtless follow in due time, convictions have
been based almost entirely upon confessions, and the same is true
with regard to the charge o! purchase of votes in Congress through
distribution of patronage. The charge was practically unproven,
whatever the general understanding may have been, until the
issuance of the famous Beverly letter, in which, if authentic, it is
confessed that the President had given the privilege of controlling
patronage to those .Members of Congress who voted upon legislation in accordance with his wishes and has withheld it from
those who .did not.
"Any interference •
• with the free expression of the
opinions of Members of Congress by their votes upon measures
is a direct attack upon the section of the Constitution which declares that 'all legislative powers herein granted shall be vested
in the Congress, which shall co!l.Sist of a Senate and House of
Representatives.' This quotation is part of that Constitution
which every President of the United States has taken an oath to
'preserve, protect, and defend.' No President ean interfere with
the exercise of legislative power by Congroos without violating his
oath of offiee, a violation as direct and a.s complete as any other
unlawful act by any other officer ~f the G<>vernment.
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"To bribe a Member of Congress by means of Federal patronage
is not different in principle from bribery by means of cash or other

valuable consideration. Intimidation by threats of loss of prestige incident to withdrawal of patronage is not different in principle from intimidat ion by threats of violence or business injury.
But this species of bribery and intimidation is more vicious than
any other, because it assumes a character of gentility, due to the
patriotic reverence for the office of President not enjoyed by the
common ward heeler when he indulges in similar practices. It is
too base to be called a crime. It is so far below the conception
of law makers that no statute has been enacted directly prohibiting it. Nothing in our Constitution or laws expressly prohibits
the President from trading Federal appointments for votes in Congress. The special-privilege seeker trying to influence legislation
by offers of reward to Members of Congress must be fined or imprisoned. The possible corruption of Congress through the misuse of the presidential nominating power was never contemplated
by the framers of the Constitution nor national legislators. It
would, indeed, be a most humiliating admission of the weakness
of representative government if disclosures necessitate legislative
action to prevent a repetition of such an evil."
The widespread interest of the public is proving that the people
of the entire country are awakening to conditions that exist and
are determined to improve their system of government, not necessarily by changing the present form of government but by
making their Representatives solely accountable to the people and
by giving assurances to public servants in return that demonstration of good service on their part rather than subservience to a
political boss, temporary leader, or special interest, insures election
or retention. The onward sweep of the movement for the full
measure of human liberty can not long be stayed.
The purpose of this letter is to ask you whether it is your
intention to continue to pass upon all postal and departmental
matters before the Post Office Department pertaining to the
fifteenth congressional district of Pennsylvania, which, of course,
includes the recommendation for appointment of postmasters and
other routine matters pertaining to post-office business in which
my constituents of the fifteenth congressional district are interested. I want to say to you that if it is, you are acting· contrary to
the wishes of the people of this congressional district, who resent
your unjustified interference in this instance, which is contrary to
all precedents.
Awaiting your reply, I remain, yours very truly,
L. T. McFADDEN.
UNITED STATES SENATE,
MILITARY AFFAIRS,

COMMITTEE ON

June 7, 1932.

Hon. LoUIS T. McFADDEN,
House of Representatives, Washington, D. C.

DEAR MR. McFADDEN: Replying to your letter of June 6, you are
quite correct in saying that you were wholly within your rights
in uttering the beliefs that you hold regarding President Hoover,
as you did in your speech in the House of Representatives on
December 15 last, although I personally can not understand how
you or any other sane man could hold such preposterous beliefs.
Under the custom observed for many decades in matters of postoffice appointments the President does not follow the recommendations of Democrats or other political adversaries. So long as you
choose to put yourself in that class, I can not ask him to respect
your requests, and if I were to ask him he would doubtless refuse.
Very truly yours,
D. A. REED.
HOUR OF MEETING TO-MORROW

Mr. RAINEY.

Mr. Speaker, in order that we may get
through with this bill to-morrow, and with several rules, I
ask unanimous consent that when the House adjourns today it adjourn to meet at 11 o'clock to-morrow.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection?
There was no objection.
DISPENSING WITH CALENDAR WEDNESDAY BUSINESS

Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent that
business in order on Calendar Wednesday, next week, be
dispensed with, and that it shall be in order on that day to
call bills on the Private Calendar unobjected to, under the
old rule, beginning at the last starred bill.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection?
Mr. CONNERY. Mr. Speaker, I reserve the right to object. I dislike to object, but I know that when I was here
last week, or the week before, we lost our Calendar Wednesday. I do not see the gentleman from New York here; I
shall be forced to object.
Mr. RAINEY. Mr. Speaker, I move to dispense with
business in order on Calendar Wednesday next week.
The SPEAKER. The question is on the motion of. the
gentleman from fllinois to dispense with business in order
on Calendar Wednesday next week.
The question was taken; and two-thirds having voted in
favor thereof, the motion was agreed to.
MT. RAINEY.
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Mr. RAINEY. Mr . • Speaker, I ask unanimous consent
that on Wednesday of next week it be in order to consider
bills on the Private Calendar unobjected to, under the old
ru1e, commencing where we left off last.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection?
There was no objection.
ECONOMIC DISTRESS IN A LAND OF PLENTY

]...fr. McSWAIN.

Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent to
extend my own remarks in the RECORD upon the economic
conditions confronting the country.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection?
There was no objection
Mr. McSWAIN. Mr. Speaker, I need not state what everybody knows, that American business is sick. The blood
stream is stagnant. The heartbeats are weak and faint. It
is no time for ordinary and usual methods. Something
heroic and fundamental must be done. We must startle the
thinking of the whole people into new directions. We must
send out a rallying call of confidence. We must convince the
people that America and American institutions are safe and
sound. We must prove that our democracy is capable of
handling any crisis. We must show that our constitutional
system not only permits but authorizes any proper measure
for self-preservation. We have the power; and if we only
had the combination of knowledge, courage, and bold leadership, within less than 60 days American business would
be improving, American factories would be running, American banks would stop failing, American merchants would
begin to prosper, American farmers would begin to see how
they could pay interest and taxes, and American wage
earners could find jobs at fair wages.
But, Mr. Speaker, it takes concerted and united leadership to do this. There is abundant information, here and
there, of what ought to be done, but this information has
not yet been coordinated, and common counsels taken, and
united plans formulated as between executive and legislative branches of the Government. We are not obliged to
have a Mussolini in America. It is not necessary that we
should set up something like the War Industries Board. We
c~n function under our existing machinery, if we will But,
if we do not, rthen I say in all seriousness that some individual with larger powers than any person now possesses,
other than the President, should be clothed with authority
over our transpiilrtation system, and thus with indirect authority over our industrial system, to bring about a coordination of activities and thus to overcome the paralysis which
is destJ:oying the life of America.
I regret to say that there seems to be a total and woeful
lack of adequate leadership in the White House. I speak
with great pernonal respect for the President. I would not
unnecessarily add one ounce of additional weight to his great
burden. But from the day that he entered the White House
and called Congress into extra session, in order to revise
upwards a Republican tariff then on the tax books, and
permitted his party to raise tariff duties to the point of
prohibition, and thus to destroy American foreign trade,
and thus to make it impossible for us to sell our surplus cotton and wheat in foreign lands-from that day to this day
the President has been plundering and staggering and
stumbling from one mistake to another until he has about
completed the wrecking of our whole business structure.
Following the insane and suicidal increase of the tariff
duties, and on its v~ry heels and as a part of the same general scheme, there developed the great bu11 market for stocks
on the New York Stock Exchange. It soon grew into the
greatest delirium of frenzied finance in the history of the
whole world. Not hundreds of millions but billions and billions of money were drawn from every quarter of the Nation into that whirlpool of insane speculation. While this
orgy of crooked, if not corrupt, speculation was at its height,
far-seeing and shrewd and selfish international bankers in
New York City unloaded upon a trusting and credulous
American public, not hundreds of millions but literally billions and billions of dollars of foreign industrial securities
and of foreign government bonds which are to-day practically worthless.
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Mr. Speaker, it is no answer for the President and for
his administration to say that they are in no way responsible for that wild and wicked period of speculation. Even
Mr. Mellon looked down with what the public thought was
a smile of benediction upon what he pretended to believe
was the evidence of the strength and the permanency of
Republican prosperity. Also the President benignantly and
cheerfully seemed to regard that era of false values an~ of
foolish gambling as the fulfillment of his campaign prediction that Republican policies would abolish poverty from
America and would put a chicken in every pot, an automobile into every garage, and prosperity into every pocket
in America.
Then, Mr. Speaker, when the craze and delirium of insane
speculation had gone many times beyond the limit of danger,
and when finally, on October 29, 1929, the market broke and
the panic commenced and the rout started and pandemonium
broke forth among the brokers and bankers of New YO'rk
City, then the President and Mr. Mellon stood speechless
and helpless as their frail house of cards fell crashing and
crumbling about them. Since then Mr. Mellon, formerly
proclaimed by many of his admirers as the greatest Secretary of the Treasw·y since Alexander Hamilton, has resigned
his portfolio and retreated to the calm and peaceful precincts of the American Embassy in London. From that cool
retreat he can send out his colorless utterances, formerly
regarded as an oracle of wisdom and no longer seriously
heeded. Several universities have conferred upon Mr. Mellon the degree of "doctor of laws." Of course, these universities ought to have a de.,aree called "doctor of dollars."
The presidents of these universities in conferring these degrees upon Mr. Mellon must have kept their tongues stuck
into their cheeks as they passed out a sheepskin proclaiming
him so learned and so profound as to be publicly proclaimed
a wise man in all fields of learn.ing. The conferring of such
degrees under such circumstances actually discredits them.
They ought to have another degree called "D. G. M.," signifying" do give money."
But Mr. Hoover could not get away. He is obliged to stick
to his job and try to manipulate the postmasters and United
States attorneys and United States marshals, appointed by
him all over the Nation, so as to insure his renomination.
Surely he does not hope for reelection, and he would not feel
the hurt of defeat at the election in November. But he
would feel disgraced if his party did not renominate him in
Chicago. Hence all the little postmasters and other Federal
appointees in every section of the country, and especially in
the South, have been lined up for the last year in the solid
ranks of Hoover deiegates, pledged to put him over once more
as the leader who can not lead. as the doctor who has no
medicine, as the engineer who has no plans, as the financier
who wrecks his own bank, as the miracle man who works a
magic of destruction in less than one year of administration
which is unparalleled for woe and misery and failure in all
the history of the Nation.
STOP GAMBLING IN PEOPLE'S PROPERTY

Every fair and thoughtful person must admit that the
people of America will never be able to pay their debts, including the Government's debts, aggregating about $150,000,000,000, unless the prices of commodities, and especially
of farm commodities, are increased. This result can be
brought about not by waiting for the slow processes of nature and of starvation to exhaust the present stores of cotton and grain and other supplies which labor has built up.
Organized society, by the direct and conscious eontrol of
money as the medium of exchange, and as the measure of
value, can plan and deliberately bring about the rise in such
prices. Humanity, if it will think and cooperate, is not
damned to endure these successive cycles of suffering, sorrow, and suicide, but they may be averted by thoughtful
governmental action. To stabilize prices at the present level
would be criminal. Prices must be raised to the average
level of 1922 to 192'9 and then and there must be stabilized.
The statistics show that the price level from 1922 to 1929
registers about 100 on the index table of 5~0 wholesale
commodities.
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Stabilization is essential to civilization. These successive
and certain fluctuations in prices constitute the gambler's
heaven. If prices are stabilized, then the last reasonable
pretext for the perpetuation of stock exchanges and produce
exchanges will cease. It is claimed that under present conditions manufacturers and dealers must be able to hedge
against future fluctuations in prices. After stabilization of
prices there will be no such certain fluctuations, and, therefore, the only excuse for the exchanges will be removed.
The revelations now being made by operators on the New
York Stock Exchange convince even the partisans of short
selling that the American public has been terribly imposed
upon by the big monopolists in New York. They have
brought about corners; they have staged conditions; they
have rigged and fixed the market; they have created false
demands and false supplies, and have fleeced the credulous
public on both sides. When the prices were rising they sold
to the public their worthless securities. When the prices
were falling they bought from the public the securities they
knew to be valuable. They have bled white the public under
both states of speculation, and yet some of the public still
cling to the idea of preserving these huge gambling
institutions.
We abolished the Louisiana lottery because it was a
gambling game. All the States have laws against most
forms of gambling. But when poor and ignorant people
gather around a table and throw their dice or play their
cards for stakes, whether large or small, nobody is hurt but
the losing gambler. But when the dice and cards are replaced by the cotton produced by the labor of millions of
our people, by the corn and wheat and meat and mineral
products and lumber products brought into marketable
shape by man's labor, then the gamblers are playing with
the very lifeblood of the people themselves.
To send an ignorant negro to the chain gang for gambling
with dice behind the barn when the stakes are only 10 or 15
cents, and to legalize and to tolerate the gambling of the
Wall Street speculators, who are dealing with the labor and
the fruits of the labor of the masses of the people of this
Nation is unconscionable, unjustifiable; and the American
people will not much longer endure the injustice. The
thing to do is to put them all in the same class and to measure the professional gambler and racketeer by the same
yardstick that we should, and must, and will apply to the
speculator in the products of human toil.
These international investment bankers have sold billions
of worthless stocks and of worthless foreign bonds to the
American public. On these transactions they made their
enormous commissions. They sucked into the whirlpool of
New York speculation about $7,000,000,000 belonging to the
American people. When their own bubble burst through
excessive inflation they came nmning to Congress demanding that Congress set up the Reconstruction Finance
Corporation to save them from their own follY. They virtually sandbagged Congress into passing this Reconstruction Finance Corporation law by threatening to commit
firiancial and economic sabotage unless we did pass it. They
told us that the insurance companies would collapse, and the
railroads would stop running their trains, and the banks
would close, and the whole country would be paralyzed unless we did their bidding.
Now that they have got their $2,000,000,000 corporation for
their own accommodation they say, "Let the public be
damned, and let the people whistle for bread until it suits
our good plea....c:ure to put them back to work at our own
prices." These same interests and many of these same individuals were not satisfied with the highest Republican
tariff ever enacted into law up to 1922, and came before
Congress, controlled by the Republican majority, and doped
that majority with a double dose of lies and made it believe
that American industry could not continue to operate under
the rates of the 1922 tariff and that the same must be
raised.
My office is just across the hall from the Ways and Means
Committee room, and for about six months the room was
not large enough to hold the representatives of big business,
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and it overflowed into the hallway; and as I labored my way ministered the affairs of the Treasury with efficiency. But
through the crowds in the hallway, I caught their argu- Mr. Mellon is not a great economist, he is not a great stuments in favor of boosting the tariff, in some cases, 500 dent . of history, he has never indicated the slightest philoper cent. That tariff revision helped to bring on the "bull sophic turn of mind, he has never shown any breadth of
market," which completed the ruin of business.
statesmanship, nor any vision of leadership. However, large
numbers of our people have been disposed to attribute to
BIG GAMBLERS ARE PUBLIC ENEMIES
Mr.
Mellon something like superhuman vision and to feel
Speculation is the curse of American business. It brings
" Black Fridays," panics, depressions, stagnation, bank- that his approval is the last word in wisdom.
Mr. Mellon's attitude toward the financial and business
ruptcies, blasted hopes, blighted lives, and suicides. The
only hope for steady stabilized prosperity is to stop specula- world is purely that of a great business man. This means
tion. Speculators can not live where prices are reasonably that his view is acutely and definitely individualistic. He
uniform. Sudden fluctuation up or down is the speculator's studies problems from the point of view of how the indiheaven. Speculation adds no value. It creates no cotton, vidual can make money out of the situation. He has found
or corn, or wheat, or meat, or steel, or lumber, or any- by observation during his long life that the shrewd busithing. It toys and trifles with wealth created by the labor ness man can make money during a period of prosperity as
of others. In a certain sense all buying and selling is well as during a period of depression and general public
speculative. But I mean mere marginal, optional purchases, disaster. He finds that the shrewd business man can sell
with no intention to take and use the property. Such pro- his watered stocks to a credulous public during prosperity
fessional speculator merely intends to reap an unearned and unload a large part of the capital stock of business
profit by the rise or fall in values, and thus he hopes to concerns on the masses of the people and yet retain a congain by the misfortunes either of those whose labor pro- trol of the corporation in the hands of a few individuals.
THE " CYCLE SYSTEM " IS THE " GAMBLER'S HEAVEN "
duced the commodity speculated in or the misfortunes of
In the next place he has observed that, during a period
the consumers whose labor must buy these things. Thus
the professional speculator is the economic enemy of both of depression, those individuals and corporations that have
the cash can buy property for much less than its actual
the producer and consumer.
The marginal optional speculator is a mere gambler. But value and sometimes for 10 or 20 per cent of what the prophis gambling is a thousand times worse than the gambling erty cost the stockholders during prosperity. This same
with cards, dice, horse racing, cockfighting, or roulette physical property is held by the shrewd business individual,
wheels. A few negroes throwing dice harm no one but such as :M'_r. Mellon, until depression passes and good times
themselves. So it is with poker players and those who visit return and then is capitalized at many times its cash cost
the little Monte Carlos all over the country. There is some to the new owners, and this same stock again sold to the
mental exhilaration in watching a horse race or chicken credulous public.
In other words, according to the ''cycle " theory of civilifight. Betting on the result is bad, but merely personal. So
with betting on football and baseball games. It is personally zation advocated by Mr. Mellon, you pick the goose bare
demoralizing but is not an economic ill. It does not hurt during hard times and then let some feathers grow, and in
nor destroy business. But professional marginal speculation good times sell the feathers for more than the goose is
in the things that men and women and children must have worth, and then, when the " cycle " of calamity returns, you
to eat and wear and use in their work and homes and buy back goose, feathers and all, for many times less than
schools hurts and harms the whole social and economic life. what the feathers alone were sold for to the public. NatuSuch speculation demoralizes, deranges, and distracts the rally Mr. Mellon believes in this order of business, in this
normal business life of millions of honest, patriotic, God- successive picking of the goose, and in this successive confearing toilers in field and shop, in factory and store, on centration of the fat of the land in the hands of the shrewd
trains and trucks, in homes and schools, in lodges and and grasping men for whom he is the spokesman.
With reference to these diseases of society, these afilicchurches.
Why do we tolerate that which creates nothing but calam- tions of civilization, these economic disturbances, now called
ity, brings nothing but bankruptcies, helps nothing but "cycles" by 1\-:Ir. Mellon, his position is the same as that of
home wrecking, serves nothing but suicide, deals nothing many medical doctors hundreds of years ago. When the
plagues visited the peoples of the earth and swept away
but death?
human beings by the millions, most of the medical men said
MELLON NOT A PROPHET BUT A PROFITEER
I notice that Mr. Mellon, now our ambassador to the it was a visitation of Providence and could not be averted.
British Government, in his introductory speech to the Brit- So for a long time it was with smallpox, and most of the
ish people, refers to the stagnant condition of business af- doctors believed that the successive "cycles" of smallpox
fairs throughout the world and including especially the infection would continue forever; and so it was with the
United States, and says that business activity rises and almost annual and certainly the periodic coming of yellow
falls in "cycles"; and from his remarks, as well as from fever. Most of the doctors did not understand it and therehis previous record in office and in private life, one is forced fore said it could not be helped. But a few medical men,
to conclude that he accepts these " cycles " as inevitable. with true scientific spirit and enough faith in Providence to
He has never suggested any remedy whereby to prevent the believe that God does not intend that His children shall
excess of speculation constituting the peak of so-called always suffer, tackled the problems of the plagues~ assaulted
prosperity, and the very depth of disaster and calamity con- the enemy of smallpox, charged upon the citadel of yellow
stituting the trough of depression. Therefore we are bound fever, and to-day these afHictions to human beings have
to conclude that Mr. Mellon thinks and believes that these well-nigh disappeared from the face of the earth.
LET US EDUCATE " DOCTOR " MELLON
successive periods of prosperity and of adversity, these
It would be well for Mr. Mellon to study something of the
cycles in business whereby at one time we are busy and contented and happy and at another time, and very shortly history of medicine. It would be well for him to study somethereafter, we are unemployed and miserable, and ofttimes thing of the history of civilization. It would be well for
starving, are something that man can not prevent nor him to study something of the history of business, and esperemedy. Evidently Mr. Mellon regards them as a fixed cially of the history of money. Of course, it may seem preorder of nature, as an inexorable and inevitable incident to sumption on my part to make those suggestions to Mr.
Mellon. It may be said that since he is worth his hundreds
civilization.
While Mr. Mellon has had a long and prosperous life, is of millions, and since I am almost a bankrupt-due to this
one of the very wealthiest men in the whole world, and has disaster-that I ought to sit in silence and in submission and
for about 12 years held the position of Secretary of the accept t.Js dictum as to what order should be in the world of
Treasury, I do not believe that any · fair student will assert finance. But I do not agree.
that Mr. Mellon is great intenr:.ctually or spiritually. He has
The g:::eat medical discoveries have not been made by those
been a great money maker as -an individual, and he has ad- practicing physicians that made fortunes dealing with hu-
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man diseases. Pasteur, Koch, Ehrlich, Walter Reed, Goldberger, Noguchi, these pioneers in medical science, these victors over disease, these great benefactors of humanity, were
not rich men but on the contrary were poor men. They did
not parade themselves as money makers in their profession.
On the contrary, they pursued the humble, inconspicuous
way of tracing down the sources of diseases and thus learning
to control diseases.
It does not take a rich man to understand the science of
political econom~ The very founder of that science, Adam
Smith, was a poor student. Every man that has contributed
to the advancement of knowledge concerning the study of
economics has been a poor man. The men who understand
most about the philosophy of finance are poor men. They
have not devoted their talents to making fortunes at the
expense of their fellow mortals. They have given their time
and strength, and life itself, to promoting knowledge that
will contribute to the diffusion of wealth and of happiness.
If Mr. Mellon had devoted his mental powers to the mastery of the broad subject of economics, he would not have
had time to conserve and to accumulate the mighty fortune
which is his. I honor him for his success, but I honor more
the men who have been successful in the unselfish enterprises of promoting the well-being of all men.
I am saying these things to call attention to the fact that
the advice of Mr. Mellon is not entitled to be accepted as
gospel, nor is his opinion the last word of wisdom in the field
of economics.
I believe if some members of the Federal Reserve Board
could and would tell us all they know about th~t " big bull
market" of 1929, Mr. Mellon would not appear the wise and
unselfish patriot some sincere but misguided people think
him to be.
Stop, look, and listen! Danger signal ahead!
I respectfully call to the attention of the Congress and
the country the following language from a letter recently
sent out under date of April 26 by Prof. Irving Fisher, head
of the department of economics of Yale University, which
is located at New Haven, Conn., in the very center of the
most conservative influences in the Nation.
As I see it, the country is now hovering " on the brink." It
can be saved by any measures which will bring reflation and
stabilization, but care should be taken to select the best measures.
The Goldsborough bill, now unanimously recommended by the
Committee on Banking and Currency, represents an essential step.
The Steagall bill for guaranteeing bank deposits, likewise recommended, is, I believe, another important emergency measure.
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reduced rates of interest. But while many billions of bank
credit were being used to stimulate frenzied speculation on the
stock exchanges and in the commodity markets the farm situation was going from bad to worse, and local banks were beginning to fail by the thousands. What financier, arriving from
Mars and scanning conditions with an impartial eye from Japan
to Turkey and from Rumania and Patagonia to Saskatchewan,
could have failed to say that our American system of credit,
banking, and currency was in fact the very worst on this socalled planet?
ONLY CHEAP MONEY CAN BRING ABOUT HIGH PRICES

But all the ·~farm relief " that we are reading about does not
emancipate the farmer from any part of his burden of indebtedness. It does not reduce his obligations in proportion to his
ability to pay. Nothing can relieve him except higher prices for
what he has to sell. Many western farmers incurred their present mortgage debts at a time when they were getting $2 a
bushel for wheat and excellent prices for cattle and hogs.
MODERATE INFLATION BE'ITER THAN OUR PRESENT DESTRUCTIVE DEFLATION-SACRIFICE OF PROPERTY FOR DEBTS

Even more serious than the cheapening of food and clothing
has been the total failure of our credit system to support property
values in the frantic competition of property of all kinds as it is
now thrown uJ:10n the market. We have been engaged in a suicidal
scramble for the acquisition of dollars.

Doctor Shaw continues:
" BONUS MONEY " WOULD BRING " MODERATE INFLATION " .AND PROVE
A BLESSING--DEFLATION WORSE THAN INFLATION

But our conservative financiers should not be unduly indignant
at the followers of Mr. PATMAN. They, themselves, have utterly
failed to make the dollar behave in a reasonable and consistent
way. Prof. Irving Fisher's remedies may not be wholly acceptable,
but his diagnosis is not to be rejected. A unified banking system
and a more far-seeing policy on the part of the Federal reserve
authorities could have saved us from the evils of extreme inflation
and could also have saved us from the worse horrors of a shamefully unchecked deflation. Banks are chartered by the Federal
Govet·nment and by the States. Official bank inspection gives to
the ordinary depositor a moral guaranty of solvency and safety.
Bank failures such as we have witnessed can but imply a rotten
system that ts a disgrace alike to the Nation and to the States.
We ought to have a banking system that would justify the full
guaranty of all deposits.
Money placed in banks that are chartered and inspected by
Government authority should be as safe as money deposited in the
Postal Savings Bank System. Mr. PATMAN might truthfully argue
that the volume of his proposed inflation would not equal in
amount the volume of currency and liquid assets hidden by frightened citizens under mattresses or in safe-deposit boxes, and
hoarded by banks that are afraid to exercise their normal functions. Until our financiers, whether holding national and State
offices or engaged in banking and similar pursuits, will concentrate
on this one problem and solve it, they may expect increasing support for palliatives such as are proposed by Congressmen from the
Southwest. There is much more excuse for green-back inflation
to-day than there was for the free-silver delusion that took possession of the Democratic Party in 1896, and threatened to sweep the
country in the Bryan-McKinley. campaign.

When a man like Doctor Fisher takes responsibility for
the statement that this Nation is hovering "on the brink"
Here is the root of our trouble. We must uproot our disbut can be saved by measures bringing inflation of currency
and credit, and subsequent stabilization, then it is for honest money system:
thoughtful men everywhere to give serious consideration (By Clarence Poe, president the Progressive Farmer-Ruralist Co.)
to the enactment of the legislation favored by him.
Business men suffer equally with farmers: And not only is it 1mWHY IS THE PARASITIC SPECULATOR RICHEST MAN OF ALL?

A thoughtful and observant friend of mine wrote me on
November 2, 1931, commenting upon news items as to estates
left by deceased business men reported in the New York
Times of October 31, 1931, and I take this extract from his
letter:
In reading the New York Times last night I was struck by the
comparisons of the values of the estates shown by the inclosed
clipping. The vocations and values of the estates (omitting the
hundreds} are as follows:
Coconut D1anufacturer _______________________________ $1,370,000
Real estate
1, 083,
000
Stock
broker-----------------------------------------_________________________________________ 2,
794,000
Lawyer______________________________________________
278,000
United broker
States _______________________________________
marshal------~-----------------------95,000
Cotton
4,782,000
Doctor______________________________________________
236,000
The above are rich men, of course, but neither the manufacturer who built up a great business nor the veteran real-estate
dealer combined had as much as the stock broker. The lawyer,
the United States marshal, and the doctor had small estates, while
the c?tton broker left as much as all the others put together,
omitting the stock broker.
A CONSERVATIVE SEES THE LIGHT

Dr. Albert Shaw, editor of that old New York journal,
the Review of Reviews, in the May issue says:
A sound and coordinated national credit system would have
supported these local banks in extending farm loans at greatly

possible for agriculture to recover without either increased commodity prices or deflated debts, but the same thing is true of all
business. From no farm leader, from no spokesman of agrarian
opinion, has Congress had any warning more emphatic or clear-cut
than this voiced by the ablest organ of American business the
Business Week, of New York City:
"The only remaining road to recovery for ourselves and the
world is by concerted and courageous action, through governments
and central banks, to raise the commodity price level and reduce
the value of gold to the level at which it was when the bulk of
the world's public and private debt burdens were contracted.
Otherwise universal bankruptcy, default, and repudiations are
unavoidable."
The fundamental dishonesty and immorality of our present
money system: If "universal bankruptcy, default, and repudiation" were necessary as a result of following rigid rules of honesty
and fair dealing, that would be one thing. But when all this disaster is the result rather of a fundamentally immoral and dishonest standard of values (or absence of standards), the situation
becomes entirely different. When we reflect that all debts must
really be paid in commodities, and when we find the financial
committee of the League of Nations reporting that whereas in
1928 it took 100 units of commodities to pay a debt of 100 gold
units, to-day it requires 170 units of commodities, we must agree
that this is not only "the crux of the crisis," but presents a
ghastly and flagrant perversion of essential morality. As C. V.
Gregory says: " If Congress had passed a law in 1926 requiring
every debtor to pay back $1.50 for every $1 he had borrowed, besides interest, we would have had a revolution. Yet that is what
deflation has done."
What can Congress do about the situation? If the commodity
price level of 192Q-1930 can be restored and thereafter steadily
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maintained wholly by Federal reserve action, good and well. But
The magnitude of this collapse may be seen by a comparison
millions believe that it is going to be necessary to provide th!l.t With former years. From 1921 t0 1929, inclusive, the deposits of
hereafter the quantity of gold in our standard dollar shall be in- closed banks amounted to $1,721,673,000. The failures of the single
creased or decreased so as to equal the average 1920-1930 purchas- year 1931 were within $30,000,000 of the total failures of this 9-year
ing power of a dollar. This could be done by storing gold bullion period. In 1930 the deposits of suspended banks amounted to
in the United States Treasury and issuing not coin but certificates $864,715,000, so that the failures of 1930 and 1931 combined, totalagainst it, just as is now done with our silver certificates.
ing $2,556,225,000, were 48.4 per cent greater than the failures of
After the tragic experiences America has just been through, all the preceding nine years.
enterprises will lag, all business will halt, all enterprise will be
Annual bank suspensions and reopenings, 1921-1931
frightened, all development will be checked if every man on the
farms and in business must make future plans with no assurance
as to whether the dollar at pay time will be worth 50 cents, $1,
Deposits, sus- Deposits, re- Excess suspen$1.50, or $2 in commodity values. On the contrary, if as a result
pended banks opened banks
sions
of thls depression Congress will for all future time provide two
such measures as are now under consideration: ( 1) Government
guaranty of bank deposits, and (2) a stable currency system 1931_-------------- ___ _: ------------ $1, 691, 510, 000
$158, 187, 000
$1, 531 , 323, 000
864, 715, 000
based on average 1920-1930 commodity prices-then both Ameri- 1930- -- ___ .: -----------------------61,599,000
803, 116, 000
234, 532, 000
25, 829,000
203, 703, 00!1
can agriculture and American business can at once go forward to 1929------------------------------138, 642, 000
15, 727,000
1928_- ----------------------------122, 915, 000
an assured and permanent prosperity.
193,891, ()()()
1927------------------------------

WHAT SHALL WE DO WITH THE "ROBBER DOLLAR "?

Dr. Clarence Poe, editor of Progressive Farmer, of North
Carolina, a paper I have read for over 20 ~ars, in his editorial of October 1, 1931, says:
VALUE OF A DOLLAR IN PURCHASING POWER (IN CENTS) AS COMPARED
WITH PRE-WAR (1909-1914) PURCH.\.SING POWER OF A DOLLAR

1917----------------------------------------------------1918----------------------------------------------------1919_____________________________________________________
1920----------------------------------------------------1921----------------------------------------------------1922-----------------------~----------------------------

1923----------------------------------------------------1924----------------------------------------------------1925----------------------------------------------------1926_____________________________________________________
1927_____________________________________________________
1928----------------------------------------------------1929----------------------------------------------------1930_____________________________________________________
1931----------------------------------------------------Now _____________________________________________________

58.1
52.0
49.5
44.4
70.4
70.9
68.0
69.9
66.2
68.5
71.9
69.9
70.9
79.3
193.4
98.0
2

From these indisputable figures surely anyone can see the truth
of a statement we have often repeated in recent months, as follows:
During every day from January, 1910, to this good hour in 1931
there has been no change in our standards of height or weight or
quantity. A yard has always been 36 inches, no more and no less.
A pound has always been 16 ounces, no more and no less. A gallon has always been 8 pints, no more and no less. But in this
brief period our measurement of value in buying and selling has
varied 10, 25, 50 per cent, and even more than 100 per cent when
we compare 1920 money values with present money values. Such
a condition is as demoralizing as if a yardstick might be anywhere from 18 to 36 inches in length, varying by days, months,
and years-fully as demoralizing and a thousandfold more disastrous.

1926-----------------------------1925_- ----------------------------1924 _-- ---------------------------1923_ ----------------------------1922_-- ---------------------------1921_ ------------------------------

272,488, ()()()

~I~:~~:l:

188, iOl, 000
110,721,000
1\.'6, .WO, 000

35,729,000
60,610,000
16,618,000
22,462,000
11,674, ()()()
35, 56.::,, 000
17,493,000

158, lfi2, ()()()

211, 873, 000
lW, 282,000
190, 876, ()()!)

1n, on, ooo

75,156, 000
178, S67, 000

If the Reconstruction Finance Corporation should accomplish
nothing else, its contribution to halting the trend of suspensions
would be ample justification for its existence. Given a continuation .of the trend in evidence since the corporation commenced
functioning and the Glass-Steagall Act became operative, the
ground is being prepared for solid improvement in the future.
But these are emergency measures devised to remedy a serious
condition. To prevent a recurrence of the condition is a problem
which demands the utmost effort of banking and legislative leader~hlp. The Reconstruction Finance Corporation is a two and onehalf billion dollar organization, with $500,000,000 of Government
subscribed capital and authority to issue $2,000,000,000 of bonds.
Its total authorized stock, capital and bonds, barely exceed the net
total of bank depositors' funds which have been made unavailable
during the last two years. In the meanwhile Great Britain and
Canada have been coping with a depression, prolonged and severe,
but not made worse by the freezing of depositors' current balances
and savings.
A READING, THINKING FARMER WRITES

AEOLIAN HILL FARM,

St. Matthews, S. C., April 15, 1932.

Hon. JoHN J. McSWAIN,
House of Representatives, Washington, D. C.

DEAR MR. McSwAIN: I greatly enjoyed reading your speech made
April 11, 1932, on Money Is the Blood Stream of Business. Many
causes contribute to bringing about the terrible crisis in which we
find ourselves, but I believe tee "robber tariff" and our "robber
dollar" are the main foundation stones upon which it l'ests. Our
money system is wrong. The gold standard is crushing th& life
out of the people. There is not enough money in circulation. It
can be cornered too easily. Our dollar buys too much of the products of agriculture. Land has practically lost its value. The great
•
•
•
mass of the people are in debt. Many are hopelessly in debt. The
WHAT ARE THE REMEDIES?
country is bankrupt. If one buys" our money" with corn or cotton
And now what shall we do about it all?
or
oats or wheat or land with which to pay a debt of several years'
According to the judgment of many of our best informed au- standing,
he pays the debt, not once nor twice, but three times or
thorities two things are necessary. First, drastic action ohould be four
times or five times. It can not be done. And yet the law
taken at once by the great nations and banking powers that will says you
must pay. Is it right? Is it just? Money should be the
drive prices as early as possible to the average level of 1920-1930. efficient, faithful,
honest "servant" of the people-not a cruel,
Second, the value of a dollar should be stabilized at that level. dishonest, tyrannical
master." Do you note how the " big boys,"
And perhaps the best general plan for stabilizing the dollar is the big bankers, the "capitalists,
guard the gold standard? How
that of Tinnes and Irving Fisher, which could be worked out sub- they watch the doings of COllo<7J'ess?
Our economic and financial
stantially as follows:
system has enslaved a free people.
1. Let the standard American dollar at any time contain just
I was glad to read the paragraphs you quoted from an editorial
enough gold to represent the average purchasing power of $1 in the Washington Post. "The dollar increases in value every
in the years 1920-1930.
day while everything else loses some of its relative worth," says
2. These dollars containing these varying quantities of gold the editor of the Post. He seems to be seeing the light. "Conneed not be actually distributed by the Government (there is in gress has the power to coin money and regulate the value thereof.'
fact little actual gold coin in circulation now; most people hardly Is capitalism blind and deaf? Mr. McSWAIN, I believe Senator
see gold money once a year) but the Government would at all WHEELER's bill to remonetize silver would raise commodity prices,
times hold enough gold bullion in the Treasury to redeem its put value into land, put buying power into the farmer, enable
outstanding "Treasury certificate" dollars based on these 1920- him to pay off debts, put buying power into China and into India
1930 values-precisely as our $1, $5, $10, and $20 "silver certi- revive international trade, and bring prosperity once more to the
ficates" or so-called "paper money" is now issued.
world. "Iron debts" can not be paid with " robber dollars.'
By this method we should have indeed a stable money system- Mark this! Prosperity will never return to this country unti
" a perfect and a just measure " in values; a standard fair alike buving power comes to the people; and buying power will not come
to debtors and creditors, and seeking to do equal and exact justice until land values are restored and commodity prices rise to give
between them. It is high time that our agricultural, political, the people a decent living. We are looking to the wise, honest
and moral leaders in America unite in a demand for such a policy patriotic, unselfish men in Congress to correct our money system
both as a moral and economic necessity.
that is crushing the life out of the people.
SPECULATION RUINED THE BANK8-BANK FAILURES RUINED THE COUNYours truly,
TRY-MONEY INFLATION WILL RESTORE THE COUNTRY
JOHN E. WANNAMAKER.

•

•

I quote from Weekly Business Review of Alexander

Ham~

ilton IP..stitute:
The length and the severity of the depression have been due in
no small measure to the ill-functioning of the banking system
Last year no less than $1,691,510,000 of depositors' funds were
withdrawn from circulation by bank suspensions.
.1

First half 1931.

2

Latest monthly report•

FARM-MARKETING PROGRAM

Mr. SUMNERS of Texas. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous
consent to extend in the RECORD my own remarks which I

made before the Committee on Agriculture of the House.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection?
There was no ob ·ection.
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STATEMENT oF HaN. HATI'ON w. SUM:r-.""ERS BEFORE THE HouSE CoMMITTEE ON AGRICULTURE MAY 11, 1932
Mr. SuMNERS. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee,
we require, in our committee, that those who come before us shall
identuy themselves with the subject under consideration.
I grew up way back in the hills of Tennessee. In the early
nineties when I was a boy my family and my neighbors lost in
in that panic all they had. I had read in one of my father's
books there is no re.sult without a corresponding antecedent adequate cause. My investigation had convinced me that is true. I
wanted to know the cause and thus I became interested in the
economic Pl'Oblems of agriculture. I soon discovered there is no
.r eal conflict between agriculture, its interest, and any other legitimate business.
•
PRESENT CONDITION RESULT OF VIOLATED NATURAL LAW
This condition that we are in now has not just happened. There
has been somewhere a very serious violation of the natural laws
which govern economic and political government. There can not
be any question about it. It is remarkable that as a people we do
not recognize that fact and seek the basic cause for our condition.
l l any of you gentlemen before an audience of your constituents
were to discuss the laws of God that govern governments, political
and economlc, any doctor present would probably think you were
trying to preach a sermon; a farmer would wonder where you got
that out of the Bible. And yet that doctor would know if he would
stop to think that he bad gone to school for years and years to
learn the laws of nature, the laws of God, that govern in the field
of his activity, and so on, with the rest of us.
I might have broken away from my interest in agriculture when
I came to be a lawyer-at least I thought I was a lawyer, but
shortly after I began the practice I was retained by Fp.rm and
Ranch, a great agricultural paper of the Southwest, owned then
by one of the greatest men the country ever has known, CoL
Frank P. Holland. I became, by reason of that connection, the
lawyer for the agricultural interests in our section. That was
when I was a very young man.
AGRICULTURE THE BASIC BUSINESS
Col. R. J. Kleberg, by the way, another one of the great men
Texas has produced, the father of a member of your committee,
was chosen about that time as the head of an organization having
to do with the general interests of Texas. Through Colonel Holland, Mr. Kleberg consulted me and I persuaded him to have his
organization, made up of all the country and city interests in
Texas, recognize that agriculture is the basic business in our
State.
I worked with that organization in an advisory capacity. In
1913 I was elected to Congress. In 1914 I discussed in the House
the City Man's Interest in the Economic Problems of Agriculture.
From that angle I have examined these problems in America and
in Europe; my interest has never waned. From that angle, as
agriculture is related to our economic organization and our present
difficulties, I want to discuss some of the problems of agriculture,
or rather I want to discuss our economic difficulties and the
fundamental relationship of agriculture's difficulties to them.
NECESSARY TO RECUR TO FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES
The wisest thing that has come to us from the period of constitutional construction in America came from the deliberations
of the Virginia convention. It was about to this efl'ect, that there
can be no liberty-and also enumerating a number of other
things--except by frequent recurrence to fundamental principles.
There is no greater truth than that.
The thing that stands out clearest in that period, iii my judgment, is their recognition of that basic fact. When we come to
look at the problems that you and I have to deal with now, and
examine them fundamentally, we find, as compared with other
times, that the first important change which we must take into
consideration came with the application of steam and electricity
to human activities. This application wrought a complete economlc revolution and gave to us many governmental problems
which we must deal with largely upon the responsibility of our own
judgment.
By reason of the cheapness and rapidity of transportation resulting from this application and the devolpment of power factories,
the manufacturing interests, theretofore distributed through the
country as a part of the rural life, were concentrated in great
industrial centers. The shoe cobbler and the old family loom
moved out of the country and moved into the great cities, and the
selling end as well as the producing end of business there became
organized.
They were able to write into their selling priee the cost of production plus a profit, whatever the cost of production might be.
AGRICULTURE SELLS To HIGHEST BIDDER
Agriculture was not able, for reasons which you gentlemen well
understand, to make that progress. It was left behind. It remained in its relationship to other businesses as a sort of inexhaustible commissary to feed business, and was not recognized,
either economically or under the laws, as a business out of which
people have a right to make money for themselves.
One of the most interesting facts I have run across in the study
of the economic difficulties of agriculture is that the farmers them· selves, at a time when they were in great majority, permitted that
sort of a _situat ion to develop and accepted for themselves that
station among the businesses of the count ry. By consent, apparently, agriculture became the nurse cow to industry.
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A thing equally as remarkable is that industry seems to consider

itself not concerned as to how much milk it takes or how little

feed its nurse cow gets. It never seems to have entered the mind
of us city people that it is possible to feed the old cow too little or
to mllk her too much, and thereby bring hurt to ourselves. We
are soon to learn that fact. Some of the smartest of city people
have learned it. The dumbest of our captains of industry apparently never will. Some of the biggest of them, outside of their
own business, are the dumbest.
PROTECTIVE TARIFF A BOUNTY-AGRICULTURE NO PARTICIPATION OTHER
THAN IN PAYING THE DURDENS
Among the important things that happened as a part of this
revolution was the fact that industry was able to overbid agriculture for many of the brightest boys and girls of the country, those
best endowed for leadership among those people, because industry
was able to write the amount of its bid into its commodity selling
price. Agriculture, selling to the highest bidder, could not do that.
I wish you would make a mental note of this as major proposition
No. 1.
·
Added to this disadvantage, which is more or less a fundamental disadvantage and tremendously difficult to deal with, is
the fact that we early began to operate under a protective-tariff
system, from the benefits of which surplus producing crops are
excluded. That system provides for a bounty to be paid to the
beneficiaries of the system. That is what it is for, to raise their
prices arbitrarily.
The purpose of it 1s to enable a part of the people, of whom
generally speaking farmers are not a part, to have more than
they otherwise would get. The place which these farmers hold
in that scheme is to make the tariff system work by paying the
taritf-boosted price out of their sales at nontarifl'-boosted prices.
That is major proposition No. 2.
Under that general arrangement you see agriculture not only
excluded from taritf benefits and paying taritf burdens, but generally at the end of the passing line, not only in regard to the
tarifl' but in regard to freight rates, for instance, and other similar charges.
When there is any increase in transportation rates, for instance,
or any other charge, business people add those increases into
their selling costs or production costs, and pass them on.
Whoever can make out a b1ll and say to you, " This is what I
charge you for my services or my wares," is able to pass on these
various costs. From one to the other they are passed until they
get to such persons as those who produce wheat, corn, and cotton.
There these passed-on charges are absorbed. They are passed
no further, because these farmers sell to the highest bidder and
in competition with the cheapest labor on earth. These farmers
are at the end of the passing line.
AGRICULTURE AT END OF PASSING LINE
Now, gentlemen, may I ask this committee, in dealing with this
question, to visualize the actual relationship of these producers
of exportable surpluses, and observe that they do stand at the end
of the passing line. Merchants, doctors, preachers, teachers, all
of them, whoever they may be, who have had their living costs
or their operation costs increased by any of the things that have
happened in America, have undertaken to pass them on. They
are not able to do it now.
The thing that has happened in this country, that is making
those of us who are in the bl:g cities go broke, is the fact that
these farmers who have heretofore absorbed these costs, or increased prices, are not able to absorb them any more. That is
what is the matter with us in the cities. We have paralyzed
them. We will not pay tl1em enough for what they raise to
enable them to buy from us or pay their debts. Those business
communities directly dependent upon these farmers can not pay
their debts or buy. There is nobody to employ the skilled laborers. So we can not sell or work. Our factories and our people
are idle. We are becoming paralyzed also. Larger cities directly
dependent upon these cities in agricultural States can not sell.
They are becoming paralyzed also. There is nothing remarkable
about it; it is inevitable.
There is another thing or two that I want to bring to your at"
tention. I am just sketching these things, because I want to
submit myself to interrogation as quickly as I can.
I have never been able myself to understand a thing unless I
could get it where I could look at it and see it as though I were
looking at it with my eyes.
The only way I have ever been able at all to understand the economic organization of this country is to look at it as a living,
functioning thing, operating under natural lhws. If we can visualize the situation and get it clearly before our eyes so we can
look at it functioning, we can have a fair notion of what this
economic organization of ours is and what is the matter with it.
In the old days, when nearly everybody lived in the country
and farmed primarily to feed and clothe their families from the
products of their respective farms, each little community was an
industrial organization, each farm was almost an independent
industrial organization.
But when the farmers began to produce to sell, after this change
from the application of steam and electricity of which I have
spoken, all businesses in a new sense became interdependent. The
farmers' business became a part of every other business in a new
sense. As that readjustment shaped up agriculture came to hold
the position of the tap root to other businesses. I will not say
1 the whole root structure, 'though in a sense shared by no other
business that is true.
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An examination will show clearly that it is the economic taproot for all business and all vocations in this country, the source
from whence most of the sa:p comes from. This is not a new
relationship, but it has a new importance.

JUNE
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On the other _h_and, we can n::lt imagine our people being prosperous in the e1t1es and these farmers getting 15 cents for their
oats, 40 cents for their wheat, and 5 cents a pound for their cotton. rt· can not be done. Does that mean anything? Does that
not suggest the pla.ce to work, and the thing to do?
AGRICULTURE ROOT OF THE TREE
I do not care how much you loan the railroads or the banks it
Those of us who are merchants or lawyers, and so forth, do not will
run off like water on a tin roof as long as the buying po~er
produce; we render an economic service and we are entitled to of these
farmers is paralyzed. It can not be done that way. God
live; but we do not produce. That is an important fact to keep Almighty has fixed it, and that is the end of it.
in mind.
You take the human body. You have got one part of the circuA thing that those of us living in cities do not seem even now to latory
system that ta~es blood out and another that sends it back.
comprehend-! mean we are not conscious of it-is the fact that The venous system takes it out and the arterial system puts it
farming is to our business, whatever we are or do, exactly as the back.
root of a tree is a part of the tree to its topmost branch and as
prices of agricultural commodities is the arterial system
important to us as is the taproot of the tree to those branches theThe
only avenue through which you can put back the money paid
of the tree out there which we can see. The recognition of that for the wares of the cities so that these farmers may buy again.
fact must find place, first place, in any effective scheme to revive You can not get it back with 15-cent oats, 30-cent corn, 40-cent
prosperity in this country.
wheat, or 5-cent cotton. If you do not get it back they can not
We are not reviving prosperity by loaning money to those who buy,
and we can not sell to them. There is no other way to get
can not pay their debts. We have got to get up circulation. We circulation
started.
have plenty of everything, including money. It is the lack of
am talking to you as doctors, called in here in solemn council
circulation, and only that. The treatment should begin where at I the
bedside of a prostrate patient.
the paralysis began. That is medical science. That is common
a country like this with the bounty of God upon it· think
sense. This trouble, this paralysis, began with these farmers. We of Take
it, gentlemen. We have been pretty stuck on ourselve;. Just
have overbled them. They are prostrate. They can not buy.
because we can fly through the air faster than other generations
The paralysis has reached us. We can not buy. How can the have
been able to travel, because we can press a button and get a
idle get a job?
light instead of having to skin a yearling and get the tallow fol'
This paralysis would have happened sooner but for one fact. candles,
we hold ourselves superior. We have been on a grand
When we started on our migration from the Atlantic Ocean to the
Pacific Ocean, we had before us not only a soil of great fertility but jazz. We have jazzed off into the jungles. We have .made an
we had invented farm machinery which enabled us quickly to awful mess of our opportunities. We have gone fast, but in the
wrong direction. We are at the end of the road. With the bounty
plunder the soil of its fertility.
We had railroads that carried great numbers of people quickly of God unprecedented, with a country smothered in an abundance
of
things for feeding people, yet people are starving.
from exhausted to virgin soil. While we have been bleeding agriThat ought to take the conceit out of us and send us in peniculture to support industry, it has been bleeding the soil. We are
at the end of the bleeding process. We are at the end of the road tent humility to our knees.
now; we have reached the Pacific Ocean.
NOT A PARTISAN MATTER
It is a new day in a sense. It is a new problem in a rense.
I shall try to be as free from partisanship as I possibly can in
Recurring to the figure of the tree, we have not realized that to
stimulate the tree above the ground, we have been destroying the discussing this matter. You may say the protective-tariff system
is justified. I will not argue that before this committee. That is
root l'ltructure necessary to sustain the tree.
There is another picture that helps me to visualize this thing. the Agricultural Committee, not the Ways and Means Committee.
But nobody can controvert this fact, that when our people cross
So far as I can see, the laws of nature are the same everywhere.
This economic organization of ours, made up of our interrelated the ocean with their cotton or grain and sell it in competition with
industries, in the operation of its circulatory system is almost iden- the cheapest labor on earth, they are compelled by the might of
government, out of what they sell for, to pay a bounty to those
tical with the human body.
gentlemen in our cities, wards of the Government, who operate
NOT A PANIC BUT PARALYSIS OF CffiCULATION .
under tariff protection. That is what the protective tariff system
This thing that is the matter with us, gentlemen, is not a panic, is for.
it is not a depression; it is not something that nature is going to
We proclaim in the White House and ~in the Halls of Congress
cure, because it is not a thing that has happened as a result of that it is our purpose to give to American producers a boost, a
natural action. That is the most important single fact guiding us bounty equal to the difference between the cost of production here
to the determination of a wise policy. It has happened as a result and abroad. But what about these farmers? There is no correof an arbitrary thing. It has resulted in paralysis of the economic sponding benefit for them. The tariff can not work for them.
circulatory system of this country. If you just look about, you Their movement is out· from this country. Why not give to them
can see that there is plenty of everything. It is not circulating. a corresponding boost? Why not give back to them that which
The importance of that problem, the nature of that problem, is taken from them arbitrarily by the might of government
presents itself to you who sit around this table exactly as though through the tariff so that they may cease to be paralyzes and may
you were physicians-that is what you are-you are doctors called begin to buy again? Justice and common sense can have but one
in to examine and treat this patient. It is perfectly absurd for answer. I do not care if we have no interest whatever in these
us who have responsibility, who get together in this sick room farmers, they are the root of the tree of which our people's busiwhere the patient is paralyzed, to talk about the laws of nature ness is a part. It is a matter of self-interest and of self-preservataking care of the patient and getting him well.
tion for those of us who live in the cities to do plain, ordinary
If this condition had happened from natural causes, you might justice to these farmer~'>.
depend upon natural law; but it has happened as a result of
What are we going to do about it? What would you do if you
something arbitrarily done, and which is still being done. You were a doctor, called in to see a patient who was lying prostrate
would not bind around the taproot of that tree beyond the and bled white, and the blood still being taken from him? What
window something that would cut off circulation and when the would you do--shoot him? That seems to be the notion of many
leaves were withering go on your optimistic way saying the tree people. Are we going to drive them in desperation from sound
is going to be all right just around the corner. There is a dif- notions of government and make them red?
ference between an optimist and an ordinary fool. When such
AGRICULTURE BLED WHITE CAN NOT BUT
conditions exist, it is perfectly ridiculous for us to say the thing
is going to get well itself.
Mr. ANDRESEN. Give him a shot in the arm.
Mr. FuLMER. I regret very much, Mr. SuMNERS, I am not going
Mr. SuMNERS. If you were a physician and had any sense, you
to be able to listen to the remainder of your sp~ech, because it is would reduce the outflow of blood and give him a blood transvery interesting. But I have to leave at this time. I agree with fusion, would you not? Is not that what anybody who has a bit
you in your statement.
o! sense would do? First you would reduce the blood taking as
NOT GOING TO CURE ITSELF
much as you could. But we do not want to get into a tar11I debate
here.
Mr. SuMNERS. I want to get this over, gentlemen, and I am not
Then you would give him a blood transfusion. That is what
going to be partisan. It does not make any difference what we
have believed or what we preach; it does not make any difference you would have to do. That Is what we are going to have to do to
what notions we have had about it. We have the responsibility. agriculture, bled white. There is no use of anybody shying around
We have to do something intelligent and remedial about it. This it. You have got to do it, if these farmers are made able to buy
condition is not going to cure itse1f. It does not have a chance. the products of our factories and the doctors, merchants, bankers,
We are going to have a terrible time in this country this winter and everybody up the line, are made able to buy. Suppose the
arrangement were reversed and industry had to sell in competition
if the right thing is not done.
Go out there and look at the country people. How are they with the cheapest labor in the world and was forced by an arbigoing to buy the products of the factory from the proceeds of trary arrangement of government to pay these farmers a bounty
the sale of their wheat and their corn and cotton? It can not out of the proceeds of such sales; how long could industry stand
be done. They are the root of the tree of which the business of up? Are not farmers made of the same flesh and blood and their
your people is a part. As certain as we live there is where our business subject to the same natural economic laws as those which
govern industry?
paralysis began. That is where the remedy must be applied.
We have been hearing a lot of perfectly absurd talk about prosWe men who come from the cities can not imagine those who
cultivate eighty-odd per cent of the cultivated acres of this perity being "just around the corner." I will tell you what is
just
around the corner unless we remove the economic and govcountry, those who produce exportable surpluses, bei!lg prosperous, selling at a fair price, and our people breaking in the cities, ernmental injustice which is imposed on these farmers, and give
our people idle. \Ve can not imagine it. It could not happen. their buying power a chance to revive and thereby give our
Does that mean anything to us? It does if we have any practical factories a chance to open up. It is the dole, and maybe worse.
That is what is just around the corner.
sense.
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FARMER SELLS IN

WITH CHEAPEST LABOR ON EARTH AND
PAYS BOUNTY
We will have to give back to these farmers arbitrarily that
which we are taking from them arbitrarily. There is no use
shying around that, either.
When you malw a man by the might of Government give up a
part of the 40 cents he has got for his wheat, selling it in competition with the cheapest labor on earth, and turn it over to
a manufacturer so as to boost his price, that is an arbitrary
thing. You must give it back to that man and do it arbitrarily. It is a matter of justice and of necessity. How can
these farmers buy proc!ucts of the factory unless you give back
to them what is taken? If agriculture is prosperous it makes certain the prosperity of others. It is the root of the tree.
Our whole policy by which we drifted into a condition making
necessary a r€construction program demonstrates the poverty
of our statesmanship. With assurance that we were moving in
the right direction, that all would be well around the corner
we have jazzed off into the jungles. We are not yet headed i~
the right direction.
I appreciate your attention very much, !\fi". Chairman and gentlemen. Only the certainty of conviction that this is the only
door through which we can with any reason hope to escape the
grand smash is my reason for taking so much of your time and
mine. Our apparent inability to comprehend our situation and
its causes is my apology for repeating. I hope others than members of this committee may read what I am saying.
Mr. ADKINS. You have made a very interesting statement. I
have dealt with this problem all my life. I started in as a cattle
feeder at a dollar a day on a farm and made my living there all
my life.
I have heard the very interesting statement here that agriculture
has very largely arrived at its present condition because of the
evolution of power. We have gone from a complete unit in manufacturing and producing all we needed for our individual farm
uses to an industrial order when we sold our stuff and took in
exchange what the other fellow processed, and then we have come
along down, and that is largely responsible for the condition we
find ourselves in now.
Mr. SuMNEaS. It is one of the causes.
Mr. ADKINS. I think every man on this committee-! know it is
true with myself-as a matter of self-protection, when I was trying to make a living on the farm, looked into these other auestions.
•
In the twenties we passed through just such a s~tuation as this,
when the condition you first explained, where the farm was a
complete unit, was in full operation at that time.
We passed through a condition where, for instance, corn was
selling at 6~ cents a bushel and hogs at a dollar a hundred.
Mr. NELSoN. Will you quote the years on that?
Me. ADKINS. That was in '23, '24, and '25. In 1824 cattle 4 or 5
years of age-l can give you the name of one man who fed the
first cattle out there, D. Biltmore; I want to state this general
proposition to you to see whether or not we are not up against
the same game. From that time down to the present we have
been up against the same game at intervals ever since our Republic
started.
I want to point out the fact that a situation similar to the
present situation existed at that time. Cattle 4 or 5 years ol•l
could be bought for $8 a head. One man out in our country
bought 1,200 feeding cattle a.t that time for that price.
You can go over here to the library and get Henry Clay's speech
and see where he made very largely the same kind of a speech that
you have made this morning, in which he outlined the desperate
situation that existed, where land went down from 40 and 50 to
7, 8, and 10.
He said at that time, on March 4, 1824, before the House, that
our people were not less industrious than they had always been,
our land was no less fertile, we were producing bounteous crops,
the sun was shining, and there was plenty of rain, and yet we
were languishing in the direst poverty.
That was at a time when the very same sort of condition existed which you outlined, and it existed at the beginning of our
country, when it was in full operation.
From 1837 on down, at various intervals down to the present
time, this same sort of a situation has prevailed. We find that
the people in the cities, the people you represent here, were in
the same bad condition.
In 1892, 1893, 1894, 1895, and 1896 we passed through the very
same sort of a condition, carrying a big debt, and we could get
no relief. We could not pay our debts; we got no relief; we could
not .pay expenses. Whenever men got to work they were sleeping
in barns. But our problem was solved and we went along for a
considerable time again.
Now, we are up against the same kind of a proposition we have
been up ag_ainst. at intervals ever since the Republic started, and
the same s1tuat10n prevails.
Maybe you have lived long enough to have lived through three
of these situations, like I have.
I remember the old clothes we wore in the seventies, and then
again in the nineties, and then in this situation.
A very serious question is presented to this committee now. I
do not care whether a .man is a Democrat or a Republican. I do
not believe there is any man on this committee but who would
like, if ,he could, to suggest some way out of it. But we run up
against the same proposition that these other fellows did in
times gone by.
COMPETITIO~
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Tha~ is the picture I have, and I expect some of the rest of us
~re .thmk.ing of conditions just like this that we passed through

m times gone by.
NOT NECESSARY DISASTER BE REPEATED
Mr. SUMNERS. I would like, if possible, to help save my country
from the wreck and ruin of such periods.
Mr. ADKINs. We are all of the same opinion. Let me ask you a
practical question.
Mr. SUMNERS. Make it a question, please.
Mr. ADKINS. Here is thi6 bill we have before us now, with a
great demand for a reduced cost of government, and to reduce
taxes, and so forth.
·
Do you believe, as a practical proposition, Mr. Sumners-and
that is what we have got to get down to-that it will be possible
to get such a law on the statute books and get it operating? Is
that your honest opinion, that you could do that?
Mr. SUMNERs. It depends on whether the Members of Congre.ss
have the notion that because bad conditions have obtained in the
past and obtain now they are inevitable, and we have to sit still
and see them through.
Mr. ADKINS. Do you believe any considerable amount of this
money would come back to the farmer?
Mr. SuMNERS. I do not know what bill you have your hand on
there.
Mr. ADKINS. I refer to the debenture idea.
Mr. SuMNERS. Why, sure. I not only think it is feasible under
the circumstances, but I am certain we have the choice between
something of that sort and the big crash. That is my judgment.
Mr. ADKINs. We are in the big crash now.
Mr. SUMNERS. When we trace radical policies of government
back to their sources we discover that almost without exception
such policies come from the failure of government to do what
it ought to have done when it ought to have done it. We
ought to be warned by that fact. I hope I may be pardoned for
repeating it.
We are at war with an economic condition. My judgment is,
and I have tried to make it as clear as I can, that we have got
to give back to agriculture at least as much vitality, or sap, or
blood, or whatever figure helps you most, as is being taken from
these farmers by the might of government, and do it arbitrarily,
because we are taking from them arbitrarily. Does that make it
clear? They would still be at a disadvantage as compared with
tariff-protected industries. That would merely be putting them
back on a free-trade basis. Suppose industry was forced to sell
in competition with the cheapest labor in the world and had
to pay to the wheat farmers from 25 to 100 per cent above the
world market, how long could industry stand up? Is it to be
marveled at that at last agriculture has crashed?
How are you going to revive the buying power of farmers
otherwise? We are going at the task wrong. There is a vast
difference between what I propose and the plan embodied in the
Reconstruction Finance Corporation loan.
PLACE TO BEGIN RELIEVING PARALYSIS IS WHERE IT BEGAN
Basically what the railroads of this country need is freight, not
credit. Debts can not be paid by borrowing more money. We
do not need anything in this country except circulation of what
we have. The place to begin to relieve our paralysis is where it
began. The remedy is not credit but restoration of that which
is arbitrarily taken so farmers can buy. We have grossly exaggerated the efficacy of credit, gentlemen. Because credit has
worked under some conditions, we think it has efficacy for every
ill that the country and the world are heir to.
NO BOULEVARD LEADING OUT
We have the challenge of a grec.t difilculty. There is no boulevard to lead out from where we have foolishly wandered. Do
not make any mistake about that. We are in the ju11gles. We
are going to have to cut down the trees and go out over the
stumps. It is foolish to reject a road because it is difficult and
not free from danger. There are three questions. Do we have
to move from where we are? The answer is yes. What roads
most certainly lead in the right direction? And when will we
be on our way?
.
Anything that you can do to revive agriculture, to help t.he
buying power of farmers, would be like rain falling on the watershe~. making_ green those hil~sides, starting the little. springs,
s~artmg the little creeks, startmg the little rivers, starting the
big rivers, starting the farmers to buying, starting the retail
merchant to buying, starting freight to moving, startina factories
to going, starting the idle to work, in a word, curing th~ paralysis
of our economic circulatory system, the only thing the matter
with us. There would be as much difference between that and
what we are doing to revive conditions as there would be betweer..
rain on the fields and pouring the same amount of water out in
the rivers hoping it would run upst1·eam and finally reach the
hillsides and the high table-lands.
Mr. GLOVER. You referred to this committee as a brmch of
doctors dealing with a sick patient. As one of those doctors I
think you are one of the most wonderful diagnosticians I have
listened to. Usually a good diagnostician is one who knows how
to prescribe a remedy.
What would be your remedy, based on your study, for the
cure of this condition?
Mr. SUMNERS. Agriculture has two major problems. One is
merchandising, the other is freedom from its present position of
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econo.mic slavery to the busineGses of our cities. I do not appeal or four years. We have standardized sufficiently for the requireto prejudice; I appeal to justice and to common sense.
ments of merchants who split again.
This Agricultural Committee is the key committee of this
I would make this the goal-for each considerable quantity of
Congress now. I know it is the key committee dealing with the an agricultural commodity having distinctive characteristics dewhole economic situation.
terminative of the use to which it is best adapted, a separate
Of course, we depend to a degree upon the Banking and Cur- trade term. That ought to be the goal for standardization.
rency Committee and on the Ways and Means Committee, but I
You have the warehouse act which would give the possib1lities
say here is the key committee, and upon your wisdom, your cour- of physical protection and intermediary supervision and inspecage, and your determination is going to depend whether or not tion, and generally guarantee integrity of transaction. Proper
we. are going to ~scape that which now impends. Nobody knows standardizatic:m. intermediary supervision, physical protection, and
exactly what it 1s. It may imperil our form of government. It assurance of mtegrity of transaction possible under the warehouse
may involve the socialization of industry. But this we know, act, and then a place where these commodities, thus standardized
there is not a single private holding or public institution in physically and morally protected, could be listed for sale by theU:
America that is free from danger.
respective descriptive trade terms would give to them a potential
IN THE LAST TRENCH
universal trade contact which would in turn make possible that
these commodities move under prior sale to the points of use in
Do you suppose that a good general at a crisis in a major bat- quantity and quality, in accord with the ~equirements for use.
tie, realizing he is in the last trench, would withhold his
Under such a plan it would be possible in a community where
resources? We are in the last trench.
farmers could get together a shipping unit of any commodity susI remember in 1919 I was in Belgium. We were up near the ceptible of standardization to put it in general trade contact and
the sea. A man who had been in the army was showing us for any cooperative group of consumers desiring to buy to do a
around. He told us the King of Belgium came up there and said similar thing. My idea would be for anybody, including merto the army, "There is no retreat from this trench. It is the ~hants, to use this facility. As long as the total charges were
last trench. You have got to hold th.is trench or die here, be- reasonable they would probably continue to distribute. The guarcause the sea is behind you."
anty of reasonableness would lie in the fact that there would be an
That is exactly where we are this minute. The sea is behind available trade route around the privately owned and controlled
us. There is no retreat from this trench. We have to throw routes of distribution.
every resource we have got into reestablishing and holding this
When you shall have done those three things you will have
far-flung economic battle line. The line was broken at the point created the possibilities of building cooperation from· the ground
held by agriculture, which we have drawn upon mercilessly to up, the only way it can be done. The failure thus to build and to
strengthen the position of industry. What would a good gen- have something permanent after the building has been responsible
eral do? What would sensible people do, living behind a com- in large degree for the failure of cooperative effort in America.
mon levee in the event of a break at any point? We have been You would make it possible for communities to learn to cooperate,
digging from the levee in front of agriculture, weakening it and because you would give to small communities access to a general
adding what we dug away to the bank further up. That is ex- market. Afterwards they could confederate.
actly where we have been going to get the material for building
You also would make it possible to develop in centers of conup much of the rest of our levee, and we seem to be surprised sumption small cooperative purchasing groups. There would be a
that at last this part of our levee has broken and the water place to which they could resort by wire, phone, or in person.
coming through that crevasse has swept around, putting out the As a practical proposition in the event distributors attempted the
fires of our factories in the cities.
exercise of toll-taking power, if there be assurance of physical
Does this not suggest to sensible people where we ought to get protection and integrity of transaction-in other words, delivery
to work? Does that not suggest where we ought to throw in according to tender, and purchase and payment according to
our resources? We do not have many more of these $2,000,000,000 offer-you would have the possibilities of these people buying and
units to throw in either.
selling with each other that which the purchaser had never seen.
If the farmers hold, we hold; if they break, we break. Is Our modern so-called cooperative marketing associations as a rule
there anybody who does not realize that now?
are not true cooperatives; they are too much, as is the organizaMr. CLARKE. May I ask you this question right there? There tion of the army in some countries, largely generals. They are not
are two schools of thought in reference to the question as to true cooperative .marketing associations wh~re the .officials carry
11ow to help agriculture, as I view the question. At least, there out tJ:e cooperative will. There are some high officials and sales
are two schools of thought that prevail up in my country.
agenc1e~ ~nd Government assistants. TJ:;le farmers do not contr.ol
One is that the farmers themselves are not willing to come the pollctes. They are told what to do m order to participate m
into the cooperative movement upon the commodity they pro- some benefit. .
.
duce and help to battle for themselves, federated nationally upon
Cooperating ~s a .mental att1tu?-e you l1ave to acquire. It ia
the commodity they produce. What more can Congress do than acquired by domg tnings cooperatively.
it has done?
THE DEBENTURE
Mr. SuMNERS. That is a fair question. Let me touch on that.
This other problem of agriculture is related to marketing, but
As I stated, agriculture has two problems; one of them is that for the purpose of this consideration it may be examined apart
to which you refer, marketing. I have much respect for your from marketing. It is doing for agriculture the thing required of
judgment and for your patriotism.
any government claiming to be just and impartial among its citiSPOT PRODUCE EXCHANGE
zeas. It is required of any government pretending to afford to its
citizens equality before the law. It is now required of this GovThere ought to be established in this country something very ernment by the most imperative necessity in behalf of the common
akin to a produce exchange where actual spot commodities would good, the public necessity. I refer to what is known as the export
be sold by their descriptive trade terms while still at the point debenture. I do not 11mit to specific details. I do limit to the
of first or secondary concentration. In the merchandising of general plan of an export debenture. The philosophy of the debenagricultural commodities we find that production and consump- ture is found in basic economic necessity and duty resting upon
tion have moved so far apart that trade contact has been broken. government to preserve equality of advantage, equality of benefits,
When the farmer used to sell a few surplus hams to the people and general equality among its citizens before the law in order
who lived in the little village, using on his farm practically every- not only to do justice but also to preserve good government and
thing he produced, selling was relatively unimportant. Besides, a normal development of the economic body functioning normally
he could drive his wagon into the village and the consumers could in obedience to natural law. Its plan of operation would be to
examine his products. There was trade contact.
give back to the farmers who have no benefit from the protective
Now, if there is a man in the Rio Grande Valley who raises tariff that which through the tariff is taken from them by the
spinach or oranges, or some other produce, he does not know might of government and given to the beneficiaries of the tariff.
I do not know of anything in the history of governments prewhere the people are who want those things, and the people who
want them do not know where the supply is or how to establish tending to be just which is more partial and under present contrade contact. There has been improvement in that regard since ditions more brutal and less wise than the treatment of these
I came io Congress. I have done my best to help, but there is yet producers who raise grain, cotton, and tobacco.
I do not mean this Government purposes to be brutal, but it
much to do.
From the days of the manorial markets in England and on is a brutal thing done by the might of government, and the disthe Continent it was regarded as the duty of government With astrous effect has now reached to the most far away and the
regard to commerce to establish public markets and thereby the greatest of the units which make up our interdependent ecopossibilities of trade contact. That is a very interesting fact. nomic body.
It is only within the last 100 or 150 years that it has ceased to be
Let us look at this a minute. Here is a Government which
recognized as the duty of government to establish and main- says: " I am going to protect you, my producers, from the cheap
tain such possibilities of trade contacts. Or rather there has labor of others. My purpose is to have you get prices as much
been a failure to recognize the changes which improved trans- higher than other peoples get as will make up for the difference
portation has wrought and adjust governmental policy to meet in the cost of production under American standards of living and
those changes.
the lower standards abroad." After having thus declared the
In order to establish the possibilities of general trade contact purpose and the policy it is made to apply only to a part of its
now, three or four definite things must be done. You gentlemen producers. These farmers to whom I have referred are left out.
have done much in that direction; but there is one new thing That is done by a government which boasts of equality before
needed, and then a general hook-up.
the law. But it does not end there. In add.itlon it denies to
First, you have to standardize agricultural commodities so they these farmers the right to buy where they must sell. Why? In
may be dealt in by their respective trade terms. I do not think order that they may be compelled to buy from those who are to
we have approached that job exactly from the right angle. I am have the benefits of the tariff system. So it is that to the fault
not very familiar with what has been done during the last three of partiality the crime of economic slavery is added.
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THE PENALTY OF INJUSTICE

Suppose a father should say to his two boys: " I am going to
protect you against the cheaper living conditions of your neighbors. i want my family to live better and get more for their
products than our neighbors get," and then would say, "Now,
John, this does not apply to you. You must still sell in competition with your neighbors, but you may not buy from them.
You must bring your money back home, and with that which
you get in that cheaper market buy from your brother, Tom.
Of course, you pay him more than you would have paid where
you had to sell, and you must pay your brother more than he
otherwise could get." Suppose John should say, "You see to
it that Tom is given a boost in his prices, but you do not get
any boost for me-you even make me pay Tom's boost. Am I
not a part of this family? " What could · the father ·say and tell
the truth that would place him in any decent attitude as between
his boys? It could not be done. That attitude is not decent. It
is an attitude that violates every obligation of equality, of justice,
and, looking to the far reaches of time, of sound public policy.
We can not fail to see that. Somewhere down the line that sort
of thing, that partiality, that injustice has to be paid for. This is
that time. We of the cities are paying now. That is bad enough,
but it is only a part of the picture.
THE ADDED DISADVANTAGE

Before the war we were able to dispose of a large part of our
agricultural surplus, paying the interest we owed to other peoples.
After the war we ceased to be a debtor nation and became the
world's great creditor nation. We brought back a large part of the
world's gold to this country and also brought back billions of
dollars of bills receivable. It requires the gold which the rest of
the world can get to pay the interest they owe to us. That left
these farmers with a greater necessity to barter. That is a natural
right. What did we do about that situation? We ran up the
tariff wall still higher, cutting them off more completely from
their accustomed markets.
I want to touch on just one other thing. You take the bill you
gentlemen reported for farm relief. It was drawn upon the theory
that these surpluses are bad things and are to be got rid of.
Every one of the propositions being considered by you now
except the debenture is based upon the assumption that our surpluses are things to be got rid of. What does that mean?
SURPLUS BAD ONLY TO PEOPLE DEVOID OF STATESMANSHIP

What are you going to do with these people who are now producing a•surplus? Where are you going to drive them? What is
going to happen to them? What right have you to drive them
anywhere?
In the first place, is it a good thing to have a surplus of agricultural commodities't Is it a good thing for a nation to be protected
by a safe margin against all the hazards of current production,
against the uncertainties of the ravages of insects and of climatic
conditions?
We face the fact, gentlemen, that there is not a statesman in
central Europe perhaps who would not exchange half the natural
resources of his country in order to have for his people the security-! mean every sort of security, including military securityguaranteed by an abundance of food and clothing material at
home each year which would be afforded by such a surplus as we
have. Yet we despise it. We despise G~d's earth and its bounty
and are trying to get rid of this bounty of God, more important
to the safety of any people of ability properly to order their economic and political government than a surplus of gold in their
treasury, and more vital to their national security than a great
navy upon the seas.
Are we utterly devoid of statesmanship and of common sense?
What are we going to do with these people, these grain and cotton
farmers? Are we going to drive them into the cities, to add to
the millions of unemployed people? They have to be somewhere;
they have to go somewhere, they have to do something. What?
In my country we are producing at least 50 per cent of our
cotton for export. Is that an illegitimate thing? Is it a bad
thing for people to be engaged in the production of commodities
for the world market? When did it get to be a bad thing? What
is the use of these millions expended to support the Bureau of
Foreign Commerce? What is the justification for this $17,000,000
building which the President and the last Congress approved for
the Department of Commerce if we are going out of world commerce?
Take your corn and wheat growers. What are your people going to do? Ought they not to be given a. fair chance, a fighting chance before we issue against them the decree of economic
death?
,
The fault with us and our policies is that we see difficulties 1n
our road, and somebody says, " Look out; there is a broken culvert," and we whirl off into the jungle without any consideration
as to the difficulties in that direction. Where will these people go?
I do not know where they will go. Why not at least give them a
chance to hold their accustomed world market?
Mr. N&soN. Speaktng of a surplus, three years ago last April,
when this committee met on the 15th of April, or before that, we
had witness after witness before us, and I asked them the question.
''Is the surplus a good thing?" And without exception the answer was that a surplus is a good thing; it is the only thing that
will make for the safety of the country as a whole.
I have been greatly interested in what we have heard this morning. I think it has been one of the most constructive and fundamental talks that we have had. As I understand it, your thought
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is that regardless of whether or not the tariff is good or bad, so
long as we have a tariff, it should be made effective, as effective for
agriculture as for industry?
HAVE GOT TO GIVE BACK TO AGRICULTURE WHAT IS ARBITRARILY TAKEN

Mr. SuMNERs. We have reached the point, gentlemen, where we
have got to do that. I say that without the slightest uncertainty
as to the soundness of my conclusion.
Mr. NELSoN. I might say that was the view of some of us when
the so-called farm relief bill, which has just about " relieved " the
farmer of everything he has, was passed. At that time the present
chairman of the committee, Mr. JoNES, of Texas, offered an amendment to that b1ll to incorporate the debenture plan. It failed, as
did the amendment I offered to incorporate the equalization-fee
feature. The farm marketing act at that time was said to be written in a very definite way, and it was written in just that way.
The farm marketing act, judged by its results, has been a failure,
as I knew it must be. I was one of 35 Members to vote against it.
Now, what can we do for agriculture? One thing we ought to do
is to repeal the farm marketing act, to set a time when that act
w1ll be repealed, or at least when the stabilization feature of it will
be taken out; or if this is impossible, then amend the present act.
It can not do the job as it is.
We can no more make this scheme work, we can no more suspend the law of supply and demand, than we can suspend the law
of gravity. And if this committee does not do something along
that line before this Congress adjourns, we w1ll have failed to do
our duty.
That is one thing we can do. We can look forward to the time
when we no longer have the Farm Board operating as it has been.
We have spent $500,000,000, or appropriated that much, for that
enterprise, and the spread between the peak price and the present
price of farm products in America has been larger than in any
other country in the world. We have proved that stabilization,
as it has been tried, will not work.
Now, if we can make the tariff effective, as it is proposed in this
b1ll to do, I think perhaps we have taken a forward step.
You have referred to us as a committee of doctors to remedy
this condition. The patient is dying and is almost dead. In my
opinion we have got to do something else. The witness spoke a
while ago of a time when the farmer was self-sufficient. I happen
to have on my desk this morning a statement from one who is
supposed to be an eminent authority on agriculture, suggesting
that the farmer should go back to the old days, that he should
buy little, that he should make on his farm the things that he
used to make. He said he could do that very well except for two
things, taxes and interest. That statement was rather amusing.
Incidentally, if carried to its conclusion, if the farmer began to
become all sufficient, it would destroy the city.
You have asked what would the railroads do if the farmer
became all sufilcient. I ask, what would the factories do if the
farmer became all sufficient? We have got to pursue these things
along the modern line.
Mr. SUMNERS. That is perfectly ridiculous; that is just as absurd a proposition to submit to serious practical men as one can
think of. To say that the thing to do is to revert to the old
conditions of the oxcart and the tallow candle. I would not take
up your time, gentlemen, to discuss such a proposition even in
criticism.
Mr. NELSoN. Yet we are hearing that to-day from many people.
Mr. SUMNERS. I know; there are a great many fools in the world
and they have large audiences now.
Mr. NELSON. Nobody should take it seriously.
Mr. SUMNERS. No.
.
Mr. NELSON. Yet it is being proposed and from some so-called_
eminent authorities.
The CHAIRMAN. I think we have had a very fine diagnosis of the
situation and a profitable discussion. I think any further discussion should be along the line of the remedy we have to suggest.
Mr. LARSEN. Mr. Chairman, the gentleman from Texas and the
gentleman from llllnois had quite an interesting discussion. The
question propounded by the gentleman from lllinois was an
important question and I wanted to see if he could answer it, so
I asked him this question:
·
" What was found to be the remedy for the conditions which
you say existed in 1824?"
He has not answered it, and I want to know if this gentleman
will answer it.
Mr. ADKINs. That question was answered; he answered it.
Mr. LARsEN. No; he did not. I am going to read your answer:
"Mr. Clay said we must have a protective tariff."
Mr. ADKINS. Read the question.
Mr. LARsEN (reading) :
" What was found to be the remedy?.."
I did not ask you what Mr. Clay said. I asked you, "What
was found to be the remedy for conditions at that time, in 1824?"
Now, if the patient was sick in 1824, and he must have been,
if com was then selling for 6¥2 cents per bushel, the patient
recovered. What I desire to know and am asking is, What was
found to be the remedy for the patient in 1824? Not what Mr.
Clay said you ought to do for him. Can you answer that question?
What was found to be the remedy? Let me ask this question:
We had a panic of 1837, as the histories put it, I think. It
started about 1824. We had one in 1873 and we have had some
others.
Mr. ADKINS. We had one in 1857.
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Mr. LARSEN. Yes. We had one in 1857 and in 1893. I guess
those were the major panics. At that time agriculture was in a
very serious condition. But it recovered each time. Old Man
Agriculture is not quite dead yet.
Now, what I want to know is, What were the remedies that we
applied in those years? Perhaps we ought to have the same
remedies to apply now; I do not know. Can you give me those
remedies?
Mr. SUMNERS. Let me see if I can not at least get the difficulty
out of the way.
Mr. LARsEN. With relation to the three theories that have been
suggested to the committee.
THE TARIFF IS A BOUNTY

Mr. SUMNERS. Reference has been made to Mr. Clay. Mr. Clay,
Mr. Webster, and Mr. Hamilton each recognized the protective

tariff as a bounty, and Mr. Hamilton seems to have favored a plan
under which a part of the import duties resulting from the operation of the protective tariff system should be paid to those producers not the direct beneficiaries of the system.
Gentlemen, the time has come when we must decide basic
policies guided by fundamental principles. We have had enough
haphazard, hit or miss policies.
In so far as I know we of the Government are the only people
engaged in serious effort in the world, I mean we, the legislators
and Presidents, who fail to recognize that there are natural laws
which suggest what ought to be done. That is an interesting fact,
is it not? We are the only ones. We do not even recognize that
there are natural laws that govern governments and govern the
economic life of the people. We just sort of splatter around and
go about.
Now, when Washington was sick-and that was a good while
ago--they sent for one doctor and he came and bled him. Then
they sent for another doctor and he bled him some more I believe,
and ultimately they killed him. Our statesmanship is in about
the stage of development of the practice of physicians in Washington's time.
When we come to deal with our economic disorders we are
dealing with a sick patient. We are dealing with a sick economic body made up of many interrelated interdependent units,
of which agriculture is an important part, the part where the
present disorder originated, and the one from which this economic paralysis has spread to the other parts of the economic
body as of necessity by the laws of nature, its penalties not accidentally, it had to happen if the policy be pursued which has
been our policy. If not arrested it was bound to spread. I speak
of paralysis of buying power, a paralysis of the circulatory system
of this economic body. That is all there is the matter with us..
I do not want to get into any partisan controversy about this
matter, because I do not intend to discuss it that way.
THE

REMEDY

PRESCRIBED

FOR A PATIENT
BLEEDING

BLED

WHITE

WAS

MORE

At the beginning of this administration, in extraordinary session, we were summoned to come to this patient who had already
been bled white, was prostrate, and still being bled to support
the tariff system when we got here. What did we do? Did we
reduce the blood being taken and give the patient a blood transfusion as any intelligent physician would have done under similar
circumstances? Not a bit of it. We increased the quantity of
blood being taken. We raised the tariff and refused the debenture, refused a blood transfusion. We bled agriculture more,
raised the tariff, ~nd have been sitting around expecting recovery.
That was the program of the administration. Think of that.
Saying everything would be an right "just around the corner."
I know the President is opposed to what I suggest, but the
President is wrong. This is one thing I know more about than
he and his advisers know. And I know I know it. Not about
many things would I speak with such assurance. I do not want
to interfere with the President's program. Politically the present
situation is a bad one. I know all we Democrats can do is to
try to help tide over until one or the other party can be placed
in complete control. I would not press this matter now if I
did not know the dangers immediately in front of us toward
which we are headed as straight as a crow can fiy. I have studied
this matter for many years. The record will show that I have
pointed out many times the destination to which our policies
have led us, and have entered my protest and have offered what
subsequent developments have demonstrated were constructive
suggestions.
I will tell you, and may I tell the President with all respect,
what is "around the corner" if we do not revive the buying
power of the farmers, it is the dole. As I said, the radical
things which governments find themselves compelled to do have
their origin in the failure of governm€nt, to do what ought to
be done when it ought to be done. I do not want to appear
presumptuous or be egotistical. If I do so it is because I have
given during many years study to this matter. I know what is
the matter here. I know its importance and I see the danger.
It is no time to permit modesty to interfere with the warning
which it is my duty to give.
Now, may I make this observation, gentlemen? The debenture
is in effect a tariff on agricultural commodities arranged to give
back to agriculture what is taken, and which, in order to be made
effective, must be made to operate in a reverse direction. It would
return to farmers what the tariff takes from them, and give them
a chance to pay their debts, and to buy, and give others and
others on up to the greatest corporation the ability to do the
same thing, and to put idle people to work.
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Academically, I am a free-trader. But we are called here to
responsibility after others have established an operating protective system. It is facts and not theories with which we must
deal now. This I lay down as a sound public policy: Where you
have a tariff system, and as long as you have it, the only way
you can. prevent injustice, or a lopsided industrial development, is
to distnbute the burdens and the benefits not merely of the system itself but of the policy sought to be m ade effective through
the system. That is the only way you can p::.-event a part of your
industry serving as a nurse cow for the rest of it. Agriculture
has been serving for a long time as the nurse cow for a mighty
big yearling. We have got to feed the old cow or wean the
yearling. She is not giving enough milk for this yearling, and
the yearling does not want to graze. As a matter of fact, it is
not a yaarling; it is a · full-sized steer. What I say is, as long
as the steer sucks you must feed the cow; otherwise both the cow
and the steer will perish.
I am taking up too much of your time, gentlemen. I submit
myself to the committee for questions.
Mr. MITcHELL. I would just like to ask you how you think the
people in the respective States and communities would react to the
idea of Government supervision and control in their respective
localities and sections? Just what procedure would you indicate
the strong arm of the Government might follow in our respective
jurisdictions? Will you be good enough to give the committee the
benefit of your opinion of the practical workings of the bill that
you have in mind?
ARBITRARY CONTROL SHOULD BE AVOIDED

Mr. SUMNERS. When you come to deal with these farmers--and

I know them-you have got to consider the element of human
nature that is involved and the attitude of that particular part
of our people.
I believe the farmers would not submit to arbitrary control,
going into the details of their production, telling them what they
can do with their farms and that little tract up on the hill. They
would submit with as much resentment, and more, than any other
class of people in the United States. I think you would find a
great deal of resentment.
The CHAIRMAN. May I suggest right there that this debenture
plan does not have any suggestion of that kind in it. That would
simply be handled at the port.
Mr·. SUMNERS. One great advantage of the debenture plan is that
it is freer from the element of arbitrary control than any other
plan I have seen suggested and would require smaller Federal
machinery and less ~xpense to administer it, and would, therefore,
have a tendency to g1ve to the producer a larger share of that which
the people are compelled to contribute. It would add least to our
great army of Federal employees.
The CHAIRMAN. If there are no further questions of Mr. Sumners, I desire to thank you for your presentation.
Mr. SUMNERS. If anyone finds anything in my remarks that
seems partisan, I shall be glad to eliminate it from the record.
This is not the place for such things.
Mr. HAUGEN. I would like to ask a question of the gentleman
before he leaves. Your suggestion is for the establishment of a
produce excl;lange?
Mr. SUMNERS. Yes. You know, you have tried to regulate these
privately owned and merchant-controlled institutions called produce excb:anges and to compel them to perform a public function.
I -doubt that you will ever be able to do it.
Mr. HAuGEN. You suggested the debenture plan in connection
with that.
Mr. SUMNERS. Yes.
Mr. HAUGEN. Would it be wise to spend a large amount of money
now to do what could be done otherwise without such a great
expense?
Mr. SUMNERS. With regard to any other proposition, I would say
that if our assumption is correct it is not wise.
Mr. HAUGEN. I think we all understand the situation. I do not
think there is any question about that. We have understood it for
all these years and we have been trying to get some remedy.
Mr. SuMNERS. Yes.
Mr. HAuGEN. We brought in a compromise measure. Everybody knew in advance in the absence of a prescribed plan and
authority to carry it into effect that it would not produce tb.e
desired results, but still much of the time it benefited the wheat
producers to the extent of 20 cents a bushel on their wheat.
There has been a good deal of talk about the Farm Board. The
trouble was with Congress not giving it a definite, workable plan.
The board did the best it could. Many had the idea that 100
per cent cooperation could be effected voluntarily. others advocated trying it out:' We knew that it would not work. They
tried it out at an expense of several hundred million dollars, so
it dropped the stabilization plan. I hope now that all are willing
to try out something else. At least the board is not to ba
criticized.
Mr. SuMNERS. I do not purpose' to criticize the board. I do not
want to get into any controversy. I want results.
Mr. HAuGEN. We want to clear that point up. I think we
should protect the board and protect everybody else.
Mr. SuMNERS. I do not purpose to criticize anybody or any
board in what I have said. I have a constructive pw·pose.
Mr. HAuGEN. I. of course, know that you don't. What have
you to say about the plan suggested by these three farm groups?
Mr. SuMNERS. Unfortunately, I am not familiar with their suggestions.
Mr. HAUGEN. One is the cost-of-production plans, one the debenture plan. and one the equalization-fee plan. I think we
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all agree that in some instances the equalization fee would work is going to happen, of course, but we are confronted with the
to the advantage of the farmer over the other plans, and in a very definite proposition, What are we going to do with our
number of instances, where there is a small surplus, the deben- producers if they do lose their share of the world market?
ture plan or the cost-of-production plan might be applied. The
Mr. ANDRESEN. It is a real problem.
suggestion submitted by the three farm groups is that the three
Mr. SuMNERs. Gentlemen, to my mind, this is the situation:
plans be embodied in one bill, and the board directed to apply Here are these people fighting for a share of the world's market
whichever plan or plans would serve the purpose best. What and being bled to support industries in this country. Are we to
have you to say about that?
refuse in this situation to give back to them that which we are
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Sumners, the farm groups have suggested taking from them and which we know is necessary to help them
that we give the Farm Board the privilege or the option of using to make this fight against world competition, and give back to
any one or all three remedies--the equalization fee, the debenture, them enough to enable them to buy the products that we produce
and the so-called allotment plan.
in the cities? Gentlemen, I just cen not see the horse sense in
Mr. SuMNEas. Personally, with all due respect to the Farm not doing it.
Board, I do not yield as a Member of Congress to the Farm
Mr. ANDRESEN. But if they lose the world market, then your
Board the right to determine whether or not in its judgment debenture will not be worth anything.
the equalization fee or the debenture plan should be put into
Mr. SUMNERS. It would help to hold the world market. I do
effect. I would assume that responsibility as a legislator defi- not mean to say that it would insure them to hold the world
nitcly for the very specific purpose cf making the tariff operate I mar~et, but it would assist them in that direction. Can't you
to the advantage--that is, the philosophy of the tarifi--operate see It?
equally to the advantage of tl}e farmer as well as to industry
Mr. ANDRESEN. I can not see it, because our wheat farmers can
as long as that system operates.
not compete with the wheat farmers of France.
Mr. HAUGEN. We have the tariff and the purpose is to make it
Mr. SuMNERS. Take your wheat farmer. You export in round
effective. There is only one way of making it effective and that figures 200,000,000 bushels of wheat out of a total of some
is one by debentures, at the expense of the Federal Treasury, or 800,000.'000 bushels--something like that?
to do, as organized industry has been doing for the last 50 years,
The CHAIRMAN. Those are the approximate figures.
equalize the price. Every producer under that plan pays his proMr. SuMNERS. Suppo~e you J;lave the debenture. That stimuportiona.te share of the cost and receives his ratable share of the lates your wheat pnce m Amenca. How much do you propose to
profit.
stimulate it?
Mr. SuMNERS. Mr. Chairman, before I leave, I want to direct the
Mr. ANDRESEN. Twenty-one cents.
attention of the committe.e and ask its consideration, if it r:;ees
Mr. SuMNERs. Let us say 20 cents a bushel. You stimulate your
fit, to H. R. 8896, a bill which I introduced. It is very brief, and wheat price 20 cents a bushel on your American consumption.
with your permission I will read it.
That gives you a 20-cent increase on 600,000,000 bushels of wheat,
The CHAIRMAN. Please do.
does it not?
(Mr. SuMNERS read H. R. 8896, which is as follows:)
Mr. ANDRESEN. I! it works out.
Mr. SUMNEB.S. Well, if it does give you 20 cents on 600,000,000
" [H. R. 8896, Seventy-second Congress, first session}
bushels of wheat, that is something that you have that comes to
"A bill authorizing compacts among States for agricultural and you as wheat producers. Then you can afford t::> sell 25 per cent
of your product cheaper than you could otherwise if you had not
conservation purposes
"Be it enacted, etc., That two or more States are hereby author- received that assistance, could you not?
Mr. ANDRESEN. Yes. But we will run up against the same thing
ized to enter into agreements and compacts, not in confiict with
the laws of the United States, concerning the exercise of their when we go to do that, that we impose upon other countries
when
they put a bounty upon products that they ship into this
governmental powers with reference to production, processing, and
sale of agricultural products, development, and preservation of country.
Mr. SuMNERS. You are referring to the practice of dumping?
their natural resources, including soil fertility, and to create such
Mr. ANDRESEN. Yes. That will be automatically taken care of
agencies, joint or otherwise, as may be deemed necessary to make
in that way.
effective such agreements and compacts."
Mr. KETCHAM. The answer to that point, which is always raised,
Mr. SuMNERs. This is merely permissive and is offered solely for·
the purpose of freeing the States from the restraint in the Fed- is that these nations will not invoke antidumping laws if they
eral Constitution against States entering into compacts. I had need or they want the crop. That is the answer to that objection.
Mr. SUMNERS. That is correct.
in mind that you gentlemen, if you will be good enough, some
The CHAIRMAN. A country that is short in any commodity certime, will consider the advisability of giving to these States engaged in the production of a given commodity congressional au- tainly will not take those steps to keep it out of the country.
Mr. SuMNERS. I would be willing to see what they would do
thority to enter into compacts and agreements with regard to
about it. I would not want to be too apprehensive about it. We
those things concerning which they have a common interest.
I am very much obliged to you, gentlemen. Unfortunately I had best cross that bridge when we get to it. Let us do our "best.
was not prepared properly to present this matter. You know the If we fail, we will not be at fault. That is the maximum of what
pressure we have all worked under. Nobody has had time really can be required of anybody and it is also the minimum that is
required. If we fail after I have done my best, I will not bother
to prepare anything properly.
Mr. ANDRESEN. Mr. SuMNERS, before you leave, may I ask this about it one split second. Difficulties are nature's gymnastic
question? During the war an emergency existed, as far as agri- paraphernalia provided for the development of people.
I do not know how long this difficulty in the big economy is
culture was concerned. There was an effort to beat down the
price on certain agricultural products and Congress took recogni- to challenge human thought and effort and result in human
tion of that and established a minimum price on wheat, to assure development, but I know it is here now to challenge us and we
better not lay down on the job 1f we would escape other
the farmer cost of production and a fair return, or a profit. We had
are in an emergency now possibly greater than we were during punishment.
the war, as far as the country is concerned.
LOOKING AGAIN AT THE WHOLE MA'ITER
What would your idea be on a similar proposition now, to set
Now, in conclusion, let us look again at this matter. We have
up a governmental agency, to establish a minimum price on cey- a principle that taxation shall be uniform. Taxation is not
tain basic agricultural commodities?
uniform as to these agricultural pr~ucers of exportable surMr. SuMNERS. Would you be carrying out the idea that the sur- pluses. They are taxed through the tariff to provide a bounty
plus is to be bought by some governmental agency and retained? for others. There is no tax upon those others for the agriculMr. ANDRESEN. During the war, of course, the Government-tural producers.
We have a basic principle that there shall be equality before the
Mr. SuMNERS. There we had no difficulty, because we knew there
was not going to be enough produced to feed us and our allies, law. There is no equality before the law as between the two
didn't we?
great classes of producers. One gets a bounty. The other is
Mr. ANDRESEN. An arrangement might be made whereby they excluded. To this is added a second inequality, whlch makes a
double inequality. The excluded class is forced by the Governwould only purchase a certain amount of a man's crop.
Mr. SUMNERS. I do not want to give an opinion about it further ment which excludes them from a bounty to contribute to the
than to say that any plan which holds in this country what we bounty of others from their world competitive prices received for
produce above domestic requirement is a threat to future prices what they sell. In addition to the tax directly levied upon them
and its retention here instead of letting it go into the world by the tariff in the form of enhanced prices for what they buy
market is calcul_a~ed to develop in other parts of _the world large above world prices, they pay a much greater tax indirectly in
areas of competitive production, which in turn might cut us out the shape of the increased overhead of others increased cost of
permanently from the world market. We ought to try to hold 1 living of others, increased price of commoditi~s used in manuthat market against the day of better world conditions rather than facturing, and so forth, increased wage scales, and so forth, which
keep the surplus he~e at ~he expense of storage and dete~oriation are passed on from one to another until they reach these farmers
an~ the d~nger of Its ~emg turned ~oose at any time m com- who sell to the highest bidder in competition with the cheapest
petition With any years crops. I WISh I could emphasize the labor in the world. There it remains. That is a fact. These
importance of that suggestion during the world adjustment that farmers can not pass these increases, not a cent of them, because
we ought to make every reasonable effort to hold for agricul- they can not say when they come to sell a bushel of grain or a
tural producers the world market that is required to absorb their bale of cottGn: " I have figured this all out. My capital investsurpluses.
ment is so much, my cost of production is so much, so much for
Mr. ANDRESEN_. But, Judge, they are producing more in all the upkeep of my farm and implements, and so much for a reasonother countries of the world, and soon the export market will able profit, therefore my price is so much." They say to the
disappear.
rest of the producers: "What will you give us?" and sell to the
Mr. SuMNERS. I do not know whether we can hold it or not. highest bidder. They absorb whatever of these increases reaches
But take cotton, for instance, and take your wheat, where you them through the general passing process from one to another
have 200,000,000 bushels of surplus; nobody knows exactly what in our business transactions.
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The basic principles of our Government and of ordinary justice pu~p. not too fast perhaps. T;hat might not be safe for the
support the proposition of giving back to these farmers that which tree. And then you would go to work in earnest to give back to
is being taken from them by the aid of the power and policy of the root, to the soil, that which would be most calculated to stimthis Government.
ulate its recovery so that it could do its natural function in susThere is another consideration of public policy involved. If you taining the tree.
go out in the country, you will find the farm plant; his manufacYou would not increase the pressure of the pump as we did
turing plant is not being kept up. The farms of this country are , when we raised the tariff. and try to keep the tree alive by taking
the most important factories we have. There elements of the soil, still more sap from the roots, and refuse to give it water and
of the air, and of the sunshine and the rain are manufactured fertilization as we did when we refused the debenture. You would
into food and clothing material, from which most of the things not do the perfectly asinine things which have made up the reseen in the shop windows come, the things which make the ban- construction program of this Government trying ;p meet the pres~
quet possible, which make up the adornment of dress, which even ent crisis.
if substantially reduced make sound thinking and sane acting
Suppose you were a physician called to see a patient whose
impossible, the things without which life is impossible. No public hands were becoming paralyzed and you should find that the
policy could be more devoid of true states~anship than the policy venous circulatory system, artif!Cially stimulated, was taking more
which would permit that factory to deterwrate.
.
blood from the hands than the arterial system was pumping back.
You say reduce the wage scale and reduce commodity values so Would you increase the artificial stimulus of the venous system
the farmer can trade. Of course, if far~ v.alues remain as they and go away and leave the patient, saying it "would be all right
are, everything must come down; .but this IS what you run into just around the corner" or would you reduce the artificial stim~
if you move in that direction, an Insurmountable wall of existing ulus operating on the venous system and give the patient a blood
indebtedness. You can not pay these debts with a low wage scale transfusion at least equal to what is being pumped out?
and low commodity values. That route leads toward universal
·
bankruptcy or repudiation.
PROTESTING INDORSEMENT OF ENTRANCE INTO WORLD COURT
What are we going to do about it? What are we going to do
Mr. TINKHAM. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent to
about our general situation? Balance the Budget. That is fine.
But that will not pay these billions of debts. But how about the have printed in the RECORD a letter that I have written to
farmer's budget this fall? How about his interest and tax bills the chairman of the committee on resolutions of the Repubbeing balanced with present prices and other budgets up the line?
If they can be balanced, we can. balance the Federal Budget with- lican National Convention in relation to the membership of
out difficulty. If they· can not be balanced, the Federal Budget the United States in the League Court.
can not stay balanced.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection?
Why do not the factories open up? Why do not the wholesale
Ml·. BLANTON. Mr. Speaker, I reserve the right to object,
merchants pay their debts and buy new wares? Why do not
though I shall not object. Tbat is a matter strictly concernthese idle people go to work?
Get a map of the United States. Look it over from east to west ing Republican politics, is it not?
and from north to south. Of all the land which your eyes GurMr. TINKHAM. I think it is Republican and Democratic
vey, eighty-odd per cent of what is cultivated is cultivated by
these same farmers who are producing surpluses and selling to the politics.
highest bidder. As they are driven away from the staple crops
Mr. BLANTON. The gentleman does not contend that
which produce exportable surpluses they move into other fields anything that happens in the Republican convention at Chiof production--dairying, poultry, etc., and pull them down to the
cago will have effect upon the people of the Nation as a
level of the staple crops.
What are we going to do about it? Are we going to continue whole, does he?
the mental suggestion remedy, the foolish remedy, "Everything is
Mr. TINKHAM. I think so.
going to be all right around the corner." We have wasted some
Mr. BLANTON. Other than adversely?
precious years trifiing with that remedy, much to the discredit
The SPEAKER. Is there objection?
of our statesmanship and to the common sense of the people.
This trouble is not mental. It never was mental. It is subMr. GREENE. Reserving the right to object, does it have
stantial. It is basic.
anything in it about the race question?
Are we to find the remedy in loaning money from the Federal
Mr. TThTKHAM. Not a thing.
Treasury to those who can not pay their present indebtedness?
Mr. BLANTON. Is there anything about prohibition in it?
Railroads are in bad condition, not for equipment, not for men
to operate them. They do not need to buy things. They need
Mr. TINKHAM. Not a thing.
revenue. Can this condition be remedied by a loan from the
Mr. BLANTON. That is strange.
Federal Government? It may keep them out of the hands of a
Mr. SCHAFER. Is there anything in it about birth conreceiver for a while and leave the Federal Government with some
bad debts which the taxpayers will have to take care of. What trol?
they need is commodities and people moving on the trains. They
Mr. TINKHAM. There is not.
have got to have some revenue and nobody ever derived any revThe SPEAKER. Is there objection to the request of the
enue from what he owes. The same thing is true of banks. The
thawing out has got to begin at the far end, at the bottom, with gentleman from Massachusetts?
these farmers. It is proposed to advance $2,000,000,000 for public
There was no objection.
works to build roads, etc. It looks as if we are going to be
compelled to do it. But what roads? Who is going to use them? LETTER FROM HON. GEORGE HOLDEN TINKHAM, OF MASSACHUSETTS, TO
HON. JAMES R. GARFIELD, CHAffiMAN COMMITTEE ON RESOLUTIONS,
Who is going to pay for them? The people, of course. But are
NATIONAL REPUBLICAN CONVENTION, AGAINST IND{)RSEMENT OF MEMthese troubles of ours due to lack of roads? Are they revenue
BERSHIP OF THE UNITED STATES IN THE LEAGUE COURT
producers in the primary sense? Who is going to pay for them
nd who is golng to keep them up? The people. How? By taxaMr. TINKHAM. Mr. Speaker, under the leave to extend
tion. Where will it get us? Maybe past the dole this winter, and my remarks in the RECORD, I include the following letter:
save people from starving. But where will this road program
lead us to? I mean, will it lead us away from where we are now
JUNE 9, 1932.
The Hon. JAMES R. G.A.RFI:ELn,
or will it lead us in a circle?
We will come back to where we are, and we will be $2,000,000,000
·Chairman Committee on Resolutions,
nearer exhaustion than we were before if we do not get things
National Republican Convention,
Congress Hotel, Chicago, IlZ.
circulating, from these farmers up.
I do not want to be misunderstood. As we are going now, milMY DEAR MR. GARFIELD: I have been informed that it is proposed
liens of destitute people will have to be fed this winter, and any- that the Republican platform recommend entry of the United
thing is better than a dole. The point I make is that it is a States into the Permanent Court of International Justice o! the
makeshift. It does not touch the basic trouble.
League of Nations.
But there is a limit to the ability Df the Federal Treasury to
If this recommendation be adopted, the Republican Party would
respond with hundreds of millions and billions of dollars. Most advocate violation of the American traditional policy of no foreign
of the other reservoirs of credit are already dried up and the water political entanglements. It would surrender to the internationlevel of the Federal reservoir is going down mighty fast. Its alists and alien propagandists who seek to have us enter the
!':Ources of supply are drying up. If these sources of Federal European political field and the League of Nations. It would aLcso
financial resources dry up, become paralyzed, that paralysis must stultify the repeated declarations of the Republican Party that it
soon reach b3.Ck to the Federal Government. In fact it is reach- is opposed to the entry of the United States into the League of
ing to it now. The fact remai~ tha.t we a:e getting nowhere Nations. The Republican Party would be guilty of dishonesty
with this program except postponing the inevitable consequences and duplicity.
under that program, and adding with each passing day to the
This court is a creation of the covenant o:f the League of
probable cxmsequences when the limit shall have been reached. Nations, which is a part of the Versailles treaty. The United
All right; what ought to be done? In what direction should States emphatically rejected the Versailles treaty. The covenant
e move? What would you do if you were a tree doctor called of the League of Nations is the constitution of the court, which
to treat a tree in bad condition, and should find that an arti- the court must support and enforce. The court is part of the
ficial arrangement had been installed by which the sap which machinery of the League of Nations. It is a bureau of the
nature allocates to the devel.o pment of its root structure was League of Nations. It is called an "organ" of the League of
being pumped away from the root into the trunk of the tree, Nations in its literature, and its official journal declares it .. a
and tbat now the root could not support the tree? What would most essential part of the organization of the League of Nations."
you do? You would do two things. You would slow down the The League of Nations uses the authority of the court for the
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purpose of enforcing the Versailles treat y. It is the. political
instrumentality, agent, and servant of the League of Nat1ons.
No reservations adopted to prevent the provisions of the covenant of the League of Nations applying to the Uni~d States could
possibly preclude the moral liability of the Umted States for
the decisions and acts of this court and her acceptance of them
in good faith if the United States should become a member of the
court.
·
to th
The recent " 'advisory opinion" of the court in re1at10n
e
proposed cust oms union between Ge~many an~ Austria is the
most convincing evidence of the political charac11er of the cou:t.
The unhappy state of the affairs of the American Republic,
both domestic and foreign, is largely the result. of our dangerous
European war adventure of 1917. It bears witness to th~ dire
consequences of departing from the America:n salutary pol~cy of
avoiding entangling alliances and of refrainmg from any mterference or participation in the political affairs of Eur~p~. It also
makes manifest the utter folly of the further participation of
the United States in the political affairs of Europe and the submission of its interests to Europea11 decisions.
The ruin about us must convince the American people that
the United States should remain the unfettered agent ?f international peace and justice, with friendship for all nat10ns a.nd
partnership with none.
Very truly yours,
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S. 4339. An act repealing certain provisions of the act of
June 21, 1906, as amended, relating to the sale and encumbrance of lands of K.ickapoo and affiliated Indians of
~ahoma; to the Committee on Indian Affairs.
S. 4349. An act authorizing the President of the United
States to present a Navy cross to Carlos V. Cusachs, late
lieutenant commander, United States Navy; to the Committee on Naval Affairs.
S. 4374. An act to empower the superintendent of the
Hawaii National Park to perform the functions now perfOlmed by the United States commissioner for the said
national park, and for other purposes; to the Committee on
the Territories.
S. 4425. An act relating to the immigration and naturalization of certain natives of the Virgin Islands; to the
Committee on Immigration and Naturalization.
S. 4440. An act authorizing adjustment of the claim of
George H. Hansen; to the Committee on Claims.
S. 4444. An act to provide for recording of deeds of trust
and mortgages secured on real estate in the District of
GEoRGE HoLDEN TINKHAM.
Golumbia, and for the releasing thereof, and for other
SENATE BILLS REFERRED
purposes; to the Committee 01! the District Of Columbia.
s. 4510. An act to authorize exchange of small tribal acreBills and resolutions of the Senate of the following titles
were taken from the Speaker's table and, under the rule, age on the Fort Hall Indian school reserve in Idaho for
referred as follows:
adjoining land; to the Committee on Indian Affairs.
s.13. An act to regulate foreclosure of mortgages .and. s. 4512. An act authorizing a preliminary examination of
deeds of trust in the District of Columbia; to the Committee the McKenzie River in the State of Oregon, with a view to
on the District of Columbia.
the control of its :floods; to the Committee on Flood Control.
s. 36. An act to amend the act entitled "An act to provide
s. 4513. An act for the relief of Walter Thomas Foreman;
that the United States shall aid the States in the construe- to the Committee on Claims.
s. 4542. An act providing for the use by the Veterans' Adtion of rural post roads, and for other purposes," approved
July 11, 1916, as amended and supplemented, and for other · ministration of the old post-office building in Casper, Wyo.;
purposes; to the Committee on Roads.
.
to the Committee on Public Buildings and Grounds.
s. 256. An act autnorizing adjustment of the clam1 of
s. 4572. An act conferring jurisdiction upon the Court of
Claims to hear and determine claims of certain bands or
Madrigal & Co., Manila, P. I.; to the Committee on Claims.
S. 261. An act authorizing adjustment of the claims of John tribes of Indians residing in the State of Oregon; to the
T. Lennon and George T. Flora; to the Committee on Claims. Committee on Indian Affairs.
S. 329. An act for the relief of Beatrice I. Manges: to the
s. 4573. An act authorizing the sale of the southerly end
Committee on Claims.
of the breakwater at Indiana Harbor, Ind.; to the Committee
s. 363. An act for the relief of Nannie Swearingen; to the QD Rivers and Harbors.
Committee on Claims.
s. 4574. An act to extend the provisions of the national
s. 763~ An act to extend the provisions of the forest ex- bank act to the Virgin Islands of the United States, and
change act to lands adjacent to the national f~rests in the for other purposes; to the Committee on Insular Affairs.
state of Oregon; to the Committee on the Public Lands.
s. 4759. An act to extend the times for commencing and
s. 773. An act to facilitate the use ~nd occupancy. of completing the construction of a bridge across the Missouri
national-forest lands for ·purposes of residence, re~reatwn, River at or near Florence, Nebr.; to the Committee on Intereducation, industry, and commerce; to the Committee on state and Foreign Commerce.
Agriculture.
.
s. 4791. An act to amend the United States mining laws
s. 850. An act for the relief of Michael J. Moran; to the applicable to the city of Prescott municipal watershed in
Committee on Military Affairs.
.
. .
the Prescott National Forest within the State of Arizona; to
S.1877. An act for the relief of Franc1S N. DommiCk; to the Committee on Mines and Mining.
s. 4808. An act relating to the acquisition of restricted
the Committee on Military Affairs.
.
S.1980. An act to extend the times for commenclng and Indian lands by states, counties, or municipalities; to the
completing the construction of a bridge across Lake Cham- Committee on Indian Affairs.
plain from East Alburg, Vt., to W~st Swanton, Vt.; to the
s. J. Res. 124. Joint resolution to provide for the deterCommittee on Interstate. and Foreign Com~erce.
mmation of claims for damages sustained by the :fluctuation
s. 2331. An act to proVlde for the care, mamtenance, and of the water levels of Lake of the Woods in certain cases,
education of children born out of l~wful wedlock; to the &nd for other purposes; to the Committee on Foreign Affairs. •
Committee on the District of Columbia.
.
s. Con. Res. 7. Concurrent resolution to print and bind the
s. 2447. An act to P.rovide fo! re~erences m law cases proceedings in congress, together with the proceedings at the
by consent of the partie~ and declarmg .t~e effect of such unveiling in statuary Hall of the statue of Gen. John Sevier,
submission; to the Comm1tt~e on the JudiCiary..
.
presented by the State of Tennessee; and
s. 2941. An act for the relief .of .the Holy F~mily Hospital,
s. Con. Res. 21. concurrent resolution to provide for the
St. Ignatius, Mont.; to the C~mmittee on Cla~.
.
publication of the proceedings in Congress and in Statuary
s. 3543. An act for the rehef of Robert Emil Taylor • to Hall in connection with the unveiling of the statues of
the Committee on Military Afia~rs.
Junipero Serra and Thomas Starr King, presented by the
s. 4107. An act to ~me~d sec~10n 3 of an .act, as ~me~ded, State of California; and
entitled "An act making 1t a misdemeanor m the .District of
s. Con. Res. 24. concurrent resolution to print and bind
Columbia to aba.ndon or willfully neglect to PI~ov1~e for t~~ the proceedings in congress and in Statuary Hall upon the
support and mamtenance by any person of ~s Wife. or hi:s occasion of the unveiling in the Capitol of the statues of
or her minor children in destitute or neces::at?us crrcum- Jefferson Davis and James z. George, presented by the
stances," approved June 10, 1926; to the Committee on the state of Mississippi; to the Committee on Printing.
NED
District of Columbia.
s. 4273. An act to pay an annuity to Frances Agramonte,
ENROLLED BILL SIG
the widow of Dr. Aristides Agramonte, member of the Yellow
Mr. PARSONS, from the Committee on Enrolled Bills, reFever commission; to the Committee on Military Affairs.
ported that that committee had examined and found truly
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e..."'lrolled a bill of the House of the following title, which was
Mr. PITTENGER: Committee on Claims. H. R. 8668. A
thereupon signed by the Speaker:
bill for the relief of Mrs. Joseph Roncoli; with amendment
H. R. 11337. An act authorizing the Secretary of the Treas- (Rept. No. 1581) . Referred to the Committee of the Whole
ury to exchange the Federal building site in Dover, N.J., far House.
Mr. BACON: Committee on Claims. H. R. 3031. A bill
anothe1· site.
for the relief of Robert Turner; with amendment CRept. No.
ADJOURNMENT
Mr. RAINEY. Mr. Speaker, I move that the House do 1587). Referred to the Committee of the Whole House.
Mr. BACON: Committee on Claims. H. R. 3032. A bill
now adjourn.
The motion was agreed to; accordingly <at 5 o'clock and for the relief of Frede1ick W. Peter; with amendment (Rept.
8 minutes p. m.), under the order heretofore made, the No. 1588). Referred to the Committee of the Whole House.
Mr. BACON: Committee on Claims. H. R. 8525. A bill
House adjourned until to-morrow, Saturday, June 11, 1932,
for the relief of Rosemund Pauline Lowry; without amendat 11 o'clock a. m.
ment CRept. No. 1589>. Referred to the Committee of the
Whole House.
COMMITI'EE HEARINGS
Mr. BACON: Committee on Claims. H. R. 9571. A bill
Tentative list of committee hearings scheduled for Saturday, June 11, 1932, as reported to the :floor leader by clerks for the relief of Joseph Ricco; with amendment (Rept. No.
1590). Referred to the Committee of the Whole House.
of the several committees:
SHANNON INVESTIGATING COMMITTEE

00 a. mJ
Hearing on Government competition with private enterprise.

REPORTS OF COMMITI'EES ON PUBLIC BILLS AND
RESOLUTIONS
Under clause 2 of Rule XIII,
Mr. DOMINICK: Committee on the Judiciary. H. R. 194.
A bill to amend section 6 of the national charter of the
Great Council of the United States of the Improved Order
of Red Men; without amendment (Rept. No. 1582). Referred to the House Calendar.
Mr. HOLMES: Committee on the District of Columbia.
s. 1307. An act authorizing an appropriation for the
alteration and repair of the buildings of Eastern Dispensary
and Casualty Hospital; without amendment (Rept. No.
1583). Referred to the Committee of the Whole House
on the state of the Union.
Mr. DOMINICK: Committee on the Judiciary. H. R.
11676. A bill providing for the appointment of a commissioner to hear -cases arising under contracts of war-risk
insurance in the District Courts for the Eastern and Western Districts of South Carolina; without amendment <Rept.
No. 1584) . Referred to the Committee of the Whole House
on the state of the Union.
Mr. McKEOWN: Committee on the Judiciary. H. R.
12076. A bill for the conservation of oil and gas and protection of American sources thereof from injury, correlation
of domestic and foreign production, and consenting to an interstate compact for such purposes; with amendment <Rept.
No. 1585). Referred to the Committee of the Whole House
on the state of the Union.
Mr. CARTWRIGHT: Committee on Indian Affairs. H. R.
12529. A bill relating to the acquisition of restricted Indian
lands by States, counties, or municipalities; without amendment (Rept. No. 1586). Referred to the House Calendar.
. REPORTS OF COMJ\IITTEES ON PRIVATE BILLS AND
RESOLUTIONS
Under clause 2 of Rule XIII,
Mr. PITrENGER: Committee on Claims. H. R. 1173. A
bill for the relief of Sophie Carter; with amendment <Rept.
No. 1576). Referred to the Committee of the Whole House.
Mr. BLACK: Committee on Claims. H. R. 4038. A bill
for the relief of A. Randolph Holladay; with amendment
(Rept. No. 1577) . Refened to the Committee of the Whole
House.
Mr. PITTENGER: Committee on Claims. H. R. 5780. A
bill for the relief of Mary Orinski; with amendment <Rept.
No. 1578). Referred to the Committee of the Whole House.
Mr. PITTENGER: Committee on Claims. H. R. 7134. A
bill for the relief of Julia Santiago; with amendment CRept.
No. 1579). Referred to the Committee of the Whole House.
Mr. PITTENGER: Committee on Claims. H. R. 8009. A
bill for the relief of Mabel Carver; with amendment (Rept.
No. 1580). Referred to the Committee of the Whole House.

PUBLIC BILLS AND RESOLUTIONS
Under clause 3 of Rule XXII, public bills and resolutions
were introduced and severally referred as follows: ·
By Mr. MONTET: A bill <H. R. 12570) for the protection
of the agricultural communities along Bayou Vermilion, in
the State of Louisiana, against injury to or destruction of
crops by reason of the increased salinity of the waters of
said bayou resulting from the construction of the Intracoastal Canal; to the Committee on Irrigation and Reclamation.
By Mr. BUCKBEE: A bill (H. R. 12571) to amend the
act approved June 25, 1910, entitled "An act to establish
postal-savings depositories for depositing savings at interest
with the security of the Government for repayment thereof,
and for other purposes"; to the Committee on the Post
Office and Post Roads.
By Mr. MONTET: A bill <H. R. 12572) to provide for the
appointment of an additional district judge for the eastern
district of Louisiana; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
By Mr. HAUGEN: A bill (H. R. 12573) to amend section
81 of the Judicial Code, as amended; to the Committee on
the Judiciary.
By Mr. JONES: A bill (H. R. 12574) to provide for the
issuance of agricultural export debentures, to secure to the
farmers a fair price for agricultural commodities, and for
other purposes; to the Committee on Agriculture.
By Mr. JOHNSON of Washington: A bill (H. R. 12575)
providing for Federal contribution to the local school district at McNeil Island, in the State of Washington; to the
Committee on the Judiciary.
By Mr. CANFIELD: Joint resolution CH. J. Res. 427)
proposing an amendment to the Constitution providing for
a referendum on a proposed substitute for the eighteenth
amendment; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
By Mr. SCHAFER: Joint resolution CH. J. Res. 428)
authorizing the President to proclaim October 11, 1932,
General Pulaski's Memorial Day for the observance and commemoration of the death of Brig. Gen. Casimir Pulaski;
to the Committee on the Judiciary.
PRIVATE BILLS AND RESOLUTIONS
Under clause 1 of Rule XXII, private bills and resolutions
were introduced and severally referred as follows:
By Mr. BANKHEAD: A bill (H. R. 12576) for the relief
of "John A. Shannon; to the Committee on Military Affairs.
By Mr. BOWMAN: A bill <H. R. 12577) granting an increase of pension to Louise Taylor; to the Committee on
Invalid Pensions.
By Mr. DAVENPORT: A bill (H. R. 12578) granting an
increase of pension to Anna Duffy; to the Committee on
Invalid Pensions.
By Mr. FIESINGER: A bill (H. R. 12579) granting an increase of pension to Barbara Binkley; to the Committee on
Invalid Pensions.
By Mr. KNIFFIN: A bill (H. R=-12580) g1·anting a pension
to John Killion, jr.; to the Committee on Invalid Pensions.
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By Mr. LICHTENWALNER: A bill (H. R. 12581) granting
an increase of pension to Tillie Conrad; to the Committee
on Invalid Pensions.
By Mr. MILLARD: A bill (H. R. 12582) for the relief of
Arthur Van Gestel, alias Arthur Goodsell; to the Committee
on Military Affairs.
By Mr. SMITH of West Virginia: A bill (H. R. 12583) for
the relief of the Commercial Credit Co. (Inc.); to the Committee on Claims.
Also, a bill (H. R. 12584) for the relief of George Waldo;
to the Committee on War Claims.
By Mr. SWANSON: A bill (H. R. 12585) granting a pension to Cora F. Bossingham; to the Committee on Invalid
Pensions.
By Mr. SWING: A bill <H. R. 12586) for the relief of Leo
Emil Tiede; to the Committee on :Military Affairs.
By Mr. TAYLOR of Tennessee: A bill <H. R. 12587) granting an increase of pension to Ebb Hundley; to the Committee on Pensions.
By Mr. UNDERWOOD: A bill (H. R. 12588) granting a
pension to Emma Blosser; to the Committee on Invalid
Pensions.

Kansas, favoring the repeal of the agricultural marketing
act; to the Committee on Agriculture.
8256. By Mr. SUTPIDN: Senate concurrent resolution,
adopted by the Senate and House of Assembly of New Jersey,
petitioning Congress to appropriate sufficient funds to carry
out the provisions of the national defense act of 1920; to the
Committee o'n Military Affairs. •

SENATE
SATURDAY, JUNE

11, 1932

(Legislative day of Wednesday, June 8, 1932)

The Senate met at 11 o'clock a. m., on the expiration of
the recess.
THE JOURNAL
Mr. McNARY. :Mr. President, I- ask unanimous consent
for the approval of the Journal for the calendar days of
Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday, June 8, 9, and 10.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Without objection, it is scf
ordered.
CALL OF THE ROLL
Mr. McNARY. Mr. President, I suggest the absence of a
PETITIONS, ETC.
quorum.
Under clause 1 of Rule XXII, petitions and papers were
The VICE PRESIDENT. The clerk will call the roll.
laid on the Cle1·k's desk and referred as follows:
The legislative clerk called the roll, and the following
8243. By Mr. CRAll.,: Petition of M.G. Leach, of Los An- Senators answered to their names:
geles, Calif., offering a program which is a compromise be- Ashurst
Costigan
Kean
Robinson, Ind.
tween the $2,000,000,000 prosperity loan for public works and Austin
Cutting
Kendrick
Schall
Dill
Keyes
Sheppard
the plan to buy municipal and . State unemployment relief Bailey
Bankhead
Fletcher
King
Smith
bonds to enable local communities to handle their own Barkley
Frazier
La Follette
Smoot
problems; to the Committee on Ways and Means.
Bingham
George
Lewis
Steiwer
Goldsborough
Logan
Thomas, Idaho
8244. Also, petition of Aurora L. S. Hansen, recommending Blaine
Botah
Gore
McGill
Thomas, Okla.
legislation which will encourage the raising of cattle and the Bratton
Townsend
Hale
McKellar
Harrison
MeN ar y
Trammell
drinking of milk and the use of dairy products for health Broussard
Tydings
Hastings
Metcalf
and restoration of agricultural prosperity; to the Committee Bulkley
Vandenberg
Bulow
Hatfield
Moses
on Ways and Means.
Byrnes
Hawes
Norris
Walcott
Hayden
Nye
Walsh, Mass.
8245. By Mr. FREAR: Petition of the Farmers' Union of Capper
Caraway
Hebert
Oddle
Watson
Taylor County, Wis.; to the Committee on Agriculture.
Carey
Howell
Patterson
Wheeler
Hull
Pittman
White
8246. By Mr. LINDSAY: Petition of Railway Electric Sup- Cohen
Johnson
Reed
ply Manufacturers Association, Chicago, urging defeat of Connally
Coolidge
Jones
Robinson, Ark.
House bill 12353, the "pork barrel" bill; to the Committee
Mr. McNARY. I desire to announce that the followingon Ways and Means.
8247. Also, petition of the Fifth Avenue Association, New named Senators are detained in a meeting of the ComYork City, favoring modification of the Volstead Act; to the mittee on Banking and Currency: The Senator from South
Dakota [Mr. NoRBECK], the Senator from Michigan [Mr.
Committee on the Judiciary.
8248. Also, petition of the Fifth Avenue Association, New COUZENS], and the Senator from Iowa [Mr. BROOKHART].
Mr. REED. I wish to announce that my colleague the
York City, favoring the recommendations of the National
Economy Committee in balancing the Budget; to the Com- junior Senator from Pennsylvania [Mr. DAVIS] is detained
from the Senate on account of illness.
mittee on Ways and Means.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Seventy-four Senators have an8249. Also, petition of Railroad Employees National Pension Association <Inc.), Chicago, favoring the passage of swered to their names. A quorum is present.
House bill 9891 and Senate bill 4646, providing a retirement
LEGISLATIVE APPROPRIATIONS-cONFERENCE REPORT
pension for transportation employees; to the Committee on
Mr. JONES. Mr. President, I desire to submit the conInterstate and Foreign Commerce.
ference report on House bill 11267, the legislative appro82W. Also, petition of the National Retail Hardware As- priation bill, and ask for its immediate consideration. The
sociation, Indianapolis, urging reduction of Federal expendi- report was printed in the RECORD this morning.
tures and balancing the Budget; to the Committee on Ways
The VICE PRESIDENT. The question is on agreeing to
and Means.
the conference report.
8251. Also, petition of American Savings, Building & Loan
[For report see Senate proceedings of yesterday, CoNInstitute, Chicago, favoring the passage of the Federal home- GRESSIONAL RECORD, p. 12555.]
loan bank bill; to the Committee on Banking and Currency.
The report was agreed to.
8252. By Mr. RUDD: Petition of the Welfare Council of
Mr. JONES. I move that the Senate insist on its amendNew York City, referring to the safeguarding of Federal aid ments still in disagreement, ask a further conference with
to housing; to the Committee on Ways and Means.
the House, and that the Chair appoint the conferees on
8253. Also, petition of the Fifth Avenue Association, New the part of the Senate.
York City, favoring the modification of the Volstead Act,
The motion was agreed to; and the Vice President apto permit the manufacture and sale of light wine and beer; pointed Mr. JONES, Mr. SMOOT, Mr. HALE, Mr. BROUSSARD,
to the Committee on the Judiciary.
and Mr. BRATTON conferees on the part of the Senate at
8254. Also, petition of Railroad Employees National Pen- the further conference.
sion Association, Chicago, ill., favoring the passage of
House bill 9891 and Senate bill 4646; to the Committee on GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT OF CHAIN STORES (S. DOC. NO. 100)
Interstate and Foreign Commerce.
The VICE PRESIDENT laid before the Senate a letter
8255. By Mr. SPARKS: Petition signed by Seigel Lewallen from the chairman of the Federal Trade Commission, transand C. E. Dulin, of Glen Elder; N. P. Carl, of Cawker City; mitting a report of the commission entitled " Growth and
and 77 other farmers of Mitchell County, all of the State of Development of Chain Stores," submitted in pursuance to

